








to the purchase, sale or rental of country and suburban real estate in all parts of the country.

Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
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SCARSDALE. An ideal location for an all-year-round home.

Absolutely restricted and protected. Each home a small estate.

All the latest improvements. Perfect commutation facilities.

Houses for rent or sale. Come and judge for yourselves.

LUKE & BAXTER, 39 EAST 42D STREET

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
40 minutes from Grand Central. A cozy old
farm house, nicely remodelled with improvements,
7 acres in choice location overlooking Long
Island Sound, fine old trees, garage, stable, pure
water. The owner really wants to sell.

COOLEY & WEST, Inc.
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

'Phone 413 Depot Square

FLORIDA
ORANGES GRAPE FRUIT

We offer for sale

Bearing Groves and Citrus Fruit Lands in the beautiful Lake
Region of Polk Co.

Correspondence solicited.

BRUCE & CO. Florence Villa, Fla.

FOR SALE

Es
,000

place"for anyb__v

every convenience.

CHOICF PI OT In the JamaicaV^n'-MV^C, I LiW 1
tales, about 12,000

square feet. Every improvement that the city can
oiler. 15 minutes from Herald Square. Rare op-
portunity at $7,000.

AC'RFAr'F On Englewood Cliffs, New
*-vv^l\l_i/-\VJl_. jersey> directly on the Hudson
River. Delightful location for a Suburban Estate.
Wonderful scenery. A real bargain.

Full particulars in the hands of
500 FIFTH MICC I C\Y/|C NEW YORK
AVENUE IV11OO l_n,WlO C1TY

Telephone 1594 Bryant

T7OR rent in Pelham Manor for term of years. All
modern improvements. Four living rooms on ground

floor with a fireplace in each. Five master's bed rooms,
three fireplaces, two baths, and two large rooms on third
floor. Large Kitchen and Pantry with light airy cellar

under whole.

Further information may be obtained by calling on or

writing to,

E. K. GILLETT
Pelham Manor, N. Y.

Country Estates - Farms - Cottages.

SALE AND RENT
FRANKLIN [DSON. RAYMOND B.THOMPSON (p.

Real Estate Agency

GREENWICH

For Sale. House, Stable, Garage. Greenhouse,
3 acres. Very high ground, just off the Sound
shore. 1 mile from Greenwich Station. House
contains 6 masters' bedrooms, 5 baths. In all ap-
pointments a perfect estate. Highly restricted
environments.

A rare opportunity to purchase a perfectls ap-
pointed Gentleman's Estate of 45 acres. Fine Man-
sion, Stable, Garage, Greenhouse. Superintend-
ent's Cottage, etc., complete in every detail. Close
to Greenwich Country Club, commanding exten.
sive views of the Sound and in every direction.

to tfje

&gemont Cjftfite'
'm Scarmale Station

The ideal realization of out-of-town living. A delightful
home community, for all-year residence. Protected sociaJ
environment, the charm of the country, all city improve-
ments. Immediately at station, only 19 miles, on Harlem
Elec. Div. N. Y. Cent. R. R.

J. Warren Thayer,
Conrpanp,
hayer, &.

Owners

Scarwlale, N. Y.
Weetctieater Co.

503 5th Ave.. N. Y,
Corner 42d str.H- t

Princeton-
A delightful residential town of beauty and

refinement. Equally distant from New York
and Philadelphia. fast trains.

Rentals $300 to $6,000 a year. Furnished
homes also for rent.

Choice properties town and country fur-

nished or unfurnished, for sale or rent, in other

desirable localities

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton, N. J.

New York Office, 56 Cedar Street

AT PELHAM HEIGHTS

An unusually attractive and cosy home,, lo-

cated in a beautiful residence section 35
minutes from 42nd St. on New Haven road
(electric trains). House is just one year
old, of colonial design, large rooms, 3 baths.
4 toilets, hot water heating. Living room
18x33, spacious sun parlor, "Ye Olde Open
Fireplace," beamed ceilings, parquet floors.

Plot 100x125. Price, $17,5OO.

Mount Vernon, N. Y. Telephone 708

Among the hills overlooking Long Island Sound
165 acres occupying the entire summit of one of the highest hills in this section. Very extensive

views in all directions, including unsurpassed view of Long Island Sound. The property is 3 miles

from Ridgefield, one of the most beautiful towns in the Connecticut hills. The farm consists of

meadows, upland, and quite a large area of woodland, with a picturesque brook flowing through it for

nearly one-half mile. As the site for a country estate, this property cannot beexcelled. The buildings
are old, but the farm house is useful. The property can be bought for less than $100 per acre.

Write for further particular: to

H. E. DANN & SON, Inc. 45 Wall St., Norwalk, Conn.

In writint it advertitm flease mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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ANTIQUE FURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc.

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New York

Sun Dial Shop

anterior 2Decoration

MRS. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS

22 East 34th Street NEW YORK CITY

TELEPHONE 2970 MADISON

ANTIQUES
AND

HAND BRAIDED RUGS
Send 4c. in stamps for catalog and lists

RALPH WARREN BURNHAM
IPSWICH IN MASSACHUSETTS

IJAVE you an odd piece of furniture, silver, china or bric-a-brac you would like to dispose of?
Advertise in this department and bring it to the attention of thousands of our readers. We are

glad to advise buyers of antiques as to reliable dealers on request. Address Manager Antique Dept.

HOUSE (Si, GARDEN,' 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
COMPLIMENTARY PORTFOLIO 6F-G3IOR PIATE^

Notable Examples Of

INEXPENSIVE-DECORATION AND FURNISHING
"THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL" is an illustrated monthly

magazine, which gives you the ideas of experts on every
feature of making the home, its appointments and
surroundings beautiful.

It is invaluable for either mansion or cottage. It

shows how taste will go farther than money. Its teach-

ings have saved costly furnishings from being vulgar
on the other hand, thousands of inexpensive houses
are exquisite examples of refined taste, as a result of its

advice. It presents this information interestingly and
in a plain, practical way. Everything is illustrated:

frequently in sepia and colors.
"The House Beautiful" is a magazine which no woman interested

In the beauty of her home can afford to be without. It is full of sug-
gestions [or house building, house decorating and furnishing, and is

equally valuable (or pople of large or small income..

ELLEN M. HKNROTIN..

Ex. Pres. Nat. Federation of Women's Clubs.

Our readers say the magazine is worth more than its subscription f ____ ^
But to have you test its value, for gl.oo we will mail you free,"The House Beau
tiful" Portfolio of Interior Decoration and Furnishing with a five months' tri

*

subscription. The Portfolio is a collection of color plates, picturing and des
cribing rooms inwhich good taste rather than lavish outlay has produced

'

charming effects. The Portfolio alone is a prize, money can not or-

dinarily purchase. Enclose gi.oo with coupon filled out and send to

HERBERT S. STONE, Publisher, THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

Color in the Garden

AX7HILE variety of coloring is one of
the most pleasing features con-

nected with the blooming time of bulbs,
this same amazing variety also leads to

embarrassing complications in the gar-
den, for it is among the bulbous plants
that we find the brightest reds, the rich-

est yellows, the clearest blues, the strong-
est purples, the most decided pinks, and
the purest whites. Without very much
effort one can plant a bulb bed in such
fashion as to set all the teeth in the

neighborhood on edge. Bulb beds, there-

fore, should be planted with some regard
to color. You can safely mix yellows
with whites and purples, for nature does
that in the pansy. You may plant reds

and yellows in the same bed with no very
serious results, but cerise pinks and the

blues that are really blue must be kept

away from the yellows, reds, and purples.
The blossoms of a little bulbous plant

called scilla siberica are the most intense-

ly blue of any flower. In the chionodoxa
we find various shades of this same blue.

The puschkinia, too, though much paler
than either of these, may be considered
a blue flower. It is an excellent plan to

group these attractive scillas, chionodoxas
and puschkinias in a little bed with snow-

drops and white crocuses. They must
never be planted with purple crocuses,
for they bloom at the same time, and the

color combination is atrocious. One
should avoid putting mixed hyacinths in

this bed, too, since either purple or pink
blossoms would destroy the pleasing ef-

fect of the blue and white. Both the

scillas and the chionodoxas the snow-

drops and white crocuses live from year
to year and may be counted on to increase

pleasantly if the soil is to their liking.
The tulip, more than any other one

flower, lends itself with graciousness to

the gardener's love of color schemes for

tulips may be found in such an endless

variety of color and shade that al! tastes

and needs can easily be satisfied.

F. H. SWEET

The Dog In Winter
HEN the kennels are a permanent
structure of the improved concrete

construction they should be built with a
south or southwestern exposure, allowing
plenty of sunlight. Care should be taken
that the bedding be kept clean and the
house free from filth and refuse. Thor-
ough cleaning should be made more fre-

quently in winter than during the rest of
the year as the dog keeps his kennel for
a greater part of the time and consequently
more dirt accumulates. It is often a good
plan to sprinkle the floor with some good
non -

irritating disinfectant. The bed
raised above the floor has the advantage
of being cleaner and warmer than the one
flush with the bottom of the kennel, and
should be supplied with warm blankets or
an old quilt or anything that can be aired
and cleaned.

In it-TiHtm to adi-crtisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDIK.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those inter-

ested in dogs. All inquiries will receive careful attention. Ad-
dress "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-addressed en-

flnfr

Elegant high-

quality Collie
, puppies, sable and white, from
best strains of blood; have been

carefully raised, are in perfect
health. Eligible to registration
American Kennel Club Stud Book.

Ready for delivery, shipped on re-

ceipt of price. We take great care

in selecting each puppy. We will

please you. Males $20 each; fe-

males $15 each.
Nice grown male Collie $50.

Our booklet sent on receipt of stamp.

ss Pine Crowe Collie Kennels, Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, N. r.

Send your name and address to-day for a

F R K E SAMPLE COPY OF I> O G 1) O M
the oldest, largest and only hign-d.-tss

EXCLUSIVE r>O MAGAZINE
published. Fully illustrated. Pri ed on en. .

original cover designs. ( tver fifty pages of dog advertis

Price $1.00 a year which includes three premium pictures

nice enough to frame and suitable for den or study Addr

DOGDOM PUBLISHING CO.
Battle Cm-k

Bea

Mlt-lilicim

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
'"THE, Breeders register in the Gazette has proved of great

value, in view of the constant demand at the American
Kennel Club for names and addresses of breeders. Write

for rates.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
1 Liberty Street NEW YORK CITY

// You Hr m Don
You Should ReadAND F AIMOY

the only weekly in America devoted exclu-
sively to the dog. Sample and Special
Trial subscription Offer on application.

FIELD AND FANCY, 14 Church St., New York City

"DOGS IN AMERICA"
(Illustrated)

This bi-monthly caters .to Fancier and Nov'ce alike.

Special
articles and typical dogs exemplified. Full reviews

of shows. The one dog man a particularly welcome sub-
scriber.

Annual Suhm'riptioii 92.OO
Address "DOCS IN AMERICA"

406 World Building New York

BLUE DRAGON
KENNELS

14 Miles from New York
GREAT NECK, I.. I.

Offer for sale a fine lot of

puppies by their celebrated

Champion Chinese Chum
Winner of many championships. Also winner of cup for

Best Dog in Show of All Breeds at Cedarhurst, L. I., 1908

Address Man after

Pointers and Setters for Sale
None batter bred or more thoroughly trained

on Quail, Pheasants and other game
Our dogs are bred second to none and trained in the
best Quail section of the United States. We have both
dogs and bitches. Why not enjoy the fall shooting over
a dog that is thoroughly trained and one that knows his
nusiness in the field? Prices from
Please state your wants.
TheC. S. FREEL KENNELS.

$50.00 up to $200.00.

Drawer H, Loogootee, Ind.

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices reason-
able. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. G. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

SCOTCH COLLIES
The most popular, handsome, affec-

tionate and refined of all dogs. Fifty
beautiful golden sable and white, pedi-
greed puppies, by noted registered sires,
are looking around for new homes. Un-
conditional satisfaction guaranteed.
Price 15.00 up, either sex.

Hawthorn Collie Kennels
Box 66 CUMMAQUID, MASS."Alarca I-aurler"

PET STOCK MAGAZINE
devoted to

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits and all other kind of Pet Animals.

Illustrated,Interesting,Instructive.
Liberal commission paid to energetic agents. Write us.

Pet Stock Magazine, 18-20-22 Washington St., Springfield, Ohio

Walescott Kennels
Scottish Terriers Welsh Terriers

Have at present the best collection to
be found in any kennel in the world.

Puppies from $35 tor females to $250 (or M ales

BERNARDSVILLE, N. J.

Airedale in color. Fox Terrier in .-ize.

Large enough for watch dog, small enough
for the house. Game little companions.
Puppies Irom $25 lor females lo $75 lor Miles

RABBITS AND PET STOCK
Unrivaled Flemish Giant. Angora. Tan
and Polish Rabbits Peruvian and Smooth
Canes lor [ancy or pet.

Some Good Voung.ten now lor

ule, (1.00 up

Elm Cove Rabbitry,
Great Neck, L. I.

Jonths old-3501bs.
JERSEY RED PIGS!

T 'S "Pounds that count." Buy
Jersey Red Pigs the rapid grow-

ers. Strong, vigorous, small-
boned, long bodied. Nine
months pigs often dress 350
Ibs. Buy a pair now. Get
quick profits. Circular free.

>. J. COLLINS. BoY, Moorestown, N. J.

These are rarely thoroughbreds but mix-

tures bred to a point of general usefulness

by a natural process of elimination of ob-

jectionable birds. Having found the ac-

climated breed of best utility in a locality,

the amateur may improve upon it by

breeding with thoroughbreds.
Under conditions where the fowls are

required to find part of their living over

a wide range, the light and medium

weights are preferable to the heavy breeds

which are content with a sunny corner

and whatever comes their way.
The Brahmas and Cochins become

"broody" more readily than the light

breeds and adhere to their nests patiently.

Their disposition is docile and they are

wise mothers. For the man who has no

incubator and must depend upon the re-

productive instincts of his fowls, these

heavy breeds may be drawn upon for a

few good sitters. The Brahmas especially
are excellent mothers. The Plymouth
Rocks and others of the intermediate

class of birds are also satisfactory in this

capacity.

Though, for appearance' sake, thor-

oughbreds are desirable, yet a cross of

good breeds is just as successful. The

Plymouth Rock with the Brahma will give
excellent weight, and if the eggs of good
layers are chosen, the cross should result

in fine general-purpose fowls. White Wy-
andotte and Plymouth Rock, and Brahma
and White Wyandotte are excellent

crosses. Wyandotte or Plymouth Rocks

may be bred with Leghorn for increased

egg production of the medium-sized fowls,

but the progeny must subsequently be bred
for weight by selecting the heavier bodies

with the best egg productiveness.
There is no distinct advantage de-

rived from crossing fowls of very unlike

characteristics as, for instance, the heavy-
weight Cochins of moderate laying quali-

ties, with a lightweight profuse layer like

the Leghorn. The amateur breeder who
would emphasize certain characteristics 1

in

his flock should choose fowls that have
those characteristics to a certain extent,
and seek to strengthen them by a union
with breeds in which those characteristics

predominate.

Having decided the question of breed,
the prospective raiser must procure his

eggs or poultry from a strain of fowls
whose members do not bear too close re-

lation to one another. In spite of blood,

inbreeding will produce poor layers and

irregular sitters with chicks deficient in

vitality. There must be proper balance of
traits with best of health in the old birds
so that the chicks may have their right

heritage of vitality. Cockerels might bet-

ter be changed every second year to in-

sure this. They must not be sires to the
third generation nor should cockerels of
the second generation be mates of fowls
of the preceding generation. Inbreeding
emphasizes inherent weakness in the pro-
geny, and though such fowls may be thor-

oughbreds, in that their blood is distinct,

yet they will be constitutionally weak.
M. ROBERTS CONOVER

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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One Thousand
Dollars

(including $250.00 First Prize for

a letter of not more than two

hundred words) will be paid for

the best explanations of

"The Reasons Why"

is the largest Mail-

Order Seed Trade in

the World
The cash will be distributed as follows: First Prize,

$250,00; Second Prize, $100.00; Third, Fourth and
Fifth Prizes, $50.00 each; ten Sixth Prizes of $25.00
each and ten Seventh Prizes of $10.00 each, followed
by thirty prizes of $5.00 each for the next best let-

ters, making in all fifty-five prizes, amounting to one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00).
3TFor full particulars see page 173 of BURPEE'S NEW
ANNUAL FOR 1911, mailed free on application.

"The Leading
American Seed Catalog"
"Better than Ever" for 1911!

The Thirty-Fifth Anniversary edition of this popu-
lar "SILENT SALESMAN" tells the plain truth about the
BEST SEEDS THAT CAN BE GROWN, as proved at our
famous FORDHOOK FARMS, the largest and most com-
plete Trial Grounds in America. Handsomely bound
with covers lithographed in nine colors, it also shows,
painted from nature, on the six colored plates, lead-

ing specialties in unequaled Vegetables and most beau-
tiful new Flowers. With hundreds of illustrations
from photographs and carefully written descriptions
it is A SAFE GUIDE to success in the garden and
should be consulted by every one who plants seeds,
either for pleasure or profit.

Shall we mail you a copy ? It so, kindly name
HOUSE & GARDEN and write,--TODAY!

W. Atlee Burpee & Co.

Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia

In celebration of our THIRTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
YEAR our Catalog presents Several New Features,
one of which is the following unusual offer, Four of

the Finest New Annual Flowers "for a quarter" of

which two can be had only direct from us!

C OC /"** wc w ''l rnail one regular fifteen-
rOl tO V^15. cent packet each of Burbank's
most gorgeously brilliant NEW FIREFLAME ESCH-
SCHOLTZIA and the magnificently varied, gigantic NEW
BURBANK POPPIES, both now first introduced and
described by Luther Burbank on page 125 of our

Catalog and a ten-cent packet each of the unique
NEW AFRICAN GOLDEN-ORANGE DAISY (Dimorpholheca
Aurantiaca) and The Burpee Blend for 191 1 of

SUPERB NEW FANCY ANTIRRHINUMS.
43TThousands throughout the world who plant these

new flowers will surely remember with pleasure for

months, the coming season, that 1911 is the Thirty-
Fifth Anniversary Year of the BURPEE BUSINESS IN

QUALITY SEEDS!
For one dollar we will mail FIVE SETS of these

"Four Finest" New Flowers, and to five separate
addresses, if so directed. It goes without saying
that if you are not thoroughly satisfied you can have

your money back any time within the year, for such

13 the guarantee that goes with all Seeds purchased of

Burpee, Philadelphia
"Our Business is our Pleasure"

West Indies
When the Snow Flies, the Sunny
Isles of the Caribbean Smile a

Welcome.

Leaving New York

January 28 and

March 4, 1911
$150 and Up hf

The S. S. "New York" is equipped with every modern con-

venience, including Wireless, Submarine Signals, Swimming
Pool, Electric Fans in every room, Dark Room, Launches,
Orchestra, etc.

Optional Shore Excursions, including across the Isthmus, along
the Canal Route, across Cuba, etc.

SEND FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS TO

PLEASURE CRUISE DEPT.
9 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Or Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis, Montreal, New Orleans, Phila-

delphia, Seattle, St. Louis, San Francisco, Toronto, Washington,
Winnipeg.

SEEDS
Largest growers of pedigree farm and garden ^\ Jk HP C
seeds in the worldClovers, Grasses, Oats, .

, , Tn
Rye, Barley, Potatoes, Seed Corn, etc. We *&.*?.
breed only pedigree heavy yielding stocks. You can beat that

C.-lTJI.OGL'f: FRKU in 1911.

JOHN *. SALZER SEED COMPANY, Box 18, La CromM, Wlm.

FLEMING'S WELSH QUARRIES AND ROMAN BRINDLED TILE
For Interior Floors Vestibules. Porches, Terraces. They harmonize with every color scheme and are permanent,

"FLEMING'S ADAMANTINE CLINKER BRICK
For Stable Floors, Approaches, Areas under Porte Cocheres, and laid in designs around Sun Dial pedestals are most

attractive. All informai jon on application

HOWARD FLEMING
{ E*SC

rin

w<
is80 }

253 Broadway, New York

Home Owners Use
NO FREEZING

Underground Garbage Receiver

The only practical sani-

tary way of disposing

of garbage.
'

Sets deep
in the ground and the

opens with the loot and saves buckets last for years.the hands a frost bite

Spiral Trussed Rib Ash Barrel

outwears all others and is ten

pounds lighter.

FIREPROOF

Underflow Refute Receiver

Stores your ashes

out of sight and
makes the work of

attending furnace

easy.
Sold Dirwt Send for circular on each

3O Farrar St.
I.- ii I,. MHMN.C. H. Stephenson, Mir..

Garages and MotorBoat Houses
THE LATEST BOOK. Ready Jan. 2, 19H

There are 136 illustrations of Garages and
Motor Boat Houses consisting of interior

and exterior photographs and plans. Three
are from the designs of twenty- four well

known Architects.

Text and illustrations compiled by
Wm. Phillips Comstock

Editor of the "Architects' and Builders' Magazine"

Bound in Cloth and Art Paper, size 7Vi x lOVi
PRICE. $2.00

The Wm. T. Comstock Co.
23 Warren Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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COVER DESIGN : HOUSE IN ROCHESTER
From a photograph by Nathan R. Graves

CONTENTS DESIGN : BERRYDOWN COURT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND
E. L. Lutyens, architect

Photograph by Thomas W. Scars

FRONTISPIECE: HOUSE NEAR VILLA NOVA, PA.

Charles Barton Keen, architect

Photograph by Thomas W. Sears
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THE FIREPROOF HOUSE 13

By fared Stuyvesant

WHAT THE PERIOD STYLES REALLY ARE IV 17

By Lucy Abbot Throop

SOME HARDWARE SUGGESTIONS 20

By Carleton Monroe Winslow

LIGHTING FIXTURES OF CHARACTER 22

By Katharine Newbold Btrdsall

KITCHENS OLD AND NEW AND THEIR SUGGESTIONS 24
Photographs by M. H. Northcnd, J. T. Beats and others

THE PROBLEM OF THE BATHROOM 26

By A. Raymond Ellis

SUGGESTIONS FROM ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSES 28

A SETTING FOR THE COUNTRY HOME 29
By E. P. Powell

THE BEST TREES FOR THE CENTRAL WEST 31
By Frank C. Pellett

POULTRY BREEDS FOR THE SUBURBANITE

VARIOUS ARCHITECTURAL TYPES OF COUNTRY HOMES 32
Photographs by J. T. Beats, R. T. Jeffcott and others

THE REAL MEANING AND USE OF ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL 34
By Louis Boynton

THE BEST USE OF STONEWORK 37
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein

SUGGESTIONS FROM GERMAN COUNTRY HOMES 40

How TO READ AN ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING 41

By Russell Fisher

THE HOME OF MR. H. M. TURNER, CHAPPAQUA, N. Y 42
Alfred Busselle, architect

A HOUSE AT CEDARHURST, L. 1 43
Louis Boynton, architect

INSIDE THE HOUSE 44

GARDEN SUGGESTIONS AND QUERIES 46

INGENIOUS DEVICES 48

PROTECTING THE OWNER IN His SPECIFICATIONS

HENRY H. SAYLOR,
EDITOR

McBRIDE, WINSTON & CO., 449 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK
Robert M. McBride, President; Robert F. MacClelland, Secretary; Henry H. Saylor, Treasurer.

Published Monthly. 25 cents per Copy. $3.00 per Year. For Foreign Postage add $1.0.0;

Canadian, 500. Entered as Second-class matter at the Post-office, New York, N. Y.

Copyright, 1010, by
McBride, Winston Sf Co.
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An objection sometimes heard regarding the fireproof house is that it is too plain to be attractive. The Holden house, at South Orange,
N. J. Hollingsworth & Bragdon, architects, shows that this is by no means a necessary fault

The Fireproof House
THE REVOLUTION IN BUILDING MATERIALS THAT HAS COME ABOUT WITHIN THE LAST
TWENTY YEARS COMPARATIVE COSTS OF UNBURNABLE CONSTRUCTION AND ITS ADVANTAGES

BY JARED STUYVESANT
.4 $'

Photographs by Henry A. Frost, A. E. Sproul, Thomas W. Sears and others

IN
the early years of home-building in America, the natural and

almost only available material was wood. Our forefathers

could scarcely afford the time and labor necessary in building
their homes of stone

;
brick kilns were few and far between

;
and

these three materials completed the list. Wood was so common,
so easily worked and so close at hand that its use followed as

a matter of course.

It has taken many years for our home-builders to get away
from the idea that wood is the most economical form of construc-

tion. Even now, although the cost of wood has increased by

leaps and bounds within the last decade, the cost of a house built

of clapboards or shingles is less in most localities than a house

of any other material. But we are coming to the realization that

there is something more to be considered than merely this first cost.

With the enormous waste by fire a loss so great in figures
as to be beyond our comprehension and the need for buildings
that will not require so much in the way of maintenance cost,

other materials have been brought forward and have rapidly found
their way into general use.

Within the past five years the examples that we see on every
hand of fireproof construction in office buildings and commercial

structures of various kinds has developed a widespread desire to

build our homes in a similarly indestructible manner. There has

been also another factor that has brought fireproof construction

within the bounds of possibility for the small place. This is the

constantly increasing familiarity on the part of the building trades,

with the methods and materials used in fireproof construction.

Ten years ago the cost of a fireproof house was out of all reach,
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WOOD ROOF
CONSTRUCTION

A pleasing variety of color and texture has been secured by inlaying tile on the uprights of
the porch railing. The home of Mr. P. A. Tomes in Woodmere, L. I. Alfred Hopkins,
architect

A welcome return to the high-columned Colonial porch. The
Martin House, Cynwyd, Pa. Mcllvaine & Roberts, architect

A artM Ularly
,

succe
?
sful surface treatment of colored tiles andmarble panels set in stucco. Mann & MacNeille, architects

Wood rafters and floor joists, with a
roof of tile or slate, give a good meas-
ure of protection with the fireproof
walls

because the contractors would have

been so much afraid that their work-

men could not handle the unfamiliar

materials in an economical way. For-

tunately, the more pressing need for fireproof construction in

commercial buildings has paved the way and has paid the pre-

liminary high price of this knowledge, so that to-day the small

suburban or country home built of concrete or of hollow tile is

as common a sight as a new building of wood.
There are several ways in which a house may be built to

withstand fire. One of these is the monolithic cement construc-

tion. In this the walls are first built up as hollow forms with

lumber, and into these the concrete is tamped in successive lay-
ers. This method has already been practically abandoned for

the reason that it is an expensive one and results in a wall that

is apt to allow moisture to come through. Another method is

the use of concrete blocks. Here the cost is very much less than
in the monolithic system, but unfortunately the concrete block

industry received a very black eye because the material, instead

of standing on its own merits, attempted to imitate stone and
failed. There is no doubt that this method would be in far more
common use if someone

had never thought of the

familiar "rock-face" pat-
tern for these blocks. The
third method is the use of

hollow terra cotta tile in

several forms. These blocks

are laid up very much in

the same way that bricks

are laid, and by reason of

the rapidity of erection,
the fire-resisting quality of

burned clay and the suc-

cession of dead-air spaces
secured in the wall itself,

the method has pushed its

way into widespread use.

It is familiar as the most
common form of construc-

tion in office buildings.

In the first method pre-

ferably, and in the third

method necessarily, the

wall is covered on the out-
A special form of block is made for

, .,. the window jambs to bring the wall
side with stucco. The sub- out to an even edge
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With the exception of the soil pipe, the

plumbing and heating pipes and the
wires may be run in the vertical chan-
nels formed in the tile

ject of this exterior treatment is a

large one in itself and one that has

been taken up in this magazine some
months ago, so that it is perhaps un-

necessary to go very deeply into the matter here. It might be

mentioned, however, that the hollow terra cotta blocks are

grooved so as to give a "key" for the stucco which, of course,

is applied directly to the terra cotta surface. Usually the stucco

work is put on in two coats, and it is well to remember that the

tile should be thoroughly wet before applying the first coat. This

latter will be at least one-half inch thick outside of the tile sur-

face, and will consist of one part Portland cement, three parts
of sand, with a "guaging" of not more than 10 per cent, of

lime putty. This first coat should be applied under pressure to

give it a good grip on the tile, and it should be well scratched

before it sets. The finish coat will be one-quarter inch thick, and,

for a plain cement finish, will consist of one part cement and

two parts sand. It is possible, of course, to vary this finish coat

both in color and in surface texture, but this is beyond the scope
of the present article.

The question is frequently asked : "What sort of foundation

is necessary for this tile

construction?" It is pos-
sible to use a foundation of

any material that will serve

for the ordinary frame or

brick building. The choice

of a foundation material

depends usually on what
material is most readily
available in that particular

locality. It is possible, and

may be more economical,

however, to use for the

foundation these same hol-

low terra cotta blocks in

the size that is made for

that purpose 12 x 12 x 12

inches. The bonding at the

corners is secured by start-

ing each course with a

block six inches wide.

Above the foundation

the walls are usually laid

with 8 x 12 x 12 blocks

with the holes running ver-

An English scheme for embellishing the surface of a stucco wall is to cover it with a net-
work of wires on small iron posts, not unlike heavy iron nails, on which the vines are
trained

Shingles have been used here for the roof, doubled every fourth
course, but tile or slate are more common in the fireproof type

The hollow tile wall ready for the

stucco finish. A facing of brick is

also used occasionally

Where stucco is used with other materials there is usually too great
contrast, rather than the restraint manifested here
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It is interesting to compare the appearance of the modern fireproof house with the intermediary type between wood construction and the
tormer. In the illustration at the right the lower part is of tile and stucco, but the upper portion retains all the characteristics of wood
construction. With fireproof walls the roof has naturally grown simpler and less conspicuous

Hollow tile and stucco, roofed with slate, costs about 15 per cent
more than a good wood house. Squires & Wynkoop, architects

The use of fireproof materials has brought about a simpler mass
and less fussy detail in our country homes

Two fireproof houses at Ivy Court, Orange, N. J. Mann* MacNeiU,.architects. A flat type of roofing tile was used in one of the houses,with variegated slate in the other
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A group of old mirrors that indicate the extent to which refined furniture design was carried during the Georgian Period in England the

time of the great cabinet-makers

What the Period Styles Really Are
IV. THE GEORGIAN PERIOD IN ENGLISH FURNITURE MAKING, DIVIDED INTO THE FOUR
PARTS BEARING THE NAMES OF CHIPPENDALE, ADAM, HEPPLEWHITE AND SHERATON

BY LUCY ABBOT THROOP

[Modern usage of furniture and fittings for the interiors of American homes would seem to indicate that we have but two available and distinct

styles "Colonial" and Craftsman or so-called "Mission." For a long time the historic period styles were so ignorantly and tastelessly employed as to

bring aboul a revulsion of feeling and their almost complete abandonment. There are signs l/uit the pendulum is swinging back again now, and that a

really si ice-re appreciation of the best that has been done in the past ^mll reveal new possibilities for beauty in the homes of to-day. Miss Throop's
series of articles will aim to give an understanding of the period styles and how they may be intelligently used. EDITOR.]

THE classification of furniture in England is on a different

basis from that of France, as the rulers of England were
not such patrons of art as were the French kings. Flemish,
Dutch and French influences all helped to form the taste of the

people. The Jacobean period lasted from the time of James I to

the time of William and Mary. William brought with him from
Holland the strong Dutch feeling that had a tremendous influ-

ence on the history of English furniture, and during Anne's short

reign we see the same Dutch feeling slowly changing into what
is called the Georgian period. This Georgian period covers the

reigns of the four Georges and is divided into several parts, bet-

ter known as the times of Chippendale, Adam, Hepplewhite and
Sheraton. French influence is marked throughout and is divided

into parts. The period of Chippendale was contemporaneous with
that of Louis XV, and the second part included the other three

men and corresponded with the time of Louis XVI. It was not

A chair from early in the i8th
Century of the Dutch type

One of the Chippendale pat-
terns, dating from about 1750

The characteristic shield-back
chair of Hepplewhite

Thomas Sheraton's rectangular
type of chair-back

(16)
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A sturdy corner chair of the Chippendale
period

until the latter part of Chippendale's life

that he gave up his love of rococo curves

and scrolls, dripping water effects, and

his Chinese and Gothic styles. His early

chairs had a Dutch feeling, and it is often

only by ornamentaton that one can date

them.

The top of the Dutch chair had a

flowing curve, the splat was first solid

and plain, then carved, and later pierced in geometrical designs:
then came the curves that were used so much by Chippendale.
The carving consisted of swags and pendants of fruit and flowers,

shells, acanthus leaves, scrolls, eagle's heads, carved in relief on

the surface.

Dutch chairs were usually of walnut and some of the late

ones were of mahogany. Mahogany was not used to any extent

before 1720, but at that time it began to be imported in large

quantities, and its lightness and the ease with which it could be

worked made it appropriate for the lighter style of furniture

then coming into vogue. Chippendale began to make chairs

with the curved top that is so characteristic of his work. The

splat back was always used, in spite of the French, and its treat-

ment is one of the most interesting things in the history of Eng-
lish furniture. It gave scope for great originality. Although,
as I have said before, foreign influence was strong, the ideas

were adapted and worked out by the great cabinet makers of the

Georgian period with a vigor
and beauty that made a distinct

English style, and often went

far, far ahead of the originals.

The genius of Chippendale

justly puts him in the front rank

of cabinet-makers and his influ-

ence was the
'

foundation of

much of the fine work done by

many others during the i8th

century. He used very little in-

lay ;
and carving, good propor-

tions and good joinery seem to

have interested him more than

the beauty of the wood itself.

He is often criticized for his ex-

cessive rococo taste as dis-

played in the plates of the

handles "Gentleman s and Cabmet-mak-

By courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

A particularly graceful corner-cupboard and
chair of the Chippendale school

A Chippendale armchair dating probably
from 1750-1770

er's Director," and in some of his finished

work. Many of the designs in the "Di-

rector" were probably never carried out,

and some of them were probably added
to by the soaring imaginations of the en-

graver. This is true of all the books pub-
lished by the great cabinet-makers, and it

always seems more fair to have their repu-
tations rest on their finished work that

has come down to us.

Chippendale, of course, must bear the chief part of the

charge of over-elaboration, and he frankly says that he thinks

"much enrichment is necessary." He copied Meissonier's designs

and had a great love for gilding, but the display of rococo taste

is not all in his work by any means. He early used the

ogee curve and cabriole leg, the knees of which he carved with

cartouches and leaves or other designs. The front rail of

the chair also was often carved. In about 1760 or 1765

he began to use the straight leg for his chairs. The different

shapes of splats will often help in deciding the dates of their

making. The curves shown in the diagram on another page
are the merest suggestions of the outline of the splat, and they

were carved most beautifully in many different designs. Ribbon-

back chairs are dated about 1755 and show the adapted French

influence. His Gothic and Chinese designs were made about

1760-1770. Ladder-back chairs nearly always had straight legs,

either plain or with double ogee
curve and bead moldings, but

there are a few examples of

ladder-back and cabriole legs

combined, although these are

very rare. The chair settees of

the Dutch time, with backs hav-

ing the appearance of chairs

side by side, were also made by

Chippendale. "Love seats" were

small settees. It was naively

said that "they were too large

for one and too small for two."

A large armchair that shows a

decided difference in the man-
ners of the early i8th century
and the present day was called

the "drunkard's chair."

Lacquer was used a great

To Hepplewhite is due credit

for the introduction of the

urn-shaped knife-boxes
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By courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

The sideboard is by Shearer, the first maker of a serpen-
tine pattern. Chippendale's elaborate ribbon-back chair

shows a strong French influence

By courtesy of Metropolitan Museum of Art

An inlaid marble mantel by the
architect and furniture designer,
Robert Adam

deal in the Dutch period
and when the demand be-

came so great that China

and Japan could not sup-

pi}' it, the English them-

selves did very beautiful lacquer work.

Between 1710 and 1/30, when the craze for "Indian work"
was at its height, there were many pieces of old oak and walnut

furniture covered with lacquer to bring it up to the fashionable

standard, but their forms were not suitable, and oak especially,

with its coarse grain, did not lend itself to the process. The
stands for lacquer cabinets vary in style, but were often gilded
in late Louis XIV and Louis XV style. The difference between

true lacquer and its imitations is hard to explain. The true was
made by repeated coats of varnish, each rubbed down and al-

lowed to become hard before the next was put on. This gave
a hard, cool, smooth surface with no stickiness. Modern work,
done with paint and French varnish, has not this delightful feel-

ing, but is nearly always clammy to the touch, and the colors

are hurt by the process of polishing. Chippendale did not use

much lacquer, but in the "Director"' he often says such and such

designs would be suitable for it.

This craze for lacquer, during William's, Anne's and George
I's time, was accompanied by the craze for Chinese porcelain.

Especially in Queen Anne's reign, it was put everywhere over

mantels, tables, cabinets, cupboards all of them loaded with it.

Much of the other furniture that Chippendale made was

heavy, but the best of it had much beauty. His delicate fretwork
tea-tables are a delight, with their fretwork cupboards and carv-

ing. He seemed to combine many sides in his artistic tempera-
ment, a fact that many people lay to his power of assimilating
the work of others.

A card-table dating from the first

half of the i8th Century, showing
the wells for money and the cor-
ner candle stands

Robert Adam, the chief

member of the firm of

Adam Brothers, came to

London in 1758. He at

once became one of the

great architects of the clay, and his influence cannot be over-

estimated. Having been in Italy, he brought back a love of

classic simplicity and helped to put an end to the taste for rococo

decoration that was gaining ground. Chippendale had some in-

fluence on this early work, but Adam's own individuality soon

asserted itself, and we have the result in the beautiful style called

by his name. As the Adams cared only to design furniture,

some one else had to carry out the designs, and it is said that

Chippendale worked for them. We at least know that they had
a great influence on his work, and his last period was marked

again by a greater simplicity of treatment.

The early furniture of Adam was plain and the walls were
treated with much decoration that was classic in feeling. After

1770 he simplified his walls and elaborated his furniture designs
until they met in a beautiful and graceful harmony. He designed
furniture to suit the room it was in, and with the dainty and

charming coloring, the beauty of proportion and the charm of

the wall decoration, the scheme had great beauty.
He used the ram's head, wreaths, honeysuckle, mythological

subjects, lozenge-shaped, oval and octagonal panels, and many
others. He was one of the first to use the French idea of dec-

orating furniture with painting and porcelain placques, and the

furniture itself was simple and beautiful in line. The stucco

ceilings designed by the brothers were picked out with delicate

colors. They did not make many chairs, for they did not care

to, nor did they possess the mechanical knowledge necessary, but

(Continued on page 52)

An interesting comparison of two old sofas, the one on the left with the cabriole legs used so frequently by Chippendale, the other .with
the slender tapering legs inlaid with the bellflower ornament of Hepplewhite



Door knockers of three types from old Colonial homes. Many reproductions of patterns such as these are now obtainable in various finishes^
while an old one may still be picked up occasionally

Some Hardware Suggestions
THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING FINISH HARDWARE THAT WILL MATCH IN STYLE AND
CHARACTER THE LIGHTING FIXTURES AND OTHER FURNISHINGS THE AVAILABLE MATERIAL.

BY C A R L E T O N M N R E W I N S L O W

Photographs by T. E. Marr and others

ON a recent visit to Xew England the writer had occasion to

spend some hours in a smoking-car on the ancient Knox
and Lincoln division of the Maine Central Railroad. Local daily

papers and the favorite authors eventually proved dull, and an

examination of the interior of the car was instituted to see what

might prove of interest. The interior wood finish was bad

enough, but what held the attention was the hardware and other

metal work with which the car was "trimmed." The character

and design of this hardware is too well known to need much

description here. Made of cast iron, its surface covered with

crude, queer, "Oriental" design and washed with a thin coat of

bronze plating, it was typical of

the hardware which was in

vogue about the year 1870, and

immensely suggestive of the

great advance made both in de-

sign and construction of hard-

ware since those days.
Interest in both bad and good

hardware being stimulated, the

writer upon arrival at his destina-

tion, looked about for other ex-

amples. The Victorian era re-

vealed itself in "Gothic" hard-

ware, hardly better than the

"Oriental"' variety mentioned

above, an epitome of everything
Strap hinges in a Gothic pattern that show the true spirit of

the style. Suitable for any of the English types of houses

to be avoided. Other unpleasant or rather unpleasing examples;
were the black and white door knobs and "Eastlake" varieties

shamelessly cheap. Mixed with this was some of a more mod-
ern but still commonplace kind, of better quality but having no.

"style" nor relation to its environment. It was just ordinary,,

and showed lack of desire, effort or possibility of getting some-

thing better.

The foregoing has been mentioned to show the state of affairs.

that exists where the home-builder pays little or no attention to.

the finish hardware of his house. Such hardware is still manu-

factured, offered for sale and frequently selected by the carpenter
and sometimes the owner, for

houses where better conditions

might prevail if the owner would

only realize that the hardware,
while a subordinate element in

the construction of his home, is

by no means an unimportant
one. In these days there is no

reason why the finish hardware

should not be appropriate and
harmonize in style and character

with the house and its other fit--

tings, such as the lighting fix-

tures and furniture. Things have

improved since 1870. The Cen-

tennial Exhibition gave a won-

(19)
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stock hardware are the Renaissance,

Gothic, Italian, Spanish, early French,
German and English; the Empire, the

Romanesque (whose modern vogue is

now almost entirely gone), Greek, Moor-

ish, Persian, Indian and even the Japan-
ese and 1'Art Xouveau.

Although the point should be obvious

to everyone, too much insistance cannot

be put upon the fact of having only the

best locks obtainable for the outside doors

of a house. Ordinarily those of the in-

terior are of minor importance. It ha-

been demonstrated that there is no pattern
of lock in the world which cannot be

picked, but the locks made by one of the

best manufacturers show an interchange
of once only in 27,000 times, which safe-

guards the door very well. This, of

course, is the cylinder lock ; the old tum-
bler lock showing only one out of 35

changes at the most. For the inside door

fastenings, old-fashioned rim locks and

thumb latches are picturesque and appro-
priate in many cases and certainly add an old-time charm to a

room. Chain door- fasteners, casement and transom adjusters,
sash locks, door stops and the like, commonplace as they are, can

be greatly improved in appearance by having them finished in the

same style as the articles adjacent and at only a small increase

in cost.

In spite of the cusp-
ing and reproduc-
tion of detail this
is not true Gothic

For the man or woman who loves

order, a key cabinet saves annoyance
caused by losing keys. It ought to be

about the size of the ordinary house

medicine cabinet and about as deep
the duplicate keys of the house hanging
in rows, neatly tagged, and the door fast-

ened with a good lock.

Still another practical suggestion is to

have drawers and cupboards properly
marked. Small brass card holders are

inexpensive, and when filled with cards

neatly labeled, save a large amount of

opening and shutting drawers and doors.

In conclusion, I would impress upon
the home-builder's mind the fact that the

architect considers artistic hardware an

important item in the success of the

house. During the infancy of modern
stock hardware a number of prominent
American architects did much to advance

its development; one says: "Its present

great development and vogue are due

above all to the sympathetic and cor-

dial appreciation of the profession in every section of the

country, the practice of which tends steadily to give increased

prominence to hardware as an important detail of interior deco-

ration, and to devote increasing care to its intelligent adaptation
to its environment." Do not minimize its importance. Let hard-

ware have artistic interest coupled with its commonplace utility.

An old thumb-latch
and handle secured

by hand-wrought
nails

Lighting Fixtures of Character
THE TREND OF MODERN DESIGNS AND THE PASSING OF GAS EQUIPMENT SOME
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR A CHOICE OF FIXTURES AND THEIR LOCATIONS

BY KATHARINE N E w B o r. D B i R i> s A i, i.

SO
firm a hold has electricity on the problem of lighting that

practically none of the houses under construction nowadays
are fitted with gas pipes and fixtures. There is, of course, the

connection for cooking, and oftentimes gas is used throughout
the kitchen domain. Now that the

economy of electricity is assured by

many saving devices, and the current in

many sections of the country costs no

more than gas, it is safe to say that use

of gas for house lighting is on the

decline.

And with the wholesale advent of elec-

tricity, comes a desire to entirely abolish

the ugly, incongruous fixtures with their

quirls and twists and characterless

forms, and to provide for each room
of the house dignified and artistic fix-

tures which will either suit the style of

the period in which the room is to be

furnished
;
or which are of so general

and simple a style that they will fit in

with furnishings of any character, be

they early English, French, Italian, or

Colonial. The combination gas and elec-

tric fixtures which are generally in use

now are no longer made in the best and

most desired designs, for where a new

The low dome-light for over the dining-table
is being superseded by the high-hung fixture

or by an abundance of side-wall brackets

house is wired for electricity, the cost of gas piping throughout

may be eliminated.

It is an erroneous idea that an old house cannot be effectively

wired for electricity without tearing out flooring and walls, and

generally upsetting the equanimity of

the household. If one desires to ex-

change the old way for the new, and to

replace the out-of-date gas fixtures with

more modern, convenient and artistic

electric fixtures, one should consult a

good electrician. Work well done at first

will more than repay the little additional

expense it may require to secure the best

services.

The matter of buying fixtures for the

house is one which is seldom well con-

sidered until the building expenses have

been pretty well fixed
;
and it is always

more or less of a shock to find that good

style fixtures add a considerable sum

to the already planned expenditures.

In selecting fixtures it is well to re-

member that one is choosing them for

years to come. Wall papers may be

changed frequently, but a change of fix-

tures is rare, mainly because of the ex-

pense.
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A modern kitchen with all the luxuries tile floor and side-walls,
open plumbing and a built-in range

The large center work-table with a non-absorbent top is coming
to be an important feature

You can have a pivoted flour barrel
closed in under the dresser shelf

KITCHENS
OLD AND NEW

The kitchen of our great-grandmother's day less sanitary less
convenient probably, but how full of blessed memories and the
glamour of long ago!

A rival of the kitchen closet shelf,
in keeping with pure food laws

AND THEIR
SUGGESTIONS

^^^^^^^^"^^mWH^HBElHHiH^IKl^HH^^^^H^I
For the summer home. There is a good suggestion in the table

space under the draming-board
Where beauty has not been confined to the front of the house. The

untensil hook-rack is worth copying



The Problem of the Bathroom
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN THE COMFORT OF
A HOME TYPICAL AND LUXURIOUS ARRANGEMENTS OF PLAN AND FIXTURES

BY A. RAYMOND ELLIS

Photographs by M. H. Northend, the author, and others.

ONLY
a few years ago,

sanitary conveniences,

which were very crude

when compared with those

of to-day, were considered

luxuries
; to-day they are

necessities, demanded for

our physical comfort and

welfare. The old-fashioned

Saturday tubbing was a

much dreaded and messy
event; but with sanitary

house plumbing bathing be-

came a pleasure and a val-

uable adjunct to good health,

it is, therefore, interesting

to note the various treat-

ments of the present bath-

room.

The average house to-day
contains at least two bath-

rooms, the simplest equip-
ment being a water-closet,

lavatory and tub. the two
latter fixtures supplied with

hot and cold water supply

pipes. From these three fix-

tures of the simplest kind,

installed in a room not

smaller than 5 ft. 6 in x 6

ft. 6 in., we may enlarge the

scheme to contain a shower-

bath, with floor receptor to

catch the water, a sitz or

foot-bath, double lavatories,

if for the owner's bath, with

marble or porcelain pier
slabs for toilet articles.

These fixtures may be simple in

pattern, of enameled iron or of

porcelain or marble, in a room hav-

ing tile or marble floors and wain-

scot. There are, happily, inexpen-
sive fixtures of good quality that

are just as efficient as the most ex-

pensive ones, and the plainer the

lines of the fixtures the more beau-

tiful they will appear in the finished

bath ; heavy ornamentation in

color or molded design should be

avoided it is not so easily kept

clean, nor is it so beautiful.

In many houses having but one

servant, a separate bath is provided
for her use, and in a house costing

$8,000, it is customary to provide

bathroom wherein little more than the necessary space has been given.
The fixtures for such a bathroom cost about $500, but it is possible to
secure a durable and attractive equipment of three fixtures for less
than $100

Where the tile used for wainscoting has been employed
also to encase the tub a sanitary arrangement

(25)

a private bath connecting
with the owner's chamber,
as well as a general bath

for the family and guests,
and a servants' bath in the

attic. The importance the

bath and sanitary plumbing
has attained is shown by
the fact that seven or eight

per cent of the cost of a

house is taken for plumb-
ing, and in houses costing
from $8,000 to $15,000,
three bathrooms are in-

stalled. The treatment of

each varies.

The model servants' bath

should have a floor of small

hexagonal white, unglazed
tile with hard plastered

walls, above a sanitary

base, painted with four

coats of moisture-resisting

paint and equipped with a

five-foot enameled iron tub,

quiet syphon-jet closet, with

oak seat and tank, and a

plain pattern enameled iron

lavatory. A medicine closet

should be built in the wall

over it, having a mirror set

in the door. The fixtures

cannot be properly set in

an area less than 5 ft. 6 in.

x 6 ft. 6 in., and 5 ft. 6 in.

x 7 ft. 6 in. would be much
better.

The owner's bath is large-

ly a matter of personal taste and
cost. Usually this has a floor

of 2 in. white, unglazed hexago-
nal tile, with a 4 x 6 in. white

glazed tile for walls, with cap and

sanitary base, marble thresholds

and plinth blocks. The height of

the wainscot is optional ; but 4
ft. 6 in. is usual, with the walls

and ceilings above it oil painted.
The room should not be smaller

than 8 ft. x 10 ft. and may open
from the owner's chamber or

dressing-room. Its equipment
usually comprises two lavatories

of vitreous china, placed at least

six inches apart, unless a double

lavatory is used in one slab, over
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A space 6x7 ft. is almost the
minimum that will accom-
modate three fiixtures

A shower arranged over the tub, with a linen duck curtain, is almost
a necessity if one cannot afford a separate enclosure for it. A
plan of this room is shown below, at the right

which may be a medi-

cine closet built into

the wall with mirror

door set in; the bath-

room door should
have a full-length

mirror. In the illus-

tration at the bottom

of the page is shown a

silent syphon-jet clos-

et with low-down
tank finished in ma-

hogany. The "low-

down combinations,"
as they are called, are

made in oak, cherry,

mahogany and white enamel. The
tub should be at least 5 ft. long,

of enameled iron or porcelain,
finished on both sides if enameled,
and supported on porcelain block

feet, with standing waste and

mixing cocks. The tub must be

set far enough from the wall to

permit cleaning back of it very
often a difficult task.

Every fitting or exposed pipe in

the bathroom should be nickel-

plated. The shower may be in-

stalled over the tub, as in one of

the illustrations, or made a sep-
arate fixture with a floor receptor
to drain off the water. It may be

enclosed with a cotton duck cur-

tain, which is more agreeable to

the body than rubber or marble
slabs. The merits of each fixture

and its equipment I shall leave to

the reader, because these things he
can readily determine for himself ;

but the arrangements and number
of fixtures required must be con-
sidered the quality is a matter of

price. The general bathroom of
a house should be similar to the
owner's in some cases it is di-

The modern "low-down" tank has almost entirely displaced
the old-fashioned sort near the ceiling

vided into two compartments, as shown in a plan on the next page,
with the water-closet by itself permitting independent use.

In homes costing from $15,000 up, the number of bathrooms
is in proportion to the number of occupants. Every room may
have a connecting bath with tile floor and wainscot, completely

equipped in such a case the visit of a guest is not fraught with

hasty skirmishes to the nearest bath, perhaps only to retreat,

and wait and listen for an opportunity to use it.

Plumbing fixtures are made in many materials ; the most

popular of these, on account of durability and cost, is cast iron

with an enamel glaze fused on the iron. This ware will stand

hard usage, is not easily fractured, does not craze and therefore

holds its color. The vitreous china ware is, I think, more ap-

propriate for bathrooms finished in tile, because the materials,

being similar, are in harmony, while the enameled iron is not

quite as heavy or substantial looking when used with tile. Vit-

reous china is potter's clay, properly fired, with a vitreous glaze
baked on

; porcelain is similar and their cost is about the same,

except that this increases rapidly with the larger pieces ;
because

fewer perfect fixtures are obtained. Fixtures cut from solid

marble block are the

most expensive and
their relative merit

with relation to cost is

a question for the

owner to determine.

There is little dif-

ference between the

enameled iron, vitre-

ous china and porce-
lain or marble as far

as the retention of

heat is concerned, or

the feeling from bod-

ily contact. There
are in every kiln some
fixtures that are not

quite perfect; they are called

"seconds," and catalogued as

"Class B" goods, with a lower

price.

The weight of massive plumb-
ing in a frame dwelling is consid-

erable and will cause a settlement
of the floors unless carefully sup-
ported.

The fashions in tubs are many.
The usual shape is square at the
foot and round at the head at

the foot are the waste and sup-
ply pipes 'which are made in sev-

eral combinations. The double
bath cock, which gives hot or cold
water or a mixture of both, is ad-
visable for tubs the small cup
between the faucets is a ring tray
and can be replaced with a soap
dish if desired. Most shower-
baths have a shampoo attachment
or body spray that can be used
instead of the overhead shower,
so that the head and hair is kept
dry if desired, and if a shower is

not going to be installed this at-

tachment can be provided for in

the tub.

A tub encased in tile is a per-

Plan of the bathroom shown below. Two
lavatories are sometimes provided for the
owner's private bath
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fectly sanitary treatment, and in some cases the tub has been
sunk into the floor a foot and then incased to avoid the high
step necessary to get into the tub. The plunge sunk in the floor

is an unusual treatment that permits more freedom of move-
ment than the tub; but the tile, when wet, is slippery, and I

should expect one might carelessly slip in with fatal results. Ro-
man tubs are alike at each end with fixtures in the middle of
one side of the rim. Solid porcelain tubs rest on the floor, set into

the tile. The ideal position for the tub, if there is available room,
is with the foot against a wall and ample room on either side to

get in or out of it. Tubs are made in lengths ranging from 4
feet to 6 feet, and about 30 inches in width over rims.

The lavatory is an important fixture that is made in a great

many varieties. The old-fashioned bowl is obsolete the oval

has taken its place, though probably the best is the kidney-shaped
bowl, as it permits a free and natural movement of the arms in

raising water to lave the face. The bowl should be at least 14 x

I7in.,in a slab 22 x 32, with a space surrounding the bowl counter-

sunk a little to form a border that tends to confine the splashed
water. All the fixtures manufactured by responsible concerns

The sunken bath is a luxury beyond the majority of us. A low
ceiling is necessary in the room below to allow for the sinkage,
and this is frequently difficult to arrange

For the hall bathroom it is desirable to pro-
vide a separate enclosure for the closet
wherein this is possible, so that the two
may be used independently

In a house where the space may be spared here
is a luxurious plan for the owner's bath ad-

joining his bedroom

A typical plan for the general bathroom,
wherein are found a sitz bath and a

separate shower besides the regular
fixtures

are equipped with nickelplated

faucets, wastes, traps and supplies

that are very satisfactory ;
but

quite often the plumber who in-

stalls the work buys the fixtures

without the selected trimmings
and substitutes a cheaper pattern.

Some tubs and lavatories are sold

in "A" and "B" qualities, and it

will be to your advantage to select

the fixtures with your architect,

who knows the grades and fittings.

A particularly pleasing treat-

ment is the bath opening from the

owner's chamber, and separated
from it by glass partition. This

arrangement is good where out-

side light cannot be afforded or

obtained, and a curtain effectively

screens it.

Bathroom accessories should

be arranged with care and consist

of the following devices : plate-

glass shelves supported on nickel-

plated brackets are the best, and

as they do not get hard usage, are

not often broken
;

towel-racks ;

glass and toothbrush holders ;

clothes-brush hangers ;
clothes

An effective private bath adjoining a bedroom, from which
the former is lighted

hooks
; soap dishes

;
soiled towel

baskets and hardware are usually
of nickelplated tubing screwed

into the tilework. The accom-

panying photographs and plans
will illustrate the subject further

and are self-explanatory.
The question is frequently asked :

"What can I do with the old-fash-

ioned plumbing in my home ? Is it

possible and not unduly expensive
to have the old fixtures replaced

by new ones of the modern types ?"

It is a very easy matter, compara-

tively speaking, to tear out the old

wood-cased tub, water closet, and

boxed-in basin and to set in their

places fixtures of the "open" style.

Probably there will have to be

some patching of wall plaster and

floor boards, but a better way out

of this difficulty is to put in a tile

wainscot and lay a new floor of

hard wood, or tile, or even lino-

leum, over the old. In many old-

fashioned bathrooms there is a high
wood wainscot, which, if treated

with white enamel paint, will serve

excellently well in place of tiles.
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A street in Hampstead, one of the model garden suburbs. There
is a feature worth copying in the use of a heavy iron chain,
covered with vines, between the white fence posts

An important factor in the picturesque quality of English cottages
is the fact that the builders were willing to sacrifice light and
air upstairs for the sake of unbroken roof masses

An interesting treatment of an entrance
door and stairway woodwork. B. Parker
and R. Unwin, architects

One can imagine the cheeriness of rooms hav-
ing these projecting bays all of leaded glass
casements

The English architects are not afraid to de-
sign special doors and wood-trim that
give character

It must be conceded that much of the charm in the English cottagesis due to the mellowing influences of nature
A pleasing variety of materials and a carefully studied assymetry in

design are common characteristics of English homes-"&" QIC luiiiiiiuu cnaracterist

SUGGESTIONS FROM ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSES



For the front of a small suburban plot one expects closely cropped, neatly edged lawn, but for the country place incessant puttering is

not only unnecessary it does not give the most pleasing result. Set the house in a grove of trees and shrubbery, and let the grass grow

A Setting for the Country Home
HOW IT SHOULD DIFFER FROM THE SMOOTH SHAVEN LAWN OF THE SUBUR-
BAN LOT THE VALUE AND DESIRABILITY OF NATIVE TREES AND SHRUBS

I! V E . P . P \V E L L

Photograph by C. H. Claudy

NU matter how small your homestead may be, it can afford

a beautiful setting. This does not mean an elaborate dis-

play of trimmed evergreens and rare and costly trees, it means
an inexpensive and generous supply of trees and shrubs, that will

give shade, blossoms, grass and sometimes fruit. An American
lawn can best be made of American trees and it does not exclude

fruit trees. The old aristocratic idea that fruit trees were out of

place among ornamental trees has passed away, as it is recognized
that they can be made ornamental as well as profitable features.

Lawns are of three sorts : for shrubs, constituting what is

called a shrubbery ;
for trees, whether a grove, or a botanic gar-

den, or simply a frontage ; and for playgrounds. When you have

only an acre or two, it is best to classify your lawns as shrubbery
and playgrounds united

;
with the house set in a grove. If econ-

omy of space still cramps you, let the grove come down to a few

commanding trees of perfect proportions ; while the shrubbery

may flank the house, or partly surround it.

But in all cases be careful about a muddle or medley of all

sorts of trees and shrubs and flowers without any apparent rela-

tion to each other. This is the chief trouble with our American

homesteads ; they have no distinctiveness of purpose as to detail,

and no unity of the whok plan. Many of them convey no idea

whatever, but are a succession of efforts to crowd in as much of

the useful and beautiful as possible. The owner of half an acre

crowds his stuff a little closer than the. owner of an acre, but

he means to get just as much. Fancy or rare trees are planted

pell-mell with our common oaks, maples and elms. If the ques-

tion were asked of the owner, "What really are you trying to

express by this plantation?" he would be surprised. He has

never thought of anything except to get a lot of pretty things,

and squeeze them in. anywhere and everywhere. Tree agents

presuade him to buy, and whatever is bought must find room. As

likely as not, he has three or four cut-leaved weeping birches in

a row, or a line of evergreens. Not a tree, shrub, flower-bed or

fountain bears a rational relation to anything else.

After a unified and consistent plan for a country home, the

next aim should be inexpensiveness. Our country homes have

generally nothing but a little frontage of grass, run over with a

lawn-mower once a week a mean conception and a small achieve-

ment. Such a lawn, utterly useless from the esthetic as well as

from the useful standpoint, costs more in the course of the year
than a noble grove and a quarter acre of most beautiful shrubs.

But this preference of lawn to grove is not our worst failure.

Many of our wealthy people have a notion that a country home
consists in something that must incessantly be puttered over by

half a dozen men. The owner only pays the bills. This is not

really living in the country. The secret of success is to get a

place in order ; then hold it in order by personal superintendence.

But do not undertake a lot of haberdashery, and mistake it for

gardening.
In selecting material for an average country lawn, we can,

and 'should, confine ourselves largely to native shrubs and trees.

These must not be despised because they are common. I have

never seen any section of the United States where, within a few

miles of his homestead, the resident could not secure a good col-

lection of beautiful trees. Certainly this is true in most of thr

(29)
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fine as those about

the boyhood home
in the East.

BARE WESTERN

CITIES

Not only is the

country short of

desirable trees, but

the cities and
towns as well.

While there are
many fine trees in

the cities of the

Middle West, that

have been planted
within the past fif-

teen or t w e n t y

years, most of the

trees that line the

streets are of such

sorts as soft maple
and box elder. The
writer has noticed

many streets dur-

ing the past few

months, in Chica-

go, Lincoln, Des
Moines and Omaha, on which hardly a really fine tree was to be
seen. It is fortunate, however, that the plantings now being
made are for the most part better suited to the purpose.

SHELTER TREES

The first need to be met by the settler on the Western prairie
was a shelter from the high winds, and naturally something that
would serve the purpose as quickly as possible was selected. As
a result most of the groves are composed of rapid-growing trees.

Instead of making a shelter-belt of red cedar, which is almost as

impenetrable as a stone wall, the pioneer chose willow, which could
be started from cuttings without expense beyond the labor of

planting. An accompanying photograph shows a cedar windbreak
about twenty years old, that makes several degrees difference in

the temperature of the barnyard to the south of it.

The American elm is the one rapid-growing
tree of long life suited to all conditions.
A ten-year-old specimen furnishes good
shade

UTILITY TREES

To supply fuel

and fence -
posts

the hardy catalpa
is the best tree for

this section. It

grows rapidly and

has lasting quali-

ties that are lack-

ing in other rapid-

growing woods. As
a shade tree it is

not very desirable,

although the abun-

dance of showy
Mowers are attrac-

tive for a time in

spring. For the

woodlot the catal-

pa has no equal.

Some that I have
seen planted in the

spring of 1904 are

now six or seven

inches in diameter

and twenty or

more feet high.

The black walnut is a shapely tree when
given room to develop. It has no superior
for shade, though its leaves appear late
and fall early

TRICKS FOR ORNAMENT

If I were to plant trees for shade or for ornament, then, I

should plant elm, black walnut and sugar maple, all fine trees

that should live for centuries
;
for shelter, red cedar, white and

Austrian pine, with about ninety per cent, red cedar. On the

above mentioned farm, where perhaps a hundred fine cedars are

growing, only one of an equal number of spruce, planted under

the same conditions, has survived. For wood, posts, poles and

other utilitarian purposes, I would plant catalpa only, and all

the time. This is not a very formidable list, but a desirable one

for Iowa conditions. Other trees that thrive here have no

qualities for use about the farmhouse proper not possessed by
those named many of them are lacking in some essential that

would make them available or advantageous in meeting the con-

ditions of Western life.

SHADE TREES

For shade, the American elm is best suited to all situations.

There is one on the old homestead whose top is seventy-five feet

in diameter, and whose trunk is about ten feet in circumference.
If given plenty of room it makes magnificent shade, and is as well

suited to conditions in the Mis-

sissippi valley as to the Eastern

States. The black walnut is an-

other fine shade tree, although
of rather slow growth. When
grown as specimen trees they
are very symmetrical. Being a

little difficult to transplant, a

good way to start them is by
planting a few nuts where the

trees are wanted, removing all

but one when the trees are well

started. Hard maple is another

fine tree which is being generally

planted as a street tree in the

cities, and has demonstrated its

success in the rural districts as

well. lot or the early garden

FOR THE PASTURE

It is fitting, however, to mention a phase of tree planting that

is an attraction and advantage to the business of the farm that

is, trees for the pasture land. Although the willow may not be of

value about the house itself, it has its place beside the pasture pool.

Quick growing and of no ex-

pense to plant, it soon gives

grateful shade to the grazing

animals, protecting them during
the hot summer months. Twigs
simply stuck into the moist soil

take root in no time and produce

hardy trees. The black willow

(Sali.v nigra) is a good type to

plant for this purpose. Where
the farm borders a river of

crumbling mud banks or shifting

sands, the sand-bar willow ren-

ders good service in holding up
the banks and keeping a body of

drift in place that would be

moved by spring floods and un-

usual tides.

years old. There is no finer

windbreak to shield the barn
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A modern Colonial house of clapboards on Long Island. With the exception
of the gambrel roof this is a fairly representative example of the New
England Colonial type. J. Acker Hayes, architect

The home of Mr. J. L. Baily, Ardmore, Pa., Baily & Bassett, archi-
tects. A dignified stone house of what might be called the

Pennsylvania Colonial type. Its prototype was much simpler

It seems rather strange that so few houses built of cement are in
the Italian style, which, by reason of its flat wall surfaces, is
well adapted to that material. Louis Boynton, architect

A California home that is based on the Swiss
chalet. This style, with its deeply overhang-
ing roof and wood construction, is well
adapted to warm climates. Myron Hunt and
Elmer Grey, architects

The Norwegian t

America. In th

Catskills it seerr
ous. George A.

nu^"g
L

half-tlml>er house as usually built in this country is merely a
plaster house covered with wooden strips in a pattern. Here however

timbers are a structural part of the wall. Oswald C. Hering, architect
'

There is something about the Spanish Mission type of house, with
the brilliant coloring of its tile roof that makes it appear almost
out of place in any location other than a flat, unshaded plain

VARIOUS ARCHITECTURAL TYPES OF COUNTRY HOMES AS REP]
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An excellent example of the Dutch Colonial, examples of which
type are found throughout Northern New Jersey and occasionally
on Long Island. The central enlarged dormer is an unusual detail

The Southern Colonial house of the original type is almost always distin-

guished by its high-columned porch, nearly surrounding the house and
shading the windows. Occasionally the porch has a second story, as here

is rarely found in

rtist's studio in the
. irticularly harmoni-

id, architect

One sees brick houses built in almost every
style, but that material always seems most
at home in a house of the Tudor type.

Usually the gable ends are of a simpler form
without the curves

The architects practising around Chicago may well lay claim to

having developed a new type of architecture, based on no schol-
astic precedent. Horizontal lines predominate

California, more than any other state, has been developing a bunga-
low type. The mild climate and abundance of good wood have
been important factors in bringing it into wide use

SENTED BY EXAMPLES FROM BOTH NEW AND OLD BUILDINGS

The French chateau type, while as distinctly marked as any of the others, is,

of course, suited only to the mansion on a great formal estate or for adap-
tation to the needs of a city house



A bit of detail from the University of Virginia, designed by Thomas

Jefferson, and strongly influenced by the robust scale of stone-

work in France

A classic stone fragment. The egg-and-dart molding appears at

the top, with the bead-and-reel and a dentil course below it, trie

latter badly broken

The Real Meaning and Use of Architectural Detail

I COLONIAL WORK-ITS CHARACTERISTIC MOLDINGS, ORDERS AND APPLIED ORNAMENT- HOW
THESE CAME TO BE USED AND THE PART THEY TAKE IN GIVING NEW HOUSES THE OLD FLAVOR

BY LOUIS BOYNTON

Photographs by Frank Cousins, M. H. Northend and others

[A series of articles by prominent architects appeared in this magazine last year. In it the characteristics of the more common architectural styles,

used for country houses, were outlined and explained. Another matter of great importance to those who would build consistently is the detail. Mr.

Boynton's series of articles will explain the origin and use of motives, ornament and molding characteristics in connection with the better known styles

of architecture. So far as we know, a discussion of this side of home building has never before been attempted. EDITOR.]

IT
is frequently the case that people who are planning to build,

wish, either from environment or association, to build a Co-

lonial house. This is a laudable ambition and generally results

from a desire for a simple, dignified, refined home. Unfortu-

nately, comparatively few people have any definite ideas as to

the essential characteristics of a real Colonial house.

We are all more or less familiar with the appearance of this

type of house, but it cannot be too strongly emphasized that Co-

lonial architecture means a great deal more than a wood house

painted yellow with the moldings and ornament in white. Of
course all Colonial architecture is a more or less distinct form

of the Renaissance. That is to say, it is based on the Classical

Revival in England, which was started by Inigo Jones and Sir

Christopher Wren, and which

developed into the Georgian

style, which was contempor-

ary with the American Co-

lonial.

In fact, there are a num-
ber of Colonial churches

and these among the best ex-

amples, which are said to have
been built from the designs of

Sir Christopher Wren.
I think if one were to de-

fine the chief quality of Co-
lonial architecture, one would

say that it was a certain re-

strained refinement.
The ends of the stairs in Colonial work were usually embellished

with a hand-carved bracket motif, often of great beauty

While the general form, and the arrangement and spacing of

the openings, of such a house, is most important, as it is in all

architecture, the peculiar character, or "flavor," is almost wholly

dependent on the "detail ;" that is, on the kind and relative size

of the moldings used and on the ornament employed.
Now the kind of moldings used in Colonial work were ex-

tremely characteristic and often differed radically from those

common to any other style. The houses were built of wood or

brick, but the trim and ornament were almost invariably executed

in wood consequently wooden details of the exteriors more

nearly resembled the woodwork of the interiors than the stone

detail from which the motives were derived. Undoubtedly, the

details of a Colonial house were worked out by the builders as

the work progressed rather

than by a "designer" in the

quiet seclusion of a draught-

ing-room. For it seems to

have been the fact that in

many of the Colonial build-

ings there was no professional
architect but that the design
was adopted from some simi-

lar building, and the detail

was largely governed by some
careful English handbook
with accurately drawn plates
and explicit directions. And
the consequence is that the

work has the "hand - made"

(34)
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point or even short

of it. Probably
few people know
that each of these

styles or orders

have their charac-

teristic type of cor-

nice and that the

trained observer

can distinguish as

readily the differ-

ence between a

Doric and a Corin-

thian cornice as be-

tween the capitals
of the same styles.

In the Colonial,

however, the dis-

tinction is some-
times lost, or often

certain characteris-

tic motives of one

style are intro-

duced quite naively
in a strange place.

However, this was
almost invariably
done with such ex-

cellent judgment and good taste that it rather enhances than de-

tracts from the effect. An interesting example of this is the

doorway where the fluted pilaster is very good Doric and the

cornice is much more Corinthian than anything else. But where
the scale is perfectly preserved the effect is much more charming
than if the order were more nearly correct.

The use of the modillion blocks in the cornice in conjunction
with the Doric order is very characteristic of Colonial work. In

fact, it was a favorite motive and was used
with freedom and great frequency, and -with

any of the orders or where no order was used.

Xow the ornament naturally falls into

two divisions the decoration given by mold-

ings, and free or applied ornament. In both
classes the motives in common use are com-

paratively few. In the former class is the

egg-and-dart, the dentil course and the so-

called lamb's-tongue ornament, with its vari-

ations. Each of these forms were subject to

Copyright, Boston Photo News Co.

A beautifully proportioned New England
doorway in which the slender Corinthian
columns are used. The row of balls just
over the frieze is a typical American
molding

an almost endless

variation, but the

motive is not diffi-

cult to trace even

when the original
form is almost lost.

In the moldings be-

low the projecting

part of a cornice or

mantel - shelf the

dentil is most fre-

quently found, and
when the egg-and-
dart is use d, it

should be above
the dentils, with

the ''lamb's-
tongue'' below

them. The dentils

are easily recog-
nized by their re-

semblance to a row
of teeth with spaces
between ; hence the

name. This motive
was sometimes de-

veloped by the Co-

lonial designer so
that little remains but the vertical feeling and the general form of
the molding, as may be seen in one of the illustrations.

The egg-and-dart is to be distinguished by the egg shapes sur-

rounded by a sort of shell and separated by darts or arrows

pointing down. The shell form is often joined at the top and
the arrow is not always clearly distinguishable, but the basic idea
is there and may be readily known. This is a form of ornament
that is adapted perhaps better than any other to a molding

which is, in profile, approximately a quarter
of a circle. That is to say, a molding that

acts as a bracket or supporting member for
a still irore projecting mass above.

The lamb's-tongue ornament is used when
the molding is a reversed curve in profile,
with the convex above and the concave be-

low. In its simplest form it consists of 'a

series of flat leaves or tongues, separated by
a dart somewhat like the dart of the egg-and-
dart. The dart persists in all the variations.

Copyright, Boston Photo News Co.

A doorway similar in proportions to the

adjoining one, but using the Ionic order.
The guttae below the frieze are properly
found only in the Doric order below the

triglyphs

r
The use of reeding (shown surrounding the

soapstone facing) was common in the
Colonial detail, but it has no precedent ex-
cepting in Egyptian columns

The Greek Doric order. There are
no bases to the columns, and the
triglyphs are supposed to repre-
sent timber ends --

"

The use of baskets of fruit and other applied
ornament in frieze panels over the pilasters
or columns was a characteristic of Colonial
doorways and mantels
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Random rubble of stone that has been
left with its face as quarried. Donald
C. Hering, architect

Quarry-faced course rubble, in which type an

approximately horizontal line is formed with
each course

A house remodeled from an old stone
barn. The quoins, lintels and arches

give an interesting variety to the wall

really good proportions and details spoiled by false-principled

and grotesque masomvork.

How is it that such offensive stonework can be perpetrated in

this day of able architects and when popular good taste is admit-

tedly increasing? The truth is that many people on looking at an

object get a quick general impression that the appearance is either

pleasing or unpleasing. They either like or dislike it, but, in nine

cases out of ten, they cannot tell exactly why. They fail to an-

alyze their impressions and determine what details create the

effect they like or dislike, and as they cannot point out the flaws,

naturally, they cannot insist on a remedy. Another trouble is

that in the architect's drawings the exact appearance of the ma-

sonry is too often not adequately shown, and the specifications

to the builder sometimes miss being specific. Nothing can be

more fatal to the successful execution of stonework than to trust

to the discretion or taste of the builder or stonemasons. They
will bear close and constant watching. Then, too, a further cause

of failure is too easy compliance with the behests of the contrac-

tor or stone dealer, who will probably advance a dozen specious
reasons, dictated of course by his own personal interest or desire

to escape inconvenience, why you should not use the particular
kind of stone you
wish, but the kind

he wills. He will

be insistent, but

don't be brow-
beaten by him. In

justice to the

stonedealer, how-

ever, be it said

that this insist-

ence is sometimes

due to his desire

to do a "good
job" by supplying
what he consid-

ers the best qual-

ity of stone. This

has a cold, hard

color and comes
from deeper down
in the quarry than

Regular course ashlar stones
squared up and laid with
regular horizontal joints

"Opus reticulatum" a
method fit only for the

paving of streets

the mellower colored stone, stained by oxidation where the sur-

face water has seeped through some fault or line of cleavage in

the rock, and which the architect prefers for esthetic reasons.

In housebuilding, as in everything else, it is the little things
that count, and this paper is written to direct attention to one im-

portant detail of the house, the texture or appearance of the wall

face, a detail very significant but often neglected at least, so far

as the owner is concerned. The two factors in masonry are, of

course, stones and mortar, but the treatment of both is suscep-
tible of the widest variations. Carefully avoiding as many tech-

nicalities as we may, let us consider the subject from the layman's
point of view. Any man, whether he has technical knowledge or

not. if he uses his eyes, can see what is being done and can insist

on definite plans being carried out.

Colonial masonry has been selected for special attention be-

cause we have so many examples of really first-rate work, and so

many good modern reproductions, to make comparisons with,
and also because it embodies certain principles we cannot afford

to neglect. Moreover, the same general principles apply, no mat-
ter what the style of architecture. Another reason, still, for

picking out the Colonial style for illustration, is that in Colonial

and immediately

post-C o 1 o n i a 1

times people of

cultivation and
taste 'controlled

the erection of

buildings. Later,
about eighty

- five

years ago, came a

decadence of taste

that lasted with

few abatements
till its ultimate

fruition in the vin-

tage of the "Cen-
tennial style" a

calamity from
which we have

Squared pitched-face stone laid
"Ot ^

,

entirely
as broken course ashlar. recovered. For
The edges only are straight those who have
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Entrance to a house in Aichach,
showing the typical heaviness
and solidity of German detail

Entrance hall in a Leipzig villa Fritz Schade, architect. The
combination of hat-rack, umbrella stands and mirror is a

built-in architectural feature

The German architects give much
thought to the modeling and
color decoration of wall surfaces

A gentleman's study or work-room. There is a tendency to

abandon the Nouveau art curved lines for geometrical ones
The Germans are far ahead of us in their combination of usefulness
and beauty in the arrangement and equipment of their kitchens

A modern German dining-room designed by Prof.
Peter Behrens, showing the recent tendency to-
wards the use of straight lines and spot decora-
tion as contrasted with the former uneasy curves

An unusual architectural
treatment of a corner of

the living-room, making
a corner for the house-
wife

SUGGESTIONS

FROM

GERMAN
COUNTRY HOMES

A lady's bedroom. When the Germans do adopt a
decorative scheme they carry it consistently
through and allow no jarring note of left-over
furniture or gift bric-a-brac to interfere with it



How to Read an Architectural Drawing
THE MEANING OF A FLOOR PLAN OR ELEVATION OF YOUR HOUSE AND HOW TO INTERPRET IT
SO THAT THE FUTURE BUILDING MAY NOT BRING UNEXPECTED AND UNDESIRABLE FEATURES

BY RUSSELL FISHER

IT
is not surprising that many a new home turns out to be

something entirely different from the owner's mental pic-
ture formed beforehand. There are comparatively few people,
outside of the architects themselves and those trained to read
technical drawings, who readily grasp the full meaning of a set

of house plans. This one fact is responsible probably for the

majority of "extras" in building a home it is not until the

building is well under way, with the roof on and the partition

studding in place, that the owners begin to realize that the resuh
is going to be different from their expectations. Then follows

the series of changes, sometimes few and slight, sometimes revo-

lutionary, that will bring the desired result. Too frequently,

however, these revisions are too radical to be undertaken at

that late day, and the house is doomed to be a misfit for the

remainder of its life.

An architect is almost invariably desirous that the owner and
his family shall understand thoroughly what is being planned,
and he will usually make every effort to explain the meaning
of plans, elevations and details. One difficulty in his way, most

frequently, is the reluctance of the family to display their in-

ability to interpret the drawings, and their consequent blind

acceptance of the plans or a mere pretense of understanding
them. There is certainly nothing to be ashamed of in a lack of

the rather technical knowledge needed, and it is unfortunate that

these people do not ask at once for further information. There

is practically nothing about the ordinary house that cannot be

made readily understandable to the layman in some way ;
if

plans and elevations are Greek to him, perspective drawings of

interiors as well as the outside of the house will surely convey
a fuller meaning. There may be an extra charge for making
these, as they are not ordinarily considered to be included in the

usual services of the architect, but this amount will be well spent

if it will insure to the owner the carrying out of his desires.

The most important part of any house is its floor plan, and

it is naturally therefore imperative that its meaning be well un-

derstood in advance. A plan as shown on the architect's draw-

ing is a horizontal cross-section through the building just above

the window-sills. The diagram reproduced herewith makes this

clear. Side by side are shown a simple first-story plan and an

isometric drawing of the building up to the height at which the

plan is taken. If

your own house

plan is not clearly

understood, by all

means have it

translated into
this more legible

form. The iso-

metric drawing, as

you know, dif-

fers from a true

perspective in

that the actual di-

mensions of depth
and width are laid

out on the hori-

zontal and reced-

ing lines (the lat-

AT2CMITECT5 PLAH-
-AHD

ISOMETRIC
A simple first-story plan is shown at the right, such a drawing as should convey accurately

the arrangement of this portion of the interior. At the left the same plan is translated

into an isometric drawing representing the house as it would appear if sawed through on

a plane just above the window-sills

ter usually drawn at an angle of 45 or 60 degrees to the horizontal.

The size of the various rooms shown on a plan will have
little significance unless you compare these with the dimensions
of rooms in houses already built. That is the best way to deter-

mine whether they will conform to your own needs. And right
here let me warn you that the completed house will never after-

wards appear so small as when it is first staked out on the site.

An owner has frequently felt, to his chagrin, that his house must
be enlarged by at least half, judging from its apparent size when
staked out or even when the frame \vas up. From that time on
each operation makes the rooms seem larger. Lathing, plaster-

ing and finally the addition of furniture, tend each to increase

the apparent size of the interior.

One of the stumbling-blocks for the layman is the represen-
tation of the staircases. In the plan given the stairs are shown
in solid lines below the line of the section, being dotted in above

this plane. Where one stairway runs over another, as is usually
the case, it is customary to indicate about half of each, sepa-

rating them at the junction by a broken line. Other plans may
show the stairs from first to second floors complete on the first

floor plan ;
those from the cellar to first floor on the cellar plan ;

and those from second to third floor on the second floor plan.

The elevations of a house offer some difficulty also to the

layman, for two reasons. One is that the dimensions of depth
must necessarily be omitted. This may be more clearly under-

stood by constant reference to the plans, but is unmistakably
shown in a perspective. The other reason is that one will never

see the building in direct elevation after it is built. An eleva-

tion, of course, is drawn as if one were looking directly at each

point at right angles to the wall. The roof expanse appears as

it would if one could be lifted up to see it on a level with each

point a manifest impossibility. An owner frequently objects

to the apparent roof expanse on the ground of its too great

height. It will be readily apparent, however, that a person stand-

ing on the ground in front of the house will see the receding roof

at an acute angle and hence as a very much flatter rectangle than

appears on the elevation.

The difficulties of reading architectural drawings are greatly

increased in the case of a house having its main floors broken up
into different levels. An isometric plan will help to make the

scheme clearer,

but interior per-

spectives should

be made as well,

and in a particu-

larly complicated

design it may be

advisable to have

a small model
made of wood or

even cardboard.

Another aid to

the proper con-

ception of the com-

pleted building is

the making of

cardboard models
of each

PORCH

KITCMErt

CL. . CL

"ROOM

HALL
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The stucco is a warm gray almost a cream color, contrasting with woodwork stained a dark brown. The shingled roof laid in wavv linesand woven over the round edges, is stained a dark straw color

^^^^M^^^^^^^^M
The main piazza is at the rear of the

house, commanding the best view from
the hilltop site

Another example of rational planning in bring-
ing the kitchen to the front and giving the
important rooms the best outlook

THE HOME OF MR. H. M. TURNER, CHAPPAQUA, N. Y.

An outdoor sleeping-porch is provided
above a portion of the main piazza,
where privacy is insured

Alfred Busselle, architect
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The Editor will gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. When an immediate reply is
desired, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Japanese Wall- Papers
A NOVELTY in the way of fall dec-
** orations is the hand-printed Jap-
anese panel that comes in wonderfully
effective colorings and designs and may
be had singly or in sets. The single panels
are highly decorative, and are for the
most part printed in rather delicate col-

ors, the patterns including wistaria, iris,

cherry blossoms, storks and all of the
favorite effects that are particularly Jap-
anese-y.
The panels are about three feet wide

and average eight to ten feet in length,
and the prices are anywhere from twenty
to thirty dollars each. The work on them
is really wonderful, the larger part of the

design being at the lower end of the panel,
the upper part shading off into the most
exquisite colorings. Framed with strips
of bamboo they make stunning decora-
tions for walls, particularly in high ceiled
rooms where there are great expanses of
wall space.
The panels that come in sets are neither

so elaborate nor so expensive as the sin-

gle ones, and are intended to be used as
wall paper rather than as separate decora-
tions. They are decidedly different too
in color and design, being printed in
rather more neutral tones and, instead of
small figures there is a Japanese land-
scape effect that covers the entire length
of the panels. Each of the sections is

printed in a different design and when
fitted together the result is rather like
the old Colonial wall paper that showed
landscapes and hunting scenes on quite
a large scale. A set of this sort contains
twenty-four panels and costs one hun-
dred and eighty dollars.

Less expensive are the panels of heavy
paper that look exceedingly like burlap
and have a sheen of gold over the surface
They come in dark rich colors, browns
and greens and blues, and each panel has
a conventionalized figure in solid color at
the top. A heavy Japanese paper that

i sold by the roll rather than by the panel
is in plain dark colors with an all-over
design like a fine network in gold.
For effective tones there is nothingmore satisfactory than the Japanese straw

paper that has been in use for some time

Besides the solid colors, in which there
are a number of excellent tints, this ma-
terial is now shown with a conventional-
ized figure of rather small size, and
splotches of dull gold in the background,
cleverly designed to look as though a
thread of gold had been woven in at ir-

regular intervals.

Charming friezes in poster effect for
a child's room are also included in the
new Japanese wall papers. Quaint fig-
ures of little girls and boys that look ab-

surdly like the familiar Japanese doll,
with tea tables and parasols, are printed
in gay colors and silhouetted on a cream
ground, making a fascinating procession
for the nursery wall.

Indian Drugget Rugs
IT OUSEHOLDERS having difficultyAJ. in keeping Mission furnished
rooms in perfect harmony may find a so-
lution of their problem in an East Indian
rug recently introduced here. The gen-
eral texture of these rugs and their form
and design resemble the Navajo work.
The weave is like a loose kilmarnock or
like that found in the so-called Bungalow
Rugs. Two colors are used, browns and
greens predominate, although there is a

A
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5
e for old Chm e embroideries-

held under a glass plate as decoration for
a mahogany sewing-tray
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large variety of shade and tone. The pat-
tern is woven through making the rugs
the same on both sides. In the center
there is a light ground with a few strong
conventionalized figures. Drugget bor-
ders are generally wide, darker than the
center and with an Indian scroll design.
Several sizes are to be had, with about
8 x 12 feet as standard. The price is

around $25 for this size.

The severe plainness of line and the
soft neutral tones make a very happy
combination with the form and color of
Mission or fumed oak furniture. The
bold design, also, and the loose weave are

thoroughly consistent with sturdy oak
furniture.

Trays Made of Chinese Embroidery

'"pHE present fashion of wearing Chi-A nese Mandarin coats for evening
wraps has caused an enormous demand
for these garments, and as a result the
buyers for Oriental houses are securing
everything in the way of a Mandarin
coat that they can get hold of.

They are really so valuable that not one
is overlooked on account of its condition,
and even though a coat is so old and worn
that the material is in tatters, it finds a
ready purchaser. The coat itself may be
hopelessly beyond repair, but the hand-
some embroidery with which it is orna-
mented is still intact and some use is made
of every stitch of it.

One of the ingenious schemes for pre-
serving the embroidery as well as show-
ing it to the best advantage is to use the
various pieces for the bottoms of trays,
the size and shape of each tray depend-
ing, of course, on the particular piece of
embroidery. The rims are of mahoganyor cherry, some with carved handles,
others consisting of merely the smooth
beveled edges of wood, and the embroid-
ery which forms the bottoms is under
glass.

The big embroidered discs that orna-
ment so many of the more elaborate Man-
darin coats are used for the circular trays
that are from eight to ten inches in diam-
eter. The bands around the sleeves are
made up into the long narrow cocktail
trays. Sometimes a single band is used
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The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' queries pertaining to individual problems connected with the garden and grounds. When a
direct 'personal reply is desired please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

January
HP HIS garden business is a good deal in
-* the nature of a race a race against
conditions, weeds, insects and seasons

or, to combine them all, against time. If

there were but time enough in spring,
summer and autumn, what splendid gar-
dens each of us would have. But there'

is not, it's always too short. The only
way to get ahead is to save the minutes
in every possible way, and anyone having
or intending to have a garden, no matter
on how small a scale, who wastes spare
hours even in mid-winter, is accepting an

overwhelming handicap.
There is no greater saver of garden

time than the planting plan. It means
that when things open up in .spring, every
minute can be put into actual work and
that everything needed seeds, fertilizers,

plants, etc., will be on hand and in the

proper quantities. No waste of time or
materials. But more than this, it means
vastly better results. Perhaps, if you
have been following the advice of this ma-
gazine, you are already using a planting
plan for your garden. But don't stop
there.

Plot the Whole Place
T FOUND that the planting plan was

such a help in garden work that I

extended the idea to farm crops on one
hand and work under glass on the other.
To make a plan of a place of sixty-four
acres was the work of several Sunday
afternoons, but it was very good fun, and
only the beginning of more pleasures to
follow. Now, whenever I have a half-
hour to spare of a winter's evening, I

find a great deal of enjoyment in working
out still further details, for as yet it is but
a rough-hewn model of what I aim to
make it. But it is the most interesting
game I ever played.

The Vegetable Garden

pERHAPS you have not as yet done
anything to your place except keep-

ing the front lawn cut and planting a few
vegetables; but even so, even if you have
but a 20 x 20 ft. garden, make a plan now
for the coming season's plantings. This

should be made to scale, using a T-square
and triangle for convenience, and should
indicate the locality and amount of each

vegetable wanted. Keep such vegetables
as will remain in the ground all season

(onions, beets, carrots, etc.), in one sec-

tion, as far as possible ; and tall-growing
varieties, like corn, to the north of more-
dwarf ones. HOUSE & GARDEN for Feb-

ruary, 1910, contains a more elaborate de-

scription of the preparation and use of the

RHUBARB -Z
J

3O 35 -^O 45

POLE BEAM5-Z

CABBAGE" I5g:}

PROCOLL1- 1

CAU LIrLpWIrK,AKLY- 1

BRUSSELS
EGG-PLANT- 1

GELERY-1

LEEKS'-^

CARROTS-4

RUTABAGA- V

CORM-4

BEAMS -3

LtTTUCfc-Z
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'

CUCUMDER6-T HILLS

WATERMErLOnS-5H

BUMMER 3C)pA5H,BUSH-aH

SUMMER SQUASH,VINt- 5H

Make a plan now for your vegetable garden-
it s half the battle. Numbers indicate rows
or hills. Scale in feet is shown at top and
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planting plan, and also a list of the best
standard vegetables. In preparing your
plan, make careful use of the seed cata-

logues. Obtain several, and study them
thoroughly only be sparing in your use of
novelties until you have tried them out.

Towards the end of this month you will
want to start the first lots of cabbage, let-

tuce, cauliflower, beets and onions. The
onions may be started now, and set out in
the spring, as soon as the ground is dry;
they will surprise you and astonish your
friends, both in size and quality resembl-
ing the giant Spanish onions at the gro-
cers. Use for this purpose Prizetaker,.
Gigantic Gibraltar or Mammoth Silver
Skin. Plant in "flats," in rich, light soil,,
in rows about three inches apart, and half
an inch deep. When well started, thin out
so they will stand about eight or ten to
the foot. They should be about the size
of lead-pencils when set out (about the
first part of April).

In the Flower Garden
TF you have no regular flower garden,A devote a small part of your vegetable
garden to flowers this year. Or, better
still, make a long, narrow bed or border
for flowers along some path. Very many

'

of the annuals and hardy perennials are
as easily grown as carrots. You can start
them yourself in the house with your
early vegetables, or else in a hot -

bed,
which should be made this month. A few
hours' work will see it an accomplished
fact. Select a warm, sunny, sheltered
spot on the south side of the house, or
adjacent to some outbuilding. Clear the
ground off level and if it isn't frozen too
hard, dig it out to the depth of a foot or
eighteen inches, six feet square. This will

give room for two 3x6 standard size

sash, which you can buy either glazed or
unglazed for a few dollars. Nail a 2 x 2
in. scantling along the north wall at a
height sufficient to give an inside depth in
front of two or two and one-half feet,
at the same time allowing a six-inch drop
for the glass. In other words, the scant-

ling should be six inches higher than the
front. For the front and sides use ordin-
ary boards, supported by posts, and banked
on the outside with earth or rough ma-
nure. If no building is available against .
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which to build the frame, the back is made
in the same way as the front. That's

practically all there is to the frame, the

labor is slight when one considers the re-

ward of a garden six weeks ahead of time.

Into this frame must now go the heat-

ing apparatus twelve to eighteen inches

of manure. Some persons make a prac-
tice of taking manure (which should be

all or largely horse manure), directly from
the pit and using it. But a far better way,
if you would be certain of results, is to

take a sufficient quantity and build it up
into a square heap. This should be wet,
but not soaked, while being put up. Af-
ter a week turn it and build into a heap
again, putting the ''outside inside'' as

much as possible. After a few days

put this into the frame, tramping it

down well, then cover this with about

four inches of good, rich garden loam.

If there is no soil available which is

not frozen, you can either get some from
the nearest florist's or, before you be-

gin work on your frame, bring in a few
wheelbarrows of frozen earth from the

garden and thaw it out over the furnace

or in a warm cellar. A little dry sand or

very well rotted manure will help bring
it to the proper condition for use in the

frames. The seed may be sown directly

into this prepared bed, or in flats placed
in the frames on top of the soil. In the

former case, be sure that the temperature
of the bed has receded to 70 degrees as

indicated by a thermometer plunged in the

soil. When the little seedling plants are

ready for transplanting, set them in

straight rows. Brief instructions about

the proper way to care for plants in frames

will be given next month.

As the days begin to lengthen it will

also be a good time to start new plants
from cuttings of any favorites you may
have on hand that may be increased in

this manner. Firm, new growth that will

snap off when broken is the best to use.

Select pieces with two or three "eyes"

(leaf nodes), and cut off neatly. Place

these in a deep plate or shallow box (not

more than three inches deep) filled with

coarse, gritty sand builders' sand is as

good as any kept constantly moist. Shade
them for four or five days after cutting,

and then give them as much light as pos-

sible, without the direct full sunshine in

the middle of the day. Most of the or-

dinary flowering house plants may be pro-

pagated in this way, and the small, new

plants will be much more satisfactory than

old ones to set out in the spring.

K'
Things to Do Now

BEEPING in mind the fact that every
hour's work done now will give us

just that much better start in the spring
race against time, let everything that can

be arranged ahead receive attention now.

Look over all your tools, and not only

fix but sharpen them. There is almost as

much difference between using a bright.

sharp hoe and a rusty, dull one as there is

between using a clean-cutting and a "pull-

ing" razor. If there are new tools needed,

why not get them now, while you have
time to select just what you want? You

Sow seeds in flats for both flowers and early
vegetables. Then place the flats on top of

the soil in a hotbed, transplanting the seed-

lings into the latter when they become far

enough advanced

will probably want more flats and seed-

boxes, and there are old ones to fix up.
Look over any left-over seeds and throw

away any carrots, leeks, onions, parsnips
or lettuce seed unless you can test it be-

fore using, for it is cheaper to buy it new
than to take chances with old seed of these

varieties. If you have frames already, see

that they are in good repair and get your
manure for them now, and treat as sug-

gested above, before putting it into them.

Do you do enough pruning? Nine
hundred and ninety-nine out of a thou-

sand beginners do not. Grapes and cur-

rants and other small berries may be

pruned now as well as later. Gut all very
old wood out clear to the ground, and the

newer growths back one-third to one-half.

Perhaps the best investment you can

possibly make at this time will be one or

two good garden books. Word addressed

to the editor of this department will bring

you a catalogue of books on all rural sub-

jects, which will in itself prove highly in-

Make a hotbed frame now if you have put
it off up to this time. Dig out the soil to

a depth of eighteen inches and fill in with
manure that has been stacked for several

days. On this, spread four inches of good
rich loam and cover it with the sash

teresting. Any studying you may do along
these lines is sure to bring big rewards next

season. Isn't it better to spend a few dol-

lars in the beginning to find out how to do

things in the right way, than to leave it to

costly and discouraging experience?

January in the Greenhouse

IN
the greenhouse this is a busy month

indeed. Towards the latter part the first

sowings of all early spring vegetables will

be made, and right away all stock plants
not already started into growth should be

given more moisture and heat, to start

new growth for cuttings. The middle of

this month should find the last crop of

indoor lettuce in the beds, and plants
stored for the first crop in the coldframes.

Tomatoes that were sown in December
will need repotting pieparatory to being

put in these beds or fruiting boxes, and
cucumbers should be brought along to fol-

low the lettuce. , If there are not sufficient

pansy plants in the frames, start a second

crop now
;
with care they will make fine

plants. If you are short of cannas. start

them new, as the new shoots taken off and

treated as cuttings will do finely. Put up
shelves and make all the extra room pos-
sible

;
it will be needed when the seedlings

are ready to transplant, and the plants in

pots are given their final shift, which

should in most cases be into four-inch

pots. Remember that all work done now
in advance means more accomplished
next month.

Some Ante-Season Hints

MAKE your garden plans early, and
be ready for an early spring.

Plant radishes remote from the tract

infested by wire-worms last year.
If your beets did not do well last year,

try giving them some more manure, not

directly, but well worked into the soil be-

fore planting.

Do not plant your potatoes in the same
old place and invite the scab.

When you are in doubt about crop ro-

tation, plant the beans or peas in the loca-

tion. They will do as well there as any-
where else with the same amount of fer-

tilizer as is given the rest of the garden.
Work a little slaked lime into the soil

where your cabbages are to be grown to

prevent club-root. A garden well fertil-

ized better resists the attacks of pests than

one meagerly fed.

Carrots grow well in soil enriched with

cleanings from the hennery without any
other manure.

Fine cabbage follows beans, but does

not grow well after potatoes.
It is wise to plant peas where the gar-

den is rather moist. A spell of dry weath-

er tests them severely.

Give the radishes just a little shade.

Lettuce should not be where the soil

is too dry or light. Parsley will stand

such soil a little better.

M. ROBERTS CONOVER



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

For Door Troubles

IT
is quite a common thing, especially in

old houses, to have a flight of stairs

end abruptly in a door. In Colonial times

with the meagre facilities for heating this

arrangement was intended to keep the

living-room free from the drafts and chill

of the upper chambers. Such a door is

quite a nuisance to open, as the knob

placed at the ordinary height to be grasped
from outside, is at a much lower level to

the person standing on the last step inside.

He must reach down awkwardly to open
the door. This is especially difficult and

annoying if he is carrying anything, or if

the stairway is dark.

A very simple appliance can be fitted

to the troublesome knob by simply util-

izing ordinary materials- at hand. Fit a

short arm, say three inches in length, to

the square spindle so that it stands nearly
on a line with the latch as in figure (c).

This added thickness can be equalized by

removing some of the little metal gaskets
or washers from the knob shank. Run a

fairly flexible wire from the end of this

arm through a small staple about eighteen
inches above the lock. Attach a knob
to this end of the wire> and the device will

turn the latch sufficiently to release it

by simply lifting the upper knob. The

accompanying cut shows the manner of

placing this device. Such little improve-
ments will tend to give added comfort in

the house and will save losing one's tem-

per in groping uncomfortably to open the

door.

Ingenious Washboiler

AWASHBOILER
that will not "boil

over" has a rim on the inside

about two inches from the top. The cover

rests upon this brim, and no matter how

lively the water boils, it will not run over

and "spoil the whole range." E. E. H.

Tight Windows
\X7HEN the windows rattle and shake,

more cold enters the house than

even that bleak sound gives token of.

Warped or worn weather strips or no
such protection at all, allows the sash to

have play, and disagreeable rattling, ac-

companied by chilling draughts and dust

is the result. It' is unnecessary to go over

all the carpentry to repair this, as a little

three-bladed metal wedge can be bought
which alleviates these troublesome condi-

tions just as well. This little device

can be instantly and simply applied with

a screw to prevent its being carried

away or lost. Mere finger pressure is all

that is required to wedge it in place and
it can be used perfectly well without be-

ing screwed fast. It is of such size and

construction that it is hardly noticeable

and does not detract from the appearance
of the woodwork. These wedges are fur-

nished either in nickel or copper finish

and cost twenty-five cents for ten of the

former and fifteen of the latter style.

A device to open
a door at the
foot of a flight
of stairs

A Convenient
Cooker

A USEFUL and

labor-saving ar-

ticle is now on the

market in a new com-
bination electric stove

and tireless cooker. It

unites the principles
of heat retention as

shown in the vacuum
bottle, with the advan-

tages of electric heat-

ing in such a manner
as to save time and
trouble. The uncooked
food is placed in the

utensil, then put in

the cooker, and the

electric current turned

on for the partial

cooking. After a short

time the electricity is

turned off, and the

cooking is completed

by the stored-up heat, without having to

disturb the food.

The invention makes possible the use

of electric cooking, hitherto desired for its

facility and cleanliness, but too expensive
for general use. Indeed, a comparison of

cost of cooking the same articles by gas

^i mm .

This pivoted three-bladed wedge will prevent
a window from rattling

and by this new cooker shows the latter

method to be about twelve per cent, cheap-
er. This method of cooking economizes
time for a busy housewife, especially one

doing her own work. In the ''inter-

regnum" of the kitchen it is a decided
boon. For instance, the current may be
turned on for a few minutes before re-

tiring, and heat enough will be generated
to cook cereal over night and still have
the stove hot enough to start the coffee in

the morning; or a meal may be started in

the morning, and the wife after turning
off the current may go out with perfect
composure and return to find the meal

ready to serve. The service rendered by
this device is that it both creates and pre-
serves heat, making it possible to save the
unused supply from breakfast cooking for

use at dinner time.

Safety Boxes

IN
a new house, seen recently, the mis-
tress has a "safety box" built in her

own room for the temporary keeping of

money and small articles of value. The
box is sunken beneath the floor, and has
a cover moved by a secret spring; a cor-
ner of the rug still further conceals its

unnoticeable opening. In another house
there is a similar cache at one end of a
window-box built with panels ;

in this case
a panel pushes back, revealing the opening
which is further reinforced with a lock on
an inner door. The bottom stair also pro-
vides an excellent hiding-place, accessible
in a number of practical ways. In an old-
fashioned house, having fireplaces with
paneled walls, there are a number of tiny
compartments reached through sliding
panels.

Of course these safety boxes are not

fireproof, and would doubtless be diseern-
able to a lengthy and professional search,
but for the ordinary instances of hasty
ransacking of houses by sneak thieves or
unreliable servants they offer absolute

protection. ALICE M. ASHTON

Renewing Burlap

THE floors of the rented house in

which we live are too poor to be
used uncovered with rugs, so we put down
a dull green art burlap for the edges.
After a year's use, this was so faded as
to be unfit for use. After cleaning the

burlap and tacking it securely in place,
I went over it with a green dye of the de-
sired shade, using a wide paint brush for
the purpose. When this had dried we
found our burlap better than it had ever
been before, as the wetting caused it to
shrink a little, and it became smooth and
tight and easy to sweep. A good, service-
able dye can be purchased for this use
which will hold its color fresh and u'n-

faded for a considerable time. A. M. A.
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Water Supply Service
for any building
for any institution

any place anywhere
No matter where you want water, or how much
you want, or under what conditions you want

it, it will pay you to investigate the

Kewanee System
of Water Supply
No city water system provides better water supply

service. With your own private plant a Kewanee
System you can have an abundance of water de-

livered under strong pressure, to all your fixtures

and hydrants to the bathroom, kitchen, laundry,
lawn, stables, garage anywhere.

Thousands of Kewanee Systems are in use

every day, year in and year out, for supplying
city, country and suburban homes, private and
public institutions, country clubs, schools,

apartment buildings, fraternal homes, factories,

towns, etc.

The Kewanee System is a high quality water ^a
system through and through. It is the only _^^ THE
absolutely guaranteed no-trouble system

Write for our Catalog No. 44 and
full information. Estimates and
engineering service free.

KewaneeWaterSupplyCo.
Kewanee, Illinois.

2080 Hudson-Terminal Bldg., 50 Church
Street. New York City.

1212 Marquette Bide., Chicago, 111.

305 Diamond Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

THOSE VELVETY LAWNS
which everyone admires, with their smooth, level surface, full even growth and freedom from weeds show the

DUNHAM ROLLERS (Patented)

Those tufts heaved up by the frost must be rolled flat and the roots forced back to the soil or the
grass will die. Dunham rollers are so easy to handle that a child can keep the lawn in perfect
condition. Sectional construction permits Dunham rollers to be turned on their axis without
injuring th turf. Send for our book "The Proper Care of Lawns" which explains
many things about lawn making and keeping with which you may not be familiar.

/~>ee an Request, Write today.

The Dunham Company, 734-762 First Ave., Berea, Ohio
Largest Manufacture In the World of Land Rollers, Soil

Pulverisers and Packers for all purposes.
Eastern Office, The Dunham Co., Dept. E, 6 Albany St., N. Y. City

The Best Use of Stone Work

(Continued from page 39)

will be fully convinced that the keynote of

the successful treatment of stonework is

naturalness and simplicity, as opposed to

distortion and labored artificiality.

Almost as objectionable as the "hammer

dressed" rubble distortion is the wall faced

with squared pitch-faced stone. By "pitch-

faced" masonry we mean that in which the

face of the stones is roughly dressed so as

to make the front of the horizontal joint a

straight line. It is used for work when a

rugged appearance is desired without the

extreme roughness of quarry-faced ma-

sonry. The illustration shows the side wall

of a foolish little two-story building built

of pitch-faced chunks of the sort of gran-

ite that is used in bridge piers or large

buildings. The style is stilted and awk-

ward in appearance, and has nothing to

recommend it.

One of the best examples of a simply
built quarry-faced coursed rubble wall, is

shown in one of the accompanying illus-

trations. The courses are not more than

six to eight inches in height. The color ef-

fect of the iron-stained, untooled stone is

excellent.

Another commendable feature of Colo-

nial masonry was that native stone was

perforce employed. The propriety of using
the materials nature afforded on the spot,

thereby securing harmony with local con-

ditions, cannot be questioned. It avoided

any jarring note of far-fetched ostenta-

tion.

Masonry, of course, should be adapted
to the type or purpose of the building. For
the modest country place no more con-

sistent style of stonework can be found

than the Colonial. It is unpretentious and

thoroughly honest. Not many of us are

multi-millionaires who can afford to build

palatial seats such as have sprung up in

some parts of the country, but great num-
bers can and do build cheerful, unostenta-

tious, livable homes. For homes such as

these, Colonial masonry is thoroughly in

keeping. This paper aims in no way to

decry the use of other styles of masonry in

the proper place, but only advocates the

faithful adherence to Colonial principles
where they are manifestly suitable. It is

only a plea for sanity and simplicity, and
avoidance of fantastic conspicuousness.
For great country seats, for large town
houses, for public buildings of any sort,

carefully cut and imported stone is a neces-

sity, and masonry of Colonial type would
be painfully incongruous. Finally, the ele-

ment of cheapness, insured by using what
is near at hand, is not to be despised.
A few words of caution to the intending

homebuilder will not be out of place. Study
the stonework around you and elsewhere
before you build, and take time to make up
vour mind as to exactly what you wish.
Insist that the architect show you in his

drawings exactly the appearance of the

masonry to be stipulated in the specifica-
tions. Then, when all else is decided,
watch the builders like a hawk, not trust-
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ing too much to the vigilance of the archi-

tect. He is only human, and also has much
other work to do, and, as you are the most

deeply interested person, it is to be ex-

pected you should be the most watchful.

Finally, insist that the stones be laid on
their "natural bed," that is to say, the

strata lying horizontally, as usually found
in the quarry. If you do not do this, you
will rue the oversight when some of the
stones begin to weather badly.

The Real Meaning and Use of

Architectural Detail

(Continued from page 37)
A form of applied decoration that is very

common and extremely characteristic was
the use of ornament in panels under a man-
tel-shelf, either over pilasters or columns,
or in a center panel in the frieze. This was
made of papier-mache, and a number of

well-defined motives were in common use.

In the narrow panel above a pilaster a vase

or urn, either with or without flowers, was
sometimes used more often it was a sheaf

of wheat or a pineapple. These two forms
were especially popular with the Colonial

builder. It is difficult to imagine why such
a fruit as the pineapple, which must have
been very rare in Colonial days, should

have taken so prominent a place as a deco-

rative motive, but it was to be found both

in relief and as a free-standing ornament
on gate posts in "broken" pediments, as in

the Brown House at Salem, and even on

the newel-posts of a stairway. This ex-

ample at the Brown House is, so far as I

know, unique in its realism. The pineapple
was usually severely conventionalized, and

usually had more the form of an acorn

than of the real fruit.

In the panels in the centre of a mantel

there were many motives in use. The eagle
was common, but often the decoration was
in the form of a pastoral scene in rather

low relief, and sometimes it was a bit of

mythology.
In the stairways the Colonial designer

usually spread himself. The balusters were

often turned in intricate twisted shapes,
with several varieties used in the same

stair, and the ends of the steps were deco-

rated with a sort of bracket form which

had great decorative value.

In all these forms the designer was in-

fluenced very strongly by the precedent of

his surroundings, and one does not find

originality, so much as a careful striving

for refinement, in the use of the detail, and

a fine sense of the fact that he was building

in wood. As a result, both the moldings
and the detail have a rather thin, attenu-

ated character, which is most appropriate
to the material.

If one wishes to reproduce the character

of a Colonial house, it is necessary to fol-

low carefully the forms and motives which

were actually used in the old work, and to

stick very closely to precedent. I know of

one architect, famous for his Colonial

houses, who does not attempt to design his

moldings, but who has a box of examples

Serve the

Unexpected Visitor

with Nabisco Sugar Wafers.

They add a new delight to light

refreshment and turn your "little

treat" into a feast of deliciousness.

The blending of delicately rich

pastry and sweet centers captivates

the taste of everybody.

in ten cent tins

Also in twenty-five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS all the enthralling good-

ness of NABISCO and covered with rich chocolate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Plant 'for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured It takes over twenty years

to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer

We do the long waiting thus'enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that give

an immediate effect. Price List Now Ready.

ANDORRA NURSERIES B
H .

X

WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor
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MILLERi
LAMPS'

ird Miller c<'s
L1GMT1IMG fn^TR,FIXTURES ^^

UTILITY AND BEAUTY
THESE are the principles upon which all MILLER Fixtures

and Lamps are constructed. 1 hey are made to give the greatest
amount of li.-dit in a manner most agreeable to the eyes and at the
same time add a decorative note to the room. These fixtures are
rich in finish and ornate in design. The construction is thorough
in every detail, a matter of much importance, especially in gas ap-
pliances. The MILLER line is so extensive that every taste can be.-

gratified at very reasonable prices.

ORDER THROUGH ANY RELIABLE DEALER
When buying Lighting Fixtures of any kind
look for this mark. It guarantees all that is

best in this line of goods.
We issue a number of miniature catalogs illustrating Gas and

Electric Fixtures, Portables, Desk and Piano Lights, Student and
Oil Lamps, etc. Write to us stating what kind of lighting you are

interested in, and we will send you some interesting information.

Special Design* Prepared on Contract

EDWARD MILLER & CO.
(Est. 1844.) Factory: 15 Miller St.. Merideh, Conn.

A Butler's Pantry Door
should swing both ways; should close gently and
without noise and stop at once at the centre
without vibrating. The only way to accomplish
this is to use the "BARDSLEY" CHECKING
HINGE. It goes in the floor under the door
and there are no ugly projections on the door.

JOSEPH BARDSLEY
147-151 Baxter Street New York City

of the old work which he has rescued from

houses that were being torn down; and

when a molding is to be detailed, the de-

signer goes to the box and picks out a good
one, which is accurately followed in the

building. The result is that this architect's

work has all of the charm of the old work.

Of course, this method might easily lead to

the most absurd results without a very in-

timate knowledge of the style and a well-

developed sense of fitness.

A Setting for the Country Home
(Continued from page 30)

homestead without having in mind_
an

abundant supply of food for song birds,

our allies in fighting insects. Barberries

are good for this purpose, as are also the

berries of the beautiful wild cherry and

mulberry trees.

Now you comprehend, I think, my idea

of lawns as something nicely adjusted to

the needs of the people, and the birds, and

the bees not simply as conventional plan-
tations of costly trees. Nor does a lawn

consist of a smoothly shaved plot of grass.

(Brasses are all beautiful, and quite as beau-

tiful when waving in the wind as when
sheared close to the ground. A good coun-

try lawn should be mowed three or four

times a year, with a scythe. At the same
time do not get it into your head that ev-

ery dandelion must be picked out, and ev-

ery other little wild beauty dug out. Leave
the little fussy lawns to crowded cities,

where nothing simpler, sweeter and more
homelike can be afforded.

Lighting Fixtures of Character

(Continued from page 23)

some points of individual taste, however,
that should be considered in connection

with the furniture arrangement. For in-

stance, the boudoir', dressing-room and

bathroom should have fixtures convenient

for completing the toilet. It is often found

that the chiffonier or dressing-table can-

not be placed in proper relation to the wall

brackets, or that the shaving mirror is al-

ways in the dark. Besides these considera-

tions, there is the problem of embarrassing
shadows on the window shades. These are

some of the difficulties that, if taken care

of beforehand, save untold trouble, disap-

pointment, and annoyance later on.

What the Period Styles Really Are

(Continued from page 18)

those they have designed have much

beauty of line. Robert Adam was one of

the first to assemble the pieces that later

grew into the sideboard a table, two

pedestals, and a cellaret. There is a

sideboard designed by him for Gillows, in

which the parts are connected, and it is at

least one of the ancestors of the beautiful

Shearer and Hepplewhite ones and our

modern useful, though not always beauti-

ful, article.

Shearer's furniture was simple and

dainty in design, and he has the honor of
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making the first real serpentine sideboard,
about 1780, which was not a more or less

disconnected collection of tables and pedes-
tals. It was the forerunner of the Hepple-
white and Sheraton sideboards that we
know so well. Shearer is now hardly
known even by name to the general world,
but without doubt his ideal of lightness
and strength in construction had a good
deal of influence on his contemporaries and
followers.

174O-17SO 1750-1760 1755-177O 176O-1770 175O-177O

te
1760-1770

S M /

1750-1755 1750-1760 1755-1165 1760-177O

The different combinations of

"C" curves and cyma curves
that help one to date Chip-
pendale chairs. The first

r. gure shows the familiar

curved top that is so char-
acteristic of Chippendale's earliest work.
Most of these early backs were fitted

with cabriole legs. The growing influ-

ence of the French styles is shown in the
third column. At this time the ribbon-back
chair, which he elaborated to such an ex-

tent, developed. Although the Gothic and
Chinese designs, and the various ladder-
back forms (shown in the last sketch),
are found from 1760-70. these drawings
show the growing tendency toward re-

straint and simplicity which marked the
later years. These are but the merest
suggestions of splat outlines and curves,
but they show the most common varia-

tions of design

The transition from Chippendale to

Hepplewhite, about 1780-1790, was not

sudden, as the last style of Chippendale
was simpler and had more of the classic

feeling in it. Hepplewhite says, in the

preface to his book : "To unite elegance
and utility, and blend the useful with the

agreeable, has ever been considered a dif-

ficult but an honorable task." He some-

times failed and sometimes succeeded. His

knowledge of construction enabled him to

make his chairs with shield, oval, and

heart-shaped backs. The tops were slight-

ly curved, also the tops of the slats, and at

the lower edge where the back and the

splat join, a half rosette was carved. He
used straight or tapering legs with spade
feet for his furniture, often inlaid with

bellflowers in satinwood. The legs were

sometimes carved with a double ogee curve

and bead molding. The upholstery was

fastened to the chairs with brass-headed

tacks, often in a festoon pattern. Oval-

shaped brass handles were used on his

bureaus, desks, and other furniture. He
did not use much carving, but used inlay of

satinwood, etc., oval panels, lines, urns,

and many other motives common to the

other cabinet-makers of the day. He made

many sideboards, some, in fact, going back

to the side table and pedestal idea, and

bottle-cases and knife-boxes were put on

The Clear Track
Two men a thousand miles apart

talk to each other by telephone

without leaving their desks.

Two wires of copper form the

track over which the talk travels

from point to point throughout a

continent.

Moving along one railroad track

at the same time are scores of trains

carrying thousands of passengers.

The telephone track must be

clear from end to end to carry the

voice of one customer.

The Bell system has more than

ten million miles of wire and reaches

over five million telephones. This

system is operated by a force of

one hundred thousand people and

makes seven billion connections a

year twenty million "clear tracks"

a day for the local and long dis-

tance communication of the Ameri-

can people.

The efficiency of the Be// system depends upon
"One System, One Policy, Universal Service."

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
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FLINTSFINE FURNITURE
So Perfect ond So Peer/ess

ADVANCE EXHIBIT of

SPRING and SUMMER STYLES
All the finer attributes of "FLINT QUALITY" will be found

in our Advance Showing of Spring and Summer Styles.

These comprise the newest productions in Enameled and Light
Colored Woods including exquisite reproductions of Eighteenth Century

designs, both English and French, many of which have present day

requirements added and cannot be duplicated elsewhere.

Seventy Years' Service has confirmed FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE,
enhanced the value of the FLINT Trade-Mark and established beyond
dispute our guarantee for LOWEST PRICES and HIGHEST
QUALITY.

GEO. C. FLINT Co.
i4S-4?WEST23-ST. 24-28WEST 24 th

ST.

INTERING
IT IS THE BEST FLOOR MADE

FOR CHURCHES. SCHOOLS. BANKS. PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
THEATRES AND PRIVATE RESIDENCES, BEING SANITARY

NON-SLIPPERY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE TO THE TREAD
BEAUTIFUL IN COLORS AND DESIGNS AND DURABLE.

lew York, N 1., 91-93 Chambers Street

Chicago, III., ISO Lake Street

Philadelphia, Pa,, 118-120 North 8th Street
San Francisco, Calif., 129-131 First Street

Plttsburg, Pa., 933-935 Libert) Avenue

St. Louis, Mo., 218-220 Chestnut Street

Portland, Ore., 40 First Street

Boston, Mass., 232 Summer Street

Indianapolis, Ind., 207-209 South Meridian Street

London, England, 13-15 Southampton Row
Spokane, Wash., 163 South Lincoln Street

the ends of the sideboards. The urn-

shaped knife-cases were especially beauti-

ful. The large pieces of furniture, such as

highboys, chests-of-drawers, and wash-

stands, changed very little from those made
in the day of Chippendale, and retained

much of their heaviness of design. The
best work of Hepplewhite & Co. was done

between 1785-1795.
Thomas Sheraton was born in 1750, and

was a journeyman cabinet-maker when he

went to London. His great genius for fur-

niture design was combined with a love of

writing tracts and sermons, and he also

published a book on furniture called the

"Drawing Book." Unfortunately for his

success in life, he had a most disagreeable

personality, being conceited, jealous, and

perfectly willing to pour scorn on his

brother cabinet-makers. This impression
he quite frankly gives about himself in his

books. The name of Robert Adam is not

mentioned, and this seems particularly un-

pleasant when one thinks of the latter's un-

doubted influence on Sheraton's work.

Sheraton's unfortunate disposition prob-

ably helped to make his life-a failure, and
when he died he left his family in very

poor circumstances. There is no doubt,

however, that he designed most beautiful

furniture, although much of the work at-

tributed to him may have been done by
Shearer and others. His influence was so

great that it has at least given his name to

a very beautiful period of furniture.

Sheraton's chair backs are rectangular in

design, with urn splats, and splats divided

into seven radiates, and also many other

designs. The legs for his furniture were at

first plain, and then tapering and reeded.

He used some carving, and a great deal of

stainwood and tulipwood were inlaid in the

mahogany ;
he also used rosewood. The

bellflower, urn, festoons, and acanthus
were all favorites of his for the decoration.

Sheraton's list of articles of furniture is

long, for he made almost everything from
knife-boxes to "chamber-horses," which
were contrivances of a saddle and springs
for people to take exercise upon at home.
His sideboards, card-tables, sewing-tables,
tables of every kind, chairs in fact, every-

thing he made during his best period
have a sureness and beauty of line that

makes it doubly sad that through the stress

of circumstances he should have deserted

it for the style of the Empire that was then
the fashion in France. Some of his Em-
pire designs have much beauty, while oth-

ers are too dreadful, but it was the begin-
ning of the end, and the nineteenth cen-

tury saw the beautiful principles of the

eighteenth century lost in a bog of ugli-
ness.

There were many other cabinet-makers
of merit that space does not allow me to

mention, but the great four who stood head
and shoulders above them all were Chip-
pendale, Adam, Hepplewhite and Shera-
ton. They, being human, did much work
that is best forgotten, but the heights to

which they all rose have set a standard for

English furniture in beauty and construc-
tion that it would be well to keep in mind.
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Rooms1 to Live Li

Cool Rooms to Sleep In
Be comfortable in a uniformly heated and healthy
home; relieved from the worry and trouble of con-
stantly adjusting drafts and dampers.

HEAT
CONTROLLER

Keeps your home at any temperature
desired, and never allows a variance
of more than a degree. Too warm
the JEWELL immediately closes the

drafts. Too cold automatically it

throws the drafts on, always preserv-

ing an even heat. Never wastes an
ounce of coal. Applicable to all

systems of heating.
If you want a cold house to sleep in adjust the

regulator. Then set the Time Clock Attachment for
a half hour before rising. You will have a warm
house when you rise the next morning, without
touching the heater or controller.

This automatic heat controller is

guaranteed free of mechanical de-

fectsfor 25 years. It can'tgetoutof
order. Let the JEWELL prove what
it will do before you pay for it put
it in on jo days free trial. ^
Some dealer In your town carries the JEWELL.
If you have not seen it displayed write us for his name, and free
illustrated booklet, "The House Comfortable," containing full and
valuable information.

THE JEWELL MANUFACTURING CO.
1 1 7 N. Greene Street - - Auburn, N. Y.

PR.ATT S

SCALECIDE
Will positively destroy SAN JOSH SCALH and all

soft bodied sucking insects without injury to the
tree. Simple, more effective and cheaper than Lime
Sulphur. Not an experiment. OIIP gulLim makes
16 to 20 gallon* apraj by ^mply addlne nalt-r.

Send for Booklet "Orchard Insurance."

B. 6. PRATT CO., 50 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY

COUNTRY HOMES
may enjoy city comforts and con?en-
iences at less cost than kerosene, elec-

tricity or acetylene, with None of their
dangers, by using

EconomyGas Machine
Produces gas for light and kitchen fuel,

Mpy be lighted the same as electric

light, without batteries or wires. Gall
or write for list of satisfied customers

Economy Gas Machine Co.,
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y.

A WONDERFUL
NEW ROSE

I
Climbing American Beauty |

In this new variety we have produced a

wonderful plant. It has the same color, rich fra-

grance, and large blooms of the American Beauty;
with these splendid virtues added:- It is as hardy
as an oak and will thrive and bloom in almost any
situation where a climbing or pillar rose is desired.

It is a perfect mass of bloom in June and produces
flowers throughout the growing season. The
leaves are large, bright, glossy green, and the foli-

age remaining bright and attractive during entire

growing season.
We are selling year old plants of this wonder-

ful rose at $2.00 each. Write for full descriptive

literature.

Hoopes Bro. & Thomas Company
WEST CHESTER, PA.

lll^^

Speaking of Greenhouses-
How About One Like This

If you have in mind one about fifty feet long, and, say, eighteen feet wide,
with a work room on the end, then this ought to come pretty near to it. Of course

the work room can be any design.
If this one doesn't suit, and we only knew what you would like, we could sug-

gest a house a design a price that doubtless would come pretty close to suiting you.
The very best way to get going on the subject is for you to write to us. That

gives us the chance to send you our catalog, or make an appointment to come and
talk things over with you.

But whatever you do, have a U-Bar house the catalog tells why.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS

U-BAR CO.

1 MADISONAVE.NEWYORK

Fall setting
- time is here. Order now our hardy, thrifty, Pear,

Peach, Apple Trees, Berry Bushes, Roses, California Privet anything in

the nursery line. Millions of plants and trees ready. Handsome catalogue
contains prices, pictures and reliable spraying chart. It's free. Send now for it.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS. Box Y. MOORESTOWN. N. J.

LINKING THE GREENHOUSE WITH THE HOME
Quite the ideal arrangement that is, if you are _

genuine flower lover and want your greenhouse read-

ily accessible in all weathers.

The handier it is, the more pleasure you will have

from it. The nearer it approaches being a real garden

spot, the more satisfaction it is bound to give

you.

Considering the fact that you have long wanted a

greenhouse, and now that we have shown you how

decidedly successful it can be linked to your home,

why don't you at once set about having one ?

Simply write to us what you have in mind, and we
will gladly take the matter up with you at once and

send you such printed matter or photos as we think

may be of assistance.

You can depend on our knowing how to build

your house. Sixty years in business and five acres of

factory tell a tale of superiority.

1170 Broadway HITCHINGS & COMPANY NEW YORK

In writing tt advertisers tlecse mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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A Word of Advice to the

Homemaker from an Expert

House Decorator
Under this heading is appearing a scries of

letters containing adrice on the interior finish,
decoration and furnishing of the Modern Home.
These will be found full of helpful and prac-
tical suggestions.

Any Questions pertaining to the above ad-
dressed to Margaret Greenlcaf. Consulting
Decorator for Murphy Varnish Company, will
receive prompt attention.

LETTER NO. 3
This bit of a Colonial interior is full of good

suggestions to the prospective builder. The
Palladian window, the spindle screen on the
stair and balustrade with hand rail of mahogany
are details which are characteristic and beautiful.
The ivory enamel of the standing woodwork is

in delightful contrast with the two toned blue
of the wallcovering. The dignity and stateliness
of a pure Colonial interior provides a perfect
setting for fine old mahogany and early Georgian
furniture, and to the owner of taste and dis-

easure to be found in the

RIFE Hydraulic Rams
Require no attention nor expense. Operate continuously.
Complete

installation
for supplying Dwelling Houses,

Greenhouses, Lawns, Fountains and Gardens.

Operate under a fall of 18 inchej
to 50 feet, raising water 30 feet for
each foot of fall. Develop 80 per cent,
efficiency. Installed with pncumat-

1 *'
.

tlnti where overhead tank are
objectionable.

We have plants for town*, for-
< :.it,il. .*..., ana nal garden*, railroad tank* and
Kitinmlm Free for irrigation.

RIFE PUMPING ENGINE CO
2502 Trinity Bldg., New York, U. S. A.

Address Department of Decorations

Murphy Varnish Company345 Fifth Avenue, New York

MILLS WATER
TUBE BOILERS

No. 24 Mais Water Tute Steam Boiler

PHIS make of boiler

is endorsed ty lead-

ing heating engineers as

the refinement of boiler

making.

A trial will demon-
strate its economy.
Fire Tube surface

greater. Grate area less,

1argerCombustionCham-
bers tban ordinary Sec-
tional makes is the reason.

THE H. B. SMITH CO.
Manufacturers of

BOILERS and RADIATORS
FOR HEATING

1225 Arct St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Fireproof House

(Continued from page 15)

tration on the top of page 15). In these
channels between the rows are laid twisted
iron rods, and over these is poured con-
crete. When the temporary support is ta-

ken away the result is a series of rein-

forced concrete beams supporting the tiles

between them. On this may be laid any
sort of a finished floor either of tiles or
of wood on "sleepers."

In regard to the matter of the fireproof
roof, it must be admitted that the expense
of a form of construction requiring rein-

forced concrete beams, with tile in be-

tween, adds very largely to the cost of the
house. Ordinarily it would be considered
sufficient protection to build the roof con-
struction of wood, as shown in the detail,

covering the rafters with boards on which
are laid either slate or roofing tiles. This
would prevent any damage from fire by
sparks falling on the outside, and on ac-
count of the exceedingly tight construction
of a house of this kind, there is very little

chance of a fire starting from the attic.

For the flames to gain any headway at all

they must be fed from below by a good
draft, which, of course, is easily prevented
in this type of building.
The cost of a hollow tile hpuse is about

15 per cent, higher than that of first-class

wood construction, where the new mate-
rial is readily obtainable and where the
workmen are familiar with its use. The
increased cost is not large when one takes
into consideration the fact that the cost of
maintenance is almost nothing, and in the
country districts, where the fire risk is

great, the cost of insurance is far less. In
addition to these considerations, there are
those of endurance and stability. The
wooden houses of Colonial days lasted for

many years, but they were built exception-
ally well. Those of today will not measure
up to the same standard. With a fireproof
house, however, we are building for gene-
rations, in addition to having the feeling of
security that comes only with a complete
protection from the dangers of fire.

Protecting the Owner In His

Specifications

BY CHARLES K. FARRINGTON
HERE should be in every set of speci-

fications some clauses protecting the
owner against loss in case of damage done
to work already finished by one contrac-
tor, which may be injured by the fault of
another. Such instances are constantly
happening, and to have oneself thorough-
ly protected from all needless expense or
worry is good, indeed. The following ex-
amples may be considered typical of many
which could also have been given if it were
not for lack of space.
A gutter had been placed in position,

but had not been "accepted" by the archi-
tect, because it was only a part of the

(Continued on page 58)
In writing to advertisers phase mention Housi AMD GARDEN.
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NASTURTIUMS
will grow in glorious abundance around your home
next summer if you start with Livingston's "True
Blue" Seeds. They grow very easily in any soil and
the thrifty plants bear elegant, loriR-stemmed, fra-

grant flowers in great masses. Fine for vases,
bouquets, charming everywhere.

Superb Top-Notch Mixture 10 Cents
Our mixture is the finest in the world!

Produces flowers of enormous
size and the plants bloom all

season until killed by frost.

You couldn't plant anything
better, and nothing is easier

to grow. Large packet i o

cents, ounce 15 cents, 2
ounces for 25 cents. One
ounce will plant 50
feet of row.

Beautiful Catalog
FREE

Tells how to raise the

prettiest flowers and
best vegetables. Truth-
ful descriptions and
more than 250 "True
to Nature" illustra-
tions will help you to
form a correct idea of
the things we sell.
Write for a free copy
of this fine 130 page
book today,

The LIVINGSTON
SEED CO.

416 N. High St.

OHIO

Stanley's Ball-Bearing Hinges
Nothing equals them for

harming doors cither in

Big Public Buildings or

Private DweLings
Two will frequently take the place of three

ordinary hinge , and their action i nol*e-
) and perfect. tMade in Wrought Bronae

and Steel.

THE STANLEY WORKS
Myrtle Street, New Britain, Conn.

New York Office: 79 Chamber! Street

Don't Blame the COAL-Man
For marring your siding, breaking the glass

and soiling

the lawn,

when putting

coal in the

cellarthrough

a n ordinary

cellar win-

dow.

THE MAJESTIC FUEL CHUTE
protects the building. Made in 3 sizes, and if

light is desired a rubber glass window can be fur-

nished for the door.

Write for catalogue and name of nearest

dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE & FDY. CO.

C C Dept. Huntington, Ind.

p aces
In a fireplace, between the woodwork and the fire, there
is a chance to make or mar this most interesting feature

of a home.
Do not decide upon the treatment of this space until

you know all about tiles for fireplaces. No other ma-
terial offers such opportunities for decorative effects,

such a range of harmonizing colors and, on the practical

side, such durability and cleanliness.

For the guidance of home builders we have four

unusual booklets on the use of tiles which we send free.

"Tiles for Fireplaces"
"Tiles on the Porch Floor"

'Tiles for the Kitchen anil Laundry
'Tile for the Bathroom"

The Associated Tile Manufacturers, Room 2, Reeves Bldg., Beaver Fills, Pa.

D c\ON'T make the mistake of omitting fireplaces

in order to save money. They will add far more

in comfort and in increased value of the house than

they cost. Our factory built Wood
Mantels

are as well constructed and finely fin-

ished as the highest grade furniture.

Dealers carry them in stock in great

variety of styles that will suit all re-

quirements and all pocket books. Or
made from your own designs at

slightly advanced price. Many
Mantel suggestions for the house

builder and owner in our booklet.

Why Wood Mantels?

It's yours for the asking. Address :

Wood Mantel Manufacturers' Association

H. T. BENNETT, Secretary

Room 1225, Stats Life Building, Indianapolis, Inl

/ writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Block of White Pines in our Nursery, 20 to 27 feet high. These were ]>art of thirteen carloads shipped in
January, February and March, 1908. They all live and have grown rapidly. They are ready to ship out
again or deliver by truck or barge. They are big. broad trees, with the horizontal disixjsition of lights and
shades that characterize mature White Pines. They are not little A-shaped bushes that can be most any

kind of evergreens. Note how they screen the house at the left-

Plant HicKs Evergreens This Winter
Frost Helps, Not Hinders

THAT may sound strange to you, but it is so. All
winter long, we are planting and transplanting
Evergreens in our Nursery. So it stands to

reason it is perfectly practical. In fact, it is better
for the trees to plant them in the winter, for they
will be all ready in the spring to start growing in their
new home. You also avoid the rush of spring work
and consequent delays that are often disastrous to

your trees.

Our way of winter planting is very simple, very

sasy. We will do it for you or tell you exactly how it can
be done. No risk on your part. Hicks trees thrive.

Don't you want some of those fine Pines shown
above? Beautiful specimens every one of them. Buy
them big if you can it saves waiting for them to
grow up, and saves money. If you could use a car-
load or two, we can ship them direct from our New
England Collecting Fields and save you money. Let
us correspond about this winter tree planting. Ask
for our Booklet, Winter Planting.

Isaac Hicks and Son
Westbviry. Long Island

FruitIRISH ROSES
and HARDY PERENNIALS.

EVERGREENS
Extra Sizes for Immediate Effect

LIBERAL, DISCOUNTS ON LARGE ORDERS
Our Catalogue is a cyclopedia of information to the planter.

Nearly 100 photo-engravings.
1LANDSCAFE 1JEPJ.
65 HaJmiltou Place ROSEDALE NURSERIES Y .

Now is the time to get ready for early spring
vegetables

Eggplants, tomatoes, parsley, peppers, radishes, cabbages, cauliflower, must
be started in four or five weeks. Get some Sunlight Double

Glass Sash now and be ready

-. . -s*^-. T-wA,s .aim

Double Gla.ss Sa.sk
The double layer of glass supplies the protection

formerly obtained with mats and boards.
Between the two layers of glass is a H inch layer of dry still

fi i ? transparent blanket permits the plants to get allthe hght all the time whic
"

light I

and moreover you eliminate
all mats and boards because
you never caver Sunlight Sash.

Glass is held in place with-
out putty. Can't work loose,
easily replaced.

Some of (hi things you can grow
Fresh lettuce and radishes anv

time you want them. Violets a (1

winter; pansies in bloom in
iebruary or March. Cabbage,
cauliflower, beets, tomato, pep-
per and sweet-potato plants to
set out earlier than under the
single glass sash.

Get these two books
One is our free catalog. The

other is a book on hot beds and
cold frames by Prof. Mawi.v
an authority on the subject it
tells how to make and care for
the beds, what and when to

ESS*1
,
4c m

, "tamp3 will bring
Prof. Massey's book in addition
to the catalog.

perms e pants to get alle gt a te time which means earlier and better crop" to "the catalog"
"""" " """"""

The Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co., Inc. 944 East Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

(Continued from page 58)

saving clauses, in a case similar to the one

just mentioned, it is best to have some

competent man engaged to look after the

fire when it is necessary to have one,
rather than put one's trust in any contrac-

tor's men. It should be remembered in

this connection that the workmen are only
at the building five days a week, from

eight o'clock to five o'clock ; Saturdays
from eight to twelve, and Sundays not at

all, and that it is very difficult for them
to attend properly to any fire in the heater.

But while mentioning such instances, I

must say that if the owner is only willing
to be put to some trouble, he can do much
towards securing a well-built home by
going frequently to the building and

watching how it is being constructed. It

is, of course, impossible for the architect

to be about the house at all times, and
such assistance as many an owner can give

by frequent and systematic visits to the

dwelling is very valuable. For example,
the writer knows of a house which was

being constructed, and certain of the work-
men built a fire in one of the chimney fire-

places in order to warm the room in which

they were working. The hearth-stone had
not been set, nor had a proper grate been

placed in position, so their action was a

dangerous one. The owner of this building
had been in the habit of making a visit to

the house after returning from business

each evening, and coming as usual, just
before dusk, he discovered the fire burning
brightly and in danger of setting fire to the

house, as a high wind which had sudden-

ly come up, was scattering the burning em-
bers over the floor. Such instances should
also lead the owner to be sure the prop-
erty is insured while the house is being
built. In the case just referred to the

owner's lease of a rented house expired
at about the time his house was expected
to be finished. Even if this house had been
insured the expense and trouble to this

owner would have been very serious had
it not been for his frequent visits. Such
an occurrence is likely to cause unforeseen

complications, and it is far better to take

every precaution when you begin to build.

Book Reviews
[The Publishers of House and Garden will be glad to

furnish any books desired by subscribers on receipt of
publisher's price. Inquiries accompanied by stamp for
reply will be answered immediately.'}

Landscape Gardening Studies. By Samuel
Parsons. Cloth, 8vo, 98 pp. and index. Il-

lustrated. New York, 1910: John Lane

Company. $2 net. Postage 2oc.

A book for those who are interested in

the larger problems of landscape garden-
ing, particularly as applied to public parks,
playgrounds, etc. The volume presents
chiefly the author's own undertakings
along many lines and the text shows what
was done and why in each case.

(Continued on page 62)
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INERAL \VOOL
IN

HOUSEBUILDING

FIRE WMTuWSOUNDV GERM
PROOF A PROOF A PROOF A PROOF

INSURES COMFORT
When you build your home build it for

comfort.

In order to attain this you must demand
the use of Mineral Wool in its construction.

Your home will be made comfortable from
cellar to garret. It insures protection from
Summer heat and the Winter's cold. It is

fire-proof, sound-proof and keeps your home
free from insects and disease germs. This
is indeed comfort.

Knowing, now, the inestimable value of

Mineral Wool incorporate it in your speci-
fications and do not permit any one lo dis-

suade you from your purpose. Our booklet

gives full information regarding its cost and

installation. Send for it at once.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL COMPANY
136 Cedar Street New YorK City. N. Y.

NOTHING
is more conspicuous

or plays a more important part
in a room than its lighting fixtures.

In their selection not only utility

of purpose but also beauty and
character of design should be con-

sidered.

By placing this part
of your interior decor-

ating in our hands you
are assured lighting
fixtures which will

harmonize with the

decorative features of

your home.

Catalogue No. 23

sent on request.

THE ENOS COMPANY,
Makers of Lighting Fixtures

'.7th AVENUE St. 16th STREET, NEW YORK.
Salesrooms: j6 West37th St., New York.

When buying
lighting fixtures

look for the Enos
Trade Mark.
It is a guarantee

of fine material

andcarefulwork-

manship.

Before You Cut Down,
Repair, Prune, or Spray
Your Trees, Have Us In-

s pectThem Saving Trees and Mak-

ing Them Healthy Is Our Business.

When you pay us for the care of your trees, our service

to you does not stop. There is a year more at our expense.
At several intervals during that following year, one of our

Inspectors will come to your grounds, and look over the

trees that we have cared for. Anything not right, we make
right at our expense. It's a direct tree insurance for you.
Send for our booklet or send for us. There is an advan-

tage in a personal interview.

MUNSON-WHITAKER COMPANY
Commercial and Landscape Foresters

Boston-623 Tremont Bldg. New York-823 Fourth Ave. B'.dg.

Chicago-303 Monadnock Bldg.

A MANTELPIECE OF ITALIAN MARBLE
We exhibit a number of mantels at our galleries and are

aUo able to execute in marble an order of a patron's special

design or our own without competition in price or workmanship.
We also have a splendid collection of tables, benches, vases,

fountains and statuary imported from our Studio at Pietrasanta,

Ita'.y.

You are invited to visit our galleries and an illustrated catalogue
will be sent on request.

ARMANDO BATTELLI
7 West 30th Street, NEW YORK

A $7,000 BUNGALOW
Every window a casement. Every
casement fitted with our "BULL
DOG" adjuster. Everybody happy
owner tenant architects.

The only perfect, trouble-

proof, "fool-proof adjuster at

a cottage or bungalow price

Post a postal for our Casement Booklet

The Casement Hardware Co.

154 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Prize Offers from Leading
Manufacturers

Book on Patents. "Hints to inven-

tors." "Inventions needed." "Why
some inventors fail." Send rough
sketch or model for search of Patent

Office records. Our Mr. Qreeley was

formerly Acting Commissioner of Pat-

ents, and as such had full charge of

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY & MCINTIRE
PATENT ATTORNEYS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Have all advantages of Electric Liffhting;
- ,in your Country Home

Household
Uses

umping

p* of any central station and have your own
private plant, including a storage battery

which will give you light all night. You need not spend a large sum or

employ a trained engineer or sit up nights to run it. You don't need techni-

cal knowledge. Just use your own horse-sense to operate a

Fay&Bowen Electric Li gh. ing System
and light every part of your house and
grounds with the safest, cleanest, whitest,
and most pleasant light with Tungsten
lamps very simple and safe, and reduces
fire risk 32 volt current. A spaceGft. square
is sufficient for a largo (plant. Run the en

Send for our Electric Bulletins

Investigate this system our hullotins tell
the whole story. We will figure out cost for
your place if you send us your requirements.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO.
135 Lake St.. Geneva. N.Y., U.S.A.

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work
Samples and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN & MANLEY
546 Fifth Avenue New York

China Like Your Grandmother Used
White with raised blue figure. I can furnish

complete sets or single pieces of this quaint
Chelsea China. Prices on application.

CHAS. P. HURM
277 Sth Ave.. near 30th St. NEW YORK

TtiE

PERGOLA

ttr\RTMANN-5ANDERS COMPAQ

A very interesting pamphlet just iiiued by u on the Per-
gola cm be bad free on r.quest. Ak for catalogue P-27.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Elston 67 Webster Avenues, Chicago, 111.

East, office, 1123 Broadway, New York City

Exclusive Manufacturer! or

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS
Suitable for Pergolas, porches and interior ue.

W.al.o publish catalogue.P-29olun-diali and P-40o(wood colun

PROTFPT your floorsf lvvy * "V* I and floor
coverings from Injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using Glass
Onward Sliding Furniture and
Piano Shoes in place of casters.
If your dealer will not supply you.
Write US-Onward Mfli. Co.

U. S. Factory and Glass Plant.
Mctusha, Wisconsin.

Canadian Factory. Berlin. Ont.

IVES PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PREVENTS DRAFTS, DUIT and WINDOW RATTLING

IVES' PATENT
Window Stop Adjuster.

PATENTF.D.
The only stop Adjuster made from one piece of metal

jrltb solid ribs and heavy bed that will not eup, turn or
l>eud 111 tightening the werew. Manufactured only hv
The H B. IVES CO., New Haven. Conn., U. S. A.
I (8 pair? Catalogue Hailed Free.)

Pleasure, Pride and Prolils
from zardeninsarc.toV'e had only when proper tooli
are Jsed. The busy man with but an hour each day n
ake the most of his t,me. The woman who gardens
snoulri have the most convenient tools, and for the boysand girls who help, .he tools should he simple, reliable

id easy to handle. Start your next garden with the

{Continued from page 60)

Design in Theory and Practice. By Ernest
A. Batchelder, author of "Principles of

Design." Cloth, gilt top, 8vo, 268 pp. and
index. New York, 1910: The Macmillan

Company. $1.75 net.

Mr. Batchelder is too well and widely
known as an authority on the principles of

design to need an introduction. He does
not attempt in this book, parts of which
have appeared in a series of magazine ar-

ticles in The Craftsman, to formulate a

system or method for teaching design.
The aim is, on the other hand, to present
a few of the many problems that have

gradually developed in his experience in

teaching and practice. Among the chap-
ter headings are Elementary Esthetic

Principles, Constructive Designing, Mate-
rials, Tools and Processes, Refinement of

Proportions, The Play Impulse, etc. The
author purposely omits a discussion of col-

or, owing to the many difficulties met with
in attempting to convey precise meaning'
on this subject.

On the Making of Gardens. By Sir George
Stilwell. Cloth, i6mo, 109 pp. London:
John Murray, 53. net.

To many excellent people who take a
gloomy view of life, studies of art and

beauty seem but trifling, but no one can
fail to take delight in this fine essay in-

tended, if one may guess the author's pur-
pose', to influence the newly recovered art

of garden design. As the author says in

his preface, if the world is to make great
gardens again, we must both discover and
apply in the changed circumstances of
modern life the principles which guided
the garden-maker of the Renaissance. Sir

George Stilwell has brought forth these

principles admirably. Moreover the vol-
ume is one that will hold the reader's in-

terest whether he own a garden or not or
whether or not he ever hopes to own one.
An ideal book as a gift to a garden-lover.

The Rural Life Problem of the United States.

Notes of an Irish observer. By Sir Hor-
ace Plunkett. Cloth, gilt top, 8vo, 174 pp.
New York: The Macmillan Company.
$1.25 net.

America, as to many another Irishman,,
has been a second home to the author
of this book, the substance of which ap-
peared in five articles contributed to The-
Outlook under the title "Conservation and
Rural Life," where they attracted much
attention. Of course the matter is from
Sir Horace Plunkett's point of view, but
as a broad-minded student of economics
and with thirty years of experienced
observations, that point of view cannot but
have a peculiar value. The author dis-

cusses the inner life of the American
farmer, the weak spot in American rural

economy, and other interesting topics of
vital importance.
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REAL ESTATE DEPT.

OVERLOOKING THE TOWN OF BEVERLY,
AND MASSACHUSETTS BAY

But 25 minutes from Boston and only 5 from
Beverly Station. 60 acres for sale in lots as the
purchaser desires. A gradual slope to the splen-
did waterfront offers exceptional facilities for

boating and salt-water bathing. Address

H. A. WYCKOFF
274 CLINTON AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A Hilltop Site in Mt. Kisco Region
Wonderful view, best neighborhood, 7 to 22

acres. House can be enlarged and made ready

for coming season.

ALFRED BDSSEUE, Architect, 1133 Broadway

Gentleman's Beautiful Country Home
Brick house, 17 rooms, 5 open fireplaces, steam
heat, 44 acres fine land, ;4 mile from Long
Island sound, 3,800 feet river front, the finest

of shade trees. In exceptional neighborhood;
land been in family since first settlement.

J. HUBERT GRISWOLD, Black Hall, Conn.

Farms in Northern New Jersey

Montclair Property a Specialty

BENNETT H. FISHLER
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY

FOR rent in Pelham Manor for term of years. All

modern improvements. Four living rooms on

ground floor with a fireplace in each. Five master s

bed rooms three fireplaces, two baths, and two large

rooms on third floor. Large Kitchen and Pantry
with light airy cellar under whole.

Further information may be obtained by calling

on or writing to,
E. K. GILLETT,

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

"<t>gcmont gtate"flt $caruie station

The ideal realization of out-of-town living. A delightful

home community, for all-year residence. Protected social

environment, the charm of the country, all city improve-

ments Immediately at station, only 19 miles, on Harlem

Elec. Div. N. Y. Cent. R. R.

J. Warren Thayer,

Scaralale, N. V.
Westehester Co.

Owners

503 5th Ave.. N. Y,
Corner 42d Street

prtgfjttoatersi
BAY SHORE
LONG ISLAND

If you would know more of the Life, Beauties and Comforts to be enjoyed at Long Island's most Picturesque Home
Community write for our De Luxe Booklet C Mailed Free upon Request.

T. B. ACKERSON CO. 1 West 34th Street NEW YORK CITY

POULTRY OR PLEASURE FARM
Comprising 50 acres, beautifully situated on banks of Karaapo River.

iH hours from New York City. Attractive little house. Barn, large hennery,
slipds. Full ice-house. Ideal site for country home or bungalow. Fruit

trees. Glad to show photographs. Kent, f350 per year. Sale Price, $6,000.

liltOWER. Jr. 2<>1 Broadway, N. Y. City

MODERN FARM
of ISOacres forsale in Westchester County; one hour from city.

Very high elevation, with magnificent views. Modern Frame

House, 16 rooms, several baths; finely decorated. Garage, etc,

Extremely choice section. Farm offered at much less than

adjoining values. A desirable bargain.

^ ^ . 505 FIFTH AVE.,
D. Cranston, NEW YORK

-Live at Princeton-
Exceptional opportunities for culture, study, and

recreation. Handsome residences. Congenial sur-

roundings.
Midway between New York and Philadelphia,

with express train service.

Rentals $300 to $6,000 a year. Furnished homes
also for rent.

Town and country properties-furnished orunfur-

nished- for sale or rent, in other desirable localities.

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton, N. J.

New York Office, 56 Cedar Street

GREENWICH, CONN.
AN ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE DWELLING. COMPLETE IN
EVERY DETAIL. ABOUT 3 ACRES. STABLE. CAN BE
PURCHASED AT REASONABLE FIGURE. FOR FURTHER
DETAILS OF THIS AND A LARGE LIST OF OTHER
OFFERINGS, CONSULT

FRANKLIN EDSON, RAYMOND B. THOMPSON CO.
Smith Buildinn {mreenwich, Conn. Telephone 729

Among the hills overlooking Long Island Sound
165 acres occupying the entire summit of one of the highest hills in this section. Very extensive

views in all directions, including unsurpassed view of Long Island Sound. The property is 3 miles

from Ridgefield, one of the most beautiful towns in the Connecticut hills. The farm consists of

meadows, upland, and quite a large area of woodland, with a picturesque brook flowing through it for

nearly one-half mile. As the site for a country estate, this property cannot be excelled. The buildings

are old, but the farm house is useful. The property can be bought for less than $ per acre.

Write for further particulars to

H. E. DANN & SON, Inc. 45 Wall St., Norwalk, Conn.

At Greenwich, Conn.

1 C A > Modernized old-fashioned farmhouse with all com-
1O AClcS forts and modern improvements, hot water heat, etc.

Splendid artesian well, the best of water; Barns, Stable, accommo-
dations for 20 horses; beautiful trees, lake, etc. Fine roads; about

3'/2 miles to Greenwich Station. Price Most Attractive

Advise for further particulars

Several especially attractive Shore Front and Inland Estates,

Cottages, Farms, Acreage and Building Sites

All inquiries will be given prompt personal attention

Opposite R. E. Station. Tel. 456.

Greenwich, Conn.
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ANTIQUE FURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc.

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New York

Sun Dial Shop

Interior JDecoration

MRS. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS

22 East 34th Street NEW YORK i IT V

TELEPHONE 2970 MADISON

DRESS
The recognized authority on smart

fashion "the most beautiful magazine

of oar times.
' '

FEBRUARY NUMBER JUST OUT
25 Cents a Copy $3.00 a Year

A COMPREHENSIVE symposium of the Spring Tailored
* Modes marks this number. The new fabrics for suits and
coats, the changes in the cut and line, novelties in trimming, the
smart little touches which give the cachet to an exclusive costume
are all carefully noted. Hats for the Spring are extensively
exploited in this number.

There is illustrated in colors a Handsome Carriage Wrap and as a special
feature a full page portrait beautifully colored of Miss Frances Starr, the well
known actress. The cover of this number printed in four colors, snowing a
handsome reception gown and surrounded with a beautiful gold border
completes the artistic presentment of fashions for the Spring wardrobe.

DON'T MISS THIS NUMBER
On Sale at AH News Stands

The only certain way of receiving Dress regularly
is by yearly subscription, as very often the news
stand supply is completely exhausted within two
or three days of publication.

Subscriptions may be sent direct to the publishers or

through your newsdealer.

DRESS, 11 West 36th St., New York City

The Publishers of Dress

II West 36th Street

New York
Sirs:

1 enclose three dollars for which
please send "Dress" for one year to

Name

Address

The Hunt for the Antique
Russian brass and copper ware, used as

decoration, have become familiar of late

years. Long necked brass jugs, of no

practical use, and two-handled loving cups,
are seen on mantelpieces almost as fre-

quently as are casts of the famous Barye
lion. Antique tea trays, tea kettles and
other useful articles are less often seen.

As bought in the ordinary shop, this for-

eign metal work is limited in variety and

expensive. If, however, the explorer of
curious nooks ventures into a swarming
East Side district of New York, inhabited

chiefly by Russians and Poles, a dark,
narrow street is discovered, lined with tiny
basement shops devoted to the sale of cop-
per, brass and pewter. Prices are about
one-half below the ordinary uptown
prices, and there is a bewildering variety
of glittering wares from which to choose.
Below the shops are dark cellars where
new pieces are turned out by Russian
craftsmen, and much of the ware is lac-

quered or polished by machinery until old
and new are nearly alike. In one or two
of the shops pieces are to be found as they
came from immigrant homes or from the
Custom House store of confiscated ar-

ticles. Covered with verdigris and discol-

ored through neglect, they look unpromis-
ising enough. But if care is taken to se-

lect by weight and to make sure that no
holes or cracks mar the metal, interesting

pieces with who knows what dramatic

history may be picked up at small cost

by those who prefer the genuine, old sur-

face of the metal to a newly manufac-
tured one.

The cleaning of the brass thus acquired
is, of course, not easy. A brisk rubbing
with salt and vinegar removes most of
the verdigris and deposit. A brass cleaner
must be used to finish the polishing, a

process rewarded by the discovery of the
old hand-wrought surface. It is notice-
able in buying trays that the unrestored
ones are usually without handles. In the

polished tray the handles are frequently
modern additions, cast, and of poor de-

sign.
If one is fortunate enough to find an

old copper tea kettle, small and of grace-
ful shape, untouched by the restorer, it

can be made ready for use at afternoon
teas with little trouble, as washing with
hot soapsuds cleans the surface without

impairing the beautiful shadowy bloom
acquired by years of service. It should
also be boiled for at least twenty minutes
in a kettleful of water to destroy probable
germs.
A recent find in the metal work street

was toys of brass. Prancing horses, kneel-

ing camels, and elephants cast in two
pieces, are covered with hieroglyphics.
Rings in their noses permit them to be

dragged around by the infant that pos-
sesses them, and the horse has a rat-like

tail that can be switched in delightful
fashion.

To the few who wish to buy at moder-
ate cost not merely decorations, but useful
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articles for the home that are also beau-

tiful, these metal work shops are a source

of supply and an interesting hunting

ground. L. A. S.

Care of the Cocker Spaniel
As I have been interested in the answers

you have given correspondents in your
columns, I take the liberty of asking you
these questions about a cocker spaniel. He
is four years old, and until a few weeks ago
lias been rather fat. Now he is much thinner
has much exercise and' seems to stand it

very well. But his hair is not in good con-
dition. It is dull and not curly. And he
has great discomfort from fleas. He is fed
twice in twenty-four hours a little meat and
a little potato and green vegetables and
several times a week, a bone. Except for

his hair and the itching, he seems very tit.

Is there any average weight he should have?
Do you think the feeding too much or too
little? Please tell me what to do to improve
his hair and rid him of the fleas.

M. L. K.

Try a vermifuge on your dog, as worm
trouble may be expected.
A good remedy for fleas is not difficult

to rind, and your dealer should have one
that is effective. Use this regularly and
see that it is not merely superficially
shaken on. After application of flea

powder carefully wash the skin with soap
and warm water. If the coat be in poor
condition, rub in cod liver oil, after which

your dog should be wrapped in cotton

cloth. Groom him every day, and after

washing, the hair should be rubbed vig-

orously with the hands for an hour. This
will give the coat the desired gloss.

A Cocker's coat should be abundant,
soft and silky, straight or wavy, but not
curled.

Give a light breakfast of milk and
beaten eggs (nutritious and fattening) and
a heavy meal of well-cooked meat, bread,

oatmeal, vegetables, etc., at night meals
to be at regular hours each day. Vary the

diet daily table scraps are always rel-

ished. Don't fear to give enough meat.

Cockers need regular exercise and

plenty of it.

The weight of a Cocker should be be-

tween 18 and 28 pounds.

Don't Overfeed Your Dog
The great trouble with the ordinary

house-dog is that he is over-fed. One
good meal a day, in the early evening, is

best for an adult dog (feed young puppies

often), preceded in the morning by a light
meal. A fat dog is a monstrosity, neither

useful nor ornamental. Most dogs begin
to show the wear and tear of life, the

oncoming of old age, at about the eighth

year. They then take it easy to the end,
which may be some three or four or more

years later.

A Livelihood in Poultry

IS
there a possible way for a man with only
three hundred dollars capital to get started

in poultry raising and make a living out of it?

Please give me your opinion and answer.

J. A.

While the demand for fresh eggs and

table fowls is greater than ever before

POULTRY DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those interested in

poultry. 7"he manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions.
Address "Poultry Department" and enclose a self-addressed envelope.

OSSINING.N.Y.
PHONE:

243 W OSSINING

We Have the Best

Silver Plymouth Rocks, White Part-

ridge and Columbian Wyandottes,
S. C. W. Leghorns, Buff Cochin,
Bantams and White Muscova Ducks.

Tin- llet Vnrlt-tlpH for EGG and Table Poultry.

Get What You Need Right at Home,
save expresss and damage from long

shipments. Eggs, Baby Chicks and Stock

for sale. Catalogue, 28 pages, 4 cents.

"Royal" Orpingtons
S. I - Duff and Black

uphold their reputation by winning at New York,

Paterson, Orange and Rutherford. The biggest

layers. Egg Orders now ; $5 per 13.

II. F. SCHIKR, 48B ROGHELLU PARK, N. J.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Rare Land and
Water Birds

Swans, Geese, Ducks, Peafowl, Cranes,
Pheasants, etc. I am the oldest established

and largest exclusive dealer in ornamental
birds in America.

G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT

Baby Chicks of Quality
Shipped direct to you by express

From the finest exhibition or utility inatings of

Fishel Strain White Plymouth Rocks

Single Comb White Leghorns, Barred Plym-
outh Rocks, Single Comb Rhode Island Reds.

Each breed the product of a specially breeder

I absolutely guarantee the chicks to reach you
in good condition. YOU take no chances.
Prices moderate.

Send sli cents in stamps for my chick catalogue
- the finest ever issued

R. C. CALDWELL, BOX 1030, LYNDON, ROSS CO., O

45 VARIETIES
LAND & WATER FOWLS
Send for free illustrated catalog, which
tells you much you should know. Stock
and eggs at all times.

S. A. Hummel, Box 92, Freeport, 111.

WILSON FARM LEGHORNS
Bred on commercial lines for the

production of eggs and meat

Eggs for hatching, - - $8 per 100; $70 per 1000

Day-old chicks, - - $15
"

100; $145
" 1000

Hot water equipment. 'Phone 716

Wilson Farm Poultry Co., Morristown, N. J.

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of purebred poultry, for 191 1, over 200 pages, 57 large
colored pictures of fowls, calendar for each month,
Illustrations, descriptions, photos, incubators,
brooders, information, and all details concerning the
business, where and how to buy fine poultry, eggs
for hatching, supplies, etc. at lowest cost, in fact the
greatest poultry catalog ever published. Send 15c for
t*i'3 handsome book. B. H. GflEiOE* Box 70 RHEEMS P

Poultry Husbandry
A monthly Publication devoted to Poultry, including a

Poultry Magazine Section of about 15,000 words of good,

practical Poultry information each month, by the best

Poultry Authorities. All the latest Poultry News, Full

Show reports, Impartial Editorials. Send for sample
Copy and special offer to

Poultry Husbandry Waterville, N. Y.

DON' I BUILD that new hen-house or fix up the old one but get our large 100 pp. cat-

alog and circulars (over 120 illustrations* showing POTTER PORT-
ABLE SANITARY POULTRY HOUSES, Roostingand Nesting Outfits, Perfection Feed Hoppers, Trap
N t-sts. l->ed and supplies of all kinds. Potter Fixtures have been on the market nearly 10 years. They are

iade in 3 styles and 12 sizes, and are complete, convenient and sanitary. Our Portable (K, D. made in sec-

rnsi Hen-houses. Brood Coops, Pigeon I,- fts. are made in 20 stylesand sizes, from a coop 2ft. square to a

>mplete house 8x80 feet, or longer, at lowest prices. House shown is 8x10 feet, complete with 8 ft. Potter

utfit for 30 hens, for $40. A fine house at a l-w price. If you need a house or coop of any kind do not fail

. find out about the Potter line before buying or building.

finW'T KTf or sell your laying hecs, use the POTTER SYSTEM and pick out the lay-
LFVJl^ M. MA.M&JA-I prsfrom the loafers and diseased hens. Keep only healthy laying hens. The
1 1 T'l ! K SYSTEM is a secret and the greatest discovery of the century in the Poultry world on the sub-

ect of Egg Producing Hens. Used by over 30,000 satisfied poultry keepers who are saving dollars every year.

)ur New 100 pp. Potter System book.
"

Don't Kill the Laying Hen," contains the secret and knowledge
bout laying and non-laying hens. It's a revelation to poultry keepers and you will learn how you can use

le Potter System on your flock, keep less hens, get m-re eggs and make more money using it. Write to-

iy sending 2R El) STAMPS to covei postage on uur large catalog and circulars telling all about Potter Poul-

ry Products made for Particular Poultry People. If you are particulai and want to make more money on

our fioct. you will write us today. T> y I'OTTKK & CO., IJox 22, I>ow

40 HOUSE

ncfM < rove, 1 1 1 i 11o i M , I . S . A.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those inter-
ested in dogs. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome
questions. Address "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-
addressed envelope.

FOR HOUSE DOGS
There is nothing better than Champion Dog Biscuit.

They are adapted to this class of dogs, and nearly
every one can afford to keep them for the pet of the

family.

We manufacture them of flour, meat cracklings
and other ingredients thoroughly mixed by machinery.
They will regulate the bowels, help to make sound
teeth and will produce a soft, glossy coat. They are
clean and easy to handle when feeding.

Send for Sample and Booklet G.

ST. PAUL BREAD COMPANY
558 View Street St. Paul, Minn.

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices reason-
able. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. G. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Pointers and Setters for Sale
Nona batter bred or more thoroughly trained

on Quail, Pheasants and other game
Our dogs are bred second to none and trained in the
best Quail section of the United States. We have both
dogs and bitches. Why not enjoy the fall shooting over
a dog that is thoroughly trained and one that knows his
ousmess in the neld ? Prices from $50.00 up to $200.00.
Please state your wants.
The C. S. FREEL KENNELS. Drawer H, Loogootee, Ind.

Elegant high-
quality Collie

puppies, sable and white, from
lest strains of blood; have been
arefully raised, are in perfect
ilth. Eligible to registration
erican Kennel Club Stud Book.
y for delivery, shipped on re-
of price. We take great care

;cting each puppy. We will
please you. Males $20 each; fe-
lales $15 each.

Nice grown male Collie $60.
Our booklet sent on receipt of stamp.

address Pine Grove Collie Kennels, Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, N. Y .

FOR SALE
English Toy Spaniels, Pomeranians, French

Bulls, Irish Terriers, Champion Pedigreed Stocks-

Reasonable.

P. J. CLANCY, 377 Ford Street, Bronx, N. Y.

BLUE DRAGON
KENNELS

14 Miles from New York
GREAT NECK, L. I.

Offer for sale a fine lot of
puppies by their celebrated

Champion Chinese Chum
Winner of many championships. Also winner of cup for

Best Dog in Show of All Breeds at Cedarhurst, L I., 1908

Address Manager

Walescott Kennels
Scottish Terriers

Have at present the best collection to

be found in any kennel in the world.

[Puppies
from 135 lor lenities to $250 lor Main

BERNARDSVILLE, N. J.

Welsh Terriers
Airedale in color. Fox Terrier in size.
Large enough for watch dog, small enough
for the house. Game little companions.
Puppies from $25 lor females la $75 lor Hales

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
r

J'HE
Breeders register in the Gazette has proved of great

value, in view of the constant demand at the American
Kennel Club for names and addresses of breeders. Write

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
1 Liberty Street NEW YORK CITY i

[onthsold-SSOIhs.
JERSEY RED PIGSOHM

IT'S "Pounds that count." EOT
Jersey Red Pifra the rapid (trow-

ers. StronK. vigorous, small-
boned. IpnK-bodied. Nine
months piss often dress 350
Ibs. Ituy a pair now. Oet
Quick profits. Circular free,

A. ). COLLINS, Bon Y, Mooreslown. N. J.

RABBITS AND PET STOCK
Unrivalled Flemish Giant, Angora, Tan and Polish Rab-
bits Peruvian and Smooth Cavies lor fancy or pets.

Some Good Youngster* now for sale, SI.00 up
ELM COVE RABBITRY. Craal Neck, L; I.

THE "JOE-PYE" BOOK
la an Annual ready to mall Feb. lat.

The cock bird (hat

hiiN won I'irxl at .M;itl-

iMon Square Garden,
N. Y., last year and
thii is but one of iiitin *

fine birds in my pt-ii- .

Hut 1O nettings will
b5 Hold from his 111:11-

i.iii at S3.00 per etfg.

Other prices S3.OU,
.So.OOanJSlO.OO per

^ Betin8Lof;l5 eggs.

and prices higher, yet there are scattered

over the land the wrecks of small for-

tunes that were invested in the chicken

business, and the lugubrious faces of the

luckless investors bear eloquent testimony
to the folly of putting one's money into

the business to learn the business.

On the other hand, there are nourish-

ing poultry plants from which the owners
are making comfortable fortunes, but in-

variably these owners had learned to

know hens before expanding.
If you are new to the business and have

three hundred dollars to invest in it, put
it in the safest place you know of and go
to work under some man who is making
it pay. Or, set to work with a dozen hens
of your own and try to make them pay
you a profit. At the end of the year you
will have your money and the knowledge
wherewith to make the best use of it.

These remarks are not meant to dis-

courage you. It costs a trifle over one-

quarter of a cent each day to provide a

hen with laying food, and less than fifty

cents to raise her to the laying age.
Fresh eggs bring high prices of late years
and, therefore, according to the theory of

all and the practice of the successful few,

poultry raising is a profitable means of

livelihood. But some hens lay two hun-
dred and fifty eggs a year, others fifty,

and still others none at all. Then in-

vested capital can go by way of weak, de-

bilitated stock, unsanitary conditions, dis-

ease, etc. These are the hindrances that

one must study to eliminate before he can
realize a profit and these can be studied

under some one else as well as at your own
risk.

When you have acquired the knowledge,
there are two ways of starting: One is

to buy year-old hens and cockerels, realize

what you can from eggs, select the best

layers as breeders and hatch your stock

from their eggs. This method requires
more capital than the succeeding method
and is best adapted to fall. The other is

to start with eggs and incubators in the

spring. This necessitates brooding the

young chicks.

With a capital of three hundred dollars

you can expend fifty dollars for a house,

fifty dollars for two incubators, each of

two-hundred-egg capacity, and seventeen
dollars for one brooder of four-hundred-
chick capacity. (A four-hundred-egg in-

cubator is cheaper to heat than two smaller

ones, but if anything goes amiss the whole
hatch is jeopardized.) Forty dollars more
for eggs, leaves a balance to be expended
for feed and later incidentals.

By starting the incubators about March
loth, you will have a hatching about
March 3ist, and if you start them again
about April 2d, by April 23d there should
be a satisfactory total of young chicks as
a beginning.

If from this you have, say, six hundred
chicks, about half will be cockerels which
should be sold as broilers at six weeks,
netting you over fifty dollars. Of your
three hundred pullets you would have an
excellent laying stock.
Now as to housing; the object is to get
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warmth, light and sufficient room at a min-
imum of expense. If you dispense with
a foundation and support the building on

posts as so many poultry men do, you must
have a double floor interlined with tarred

or asphalt roofing paper. This should also

line the back and sides and cover the roof,

making a very warm house. Plenty of

sunlight is essential and you need not pass
it through glass. Instead, use muslin-

covered frames at the windows, admitting

pure air through the night and opened
wide during the day. Your house will

serve you as a brooder house during the

first spring and for adult fowls next year.
A house ten feet wide and fifty feet long
will house three hundred laying hens. At
first I would advise building a house ten

feet wide, fifteen feet long and five and

one-half feet high, with single-pitched roof

and facing toward the south. In the fall,

thirty-five feet more of building can be

added to accommodate the fowls if all

goes well. In summer, with proper pens,
so much house room is unnecessary, but

it is necessary for laying hens in winter

when cold, snow-covered ground would
curtail laying. Allow the birds free range
of the interior.

Discriminate in your choice of stock.

One naturally turns to thoroughbreds.

Thoroughbred stock is right when not in-

bred or bred out of all profitable charac-

teristics.

If an egg plant is your aim, Leghorns
will serve you well, but Wyandottes,
Plymouth Rocks or other medium-weight
birds will enable you to dispose of your
surplus cockerels at a larger profit. If

you learn to select the layers you can work
them up to a high degree of egg produc-
tion. A number of poultrymen are mak-
ing good with Rhode Island Reds.
Green food, nitrogenous food, grit, shell,

charcoal and fresh water must be regular-

ly supplied the fowls. Confined fowls
must have clean litter always, and abso-
lute cleanliness must prevail in every other
detail. M. ROBERTS CONOVER.

Two Hints for Chicks

A good kind of coop is one which per-
mits the chicks to run at large in good
weather, while the hen is restrained in

the small wire run attached. The little

chicks do no harm to flower or vegetable
garden, but really are of great benefit, by
consuming prodigious quantities of -insect

life of every description.
The food of the chicks raised with a

hen is exceedingly simple. Many of the
brands of commercial chick foods are en-

tirely satisfactory. A most excellent food
can be mixed at home, by taking equal
parts of oatmeal, hominy grits and
cracked wheat. Chick-size grit, oyster
shell and charcoal, as well as water,
should be in reach. After the chicks are

part grown, say a pound in weight, any
grain ration, with table scraps, and plenty
of green stuff, with liberty, will make
them grow wonderfully.

H. P.

A READY REFERENCE LIBRARY
House & Garden Bound Volume XVIII

July to 'December 1910 inclusive

TV/TANY of our friends tell us that there is such
a wealth of timely suggestion in House &

Garden that they cannot at the time of publica-
tion carry it all into effect. This invaluable infor-

mation contained in House & Garden is of live

and lasting interest. Make it always available.

Do not trust to loose copies, for when they are

most needed they will have disappeared.
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The Fire Insurance Standard

THE
fact that agents and brokers everywhere are pushing other

companies with the argument that they are "just as good as the

Hartford," shows that a Hartford policy has become the

standard fire insurance policy of America. When that policy, by
which other companies are measured, can be had without extra cost,
is it not wisdom to insist on having the standard policy itself?

That the Hartford has become the standard is because
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2. It has paid the biggest losses.

3. Its assets and surplus are larger than ever.

4. It is more than 100 years old.

5. It is the best known company.
6. It is fair in settlements.

7. It is prompt in payment.

When you need fire insurance ask your agent or broker to get you
a policy in the Hartford. If he tells you he can get you a policy
"just as good as the Hartford," ask him why you cannot have the
Hartford. Sometimes it may take a little effort, but you can get
what you want if you
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See

Frank X. Finnegan's

Humorous

Tipping Story

TRAVEL TO THESE PLACES IN FEBRUARY
Join our very select and personally conducted party and travel in leisurely fashion through

HOLLAND
PERU
HELIGOLAND
NEW MEXICO

LONDON
BUDAPEST
RANGOON
MANDALAY

BERNE
CHINA
CAIRO
SEVILLE

JAPAN
EISENACH
ARIZONA
POMPEII

You need not leave the comfort of your library fireside you will not have to catch steamers or trains you will not have

to endure polar cold or tropical heat. You will have none of the inconveniences of travel, and yet all of its pleasures and ad-

vantages. You will become familiar with the world by close contact you will be at home everywhere, and have at least a bowing
acquaintance with people in every city of the world.

Here in detail are a few of the charming glimpses of the world which you shall have in February:

FROM RANGOON TO MANDALAY. By S. R. VINTON
This article is written by a man, an American, who spent his early life amid the

scenes he describes. It is a narrative of one who is not only thoroughly familiar with
Bumia, but who has the power of recording his knowledge with facility, directness
and strong interest. The manners and customs of this remarkable part of the world as

well as the physical qualities ol the country, are set down with the greatest fascination.

HELIGOLAND. By DR. PERRY WORDEN
Tells some intimate detaDs legarding this island in the Baltic Sea. which belongs

to Great Britain and of which possession was obtained by the Germans. The recent
edict to the effect that in the future tourists would not be allowed further inland than
the seashore, has turned the eyes of the world toward this place and makes this

article of timely note.

OVER THE ANDES IN A HANDCAR
Here is a story teeming with active interest, as well as bringing before the reader

the wonders of some of the greatest mountains of the world and their conquest by man.
The novelty of this article, aside from its adventurous and descriptive features, will make
it a very striking part of the magazine, especially on account of its unusual photographs.

THE LATTER DAYS OF POMPEII
A subject of this sort naturally depends on the insight of the author into the intimate

side of the places, which is another way 'of saying that it depends on his knowledge
of the people and the history. Mr. Henry James Forman is the author of a number
of books on travel and he shows in this article the same keen sympathy with the subject
as in his larger books. He makes Pompeii live again in this stirring narrative.

CHEESE DAY AT ALKMAAR. By BLAIR JAEKEL
Tells of the humorous possibilities in the quaint little Dutch town of Alkmaar and

its cheese industry- Like all the rest of the articles in the February number of TRAVEL,,
this is very adequately illustrated with photographs made by the author.

BUDAPEST ON THE "BLUE DANUBE." By SCHUYLER M. MEYER
Here is a splendid article on a beautiful city Budapest. Comparatively few people

have such an idea as to the beauty of this city of Austria-Hungary or of its interesting

l>eople. Its picturesque position on the Danube and its more scenic and architectural

beauties, as well as its population, are shown in an entirely satisfying and entertaining
manner.

TIPPING AS A FINE ART
, , been a victim of the tipping system.

will rind this humorous, yet informative, story of the "Open Hand Society' to his
Everybody, whether he travels or not, who has been a"

, ,

liking. The author, Frank X. Fmnegan, writes from a full hearts-he has had to dis-

tribute largesse to waiters and other servants all over Europe, and what he has to

say on the subject will sound a chord of sympathy in every reader. And, incidentally,

it will get a laugh.

ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO
The communities of the Pueblo Indians, those compact little towns of stone and

adobe. Oriental in aspect and each with a local government of its own, are not only

graphically described by Charles Francis Saundcrs. but the life and manners of these

interesting people an- depicted with incisive detail and interest. TRAVEL has
never hiuT a more interesting American article than this, and the fourteen photographic
illustrations which accompany it leave nothing to be desired by the reader except the
actual journey there.

Cut off the coupon here-

Pack Your Trunk By Taking Your Pen and Signing the Coupon
TRAVEL will take you on a tour of the world once each month 12 splendid tours during

the year, covering the whole globe. All this costs but $1.50 a year the mere cost of a luncheon
or of car fare for a week of two. So why not pack your trunk by signing the coupon and

sending it today? Isn't it worth this small sum to have all this wealth of travel, information,

pleasure and inspiration?

McBRlDE, WINSTON (Sb CO., Publishers
449 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK
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I/very person building a new
house or remodeling an old

one should pay particular

attention to selection

of the hardware no
detail is of more

importance

wi L
th

Building
hardware and

locks bearing the

name it=f-i:irtJ7i| are

the result of years of per-
sislent endeavor towards ultimate

perfection. They represent all that is besl in quality of

materials, skilled workmanship, durability and SAFETY, while
the patterns are of the highest type of artistic design.

of the mosl
^important

buildings in the United States are equipped
for instance, the new City Hall in Chicago,
._' _ 1 r\rr r- -i i- . -.WTT , .

Locks and Hardwar e, e new y a n cago,the Custom House in New York, the Congressional Office Building in Washington, and
f notable public buildings as well as thousands of the fines! private residences.

aSSQ] Locks and Hardware not only add to the beauty of any house, but increase its selling value
ell. I he Ime all-inclusive-there is nothing m bu.lding hardware needs that we do not supply.

,
LOCKS Famous for their

security. For dwellings, hotels, office buildings,
elc. The Easy Spring Principle makes them

smooth-working, yet long-wearing and SAFE.

==. HARDWARE Quality hardware in

every respecT Numerous designs for every style of house
lor every period of architecture, and every pattern true
to the school from which it is derived

Book of Designs Free

portrays faithfully a large number of the moS artislic patterns and gives information that everyone who
contemplates building should have. Write for a complimentary copy to-day. If interested in the
Colonial, mention the facl, and we will include our Colonial Book.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 142 Leonard Street, New York
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A bank of mesembryanthemum in bloom under an orange tree, and dropping down over a retaining wall.

The plants in the front row are Japanese poppies

The Small California Garden
WITH ALL THEIR WONDERFUL CLIMATIC ADVANTAGES CALIFORNIA GARDENS
DO NOT "JUST GROW" THE EXPERIENCES OF AN EASTERNER WHO WENT WEST

BY CHARLES FRANCIS SAUNDERS
Photographs by C. F. and E. H. Saunders, and Alice Hare

OUR first acquaintance with the flowers of California was

during a winter's sojourn in 'Pasadena. We left the East

ice-bound and snow-clad in December ; and when, four clays

later, we awakened among the orange groves and palms and roses

of the Land of Sunshine, we were enraptured the advertise-

ments were really true.

That winter proved to be unusual in its mildness you will

find, if you ever live in California, that every season is "unusual"

in some particular and there had been very early rains, so that

by the first of the year the wild poppies were making a blaze of

color along country roadsides, and the gardens in Pasadena

were a revelation of cultivated bloom. There were geraniums
of every hue, banked in some cases house-high ; callas grew
literally in hedges, serving as party-fences between city lots

;

fuchsias and heliotrope hid beneath their masses of exquisite

bloom the cottage walls against which they grew and looked in at

second story windows
; clambering roses smothered some houses

completely, or climbed trees and hung festoons of rare color

from the crowns twenty or thirty feet up in the air. So, natu-

rally, we carried home with us the idea that everything grew in

California without trouble
;

in fact, more than one native had

epitomized the art of gardening there as simply sticking in a

cutting anywhere and keeping it wet a few days. The climate

would do the rest.

Since that year, we have taken up permanent residence in

Southern California, and having wintered and summered for

some years a 'small cottage garden planted by ourselves, we have

acquired some views of our own. One of them is that the native

notion aforesaid, has led to a certain unnecessary monotony in

small California gardens and it is the small gardens after all,
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ing roses, one of the many tecomas, honeysuckle, wisteria and

grape are the most desirable covers. Part evergreen and part

deciduous vines insure a good screen in summer, when it is most

needed, and a partial one in winter, when the sunshine filtering

through will be appreciated.

Such an arbor will add beyond
words to your garden, not mere-

ly in beauty, but in practical

value as a place for outdoor

meals and relaxation. Simple
benches and a table may be

made of redwood obtained from

the nearest lumber yard and

stained. Redwood is a good
weather-resister.

As to the plants themselves,

our experience is that practically

everything that grows in the

Eastern garden may be grown
here, besides much else, though
the radically different climatic

conditions on the Pacific Coast

especially the long rainless

season from early spring till late

autumn necessitate, in many
cases, different treatment. This

means the devotion of nearly the

whole of one's time to the gar-

den, or the maintenance of a

gardener. For those whose cir-

cumstances do not permit either

of these alternatives, the prob-

lem is the practical one of find-

ing out what plants will pro-

duce the best continuity of ef-

fect the year 'round, with the

least outlay of time and money.
For ourselves, we have accord-

ingly simplified our floral scheme

little by little, until it is rep-

resented by the following list.

These are flowers that enjoy
this climate as much as we do,

and behave accordingly ;
are

practically free from disease

and insect pests; and, excepting
the first three, are by no means

conventionally commonplace in

California. Of course the list

might be extended, but I am

writing of personal experience :

1. A few roses, planted in a

sunny bed by themselves. To
have fall bloom, water must be

withheld during July and Aug-
ust, and this is not practicable if

they share the bed with other

plants.
2. Geraniums. They are

constant bloomers at all seasons

and in our garden the pink ivy

geraniums have a special old

stump to clamber over. For winter effects it is safest to group
them where the shade of a non-deciduous tree or of the house,

keeps them in shadow in the early morning, but permits sun

upon them later in the day. This prevents frost damage in cold

The square of turf before the porch-steps, is Lippiu rel>ens,

a Sicilian plant that will live for months without water

April in a Southern California garden, with stock, foxgloves
and sweet alvssum in bloom

In gardens where space permits, there is usually a corner given
up to cacti, these curious children of the desert

spells of weather, which are by no means infrequent here.

Nasturtiums also year-'round bloomers. Our winter beds
of them are at the west side of the house, protected by generous
eaves, and on the north side of an orange tree. This protection

is needed to keep the plants from

being nipped on frosty nights.
With us, though the tenderest

plants on this list, they weathered
the exceptionally cold winter of

1909-10, when the mercury sev-

eral times was as low as 28 at

night.

4. Gaillardias. We give them
a bed to t'.emselves, in full sun-

light, and they bloom perennially.

5. Sweet alyssum. We use

this for bordering some of the

beds, for which purpose the Little

Gem is best. Seedlings come up
in odd corner* all over the gar-
den and, su. inner or winter, this

charming little flower is never out

of bloom or its perfume absent

from the garden.

6. Verbenas. They grow like

weeds, are always more or less

in bloom, and are good drought-
resisters.

7. Mignonette. We keep a

bed of this going in the shadow

of a tree, which affords it partial

shade in summer and frost-pro-

tection in winter.

8. Foxgloves. We have a

few of these plants growing in

odd corners and beneath trees,

for the sake of their stately ef-

fect when blooming. They ap-

pear to be perennial with us ;
at

any rate, the plants live until so

overgrown as to make it desirable

to replace them with seedlings.

9. Salpiglossis, or Painted

Tongue. Blooms from spring till

Christmas and re-sows itself; but

for best results it is advisable to

sow freshly each year. The

plants grow from five to seven

feet tall and the bloom is a great
show all summer and fall.

10. Violets. The staple bloom

of winter. To do well they must

be kept out of direct sunshine,

( )ur best results are from a bed

on the north side of the house and

from one under the shade of an

orange tree. The latter situation

is most to their liking as they

get morning sunshine and are

shaded entirely from the hot rays
of midday. The "Princess" va-

riety is deliciously fragrant, and

when the beds are well fertilized and the plants thinned out

each summer, the flowers will be long-stemmed and as large as

small pansies, the blossoms appearing from December until April.

(Continued on page 120)



Why is it that, almost without exception, the rooms that are carried out consistently in a distinct style are in large houses?
easy to furnish a room in the home of moderate size with the same consistency

is just as

What the Period Styles Really Are
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE PERIOD STYLES IN MODERN HOMES SO THAT
THE RESULT WILL BE CONSISTENT AND HARMONIOUS RATHER THAN MERE AFFECTATION

BY LUCY ABBOT THROOP

[Modern usage of furniture and fittings for the interiors of American homes would seem to indicate that we have but two available and distinct

styles "Colonial" and Craftsman or so-called "Mission." .For a long time the historic period styles were so ignoi intly and tastelessly employed as to

bring about a revulsion of feeling and their almost complete abandonment. There are signs that the pendulum is swinging back again now, and that a

really sincere appreciation of the best that has been done in the past will reveal new possibilities for beauty in the homes of to-day. This is the final

article of Miss Throop's series, the preceding subjects being as follows: October, 1910 France, Through the Time of Louis XIV ; November.
France. From the Regency Through the Empire; December- England, Through the Reign of Queen Anne; January, 1911 England, the Georgian
Period. EDITOR.]

THIS
is my Louis XVI drawing-room," said a lady in

proudly displaying her house.

"What makes you think so?" asked her well informed friend.

To guard against the possibility of such biting humor one
must be ever on the alert in furnishing a period room!. It is not
a bow-knot and a rococo curve or two that will turn a modern
room, fresh from the builder's hands, into a Louis XV draw-

ing-room.
To make the decoration of a room truly successful one must

begin with the architect, for he knows the correct proportions
of the different styles and appreciates their importance. He

will plan the rooms so that they may complete his work when
decorated and form a beautiful and convincing whole. This

will give the restfulness and beauty that absolute appropriate-
ness always lends. Someone has aptly said that "Proportion
is the good-breeding of architecture," and it is a duty that one

owes to one's self and one's architect, not to ruin his good work

by unsuitable decoration. It is also a duty one owes to the

decorator to have the background correct for what you wish

him to do. If one has to take a house that others have planned,
one may have to give up some cherished ideas and choose a style

more suitable under the circumstances. For instance, the rooms
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Louis XV console tables that she instantly bought to add to it.

The shopman luckily had more sense of the fitness of things

than a mere desire to sell his wares, and was so appalled when
he saw the room that he absolutely refused to have them placed
in it. She saw the point, and learned a valuable lesson.

There is no doubt that in many houses are wonderful col-

lections of furniture, tapestries and treasures of many kinds,
that are placed without regard to the absolute harmony of period,

although the general feeling of French or Italian or English
is kept. They are usually great houses where the sense of

space keeps one from feeling discrepancies that would be too

marked in a smaller one, and the interest and beautv of the rare

priate for those who have houses to correspond, but one can

choose the simpler side and have beautiful and charming rooms

that are perfectly suited to the average home. For instance,

if one does not. wish elaborate gilded Louis XVI furniture, up-
holstered in brocade, one can choose beautiful cane furniture

of the time and have it either in the natural French walnut or

enameled a soft gray or white to match the woodwork, with

cushion of cretonne or silk in an appropriate design. Period

furnishing does not necessarily mean a greater outlay than the

nondescript and miscellaneous method so often seen.

I am taking it for granted that reproductions are to be chosen,
as originals are not only very rare but also almost prohibitive

The refinement of proportions and delicacy of detail in this modern Adam room, appeals far more strongly to American taste than does
the gilded rococo work that characterizes much of the French period furnishing

originals against the old tapestries have an atmosphere all their
own that no modern reproduction can have. There are few of

us, however, who can live in this semi-museum kind of house,
and so one would better stick to the highway of good usage, or
there is danger of making the house look like an antique shop.

To carry out a style perfectly, all the small details should
be attended to the door-locks, the framework of the doors
and windows, the carving. All these must be taken into account
if one wishes success. It is better not to attempt a style through-
out if it is to be a makeshift affair and show the effects of in-

adequate knowledge. The elaborate side of any style carrried
out to the last detail is really only possible and also only appro-

in price. Good reproductions are carefully made and finished
to harmonize with the color scheme. The styles most used at

present are, Louis XIV, XV, XVI, Jacobean, William and Mary,
and Georgian. The Gothic, Italian and French Renaissance,
Louis XIII, and Tudor styles are not so commonly used, but of
course may be followed if one wishes. We naturally associate

dignity and grandeur with the Renaissance and it is rather diffi-

cult to make it seem appropriate for the average American house,
so it is usually only used for important houses and buildings.
Some of the Tudor manor houses can be copied with delightful
effect. The styles of Henri II and Louis XIII can both be

(Continued on page 119)



Flemish bond in .the Old Swedes
Church. The headers are burned to
a bluish-black glaze

Common running bond in its best form. Every fourth
row is one of alternate headers and stretchers to tie

the facing brick to the rest of the wall

English bond alternate rows of head-
ers and stretchers, with joints of the
latter over one another

The Best Use of Brickwork
THE COMMONER METHODS OF BONDING BRICK WALLS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE VALUES
BOTH IN APPEARANCES AND STABILITY THE PASSING OF THE " PRESSED BRICK FRONT"

BY HAROLD DONALDSO.V EBERLEIN

[Tu'o houses that are alike in every respect, but the brick walls, may be almost as dissimilar in appearance as if one were of stone and the other of
brick. The best use of wall materials is a subject of as great importance as the architectural style that is to be followed, yet the layman, as a rule,
seems not to appreciate this fact; to him a brick house is merely a brick house until he realizes that his finished home falls far short of his ideal.

This article is the second of a short series, in which the aim is to make dear the possibilities in securing distinctive character through an intelligent
use of the various building materials. The author wislies to give credit to Mr. H. L. Duhring, architect, for many helpful suggestions. EDITOR.]

T F "pigs is pigs," doubtless, by the same token, "bricks is bricks"
-* and also "mortar is mortar." Notwithstanding the profund-

ity of this truism, it is just as well to remember that there are

bricks and bricks and that there is mortar and mortar too, and

that both, when brought together in a wall,

mutually interact and are susceptible to

large diversity of treatment. This very pos-

sibility of different combination affords the

architect a field for the exercise of not a

little ingenuity. To call the attention of the

layman especially the layman who has a

house to build to the possibilities pre-

sented is the purpose of this paper. Most

people consider one brick wall much the

same as another, and consequently there

has been no stimulus to strive for artistic

effect in brick texture. One way in which

that desired end may be hastened is by be-

coming fully cognizant of the resources

within our grasp. It is high time for us to

realize the possibilities of our structural

stuffs in this era of extensive building,
when on every hand there is the will, back-

ed by abundant means, to secure the best

results that can be achieved by the union

of the architect's and builder's arts.

Until quite recently in America far too

little use has been made of the capabilities

of brick as a means of architectural expres-

This old Southern mansion and its garden
wall are of all-header bond, breaking joints

sion, and the thrall of pressed brick and running bond as the

dominant type of brick masonry is by no means shaken off yet,

though there are unmistakable indications of education in taste.

We are too much accustomed to look upon an exterior wall sur-

face as an inevitable necessity, rather than

as an opportunity for seemly decoration,
or for insuring harmony with the sur-

roundings. Surfaces of brick, stone, plas-
ter and even wood, lend themselves to

artistic and varied treatment, though none
in that respect are superior to brick in the

wide range of variety attainable. Lacking
perhaps some of the virile strength and

rigidity, perhaps too, some of the stern

dignity of stone, it furnishes a medium
more readily adaptable to the many-sided
expression of creative activity to be found
in an advanced stage of culture. In point
of color and texture, the brick wall has

but few limitations to impose on the archi-

tect. The style of architecture for a

building once determined, the owner and
the architect have a great assortment of

possible wall textures and colors to pick
from. Although one texture of wall sur-

face may be just as appropriate as another
for the particular style of architecture to

be employed, still the man who is to live

in the house may have his strong pref-

k.
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An un-named bond that is seldom seen,

giving a curious diaper pattern. It

consists of rows of headers and
stretchers alternating with rows of

stretchers alone, the latter breaking
joints in alternate courses. Sperry,
York & Sawyer, architects

An interesting texture is obtained here with second-
hand brick, from which the old mortar has not been
fully cleaned. Philip B. Howard, architect

The startling bond used in the Colony
Club, New York City, McKim, Mead
& White, architects. Such a bond
would be impossible without the aid
of modern cement mortar, as there is

no breaking of joints in the courses
excepting at the corners

erences to which it were advisable to give particular attention.

In speaking of the texture of a wall we must take into con-

sideration the kind of bricks used, their shape and size, their

color, their bond, that is to say, the way in which they are laid to

give a distinctive pattern to the wall face, the mortar joints and

finally, the kind of mortar used. As to the kind of brick avail-

able, it is gratifying to note that we are happily passing from the

depressing reign of pressed brick and coming more and more to

the use of brick of rough texture and varied color. It need

scarcely be said that the results are infinitely more artistic and

satisfactory in every way. During much of the

nineteenth century, after the rought brick of

Colonial and Post-colonial time

planted by pressed brick, near

was from an aesthetic point <

writer has put it, "the antithis

good." "The brickmaker's idea

"seems to have been a single

shape and size, a surface like

cut cheese, and a color like a

fire-cracker." With such dull

and unpromising material,
whose "

'faultily faultless' sur-

face finish and absolute uni-

formity of color" were fatal to

inspiration, not much could be

expected of the brick architect

use of the period. It was not
until bricks of different shapes
and sizes and varied colors began
to reassert their claims that the

trammels of deadly monotony
were thrown off and it became

possible to impart some individ-

uality of expression to a build-

ing through its material fabric.

Many of the rough-tex-
tured bricks, instead of being
pressed out in a mould with un-

erring mathematical precision

ugnt oricK 01

had been sup-
all brickwork
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of everything
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the only "headers" or endwise

bricks visible being at frequent
intervals where their use is

made obligatory by the local

building laws to tie the face-

wall to the backing. Each
course breaks joints vertically

with the courses immediately
above and below. Running
bond is perhaps the simplest
and certainly the least inter-

esting and artistic way of lay-

ing brick and has little to com-
mend it except considerations

of economy when a misguided
desire for smug precision out-

wardly prompts the use of a

pressed brick facing. Of
course running bond gets the

greatest superficial display out

of a given number of expensive

facing bricks. One of the illus-

trations that give an example of

this method is interesting, apart
from the attractive simplicity
of the house, as showing a rational and tasteful use of second-

hand brick. It is interesting also to note the simple and effective

method of ornamentation adopted in countersinking a course

above the windows of the first floor. The slightly projecting

foundation capped by a drip
course is worth attention too.

The method of laying four

other bonds is shown in an ac-

companying illustration. The
Flemish bond, in which every
course consists of alternate

headers and stretchers is, after

the running bond, the one we
most commonly meet with, hav-

ing been generally used in our
brick building of Colonial date,
in which the black header and
red stretcher effect is so often

noticeable. Flemish bond is

constructional!}' honest, artistic

and satisfying, and its almost
universal employment in mod-
ern building of Colonial style,
cannot be too strongly com-
mended. The accompanying
picture of a portion of the wall

of the "Gloria Dei" or Old
Swedes Church. Philadelphia,
shows an excellent example of

Flemish bond where the headers are brought into rather unusual

prominence by the bluish-black glaze with which most of them are
encrusted. This vitreous glaze, it has been suggested by some ex-

(Continued on page 118)

Double-stretcher Flemish bond as used in an interesting example of

good brickwork the University of Pennsylvania Museum

Designing the Living-room by Itself
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT, THE CONSISTENT
FURNISHING AND THE BEST WORKING ARRANGEMENT OF THE USUAL SIZE ROOM

A side elevation of the room showing the fireplace and the French doors to the piazza. Above the white

wainscoting, the background paper is a putty color, the panels being filled with a striped and foliated fabric,
held in place by a flat molding strip

BY A. RAY
Illustrations

AFTER
the method of modern plan-

ning, the living-room is treated as the

principal room in the house. I do not

mean to say that this room should be overdone, or given undue

prominence to the exclusion of the other rooms, but it is essen-

tial that this room be treated differently from the old-fashioned

way we formerly treated our living-rooms, then generally a front

and back parlor. These two rooms have now been superseded by
one large room, as our mode of living and entertaining makes it

more desirable than the two small, stuffy rooms, then used only

occasionally. Today we plan to give pleasure and comfort to

the family, rather than the occasional guest.
There are probably two or three dozen ways that the living-

MOND ELLIS
by the Author

room can be planned and decorated and
at the same time be comfortable and at-

tractive. I have chosen to illustrate this with

a type of living-room that adapts itself to almost any house and of-

fers the greatest amount of free space when the room is properly
furnished. The room is 15 ft. x 29 ft. 6 in., with a ceiling height
of 9 ft., these dimensions giving a well-proportioned room. The

fireplace is in the center of the west wall, flanked on each side by
two French doors which open out on a piazza. At each end of the

room are two windows, balancing one another. On the east wall a

wide opening with French doors permits access to the main hall.

The most prominent feature of the room is the fireplace, which is

accentuated and made a natural center. This is an important con-
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A Martha Washington wing-chair was
designed and built for the room at a
cost of $54 uncovered

sideration when

planning a natural

1 1 grouping of the

family or its guests.

The treatment of

the room is Colo-

nial. A low wains-

cot, 2 ft. 6 in. high,

comprising a base,

panel and cap, is

carried around the

room. The ceiling

is beamed with four

substantial beams

and a half beam to

form a cornice
around the room at

the junction of the

wall and ceiling.

Over the heads of

the doors and win-

dows there is a

wide wooden frieze with a cap which ties them, one might say,

to the bottom of the cornice, and makes them more completely
an integral part of the woodwork. The window stools form a

part of the wainscot's cap.

The finish of the room is white wood, given four coats of lead

and oil paint, with a fifth coat of white enamel, rubbed down,
and a sixth and final finishing coat of enamel of an ivory shade

that dries out with a very dull satin-like lustre that is very dur-

able and not easily marred. Above the wainscot the walls are

covered with a heavy background paper having a body color

almost of a putty shade, enlivened in certain lights with a pinkish
caste. This is accented by the panels, between the windows and

doors, of a delicately huecl fabric

with a foliated striped design. A
flat molding covers the edge of

the fabric and forms the panel.
In order to balance these and add
character to the room, the dra-

peries at the windows and doors

are of soft blue velour, without

which the scheme would be life-

less and flat. The facing of the

fireplace is of Sienna marble sur-

mounted with a simple mantel,

consisting merely of a heavy
classical architrave, with a shelf

above and a large plate glass mir-
ror over it. One must not lose

sight of the fact that the colors

of this room, while light

and delicate, are all very
rich and warm, due to

the predominating ivory
color of the woodwork,
enlivened and strengthen-
ed by the richer and
heavier color used in the

panels and curtains.

The ceiling is sand-

finished and tinted to

match the walls. The
floor is of quartered oak,
filled and given two coats

of a finish which pro-
duces a durable even sur-

~-

An armchair to harmonize with the

wing-chair cost $40 to make

PLAN OF - A LIVING ROOM

The plan shows a good working arrangement of rugs and
furniture for the typical modern living-room measuring
15 X3o ft.

An i8th century type of sofa was made from the architect's drawings at a
cost of $90, in the cotton covering

face with a dull lustre that

is not so slippery as a

waxed floor. The disposi-

tion of the rugs over this

floor is a matter of person-
al taste and the amount
one can afford for rugs.

The rugs should be Ori-

ental and of light uniform

coloring. The plans show

probably the most eco-

nomical way of covering
the floor using one large

rug as a center and filling

with smaller rugs. One

large rug might be obtain-

ed that would extend from

the piano to the pier glass,

but it would have to be an

odd shape or specially

made. Two large rugs

might be used, one in each end of the room, with a small rug to

fill in before the fireplace. The approximate positions and

proper design for the various pieces of furniture used in the room
are indicated.

In order to realy obtain the benefit of the fireplace, it is

necessary to have a broad comfortable sofa or an upholstered

mahogany seat in front of it. In back of this should be a small

mahogany table on which an ornamental lamp may stand. On
each side of the table can be drawn up large comfortable chairs.

This arrangement permits the light of the lam]) to fall in the cor-
rect position for anyone wishing to read in the chairs or on the
seat in front of the fireplace. At one side of the fireplace a large
wing chair would be well placed. The bookcases would, of

course, be unnecessary if there

were a library in the house, but

where the living-room is to an-

swer the general purposes of the

family, the book-shelves would
be found very useful, and could
be movable or built in as part of
the finish. Between the northern

windows a fine position is ob-

tained for the piano, on the right
of which is a good place for a

davenport.
The disposition of the minor

pieces of furniture need not be

mentioned, except the fact that a

pier glass at the opposite end of
the room, between the two south-

ern windows is a very
decorative treatment, and
that the corner at the left

affords a place for a tea

table or a Colonial pie-
crust table.

In addition the electric

lights are provided with

switches, and in the base-

board around the room
are two plugs for attach-

ing portable table lamps.
There must also be a bell

registering its signal on
an annunciator in the

(Continued on page 116)



Grow Your Own Fruit

WHY AND HOW YOU SHOULD PICK APPLES, PLUMS, PEACHES, PEARS AND CHERRIES
FROM.YOUR OWN TREES THE BEST VARIETIES AND TYPES OF EACH TO SELECT

BY F. F. ROCKWELL

Photographs by E. F. Hall and others

'Mr. Rockwell's series of articles that appeared last year in these pages, under the title "Grow Your Own Vegetables," met with so many
expressions of appreciation that we are doubly glad to follow it with three articles on an equally important phase of the home garden. The second

article, to appear next month, will tell of planting young stock, cultivation methods, the use of green and other fertilisers, etc. EDITOR.]

I
KNOW a doctor in New
York, a specialist, who

has attained prominence in his

profession, and who makes a

large income
;
he tells me that

there is nothing in the city that

hurts him so much as to have

to pay out a nickel whenever

he wants an apple. His boy-
hood home was on a Pennsyl-
vania farm, where apples were

as free as water, and he can-

not get over the idea of their

being one of Nature's gracious

gifts, any more than he can

overcome his hankering for

that crisp, juicy, uncloying
flavor of a good apple, which
is not quite equaled by the taste

of any other fruit.

And yet it is not the saving
in expense, although that is

considerable, that makes the

strongest argument for grow-
ing one's own fruit. There are

three other reasons, each of

more importance. First is

quality. The commercial
grower cannot offord to grow
the very finest fruit. Many of

the best varieties are not large enough yielders

to be available for his use, and he cannot, on a

large scale, so prune and care for his trees

that the individual fruits receive the greatest

possible amount of sunshine and thinning out

the personal care that is required for the very
best quality. Second, there is the beauty and

the value that well kept fruit trees add to a

place, no matter how small it is. An apple
tree in full bloom is one of the most beautiful

pictures that Nature ever paints ;
and if,

through any train of circumstances, it ever be-

comes advisable to sell or rent the home, its

desirability is greatly enhanced by the few
trees necessary to furnish the loveliness of

showering blossoms in spring, welcome shade

in summer and an abundance of delicious

fruits through autumn and winter. Then
there is the fun of doing it of planting and

caring for a few young trees, which will re-

ward your labors, in a cumulative way, for

many years to come.

But enough of reasons. If the "call of the

You can grow better fruit in your own garden than you can buy

A suggested arrangement of fruit

trees on the small place: i

Apples, 2 Peaches, 3 Cherries,
4 Quinces, 5 Plums, 6 Pears

soil" is in your veins, if your

fingers (and your brain) in the

springtime itch to have a part
in earth's ever-wonderful re-

nascence, if your lips part at

the thought of the white, firm,

toothsome flesh of a ripened-
on-the-tree red apple then

you must have a home orchard

without a month's delay.

And it's not a difficult task.

The stone fruits, fortunately,

are not very particular about

their soils. They take kindly

to anything between a sandy
soil so loose as to be almost

"shifting," and heavy clay.

Even these soils can be made

available, but of course, not

without more work. And you
don't need a whole farm to

have room enough for all the

fruit your family can possibly

eat.

Time was, when to speak of

an apple tree brought to mind

one of those old, moss-barked

giants that served as a car-

riage shed and a summer din-

ing-room, decorated with

scythes and rope swings, requiring the services

of a forty-foot ladder and a long handled "pick-

er" to gather the fruit. That day is gone.

In its stead have come the low-headed stand-

ard and the dwarf forms. The new types

came as new institutions usually do, under pro-

test. The wise said they would never be prac-

tical the trees would not get large enough
and teams couldn't be driven under them. But

the facts remained that the low trees are more

easily and thoroughly cared for; that they do

not take up so much room; that they are less

exposed to high winds, and such fruit as does

fall is not injured; that the low limbs shelter

the roots and conserve moisture; and, above

all, that picking can be accomplished much
more easily and with less injury to fine, well-

ripened fruit. The low-headed tree has come

to stay.

If your space will allow, the low-headed

standards will give you better satisfaction than

the dwarfs. They are longer lived, they are

healthier, and they do not require nearly so

(89)
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Fruit trees are not very particular about their soil. Anything be-
tween a loose sandy soil and heavy clay serves, if well drained

much intensive culture. On the other hand, the dwarfs may be

used where there is little or no room for the standards. If there

is no other space available, they may be put in the vegetable or

flower garden and incidentally they are then sure of receiving
some of that special care which they need in the way of fertiliza-

tion and cultivation.

As I have said, any average soil will grow good fruit. A
:gravely loam, with a gravel soil, is the ideal. Do not think from

this, however, that all you have to do is buy a few trees from a

nursery agent, stick them in the ground and from your negli-

gence reap the rewards that follow only intelligent industry.
The soil is but the raw material which work and care alone can

transform, through the medium of the growing tree, into the
desired result of a cellar well stored each autumn with delicious

fruit.

Fruit trees have one big advantage over vegetables the

.ground can be prepared for them while they are growing. If
the soil will grow a crop of clover, it is already in good shape
to furnish the trees with food at once. If not, manure or fer-
tilizers may be applied, and clover or other green crops turned
under during the first two or three years of the trees' growth,
as will be described later.

The first thing to consider, when you have decided to plant, is

the location you will give your trees. Plan to have pears, p'ums,
cherries and peaches, as well as apples. For any of these the

soil, of whatever nature, must be well drained. If not natu-

rally, then tile or other artificial drainage must be provided.
For only a few trees it would probably answer the purpose to

dig out large holes and fill in a foot or eighteen inches at the
bottom with small stone, covered with gravel or screened coal
cinders. My own land has a gravely subsoil and I have not
had to drain. Then with the apples, and especially with the
peaches, a too-sheltered slope to the south is likely to start the
flower buds prematurely in spring, only to result in total crop
loss from late frosts. The diagram on page 89, suggests an
arrangement which may be adapted to individual needs. One
may see from it that the apples are placed to the north, where
they will to some extent shelter the rest of the grounds- the
peaches where they will not be coddled; the pears, which may

: had upon quince stock, where they will not shade the vege-
table garden ; the cherries, which are the most ornamental, where
they may lend a decorative effect.

And now, having decided that we can and will grow good
fruit, and having in mind suggestions that will enable us to goout tomorrow morning and, with an armful of stakes, mark out
the locations, the next consideration should be the all-important

question of what varieties are most successfully grown on the

small place.

The following selections are made with the home fruit gar-

den, not the commercial orchard, in mind. While they are all

"tried and true" sorts, succeeding generally in the northeast,

New England and western fruit sections, remember that fruits,

as a rule, though not so particular about soil as vegetables, seem
much more so about locality. I would suggest, therefore, sub-

mitting your list, before buying, to your State Experiment Sta-

tion. You are taxed for its support ; get some direct result

from it. There they will be glad to advise you, and are in the

best position to help you get started right. Above all, don't

buy from the traveling nursery agent, with his grip full of

wonderful lithographs of new and unheard-of "novelties." Get
the catalogue of several reliable nurseries, take standard va-

rieties about which you know, and buy direct. Several years

ago I had the chance to go carefully over one of the largest
fruit nurseries in the country. Every care and precaution was
taken to grow fine, healthy, young trees. The president told

me that they sold thousands every year to smaller concerns, to

be resold again through field and local agents. Yet they do an
enormous retail business themselves, and of course their own
customers get the best trees.

The following are listed, as nearly as I can judge, in the

order of their popularity, but as many of the best are not
valuable commercially, they are little known. Whenever you
find a particularly good apple or pear, try to trace it, and add
it to your list.

APPLES
Without any question, the apple is far and away the most

valuable fruit, both because of its greater scope of usefulness
and its longer season the last of the winter's Russets are still

juicy and firm when the first early harvests and Red Astrachans
are tempting the "young idea" to experiment with colic. Plant
but a small proportion of early varieties, for the late ones are
better. Out of a dozen trees, I would put in one early, three

fall, and the rest winter sorts.

Among the summer apples are several deserving special men-
tion : Yellow Trans-

parent is the earli-

est. It is an old fa-

vorite and one of

the most easily
grown of all apples.
Its color is indicat-

ed by the name, and
it is a faireatingap-
ple and a very good
cooker. Red Astra-

chan, another first

early, is not quite so

good for cooking,
but is a delicious

eating apple of
good size. An ap-
ple of more recent

introduction and ex-

tremelyhardy (hail-

ing first from Rus-

sia), and already

replacing the above

sorts, is Livland

(Livland Rasp-
berry). The tree is

of good form, very
vigorous and P tree

'1
ful1 bea ng. Low-headed

trees have come to stay
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How the Birds Benefit

Garden and Orchard
THE SPLENDID ASSISTANCE RENDERED THE GARDENER
THROUGH THE DESTRUCTION OF INSECT LIFE IN

EVERY STAGE HOW TO ENLIST THE BIRDS' SER-

VICES AND HOW TO AID THEM IN THEIR CRUSADE

BY CRAIG S. THOMS

Photographs by the author

o

It is said that a robin will eat

several times its own weight
of worms each day

IYER ten years ago (1898)
the L'nited States Depart-

ment of Agriculture issued a

bulletin of thirty-nine pages, en-

titled, "Some Common Birds in

Their Relation to Agriculture."

For horticulturists and garden-

ers, such subjects as "The Hab-

its of Birds," "The Benefits of

Birds," "The Protection of Birds," and "How to Attract Birds,"

are now matters of serious study, for it is coming to be well un-

derstood that birds help us in raising fruit and vegetables in

ways that we are least able to help ourselves. Weeds can be

fought with hoe and cultivator ; but to fight insects that cut the

roots of our vegetables just below the ground, feed upon their

tender leaves, burrow under the bark of trees, weave their

swarming nests in tiptop branches, or lay their eggs in fruit be-

fore it is ripe this fight requires the assistance of birds. And

so constant is their help that only if we were without them for

a few seasons, could we realize their effectiveness.

It is well known that most insects pass through four stages

of existence the egg stage, the larval

stage, the pupa stage, and the imago,
or perfect insect stage. In all of

these stages insects are food for birds.

Warblers and vireos, which flit almost

hummingbird-like about leaves and

blossoms, destroy countless eggs :

practically all birds that frequent
orchard and garden, feed upon larvae

(worms and caterpillars) ; chrysalids.

pupae and larvae, are eagerly devour-

ed the year round ; and one family of

birds is named ''flycatchers" because

they feed almost entirely upon ma-
ture insects

;
and to this family should

be added swallows and swifts, which

feed in the same way.
The point to which attention is

here specifically directed is, that the

birds are destroyers of insect enemies,

not only during the active larval

stage, when these enemies do most

harm, but from the time insect eggs
are laid, through larval state and pupa
state and imago state ; in a word,

throughout the whole life history of

the insect.

Of course, if we were to go into

the matter exhaustively, many ex-

ceptions would have to be made to

this statement, since some insect eggs

The bluejay will welcome a

post in your garden, from
which to spy out insects

them
;
some larvae mature where

they are perfectly safe, for ex-

ample, inside of "wormy apples";
while some pupae are buried in

the ground. But insects in every

stage of development, wherever

accessible, are food for birds, and
birds are always in search of them.

It is interesting to note that

every part of the tree in your orchard has its birds. Orioles and

grosbeaks feed in its topmost branches
;

warblers, vireos and

kinglets scan the surface of leaves on middle and lower limbs,

and peer into every blossom ; cuckoos love the shade, and feed

upon the large caterpillars found on inner twigs ; chickadees,

nuthatches, creepers and woodpeckers examine every bark-

crevice on trunk and limb. There is no part of a tree which has

not its bird whose life habit it is to find insect food in that

particular place.

Robins, thrushes, thrashers, catbirds, bluejays and chewinks,
we find feeding for the most part, upon the ground. They hop
everywhere, the robins and thrushes preferably upon the open

lawn or under trees
;

the catbirds,

thrashers, and chewinks, whose habits

are more seclusive, love best to work
under bushes or among shrubbery,
where the chewink may often be found

scratching among the leaves like an
old hen.

Nor must we forget the helpfulness
of our winter birds in ridding our

orchards and gardens of insects. Win-
ter birds are few, compared with the

dozens of different kinds that we have
in summer. But in the winter the

places where insect food may be

secured are also few. Larvae and

pupae are to be found in bark crevices,

under loose bits of bark, in decayed
knots or in dead trees. In such places
our winter birds keep up an incessant

search for them. The chickadees

search the smaller branches
; creepers

run up the trunks and larger branches,

searching with their curved bills every
crevice that opens upward; while the

nuthatches search the same parts of
the tree, running always downward
and searching every crevice that opens
downward. The woodpeckers also

earch trunk and large branches and
have bills fitted for chiseling out borers

Our good friend, "Downy," at the door of his home,
that lie buried in the wood -

laid where birds cannot get at m an Old tree trunk set up for the purpose During the cold months of the vear
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In Ramsbury Manor, Wiltshire. The woodwork is in the style of Sir Christopher
Wren, but the mantel and plaster ceiling are typical of the Adam style

A trophy group by Grinling Gibbons, in light
wood applied to a dark background

ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL

REPRESENTING THE
PERIOD OF THE

ENGLISH RENAISSANCE

A characteristic Adam interior the
third gallery in Newby Hall

Typical Gibbons carving of flowers,
wreaths, fish, game and cherubs

A splendid oak doorway carved orna-
mentation in fine restraint

Carved by Gibbons. It is interesting to note
the very high relief

Holbein's King Hal in its Grinling Gib-
bons' setting at Petworth



A mantel by Inigo Jones who, early in the iyth
century, was the leading figure in English
architecture

A panel by Sir Christopher Wren,
that is cold and hard, lacking the
charm of Gibbons' work

The reredos of Trinity College, Oxford, showing
two common carved decorations, one where
the modeling is applied in a light color

The Real Meaning and Use of Architectural Detail

II. THE ENGLISH RENAISSANCE-THE WORK OF INIGO JONES, SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN, GRINLING
GIBBONS AND THE BROTHERS ADAM -A PERIOD DIRECTLY BACK OF OUR OWN COLONIAL WORK

BY LOUIS BOYNTON

[A series of articles by prominent architects appeared in this magazine last year. In it the characteristics of the more common architectural styles,
used for country houses, were outlined and explained. Another matter of great importance to those who would build consistently is the detail. Mr.
Boynton's series of articles will explain the origin and use of motives, ornament and molding characteristics in connection with the letter known styles

of architecture. The first article appeared in the January issue and dealt with the detail of Colonial times. EDITOR.]

THE ornament and decoration of the Colonial or Georgian

period, which we considered in the January number,

was a direct development of the earlier work of the English

Renaissance, so that it seems natural to consider, in turn, this

period and its tendencies, which directly and indirectly produced
the early American work.

Early in the seventeenth century, the leaning towards the

Italian design, the influence of which has been felt for a long

time, culminated in the work of Inigo Jones, who was the first

English architect to really assimilate the style. Previous to this

time there had been a growing use of Italian detail, but it was

applied to Gothic or Elizabethan forms and did not constitute a

style, but rather marked the transition from the Gothic to the

Renaissance. There are very interesting examples of Italian

pilaster ornament applied to the piers of an otherwise Gothic

building, as at Christchurch, Hampshire ;
and the mixture of

styles produces a very curious and distinctly disagreeable effect.

Up to the end of the sixteenth century, the tendency in in-

terior work, was to cover the walls with small wood panels, which

took the place of tapestry and served rather as a background
than as conscious decoration. With the advent of Inigo Jones, a

fresh impulse was given to decorative woodwork and from that

time the walls of a room at least in the more sumptuous houses

were treated in a more decorative way, with panels and orna-

ment, so as to make an almost complete effect without the use

of pictures or hangings.

Inigo Jones was the son of an artisan and little is known

about his early history. However, in some way he was able to

spend considerable time in Italy, where he probably worked as

a designer and came under the influence of Paladio. He re-

turned to England soon after sixteen hundred and spent the next

ten or twelve years, largely, in designing the settings for the

elaborate masks, or outdoor pageants, which it was the custom

of the rich nobles to give. He made interesting drawings of

some extremely sumptuous settings for these pageants, and it is

said that he completely revolutionized the scenery and the entire

stage setting of the English theatre.

In the days of Shakespeare, there was no scenery as we un-

derstand the term. In fact, the stage wa's entirely open on the

sides, with galleries extending to the back. Jones changed all

this and introduced the proscenium, movable scenery, and a more

adequate stage lighting.

After about twelve years he went again to Italy and on his

return to England, where he was by this time well known at

Court, he was appointed architect for a royal palace. From this

time on he rapidly rose to the most prominent position as an

architect and was appointed to the place of Surveyor of the

King's Works, or Official Architect.

In his decorative detail his work shows an intimate knowl-

edge of the Italian design, especially as regards contemporary
work. There are drawings of mantels, interiors, etc., which

show a real mastery of such design. It is believed that his

work, like that of his immediate successors, was worked out

in the process of construction and that instead of making elabo-
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Carved and pierced detail in stair-rail of Forde

Abbey, Dorsetshire a form of decoration per-

mitting the sumptuous adornment of both sides

Another example of the combination of carved and pierced decoration a detail of

the gallery on the third floor, Tyttenhanger, Hertfordshire. Wren and Gibbons
used this general type

rate drawings, he kept in close touch

with the work and solved the problems
of design and building as they arose. In

any case his buildings always look much

better than the drawings would lead

one to expect.

After Jones there was an hiatus, un-

til Christopher Wren came into promi-
nence. For, curiously enough, notwith-

standing the great amount of work

which Inigo Jones executed, he did not

found a school of architecture, nor train

any men to carry on his work in the

same spirit. There were one or two men
who had worked with him, but who
lacked his fine perception and knowl-

edge. They imitated his work rather

stupidly, without getting the quality

which he was able to give it.

Sir Christopher Wren had little or

no training as a designer, except what

he got from the study and execution of

his own work. He spent a few months
in Paris in his youth and studied there,

and in consequence his design was
based rather on the French than on the

Italian traditions.

He was, however, a man of such

commanding genius that he became a

really great architect and designed some buildings that were

not only notable, but important as works of art. He finished

and developed the Chelsea Hospital, which was built for a

royal palace, and which Inigo Jones had started. Wren, how-

ever, lacked the intimate knowledge of detail which Jones had
;

and, while his ornament was almost always in good scale

that is, its size in correct relation to its position and surround-

ings it lacked charm, and he was apt to leave its execution

largely to the workmen. Considering the enormous amount of

work he did, this is not surprising, for besides building a large

An excellent example of the work of Grinling
Gibbons known best for these carved garlands
and pendants of flowers, ribbons and symbols

number of luxurious houses, or palaces,

as they would be called on the Conti-

nent, he designed and built some thirty-

five parish churches after the great
London fire, besides rebuilding St.

Paul's Cathedral.

He was doubtless thankful to make
use of Grinling Gibbons, when he was
introduced to this remarkable genius by

John Evelyn. Gibbons was of Dutch de-

scent, and after some vicissitudes, and

being apprenticed to a trade in Lon-

don, he was discovered by Evelyn mak-

ing an elaborate reproduction, in carved

wood, of a decorative Raphael in a rich

frame. Evelyn was so much pleased with

the work that he introduced Wren and

his friend Pepys to Gibbons, and asked

Wren to give him work.

Gibbons and his followers did an im-

mense amount of work in a rather novel

style. He was most famous for his gar-
lands and trophies, drops or pendants

composed of flowers, ribbons and sym-
bols. These usually comprised fruit and
leaves with game and musical instru-

ments or whatever seemed most appro-
priate to the place, and had their ori-

gin from the practice of hanging up
trophies of war or the chase. This motive gradually came to

have a wide significance, and is dated as far back as Roman times.

About this time there came to be a more or less distinct sepa-
ration between the carvers and the joiners fhat is, between the

men who did the wood paneling or cabinet work, and those who
carved the ornament. As a result of this, perhaps, the ornament
was often carved of box or some other light colored wood and

applied on a background of dark oak or walnut, so that the

decoration stood out very conspicuously. However, the effect is

harmonious and often the interest is heightened by the difference
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A mantel of marble and steel in the drawing-room, Rushton Hall,

Northamptonshire the work of the brothers Adam

in color, as shown herewith.

The decoration of the mold-

ings is very ornate, and much

ingenuity was displayed in us-

ing natural forms, such as leaves

and even fruit and flowers, on

the projecting moldings.
One very interesting char-

acteristic feature of this work
was the use of pierced carving.
A panel or stair-rail was carv-

ed with the spaces between the

ornamental forms pierced

through so that the decoration

was repeated on both sides. In much of

the work a great deal of ability was dis-

played in the design as well as ingenuity
in carrying it out.

While much of the ornament popular-

ly ascribed to Grinling Gibbons was not

done by him, he seems to have started a

school of decoration, which was followed

throughout England and which is, on the

whole, the most satisfactory and best de-

signed work of such a sumptuous char-

acter.

This work was more or less success-

fully followed down to the time of the

Brothers Robert and James Adam. There
were four brothers who worked together,

Robert, however, seems to have been the

designer and to have dominated the

others. Their father was a noted Scotch

architect, who held an important official

position. Robert Adam was highly edu-

cated, and had studied the classical work
in Italy, and had even published a mon-

ograph on the Palace of Diocletian at

Spalatro. He chose to study this build-

ing because of its domestic character, as

he believed English architecture had been too much dominated
and influenced by the more monumental Roman work, such as

the great baths, etc.

About the year 1750 the excavation of Pompeii was under-

taken, and the discovery of this work had a marked effect on

Detail of another Adam mantel which shows the influence of Pom-
peiian excavations. These had a marked effect just after 1750

A corner of a representative Adam drawing-
room. Thin ornament was accentuated by a

background of different tone or color

Another Adam mantel. It is interesting to note how clearly these
mantels are the inspiration of our own Colonial work

architecture and more espec-

ially on decoration through-
out Europe.

The work of the brothers

Adam was very strongly in-

fluenced by these discoveries

and had much of the Pompei-
ian character and curiously
foreshadowed the Empire style

in France. In fact they pub-
lished an elaborate book of

plates in 1773, with text both

in English and French, and it

seems almost certain that the

French designers of the Empire period
had access to their books and made free

use of their motives.

From this work the Georgian was

evolved, and it is very interesting to see

the survival in American Colonial man-
tels of motives which were originally
taken from or inspired by the discover-

ies at Pompeii.
This is particularly noticeable in the

introduction of panels with figures be-

low the shelf in mantels and above doors.

Also the "reed" ornament around open-

ings, which they often used, survived

in Colonial work very noticeably. They
frequently used flutes instead of reeds,

but the general effect was much the

same and the motive, horizontal lines

to fill a space surrounding an opening,

was, I believe, original with them.

In the Adams' work the fine, and at

times thin, ornament, was usually ac-

centuated by placing it on a background
of another and darker color. This may
have been suggested by the Gibbons

work. In the Adams work, however,

the difference in color was very subtle. The ornament was usual-

ly white, or a very pale gray, on a background of slightly darker

gray or perhaps a pale pinkish tone.

The brothers Adam were interested in, and in fact controlled,

(Continued on page 112)



Captain Ball always insisted upon having his bean poles in place
before planting the crop

And the Captain's beans grew luxuriantly, but his success was
dimmed by a bean support of the Newcomer's

A Vegetable Garden Contest and Its Lessons

THE MAKING OF A SUCCESSFUL GARDEN AND THE INGENIOUS METHODS AND
SHORT CUTS BY WHICH IT PROVED ITS SUPERIORITY OVER ITS NEIGHBORS

BY CHARLES A. HARTLEY

IN
a little town, which nestles in a friendly elbow of the Ohio

River, a spirited vegetable garden contest took place during
the summer of 1910. It was strictly an old man's game, the three

contestants ranging in ages from fifty-five to sixty-five years. The

prize was the honor of having the best vegetable garden in

town.

The contestants were Captain Ball, a retired steamboatman,

ex-Lieutenant Markham, an old soldier, and Charles Dunlap, a

newcomer to the town. Each of the contestants had his garden

thoroughly plowed in the fall, heavy coats of stable manure being
turned under in each case. They agreed that stable manure was

preferable to commercial fertilizers, even if it did bring weeds.

The Captain was noted for poles for everything that would
climb for beans and tomatoes in particular. He always planted
his poles before he planted his crop. His explanation was that he

had a better chance to get them in

to suit him without having growing
things in the way. The ex-soldier,

known in the neighborhood as the

Early Bean Man, was noted as a

stickler for straight rows. The

Newcomer, as he came to be called,

was the unknown quantity in the

problem. He had to be tested in the

balance, as his actions were strange.
The fall before he had a half dozen
loads of silt hauled up from the

river shore and deposited in a pile

just inside his garden fence. That
was a rather mysterious movement,
but he gave no explanation. He was
also noticed carrying bundles of

common plaster laths into his barn,

where he sawed and hammered for

All the Newcomer's plantings were in rows, one, two and
three feet apart, so that succession crops could be set in
between

a half day at a time. Upon this also he continued to keep silence.

The Captain and the Early Bean Man belonged to the intens-

ive garden class. They did not let an inch of ground go to

waste, producing two, three and even four crops a season, in some

instances, from the same ground. In this the Newcomer was

planning to beat them at their own game, but he was careful not

to divulge any of his plans.

Thus matters stood with the three contestants when May
brought warmer weather. Captain Ball had spread his map of

campaign out before the enemy. Anyone of experience could

foresee his next move as well as if he had orally announced it.

The Early Bean Man was just as open and easily read, but the

Newcomer was still reticent.

From the beginning of May the three practically camped in

their gardens. Every day they planted, hoed, coddled and coaxed.

In conversation together they ap-

parently showed all their methods,
but really spoke general garden
wisdom and said nothing of their

pet hobbies. At the same time each

one was determined to win, though
he wouldn't show his enthusiasm

for worlds.

Their weighty discussions took
on the appearance of a Socratic

discourse attended by the throngs.
The Captain would remark "It's an
old and true saying, 'Treating your
cow kindly brings best results.' Just
as true with cabbage ! To be a suc-

cess a vegetable garden must be
hoed every week, and it's much bet-

ter if you do it twice, I say. The
very moment the slightest crust
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forms on top of the ground bust it

up. Then don't go fussing with the

ground when it's too wet. You'll

do more harm in an hour than ten

men can mend in a week, packing
it down and making clods under-

neath. Besides, tramping over wet

ground takes the life out of it.

Pick up a fistful of earth and ball

it up. If it falls apart go on in and

dig, but if the ball stays together
the only digging it's safe to do is

for fish worms behind the barn."

"Right you are, Cap'n," the old

soldier would agree. "Any man
with sense knows he's got no busi-

ness with the vegetables when the

leaves are wet. It burns 'em up if

you get a hot sun during the day.

During the previous fall the Newcomer had half a dozen
loads of river silt brought up. In the trenches filled with
this he produced a bumper crop of sweet potatoes

Especially beans it's death on beans to handle them wet. If you
want to turn the soil, wait till evening, but if you're after weeds,

take the heat of the day. Then you've got them turned out and

half dead before night dews can bring reinforcements and start

a new growth."

Occasionally the Newcomer would advance his views. "There

are as many ways to hoe as there are politicians or preachers. It

doesn't do any good to scrape daintily over the top ; you've got to

go deep. Get under, and you've a soil that just draws life right

out of the air. What's necessary is to let the rain and dew and

air get right in and help. It's as important as well, a good bug

remedy."
Thus the contestants in their wisdom

;
but all the time each

practiced the little arts and tricks of agricultural coaxing which

of themselves seem trivial, but which count in the end.

With the relenting sunshine and showers of May the contest

took on added interest, and spectators began passing from one

garden to another to keep in touch with their progress. The Cap-
tain and the Early Bean Man went boldly forward and laid out

the unplanted portions of their gardens and planted them to pota-

toes, corn, cabbage, tomatoes, and so on. It was noticed that

the Newcomer spaded, raked and made beds, but tomatoes and

cabbages were conspicuously absent from his plantings, also that

he planted his vine beans and Lima beans in drills, instead of in

hills. It was found on investigation
that he had planted his tomatoes

and cabbages in old strawberry

boxes, saved from the summer be-

fore, and had them placed in a

sunny nook where they were shel-

tered from the night air. Large
holes were cut in the bottoms of the

frail boxes and paper laid over the

holes before the boxes were filled

with choice earth and the plants set.

They grew twice as rapidly in this

way as they would if set in the

open. When the proper time came
he carried the boxes to the garden.
The tomatoes were set exactly three

feet apart each way, holes being

dug and the tops of the boxes being
set a little lower than the surface of

the ground. By this means the plants were not disturbed in the

least by transplanting and went right on growing without inter-

ruption. The first roots pushed down through the holes cut in

the bottoms of the boxes, and within a few weeks all the boxes

had rotted and fallen apart so that they did not hinder the roots

from spreading. In the bottoms of the holes dug for the re-

ception of the boxes, manure had been placed long before, in

liberal quantities and covered with earth. This tended to boost

the plants along the moment the roots reached that stratum.

The cabbages were set in rows three feet apart and one and

one-half feet apart in the row. No manure was placed directly

at their roots.

All the Newcomer's plantings were in rows, one, two and

three feet apart, so that later plantings of other vegetables could

go in between. For instance, his early bunch beans were drilled

in in rows three feet apart. That is about as wide again as is

required, but between the rows after the beans had a good start

he followed with a second or third planting of radishes. Beets

for winter use were also started in this way and when they needed

the space and air the beans were gone. This plan was also fol-

lowed for late cabbages ;
as soon as one crop came out or be-

fore that time another went in. The large onion bed was

planted to winter radishes as soon as the onions were harvested.

About the middle of May the purpose of the Newcomer's

The lath bean racks provided the newcomer with a largely
increased surface exposed to sun and air

When the bean vines covered the lath frame there was a continuous
wall of bearing surface



The Newcomer's tomato tables resulted in heavier vines and
tomatoes that were free from blemish

sand pile was revealed. He dug long trenches about a foot wide

and eight inches deep. Into these he wheeled his sand and

filled them with it about level with the surface of the ground.
On the sand he pulled a few inches of garden earth, making

low, broad sweet potato ridges, and then went off about his

other work until the earth settled. He had reached the con-

clusion that sweet potatoes do best in sandy soil, and he thought
that if half of it were composed of rich river soil, with enough
heavier soil above to keep the moisture down, they would do

still better. Another thing he determined to do was to keep the

vines pruned back, leaving them not more than eighteen inches

Captain Ball's old-style tomato poles were far behind in their

quantity and quality of the crop

in length. lie had learned that if permitted to grow longer too

much of the substance went to the vines at the expense of the

potatoes themselves. He found, however, that this was easy to

start but difficult to keep up. In the growing season sweet pota-

to vines seem to lengthen a foot in a night.

The Captain looked over the fence and inspected the prepa-

ations for the sweet potatoes and shook his head. "I don't believe

that'll pan out." he said.

"Ever try it?" the Newcomer replied.

"No, but your sand'll dry out, and it'll fail sure."

(Continued on page 112)

What Can Be Done With the Radiator
VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH ITS STRICTLY UTILITARIAN AND BEAUTY-LACKING
CHARACTER MAY BE IMPROVED OR AT LEAST MADE LESS OBTRUSIVE

BY SARAH LEYBURN COE

THE designer of a really beautiful radiator will not only
confer a favor on the rest of the world but will doubtless

make a fortune for himself. Just at present, as he has not yet

materialized, a radiator is a radiator, and whether it is in a

magnificent home or the humblest apartment, handsomely dec-

orated or perfectly plain, the fact remains that it is an unsightly
collection of metal pipes.

Of course any amount of ingenuity may be expended in

making it as unobtrusive in appearance as possible, and there is

a wide difference between the radiator that stands resplendent
in gold or silver paint against a red wall and one that har-

monizes in color with the decorations of the room in which it

is placed. Very satisfactory results in the process of elimina-

tion may be obtained by the proper color treatment, particularly
if the radiator is a tall one that stands flat against the wall and
can be decorated to tone in well with the wall-paper. An
enamel that is especially made for radiators and heating pipes
comes in a wide range of colors and may be mixed to obtain

any desired shade, and the radiator can either be made the

exact color of the background of the paper, or if a two-toned
effect is wanted the ornamental raised figures may be done in

the same color as the figures in the wall-paper.

There are some persons, however, to whose artistic souls

the humble radiator is an offense, no matter how carefully it

may be relegated to the background, and nothing will satisfy

them short of hiding it entirely. A considerable number of

schemes for putting it out of sight have been devised, some of

them quite ingenious and effective, but in following out any one

of them it must be remembered that the heating capacity is

greatly reduced in proportion to the amount of surface that is

covered.

Architect and heating experts agree that the proper place for

a radiator is in front of a window, as the outside air is thus

heated as it comes into the room. This necessitates the use of

the low radiator, which is less obtrusive in appearance, has a

larger horizontal surface and consequently gives out a greater
radiation of heat near the floor than a high one. In placing it in

a large window, too, a number of sections can be put together to

fit any shape.
The most satisfactory method of disguising .the heating

arrangements is to use the low radiators and cover them, with

window seats, or to build them into the walls underneath the

window sills. In either case the fact that an enormous amount
of heat is wasted must be taken into consideration. When a
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Rough texture stucco of a light tan color is in attractive contrast with darker brown shingles, blinds and woodwork

This generous allotment of porch
space is conducive to out-door life

THE HOME OF
H. H. PITTINGER,
NETHERWOOD, N. J.

Stained cypress is used for the entrance hall
woodwork

The balcony that can be used as a
sleeping-porch is an attraction

Hollingsworth &
Rragdon,

architects
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"The Fold" is practically a one-room dwelling on the ground noor, lor besides the kitchen there is only the great Main Room. This opens
on a veranda, however, which is used all summer as a dining-room, and is really an integral part of the house

1

The flower garden is another ex-
tension of the living quarters

There is but a single flight of stairs in this house the

kitchen is connected with it at the platform level

The formal garden is intimately
connected with the house

Beneath the veranda the slope of the site gives opportunity for a A feature well worthy of emulation
i._

e awning-like.Projection

large play-room or work-room for the children of lattice-work over the porch railing, covered will

"THE FOLD" SUMMER HOME OF C. R. AND ELLA CONDIE LAMB, CRESSKILL, N. J.



The Editor will gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. When an immediate reply is

desired, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

The Essential Chest

AN airtight, .dustproof chest is an ar-

ticle of household utility that is too

often overlooked in furnishing the home.

It should be one of the necessities, not

merely an ornament put to use least of

all a receptacle for gum boots. The old-

fashioned "wedding-chest" idea is one to

be encouraged, for besides urging the

young girl to make and to save toward
her own future home furnishing, it pro-
vides her with a most important article

of furniture for present use.

It is essential that the chest be prop-

erly made. There are ready-made chests

to be found, some very well constructed,

but a chest made to order by a good car-

penter is likely to give more pleasure, not

only because its design and trimmings

may be distinctive, but because one can

watch and superintend the making.
Cedar is the most desirable of all

woods for the utility chest, chiefly because

of its imperviousness to insects. Old sea-

men's chests were always made of cedar

or camphorwood a wise precaution
when exposed to the insects of many
lands. A cedar chest made air-tight is

an absolute preventive of insects of all

kinds. This is especially true in regard
to moths. It will save a lifetime of worry
over the destruction of woolens and furs,

and annoyances at the odor of camphor or

camphor balls. Mice will not gnaw ce-

dar, and damp will not penetrate. For
winter use as well as for summer, cedar

is very satisfactory. Handsome gowns
may be laid in a chest with the absolute

certainty that nothing, not even a speck
of dust, will mar. As cedar is expensive
nowadays, a plain cedar chest made of

good three-quarter-inch wood, hand pol-

ished, is worth at least twenty dollars. A
walnut, oak or mahogany chest, if a spe-
cial wood appeals to you to correspond
with other furnishings, may be lined with
cedar wood, and thus have practically the

same value as one of solid cedar.

The old English chests, usually made
of walnut, were not decorated with much
carving. If you buy an old chest in Lon-
don and ask if the carving is old, the

dealer will "size you up" before telling
the truth that the panels of the old chest

have been removed and elaborate modern

carving done thereon before replacing.

Many of the old English chests stood on

legs, which raised them from six inches to

two feet above the floor.

The chest in the dining-room is well-

nigh indispensable for table linen. Suit-

able trays or shelves can easily be ar-

ranged inside. The pungent, spicy odor

of the cedar is a desirable fragrance not

only in clothes but in linens it is even

preferred by many housekeepers to old

lavender or rose leaves.

Colonial chests are trimmed with cop-

per bands and studded with old-fashioned

copper rivets, made to last for genera-
tions. Others are trimmed with carved

molding and panels ;
sometimes with oxy-

dized or dull copper, or hand-wrought
iron bands. Often the initials or the

monogram of the owner, hand-wrought
in metal, are fastened to the top or front,

and the lock and lid-stay are made

strong enough to last for many genera-
tions.

The seat fits in beneath the telephone stand,
and together they take up very little room

Book Blocks

BOOK blocks of wood, made with

straight or curved Colonial lines, or

carved to match any period furnishings,

appeal to the housekeeper because of their

simplicity, and the ease with which they
are freed from dust. These blocks are

heavily constructed to stand the strain of

the row of books between them. They are

an improvement on the regulation book-

rack, as a pair of them form the complete
rack. A unique pair is shown in mahog-
any, cut in the straight Colonial lines. In

one end is set a small clock. Monograms,
initials or crests are also inlaid in the ends,

satinwood being the best wood for the

purpose. The advantage of these blocks

for the library, living-room or bedroom is

that their holding capacity is limited only
to the size of the table itself. They are

iron weighted, but the wood is so smooth-

ly polished that it does not mar the un-

covered table. Eight dollars will purchase
a handsome pair.

A Telephone Table

T N this age of telephones when several

hours each week are spent receiver in

hand, it is important that the telephone
should be placed so that conversations

may be held with comfort and con-

venience.

The accompanying illustration shows a

three-cornered table. The projecting arm,
which is on a pivot, supports the telephone,
and can be swung to the desired position.
The table itself is convenient for taking
notes. The shelf below is made to hold
the telephone book, etc. It fits snugly
into a corner and takes up but little room ;

and together with the stool to match sells

for $7.00.
The telephone corner can be made an

attractive feature of a busy home. A
useful item is a small blackboard hung
above the table, on which can be re-

corded the messages left for the various
members of the household. This can be
made more prepossessing if the woodwork
is stained, or a design burnt on it. A card

giving the telephone numbers most fre-

quently called, and those that might be
needed in an emergency, should also be
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hung in sight. Very attractive cards for

this purpose are on the market and sell

for a low figure.
A time-table is a convenient article in

close proximity to the telephone. A pen-

cil, of course, is a necessary accessory.
To insure its being ever handy it is well

to attach a string to it and fasten it by
means of a screw-eye to the underneath

side of the table top. A writing pad
should also be at hand.

If a blackboard is not used, a board of

soft wood, covered with burlap or denim,
makes a convenient little board upon which

messages can be fastened with thumb tacks

and push pins. Those who make fre-

quent use of the telephone will do well

to consider the advisability of a carefully

equipped telephone corner in the home.

Lazy Susans

"T AZY SUSAN" is a name to charm.
* ' It gives, however, no real hint as

to its character, and no inkling of its

sphere of usefulness, for Lazy Susan is

an active worker. She is a cousin to the

"curate's assistant" or English muffin

stand. The Lazy Susan is composed of

two circular wooden trays mounted on and

revolving around a heavy wooden base

and pivot. She is destined to occupy the

center of the breakfast or supper table,

and to hold whatever the hostess desires,

passing it politely on her revolving trays.

Lazy Susan may be made to pass the hot

dishes around a small table, or she may
hold only such things as the bread, toast,

muffins, butter, cream, etc. In small fam-

ilies especially, a Lazy Susan is an impor-
tant addition to the domestic help and of-

ten is indispensable on "days out." These

stands come with either one or two shelves,

each revolving on a separate axis, and can

be found ready-made in plain oak and ma-

hogany, and also handsomely inlaid.

Tea-tables, made after the pattern of

the Lazy Susan, are also made in different

woods, and solve the question of passing
the cups and sandwiches in a charming
and unique way.

A Nursery Rug

THE modern child is receiving much
attention from the manufacturers.

Wall papers are being specially designed,
furniture specially constructed and even

rugs are woven to please the little mon-

arch of the nursery.
The accompanying illustration shows a

hand-woven rag rug with a "jungle"

poster boarder. A hippopotamus, a lion

and an ostrich are in evidence. The rug
itself is woven from new strips of cre-

tonne and is washable, reversible and very
durable. A rug 3x6 sells for about

$3.25. These hand-woven rag rugs can

be bought in all sizes up to 12 x 18.

The specially designed nursery rugs
are desirable from a practical point of

view and also because of their quaint ap-

pearance and the pleasure that is derived

from them by small children.

Candlesticks of Wood
ILVER and brass candlesticks will

always hold their places in the affec-

tion of the householder and the collector ;

but to a great extent the wooden period
candlestick has now taken the place of all

but heirlooms. It is said that candle-

sticks appeal to a larger class of collectors

than any other antique. The same may
be said of the reproductions of the old

On the left is the helpful Lazy Susan, whose
revolving trays pass the dishes at a small

table. On the right is a pair of mahogany
book-blocks, one of which is fitted with a

small clock. The mahogany candlestick

stands between them

styles. While in Colonial days the sim-

ple, straight candlesticks of silver, brass,

copper, Sheffield plate and cut or molded

glass, were common to every household,

there was only an occasional mahogany
candlestick cut by hand in the same

straight and classic lines as those of metal.

Today we have not only the mahogany
Colonial candlestick, but the Colonial de-

signs in any wood* to match the room fur-

nishings ;
and also enameled and hand

painted with the dainty flower tracery
that belongs essentially to the Adam pe-
riod. The baluster pattern, as shown in

the picture, is a true Colonial type, and
lends a special dignity to the room dec-

orated in that style. Simple girandoles,
or branched candlesticks, can be made to

order in mahogany or any suitable wood,
to match the furniture of a period room.
In purchasing a wooden candlestick, one
knows just what one is buying. In pur-
chasing the simple brass candlestick at

four dollars or over, one is quite sure to

be purchasing an imitation, as the market
is flooded with them. Very few genuine
pieces are to be found, and unless one
has studied old candlesticks, one is apt
to buy a reproduction which has been
treated with acid, rolled, dented and
scratched. , A wood candlestick which is

frankly a reproduction of a rare article

is likely to be more satisfactory than brass.

A New Table Bookcase
"* HIS miniature revolving bookcase is

high enough to accommodate the

average-sized book, and is a most useful

adjunct to the library or living-room table.

The rack sits

upon a firm flMBB9
wooden base,

and turns eas-

ily upon an

iron piviot.
The titles of

the books are

plainly visible,

and they are

compactly ar- A handy table bookcase
ranged i n -

that protects your books
stead of and is an ornament at

strewn at ran- the same time

dom over the

table. These little bookstands are orna-

mental as well as useful
;
and especially

so when made of a beautifully polished
and grained wood. They come in all

kinds of woods ; in exquisite inlay they
cost from $25.00 up.

To Clean Hard Wood Floors

A woven nursery rug, made attractive with

animal figures. In 3 x 6 ft. size it costs $3-25

varnished floors a pailful of water
in which from two to three table-

spoonfuls of ammonia have been added is

a harmless and effective cleanser. Scrub
well and rinse with clear water, then rub

and polish in the usual way. For badly
stained waxed floors scrub with medium
steel wool and turpentine. This can be

bought at any hardware store. After the

wax has been removed treat with fresh

floor wax, applying with a weighted floor

brush. Repeat this latter process until the

holes and cracks are well filled, then polish

with a soft cloth made into a bag to fit over

the floor brush. Go over the floor at least

every two weeks with a mixture of equal

parts turpentine, sweet oil and vinegar
rubbed well in as suggested above.
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Suggestions
and

Queries

Conducted by
F. F. ROCKWELL

7 he Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' queries pertaining to individual problems connected with the gar-
den and grounds. When a direct personal reply is desired please, enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

February
PHE days now are beginning to look a

-*-
little more as if summer might pos-

sibly return again sometime. And with
the melting snow, and the longer after-

noons, there is more encouragement to

begin actually doing something toward the

garden. If you have not yet a coldframe
or hotbed, read the suggestions in last

month's department and act on them. It

is an easy matter to get the frame ready
for the sash, and then if you haven't any
artificial heat, such as a hot water pipe
running through, or a flue under, the

frames, use manure to supply heat, and
after it has served this purpose, it will be
in better shape to use on the garden than
it was before. If you will take the slight
trouble of preparing the manure, instead
of trusting blindly to luck and taking it

direct from the pile, results will be much
more certain. Make a heap of the de-
sired amount (it should be at least fifteen

inches deep when put into the frames),
and stack it in a compact form, taking out
all coarse straw and litter. If it is very
dry wet it down, but don't soak it, while
the pile is being built up. Turn it two
or three times in the course of a couple
of weeks, being careful not to let it "fire-

fang;" and then tramp it into the frames
which should be at least two feet deep

and cover with about four inches of well

pulverized sod soil.

When a thermometer plunged into the
soil recedes to seventy degrees, sow your
seeds, either directly in the soil or in

"flats," as you prefer.
If you have a cellar window on the

south side of the house, you have an ideal

opportunity of heating three or four
sashes by building the frame over this

window, and hinging it, so that air may
be let in from the cellar. This can be
done now, as the ground is probably not
frozen hard in such a place, and it needs

very little digging out just making level,
so that flats may rest evenly upon it. By
making a cover of old carpet or bags for
such a frame it may be kept to nearly
forty degrees in windy zero weather, and
will average high enough to be just right
for starting cabbage and the more hardy
vegetable and flower seeds, which, with

proper management, may be followed by

tomatoes, eggplant and the tenderer sorts

of vegetables. If it is absolutely out of
the question for you to make a hotbed or
frame of this sort, then start a few flats

of seed in the house
;
a high temperature

will not be required. In any case, you
will want a few cold frames handy to take
the first lot of transplanted seedlings from
the place in which they were started. Have
these frames ready and the glass put on

tight, so that they will be getting thawed
out and warmed up ready for use.

Seedlings started in flats in the house do not
need a high temperature

Starting Right
HHE question of seed sowing is a per-

ennial one and an all-important
one. In an article on "Starting Plants

Indoors," which appeared in HOUSE &
GARDEN last March, this is taken up in de-
tail. But for new readers, and those who
have not followed our advice of keeping
every copy of the magazine for purposes
of reference, brief directions are given
here. Also, I have a new "wrinkle" in
this seed starting business which has
proved more successful with me than any
other. Last fall, when every bit of gar-
den soil about my place was ash-dry and
I wanted to start immediately some seeds
that were late in reaching me, I had to
use some very clayey soil, that would have
packed solid if watered on the surface in

the ordinary way. I placed in the bottom
of the seed flat about two inches of sphag-
num moss, which was then soaked with
water ; this was covered to little more thari
half the remaining depth of the box with
soil which was given as much water as it

(108)

would readily absorb (the soil being quite
dry, but the most moist I could get). The
box was then leveled off and the seeds
sown and covered without being watered
at all the surface left dry. In the course
of a few hours the surface soil had come
to just the right degree of moisture, ab-
sorbed from below, and remained in this

condition, drawing upon the surplus con-
tained by the moss until after the seeds
were well up. Since then I have used
this method regularly.

For those not familiar with the sowing
of seeds, the following condensed instruc-
tions are given : Get some soap or cracker

boxes, and saw them through lengthwise
into "flats" about three inches deep, cov-

ering the bottoms with boards of the same
material and making in these, if they are

tight, seven or eight half-inch holes.
Cover the bottoms with coarse screenings,
or any coarse material, that will furnish

drainage (or moss, as suggested above),
and then fill the boxes level full with
sifted soil, prepared of two parts of light
loam and one each of leaf mould and
coarse sand (if these ingredients are not

handy, any light garden soil will do
; don't

quit for want of exactly the right thing) ;

scatter the seed thinly and evenly, press
in with a small piece of board or block,
and cover very lightly just so the seed
cannot be seen. Give a thorough watering
with a very fine spray, or through a folded

piece of burlap, and place in a tempera-
ture of about fifty to sixty degrees for

cabbage, etc., or sixty to eighty for egg-
plant, tomatoes, cucumbers and other heat-

loving vegetables. If the boxes can be

placed on top of return pipes, a boiler, or
the back of a kitchen stove, so much the

better, only be sure to remove them the
moment the seeds break ground. Then
place them near the light, and give a care-

ful, thorough watering whenever the boxes
dry out not whenever you happen to
think about it.

What Now?
about that garden PLAN? Is

it done yet? If not, get after it at
once for upon that depends so largely
the real efficiency of your garden or the

beauty of your grounds, as the case may
be. If that plan isn't ready you are handi-
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capped right now, for how, without it, are

you going to know what seeds you need ?

and they should be ordered at once if

your list has not already been sent in.

Stick to the standards! Order novelties

by the packet only. Order from a reliable

mail-order house buy fresh seeds instead

of gayly lithographed envelopes at some

local store.

What to Plant Now

START
the first lot of cabbage, lettuce,

cauliflower, beets, kohl-rabi, and on-

ions (early sowing and transplanting to

the field makes more difference with them
than with any vegetable I know). Arti-

chokes are not so well known as they de-

serve
;
start a few now. Also celeriac and

early celery just a little. And while you
are at it, two or three boxes more will

hold a great number of flower seedlings.

Start your favorite hardy annuals
;
include

Phlox Drummondi, calliopsis and pansies.
Don't buy a dozen pansy plants in the

spring from the florist, which are in the

last stages of bloom, but start a hundred

nice, thrifty plants for yourself. They
grow like weeds when once transplanted,
and want very little heat.

About the Grounds

ARE your shrubs and fruit trees all

pruned? If not, finish them up
now before warmer weather calls you off

to other things. Remember that some
shrubs flower on the old wood

;
these

should not be cut until just after they get

through blossoming. The fruit trees

should be put in shape, and sprayed.

Walks, culverts, newly seeded or sodded

spots, and trees or shrubs set last fall

should be attended to. Plan now what
new shrubs and vines are wanted, and get
them in early. Don't loaf, for improve-
ments are possible on even the smallest

place.

Are You Buying Fruit?

FRUIT,
in proportion to its importance,

is more neglected than anything else

about the small place. I suppose one rea-

son is that the methods of fruit culture

are not so well nor widely known as those

of vegetables or flowers, and that the re-

turn for the expense and care involved is

not so immediate. But what a rich divi-

dend it is when declared ! It is worth

working and waiting for if anything in

gardening is. There is not much that the

ground yields us which gives greater

pleasure through the winter than the ap-

ple barrel to say nothing of peaches,

pears and plums in profusion in their sea-

son. These are better than you can buy,
because ripened on the trees, and stored

without shipping and bruising and cold

storage. Fruit culture, once understood,
is not difficult. Further, it is not expen-
sive a few dollars' worth of trees (which

can be purchased for from fifteen to fifty

cents each, according to sort and size),

will, after a few years, pay an annual re-

turn of more than one hundred per cent.

counting the pleasure as a by-product
not credited on the account.

Forsythia in Winter

THE trimming of forsythia has been
done at various times of the season,

fall, winter and spring, with no other defi-

nite purpose than to make it appear well-

groomed when summer comes. Half the

pleasure that might be had from it is de-

stroyed by not knowing other results that

may be had with but little or no trouble.

Practically every twig that is clipped from
the bush, if properly placed in a jar or

can of water and allowed to stand in the

cellar for two weeks, will bring out the

blossoms as rich and glorious as when
they appear on the shrubs in the early

spring.
There is absolutely no reason why

those who own forsythias should not have
a bouquet of these blossoms throughout
the winter months. Trim your bushes as

you want your bouquets, and you will find

that the shrub thrives as well under this

treatment as if it were completely trimmed
of its superfluous runners at any one time.

For several winters I have had con-

stantly in evidence a beautiful bouquet of

Clip a few branches from your forsythia
bush, and let them blossom indoors now

forsythia, dating from January first to the

time when the shrub itself begins to bloom.
Instead of trimming my bushes at one

time, I have simply taken as many sprigs
as 1 required to make up a bouquet to

meet the demand, putting fresh sprays in

the jar in the cellar, as the developed ones

were taken to decorate the living-rooms.
I'.. B. BUCK

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
How one home-owner solved the problem of securing an effective and unobtrusive place

for raising seedlings in the early spring. Unfortunately, not many houses have a roof

of this form, but perhaps there is some other place about your own home in which

you can build a garden under glass



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

Bookcases for a Song

AN ingenious neighbor, when building
her bungalow, had the carpenters

simply leave certain sections of the wall

in her living-room unlathed, and after the

room was plastered, strips of flat molding
Were nailed around these openings as a

frame. Then she inserted shelves
;
the re-

sult was the handiest kind of a bookcase.

The cases were made on inside walls on

either side of the homelike fireplace so the

house was not rendered any colder. When
filled with neatly arranged books they

gave the room a well furnished look at

no expense whatever, and there was no

heavy piece of furniture to move on

sweeping day.
A similar opening in the wall of the

bathroom makes a neat little medicine-

closet, a dainty white curtain screening
the bottles from view.

No space is taken from the room, and

they are exceedingly convenient.

L. McC.

Shallow Drawers for Linen

TT looked strange to see in the linen-

closet of a new house a row of draw-
ers not over three inches in depth. These

drawers, the owner explained, were ex-

pressly for the storing of fine table and

bed linen.

"Did you ever notice," she asked, "that

when a quantity of linen is placed in a

deep drawer some of it is sure to be crum-

pled in getting out desired articles, and

not infrequently must be sent to the laun-

dry again before being used ? Now, with

these shallow drawers, only two or three

articles are placed in each one, and all

are kept in perfect condition."

A slip of paper was pasted on each

drawer designating its contents, so that no
confusion arose from the increased num-
bers. ALICE M. ASHTON

To Prevent Rust

FTEN tools and metal work will rust

though not exposed to the weather.

Camphor gum seems to have the property
of preventing rust, and oils of different

kinds will protect metal. The best com-
bination for preventing rust is made of

tallow four parts, graphite two parts and

camphor gum one part. The metal should

be thoroughly cleaned and wiped dry,
then the paste applied and allowed to re-

main twenty-four hours. It may then be

wiped perfectly dry, and kept in constant

use for months without fear of tarnish

or rust. The mixture in some way pene-
trates the metal and prevents oxidation

even under circumstances generally con-

ducive to it. H. F. G.

Mending Holes in Wire Screens To DriveWorms from Potted Ferns

A HOLE in an expensive wire screen
**

is an annoyance and somewhat

costly to fix if the screen be of copper.
But holes can be quickly repaired at home
with little expense and without leaving

any disfiguring marks. To do it, get a

piece of wire gauze like that of which

the screen is made. The piece should be

a little larger than the hole. Then take

off the wires around the edge of the patch
until it appears surrounded by teeth one-

eighth inch long. Bend all these project-

ing wires upward so as to be at right an-

gles to the body of the gauze as in the cut.

The outside wires should be stripped. off, as

in the first drawing, leaving even projec-
tions around the edge; then bend these up
in the manner shown

Now put the patch over the tear, allowing
the turned-up wires to go through the

screen. Press flush to the surface and

bend the projecting points of wire toward
the centre. A patch put on in this way
is perfectly secure; the work is done in

a minute, and is not noticeable.

W. E. P.

Rope Rails

T N a great many houses there is a stair-
* case so narrow or so steep that there

is no room to put in a hand-rail, or if

there is one, its slope makes it of little

service. A rope rail is* not only the safest

for these situations, but the most easily
used

;
besides it takes up less room- than

any other kind. The hand has a better

grip upon it and can slide, unobstructed

by posts, along the entire length. The
three-fourths or seven-

eighths-inch, four-strand

"bolt. -
rope," spliced

through heavy screw-

eyes makes the best kind

of a rail. Any
heavy rope will

answer, but it is

preferable to have
it smooth and soft

and above all, y-
curely fastened
and tight enough
to prevent much
"give."

W. E. P.

The illustration shows
a rope rail with an

eye splice. If this

cannot be made, run
the rope through
the screw eye, and
tie enough large and
tight knots to pre-
vent pulling through

MANY ferns refuse to grow, however
well watered, because earth-worms

infest the soil. If the plant can conveni-

ently be re-potted, wash the roots clean by
holding them under a hydrant, and then

place in earth which has been baked in

the oven to kill all the tiny grubs.
But if this cannot well be done at the

time, simply stick a number of matches
head-first into the dirt. The sulphur kills

all life in it and the plant revives ac-

cordingly. Often worms will be found
in the saucer, driven out by the sulphur.

L. McC.

For Stains in Marble

1V/T ARBLE statuary, garden ornaments
-A-'-'- of marble and other similar articles

lose much of their beauty by their readi-

ness to stain. Most of the ordinary spots
can be removed by mixing a strong solu-

tion of potash with whiting and painting
the mixture over the marble. Allow it to

remain long enough to work into the sur-

face, then wash it off. Iron stains must be

rendered soluble by applying salts of lemon
to them. For smoke stains it is often nec-

essary to lay the marble face downward in

damp sand, leaving just the top uncovered.

The moisture of the sand then gradually
penetrates the marble, driving impurities
before it. The most persistent stain is

sometimes taken out by the application of

a paste of raw potato. H. P.

Protecting Steam Pipes

PEOPLE usually realize that all the
-*

pipes in a hot water heating system
must be protected from freezing, because

they are always filled with water, but they

frequently forget that any pipes in the cel-

lar of a house heated by a steam furnace
are also filled with water up to the level of
the water in the boiler. Of course upstairs
there is never any water standing in the

pipes in a steam system, and this makes
them think there is no danger anywhere.
I have seen part of the piping placed in a

cold-room. There is danger also in cold

parts of the cellar for the piping on cold

winter nights when the fire in the heater
is low. See to it that such exposed pipes
are protected. C. K. F.

A Bathroom Precaution

TN laying a new floor in our bathroom,A the carpenter fastened down two of
the boards with screws in place of nails.

This, he explained, often saved a great deal

of work in case any repairs had to be made
in the plumbing. These boards can be
lifted without injury to the floor and reset

without any trouble. A. M. A.

(no)
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The surprise of the Automobile season is this 5-passenger,

four-door Touring Car. Equipped also, if desired, with two-door

body. Wheelbase 112 inches. Cylinders 4 x 4^i. Splitdorf

Magneto. Stromberg carburetor. Tires 32x3). Price, two-door body, including

robe-rail, generator, 5 lamps, horn, jack, tools and tire repair outfit (f. o. b. Dayton)

$1275. We will furnish this model with a four-door body, equipped with Bosch mag-

neto, 33x4 tires, Prest-O-Lite tank, and nickel-plated trimmings, together with full

Pantasote top and top boot, when ordered exactly as here listed, for $1475. You are

thus getting extra equip-

ment which when listed

separately makes a total of

about $267, for only $200 in

addition to the price of the

car. This illustration below

shows the driver WALK-
ING beside his car while it

*'high" gear,is running on

and throttled down close.

For complete catalogue write to

The Dayton Motor Gar Go

Dayton, Ohio

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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toes which he objected to as he did bean

poles too much crowding and consequent

shutting out of air and light.

The public at once heartily endorsed

the new idea of caring for tomatoes and a

few rushed off and built racks on the

same plan for their tomatoes. The Cap-
tain and the Early Bean Man had their

poles out, however, and were reluctant to

acknowledge the superiority of the new

plan. It was found that each tomato table

cost six cents for material and the bean

racks about a like sum. It was conceded

that by storing them under shelter in win-

ter they would last five years, making the

cost for each year but little more than one

cent each cheaper than poles, and when
once made always ready.

The Newcomer pruned severely, start-

ing the vines over the tops of the tables

with a single stem for each plant. The
suckers were carefully kept off.

Early summer was a continuous war-

fare with weeds started by the excessive

rainfall from the seed brought in with the

manure or from other sources. Morning-

glory seeds, a great garden pest, are said

to lie dormant in the ground for seven

years and then spring up with great vigor

at the first opportunity. Gympson weed

seeds that plant now happily almost

eradicated by the despised potato beetle,

is said to survive in the ground even

longer than that.

Early in June the Early Bean Man met

with a discouraging rebuff. Three suc-

cessive boiling hot days, following a week
of rain and cloudy weather, blighted his

potatoes so badly that they died within a

week. About that time, too, he discov-

ered that he had planted the wrong kind

of cabbages. He promptly pulled out

what he had planted and put in a more
desirable variety. This was enough to

make a less determined man throw up the

sponge, but he went bravely on making
the best he could of the situation.

The Newcomer, too, had his troubles.

On June I3th, unlucky day, when the con-

test was in full swing he fell from a cherry
tree and fractured his left shoulder in two

places. It then looked as if he would have

to pull out of the contest and let the Cap-
tain come under the wire an easy winner ;

but the Newcomer was not made of that

sort of stuff. It usually requires three

months to heal a break of that character,

one of the most difficult known to the med-
ical profession to hold in position. Three

days after the accident, however, the New-
comer was out, with his elbow bound

firmly to his side and enough adhesive

plaster criss-crossing his crippled shoulder

to hold a kicking mule. He could not

bend forward, but found a way to get at

the weeds. Seated on a low, backless

chair, he pulled weeds as far as he could

reach and then hunched his chair along
to a new spot. With the help of a light

hoe. which he could handle with one hand,
and a trowel, he kept at the fight every day.
At first the public was inclined to pity him,
but soon changed that to applause. They
said that a man who had the grit to con-

:

.

A Tempting
^ ^

Dessert Delicacy
to serve in place of pies or pastry, and at

luncheons or afternoon teas.

Nabisco Sugar Wafers make instant

appeal to everybody.

They have a charm wholly their own,

and are exquisitely superior to any other

confection delicacy ever produced.

In ten cent tins

Also in twenty-five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS NABisco-like

goodness enclosed in a shell of rich chocolate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

I
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When Choosing a Mantel .3

First, use the greatest care to select a truly artistic design. Avoid
the bizarre and "ginger-bread work" styles. Second, be sure the

mantel is substantial and safe as well as artistic that it is built

for long and hard use, not merely for ornament.

P. & B. Brick Mantels
are adapted from the best Continental and entirely of brick, cannot become dented,

English brickwork, and are noted for their scorched or blistered like wood. Absolutely

beauty and simplicity. The bricks themselves safe, for there is nothing to become over-

are unique. The ornamental patterns care- heated and endanger the surrounding

fully moulded from master casts made by a walls. Can be installed by any mason,

leading architect have all the depth and If you want the best mantel, at a

character of hand carving. reasonable price, send for our Sketch

x A P. & B. mantel will last a lifetime. Made Book today.

**\ THE PHILADELPHIA & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO.
Ilopt. 40 IOJ HHk St., Bwton, Ma-.-. N York S>le Offlrr: 1 12 W. 42d Sn ,-..

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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FLINTSFINE FURNITURE
So Perfect and So Peer/ess

Spring and Summer Styles
How well the summer home is furnished is a matter of wise selection

rather than expense.

Our advance exhibit of Spring and Summer Styles gives time for

careful study of individual requirements in order that artistic results may be
had at the lowest cost.

Early inspection and consultation with our experts (involving no

obligation) assures

Economy and Satisfaction

DURING THIS MONTH : MATERIAL REDUCTIONS ON
DISCONTINUED DESIGNS AND INCOMPLETE SUITES.
EVERY PIECE GUARANTEED BY THE FLINT TRADE
MARK.

GEO. C. FLINT Co.
\43-47WEST 23^Sx. 24-28WEST 24* ST.

IMANUIW.!

INTERING
I

IT IS THE BEST FLOOR MADE
FOR CHURCHES. SCHOOLS, BANKS. PUBLIC BUILDINGS. ,

THEATRES AND PRIVATE RESIDENCES. BEING SANITARY
NON-SLIPPERY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE TO THE TREAD.

BEAUTIFUL IN COLORS AND DESIGNS AND DURABLE.

ewYork, . T.. 91-93 Ch.mb.n Strut
Chicago, III., ISO Like Streil

Philadelphia, Pi., 118-120 North 8th Street

tan Francisco, Calif. 129-131 First Street

Plttsburg, Pa., 933-935 Liberty Aenue

St. Louis, Mo., 218-220 Chestnut Street

Portland, Ore., 40 First Street

Boston, Mass., 232 Summer Street

Indianapolis, Ind., 207-209 South Meridian Street

London, England, 13-15 Southampton Row
Spokane, Wash., 163 South Lincoln Street

tinue the contest against such great odds
deserved to win.

In two weeks the Newcomer had the

elbow of the crippled arm cut loose and
was on his feet at work again, using the

left hand simply as a guide for the hoe
handle.

From then on to the end the race was
swift and of rapid action. Gradually the

Sunday inspecting parties drew toward the

side of the Newcomer, but until early in

September the race was nip-and-tuck be-

tween him and the Captain. It seemed a

foregone conclusion at that time that the

Newcomer would win. This became more
evident on the last leg of the race, as an

unexpected spurt on his part at last put
him safely ahead. In the latitude where
the contest took place a killing frost may
be expected about the middle of Septem-
ber, followed by several weeks of delight-
ful weather. At the first frost the garden
season ends. Not so, however, with the

Newcomer. He had saved all his corn
fodder from his roasting-ear patch and,
at the first hint of frost, made thin shocks
of this fodder about each tomato table and
constructed a roof of the same material

over his bean racks. The result was that

his tomatoes and beans went on undis-

turbed until freezing weather, weeks after

the other gardens in town were shriveled

and dry.
On one side of his garden he succeeded

in growing four crops that season pota-
toes, corn, turnips and rye this last as a

winter pasture for his poultry. The sand

experiment for sweet potatoes was also a

glowing success
; great yellow fellows the

size of smoked bologna sausages rolled out
when he uncovered them.

On day the Captain and the Early Bean
Man leaned over the fence and talked to

the Newcomer as he cleared away the dead
vines and other rubbish.

"We have come over to render a deci-

sion in the contest," said the Captain,
soberly.

"I thought that was in the hands of
the general public," replied the New-
comer, looking up from his work.

"Well, that may be true, but we've de-
cided that ourselves," looking at the Early
Bean Man, who nodded in the affirmative.

"What is it?" asked the Newcomer.
"You win," said the Captain with a

chuckling laugh, at the same time extend-

ing his hand across the fence and heartily
shaking the winner's hand. "Your tables
and racks beat our poles. We give in."

What Can be Done With the

Radiator

(Continued from page 101)
with three narrow shelves. It not only
provides an excellent place for keeping
things warm, but the lower shelves hold
the coffee-percolator, tea-kettle, some cups
and saucers and other articles not injured

by the heat, and the background of steam
pipes is hardly noticeable.

The radiator made especially for din-

in writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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ing-rooms, with a warming closet that oc-

cupies most of the upper part is a decided-

convenience, even if it is not ornamental.

It has double doors and two shelves which
can be removed when extra space is

needed. A radiator of this type must of

necessity be large in order to provide room
for the space used by the warming closet,

and of three column thickness, to give the

required depth, for the closet must be spa-
cious enough to hold large dishes if it is to

be at all useful.

For the butler's pantry there is a device

that serves the double purpose of radiator

and plate warmer, in the shape of two or

three sections of pipes placed horizontally
on supports about eighteen inches apart,

forming a succession of shelves.

The gas-steam radiator is still another

invention that is convenient, but not pretty.
It is a steam radiator with a small boiler

attached, for which gas is the fuel used,
and in appearance it is like any ordinary
radiator with the exception of a perforated
metal stand in which it is placed. A gas
burner beneath the small boiler generates
the steam, and heat is given out as from the

regulation radiator. On account of the

quickness with which it can be put into

working order it is particularly useful as

a supplementary heater in the spring and
fall when the regular plant is not in com-
mission.

How the Birds Benefit Garden

and Orchard

(Continued from page 93)
we have due respect to their natural wild-

ness, and place such homes in their favor-

ite retreats, a little apart from houses and
barns.

Another good way to attract birds is

by putting out watering troughs for them
in warm weather. A few will come to

bathe, and nearly all will come to drink;
and if open water in the vicinity is scarce

one may thus attract to his premises nearly
all the birds in the neighborhood. Need-
less to say, they will gather many insects

as they come and go.
In an open garden it is a good plan

for one to set a few posts. Upon these the

birds will perch for the purpose of ob-

serving insects kingbirds to watch for

passing flies; bluejays to spy out grass-

hoppers and beetles
;
bluebirds to look for

caterpillars; red-headed woodpeckers to

watch for insects both on the ground and
in the air.

In the winter a few food boxes will

keep a number of birds about the prem-
ises. The ones that come to my boxes in

the Missouri Valley are chickadees, white-

breasted nuthatches, downy and hairy

woodpeckers, bluejays, and occasionally a

brown creeper. All of these will eat both

suet and nuts. I do not chop up the suet,

but leave it in chunks; nor do I pick the

meats out of the nuts, but simply break
them and throw in, shucks and all. Thus
I leave the birds to do their own work, and
it is intensely interesting to see them do it.

Ml A Good Time to Paint
Much painting should be done this spring, whether
linseed oil be slightly lower or slightly higher ; for
with the 1910 flax crop short it seems unreasonable
to expect a return to the oil prices of a few years ago.

The thing to remember is that, though high, paint
materials are not nearly so expensive as the repairing of a

_
neglected house. Even oil at $1.00 or $1.25 makes the paint-

ing of the average house cost only $4 or $5 more than it used
to cost. That isn't enough more to justify letting a $10,000

house, or even a $2,000 house, go to ruin. Paint it this sprino-.
It will cost you less than later.

And use "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead and genuine linseed oil. People
are tempted sometimes, when standard materials are high, to employ something
inferior. A great mistake, because not true economy.

Moreover, the first cost of genuine "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead paint
is not so great as you may have been led to believe. It may surprise you
if you do a little figuring for yourself. Get from your local dealer prices
on the following ingredients:

12 1A Ibs. "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead J..

!i gallon Pure linseed oil ....
1

'

gallon Turpentine ---.-.
% pint Turpentine drier -----

This makes 1 gallon Genuine old-fashioned paint

Compare this with the cost of any other paint you would think of

using. You'll find the best is also the cheapest.

OUR FREE PAINTING HELPS
We try to be of service to those about to paint. We will send you, if asked,

color schemes, miscellaneous painting directions, and name of "Blue List"
Painters in your community, men who use our "Dutch Boy Painter" white
lead. Ask for "Helps No. 191" That will include everything.

TO PAINTERS: If you are a skilled white-leader and use
"Dutch Boy Painter" white lead, send us your name for our
"Painters' Blue List." Write us for Blue List Circular No.191.
It gives particulars.

National Lead Company
An Office in each of the folio-wins cities:

New York Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Chicago
Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia
National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh

[Gregory's Honest|
FLOWER SEED OFFER

We will send you these ten packages of Gregory's Honest
Flower Seeds, postpaid, for 25 cents in coin.

90 Gents worth for 25 cents
pkg. Alter, Gregory'* Specia 1 Fancy Mixture, . . 10c.

pkg. Pansy, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture, . . 15c.

pkg. Coreopsis, Gregory'* Special Fancy Mixture, . 05o.

pkg. Poppy, Gregory'* Fancy Double Mixed Annuals, lOc.

pkg. Mignonette, Gregory's Large Flowering, very rich, He.
pkg. Bachelor Button, Gregory's Finest Mixture, . lOc.

pkg. Petunia, Gregory's Finest Hybrid Mixture, . . 15c.

pkg. Candytuft, Gregory's Finest Mixed, . . . 05c.

pkg. Nasturtium, Dwarf, Finest Mixed, .... *5c.

pkg. Sweet Peas, Extra Choice Mixed 05c.

10 packages sent for 25c in coin. Our
new 1911 Catalogue, more profusely
illustrated than ever. Is just out. A
copy to you for the asking.

J. J. H. GREGORY A SON,
89 Elm St.. Marblohead, Mas*.

Landscape Gardening
A course for Homemakers and Gar-

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prut.

Batchelor, of Cornell University.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice arc ia de-

mand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Gardw-

ing is indispensable to thoae who
would have the pleasant*** IOBM*.

2SO * Catalogue />*. Write to-day.

TIE flOMI CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
.S AD.pt. 226, Springfield, Mas*.

Pr.1. Oral*.

In writing to advertisers pleat* mention Houu AND GAIDIX.
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_ Made in our own works (est. 1865) and sold

direct from factory to home. Our modern meth-
ods of selling direct to you enable us to offer our

product at a large saving in cost to the purchaser.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENT: We offer this beautiful

HALL CLOCK, like illustration, for $32, less 10% cash with
order, or $28.80 ; and as a special proposition, we will put
your monogram, tastefully designed, on dial of clock,
WITHOUT CHARGE. This clock is a thoroughly reliable timepiece
and fully warranted and guaranteed to keep perfect lime for ten years.
SHIPPED ON APPROVAL, FREIGHT PREPAID. Satisfaction

guaranteed or return at ourexpense and money cheerfully refunded. The
cabinet work is splendid workmanship, a most attractive ornament, adds
a charm to the hall or room. The movement is of our standard construc-
tion, being made by skilled mechanics, of selected material, and techni-

cally correct in all respects. Kindly give the name of two business
houses 01 banks as reference, if credit is desired. Sendfor Catalogue.

Ithaca Calendar ClocK Co., 199 Dey St., Ithaca, N. Y.
1-1... 7 . II .. ,. ,- ..

Si/.e: Height,
7J6 ft., weight,
150 ibs. Orna-
ments: Top or-

naments brass

polished and
acquered. Both

rs French crys-
. Dial

inches square,
black Arabic fig-

ures. Movement:
Eight day. Visible

pendulum. Strikes

hours and half-

hours on soft-

toned Kong. Guar-
anteed to keep
perfect time.
State if oak or ma-
hoganized cherry
is wanted. We
refer to any com-
mercial agency.

Make your home grounds a perfect picture.
The Wagner Book, "Plants and Plans for Beautiful Surroundings" will show

you tow. \Vrite for it today. It is free.

Hardy Plants, roses, shrubs,
trees and how to create beautiful effects
with them fully described and with ad-
mirable clearness in this new 1911 Guide
now ready. Wagner Plants and Plans
are invaluable to you whether your prob-

lem is a tiny suburban lot, a vast country
place, or

'

'just an old-fashioned garden.
' '

Wagner Landscape Service, helping you
to secure the best effect in the space, is

open to you. Fully described in the
free book. Write today.

Boi 589 SIDNEY. OHIO
WAGNER PARK NURSERIES

Florists - Nurserymen - Landscape Gardeners

I am never satisfied until I have

brought these birds to my window, where
I can note their every action

;
but it is

frequently necessary first to place the food

box near some tree, and then gradually
move it until it stands where it is under

my eye as I work in my study. My box
is placed upon a stake five feet high,
which is made with a base so that I can
move it as I desire.

If one's home be on the outskirts of

town, and near timber, a little grain will

bring tree sparrows and
j uncos, but

neither of these birds remain with us dur-

ing the summer, so that feeding them is a

matter, not so much of profit to the gar-
den, as of personal pleasure, and this

pleasure is apt to be marred by the trouble-

some English sparrows.
It is with birds as with people those

who would have friends must show them-
selves friendly. There are no better

friends of orchard and garden than birds.

The secret of bringing them to our help is

to love them, and to provide for their

needs.

Designing the Living-room by
Itself

(Continued from page 88)

kitchen, one ring for a maid t\vo rings
for tea, or as the housewife may arrange.

The cost of the furniture used in this

room, covered in cotton, made from the

architect's drawings, would be as follows :

i8th century sofa, rolled ends, $90 ; and
it requires 3 1/6 yards of 5O-inch goods
to cover it. Low-boy with drawers, $90
size 2 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. Tip-top tea

table, 38 in. in diameter, $60. Martha

Washington wing chair, $54, in cotton ;

requires 5 yards of 5o-inch goods to cover.

Martha Washington armchair, $40, in cot-

ton ; requires 2 yards of 5o-inch goods to

cover. The crown ladder-back side chairs

would cost about $35 each in cotton, and
the armchair to match, $40.

The beamed ceiling, door and window
casings, mantel and wainscot in the room
would cost about $450. If the wainscot
were omitted about $75 would be saved
the mantel and marble facing cost about

$100 separately.

(gr^SE Grow Your Own Fruit

(Continued from page 91)

Margaret : Oblong, greenish, yellow to

dull red.

Clapp Favorite: Very large, yellow
pear. A great bearer and good keeper
where the children can't get at it.

Howell : A little later than the fore-

going; large, bright yellow, strong-grow-
ing tree and big bearer.

Duchesse d'Angouleme: Large green-
ish yellow, sometimes reaching huge size ;

will average better than three-quarters of
a pound. The quality, despite its size, is

splendid.
Seckel : Small in size, but renowned

for exquisite flavor being probably the
most universally admired of all.

In writing to adi-crtisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Beurre Superfin : October, medium
size, excellent quality.

Bartlett: The best known of all pears,
and a universal favorite. Succeeds in

nearly all sections.

Anjou : One of the best keepers, and

very productive. One of the best in flavor,

rich and vinous.

For trees of the standard type the fol-

lowing are worthy of note :

Congress (Souvenir du C.) : A very

large summer sort. Handsome.
Belle Lucrative : September to Octo-

ber.

Winter Nelis : Medium size, but of ex-

cellent quality and the longest keeper.
Kieffer: Very popular for its pro-

ductiveness, strength of growth and ex-

ceptional quality for canning and preserv-

ing. Large fruit, if kept thinned. Should
have a place in every home garden.

Josephine de Malines : Xot a great

yielder but of the very highest quality,

being of the finest texture and tempting
aroma.

PEACHES
Success with peaches also will depend

largely upon getting varieties adapted to

climate. The white-fleshed type is the

hardiest, and best for eating ;
and the free-

stones are for most purposes, especially in

the home garden, more desirable than the

"clings."
Greensboro is the best early variety.

Crawford is a universal favorite and goes
well over a wide range of soil and climate.

Champion is one of the best quality

peaches and exceptionally hardy. Elber-

ta, Ray, and Hague are other excellent

sorts. Mayflower is the earliest sort yet
introduced.

PLUMS
The available plums are of three

classes the natives, Europeans and

Japans ;
the natives are the longest-lived,

hardier in tree and blossom, and heavier

bearers.

The best early is Milton ; brilliant red,

yellow and juicy flesh. Wildgoose and
\yhitaker are good seconds. Mrs. Cleve-

land is a later and larger sort, of finer

quality. Three late-ripening plums of the

finest quality, but not such prolific yielders,
are Wayland, Benson and Reed, and where
there is room for only a few trees, these

will be best. They will need one tree of

Newman or Prairie Flower with them to

assure "setting"' of the fruit. Of the

Europeans, use Reine Claude (the best),
Bradshaw or Shropshire. Damson is also

good. The Japanese varieties should go
on high ground and be thinned, especially

during their first years. My first experi-
ence with Japanese plums convinced me
that I had solved the plum problem ; they
bore loads of fruit, and were free from
disease. That was five years ago. Last

spring the last one was cut and burned.

Had they been planted at the top of a small

hill, instead of at the bottom, as they were,
and restricted in their bearing, I know
from later experience that they would still

be producing fruit. The most satisfactory
varieties of the Japanese type are Abun-

Telephone Etiquette
Co-operation is the keynote

of telephone success.

For good service there must

be perfect co-operation be-

tween the party calling, the

party called, and the trained

operator who connects these

two.

Suggestions for the use of

the telephone may be found in

the directory and are worthy

of study, but the principles of

telephone etiquette are found

in everyday life.

One who is courteous face

to face should also be courteous

when he bridges distance by
means of the telephone wire.

He will not knock at the

telephone door and run away,
but will hold himself in readi-

ness to speak as soon as the

door is opened.

The 100,000 employees of

the Bell system and the

25,000,000 telephone users

constitute the great telephone

democracy.

The success of the telephone

democracy depends upon the

ability and willingness of each

individual to do his part.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal ^Service

ASPARAGUS
My stock of choice roots for 1911 is very
large and extra fine. Six varieties of healthy,
thrifty one and two year-old roots. Special
prices on large orders. Complete cultural

directions with each shipment.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET
Best of the Hedpe Plants an ideal hedge for lawn purposes,^A
quick grower. No thorns. Easily trained. California Privetlis

generally known and universally popular. Particularly suitable
for private grounds. Perfectly hardy and almost evergreen. Large
stock. Prompt shipments. Order early.

Write today for Free Catalog of Trees, Strawberry Plants,
V'nes, Garden Tools, etc. .Spray Pumps and Spraying Calendar.

FLEMING'S WELSH QUARRIES AND ROMAN BRINDLED TILE
For Interior Floors Vestibules, Porches, Terraces. They harmonize with every color scheme and are permanent,

durable and easily cleaned.

FLEMING'S ADAMANTINE CLINKER BRICK
For Stable Floors, Approaches, Areas under Porte Cocheres, and laid in designs around Sun Dial pedestals are most

attractive. All information on affliction

HOWARD FLEMING
{ ^^A C^ir\m }

253 Broadway, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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TILES

BATH
ROOM

A clean looking bathroom

THE reason why tiles are more used in bathrooms
than anywhere else in the American home is

because they not only are clean, but look clean. Both

are important.
It is almost impossible to have a perfectly satis-

factory bathroom without tile. If you think so, before

you build, send for the book, "Tile for the Bathroom."
If you are building, you will be interested also in

these three books :

"Tiles for Fireplaces"

"Tiles for the Kitchen and Laundry"
"Tiles on the Porch Floor"

The Associated Tile Manufacturers

Room 2, Reeves Bldg , Beaver Falls, Pa.

A first-class lawn mower should be

self-sharpening, light running and
wear for many years without repairs
or re-grinding;

"PENNSYLVANIA"
Quality Lawn Mowers
have all these good points.

In "Pennsylvania" Quality Mowers alone
do you have all blades made of crucible tool

steel, hardened and tempered in oil.
This explains why they are actually self-sharpen- I

ing why they are always in A-l cutting condition.
Crucible oil -tempered steel is used exclusive- ^J

ly in making all first-class cutting instruments.
It must be used exclusively in your Lawn Mower
if it is to do the best possible work. Over 30
years' experience in building Quality Lawn
Mowers is back of all "Pennsylvanias."
Ask your hardware dealer or seedsman

they know.
"The Lawn Its Making and Care," a

text book written by a prominent authority,
will prove mot helpful to all interested in
lawn* and shrubbery. Mailed free on request.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE COMPANY
P. O. BOX 1582 PHILADELPHIA

LA> M<

dance and Red June. Burbank is also

highly recommended.
CHERRIES

Cherries have one advantage over the

other fruits they give quicker returns.

But, as far as my experience goes, they are

not as long-lived. The "sour" type is

hardier, at least north of New Jersey,
than the "sweet." It will probably pay to

try a few of the new and highly recom-
mended varieties. Of the established

sorts Early Richmond is a good early, to

be followed by Montmorency and English
Morello.

Windsor is a good sweet cherry, also

Black Tartarian, Sox, Wood and Yellow

Spanish.
All the varieties mentioned above are

proved sorts. But the lists are being added
to constantly, and where there is a "nov-

elty" strongly recommended by a reliable

nurseryman it will often pay to try it out
on a very small scale at first.

The Best Use of Brickwork

(Continued from page 87)

ports, was in a measure accidental and due
to immediate exposure to a too fierce fir-

ing that melted the sand particles in which
this particular sort of brick abounds.

The double-stretcher Flemish bond
which, as its name denotes, consists of
two stretchers together, followed by a

single header in all courses, the headers

being laid above the joints between the
two stretchers in the course next below.
It is coming more and more into vogue in

America and has been used in some of
our largest buildings with signal success.
For the vertical joints between the con-

tiguous stretchers, mortar colored to ex-

actly match the bricks is often used, thus

making a blind joint and giving the effect

of one double-length stretcher. The use
of double-stretcher Flemish bond sets a

big, broad scale and can be employed to

advantage in large wall surfaces, particu-
larly where it is desired to take off some-
what from the appearance of height as
the strongly marked horizontal lines have
that effect. This feature can be further

emphasized by slightly increasing the
thickness of the horizontal mortar joints.

English bond and Dutch cross bond,
like both the single-stretcher and double-
stretcher Flemish bond, are replete with
artistic feeling and deserve to be far more
widely known and used than they now are
in America. Not only are they essentially
artistic, but they are strong and honest in

structure. Both English bond and Dutch
cross bond have alternate courses, the one
wholly of stretchers and the next wholly
of headers, but in the English bond the
stretchers of all the courses come directly
above each other, while, in the Dutch
cross bond, the stretchers of the first and
fifth courses break joints with the
stretchers of the third and seventh courses

respectively^ and thus throughout, giving
a half-invisible, diagonally diapered ap-
pearance if the mortar joints and the hue
of the bricks be judiciously arranged. If

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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one chooses to put it so, running bond

might be termed a degenerate form of

Dutch cross bond with all the headers

left out. Take out the alternate courses

of headers and bring the courses of

stretchers together and you have running
bond. One is tempted to remark that this

is only an example of its being but a step
from the sublime to the ridiculous.

The bonds hitherto mentioned are the

most usual kinds, although there are

others and one also meets with special

adaptations of recognized types, but it is

quite sufficient for general purposes to re-

member the five enumerated. In fact.

many people, who are supposed to have
some knowledge of such matters, have dif-

ficulty in keeping the differences clear.

Before leaving the subject, attention

should be directed to two examples of

walls built entirely of headers. In the

Bryce house in Annapolis the vertical

joints are broken and the effect is some-
what similar to the grains in an ear of

Country Gentleman corn
;
in the Colony

Club in New York, the vertical joints are

unbroken and the effect is rather startling.

One eminent architectural critic branded it

as ''immoral brickwork." Of course, it

would be impossible for it to hold together
were it not for the Portland cement in our

modern mortar.

What the Period Styles Really
Are

(Continued from page 84)

used in libraries and dining-rooms with

most effective and dignified results.

The best period of the style of Louis

XV is very beautiful and is delightfully
suited to ball-rooms, small reception-

rooms, boudoirs, and some bedrooms. In

regard to these last one must use discre-

tion, for one would not expect one's aged

grandmother to take real comfort in one.

Nor does this style appeal to one for use

in a library, as its gayety and curves

would not harmonize with the necessarily

straight lines of the bookcases and rows

of books. Any one of the other styles

may be chosen for a library.
The English developed the dining-room

in our modern sense of the word, while

the French used small ante-chambers, or

rooms that were used for other purposes
between meals, and I suppose this is

partly the reason we so often turn to an

English ideal for one. There are many
beautiful dining-rooms done in the styles

of Louis XV and XVI, but they seem

more like gala rooms and are usually dis-

tinctly formal in treatment. Georgian fur-

niture, or as we so often say, Colonial, is

especially well suited to our American life,

as one can have a very simple room or one

carried out in the most delightful detail.

In either case the true feeling must be

kept and no startling anachronisms should

be allowed : radiators, for instance, should

be hidden in window-seats. This same

style may be used for any room in the

house, and there are beautiful reproduc-

tions of Chippendale, Adam, Hepplewhite,

COLONIAL
BChesterDesign

GERMAN GOTHIC

Cologne Design

"T is the Front Door Knob and

the Ornamental Plate which

goes with it that make the

I first impression on your guest.

Indeed the hardware of your
house is the only part of it that

he touches as well as looks at.

Be fair to your new home.

Say YALE Hardware to your
architect.

There are more patterns of Yale Hardware for every school or period of

decoration, than any other maker has thought worth while.

Yale Quality means that in construction as in

design Yale Hardware is a little better than it has to

be, a great deal better than is usual.

Vale Hardware is made in many grades, each the best

there is at its price.

Any hardware dealer can supply Yale Products.

Most good hardware dealers do.

Let us send you a beautifully printed book, containing illustrations of

fine old rooms and buildings in the principal schools and periods of decora-

tion, with Hardware designed in harmony. Free, of course.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Go.
Makers of Yale Products o. Murray Street

'
'

LOUIS XH
Lorraine Design I!

Locks, Padlocks, Builders'Hardware,
Door Checks and Chain Hoists

Chicago Boston Washington San Francisco London Hamburg

/I

ELIZABETHAN
HarrowDesi^n I

p^ i

YALE t&h***i^Er ^r.^a

THOSE VELVETY LAW1VS
which everyone admires, with their smooth, level surface, full even growth and freedom from weeds show the

intelligent use of DUNHAM ROLLERS (Patented)

Those tufts heaved up by the frost must be rolled flat and the roots forced back to the soil or the

grass will die. Dunham rollers are so easy to handle that a child can keep the lawn in perfect

condition. Sectional construction permits Dunham rollers to be turned on their axis without

injuring the turf. Send for our book "The Proper Care of Lawns" which explains

many things about lawn making and keeping with which you may not be familiar.

Fret an Request. Write today.

The Dunham Company, 734-762 Fir.t Ave., Berea, Ohio
Largest Manufacturers in the World of Land Rollers, Soil

Pulverizers and Packers for all purposes.

Eastern Office, The Dunham Co., Dept. E, 6 Albany St., N. Y. City

7n writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AMD GARDEN.
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When You Conclude
To Build Your Greenhouse
bear in mind that the height of bloom perfection in flowers, and that natural deliciousness and
delicacy of flavor in fruits can only be obtained in a greenhouse that, because of its extreme

lightness, approaches the nearest to actual outdoor conditions. This the lU-Bar greenhouse
does. It is absolutely different from any 'other greenhouse construction. The cost of main-
tenance of the U-Bar greenhouse is surprisingly low. It is by far the best greenhouse built.

Send for the catalog, or tend for us.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS

U-BAR CO.

1 MADISONAVE.NEWYORK

WATER UNDER PRESSURE
in the country home and an abundance of it is assured by the

CORCORAN TANK TOWER
which provides the most certain of all systems of water supply. Its capacity is
sufficient to deliver water under pressure for the entire estate, including house
stable, garden and for fire protection.

Our tanks are built

Corcoran Tanks are built to withstand the elements and are guaranteed
ater-tight and frost-proof. We also build windmills.
Our forty years of tank and tower building is your guarantee
Send for our Tank, Tower and Windmill Book.

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 17 John Street, New York

Have fresh

cauliflower
Try it for

lettuce

for Hot-beds
and Cold-frames

Treat your plants right ! Use Sunlight Double Glass Sash
Sunlight Double Gass Sash never needs covering

It eliminates all the sretting out in the cold, wet
and snow to handle heavy boards and soggy mats.

The double layer of glass does it

Between the two layersis a layerof dry still air
/s inch thick a perfect non-conductor of heat

or cold. The beds are never covered and plants
t all the light from sun-up to sun-down grow

faster and sturdier for this reason.
Glass is held in place without putty.

Can't work loose. Easily replaced.

What you can have ahead of time
Cabba are, cauliflower, beets, tomatoes, peppers

and sweet potatoes toset out early in their season
"Vl&mf'Z to eat when such things are luxuries.
AGENTS WANTED. Write for proposition.

Send for these two books
One laour free catalog containing freight pre-

paid and guaranteed delivery proposition Tbe
other is a book on hot-beds and cold-frames by

!t. It|

A
-SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO., Inc.

I tomato

plant*

Prof. MasBey an authority on the subject,
tells how to make and care for the beds: what!
and when to plant. 4c in stamps brings both.

944 E. Broadway,,
LOUISVILLE, KY'|

You nee

these boohs

and Sheraton furniture that are appro-
priate for any need.

In choosing new "old" furniture, do not

buy any that has a bright and hideous fin-

ish. The great cabinetmakers and their

followers used wax, or oil, and rubbed,
rubbed, rubbed. This dull finish is imi-

tated, but not equalled, by all good furni-

ture makers, and the bright finish simply
proclaims the cheap department store.

Another thing to remember is that rocking-
chairs are tabooed in all period styles. A
rocking-chair should never occur in any
well-regulated family.
There are beautiful stuffs made in ap-

propriate designs for any period for wall
and furniture covering and hangings;
they are copies of old tapestries, brocades,
cretones and ahintzes. If one does not
care to have the walls covered with a
fabric there are wonderfully clever wall

papers made that give the feeling of tex-
ture and are careful copies of old tapes-
tries and other fabrics. Old designs in

wallpapers are also copied.
The modern "Arts and Crafts" move-

ment, and also that called "Art Nou-
veau," which must not be confused with
the frightful work seen lately in many
shops, are at their best in Europe, but

many well-trained and truly artistic men
and women both there and in this coun-

try are working faithfully to bring their
ideas to perfection. Here, the furniture
of this movement is chiefly "Mission,"
which is appropriate for houses of the

bungalow and Craftsmen types. As I

have said before, it should never be com-
bined with the old styles if each is to do
justice to itself. Willow furniture is

another modern style that has great charm,
especially for country houses.
Rooms that open into one another must

be kept in the same period, or the rhyme
and reason for it has gone. Rooms that
are so placed that one cannot look from
one to another may be treated in different

styles. It is something to be thankful for
that the fearful and amazing fashion has

passed of having first a Dutch room, then
a French one, then a Turkish "cozy cor-

ner," then an Indian room, and so on, until
all the world was included in one small
house, and one felt as jarred as if a flying
trip had really been taken.

The Small California Garden

(Continued from page 81)
11. Pansies: They are all-the-year-

bloomers, but must be grown in partial
shade in summer. At other times they do
well in a sunny bed, well enriched.

12. Stock : The cut-and-come-again
varieties are admirable for winter bloom,
lasting two to three months after the

flowering once begins. Young plants
brought from the nursery, and set out the
last of September, bloom abundantly by
Christmas.

13. Calendula: Another admirable win-
ter bloomer. We sow the seeds in Sep-
tember or October in a sunny bed, and the
rich orange-yellow flowers give a Midas

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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touch to that part of the garden all winter.

As winter bloomers it is a strong point of

both Calendula and Stock that no degree
of frost to which Southern California is

subject, damages them.

14. Chrysanthemums : In Southern Cal-

ifornia as in the East, the flowers par ex-

cellence of autumn
; only in California

they keep blooming well into the new year.

15. Cacti : We are fond of these prickly
children of the sand, and numerous kinds

thrive with a minimum of attention in our

sunny climate. Many of our plants were
raised from cuttings obtained during trips

in the Southwest, and possess associations

that make them doubly valuable. The
Cactus bed is best if mound-shaped, so as

to ensure perfect drainage, and small

rocks should be strewn about on it. A
Cactus dearly loves the company of a bit

of rock.

The north side of the house, where the

sun never shines, and which for that rea-

son was at first looked upon by us as waste

ground, has proven invaluable for ferns

and begonias. Frosty winter
nights

make
"hard sledding" for most varieties of the

latter, and it is best to bring the tender

sorts indoors before cold weather sets in,

or at least cover them with sheets (sup-

ported on stakes so as not to weigh down
the plants) every night on which the ther-

mometer registers below 48 at 10 P. M.

The bare spaces about Southern Cali-

fornia grounds, where one's Eastern train-

ing would suggest grass, makes a special

problem, for grass is about the hardest

and most expensive plant to keep growing
in this land of little rain. Few but the

millionaires, therefore, undertake to main-

tain more than a bit of lawn in front of

the house the rear spaces are treated

otherwise, the main substitutes being

Lippia rcpens and three species of Mesem-

bryanthemum. Lippia, a Sicilian plant,

forms a solid green mat over the ground,

may be walked on like turf, and is kept
neat by only an occasional mowing. It

grows from cuttings readily, but is slower

to make a solid cover than grass or clover.

It possesses the great advantage, however,
of living for months without water, but to

look at its best it needs a thorough wetting
down once every five or six weeks.

The mesembryanthemums are succulent,

evergreen creepers even more indifferent

to water than Lippia, and are invaluable

for covering banks or bare spaces which
are not to be walked on. The most de-

sirable is a small-leaved, pink-flowered

variety which blooms in April and May,
the flowers so closely set that they make
an unbroken sheet of pink that hides the

entire mass of foliage. A larger-leaved

variety, with large cerise blossoms, is even

more dazzling, and besides its great an-

nual blossoming, which is in summer,
bears scattering bloom throughout the

year.
Both Lippia and mesembryanthemums

have the merit of costing you absolutely

nothing in a section where they grow at

all, for any one is glad to give slips away.
The season that tries the amateur gar-

Water Supply Service
, , f n\ -n w M -v -M * . \i V\

for any building
for any institution

any place anywhere
No matter where you want water, or how much
you want, or under what conditions you want

it, it will pay you to investigate the

Kewanee System
of Water Supply
No city water system provides better water supply

service. With your own private plant a Kewanee
System you can have an abundance of water de-

livered under strong pressure, to all your fixtures

and hydrants to the bathroom, kitchen, laundry,
lawn, stables, garage anywhere.

Thousands of Kewanee Systems are in use

every day, year in and year out, for supplying
city, country and suburban homes, private and
public institutions, country clubs, schools,

apartment buildings, fraternal homes, factories,

towns, etc.

The Kewanee System is a high quality water

system through and through. It is the only

absolutely guaranteed no-trouble system

1HE

Write for our Catalog No. 44 and
full information. Estimates and

engineering service free.

KewaneeWaterSupplyCo.
Kewanee, Illinois.

2080 Hudson-Terminal BIdg., 50 Church
Street. New York City.

1212 Marquette Bids., Chicago, 111.

305 Diamond Bank BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa. HP

Most cement and plaster exteriors HI e lucking:
In warmth and color. By uHliig

PETRIFAX CEMENT COATING
i easy matter to obtain just the right tone to harmonize with the

rest of the color scheme and the natural surroundings. Made in

white and several artistic shades. Petrifax also gives uniformity of

color which is impossible to secure in ordinary cement or plaster

work. Petrifax fills the pores, waterproofing the surface it covers,

yet preserving its texture. The mineral base is carried into the cement

by a volatile liquid, which evaporates readily, leaving a hard but

elastic surface that will not chip, crack or peel. Rain and dampness
cannot penetrate it. climatic changes cannot affect it.

interesting booklet.

'/Dexter Brothers Co.

Agents: H. M. Hooker Co., Chicago, John D. S. Potts, 218

Race St. . Phila. ; E. B. Totten, Security BLtg. , St. Louis :

Robert L. Green Co. . Baltimore ; Carolina Portland Cement
Co.. Birmingham and Montgomery. Ala., Jacksonville, Fla.

Charleston, S. C., New Orleans. La., and Atlanta, Ga. ; C. M.
rockett Cement Co.. Kansas City, Mo. ; Sherman Kimhall. S;

isco, Cal. : F. S. Combs, Halifax, N. S.. AND DEALERS.
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Greenhouse and Garage
A very practical idea this of conserv-

ing space by using "the lid" of the gar-
age for a greenhouse location.

It certainly looks well, and the one
boiler heats theni both. Seeing this will
start you thinking, but don't spend too
much time trying to solye location tan-

gles. Send for us, we will help you out.
Our Iron Frame House is the one you

want because of its endurance and the

way it is built to give your plants best

possible growing advantages.
S.\'l> l-OK CAT. II. HI.

II7O BROADWAY, N.Y..

ITCHINGSe

GILLETT'S
Hardy Plants

Rhododendrons for mass planting and for

specimen plants. I can supply bushy
clumps in small or large quantities.

Before placing your order get my prices.

Hardy Ferns for open sun, dry shade,
moist shade or wet open ground.

Hardy Flowers for open border, dark

shade, wild garden or rockery.
Azaleas and ornamental shrubs for lawns.

My illustrated catalog containing 75

pages will be of interest to all lovers of

wild flowers. Mailed free on request

EDW. GILLETT, Box F, Sonthivirk, Mass.

SEEDS Largest growers of pedigree farm and garden
seeds in the worldClovers, Grasses, Oats,
Rye, Barley, Potatoes, Seed Corn, etc. We
breed only pedigree heavy yielding stocks.

CATALOGVK FREE
JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY, Box 12.

OATS
Sworn yield 259
bushels per acre.
You can beat that

in 1911.

La Croftftft. Wis

A USEFUL LITTLE BOOK IS YOURS
if you will send us the names and addresses of 25
people who would be apt to be interested in HOUSE &
GARDEN and to whom we may send our circulation
literature.

"Low Cost Suburban Hornet" abounds in helpful
hints and suggestions for anyone interested in build-
ing a country home anywhere. In its 62 pages it

shows attractive houses of many widely different
types, giving the floor plans and in many instance!
the prices, varying from $1,000 to $7,000, at which
they have been built. It is also full of pictures of in-

teriors and suggestions for arrangement of the gar-
dens and home grounds. Attractively illustrated and
printed on coated paper.

Send us 25 names and addresses and the book will
be send postpaid. Address Circulation Department

HOUSE & GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

L REMARKABLE OFFER OF
HENDERSON'S SPECIALTIES

Ponderosa Tomato
Big Boston Lettuce
Scarlet Globe Radish

ro demoiintrate the superiority of Henderson's TeMed Seeds, we huve made tip six of the hest we
lave Into a Henderson tolled Ion, i-oiislstlii!,' of one packet each of the following great ~i>r<-ialii<-:

Henderson's Invincible Asters
Mammoth Butterfly Pansies
Giant Spencer Sweet Peas

To obtain for our annual catalogue, "Everything for the Garden,"
described below, the largest possible distribution, we make the follow-
ing unusual offer: To every one who will mail us ten cents, mention-
ing this publication, we will mail the catalogue and also send our
Henderson Specialty Collection as above.

Every Empty Envelope Counts as Cash
This Collection is enclosed in a coupon envelope, which when emptied and returned,

will be accepted as 250 cash payment on any order of one dollar or over.

"EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN"
our 1911 catalogue, is without exception the best we have ever issued. 208 pages, 8
colored plates, 800 photo engravings, showing actual results without exaggeration make
it the most complete as well as beautiful horticultural publicatio of the year. Also
contains full cultural directions for flowers and vegetables.

PETER HENDERSON & Co.
35 & 37

CORTLAND ST.
NEW YORK CITY

dener s soul in California is the long dry
summer. In this rainless half year, water,
must be gotten into the ground artificially,

if at all
;
and the list of plants given above

is the result of several years' experiment-
ing to maintain an enjoyable garden on a
basis that will carry it through the dry
season without irrigation becoming a bur-

den. This list is intended for what may be
called the more conventional garden.
There is, however, another type of gar-

den possible in California which can be

kept up with even less labor, and at the

same time is always beautiful. This we
may call the native California garden.
The luxuriance of flowers which we now
habitually associate with Southern Cali-

fornia is comparatively a recent develop-
ment a case of man's making the desert

to blossom as the rose ; and if water were
withheld for one season the land would re-

vert to its original semi-aridity.
The native flora of this semi-desert,

however, is very interesting, and of re-

cent years there has been an increasing
disposition to introduce suitable represen-
tatives of it into gardens here. In large
grounds there is usually, now at least, a
corner given up to Cacti. Yuccas, Coty-
ledons, etc.. or a bit of wild tangle where
seeds scattered before the winter rains be-

gin yield in late winter and early spring a

crop of the lovely wild bloom that never
fails to charm the Plastera visitor such
as California poppy, Baby-blue-eyes, In-
dian paint brush, shooting-star, peuste-
mons. gilias, phacelias and cream-cups.

For permanent effect, however, in this

type of garden, particularly for the sum-
mer and autumn when most herbaceous
natives have died down, reliance must be
had on shrubs of good foliage, of which
there are many. Of these may be men-
tioned two or three species of California
sumacs stately plants, hardly recogniza-
ble as sumacs by Eastern eyes ; two spe-
cies of buckthorn with glossy leaves and
pretty berries; California holly or toyon
(botanically heteromclcs), whose scarlet

berries are California Christmas berries ;

and various species of ceanothus or wild
lilac. Selections from these native plants,
with a judicious intermingling of such
exotics from Australia, South Africa and'

South America as thrive naturally under
the conditions of the California climate--

plants like the various species of pittos-

porum and coprosma will ensure in-

Southern California a garden small or

great which is both intrinsically beautiful,
harmonious with the land, and of fascinat-

ing interest to the discriminating plant
lover. In such a garden the use of rock-

work and boulders, with lippia and inesem-

bryanthemum as a ground cover, gives
completeness -better than in the more con-
ventional garden.

The Little Red House Ardsley
EYERAL summers ago we happened'
to pass a quaint little red house set close-

to a Westchester road. Its old-fashioned

simplicity and the abundance of flowers.

(Continued on Page 124)
In writing to adrcrtisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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A Hardy Flower Garden
What It Means to Me and

May Mean to You
TO ME:

It means Inspiration. Health, Life a

complete surrender to a "^reat fond-
ness" for Growing Things, where I have
"found myself and have fouiMthejoy
of an occupation that yields returns not
to be measured by a standard of dollars.

I-irst, there was a Iwy s (iarden on a

prairie farm: then the great city, with "a
nameless longing,

"
till i:iie da v iny doctor

said :

" Go hack to the country and dig.
'

Finally, a man's Garden that hnitf since
overflowed out into the open fields a

glorious riot of color; ,ininto\i< aiion of de-

light, with Peonies, Irises, Phloxes gath-
ered from all over the world.

TO YOU:
!t may mean Home. Rest. Recreation
a retreat where you forget the cares of

the business worldj a place Gf old asso-
ciations and tender memories.
Perhaps an old-time Garden whcse

treasures planted by other hands siill

live, uniting t
he living Present with the

dead Past.

Perhaps but a tiny spot of briijhtnpss
surrounded by a desert of brick and
mortar, later to nive place tc the House
and Garden which
together make the

complete home of

beauty and joy.

"Fair's Hardy Plants" -a Book
That May Be an Inspiration to You

r as It has been to others. If you receive the l>ook, vr and tell me about YOl'R garden. If I can help you I 'will

,

'

my most priced treasures are many letters whose tender s<

fully expressed, have hel|>ed me, and made me feel that I have
Festeem of ihose whom it would be a delight to meet,

IF! 1\ ish to

' of Irises and Peonies that have made Wyomlsslng famous, it tells of all the

Rlari, fi

uents so beaut
nd a place in tl

the wonderful collect

r endless variety (hat go to make up the charm of the Hardy Garden, in

ent," because it is more than a catalogue. Iff ire for your copy today.

'BERTRAM H. FARR,

a l>ook
"

that's ditfer-

Mailed free.

643F PENN STREET
READING. PA.

N. B. Dickson's Celebrated Irish-grown Roses, ready in March

Plan the (Jar-den now, for "Garden-making time" is close at hand; it's up to you to de-- -' '

i's "Quality"
.iow increase,

our choicest seeds. This will provide fresh vegetables from spring till frost, with a good
supply for winter besides.
BODDINGTON'S 1911 GARDEN GUIDE. 144 pages, profusely illustrated; accurate de-

scriptions, helpful cultural directions. Sent free write to-day.

run tne fiarcten now, tor Garden-making time is close at hand : it s up to
cide the important question of getting the right seeds. If yon order Boddington's
Seeds, and follow Roddington's 1911 Garden Guide, your garden yield will shoi
both in quality and quantity. We have made ordering easy by preparing a cc

Boddington's Collection of Quality Vegetable Seeds

Supplied for $3.50, All Charges Prepaid
Peas. Boddington's Early of Earlies. Vz )>t. ;

Boddington's Early Bird, T& pt. ; Boddmg-
ton's Selected Gradus, % pt. ; Telephone,
% pt. ; Alderman. V pt.

Beans. Boddingtoii's Bountiful, 1 pt. ;
Mam-

moth Stringless Green Pod, Vz pt. ; Refu-
gee Wax, % pt. ; Bush Lima, pkt. ; Pole
Lima, pkt.

Beets. Roddinfft on's Early Model Globe,
pkt. ; Crosby's Egyptian, pkt.

Brussels Sprouts. The Wroxton, pkt.
Cabbage. Boddington's Early of Earlies.

pkt. ; Early Jersey Wakefield, pkt. : Late
American Drumhead, pkt. ; Mammoth Red
Rock, pkt.

Carrot. Early Scarlet Horn, % oz. ; Dan-
vers Half-Long. pkt.

Cauliflower. lioddhiffton's Extra Early
Snowball, pkt. ; Earliest Dwarf Erfurt,
pkt.

Celery. Boddington's Improved White
Plume, pkt.; Giant Pascal, pkt.

Corn. Golden Bantam, ^ pt. ; Early Corey,
*& pt. ; Country Gentleman, % pt. ; Sto-
well's Evergreen, y> pt.

Cucumber. Boddington's Selected White
Spine (Improved), pkt.

Eggplant. Boddington's
^ 01 k Spineless, pkt.

Endive. Moss-Curled, pkt.
pkt

Kale. Dwarf Green Curled Scotch, pkt.
Kohlrabi. Boddington's Early White Deli-

cious, pkt.
Leek. Jioddington's Prize-taker, pkt.
To encourage early ordering, we will include,
Orchid-Flowering Sweet Pea Seed.

Improved New

Broad-Batavian,

Lettuce. May King, pkt. ; Boston Market.
pkt. ; California Cream Butter, pkt. ;

(Romaine) Boddington's Eclipse, pkt.
Melon. Boddington's Selected Emerald
Gem. pkt.; Rocky Ford, pkt.; Cole's Early
(Water), pkt.

Obra, Perkins' Perfected Long Pod, pkt.
Onion. Boddington's Bountiful, ^4 oz. ; The
Queen, oz. ; Yellow Globe Danvers,

Boddington's Triple Moss-Curled,

Boddington's Impro?ed Hollow
% oz.

Selected ChineseBoddington's
pkt. ; Sweet Spanish, pkt,
Boddington's Early Frame, pkt.;

PartUy.
pkt.

Parsnip.
Crown

Pepper.
Giant,

Radish. ,

(Hive-shaped French Breakfast, pkt.; Early
Scarlet Turnip and Crimson Giant, pkt. ;

White Icicle, pkt.; Black Spanish, pkt.

Salsify, Mammoth Sandwich Island, pkt.

Spinach. Boddington's Triumph, I
1

oz. ; Vic-
toria, 1 oz.

Squash. Boddington's Extra Early Jersey
White Bush, pkt. ; Improved Hubbard,
pkt. ; English Vegetable Marrow, pkt.

Temato. Boddington's Early Sunrise, pkt.;
Dwarf Stone, pkt. ; Earliana, pkt. ; Pon-
derosa, pkt.

Turnip. Boddington's Model Snowball. 14

<. ; Golden Ball, U oz. ; (Rutabaga)
Champion, % oz.

Herbs. Dill. Fennel, Lavender, Marjoram,
Savory. Thyme, pkt.

free, a 2-ounce package of our famous mixed

ARTHUR T. BOUniNGTON, Seeds
Department H 342 Went 1 Kh St.. NEW YORK CITY

Rosa Spinosissima

WE have again succeeded in getting a stock of this rare and

exquisitely lovely hardy single white Rose. With the

exception of the marvelous Cherokee Rose of the South,

it is the most beautiful single Rose in the world. The plant is

compact and bushy, growing four to five feet high, and in June it

is covered with large yellowish-white flowers of indescribable

beauty. It should be planted in groups, and, like the Rosa

Rugosa, it can be used in the shrubbery. Coming from Siberia,

it is absolutely hardy.

Limited Stock. $1.25 each; $12.00 per dozen.

We have the largest, finest and most comprehensive stock of

Hardy Plants in America, including three hundred varieties of

the choicest Peonies, one hundred varieties of Japanese and

European Tree Peonies, and also the largest collection of Japanese

Iris in the world and an unsurpassed collection of named Phloxes.

Our illustrated catalogue describing these and hundreds of other

Hardy Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Trees and Shrubs will

be sent on request.

" A Plea for Hardy Plants," by J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains

much information about Hardy Gardens, with plants for their arrange-

ment. We have made arrangements with the publishers of this book

to furnish it to customers at a very low price. Particulars on request.

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO., 339 4th Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

ROSA. SPINOSISSIMA

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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"THE NEWPORT OF THE SOUTH"

Hotel Park-in-the-Pines
AIKEN. SOUTH CAROLINA

A Charming Winter Home Under Sunny Southern Skies

'T^his handsomely appointed hotel at Aiken, S. C, is in a region
-I- famed as a health center. The pine-laden atmosphere is the

driest east of the Rockies, with a mean temperature of 52 degrees.
The water supply is from the purest of artesian springs.

HOTEL PARK- IN -THE -PINES
stands on elevated ground in the midst of two hundred acres of long
leaf pine. It is one of the newest and most complete tourist hostelries
in the south. It has 400 feet southern frontage, is provided with broad
verandas and a solarium, and contains 300 spacious rooms. Its interiors
are luxuriously furnished and provided with every modern conveni-
ence. Consumptives excluded.

Aiken is easily reached by the Southern
Railway from New York in 22 hours,
in through Pullman Sleepers.

Hotel now open for the reception of guests.
Formal opening, January 10th, 1911. HarryW. Priest Co., proprietors. Management
of J. A. Sherrard.

FOR TERMS AND PARTICULARS ADDRESS

J. A. SHERRARD
HOTEL PARK-IN-THE-PINES, AIKEN, SOUTH CAROLINA

Make Your Home Beautiful
Everblooming Roses, I year old, 90c. per doz.; 2 years
old, $2.00 per doz. Dahlias, all varieties, $1.00 per
doz.

W. H. HARVEY,
231 Old Frederick Road - BALTIMORE, MD.

The Summer Queen of Flowers
Gladden your garden and home all summer with

stately spikes of delicate and dazzling Gladioli. Every
bulb sure to bloom this very summer.
50 GLADIOLUS BULBS FOR 50 CIS., POSTPAIDA selected assortment an unequaled offer. Worth five
times this price. Cultural directions included. Only one
box to each address. Order now to insure getting them.A postal brings^cM our new catalogue.

Cnihman Gladioloi Co.. Desk 22, Sylvania, Ohio

EVERGREENS
Nursery grown, suitable for all pur-

poses. W.OO and up per thousand. We
have 50 millions. Our low prices will
astonish you. Also Hardy Forest trees.
Shade, Ornamental and Fruit trees
Shrubs, Vines, etc. Our beautiful Cat-
alog is crowded with valuable Informa-
tlon. This and 60 Great Bargain Sheet are Free I
Send for them today.
D. HILL NURSERY CO.. Box 301, Dundee, III. I

Evergreen Specialists

: that have stood a VermoWhen you buy pla.- ,.,
winter, you can rely upon their not being killed by.
the first ?old wave. Plants raised in such a climate
are better fitted for any change they may have to
stand in the way of soil, climate, etc., than plantsIrom the South. It needs only a trial to convince
anyone of this. Horsford's plants are nearly all
field grown. Send to-day for new catalogue.
F. H. HORSFORP. Charlotte. Vermont.

for Cold Weather
and

Flower
Seeds
that

{Continued -from page 122)

and shrubs made a striking impression. So
great was its appeal that the following
spring found us in possession. The little

house is only a story and a half high, but
modern improvements and a little remodel-

ing made it a comfortable summer -home.

Comfort and convenience added to an old
landmark without spoiling its charm

The main room downstairs we used as
the living-room, and adapted another im-

mediately adjoining in the rear as a bed-
chamber. A third little room we converted
into a bath. Upstairs we found space to

provide quarters for our guests and for the
maid. With the addition of electric lights
and running water our interior scheme
was made complete.

Outside we built a garage of the same
color and style as the house, and spent the

i

A quaint little red house, set close to the
road, and surrounded by fine old trees

rest of our labor in improving the porch.A piece of opaque glass let into the roof
gave us more light in the living-room.

Now,_ as our alterations are completed,
we receive considerable satisfaction in the

thought that we possess a house thorough-
ly consistent with present-day ideas. The
porch in the rear, with its quaint benches ;

the small window panes, and even the
Dutch door, represent types of former
architecture which the modern period has
stamped with its approval and adopted for
its use. Best of all, however, we have
added comfort and convenience to an old
landmark without destroying its appear-
ance. NATALIE ROSE.

A Good Utility Plant

A MONG the 300 species of Ipomea
there are many varieties both beau-

tiful and well adapted for special require-
ments. Owing to these numerous forms,
however, there is some difficulty in getting

{Continued on page 126)
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Important to those
Who expect to build

Pholo b) .1 iiri.in Kuck

IJWhen planning to build, you will

find it of great Value to first make a

careful personal study of the illustra-

tions of houses, etc., that have been

designed and built by a number of

leading architects, and t. also learn

their ideas regarding the best interior

arrangement and the most appropri-
ate furnishings.

<J This important information, which
would greatly aid you in deciding
about your own building plans, when
you take them up with your own
architect, can easily be obtained from
the several hundred exterior and in-

terior designs that are beautifully

illustrated in the last six numbers of

(Utj?

Arrfjtterfural

The National Magazine for Architects,
Owners and Builders

<J In these six numbers are also illus-

trated and described the numerous

building -specialties that add very
much to the comfort, convenience and
value of the modern home, without

materially increasing the initial cost ;

and this information may mean the

saving of many dollars to you.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
<JWe have a limited supply of these
sets of six numbers, which are invalu-

able to those who expert to build.

Although the regular price is $1.50,
we make \>ou a special offer of

$1 .00 for the six, while the sets last,

if you will mention House and Gar-
den. They will soon be sold. Send
us your order today, tomorrow may
be too late.

Send the Coupon With $1.00, Today

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
1 1 East 24th St;, New York

Enclosed is $1.00, for which please mail your
last six numbers, according to special offer- in
House and Garden.

Name
P. O
R. F D. Starr

(Continued from page 124)
just what one wants. If care is taken in

description and an intelligent and trust-

worthy dealer resorted to, one may select

flowers of great assistance in rounding out
the garden scheme.

One in particular is very desirable. This
is the California variety of Rubro Caeru-

Ica, called Heavenly Blue, which is es-

pecially useful and most beautiful. It

was once thought to be a cross between
/. Lean and /. versicolor, but is now con-
sidered a form of /. rubro-caerulea, but
not to be confused with the ordinary "ru-

bro." Its color is a vivid sky blue, except
at the heart, which is a delicate shade of

cream. Each flower grows on a long,

graceful stem, while the "rubro" has
flowers in clusters, 4-6 blossoms in pur-
plish blue, sometimes spotted and streaked
with reddish shades.

The most common manner of planting
the Heavenly Blue is for a climbing vine.

So rapid is the growth that it takes but a

short time before there is a thick screen
of smooth, silky, transparent leaves form-

ing a perfect background for the brilliant

blossoms. When so employed it is best

to plant the seeds about two feet apart.
In growing, plant the seeds inside early

in the season, after first soaking in warm
water to give them a start. When they
have become large enough, transplant and
allow to become well root-bound. Plant
out in settled spring weather. If it is de-
sired to shade a porch or screen a build-

ing, plant in rich soil and water freely
but if a thick and clustered mass of blue is

wanted, plant in the hardest and least

cared for spot of the garden and water

occasionally. Under these last conditions
the vine often blooms when only a foot

high. One need not wait for spring;
seeds, four in a pot, may be planted in the
fall or early winter. The dwarfed plants
will produce flowers measuring four
inches in diameter and. as house plants,

stay in bloom for several weeks. It is an
excellent plant for the greenhouse and is

especially valuable for cut flowers.

Making Both Ends Meet on an

Income of $ 2500, or Less

ERHAPS the greatest factor in evolv-

ing a scheme to solve the ever-present
problem of making both ends meet, re-

gardless of the amount of the income at
our disposal, is the temperament of the
two interested parties, the head of the fam-
ily and his helpmate.
The second in importance is the occupa-

tion the head of the family pursues to pro-
duce the aforementioned income, and the
distance he has to travel to and from his
residence and his place of business or his
office.

Any American family can live comfort-
ably, but not ostentatiously, in any of the
suburbs to our larger cities, or in many of
the cities of ten thousand inhabitants, on
an income of twenty-five hundred dollars.

(Continued on page 128)
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Giant Himalaya
For centuries known only to the natives

of Thibet. Discovered by a British ex-
pedition into that hermit nation, and now
introduced for American lawns and gar-

dens. At once it has proved a most valuable
plant and berry. Grows 40 feet in a season,
but does not die. Trained on trellises, per-
golas, etc. Handsome as a rose, with the life

of an oak. Myriads of jet-black berries, each
an inch long thick, sweet, melting and deli-
cious, shipping well. A ton the second year,
ten tons the third year, are average crops from
an acre. Two plants belonging to a Mr. Minor
yielded $31 worth of berries the second year,
and $54 worth the third year, at 16 cents a
quart. Every garden or lawn in America could
profitably grow at least two plants.

Our New Berry Book Is Free

An unusual Berry book about Himalaya and
other Berries; why we search Europe and Asia;

> how hundreds of new and standard Straw-
berries. Raspberries, Black-
berries, Gooseberries, and
Currants are tested only the
best kinds sold. Berry-growing
can help you in the high cost

of living. Get this book
now it contains more
valuable Berry facts
than will be found be-
tween any other two
covers. A postal
brings your copy.
BERRYDALE EXPERIMENT

GARDENS
HOUM Avenue, Holland, Mich.

Noll's Tested Seeds
EACH YEAR OUR BUSINESS GROWS SO DO OUR SEEDS.

A TRIAL MAKES YOU A PERMANENT CUSTOMER.
S 2 5 . IN PRIZES WRITE TO-DAY
Special Offer - Prize Collection
1 2 named New Special Varieties Sweet Peas. Special col-
ors. Will please most critical. Worth separately 60c. Send
only 30 CENTS tocoverpostageand packing and receiveSEEDS
POSTPAID, together with beautiful 112-page GARDEN and
FLQWER BQQK (250 illustrations) and CASH Prize Offer free.
J. F. NOLL, 1 1 MULBERRY ST., NEWARK, N. J

> An Boor In Ihe Garden
- dy

-write for it tixt.v.

Bateman
Mftf Co
Bo:

Grenloch,
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A Cheerful Fire
As You Enter the Hall

Bids the Heartiest
"Welcome to the Home

The fireplace should be framed

with a

Wood Mantel
the most appropriate chimney
piece for the dwelling house,

harmonizing better than any
other material with the usual

wood finish and decorations.

Here's an attractive mantel.

There are many others, as well

as helpful hints for home builders

and home owners, too, in our

illustrated booklet,
" Why Wood Mantels ?

"

That we'd be glad to send you, if you address

Wood Mantel Mfgr's Assn. H. T. Bennett, Secty.

Room 1225, State Life Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

G-RAMQ1QRS 3H.R Largest marine' gasoline
engine concern in the world
3 H. 1*. 1'uuipiDg ind Slktlon*!?

Write for Marine orGuirinletd to develop 4 h.p. Made in 1,
Mu.orlfi5.uo Write

2 *nd 3 Cylinder*, 3 lo 36 r - F*rm EnguCMlofu

| GRAY MOTOR CO.. 344 Leib St., Detroit, Mich.

THREAD
AND

THRUM
I RUG.S

THREAD
and

THRUM
RUGS

"Ton 1 1,,,,,,, Ike
colur-. m-'H

Make theruf."

are now made
seamless in any

width up to

16 FEET
and any length; in any coloi or

color combination. 65 regular
shadesany other shading made
to match. Send for color card.

Arnold, Constable & Co., Selling Agents, New York

Thread ( Thrum Work Shop, Auburn, N. Y.

Wouldn't you rather look at a group of Pines,

Spruce and White Birches like this than a

disagreeable building and its activities?

Wouldn't some such screen add to the quietness and beauty
of your grounds by shielding them from the view of

adjacent property or the peering public ?

We can duplicate this very screen shown, and do
it right now. Every one of the trees will be fine,

big, sturdy specimens that we will guarantee to

Send for our catalog and find out about the very
unusual assortment of trees we have, both large and
small (but mostly large). It also shows and ex-

thrive. There are logical reasons why such trees plains to you our tree-moving methods and why
are best planted now rather than in the spring. Hicks' way is such a success.

ISAAC HICKS & SON, Westbury, Long Island

NO DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When using the "CHICAGO-FRANCIS" Combined Clothes

Dryer and Laundry Stove. Clothes are dried without extra

expense, as the waste heat from the laundry stove dries the clothes.

Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or gas. Dries

the clothes as perfectly as sunshine. Especially adapted for use

in Residences, Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dry-
ers are built to order in various sizes and can be made to fit

almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive circular

and our handsomely illustrated No. D. 12 catalog. Address
nearest office.

A Modern Residence Laundry Room showing insta

CHICAGO DRYER CO.
DEFT. D.

lation of "CHICAGO-FRANCIS" Dryer & Laundry Stove 385 Wabish Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRYER MFC CO.
OR DEPT. D.

204 E. 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

Special offer cf Vines ordered in FEBRUARY. We deliver March April, as desired.

VINES are the frills of Dame Nature's dress the beautifiers of her barest and unsight-
liest spots. We offer, DELIVERY INCLUDED IN PRICE, extra strong vines:

Each. Each.
20 Mammoth Beauty Passion Vine .15

Apios Tuberosa, Wisteria-flowered .15Ampelopsis Veitchi Boston Ivy
Aristolochia Sipho Dutchman's Pipe .65

Clematis Paniculata Starry Bye .25

Coccinea Coral Bell .15
"

Purple Jackmanni .50

^p f

Ipomoea Pondurata Moonflower .30

Honeysuckle, Golden Rain .20

Kudzu Vine Jack and the Bean Stalk .50

Fastest growing vine in existence.

This collection of ten HARDY, beautiful, rapidly growing vines for $2.50, DELIVERY
PAID.

GREATEST VINE NOVELTY (Hydrangea Scandens)
Climbing Japan Hydrangea, Hardy climber, beautiful, glossy, light green foliage. Vines

covered in summer with clusters of Hydrangea flowers of creamy white, delicately fragrant.
Very strong, pot grown, $1.00, delivery paid.

Together with the ten vines listed above, $3.00.

OUR OFFER OF SEEDS FOR FAST GROWING VINES
For immediate delivery: Cobea Scandens, Clematis Paniculata, Opomea Bona Wax, Lobb's

Tropaeoluin, Orchard Sweet Peas, Kudzu Vine, Wild Cucumber Vine, Butterfly Bean, Japan
Morning Glory, Ornamental Gourds, each Pk., 10 cents. The 10 for 60 cents. Senr for our
Spring 1911 interesting Catalogue. Address,

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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PUT A STOP TO DEPRECIATION BUILD WITH CYPRESS AT FIRST!

CYPRESS
THE WOOD THAT LASTS
SHALL BE FIRST with wise

Some people have no bungalow, but everybody has a Bungalow hope. The WOOD you
use determines your Investment value. Use CYPRESS, of course. The plans you build
from decide its Artistic value. Vol. 18 of the CYPRESS Pocket Library (FREE to you)
contains Complete Specifications and Working Plans (worth $10 to $25 and sufficient to
buildfrom) for a beautiful CYPRESS Bungalow costing about $3000. Write Today.

r^

(Plan by Henry I,. Wilson. Architect. Chicaeo)

Why not FIND OUTwhatCYPRESS can do forYOU, NOWP
'He who uses Cypress builds but once."

WRITE US ASK YOUR OWN QUESTIONS-about big
needs, or little ones. You can rely on detailed and reliable
counsel if you address our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPT."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1210 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

We
_are producing CYPRESS -and talking it but not retailing it. BUY IT NEAR H O M F

Probablyjour lumoer man sell, CYPRESS, ifnot, WRITE US, andw will tellyou a nearby dealer <wh?DOES.

"BULL-DOG"
IS THE NEW, SIMPLE, POWERFULADJUSTER
FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS. WORKS FROM
INSIDE THE SCREEN OR STORM SASH.

INSECT PROOF.- "FOOL PROOF."
INEXPENSIVE TO BUY AND INSTALL IN HOUSES

OLD OR NEW
GET OUR BOOKLET TODAY

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
154 WASHINGTON ST. CHICAGO

(Continued from page ,128)

for the barn, 30 x 60 for chicken house
and lot, and the balance for vegetables and
flowers.

On the lawn and in the chicken lot we
have planted fruit trees, instead of purely
ornamental ones for shade. These give us
more fruit than we can use, besides being
just as ornamental at any time as maple,
elm or oak, and decidedly more so when
they are loaded with their fragrant blos-

soms.

In the chicken lot we raise enough
chickens each year to supply our family of
four with all the fresh eggs and poultry
we can eat. The surplus pays for their

keep each year, so that what we use is pure
gain. Neither do we deny ourselves of
either chickens or eggs when we want
them. Aside from the financial gain is the
fact that fresh eggs and poultry are more
nutritious and decidedly more palatable
than the cold-storage variety. If one cared
to go in for fancy poultry, the above could
be supplemented by the sale of eggs at

high prices for settings, and of specimen
birds. The dropping-boards furnish near-

ly all the fertilizer used on the garden plot.
No one knows the difference between

vegetables gathered from your own garden
while the dew is still upon them and those

gotten from the market except he who his
tried both. Our garden plot furnishes us
all the vegetables we use during the entire

year except the very early fresh vege-
tables. The scope of this article does not

permit me to go into the methods of in-

tensive culture practiced, and I can only
say to beginners that the only way to begin
is to subscribe to the good periodicals on
this subject and to experiment. Let me
say in passing that these experiments are

very fascinating. Of course, one has fail-

ures once in a while, but they only spur on
to greater endeavors.

Part of this plot is given over to a straw-

berry bed, other small fruits being planted
around the edges of the lot. From these
we can all of the fruit of that kind we can

possibly use and have a considerable quan-
tity left to sell or to give to our friends.
The surplus beans, peas, beets, etc., are
canned for winter use, and are far su-

perior to those purchased at the stores.
The aesthetic is not neglected, for flower-

ing plants are placed wherever there is

room for them, even in some instances be-
tween the rows of vegetables.
We have a small hot-bed and a cold-

frame. In these, at a trifling cost, we raise

enough flower and vegetable plants of a

superior quality to
supply all our own

needs. Many of our neighbors are more
than willing to take our surplus plants at
a higher price than that asked by the regu-
lar dealer, because they know we buy only
the very best seeds and they can take the

plants direct from the propagating bed to
their own garden, thereby minimizing the
shock of transplanting. We also raise a

large portion of our own seeds, a special
corner of the garden being devoted to that

(Continued on page 132)
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ROSES

Guaranteed

to Bloom
"The Best Roses in

America." Thisisnot
an idle boast. Our
vice-president is the
foremost rose propa-
gator of this United

States. Eversince the Civil War,when
this business was first established, he
has been developing rose culture and

producing the newest and best. His

genius, combined with the rich soil of this

unequalled rose country and our mammoth
modern greenhouses, has made

Conard & Jones Roses
excel in form, vitality and loveliness. We absolutely

guarantee every one to bloom .

We cannot tell you here all about their wondrous beauty and
endless variety, nor about our many other flowers, but we
will with pleasure send you our handsome illustrated

Free Floral Guide
from which you may easily select at your leisure.

By all means drop us a postal for it to-day!

We also issue that famous little book, "How to Grow
Roses" (ign edition, revised), on selecting, planting,

Pruning
and cultivating. Enclose ice when you write

or the catalogue, and we will mail the two books.

Here l our popular
" Five Point Set " Wm. It. Smith, pink;

Mme KiiBcne Marlltt. rich red; Muniuii Cachet, white; Itlrdle

Blye, llcht carmine; lady Robert*, yellow. All for #1 1 year

size; i(t4.6O 2-year size; delivered.

The Conard & Jones Co.
Rose Specialists 50 Years' Experience

Box 126 B, West Grove, Pa.

Special

Flower
Seed Offer'

/ 'i
^f The merits of our Flower Seeds are

known to a great many readers of HOUSE
.-vu GARDEN, and if you are not one of them, we

"are especially anxious that you should be.

Our Special Offer For 25 Cents
We will send you postpaid A COLLKCTION SIX

GRAND ORCHID-FLOWERING SWEET PEAS six

packets containing about 100 seeds each, sufficient to plant

a row 6 feet, or 36 feet in all.

'a'f'n'cr AstaOhn Spencer La-sender Manrc Aurora Spencer Variegated

Countess Spencer Soft Pink Captain of the Blues Spencer

King Edward Spencer Deep Scarlet New White Spencer

The varieties listed above have proven to, be among the best SIX DIS-

TINCT SORTS and are listed in our catalog at 10 cts. per packet or a net

value of 60 cts.

In order to make our inducement more inviting and demonstrate the merits

of our Seeds, we will include i Packet of this Distinctive Sterling Novelty

NEW AFRICAN ORANGE DAISY (Dimorphotheca aurantiaca). A beautiti

dwarf growing Summer Flowering Annual; flowers of glossy golden orange

color with dark colored discs very striking value 15 cents.

We feel confident that this collection of Six Packets of Grand Orchid

Flowering Sweet Peas, together with Packet of New African Orange Daisy,

which complete is valued at 75 cents, is the best and most attractive otter we

have ever made. ORDER NOW. Send for our CATALOG, which is a

complete, well illustrated guide to the Garden Maker.

50 BARCLAY STREET Dept.A NEW YORK CITY

Fottler=Fiske=Rawson Co.

Boston

This Garden Manual has been rewritten and new
illustrations of Vegetables, Flowers and Plants used
to make it stand in the front as a place to find

The Vewest in Vegetables.
The Newest in Flowers.
The Best in Spring Flowering Bulbs.
We had over five hundred new varieties of Dahlias

at our Dahlia Farm last season. Many of these are in

our Garden Manual.
As a reference during the year our Garden Manual

is extremely -Valuable.

Just wrjte {low. and we will mail it Free.

Garden Man-
ual for IQII
of the Highest
Grade Seeds

now ready for

delivery.

If you have

not received

it this season

write a postal

now and mail

it to us.

We'll see
that you have

the Garden
Manual
promptly.

FOTTLER-FISKE-RAWSON CO., Faneuil Hall Square, Boston

To Owners ofHomes

TheseBooks Free I

You want the best plants, trees and shrubs
for your gardens and grounds the best binds

and the best specimens The climate and soil

of western Norm Carolina are such, that on trie

various elevations may be grown almost every

hardy plant or tree. At Biltmore Nursery
those advantages are so utilized by skill and
care as to produce a strain of plants of extra-

ordinary vigor. To aid planters in making
selections. Biltmore Nursery has published
three books one sent free to any home-owner.

"Hardy Garden Flowers"
The illustrations suggest many pleasing andl

varied forms of hardy garden planting from!
the simple dooryard effect to the elaborate!
formal attainment. The descriptions are fulll

and complete, yet free from technical terms. \

"Flowering Trees and Shrubs
Many of the best of the trees and shrubs'

producing showy blossoms are shown, from
photographs, as grown in typical gardens,

1

lawna and yards. The pictures and the text

give numerous useful ideas for planting home
grounds, large and small , advantage.

Biltmore Nursery Catalog
A guide to the cultivated plants of North

America. Over two years in the making, and
cost more than $1 a copy to complete. Con-
tains 196 large pages and describes more than
300 perennials, 500 flowering shrubs, 325 dis-

tinct evergreens, 300 deciduous trees, and
200 odd Tines and planta. Freely illustrated.

ASK USJFOR}JHE BOOK YOU NEED
If you have ft garden of perennials, or

want one request Hardy Garden Flowers."
Should you prefer the more showy things,
tell us to send "Flowering Trees and Shrubs,
In case you have a larger place and can plant
i xtensively of many varieties, we shall be
glad to send the Biltmore Nursery Catalog

Biltmore Nursery .I." Biltmore, N, C,
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Guaranteed Implements
ears experience

iractical farmer and manufacturer. You run no
risk when you get a Planet Jr., and you will be

urprised at how much more and better work you
can do with less labor. Planet Jrs., are light and

strong, and last a life-time.
Pluiiet .IT. Coinhliie<l~Hlil~and~I)rlll~See<lpr,

S. L. Allen & Co., Box niOK, Phila., Pa

Time to Think
how you are going to beautify your lawn.
Time to decide andgetyour order infor

KALAKA
TheWizardLawn Producer
Soil and moisture all that's needed

A mixture of selected grass seed and animal
manure, dried, purified and in highly concen-
trated form. All foreign matter absolutely
eliminated; mixing is done by machinery;
the proportions exact and based on the ex-

perience of expert horticulturists. Affords
the positive means by which any one, any-
where, can have green grass and a rugged
turf. Cheaper, goes further than other seeds.

5 Ib. box shipped ex-

press prepaid East of Mis-
souri River on receipt of
$1,00. Order at once. Let
us send instructive book-
let, "How to Grow a
Lawn." It's FREE.

THE KALAKA CO.
816 Exchange Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

COUNTRY HOMES
may enjoy city comforts and conven-
iences t less cost than kerosene, elec-
tricity or acetylene, with None of their
dangers, by using

EconomyGas Machine
Produces eas for light and kitchen fuel.MM be lighted the same as electric
light, without batteries or wires. Gall
or write for list of satisfied customers.

Economy Gas Machine Co.,
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y.

Direct Personal
Horticultural Help

You get a remarkable personal
service from the House of Mee-
han in all matters concerning
hardy trees and plants.

It is direct and individual
treatment. Customers become
friends because their interests
are made ours.
Your inquiries and orders are

personally handled by one of six
I Hstrict Managers practical
men, trained to an intimate
knowledge of horticultural con-
ditions in your state.

This service is founded on 57
years' Meehan-expe Hence.
Ask us to help you -tell us

what you want, give particulars
and back will come dependable
advice without any cost. Write
today.

19H Plant Book Ready
Send today for a free copy of

our new revised plant book.
A complete list of Meehan-

(|uality plants, priced at real
value. Invaluable to the buyers
of plants. Send for it today.

Send lOcfiits and get Metltanx" Garden
Bulletin, edited by praetifat horthnltnr-
ists, for (href months. Ij voti do yon' II
want it continually.

Thomas Meehan & Sons
Box 40, Germantown, Phila., Pa.

EVERBEARING
RASPBERRY
Beara the first season 1

The moat productive rasp*
berry planted in April, bears
continuously from June to
October of same year. The
first to ripen and the last. Ber-
ries large, of bright red color
and excellent quality ship
200 miles in first-class order.

Absolutely hardy 4 sun-proof.
Our new catalog Free tells

how to choose and grow small
fruits

'

'that produce profits.
' '

J. T. LOVETT,
Box 1C! little Silver, N. J.

SPECIAL SWEET PEA OFFER
We will mail upon receipt of 25 cents, one packet each of the following-

GRAND SPENCER TYPE SWEET PEAS
White Spencer, white; George Herbert Spencer, rosy scarlet; Primrose Spencer,
primuose; Apple Blossom Spencer, pink and white; Countess Spencer, grand pink;
Frank Dalby Spencer, lavender.

We will also mail our NEW 191 1 CATALOGUE containing a grand list of the
best varieties of both Flower and Vegetable Seeds, Plants and Bulbs, to those inter-
ested in beautifying the grounds around the house, or in the making of a gardenBRIDOEIVIAIM'S SEED \ATAMKJ-tOVJK

RICKARDS BROS., Props.
HlRli Grade SICKDS, nri.BS, PLANTS. Etc.

' EAST 1 9th ST., near Broadway Establishad 1824 NEW YORK

(Continued -from page 130)

purpose. This is an especial advantage in
the case of parsnips, on account of their
low vitality, and in the case of cucumbers,
as they are at their best at five or six years
of age.

This may all seem like a lot of work, but
if you are one of those "who in the love of

nature, holds communion with her visible

forms;" if you have a wheel hoe, if you
feed your chickens by the dry feed and
hopper system, and if you are not afraid of

soiling your hands, you can do it all, as I

do, in an hour or an hour and a half before
and after office hours, sleep more soundly,
enjoy your home and your meals as you
never did before, and still have all the time

you need for society.
I have not gone into the details of the

management of the house because the
woman does not live who, having the least

bit of executive ability, cannot take a cer-
tain sum and a garden and manage the
home on that sum, be it large or small.
The way to arrive at the sums to be al-

lotted to the different articles is to deter-
mine your fixed charges (rent, insurance,
fuel, etc.), decide how much you want to
save each year, set aside a small amount
for unforeseen contingencies, then divide
the balance among what may be termed the
elastic articles (food, amusements, clothes,

etc.) as experience will suggest, and stick
to it.

In conclusion, I only want to say that if

you are a novice, go slowly. This advice
needs especial emphasis with regard to

poultry, for while a general outline of the
methods of procedure can be obtained from
various poultry journals, the man never
lived who did not have to learn to manage
a large flock by observing a small one
closely. On the other hand, many men
and women derive a good income from
poultry alone.

With this outline of a subject, any sec-
tion of which contains enough material for
a large volume, I conclude, commending
to you, for your health and well being, the

simple suburban life.

ROYDEN E. TULL

Foliage Plants for Decoration
HP HERE are many cut flowers used in
J-

positions where additional foliage,
other than their own, is an improvment
to the decoration.

Maiden-hair ferns, for instance, are

effective, for the fronds running almost at

right angles to the stem, form a delicate
lacework of green at the base. They are
often hard to obtain, however, and do not

always take kindly to cultivation.
One of the common meadow rues

(Thalictrum dioicum) makes a splendid
substitute. It lasts well when cut, and
is as easily grown as a weed. It may be

planted in sha'dy corners of the vegetable
garden,' or in open spaces among shrubs.
It is native here, growing luxuriously on
dry ravine banks, which are heavily
wooded but clear of dense undergrowth.

(Continued on page 134)
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A Word of Advice to the

Home Maker from an

Expert House Decorator

Under this heading is appea
taining <*<&'""* "" tlte tuftr

furnishing of the Modern Home. These will be found
full of helpful and PRACTICAL suggestions.

Any questions pertaining to the above aaartssfa to

Margaret Greenttaf, Consulting Decorator for .Murphy
1'arnifh Company, will receive prompt attention.

LETTER No. 4
Where the design of the house is

along Elizabethan or Jacobean Lines

the stain and finish used upon the wood-
work must be rich in tone providing
the color time would prodcice upon the

wood. This will insure a harmonious
effect. The finish should be natural

also, that is, without a high gloss.

The natural Penetrating Oil Stains

made by Murphy Varnish Company
will supply the shades on inexpensive
as well as on the more costly woods.
The colors are all true and lasting.

and when finished by two coats of

Nogloss Varnish the result is excellent.

These stains are easy to apply and dur-

able and wijl
make the commonest wood

appear artistic and handsome. For
birch a beautiful selection of tones are

made silver gray, light and dark

brown, olive green and two shades of

mahogany. For oak, ash and chestnut

gray, brown and green are especial-

ly pleasing. For yellow pine brown,

gray and mahogany or green are at-

tractive, and on white pine, poplar,

gum, and so forth, beautiful tones

are secured.
Write for sample panels showing these fin-

ishes, and if you decide (as you will on seeing

them) to become a patron of the Company, you
are entitled to the full service of the Depart-
ment of Decoration, which includes sugges-
tions and samples of wall coverings and drap-

ery materials, cuts of fixtures, furniture and

rugs. The scheme sent you will be made up
for your house and is not a stock scheme.

Address Department of Decoration

Murphy Varnish Company
345 Fifth Avenue, New York

A New Hydrangea
(Snowball Hydrangea Hills of Snow)

The Hydrangea has always been a favorite garden shrub.
We offer a new one which pos-
sesses. In addition to its
well known qualities, th
merit offlowering
all summer and
Isperfcrfly hardy.
Catalogue con-

taining descrip-
tion of it and the
beat Trffs, Shrubs,
Rotes and Hardy
Plants free on re-
quest.

ELLWANGER & BARR1
N ii rwerymen
Horticulturist*

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

B *!*;

I BUILD GARDENS
Furnishing the material and planting it for you, either following

out your ideas or suggesting arrangements that are the culmination

of eleven years' experience. Send for catalogue Garfield William-

son, 52 Broadway, New York. Nurseries, Ridgefield, N. J.

Are

You Building?
Then let us send you copy of our new booklet,
H G-2, which tells all about the proper method of

finishingfloors and interior -wood-work.

Johnson'sWood Dye
makes inexpensive soft woods just as

artistic and beautiful as hard woods
Tell us the kind of woods you wi

use and we will mail you panels o_

those -woods artistically finished

together with our 2$c booklet

all free and postpaid.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine,Wis.
The Wood Finishing Authorities

QARDEN-BENCHES

PO R.C H ~
- FURNITURE

CAMBRIDGE QARDEN-FURNITURE SHOP
- 6 PEARL ST. CAMBRIDGE MASS

Garden and porch furniture
Send for catalogue

North Shore Ferneries Co , Beverly, M SS .

TOE
PERGOLA

rWZTMANN-.SANDERS COMPAW

A very in tereetinU pamphlet just iatued ty us on the Per*
Sola can be bad free on request. Aik for catalogue P-27.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Elston & Webster Avenues. Chicago, 111.

East, office, 1123 Broadway, New York City

Exclusive Manufacturer! of

ROLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS-
Suitable for Pergolas, porches and interior use.

We alBopubliflh catalogue* P-29 of sun-dialfl and P-40of wood colurni>

PR OTRPT your floorsri\\j i r/^- 1 an<1 ,loor
coverings from Injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using Glass
'Onward Sliding Furniture and
Piano Shoes in place of casters.

jlf
your dealer will not supply you.
Writeus Onward MM. Co.

U. S. Factory and Glass Plant,
Menisha. Wisconsin.

Canadian Factory. Berlin, Ont.

A FBNCE LIKE THIS
and a hundred or more
other ornamental styles

and exclusive designs.
For private grounds, pub-
lic parks, city lots and
suburban property. Gates and posts to match. Only
highest quality reasonable cost. Send for our
1911 Fence Pattern Book of

Ornamental Metal Fence and Gates

with manufacturer's lowest prices.
Our methods of manufacturing and

selling enable us to undersell compe-
WARD FENCE CO.,

Box 909, Decatur, Ind.

The only publication devoted to that most fascinating of all sub-
jects world wide travel. Every month it takes you on a trip
over the world with a guide who knows intimately the countries,
their inhabitants and their history. Become a subscriber to
TRAVEL and you will become more closely acquainted with the
world in which you live you will be at home in any country
and will acquire in the most delightful of all ways that broad
knowledge of the world that every well informed man or woman
wants to possess. TRAVEL for one year, $1.50.

McBRlDE, WINSTON
449 Fourth Ave.

CO., Publishers

New York City

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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GROW THIS BEAUTIFUL
ROSE IN YOUR GARDEN
THE Climbing American Beauty Rose was origina-

ted by us a cross between the American Beauty
and a seedling of one of our hardy climbing roses. It

will thrive and bloom wherever
a climbing or pillar rose will.
It has the same exquisitely

fragrant, r o s y-
crimson flowers
3 to 4 inches in
diameter but
instead of a few
flowers it is one
mass of bloom
in June, and con-
tinues to bloom
o c c a s i o n ally
throughout the
season. The
leaves of our

Climbing
American

Beauty
.1: c- large, bright,
glossy green and
the foliage re-
mains bright
and attractive

throughout the
entire growing

season. The illustration shows a small part of a photo-

Sraph
of one Climbing American Beauty in bloom,

lose-lovers will certainly take great delight in this won-
derful new rose. We will be pleased to send you, by
mail postpaid, one or as many more as you like of these
beautiful roses. One-year-old plants $2.00 each. Write
for complete descriptive literature.

Hoopes, Iti-o. A- Thomas Co., \V-*,i Chester, Pa.

Highlands Nursery and
Salem Branch Nursery

(4,000 ft. elevation ID I lip Carolina Mountain!)

The largest collection of Hardy American Plants in
the world.

Rhododendrons, Kalmias and Andromedas
for August and September Planting give splen-
did results the following spring.

Our tried native species are the best and the only ab-
solutely hardy ones. Write now for Beautifully Illus-
trated Catalogue which tells how to grow these
things successfully.

Harlan P. Kelsey, owner
Salem, Mas

Send for Our Book of Trees Tells'How to

Plant for Fruit and Shade.

Every person who expects to
plant trees this spring a dozen
or a thousand should first send
for Green's 1911 Complete Cata-
logue. It lists everything de-
sirable in fruit and shade trees,
as well as small fruit; tells you
how we se.ll direct to you from
our nursery, and quotes you

lowest "at-the-nursery" prices.
By our money-saving, quality-giving

plan, you pay no commissions, but buy
direct from one of the largest nurseries in the United
states, and you get nurserymen's lowest prices.

Aerent's Prices cut In two
GREEN'S TREES direct to youWe grow, bud and graft quality trees from bearing

orchards of our own all hardy, northern grown and true
to name. Every tree is triple inspected and guaranteed
free from pests and scale.
Green's Nurseries are located in one of the greatest fruit

centers in the United States Northern New York yet we
are 6 to 12 miles distant from other nurseries no chance
for contagious disease.
Our catalogue is our only salesman, and has been for

over 30 years, but our square dealing policy makes our
customers loyal to us and brings them back year after
year with new orders. If you have never bought trees
under Green s Nursery plan, investigate by sending at once
for the 1911 catalogue, and we will also send you free
our remarkable book "Thirty Years with Fruits and
. Flowers." Capital. $100,000.
Green's Nursery Co., Box 1O, Rochester, N. Y.

(Continued from page 132)
Another suggestion for plants especi-

ally fitted to supply foh'age for winter

decoration, either in the greenhouse or the

window-box is the use of common root

vegetables. Prosaic as this may sound,

turnips, carrots, parsnips and beets pro-
duce as beautiful foliage as many of the

plants particularly intended for that pur-
pose and they are raised with practically
no care. Simply cut off the green leaves

from the roots, pot singly in some gener-
ous receptacle, and water. They should
then be kept in the dark for about a week
and then treated as any of the bulbs

placed in a warm, sunny room and well

watered. In a short time green shoots

will appear, and the resulting plant will

be found just as satisfactory as any pur-
chased variety. The beets, with their full-

colored and variously-formed leaves, are

decidedly attractive, while the delicate

frondage of the carrot surely rivals ,the

ferns mentioned above.

Book Reviews
[The Publishers of House and Garden will be glad to

furnish any books desired by subscribers on receipt of
publisher's price. Inquiries accompanied by stamp for
reply will be answered immediately.]

The Boston Museum of Fine Arts. By Julia
De Wolf Addison. Illustrated. Cloth

8vo, 454 pp. Boston: L. C. Page & Com-
pany. $2.75.

The fact that museums and art gal-
leries are more frequently visited by for-

eign than local inhabitants is acknowl-
edged. A great many tourists who are en-
thusiastic about the Louvre or Dresden
galleries or British Museum have never
seen the inside of the buildings of similar
character in their own cities of Boston or
New York. This volume is an interest-

ing and instructive guide to the pleasures
of the Boston Museum, appealing to just
this class, showing some of the fine works
of art which may be seen without an over-
sea pilgrimage. To those who frequent
this collection the book contains much
which adds familiarity with its beauties.
On the American painters it gives an in-

timate history of the artist, the subject
and the occasion, making it doubly inter-

esting. The book is full of illuminating
criticism and valuable data concerning all

departments of the Museum, besides giv-
ing an incentive to a visit which will be

highly educational.

The Body and Its Defenses. By Frances
Gulick Jewett. Illustrated. Cloth, i6mo..

342 pp. Boston and New York: Ginn &
Company. 65 cents.

This excellent book is one of the
Gulick Hygiene Series edited by Luther
Halsey Gulick. It lays emphasis on the

body's functions rather than on the physi-
ological functions alone, and is a clear,
rational treatment of these subjects.

(Continued on page 136)
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Your lawn and garden need

No. 25 Union Stock Yards, Chicag

Wizard Brand is handled by

Dahlias, Roses, Cannas, Gladioli
For sixteen years I Have sold guaranteed bulbs, all

over tbe world. If you are looking for up-to-date
Dahlias send for free catalogue to The Eastern
Dahlia. Kinfff the largest Dahlia grower in America.

J. h. ALEXANDER, East Bridgewater, Mass.

Silver Lake A
Braided Sash-Cord
(Name indelibly stamped on every foot)

Have your architect specify it in his plans.
It won't cost you any more, but will save you
loads of trouble. It is solid-braided of cotton
(no waste); can't stretch and is non-inflamma-
ble.
When the windows are being put in or when you have

to renew the other cord, look to see that Silver Lake A
sash-Cord is used. Standard for over 40 years. Silver
Lake is the accepted standard in U. S. Government
braided cord specifications.

Silver take Co., 87 Chauncey St., Boston, Mass.
Makers of Silver Lake Solid Braided Clothesline

BEAUTIFY YOUR GARDEN

THIS SPRING

Garden ornaments
in Italian marble,
from our studios at

Pietrasanta, Italy,

consisting of the
finest reproduc-
tions of the mas-
terpiecesof Italian
art.

ON EXHIBITION

AT OUR GALLERIES

Order now, to
assure early and
prompt delivery,
and secure first

choice from exclusive designs in stock.
We make a specialty of executing orders
from patrons' own designs. Immediate
orders can be delivered this season.

Send for Illustrated Catalog H.

ARMANDO BATTELLI
SCU t-PTOR

7 West 30th Street New York City

2SO-ROMA-Museo Vaticano
ci atere di marmo bianco.

From our own cast.
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WILL YOU
GIVE $5

TO HELP
SOLVE THE

RACE
PROBLEMPA Class in Cooking at the Slater School. The girls are

trained in all branches of household science and the boys
in dairying, carpentry, blacksmithing and like occupations.

IT
IS becoming more widely understood each day that the only solution of the race problem is the education and Christianizing of the colored people. This is

not a local matter for the South; it is a National question. Several schools have done magnificent work along these lines, notably Hampton, Tuskegee and
the Slater Industrial and State Normal School at Winston-Salem, N. C.
A citizen of Winston-Salem recently cave the trustees of this latter school $5,000, provided they would raise an equal amount for a hospital where colored girls

could be educated as trained nurses one of the many branches of the School's work. The necessary additional amount was raised and with $10,000 the school has
built a hospital worth almost double this amount by reason of the assistance of students and friends of the school in the manual labor.

State officials, seeing the excellent work that was being done, have offered the school $12,000, provided the trustees again raise an equal amount. Although they
have used every effort and have striven in every way to meet the offer of the State, it seems impossible for the immediate neighbors of the School to raise this sum.
With $24,000 cash it would be possible to increase the plant to a value of at least $48,000, as the colored people will do the manual labor free.

EVERY DOLLAR GIVEN NOW MEANS $4 TO THE SCHOOL
The School's present enrollment is 430, under the direction of ten teachers, all well trained colored men and women. There are four departments: The

Practice School, for the work of the Normal School students; the State Normal Department, training teachers for the rural schools of the State; the Academic
Department, for post-graduate work; and the Industrial Department. In the latter the boys are trained in dairying, carpentry, blacksmithing, gardening, shoemaking,
painting and other like occupations. The girls are trained in sewing, cooking, laundry work, household science and other useful lines.

Here is a small part of a report made by the Examiners of the State Institutions regarding the Slater School:
"The service which they [the trustees] have rendered in providing an answer to the most aggravating question of our day negro education and in meeting

the objections of those who oppose the expenditure of money collected from the whites for the education of the colored, is beyond estimate.
"Their efforts have been to study the conditions which would surround their students after graduation; knowing that they must return to humble homes, they

have educated them in the use of such implements as they would find there. No money was spent in the purchase of costly apparatus, none in high salaries to teach
ike honest citizens they have taught most successfully and at a very moderate expense."

Main Building, Slater Industrial School, Winsto
N. C, which is helping to solve the race problem.

negroes 'science,' falsely so-called; but that real science of how to make
W. P. WOOD, J .P. JETER, T. W. PATTON, Examiners.

IS NOT THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO A MATTER OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU?
Your aid at this time will have a four-fold value. Will you send $5 (which will mean $20 to the School), now to William A. Blair, Vice-President of The

People's National Bank, Winston-Salem, N. C., the treasurer of the School, or to McBride, Winston & Co., 449 Fourth Ave., New York, the publishers of this

magazine, who will forward the money to the School.

The Garden Primer
By GRACE TABOR ad GARDNER TEALL

Indispensable to Every Garden Maker

C The Garden Primer, as its title indicates, is a hand-
book of practical gardening information for the beginner,

covering every branch of the subject from preparing the soil to the

gathering of the fruit and flowers. In it is set forth, without any

confusing technicalities, just the information that will enable the amateur

to grasp quickly the essentials of garden-making. The authors in preparing
this book have drawn from their long experience, and in writing it assume

no knowledge of the subject on the part of the reader. There has been great

need of a book of this kind, yet, so far as we know, no volume has ever been

published that treats the subject in this charmingly simple way. While dealing

with first principles this volume has an equal interest for the advanced gardener,

who will find much of value in the ex-

periences of the authors, and in a fresh
i* I'll 1 1

presentation of a subject which always abounds

in new methods and discoveries.

U A profusion of illustraiions show every phase of gardening, growing

vegetables and flowers, fertilizing, pruning, cultivating, spraying and a

thousand and one helpful and necessary things. Planting tables direct the

beginner throughout the year and an index makes the book instantly

accessible for reference.

McBRIDE, WINSTON W CO., Publishers

449 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

HcBIIDE, WINSTON 6- CO., Publishers

449 Fourth Atenue, New Torn

Please send me postpaid THE
GARDEN PRIMER, for which I

enclo&e $1.06.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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A good many people believe that Education comes

only from schools and colleges.

It doesn't.

The most effective, most worth-while Education
comes from a knowledge of human nature and a

knowledge of life.

And the best way to learn these things that are real,

is in the pages of Mark Twain's books. You have

thought of him only as a humorist and philosopher.
He is far more than this he is first of all a Teacher,
and you may benefit by his rich experience use his

powers of observation learn human nature through
his pages.

It had been Mark
Twain's ambition to have

his books in every Amer-
ican home, and he made a

great personal sacrifice to

bring about this remark-

able opportunity for the

first time in the history
of publishing, copyrighted
books are sold at the price
of non -

copyrighted
books the chance

will not come

again.

MARK
TWAN'S

WORKS

PRICE
Copyright, 1907. by A. F. Bradley.

Now for the first time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's

writings at just exactly one-half the price they have ever been sold

before. This is a new edition, just as complete as the old one,
which still sells, by the way, at $50.00. This new edition is

only $25.00 for the 25 volumes. Never before has a

copyrighted library set of a standard author's works
been issued at such a low figure.

In this new set there are beautiful pictures by Krost, Newell,
^medley, Tliulstrup, Clinedinst, Kemble, and Opper. The
Binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth, with title labels

stamped in gold. The hooks are printed nn white antique S Signature
wove paper, especially made for this edition. Kach
volume is of generous size and hulk, 5x7U inches.

HARPER & BROTHERS

HARPER &
BROTHERS

Franklin Square
New York City

Please send me for ex-

amination, carriage free,

a set of MARK TWAIN'S
WORKS, Author's Na-

tional Edition, twenty five vol-

nines, -

stood I may reta

nml at the expirnt

t care for the hooks

your expense. If I keep
$2.00 a month until the f

>een paid, or, within thirty

ment in full.

1 tiding. It is under

i the set for five days,
i of that time, if I do

I will return them :it

he books, I will remit

1 price, $25.00, has

$23.75 as pay

11 ( ' 2. Catalogue of Our Standard Sets of Books will be sent upon request

PET STOCK MAGAZINE
devoted to

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits and all other kind of Pet Animals.

Illustrated,Interesting,Instructive.
Liberal commission paid to energetic agents. Write us.

Pet Stock Magazine, 18-20-22 Washington St., Springfield, Ohio

ARTISTIC HOMES
A 1 000-Page Plan-Book of

Moderate-Cost Houses Price $1.
t PiiMkbril.. Entirely New Plaiti
Other Smaller Book* ire

$ 500 to J1000 Houses
Sluoo to 11200 Houses
11200 to 11500 Houses
51500 to 12500 Houses
California Bungalows

Artistic Churches --

Herbert C. Chlvera Co.
1622 Call Bid., San Francisco

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work : :

Samples and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN
546 Fifth Avenue

& MANLEY
New York

LET US HELP YOU
Our experienced landscape gar-

ileners make a planting plan of
your place, selecting trees, shrubs,
etc., suitable to soil and situation.
Our nurseries (more than 600 acres] offer the
finest selection in America for lawn and ear-
den planting. Writefor Catalog D.

STEPHEN HOT rs SO.VS OOMI'ASY
Est. 1848. Inc. 1903

Hfw CM nan ii. Conn.

(Continued from pafye 134)

Artistic Homes. By Mabel Tuke Priest-

man. Large 8vo., 148 pp. Chicago: A.

C. McClurg & Company. $2 net.

Since the home is only one of many in

a community, environment plays a strong

part in determining its physical appear-
ince. Mrs. Priestman's book is of value

in showing what can be accomplished by
making one's house fit harmoniously into

its neighborhood surroundings. Her il-

lustrations are all of houses now occu-

pied and the majority of which have been
built for less than $10,000, some costing
as low as $3,000. With the keynote of

design suggested, the book shows how the

whole may be made harmonious by proper
interior decoration, window spacing, wall

and stair arrangement, etc. The delight-
ful experiences are given of others who
have gone to barns, stables and even to

chicken farms for the material out of

which to build their homes. The book is

a practical help to prospective builders

who find architects' plans and terms con-

fusing.

Brick Architecture of the Middle Ages and

the Renaissance in Italy. By H. Strack.

Paper boards, portfolio, 15x20 ins., 46

plates in line and gelatine. New York:

William Helburn. $8 net.

A well-chosen set of measured draw-

ings that would, of course, be interesting

mainly to architects. The reproductions,
which are at a large scale, show elevations,

sections, plans, and details, with photo-
graphs in some instances, of the most in-

teresting brickwork of past ages.

Guide to the Mushrooms. By Emma L. Tay-
lor Cole. Illustrated Cloth, 4x6 in. 206

pp. Garden City, L. I.: Doubleday, Page
& Co. $1.50.

A convenient handbook that tells the

essential differences between mushrooms
that are edible and those that are poison-
ous. There are tables in the book show-

ing when and where mushrooms grow,
with a summary of species, outlining

briefly and concisely the characteristics of

each variety. There are many illustra-

tions, some of tnem in color.

Practical Farming. A manual by John Mc-

Lennan, Ph.M. Illustrated. Cloth, i6mo.,

298 pp. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany, $1.50 net.

The author of this volume announces
that it has been his aim to place before
the reader in a plain, practical way, useful

knowledge and the results of scientific re-

search as applied to the common things
in agriculture without the use of techni-

cal terms or confusing tables, so that the

tiller of the soil may have a friend and
handbook to which he may turn with con-

fidence and the conviction that he will find

some valuable light on his agricultural

problem.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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<&<? purchase, sale or rental of country and suburban real estate in all parts of the country.
Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York Citv.

This elegant place forsale directly on Long Island Sound
and a peninsula with rocky headland,
cut stone breakwater, dock, etc.

Most superb views over wide expanse of water

A perfectly appointed marble and brick mansion standing about 75 feet above sea level and
with water 21 feet in depth 60 feet away. The house is of the best, and staunchly built with

4 beautiful drawing rooms, large halls (marble staircase), dining room, breakfast room, large
butler's pantry, kitchen, laundry; servants dining and sitting rooms; 13 masters bedchambers,
II servants rooms, 6 bathrooms. House entirely heated by Indirect Hot Water System.

The Grounds are splendidly laid out with trees, shrubs, Italian garden marble fountain

and seats, also a squash court. Large store house with extra rooms, stone garage, bathing
beach, etc., etc.

wi|| Se||

either completely and beautifully furnished or unfurnished

For more elaborate details address,

Laurence Timmons Opp. R.R. Station
Tel. 45b GREENWICH CONN.

RADFORD5 PLAN BOOKS ^ HOME BUILDERS
LOWS Our Pic Book of COTTAGN This biff new TE1IETT IIOUSKH And How toGARAftKS And How <o

Bungalows shows 208 designs to be
built in any climate. It illustrates

complete floor plans and gives the

e-timted cost of construction of
lUilfurd'o latest and best designs
for Bungalows. The Bungalow
you want is in this book. Cloth
Bound Price, postpaid, if 1.00.

RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO., Dept., Z., 178 Fulton St., New York City.

k of KwlfonP* ArlMIr
mes shows 250 mcxU-rn
igns for cottages wi h
ipleteflooi p'.-iosandes-
ated cot of eonsiruc-
i. ifyou want to build a
age send for this bootc.

cf, postpaid, f 1.00.
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A READY REFERENCE LIBRARY
House &P Garden Bound Volume XVIII

July to 'December 1910 inclusive

1X/TANY of our friends tell us that there is such

a wealth of timely suggestion in House &
Garden that they cannot at the time of publica-

tion carry it all into effect. This invaluable infor-

mation contained in House & Garden is of live

and lasting interest. Make it always available.

Do not trust to loose copies, for when they are

most needed they will have disappeared.

'
I

VHE six issues of House & Garden from July

to December inclusive make a volume of

practical utility in meeting the problems of the

home-maker and gardener. In bound form they
are permanently and instantly accessible.

You can have them bound at a trifling expense

\X7E have made an attractive, permanent binder

of rich soft brown decorated in russet,

purple and gold, with a cover design by George
Hood. For those who wish to send their magazines
to the local bindery we can supply this cover for

$1.00. Subscribers who return their copies in

good condition can have them bound for $1.25.

Additional copies at 25c. each. Price for the

bound volume complete $2.75. These charges do

not include expressage.

McBRIDE, WINSTON
PUBLISHERS

449 Fourth Avenue

COMPANY

House Lt Qarden New York Travel

McBRIDE, WINSTON far CO., Publishers

449 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Enclosed find. for which please fill

my order as follows :

One cloth binding for my local binder to stitch
at $1.00

One volume XVIII bound with my copies sent
to you today $1.25.

One bound volume XVIII complete $2.75.
Additional copies of at 25c. each.

Cross out

lines not

needed

Name

Address

Alfalfa for Poultry

living in a village or on a

surburban place, who must confine

hens in yards, have difficulty in providing
suitable green food for them, and without
a cheap source of green food, hens kept
in confinement are less profitable than

those which have the run of a grass range.
If one can easily supply hens with green
food, which has so large a protein con-

tent, that the grain ration can be considera-

bly reduced, the net profit will be greater.
Fowls are kept in better health, and have

stronger vitality when supplied with green
food all the year.

I have kept a large flock of hens on my
village place for several years. I am now

While one crop of alfalfa is growing the hens
can be turned out to eat another

satisfied that the best crop to grow for

them, that provides a succulent food in

summer, is alfalfa. A plot of alfalfa, well

established, a rod or two square, will fur-

nish a flock of 50 fowls with green food all

summer. Good rich garden soil, that is

drained, is just the place for the alfalfa

bed. If one is doubtful about growing
alfalfa, he can grow it in drills, if the con-

ditions are made right.

Early in the spring when the soil has
dried out so it crumbles in the hand, plow
or spade up the plot for alfalfa, and if it

is not rich enough to grow a large crop
of corn, work in and mix well with the

soil, stable manure or high grade commer-
cial fertilizers.

The clover family, of which alfalfa is

a member, requires lime as a food, and
more than most soils contain, so it is a

safe thing to do to apply lime to the alfal-

fa bed before sowing the alfalfa. If one
can buy ground lime, he can sow it over
the bed as he would his fertilizer, but if

stone lime is used it must be put in small

piles and slacked by covering with soil,

afterward spreading it with a shovel. One
ton to the acre is about right, if one cares
to figure it for a small plot, but there is

not much danger of getting on too much.
The lime should be applied early in the

spring, either before or after the manure,
as no harm will come, unless lime and
manure are brought in close contact in the
same pile. Wood ashes can be used in

place of lime, as they are one-third lime,
but a considerable quantity is needed.

Work the plot over every few days, so
as to get it in good tilth, and destroy the
first crop of weeds. The last of May or

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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the first of June, the plot is ready for sow-

ing. The early sowing of alfalfa is not

always necessary but it is safer where the

summers are short, as the roots get down
deeper before winter. In well prepared
soil, alfalfa sown in June or July, general-

ly winters well, and in latitudes south of

New York, late sowing is quite safe. Sow
at the rate of 30 pounds of seed per acre, if

broadcasted, and with it a thin seeding of

barley for nursecrop.
For those who wish to grow alfalfa in

weedy soil, or wish to study the plant, and
learn its requirements, I advise the so\viiii(

of it in drills. Make the bed just as you
would for onions. Rake off the surface

finely, and sow quite thickly in drills eigh-
teen inches apart, and cover the seed one- .

quarter of an inch deep. Work the space

Alfalfa under netting, through which the hens
may pick

between the rows with a wheel hoe, and

keep the bed clean. With this plan, all

vacancies are filled easily by sowing more
seed and extra fertilizers can be applied
between the rows as needed. It is well to

place a mulch of coarse manure between
the rows early in winter.

A small crop will be cut the first year,
thereafter four crops a year for many
years. The green alfalfa can be cut in

short lengths with shears or a clover cut-

ter and placed in slatted boxes, or if one
has two or three plots, the hens can be
turned out to eat one down while the
others are growing, as shown above.
When the fowls get accustomed to the
alfalfa they will eat it as readily as grain.

One method I have worked out is to

sow a bed of alfalfa in the hen yard,
cover the bed with wire netting, and let

the hens pick the alfalfa through the wire

netting. The bed needs some care to

keep the alfalfa clipped, and two beds are

better, so one can grow while the other is

being eaten off.

One fact I have demonstrated with
both the cows and hens. After one has
obtained the largest production possible
with all other foods, the production can
be much increased by supplementing them
with alfalfa, and I have discovered that
the cured alfalfa or alfalfa hay will take
the place of alfalfa meal in winter for

poultry. W. H. JENKINS

Suggestions for the Poultry House
We have built a hen-house at Oxford,

N. Y., intending to start raising poultry in

April. The house is made to be plastered
is lathed and ready for plaster. We have

POULTRY DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to gii'e advice to those interested in

poultry. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions.
Address "Poultry Department" and enclose a self-addressed envelope.

Baby Chicks of Quality
Shipped direct to you by express

From the finest exhibition or utility matings of

Fishel Strain White Plymouth Rocks

Single Comb White Leghorns, Barred Plym-
outh Rocks, Single Comb Rhode Island Reds.

Each breed the product of a specialty breeder

I absolutely guarantee the chicks to reach you
in good condition. YOU take no chances.
Prices moderate.

Send ill cents In stamps for my chick catalogue the finest ever Issued

R. C. CALDWELL. BOX 1030, LYNDON, ROSS CO.. O

WILSON FARM LEGHORNS
Bred on commercial lines for the
production of eggs and meat

Eggs for hatching, - - $8 per 100; $70 per 1000

Day-old chicks, - - - $15
"

100; $145
" 1000

Hot water equipment. 'Phone 716

Wilson Farm Poultry Co., Momstown. N. J.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Rare Land and
Water Birds

Swans, Geese, Ducks, Peafowl, Cranes,
Pheasants, etc. I am the oldest established

and largest exclusive dealer in ornamental
birds in America.

G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT

45 VARIETIES
LAND & WATER FOWLS
Send (or free illustrated catalog, which
tells you much you should know. Stock
and eggs at all times.

S. A. Hummel, Box 92, Freeport, III.

OSSINING.N.Y.
PHONE:

243 \V OSSINING

We Have the Best

Silver Plymouth Rocks, White Part-

ridge and Columbian Wyandottes,
S. C. W. Leghorns, Buff Cochin,

Bantams and White Muscova Ducks.

The Best Varieties for KGG and Table Poultry.

Get What You Need Right at Home,
save expresss and damage from long

shipments. Eggs, Baby Chicks and Stock

for sale. Catalogue, 28 pages, 4 cents.

BUFF ORPINGTONS

The "Joe-Pye Book" is

an annual, ready to mall
Feb. 1st.

The cook bird that has

won first and specials at

Madison Square Garden,

N. Y., last year and < hi

also first and specials at

Uoston, is but one or

many flue birds In my
pens. But 10 settings

will be sold from his

mating at f3.00 per cite.

Other ma tings *::.0(i.

$..oo and $10.00 per set-

ting of 15 eggs.

JOE-PYE
South Norwalk, Co fin., R.F.D.37

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of purebred poultry, for 1911, over 200 pages, 57 large
colored pictures of fowls, calendar for each month,
Illustrations, descriptions, photos, incubators,
brooders, information, and all details concerning the

business, where and how to buy fine poultry, eggs
for hatching, supplies, etc. at lowest cost. In fact the

greatest poultry catalogever published. Send 15c for
t*i's handsome book. B. H. GtEWEt, Box 70, RwMS. P.

HAN'T DI1II n that
IIUIl I DU1L1F and

w hen-houie or fix up the old one. but get our large 100 pp. catalog
irculars (over 120 illustrations, showing POTTER PORTABLE

SANITARY POULTRY HOUSkS, Roosting and Nesting Outfits, Perfection Feed Hoppers.Trap
Nests, Feed and supplies of all kinds. Potter Fixtures have been on the market nearly 10 years.

They are made in 3 styles and 12 sizes, and are complete, convenient and sanitary. Our Portable

(K. D. made in sections) Hen-houses, Brood Coops, Pigeon Lofts, aremadein 20 styles and sizes,

from a coop 2ft. square to a complete house 8x80 feet, or longer, at lowest prices. Mouse shown is

8x10 feet, complete with 8 ft. Potter Outfit for 30 hens, for $40. A fine house at a low price. II you
need a house orcoopof any kind do not fail to find cut about the Potter line before buy inif or building.

ft ft IV*T UI1 I orse ll your laying hens, use the POTTER SYSTEM and pick out the layers
lIUll 1 IVILL from the loafers and diseased liens. Keep only healthy laying hens. The POT
TER SYSTEM is a secret and the greatest discovery of the century in the Poultry world ontlie sub-

ject of Egg producing Hens. Used by over 30,000 satisfied poultry keepers who are saving dollars

every year. Our New 100 pp. Potter System book, "Don't Kill the Laying Hen," contains the sec-

ret and knowledge about laying and non-laying hens. It's a revelation to poultry keepers and you
will learn how you can use the Potter System on your flock,keep less hens, get more eggs and make
more money using it. Write to-day sending 2 RED STAMPS tn cover postage < n our large catalog
and circulars telling all about Potter Poultry Produces made ior Particular PoultryPeople If you are

particulat and want to make more money t n your flock you will write us today.
T. F. POTTER A CO.. Box '*. l*wm-i . Illinois, IT. 8. A.

7n writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
give a -

ested in dogs. The manager -will gladly answer any troublesome
questions. Address "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-
addressed envelope.

FOR HOUSE DOGS
There is nothing better than Champion Dog Biscuit.

They are adapted to this class of dog, and nearly
every one can afford to keep them for the pet of the

family.

We manufacture them of flour, meat cracklings
and other ingredients thoroughly mixed by machinery.
They will regulate the bowels, help to make sound
teeth and will produce a soft, glossy coat. They are
clean and easy to handle when feeding.

Send for Sample and Booklet G.

ST. PAUL BREAD COMPANY
558 View Street St. Paul, Minn.

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices rea-
sonable. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. G. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

A High-bred Collie
is the most satisfactory pet, com-
panion or watch dog. Our Collies
are from celebrated prize win-
ning strains. 8 Champions in ped-
igree. A litter of sable and white
puppies due Feb. 22d. Order now
and secure choice. Each pup sold
under a guarantee. Females, S15;
males, 20; also beautiful Collie
Bitch, 1 year old, $30.
E. B. JOHNSTON. Hellenic, Ky.

If You Hvt Dog
You Should ReadAND

the only weekly in America devoted exclu-
sively to the dog. Sample and Special
Trial subscription Offer on application.

FIELD AND FANCY. 14 Church St., New Yrok City

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
yHE Breeders register in the Gazette has proved of great

value, in view of the constant demand at the American
Kennel Club f r names and addresses of breeders. Write
lot rates.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
1 Liberty Street NEW YORK CITY

PET STOCK MAGAZINE
devoted to

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits and all other kind of Pet Animals.

Illustrated,Interesting,Instructive.
Liberal commission paid to energetic agents. Write us.

Pet Stock Magazine, 18-20-22 Washington St., Springfield, Ohio

Elegant high-
quality Collie

puppies, sable and white, from
best strains of blood; have been

ojrefully raised, are in perfect
nealth. Eligible to registration
American Kennel Club Stud Book.
Ready for delivery, shipped on re-

ceipt of price. We take great care
'

in selecting each puppy. We will

please you. Males $20 each ; fe-

males $15 each.

y Nice grown male Collie $50.
Our booklet sent on receipt of stamp.

address Pine Grove Collie Kennels, Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, N r.

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES
of both sexes. All from the very best
stock.

For particulars address

CLOVERLY KENNELS
West Ch.sler, Pelln..

r CHOWS
BLUE DRAGON KENNELS

14 Miles from New York
GREAT NECK, L. I.

Offer for sale a fine lot of
puppies by their celebrated

Champion Chinese Chum
Winner of many championships. Also winner of cup for

Best Dog in Show of All Breeds at Cedarhurst, L. I., 1908

Address Manager

Antiques

Sun Dial Shop

interior ^Decoration

MRS. HERBERT NELSON: CURTIS
23 Ea.t 34th Street NEW YORK CITY

TKLBPHONH 2970 MADISON

ANTIQUE FURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc.

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

been advised that plaster will draw mois-

ture. 'The house is 16x40x8 with a peaked

roof, small window in each end of attic;

also two ventilators through the roof.

Would you plaster the entire house or

only the walls, leaving the ceiling lathed

and the upper part filled with, straw dur-

ing cold weather, or would you plaster the

entire inside? We have six windows on
south side, three on north side on an alley-

way. I .believe the new plaster is as hard

as flint. I want a house that I can keep
perfectly clean. Thanking you,

W. M. R.

Fresh-plastered walls will exude moist-

ure until they have dried. After this con-
dition has righted itself. I do not see why
your walls should draw moisture any more
than the walls of a dwelling.

I suppose you have space between the

outside wall covering and the lath that you
purpose to plaster, and this air space to-

gether with the proper inside ventilation

obviates any tendency to sweating after

the moisture used in the making has evap-
porated.
Beware of leaks. Careless outside

workmanship would result in damage to

your plastered wall, causing it to drop.
Aside from its appearance and the

smooth surface, the plastered ceiling has
no advantage over the loft packed with
straw in winter and empty in summer.
Indeed, in summer this empty loft would
have a distinct advantage in cooling the

room below, for possibly your roof venti-

lators will not prove adequate under all

conditions. I found such to be the case in

a hen-house about half the size of yours
with one ventilator in the center of its

peaked roof.

The difficulty with the overhead ventila-

tor is that while it relieves the room of
heated air, the cooler air near the floor

does not become so heated and escape
with its impurities. If, ultimately, you find

this to be the case, you can insure fresh
air by fitting muslin covered frames to at

least two of your south windows, using
them instead of glass.

The " Mad Dog
"

Superstition
NE generally expects to/ find super-

stition a thing of the past in thes_e

enlightened days, but popular ideas in re-

gard to dog diseases are still at the witch-
craft stage. How many harmless dogs
have been killed because some hysterical
persons thought they were mad ! Many
believe that the bite or snap of even a

healthy dog will bring on hydrophobia if

the dog should get the rabies some time
afterward, so insist on the death of the
animal. Such ideas are as ridiculous as

they are groundless. Comparatively re-
cent scientific investigation has proved that
the saliva is virulent from six to eight days
before the animal develops symptoms of
rabies, so that if the dog remains healthy
for ten days after the bite no danger need
be feared, even if he should get the disease

during the next few weeks. With the
modern Pasteur treatment and an intelli-
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gent attitude toward the "mad dog'' many
of the dire results can be eliminated.

The case is much the same whenever a

dog has fits. It is at once thought a case

of rabies and very often the innocent ani-

mal killed. There is as much ground for

prescribing the same treatment to epilep-
tic patients, for these diseases are quite
similar. Although fits are very familiar

to most clog owners, they are none the less

dangerous. In puppies they are called

convulsions and result in a condition very
like that seen in the infantile sickness of
the same name. Rest and quiet will do
more for the animal's recovery than any-
thing else. Cover him with a blanket
when the attack first seizes him and carry
him as gently as possible to some dark-
ened room or cellar where he can be made
comfortable. The presence of direct sun-

light is irritating and retards recovery. It

is of prime importance to use as little

force as possible simply be at hand to

see that he does not injure himself. As
soon as the dog has calmed down and is

relaxed enough to swallow, administer
from 2 to 20 grains (according to ma-
turity) of bromide of potassium in a lit-

tle camphor water. Repeat three times
a day for a few days and keep on a milk
diet. Keep him away from all excite-

ment or petting and the trouble will be
of no serious account.

Watertight Concrete Tanks
the increasing use of concrete,

many opportunities are being found
where it may be employed about the house.
Vats and tanks can be constructed to con-
tain buttermilk, oils, pickles, etc., and

easily waterproofed and rendered impervi-
ous to damp.

After removing the forms for the uten-

sils, grind off any irregularities and make
the surface perfectly smooth. Keep the

concrete damp for about two weeks and
then give it a thorough washing and allow
it to dry. These preparations complete,
mix up a solution of i part sodium sili-

cate, 40 per cent. Baume, with 4 to 6 parts
water total, five to seven parts. (A dense
surface does not need as high a proportion
of chemicals as a porous one.) Apply
this water glass solution with a brush and
after four hours, but not more than twen-

ty-four, wash the surface with clear water
and again let the surface dry. Then again
wash the surface, and repeat this process
until three or four coats have been put
on. It will then be found that the sodium
silicate (water glass) has penetrated the

pores of the cement and formed a chemical
combination with it which makes a hard
insoluble surface l/& to l/2 inch deep, ac-

cording to the density of the concrete. The
excess particles washed off the surface by
the clear water, permit the solution to

combine with the alkalies of the composi-
tion by a more thorough penetration.
Concrete so treated receives a waterproof
surface, insoluble, hard and impervious,
which is perfectly sanitary and adaptable
to numberless uses.

PALISADES-POPULAR PERENNIALS

"Real Novelties and Novel Realities in Hardy Plants"
The biggest collection offered anywhere is found in our Novelty Catalogue, just out.

All of great interest to the amateur and commercial grower alike.

It describes uncommon plants of singular beauty, desirability, and simplicity of growth ;

inexpensive to acquire. Besides our low prices, plants are big.

Mailed along with our wholesale catalogue of Hardy Perennials, etc. on receipt of three
2C. stamps, which pays postage only, and which amount is deducted from first order.

A Palisade Hardy Border
A perfect picture in your garden to last for years

will be the result if you allow us noiv to plan a scheme,
whether of contrasts or of harmonies, to be carried out
this spring.

PALISADES NURSERIES, Inc.,

Our "Artistic" Border, 100 ft. by 3 ft., costs $25.00
only, for 300 plant-*, freight charges included. Consider
what is "saved" by this system, and what is gained in

true beauty.

Sparkill, N. Y.

ARTISTIC HOMES
A 1 000-Page Plan-Book of

Moderate-Cost Houses Price $1.
Largest Piilillihrd..Entirely New ritri

Other Sillfr Boob n
I 500 to 1 1000 Houses
{1000 to 11200 Houses
11200 to 11500 Houses
flSOO to 12500 Houses
California Bungalows

Artistic Churches - 2Sc
Herbert C. Cnlv.r. Co.
1622 Call Bid.. San Francisco

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work : :

Sample and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN & MANLEY
546 Fifth Avenue New York

PROTECT
coverings from Injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using Glass
Onward Sliding Furniture and
'Piano Shoes In place of casters.
'If your dealer will not supply you.

Write US OnwardM. Co.
U. S. Factory and Glass Plant,

Menasha, Wisconsin.
Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont.

Dahlias In Your Garden
Your garden is incomplete without the
new and varied forms, brilliant colors
and large flowers of this old favorite.

Every Dahlia will liloum this year.

6 KindsforSOc.; 12for $1, Postpaid
The beautiful collection of Dahlias of diffet -,,..

shades and forms will he sent you about April. But
"iff to be sure of petting yours promptly,

., .. ,. brings you our free illustrated Catalogue. ^
VOC8I1MAN GLADIOLUS CO., Desk 22, Sylvania, Ohio

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
COMPLIMENTARY-PORTFOLIO

Notable Examples Of

INEXPENSIVE-DECORATION AND -FURNISHING
THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL" is an illustrated monthly

magazine, which gives you the ideas of experts on every
feature of making the home, its appointments and

surroundings beautiful.

It is invaluable for either mansion or cottage. It

shows how taste will go farther than money. Its teach-

ings have saved costly furnishings from being vulgar
on the other hand, thousands of inexpensive houses

are exquisite examples of refined taste, as a result of its

advice. It presents this information interestingly and
in a plain, practical way. Everything is illustrated:

frequently in sepia and colors.
"The House Beautiful" is a magazine which no woman interested

in the beauty of her home can afford to be without. It is full of sug-

gestions for house building, house decorating and furnishing, and is

equally valuable for people of large or small income.
ELLEN M. HENROTIN.

Ex. Pres. Nat. Federation of Women's Clubs.

Our readers say the magazine is worth more than its subscription price, $3.00.

But to have you test its value, for$l.oo we will mail you free,'Tl\e House Beau-^
tiful" Portfolio of Interior Decoration and Furnishing with a five months' trial y|?> o

subscription. The Portfolio is a collection of color plates, picturing and desj^^^^-y
cribing roomsinwhich good taste rather than lavish outlay has produced.

*"

charming effects. The Portfolio alone is a prize, money can not or-
*

dinarily purchase. Enclose $1.00 with coupon filled out and send to

HERBERT S. STONE, Publisher, THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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NOW SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS EVERY READER OF HOUSE
AND GARDEN SHOULD OWN

Garden Library
Complete in Nine Volumes

THIS
library marks a new era in garden literature, as it is the first series

of low-priced, practical and beautifully illustrated handbooks on home gar-

dening that has ever appeared in America. These volumes, written by
competent authorities on the subjects, are full of good, helpful advice and instruc-

tion for all who grow plants and flowers, and for those who take an interest

in the maintenance and improvement of the country home grounds.

The nine volumes in "The Garden Library" are uniformly bound in service-

able green cloth, decorated; size, 5x7s; profusely illustrated throughout,

including many "how to" pictures, planting tables, plans for gardens, etc. Asa
ready reference work on matters pertaining to the country home and grounds
"The Garden Library" should occupy a place on your bookshelf. A brief

description and synopsis of contents of each book is herewith given.

Daffodils Narcissus and How to Grow Them Roses and How to Grow Them
By A. M. KIHBY

All that is really worth while about these most popular of spring bulbs written
trom the standpoint of American conditions.

I. Old time and Modern Daffodils and Narcissus. II. Daffodils in the GardenP?' -,
111 ' Flowering Daffodils in winter. IV. Water Culture in the House.

The Commercial Production of Cut Flowers. VI. Naturalizing in the Grass.
VII. Miniature Daffodils for the Rock Garden. VIII. The One Insect and One
Disease IX. .Straightening Daffodil Nomenclature and Classification X The
Large Trumpet Daffodils. XI. The Lesser Trumpet. Hoop-Petticoat and
Cyclamen-flowered Daffodils. XII. The Medium-Grown Hybrids. XIII The
Pheasants Eye and Poet's Hybrid Narcissus. XIV. The sweet-scented Jonquilsand Campernelles. XV. The Tender Cluster-flowered Narcissus. XVI The
Hardy duster-flowered Narcissus. XVII. Double Daffodils and Narcissus of all
l.ioups. X\ III. home Autumn Flowering Species. XIX. Hybridizing and
Raising from Seed.

House Plants and How to Grow Them
A manual of the best foliage and flowering plants for home cultivation; their

raising from seed and propagation in the window garden.
I- How Other People Have Succeeded.

^
II. Making the Soil Foundation. III.

Cutting, etc. VI. In Sickness and in Health.!. Buibs from "Thanksgiving
to Easier. VIII. The Winter Window Garden. IX. Flowering Plants. House
Conditions. X Roses Carnations and Chrysanthemums. XI. Cactuses and
Other Succulents. XII. Nine Iron Clad Palms. XIII. Foliage Plants other
than Palms. XI\. Reliable Ferns for the Dwelling Rooms. XV. Window Gar-
dening Tools and Accessories. XVI. Forcing with Ether. XVII. A Window
Gardener s Calendar.

By MANY EXPERTS
The only recent book on this most popular of flowers, which deals directly with

American practice both outdoors and under glass in all sections of the country".
I. When, Where and How to Plant. II. The Routine of Work. III. Pruning.

IV. Insects, Diseases, and Spraying. V. The Rosarian's Calendar. VI. Roses
for Cm Flowers Under Glass. VII. Types and races. VIII. Roses for Special
I urposes. IX. Roses of American Origin.

Ferns and How to Grow Them
of

ny P.T. BARNES

By ;. A. WOOLSON
flic contribution of a nature student who has successfully solved the problem
owing the native ferns of our Eastern woods. With table of synonymy.

I. The Life of a Fern. II. Where Hardy Ferns Can Be Grown. III. Ferns in
the Mixed Border. IV. Rockwork for Ferns. V. Hardy Ferns for Indoor Cul-
ture, and How to Select Them. VI. Ferns in the Living Room During Winter.
VII. Fern Rockeries Indoors. VIII. Fern Culture Under Bell Glasses and in the
Wardian Case. IX. Exotic Ferns without a Greenhouse. X. Aerial Fern Cul-
ture. XI. Ferns for Special Purposes.

By LEONARD BARltON

The Flower Garden By IDA D. BENNETT
"A clear and concise summary of every possible sort of information that might

be desired by anyone interested in gardens." Scientific American.
II. Soils.TT'T' S!e Location and Arrangement of the Garden. II. Soils. III. Fertilizers.

iy-rf^e
c,

H<
;
t- 1?ed i,,Cold-frame aml Sand-box. V. Purchasing of Seeds. VI.

Starting Seeds in Flats. VII. Transplanting and Repotting. VIII. House Plants
from Seeds. IX. Outside Window Boxes. X. Various Annuals from SeedXI. \ines. XII Ornamental Foliage Plants from Seed. XIII. Bulbous and
ruberousrooted Plants. Xl\. Aquatics. XV. The Care of the Summer Rose-
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i
ed - xvn - The Oare of Cannas, Caladiums,

P tel ond .P
th"

B,
ulbi' Dunns Winter. XVIII. Hardy Shrubs and Plants

for Fall Planting. XIX. Winter Protection. XX. The Care of House Plantsm Winter. XXI. Common and English Names of Flowers. XXII. BloomingSeason ofVarioiis Trees. Shrubs and Plants. XXIII. A Chapter of Odds and
Ends. XXIV. A Chapter of Don'ts.

The Vegetable Garden By IDA D. BENNETT
This book deals fully with the various vegetables that form the staple of the

small garden and contains excellent chapters on fertilizers, insecticides and garden
tools, all thoroughly up to date and full of the most practical information.
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an1 Economic Value of tie Kitchen Garden. II. The Loca-
tion of the Garden. III. Planning the Garden. IV. How to Maintain Fertility.V. The Construction and Oare of Hot-beds Cold-frames and Pits. VI. On
the Sowing of Seed. VII. Transplanting, vtll. Tools Which Make Gardening
Easy. IX. On the Growing of \arious Vegetables. X. Root Vegetables. XI.
Vine \egetabes and Fruits. XII. Gieens and Salad Vegetables. XIII. Peren-
nial }egetaMes. XIV^ Storing Vegetables in Winter. XV. The Garden's
Enemies. XVI. Fall Work m the Garden.

Lawns and How to Make Them
The only volume that treats of the making and maintenance of the ornamental

lawn from a purely practical standpoint. For the first time the whole truth about
lawn seed mixtures is popularly explained.

I. Renovating the Old Lawn. II. How to Make a Lawn Once for All. HI.
Economical Grading. IV. Which Is Better. Turf or Seed? V. The Fine Art
of Mowing. Rolling and Watering. VI. How to Feed a Lawn. VII. Solving the
Weed Problem, Insects, etc. VIII. The Truth About "Lawn Mixtures." IX.
Seed Mixtures for Special Purposes. X. Lawns for Subtropical Regions. XI.
The Best Lawn Tools and Their Use. XII. How to Make Lawn Pictures XIII.
The Peculiar Requirements of Putting Greens. XIV. Guide to the Best Lawn
Grasses.

Water-Lilies and How To Grow Them
By H. S. GONARD and HENRI HUS

A practical garden knowledge of the best water-lilies and other aquatics
by Americas great authority on the family; with cultural details and the
making of ponds and small gardens.

I. Where Water Gardens Can Be Made, H. Economical Pond Con
stvuction. III. Soils and Planting Out IV. Wintering and Propa-
?;
aAmB u86?1 ?#Ting ,-

!

t
nd Starting. VI. Raising New Varieties.

VII. The Hardy Water-lilies. VIII. The Tender Day Blooming
Water-hhes. IX. The Night Blooming Water-lilies. X. Grow-
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s - ^iJ 1
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a*?r Hyacinths and

Xll"
Wind,. _ _
for Special Purposes.

. &G.

U> E. P. I'OM'ELLThe Orchard and Fruit Garden
Deals with the choice planting and cultivation of fruit, fruit bearing trees and

This thoroughly practical volume embodies all the latest developments, and
sums up all available information on the selection of fruits." New York World.

Part First THE ORCHARD. I. The Apple. II The Aoole Varieties
HI. The Apple-Handling and Marketing. IV. The Pear. V. The Plum. \'l.The Cherry. VII. The (Juince VIII. The Peach. IX.. The Apricot.

.
X. The

ler Choice Aquatics. XII. Water Gardens Under Glas
II. Enemies and Friends. XIV. Pond Surroundings
ndbreaks and Accessory Plants. XV. Water-lilies
Special Purposes.

Send Only 50 Cents with Order

Special
Offer

. . Q
Grape. XI. Citrus Fruit*. .

Banana^nd
other Tropical Fruits.

u ees.

. . . . . .

XII. Figs Dates and Olives. XIII. Pineapple
XtV. Undeveloped Friiits XV. Nuts and

Part Second-THE FRUIT GARDEN. I. The Fruit Garden. II. The Cur-
rant. III. The strawberry. IV. The Raspberry. V. The Blackberry The
Gooseberry. VII. The Cranberry. VIII. Neglected Berries
Part Third-CDLTURAI. DIRECTIONS. I. Windbreaks, Drainage. Irrigation.

II. Prunmgs. Mulching, Fertilizing. Cover Crops. III. Spraying. IV. Bees
Birds. Fowls Animals in the Orchard and Fruit Garden. V. Harvesting and
Marketing. VI. Plant Breeding.

To all who send us an

immediate order (or

The Garden Li-

brary we will

add, without

extra charge, one year's subscrip-
tion to The Garden Magazine.
If you are already a sub-

scriber we shall be glad
to extend the subscrip-

tion or send the

magazine to a

friend.

Doubleday,

Page&
Company

Garden City, M. Y

GENTLEMEN: Enclosed
find 50 cents for which send

me The Garden Library in nine
volumes and enter the name of

for one year's subscription to The
Garden Magazine. If the books are

satisfactory I agree to pay $1.00 a month
for nine months, and if the books are not

satisfactory I will return them and you will
firstrefund my payment.

If writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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New Ostrich Plume Celosia

"Pride of Castle Gould"

It is sold in mixed colors. For sale at

all seed-houKs. Price per package, 50c.

Entirely new type of Celosia

and surpasses anything thus

far placed on the market.

Habit of plant is pyramidal
and produces immense feath-

ered heads in various striking

colors.

It possesses unsurpassed dec-

orative value when grown as

a pot plant. Planted outside

in beds it cannot be equalled
for its profusion of flowers

and brilliancy.
Cultural directions printed

an rar/i fartafe

New Catalog for 1911 now

ready. The Orchid Catalcg
contains a complete list of all

best varied < s with cultural

directions. The General

Catalog including Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Bay and

Box Trees, Rhododendrons
and Evergreens also Herb-
aceous Plants, etc.

JULIUS ROEHRS COMPANY
RUTHERFORD NEW JERSEY

Grand Hotel, New York City

A FAMOUS HOME WITH A

NEW ANNEX
On Broadway at 31st St., Near Pennsylvania R. R. Terminal

A house made famous through its splendid ser-

vice, and personal attention to patrons the Grand
counts its friends by the thousands. Army and

Navy people stop here, as do all experienced
travelers. For more excellent living facilities,

quiet elegance and sensible prices, are hardly
obtainable elsewhere.

As for transportation facilities, New York's subways, elevated
and surface cars are all practically at the door. Theatres and

shopping districts also immediately at hand. Personal baggage
transferred free to and from New Pennsylvania station.

Splendid Moorish dining rooms are but one of the many fam-
ous features of the New Annex.

Absolutely Fireproof Rates, $1.50 Per Day, Upwards
OEORQE F. HURLBERT, Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.

Also The Greenhurst, on Lake Chatauqua, Jamestown, N. Y.

Open May ist to Nov. 1st. 50 Automobile Stalls.

Guide to New York (with maps) and Special Rate Card sent

upon request.

"HOW TO MARE A
PERFECT LAWN"
is a little booklet FREE to everyone who admires a beautiful lawn,

but who can't make the grass grow. It is written by horticultural

experts, tells how anyone can make a perfect

lawn cheaply, easily and quickly by sowing

7 heWizard Latvn "Producer

You sow it like common grass seed; comes

up anywhere, the only requirement being soil

and moisture.

The Greatest Beautifier
of the Premises.

Kalaka is a mixture of choicest grass seed and a powerful con-

centrate of dried animal manure, from which dirt, dust, chaff

and weed seeds are absolutely eliminated. Nothing but best

seed is used. Seed and fertilizer is mixed in scientific propor-
tions, the mixture goes into the soil, the seed germinates with a

little moisture and the grass comes i</> before you know it. Used

successfully in largest parks.
You can't afford to hai'C a poor laii'n \vlun Kaluka will make your lawn

beautiful. Hundreds have proven its efficiency.

If your dealer can't supply you. send us a dollar for a 5-lb. box. Seeds
and fertilizes 1,000 square feet new lawn; replenishes 2,000 square feet

old lawn. Cheaper goes further than like quantity of seed alone. Express
prepaid anywhere East of Missouri River, or West of the River for $1.25.
Send for FREE booklet at once.

The Kalaka Company îo
E
n'!? K*v*r

v
d
e
. Chicago, III.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
WE PLAN AND PLANT GROUNDS AND
GARDENS EVERYWHERE WITH OUR

World's Choicest Nursery
Spring Planting

Products.

The proper way to buy Is to see the material growing. We shall gladly give
our time and attention to all Intending purchasers visiting our nursery, and InTlte
everybody Interested In Improving their grounds to visit us. Our nursery consist*
of 250 acres of highly cultivated land, and Is planted with a choice selection of
Ornamental Nursery Products, placing us In a position to complete plantings and
fill orders of any magnitude.
ROSES. It Is Important to place or-

ders at once, while we have several
hundred thousand in choice, new and
popular kinds. We are frequently
old outsold out of many varieties, causing
annoyance and disappointment.

RHODODENDRONS. Many thousands
of acclimated plants In Hardy Eng-
lish and American varieties are

growing In our nursery.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS AND
FINES. More than 75 acres of our
nursery are planted with handsome
specimens of these popular lawn
plants.

HARDY OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.
Hundreds of thousands of new, rare,
and popular varieties of these old-
time favorites are growing In many
acres of our nursery.

ORNAMENTAL SHADE, WEEPING
AND STANDARD TREES. 200,000
of these In all kinds can be seen
In our nursery. We grow them for

every place and purpose.

FLOWERING SHRUBS AND HEDGE
PLANTS. We make a specialty of
tbem and can do plantings or fill

orders of any size.

TRAINED, DWARF AND ORDINARYFRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS. We grow these for all

kinds of orchards.

HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES. We grow Immense quanti-
ties for all kinds of plantings.

BOXWOOD AND BAY TREES. Are
one of the many attractions of oar
nursery. We carry many thousands
of specimens.

ENGLISH POT GROWN GRAPE
VINES. For greenhouse cultivation.

BULBS AND ROOTS. Spring, Sum-
mer and Autumn flowering.

LAWN GRASS SEED. Our Rutherford
Park Lawn Mixture has given satis-
faction everywhere.

TUBS. We manufacture all shapes
and sizes. Ask for special list.

OUR PRODUCTS give satisfaction, be-
cause they possess the standard of
quality created by the highest grade
of cultivation.

OUR ILLUSTRATED GENERAL
CATALOUGE NO. 40 will tell you
about the above and all our other
products for Lawns and Gardens.

Rutherford is the first stop on the Main Line of the Eri* Railroad; 8 miles from
New York City.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND PLANTERS

RUTHERFORD, N. J.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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TREE FILLED 2 YEARS
ESTATE OF ISAAC N.SELIGMAN

Willow-Brook

Sunnyside Lane.

Irvington-on-Hudson,
New York.

The work that you, your brother,
father and co-workers have done on
my place in doctoring many of our
fine noble elm, cherry, maple and
otlrter trees and in preventing fur-
ther decay, commends itself to us
and I gladly recommend you to
others in use of scientific treatment
of their trees. It appears to me to
be money well spent for others to

seriously look after the health of
their trees and not to delay. I was
greatly pleased with the gentlemanly
conduct of yourself and all your
men on my place.

(Signed) Isaac N. Seligman.

Peaslee-Gaulbert Company,
Manufacturers and Merchants,

Louisville, Ky.

ft gives me pleasure to say that
the work executed on my place was
eminently satisfactory, in fact the only
job I have ever had done tbat really
measured up to my expectations.

(Signed) S. E. Duncan.

Don't Risk Your Trees in the Hands

oi Ignorant or Irresponsible Persons
RESPONSIBILITY is of vastly greater importance than the matter of a few cents more or

less per hour when it comes to the treatment of trees, as it is in any other profession
that deals with living things.

IT IS BETTER by far to cast money to the four winds than hand it out to the unskilled

and pretending tree-men, no matter whether of the ignorant type or the well-mannered

gentlemen whose ability is limited to a fluent use of Latin names.

SKILL in the art of Tree Surgery is not acquired from books. Neither is it obtained in

Agricultural Colleges nor Forestry Schools. These institutions fill an important place
in the national life, but they do not and can not teach correct Tree Surgery.

THOROUGH TRAINING and skill are synonymous, provided the training is received

from men who know.
JOHN DAVEY created Tree Surgery. The idea itself is his. The methods are his. All the

advancement in this branch of science is the direct result of his work. The whole pro-

fession of the scientific treatment of trees radiates from this unique personality.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERTS are just what the name implies John Davey's selection of

clean and intelligent men, whom he has trained with religious care in the art of Tree

Surgery. These men, and none others, are fully qualified to administer proper treat-

m"nt to sick and wounded trees.

Real
Tree

Surgery
Requires

Training
Studyand'

Skill
A

Davey
Experts
AloneAre
Trained

Science

TREE BUTCHERY

Father of Tree Surgery

The Davey Institute ot Tree Surgery
is maintained by the company at very heavy expense for the sole purpose of schooling its

men regarding tree life, insects enemies of trees, tree diseases, proper remedies, and most
important of all the theory and practice of Tree Surgery, which cannot be obtained else-
where. They are specialists in the treatment of trees. There are no successful imitators.

The treatment of trees is a real profession. It suffers just as all other professions do
from the invasion of quacks of all degrees of badness. Nevertheless the real Davey experts,
an organization managed and backed by a responsible house, enjoy the full confidence
of the public.

The Davey Tree experts actually save wounded and crippled trees save their lives for

many added years of usefulness. Absolutely correct methods plus exacting care in train-

ing quality men are the distinguishing characteristics of the Davey service the real service.
Your trees will be safe in the hands of the Davey Tree Experts.

The service of the Davey Tree Expert Company is available east of the Missouri River
for those who desire quality at a cost which is not in any sense unreasonable. Send today
for handsome booklet and full information. When you write, tell us how many trsss you
have, what kinds and where located.

The Davey Tree Expert Company, Inc.
453 Acorn Street, Kent, Ohio

TREE FILLED 3 YEARS
ESTATE OF ISAAC N. SELIGMAN I

Court of

Common Pleas No. 5,

Philadelphia.

It gives me much pleasure to state

that an examination of the trees up-
on run- "(iuynedd" place evidences

that in every case the process of

healing is going on most satis-

factorily. This is especially so in

the case of a large maple tree at

the side of the house, which had so

much of the bark removed that I

nither despaired of saving the tree.

This tree has been in a more

healthful condition than it has been

in for years. Mistaken butchery of the

tree and excessive use of crude car-

bolic acid upon the bark, had well

nigh destroyed it. Your intelligent

ami skillful efforts have saved it,

The death of a fine old tree is a

tragedy, and the prevention of such

death is indeed an evidence that

your work is along the lines of "an

established science, which distin-

guishes 'surgery' from 'butchery.'
"

The two unusually intelligent young
men. sent by you to do the work,

showed thorough competency and
skill, combined with the conduct

and deiwrtme nt of courteous gen-

tlemen.

(Signed) William H. Staake.

IMITATION TREE SURGERY

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Whether your place is one of several acres, or merely a plot 50 x 150 feet, you should have a hotbed or a cold-
frame to gain a month on summer every year and to carry over through the winter tender plants that cannot
survive exposure

Hotbeds and Coldframes: What They Are
and What They Will Do

BY C. H. MILLER

Photographs by the author and others

garden is complete without a hotbed. It not only fur-

nishes an outlet for your pent-up energies when the March
sun feels good on the back of your neck and you long to get out
and dig in the soil, but by means-6f hotbeds and coldframes the

bearing season of your garden may be extended several months.
\ou can raise an abundance of flowers from seeds at very little

cost and with reasonable assurance of having them succeed when
the warm weather comes and they are set out in the open, and
the tiresome two months' wait after the seedman's catalogue
arrives and before anything can be planted, is reduced to imme-
diate action. By means of a few glass sash, the winter of our
discontent is made glorious summer. As Kipling says:

"The cure for this ill is not to sit still

Or frowst with a book by the fire

But to take a large hoe and a shovel also

And dig till you gently perspire."

But enough of the poetry of hotbeds: What are the facts?

With a hotbed you can have garden stuff two months ahead of

your neighbor who plants in the open. With a coldframe, you can
beat him by one month. Think of sweet corn by June 3Oth, and
cosmos that really blooms before the frost nips it.

It is always a problem for the amateur gardener to know when
to plant his seeds. A safer rule than any arbitrary calendar date

is this : When the peach and plum trees blossom, the average
temperature is 45 degrees in the shade, and the seeds that will

germinate at this temperature are beets, carrots, cabbage, cauli-

flower, lettuce, parsley, onions, radishes and spinach. You must
however, wait for the apple trees to blossom, showing that the

average temperature is 60 degrees in the shade, before you can
be sure that corn, melons, egg-plants, tomatoes, beans, cucumbers
and peppers will sprout.

For these more tender things the hotbed is used. By starting
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Probably the most economical and service-

able structure is one made of concrete.

With some boards, cement and sand
; you

can make one yourself

It is well to have a

cheap thermometer
in the hotbed to

keep track of the

temperature.
You are now

ready to plant.
There is such a dif-

ference of opinion
as to the care of

hotbeds and cold-

frames that only
the most general
directions can be

given. It may be

said that the object
of both is to dupli-
c a t e by artificial

means the warm temperature of summer, when the weather out-

side is really freezing. In the latitude of New York we can plant

our hotbeds in February but it is not safe to start a coldframe

before the end of March.

It is idle to deny that hotbeds require care. At night the sash

must be covered with mats to keep out the cold and in the morn-

ing these must be removed to admit the sunlight. Ventilation is

also important.
Mere are some of the ways in which a hotbed or coldframe will

be most useful:

To start seeds of plants and flowers months before they could

be planted out-of-doors. This in itself would be no great advan-

tage if the season of bloom were simply moved forward a few

weeks, ending that much sooner. In many cases, however, it

means that you will get bloom where otherwise there might be

none with cosmos, petunias, verbenas, ageratum, stocks, and

many others.

To winter the plants that freezing weather would kill, such as

tender hydrangeas, geraniums, tea roses and various bedding

plants.
To force such plants as asparagus or rhubarb to bear while

the ground outside is still frozen.

To take care of seedlings that have been started in greenhouses

or indoors in window-boxes.

To have green vegetables all winter, such as chard, parsley,

lettuce, and spinach. And to start vegetable seeds a month or

two before they can be planted in the open.

In order to avoid the necessity of using mats or shutters to

Another use for your frame is to plant in August seeds of perennials
whicn, with care, will grow large enough to be transplanted to their

permanent quarters in the fall, to bloom next year

If you are not enough of a carpenter to build the frame yourself you

can buy one in this "knock-down" form and readily put it together

The compost of leaves and fresh horse manure, before going into the

bed, must be turned over several times at intervals of a few days,
in order to work off the surplus heat

protect the glass sash at night, some of the builders manufacture

double-light sash in which an air space between the two pieces

of glass acts as an insulator, keeping the cold out and the heat

in. The advantage of this kind of sash is that mats are not neces-

sary.

To prepare a coldframe, first spade up the soil to a depth of a

foot, working it over and over until all the lumps are broken up
and it is fine and mellow. Sore well rotted manure should be

worked through the soil to make it rich.

Where a coldframe is used to grow vegetables that will ulti-

mately be planted in the open ground, to avoid the danger of

disturbing the roots in transplanting, it is well to plant the seeds

in small paper flowerpots, berry-boxes or even small paper boxes.

The seedsmen will supply paper pots that can easily be taken

apart.
A very convenient type of coldframe that is similar in its use

to the bell-glasses of the French, gardener is the so-called "melon

frame." It is much smaller than the regulation coldframe and

may readily be moved from place to place. Melon frames may
be set about through the garden wherever we ultimately intend to

have hills of melons, squash or cucumbers and the seeds forced

in the very place where they will ultimately grow, without the

necessity of transplanting. By the use of one of these frames a

neighbor of mine has had ripe cucumbers by July 4th, yet the

old rule is not to plant cucumber seed until June 2Oth.

Growing plants need not only sunlight but also air. A plant

that has been growing in the warm, moist atmosphere of a hot-

bed would, if suddenly moved to the open ground where the tem-

perature may be twenty degrees lower, soon wither and die. For

this reason a hardening process must be followed by raising the

(Continued on page 194)



Most people have great difficulty in picturing to themselves the appearance of a home before it is built. A model, built to scale, will

solve the problem, and prevent disappointment with the finished building

The Small Model as an Aid in Building a Home
MADE OF CARDBOARD, SANDPAPER, CELLULOID, SPONGES, BIRD-GRAVEL AND
WHAT-NOT IT SHOWS A HOME-BUILDER WHAT HIS HOME WILL REALLY BE LIKE

WHEN an architect has

designed the plans
and elevations of his client's

house, his troubles have just

begun. Nearly every client

or his wife thinks he or

she can read plans perfectly.

and after doing so knows ex-

actly how the house will

look when completed. But

reading plans is not easy. In

fact, to the average layman
a plan is about as intelligible

as Greek or Sanscrit, so it

BY L.\ \V HENCE V I S S C II E R L> O V 1) . A. A. I. A.

Rough-cast stucco walls are well represented by sandpaper,
is of overlapping layers of thin cardboard

The roof

is no wonder that when the

work is actually in prog-

ress, the owner "didn't

know it was going to look

like that," or his wife, "can-

not understand why there

isn't a bay-window in the

den instead of a casement."

Of course it is the archi-

tect's business to please, but

it takes the proverbial pa-
tience of Job to handle the

man who, in the first place,

doesn't know exactly what

The trees are made of small pieces of sponge, dyed green and
placed upon twigs

Grass may be sown, ready cut, by scattering it upon cardboard
covered with glue

(154)
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Windows are made of celluloid sheets, upon which white ink lines represent the di-

visions between the panes

he wants, who cannot

get the picture of the

house in his mind's

eye, and who changes

his mind with every

suggestion made by
his admiring (or

otherwise) friends.

While working up-

on a prize competition

for a small country-

house, I became im-

pressed with the pos-

sibilities of the model

as a valuable adjunct
to the regular plans.

I had been somewhat

puzzled as to the

treatment of a garden
scheme. I was not

quite sure how it

would look, myself.

So for my own satis-

faction I set about

having a cardboard

model made of the

house and grounds.
Some of the accom-

panying photographs
show the result. The

appearance of this

miniature dwelling is

very realistic. No one

would suppose that the hedges and trees were made of sponges
stained green; that the trailing vines on the house, the various

vegetables and choice flowering plants were odds and ends, glued
into place, trimmed to shape, and colored to represent geraniums,
crimson ramblers, or other flowers. Gravel, such as you pur-
chase for your canary bird, furnishes walks wonderfully natural

in appearance. The grass is sprinkled (ready grown) on a glue-
wet board, and only needs to be "mowed" in places to present a

It is only by the aid of a complete model that the building site, as a whole, may be
visualized gardens, lawn, shrubbery groups, trees and walks

smooth, even surface.

A case in point that

should establish be-

yond a doubt the

value of the model

house, may prove in-

teresting. Not long

ago a rhan for whom
I was designing a

twenty - thousand -

dollar house came in-

to my office. He
seemed greatly upset.

"Mr. Boyd," said

he, "I'm in a quan-

dary. My wife has

an idea that the house

won't suit." I was

surprised. The draw-

ings for his house

were nearing comple-
tion. I had worked
out with infinite pains
a plan and elevation

that I knew to be

good, one which I

felt sure was what he

desired. I could not

understand the reason

for his wife's attitude,

and told him so.

"I'm sorry," he

said, "but she has

been going over the plans. She says that she cannot understand

plans at all. She wants to see what the house will really look

like when finished." Suddenly a happy thought me. "Well,
then we'll show her," I said, "we'll make her a model of the

house and grounds as they would appear in reality."

That day the model was started. From the scale drawings the

house was built, the grounds laid out, until at the end of a few
weeks it stood, a perfect miniature of the structure I saw so well

It is difficult to know, without a complete model, whether your tennis court will have the disadvantage of being too near the kitchen

porch, or whether this latter may be effectively screened off
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Choosing a Site for the Garden
THE ESSENTIALS IN EXPOSURE, CHARACTER OF SOIL AND DRAINAGE CONDITIONS THAT WILL,
WITH REASONABLE CARE IN CULTIVATION, INSURE SUCCESS IN YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR

BY M.ROBERTS CONOVER

Photographs by the author and others

OF all the important matters pertaining to the home surround- extending down a foot or so, with a substratum of more sand,

ings, the choice of the garden spot ranks first, and in order lacks the necessary fertility for a successful garden. But if it is

that subsequent preparation be timely, this vital question should a loam with sand, clay and other matter in such proportions that

be decided early in the year.

[Viable soil and good drainage, con-

venience, adequate size, sunlight, and

shelter from bleak winds, are essen-

tial to the garden's success.

The first and main consideration is

soil. The kinds of vegetables required

of a garden are many and the drain

upon the soil so exhaustive that its

consistency must be such that the

young plants easily find their nourish-

ment. Clay is too stiff and sand holds

little fertility. Favorable soil is a com-

position of several kinds. If you mix

sand, clay and leaf-mould together in

nearly equal proportions, you will gain
some idea of the consistency of your

garden loam.

If the ground is new to you and

you are a novice at judging soils, you
had better get some advice upon the

subject. The experienced gardener or

farmer cannot tell you just how much
it will yield, but he knows clay from
sand and he knows good loam. If he

tells you the soil needs draining, and

you can form moist handfuls of it into

balls that hold tenaciously together,
turn away from it. It will bake in

dry weather and be soggy and unwork-
able in rainy spells. Drain it if you
want to, but plant your garden some-
where else.

On the other hand, light, sandy soil,

If the soil, after rain, compresses into a pasty com-
pact mass, turn to another spot for your garden site

If the compressed ball of earth crumbles apart in

the hands when released it is good garden loam

it works mealy under the tools, and
if it has a porous, rather sandy sub-

stratum, you have earth of the right

consistency for a fine garden. The
outcome depends upon generous

manuring, wise planting and right cul-

tivation.

Where there is a substratum of stiff

clay and the location is low. recourse

must be had to artificial drainage in

order to carry off the surplus water.

As a source of supply, the garden
should be near the kitchen and large

enough to supply the family's needs.

It is folly, however, to plan for larger

space than one can work it will be

overgrown and neglected by mid-sum-
mer. A garden requires frequent cul-

tivation and wise supervision, but it

need not demand more than an hour's

work each morning, if one has the

necessary tools and is thorough. En-
thusiasm is half the battle, and grows
with achievement. A garden space

forty feet long and forty feet wide

kept a family of five persons supplied
with lettuce, beans, peas, beets, car-

rots, potatoes, radishes, parsley, cab-

bage, summer squash, egg-plant, and
other vegetables, all summer and fall

without much attention to second

crops. It would have done more with

closer planning. A smaller garden,

carefully tended, will give surprising

Don't make your garden too big; a 40x40 ft. area kept five people
well supplied, without much attention to second crops

If you have a hedge or other wind-break to the north, keep a path
between it and the edge of the garden
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results. But one should remember that the more intensively the

ground is worked, the heavier must be its store of plant food.

The garden will be useful for a longer season if it has a south-

ern exposure and a good wind-break on the north and west. For

warmth, there is nothing to compare with an arbor vitae hedge. It

is advisable to plant this far enough away to prevent the roots

from drawing upon the garden area. In my own garden, vege-
tables are grown two feet from such a hedge with good results.

Here potatoes, radishes and peas were planted by March 22, in

1909 and 1910, and lettuce, spinach, carrots, early turnips and

parsley by the 28th.

After the garden site has been chosen, and its extent decided

upon, the ground should be spread with manure which is allowed

to lie on the surface until time to plow. Half a ton or a one-horse

load of well rotted compost or cleanings from the poultry house

will make a garden area of sixteen hundred square feet very pro-
ductive. The cleanings from the hennery promote the greatest

yield, but the rotted manure enables the garden to better withstand

dry weather. Judging from results obtained the past two years, it

is well to use equal parts of each manure. The compost, being
slower to decompose, supplies the late growing vegetables, while

hen manure is sooner available as an aid to the earlier maturing
vegetables. This adaptation of treatment to the individual re-

quirements of different plants counts greatly for your success.

Designing the Dining-room by Itself
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT, THE CONSISTENT
FURNISHING AND THE BEST WORKING ARRANGEMENT OF THE USUAL SIZE ROOM

A mellow brown oak wainscot, Caen stone fireplace and sand-finished, dull golden wall above, help to make this
Flemish dining-room a welcome change from Colonial or English

A . RAYMOND
Illustrations

WE have a habit, generally, of making B Y

the dining-room either English or
Colonial in style, I suppose for the reason
that we have so many good types of furniture in these two styles
that their use makes it easier to obtain an attractive dining-room.
The room of Flemish character is probably more unusual and I

have, therefore, chosen to offer a design in this style.
The room is 15 x 16 feet in size, opening from a broad hall

from which it is shut off with glass doors. The morning sun, a

very essential feature in any dining-room, is obtained through the
eastern window and through the southern windows in the sum-
mer, while the after-glow of the summer sunset comes through
the west window, thus insuring a pleasant dining-room at all

times. There is nothing so cheerless as a breakfast-room which
is cut off from the sun in the winter, by being isolated in the
north or northeastern part of the house

;
it continually exerts a

ELLIS
by the Author

depressing influence on the family at meals.

The dining-room is adjoined by the serv-

ing-room, which connects with the kitchen,

affording a quick and direct line of service.

It is suggested that the room be wainscoted in oak to a height
of seven feet, with rectangular panels formed by very flat rails

and stiles, without any panel moldings. A wide plate-rail forms
the cap of the wainscot, affording a place to put bits of china and
old pieces of pewter or copper. Above the wainscot the plaster
is sand-finished, as is also the ceiling, and at the intersection of
the ceiling and side walls a cornice is carried around the room.
On the north side is a large fireplace, which is a necessity on a

rainy day to make breakfast cheerful and the room comfortable.
It is built of light gray Caen stone, which has almost the appear-
ance of limestone. It is imported in blocks and is soft enough to
be worked into a variety of shapes. The hearth has a curb border,
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Garden steps of stone are expensive, those of brick are difficult to

keep in repair, but those of concrete, if designed with some skill,

have neither of these disadvantages

There is an excellent suggestion here for making a garden wall
effective and attractive. Train young fruit trees to cover the

monotonous expanse of gray rough-texture concrete

Too frequently we see concrete pergolas of crude form. Greater
care and skill in making the molds will work wonders

The decay and warping of wooden hotbeds and coldframes is a
common fault. Concrete frames will last forever

By means of paneling and a variety of textures on the different

surfaces, concrete garden structures may be made far more inter-

esting

Covered with vines and banked with shrubbery, the concrete garden
wall blends with the lansdscape as do the old stone walls of Italian

gardens

CONCRETE POSSIBILITIES IN THE GARDEN



IlliiilnS

You can, and should, have fruit trees in your garden, however small it may be. Even if there is no open ground, there is surely a place
for training trees on a lattice or wall

Grow Your Own Fruit
WHEN AXD HOW TO PLAXT THK YOUNC, TREKS THK CHOICE BETWEEN ONE-YEAR
AND TWO-YEAR TREES- THE MATTER OF PRUNING-CULTIVATION AND FILLER CROPS

i: v F . F . R o c K \v K i. i.

Photographs by Nathan K. Graves and E. F. Hall

[Mr. Rockwell's scries of articles that appeared last year in these pages, under the title "Grow Yuur Own I 'cgctables," met with so
bressioiu of appreciation that we are doubly glad to follow it with three articles on an equally important phase of the home garden. Th
iclc, which appeared last inont/i, took up the important matter of selecting the varieties best suited to the needs of the home orchard. EDITOI

many
. The first

'ime orchard. EDITOR.]

THE first article on this subject dealt with the question of

varieties for the home orchard. This matter is so import-
ant that 1 want to emphasize it by repeating one bit of advice

given: make out your list to the best of your judgment from
what information you may have or be able to get from observa-

tion or nursery catalogues, and then submit it to your State

Experiment Station for approval. The chances are that some
of the good varieties will not do so well as others in your par-
ticular locality. Kind out before you plant.
As a general thing you will succeed best if you have nothing

to do with the perennial "tree agent." He may represent a good
firm

; you may. get your trees on time ; he may have a novelty
as good as the standard sorts

; but you are taking three very
great chances in assuming so. But, leaving these questions aside,
there is no particular reason why you should help pay his travel-

ing expenses and the printing bills for his lithographs ("made
from actual photographs" or "painted from nature," of course!)
when you can get the best trees to be had, direct from the soil

in which they are grown, at the lowest prices, by ordering through
the mail. Or. better still, if the nursery is not too far away,
take half a day off and select them in person. If you want to

help the agent along present him with the amount of his com-
mission, but get your trees direct from some large reliable nur-

sery.

Well grown nursery stock will stand a good deal of abuse, but

it won't be at all improved by it. Don't let yours stand around in

the sun and wind, waiting until you get a chance to set it out. As
soon as you get it home from the express office, unpack it and

"heel it in," in moist, but not wet, ground; if under a shed, so

much the better. Dig out a narrow trench and pack it in as

thick as it will go, at an angle of forty-five degrees to the natural

position when growing. So stored, it will keep a long time in

cold weather, only be careful that no rats, mice, or rabbits

reach it.

Do not, however, depend upon this knowledge to the extent

of letting all your preparations for planting go until your stock

is on hand. Be ready to set it the day it arrives, if possible.

PLANTING

Planting can be done in either spring or fall. As a general

rule, north of Philadelphia and St. Louis, spring planting will

be best; south of that, fall planting. Where there is apt to be

'severe freezing, "heaving," caused by the alternate freezing and

thawing ; injury to the newly set roots from too severe cold,

and, in some western sections, "sun-scald" of the bark, are three

injuries which may result. If trees are planted in the fall in

cold sections, a low mound of earth, six to twelve inches high,

should be left during the winter about each, and leveled down
in the spring. If set in the spring, where hot, dry weather is

apt to follow, they should be thoroughly mulched with litter,
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devote such a space to fruit

trees, and in order to have

them at all, must place them

along your wall or scattered

through the grounds (as sug-

gested in the diagram in last

month's article), you can still

give them an excellent start

by enriching the soil in spots

beforehand, as suggested

above in growing lima-beans.

In the event of finding even

this last way inapplicable to

your land, the following meth-

od will make success certain :

Dig out holes three to six feet

in diameter (if the soil is very

hard, the larger dimension),
and twelve to eighteen inches

deep. Mix thoroughly with

the excavated soil a good barrowful of the oldest, finest manure

you can get, combined with about one-fourth or one-fifth its

weight of South Carolina rock (or acid phosphate, if you can't

get the rock). It is a good plan to compost the manure and

rock in advance, or Use the rock as an absorbent in the stable.

Fill in the hole again, leaving room in the center to set the tree

without bending or cramping any roots. Where any of these

are injured or bruised, cut them off clean at the injured spot with

a sharp knife. Shorten any that are long and straggling about

one-third to one-half their length. Properly grown stock should

Peach trees come into bearing in

used as "fillers" between

not be in any such condition.

Remember that a well

planted tree will give more
fruit in the first ten years
than three trees carelessly put
in. Get the tree so that it will

be one to three inches deeper
in the soil than when growing
in the nursery. Work the soil

in firmly about the roots with

the fingers or a blunt wooden

"tamper;" don't be afraid to

use your feet. When the

roots are well covered, firm

the tree in by putting all your
weight upon the soil around
it. See that it is planted

straight, and if the "whip," or

small trunk, is not straight

stake it, and tie it with rye

straw, raffia or strips of old cloth never string or wire. If the

soil is very dry, water the root copiously while planting until the

soil is about half filled in. never on the surface, as that is likely

to cause a crust to form and keep out the air so necessary to

healthy growth.
Prune back the "leader" of the tree the top above the first

lateral branches, about one-half. Peach trees should be cut back

more severely. Further information in regard to pruning, and

the different needs of the various fruit in regard to this important

(Continued on page 178)

three years, so they are frequently
the rows of slower trees

The Real Meaning and Use of Architectural Detail

III. THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE -THK REBIRTH OF CLASSIC FORMS IN THE FIFTEENTH

CENTURY THE SOURCE FROM WHICH ALL THE LATER WORK OF EUROPE WAS DERIVED

BY LOUIS B V N T N

[A series of articles by prominent architects appeared in this magazine last year. In it the characteristics of the more common architectural styles,

used for country houses, were outlined and explained. Another matter of great importance to those mho ivould build consistently is the detail. Mr.

Boynton's series of articles aims to explain the origin and use of motives, ornament and molding characteristics in connection with the better known

styles of architecture. The articles that have appeared are: Colonial Detail, Jan.. 1911, and The English Renaissance, Feb., 1911. EDITOR.!

THE architecture of the Renaissance in Italy was the source term as applied to architecture and decoration is a revival or

from which all the later work of Europe was derived. rebirth of Classic forms. This does not mean a slavish copying

The Gothic style had run its brief but glorious course and the of Roman work but an intelligent adaptation of the motives and

Italians reverted to the earlier forms of

art which were their proper heritage. We
are, I think, too apt to overlook the fact

that the Italian of the fifteenth century

was the lineal descendent of the ancient

Roman. While there had been an- ad-

mixture of races and while the artistic

traditions of the earlier times had been

forgotten, it was perfectly natural and

right for them to return to the forms and

principles of the earlier work. Of course

the work of the Gothic school scarcely

touched Italy. While France, Germany
and England were building Gothic

churches, the Italians were living in a

sort of backwater of Byzantine art.

The word Renaissance means a re-

birth and the accepted meaning of the
Type of Italian Renaissance detail, of which

reproductions in cement are obtainable

principles of Classic art to the peculiar

conditions of the times.

It has been said with much truth that

St. Francis of Assizi gave the impulse
which resulted in the Renaissance. His

teaching that life was a beautiful thing and

that it should be joyous, as distinguished
from the repressed formalism of the monk-
ish rule, was a preponderating influence in

starting the movement towards intellect-

ual and artistic freedom from the tradi-

tions of the immediate past. These ideas

tended to open the minds of men and

women also, to the beauties of the litera-

ture and art of Classic times. Italy had

been dominated by an absolutely dry and
formal expression of art which was the

result of Byzantine influence, and the sud-
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Characteristic treat-
ment of a pilaster.
Used in a church, but
the ornament has no
symbolic significance

A characteristic treatment of a marble
frieze

den casting aside of this precedent was

one of the most wonderful and inter-

esting events of history.

The Renaissance of art in Italy was

only a part of a larger movement. The
revival of interest in, and knowledge
of, Classic literature was quite as im-

portant ;
and the whole movement

marked a capacity for appreciating, and

m ore especially

enjoying, the old-

er art. For the

w hole Renais-

sance movement
was essentially

joyous ; and any

understanding o f

it must take into

account the fact

that the work was
done for pleasure
and not as the re-

sult of cold the-

ory as to what

was the correct

thing to do. This

cutting loose from
the purely con-

ventional. By-
zantine art

naturally ac-

companied an

awakening or

freshening of

p e r c e p tion.

People began
not only to

think apart
from tradition,

but the artists

began to see

and paint na-

ture instead of

symbols, and

the whole per-
iod marked a

true Renais-

sance of mind
and spirit
which resem-

bles the golden

age in Greece
more nearly,

perhaps, than

any other per-

Characteristic panel decoration in a

ceiling; the ornament almost in-

variably fills the space

The use of pilaster and frieze was common
in the treatment of doorways

An inlaid wood screen that shows the extent to which the Italian

designers carried their decoration when the material permitted

iod. In considering the detail of the Renais-

sance it is of course necessary to select some
elements to be considered in a paper of this

length ; consequently I shall take up only
some of the more common forms and such

as may be applied to modern conditions.

It is increasingly easy to get good repro-
ductions of such things as mantels, vases,

seats, etc., in cast cement or the various forms
of imitation stone. These may be obtained

at a comparatively small expense and are

within the reach of the owner of the most
modest home. In fact, there are excellent

reproductions of mantels which may be had
for less than any wood mantels except the

most brutally commercial kinds.

In decorated moldings we find the egg-
and-dart, lamb's-tongue and dentils in

common use which were described in con-

nection with Colonial work in the Janu-
ary number.

In addition there is the bead, or bead-

and-reel, which was occasionally used in

Colonial work. This bead-and-reel con-

sists of an elongated form like a small

reel separated by beads or buttons, and is

commonly found in cornices, below the

crowning molding and in lines in the archi-

trave. The upper molding of a cornice

was often decorated with leaf forms, and
these were often very interesting. As in

the detail illustrated here there were some-
times buds or flowers introduced with the

leaves.

One of the most characteristic motives
of the Renaissance was the decoration of
the pilasters. This was accomplished by
the use of leaf and plant forms interrupted
by vases or sometimes heads. It was al-

ways arranged symmetrically on a vertical

axis and there is a definite and well de-

fined rhythm in the repeats. That is to say,
the important accents were placed with a

definite intention and so as to prevent
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The house appears large, but is in reality not of such great area in floor plan. The cross-bar of the H is but 18 ft. in depth

Luckley," A Modern English Country Home
THE COUNTRY SEAT OF MR. AND MRS. E. D. MANSFIELD AT WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE ERNEST
NEWTON, ARCHITECT AN EXAMPLE OF THE BEST RECENT ENGLISH DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE

BY P. H. DlTCHFIELD

ONE of the best of the lesser country houses which have been Tudor in England were based. It is, however, no slavish imitation

built in England in recent years is a house at Wokingham, of ancient models, but the ideas are developed and adapted to

Berkshire. Wokingham is an old town situated in the Forest of modern needs. The old house based upon this plan had the hall

Windsor, wherein the kings from Norman times have loved to in the centre and two wings, one occupied by the kitchen, buttery
hunt the tall stags. It is an old-world town. Until a few years and servants' quarters, and the other by the solar, withdrawing-

ago it remained in a sleepy,

dead-alive state ; but now it has

roused itself and a large num-
ber of houses have sprung up
like mushrooms, some of them

strange freaks of architectural

enormity, terrible examples of

what not to build; but this

one is sc charming in every

way that it merits special at-

tention. It occupies the site

of an old house which was

pulled down some years ago.

Lofty elms, birch and wood-
land surround it, and it has a

stream running through the

grounds, of which advantage
has been taken in laying out
the garden.

Mr. Newton's conception of

the style of Luckley is prob-
ably based upon that of Inigo

Jones. In plan it is an H
house, upon which so many of
the beautiful examples of

The walls are of vari-colored "clamp" brick from Chichester, with
deep red bricks at the corners, around openings and in the belt
course

room and the apartments of

the family. In this modern

adaptation we find in one wing
the sitting-room and in the

other the dining-room, kitchen

and domestic offices. The
central connecting link be-

tween the two wings is occu-

pied by the reception hall,

staircase and a corridor lead-

ing from the drawing-room to

the dining-room.
The material of the house is

brick, those used for facing

being "clamp" bricks from
Chichester. These are of var-

ious colors deep ruby red,
russet brown, grey and almost

plum color. The angles of the

walls and the margins round
the windows are made with

deep red kiln bricks. Rich
red hand-made Kentish tiles

cover the roof. The whole
effect of color is quiet and
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Old and New Vegetables That Have Made Good
A GUIDE FOR THE PUZZLED AMATEUR WHO IS ABOUT TO MAKE UP HIS

PLANTING LIST VARIETIES THAT MAY BE PUT IN THE TRIED-AND-TRUE CLASS

Of the squashes there are no better sorts than this little Delicata and the
Fordhook

B v F . F . ROCKWELL
Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

TO the man or woman

planning a garden for

the first time there is no one

thing more confusing than

the selection of the best

varieties. This, in spite of

the fact that catalogues
should be, and might be, a

great help instead of almost

an actual hindrance.

I suppose that seedsmen

consider extravagance in

catalogues, both in material

and language, necessary, or

they would not go to the

limit in expense for printing
and mailing, as they do. But from the point
of view of the gardener, and especially of the

beginner, it is to be regretted that we cannot

have the plain unvarnished truth about varieties, for surely the

good ones are good enough to use up all the legitimate adjectives

upon which seedsmen would care to pay postage. But such is

not the case. Every season sees the introduction of literally

hundreds of new varieties or, as is more often the case, old

varieties under new names which have actually no excuse for

being unloaded upon the public except that they will give a larger

profit to the seller. Of course, in a way, it is the fault of the

public for paying the fancy prices asked that is, that part of

the public which does not know. Commercial planters and ex-

perienced gardeners stick to well known sorts. New varieties

are tried, if at all, by the packet only and then "on suspicion."
It is the purpose of this article to guide the gardener of lim-

ited experience in selecting varieties sure to give satisfaction.

In practically every instance they have been grown by the author,
but his recommendations are by no means based upon personal

experience alone. Wherever introductions of recent years have

proved to be actual improvements upon older varieties, they are

given in preference to

the old, which are, of

course, naturally
much better known.

It is impossible for

any person to pick out

this, that or the other

variety of a vegetable
and label it uncondi-

tionally "the best."

But the person who
wants to save time in

making out his seed

list can depend upon
the following to have

been widely tested,

and to have "made

good."
ASPARAGUS. While

there are enthusiastic

claims put forth for

,, several of the differ-
Kentucky Wonder, tried-and-true bean, . . .

stringless until nearly mature ent varieties of aspa-

ragus as far as I have seen

any authentic record of

tests (Bulletin 173 X. J.

Agr. Exp. Station), the prize

goes to Palmetto, which

gave 28 per cent, more than

its nearest rival, Donald's

Elmira. Big yield alone is

frequently no recommenda-
tion of a vegetable to the

home gardener, but in this

instance it does make a big
difference

; first, because

Palmetto is equal to any
other asparagus in quality,
and second, because the

asparagus bed is producing only a few weeks

during the gardening season, and where

ground is limited, as in most home gardens,
it is important to cut this waste space down as much as possible.

This is for beds kept in good shape and highly fed. Bari's Mam-
moth will probably prove more satisfactory if the bed is apt to

be more or less neglected, for the reason that under such circum-

stances it will make thicker stalks than the Palmetto.

BKANS (dwarf). Of the dwarf beans there are three general

types : the early round-podded "string'' beans, the stringless

round-pods, and the usually more flattish "wax" beans. For
first early, the old reliable Extra Early Red Valentine remains

as good as any sort I have ever tried. In good strains of this

variety, the pods have very slight strings, and they are very

fleshy. It makes only a small bush and is fairly productive and

of good quality. The care-taking planter, however, will put in

only enough of these first early beans to last a week or ten days,
as the later sorts are more prolific and of better quality. Bur-

pee's Stringless Greenpod is a good second early. It is larger,

finer, stringless even when mature, and of exceptionally handsome

appearance. Improved Refugee is the most prolific of the green-

pods, and the best of

them for quality, but

with slight strings.

Of the "wax" type,

Brittle Wax is the

earliest, and also a

tremendous yielder.

The long-time favor-

ite, Rust-proof Gold-

en Wax, is another

fine sort, and an espe-

cially strong healthy

grower. The top-
notch in quality
among all bush beans

is reached, perhaps, in

Burpee's White Wax
the white referring

not to the pods, which

are of a light yellow,
and flat but to the

beans, which are pure ~ , .
'

. Cos lettuce has more flavor than the old
white in all stages of sorts. Paris White is good
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growth. It

has one un-

usual and
e x t r emely
v a 1 u ab 1 e

q u a 1 i t y
the pods re-

main tender

longer than

those of any
other sort.

Of the
dwarf limas

there is a

new variety
which is

d e s tined, I

think, to become the leader of the

half-dozen other good sorts to be had.

That is the Hurpee Improved. The
name is rather misleading, as it is not

an improved strain of the Dreer's or

Kumerle bush lima, but a "mutation,"

now thoroughly fixed. The bushes are

stronger-growing and much larger

than those of

the older types,

reaching a

height of

nearly three
feet, standing

strongly erect ;

both pods and
beans are
much larger
and it is a

week earlier.

H e n d e rson's

new Early Giant I have not yet tried.

but from the description I should say

it was the same type as the above.

Of the pole limas, the new Giant-

podded is the hardiest an important

point in limas, which are a little

delicate in constitution anyway, espe-

cially in the seedling stage and the big-

gest yielder of any I have grown and

just as good in quality and there s

no vegetable much better than well-

cooked limas. With me, also, it has

proved as early as that old standard, Early

Leviathan, but this may
have been a chance occur-

rence. Ford's Mammoth
is another excellent pole
lima of large size. Of the

other pole beans, the two
that are still my favorites

are Kentucky Wonder, or

Old Homestead, and Gold-

ern Cluster. The former
has fat meaty green pods,

entirely stringless until

nearly mature, and of enor-

mous length. I have meas-

ured many over eight and

For the home garden, it is difficult to find any
cabbage better than the Savoy

Salsify, or the vege-
table oyster. Mam-
moth Sandwich is

the best variety

Chard, cr sea-kale, may be gathered from
midsummer until frost

than the
width of the

print on this

page and

they are
borne in

great profu-
sion. Gold-

en Cluster is

one of the

hand som-

est beans I

know. It is

happily
named, for

the pods, of

a beautiful

rich golden yellow color, hang in gen-
erous clusters and great profusion.
In quality it has no superior ;

it has

always been a great favorite with my
customers. One need never fear hav-

ing too many of these, as the dried

beans are pure white and splendid for

winter use. Last season I tried a new

p o 1 e b e e n

called Burger's
G r e e n p o d

Stringless o r

White - seeded

Kentucky
Wonder (the
dried seeds of

the old sort

being brown) .

It did well, but

was in so dry
a place that I could not tell if it was an im-

provement over the standard or not. It

is claimed to be earlier.

BEETS. In beets varieties are almost

endless, but I confess that I have found

no visible difference in many cases. Ed-

mund's Early and Early Model are good
for first crops. The Egyptian strains,

though largely used for market, have

never been as good in quality with me.

Eor the main crop, I like Crimson Globe.

In time it is a second early, of remarkably

good form, smooth skin and fine' quality

and color.

BROCCOLI. This vege-

table is a poorer cousin of

the cauliflower (which, by
the way, has been termed

"only a cabbage with a col-

lege education"). It is of

little use where cauliflow-

ers can be grown, but serves

as a substitute in northern

sections, as it is more hardy
than that vegetable. Early
White French is the stand-

ard sort.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

The list of radishes
is long and varied,
both in shape and
in color

a half inches long more
Kohlrabi deserves to be better known. Gather when young and tender

an inch and a half in diameter, at the most This vegetable, in my opin-
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Crisp-as-ice radishes. Work a little land

plaster into the soil

ion, is altogether too

little grown. It is as

easy to grow as fall

and winter cabbage,
and while the yield is

less, the quality is so

much superior that

for the home garden
it certainly should be

a favorite. Today
(Jan. ipth) we had

for dinner "sprouts"
from a few old plants
that had been left in

transplanting boxes in

an open coldframe.

These had been out

all winter with no

protection - - repeat-
e d 1 y free zing and

thawing, and while,

of course, small, they
were better in quality
than any cabbage you
ever ate. Dalkeith is

the best dwarf-grow-

ing sort. Danish Prize is a new sort, giving a much heavier yield

than the older types. I have tried it only one year, but should

say it will become the standard variety.

CABBAGE. In cabbages, too, there is an endless mix-up of

varieties. The Jersey Wakefield still remains the standard early.

But it is at the best but a few days ahead of the flatheaded early

sorts which stand much longer without breaking, so that for the

home garden a very few heads will do. Glory of Enkhuisen is

a new early sort that has become a great favorite. Early Summer
and Succession are good to follow these, and Danish P>allhcad is

the best quality winter cabbage, and un-

surpassed for keeping qualities. But for

the home garden, the Savoy type is. tu

my mind, far and away the best. It is

not in the same class with the ordinary

sorts at all. Perfection Drumhead Savoy
is the best variety. Of the red cabbages.

Mammoth Rock is the standard.

CARROTS. The carrots are more re-

stricted as to number of varieties. Golden

Ball is the earliest of them all, but also the

smallest yielder. Early Scarlet Horn is

the standard early, being a

better yielder than the above.

The Danvers Half-long is

probably grown more than

all other kinds together. It

grows to a length of about

six inches, a very attractive

deep orange in color. Where
the garden soil is not in ex-

cellent condition, and thor-

oughly fined and pulverized

as it should be, the shorter-

growing kinds, Oxheart and

Chantenay, will give better

satisfaction. If there is any
choice in quality, I should

award it to Chantenay.
CAULIFLOWER. There is

Leeks, first cousins to the onion. Amer-
ican Flag is the best variety

Vegetable Marrow, an excellent English
member of the squash family

Of the endives, Broad-leaved Batavian is good; Giant Fringed is the
largest

hardly a seed cata-

logue which does not

contain its own spe-

cial brand of the very
best and earliest cauli-

flower everintro-
duced. These are for

the most part selected

strains of either the

old favorite Hender-
son's Snowball, or the

old Early Dwarf Er-

furt. Snowball, and

Burpee's Best Early,
which resembles it,

are the best varieties

I have ever grown for

spring or autumn.

They are more likely
to head, and of much
finer quality than any
of the large late sorts.

Where climatic condi-

tions are not favora-

ble to growing cauli-

flower, and in dry sec-

tions, Dry-weather is the most certain to form heads.

CELERY. For the home garden the dwarf-growing, "self-

blanching" varieties of celery are much to be preferred. White
Plume and Golden Self-blanching are the best. The former is

the earliest celery and of excellent quality, but not a good keeper.
Recent introductions in celery have proved very real improve-
ments,,, ^Perhaps the best of the newer sorts, for home use, is

Winter Queen, as it is more readily handled than some of the
standard market sorts. In quality it has no superior. When put
away for winter properly, it will keep through April.

CORN. You will have to suit yourself
about corn. I have not the temerity to
name any best varieties every seedsman
has about half a dozen that are absolutely
unequaled. For home use, I have cut out

my list down to three: Golden Bantam,
a dwarf-growing early of extraordinary
hardiness can be planted earlier than

any other sort and, while the ears are
small and with yellow kernels, it is ex-

ceptionally sweet and fine in flavor. This

novelty of a few years since, has attained

wide popular favor as quick-

ly as any vegetable of which
I know. Semour's Sweet

Orange is a new variety,
somewhat similar to Golden

Bantam, but later and larger,
of equally fine quality.
White Evergreen, a per-
fected strain of Stowell's

Evergreen, a standard favor-
ite for years, is the third.

It stays tender longer than

any other sweet corn I have
ever grown.

CUCUMBERS. Of cucum-
bers also there is a long and
varied list of names. The
(Continued on page 179)



The Flower for the Million and for the Millionaire

WHY THE SWEET PEA DESERVES A FAR GREATER POPULARITY IN THIS COUNTRY HOW
TO GROW IT WITH THE BEST RESULTS THE CHOICE BETWEEN PLANTING IN ROWS AND
THE LESS COMMON ARRANGEMENT IN CLUMPS THE ADVANTAGES OF POT-GROWN VINES

BY RUSSELL FISHER

Photograph by Nathan R. Graves

ST.
PATRICK'S Day is the time

to plant sweet peas in the latitude

of New York at least that is the rule

that has come clown from our an-

cestors. Practically, if sweet peas have

not already been started under glass,

as will be explained later, they should

be put into the ground at the first

moment that the ground is workable.

I wonder if many people realize

what the sweet pea is in England.

They sell about forty tons of seed for

this annual every year over there.

Everyone plants it, and almost every-
one who plants it belongs to a sweet

pea society. They not only plant
sweet peas ; they talk sweet peas. The
matter of a slight variation in color or

form is a subject for deep discussion

among the thousands of enthusiasts. A
recent list of English books on this

flower alone contains seventeen titles.

They really know sweet peas over

there, and the reason they do lies un-

doubtedly in the merit of the flower

itself. And yet the sweet pea is essen-

tially an American flower by reason of

the fact that practically the world's

supply of its seed is produced by the

California growers. They raise about
one hundred and fifty tons a year in that section of the country.
And in England they do not always plant sweet peas in a row
in this country we seem to think that that is the only way that

it can be done. In fact, there are many English gardeners who
insist that better results are obtained by growing sweet peas in

clumps. The practical reason for this probably is that where they
are thus grown the smaller space occupied is for that reason much
more deeply worked and better fertilized. If the rows are actually

given the same advantages and care, however, there is no reason

why the results should be, inferior.

One hears and reads much about the Spencer sweet pea or the

Unwin or the Eckford, but it may not be generally known that

there are in fact three great groups in the sweet pea family the

Grandiflora division, the Spencer type and the Unwin type. The

original sweet pea was a bicolor flower, usually carrying two
blooms on a stem. The standards were, as a rule, erect and flat,

the wings smooth and the segments of the keel were invariably
closed. That is the first group. This flower prevailed until the

new variety, Countess Spencer, was exhibited, just about a decade

ago. In it the rigid outline of the smooth standard was broken,

so that the standards were waved, and the wings showed the same

attractive characteristic. Structurally also there is a difference

between the original flower of the first group and the Spencer

types the segments of the keel expand and the organs protrude.

One of the Spencer varieties of the sweet pea, with
its characteristic waved standards

The third group is composed of the

Unwin varieties, the first of which

appeared simultaneously with Coun-
tess Spencer. The difference between
it and the first or smooth-standard sec-

tion is that the standard and wings are

waved, but it differs from the Spen-
cers in that the keel is quite closed, as

in the first group.
The first group and the Unwin

group are certain to remain true to

type ;
the closed keel renders cross

ventilization by natural agencies prac-

tically impossible. It would seem that,

owing to this important difference in

the Spencer varieties, they would not

remain constant. Some of the varie-

ties Audrey Crier particularly can

never be expected to yield more than

ten per cent, true to type. Many
sorts, however, may be depended upon
to give from ninety to one hundred

per cent, true to type. The choice of

what varieties to plant must be left

to the reader ; it is largely a matter

of taste and color preference.
Here are the essentials in the mat-

ter of soil and its preparation in order

that you may have the best results :

The ground must be of such a char-

acter that in unusually wet weather the water will not remain

in the top soil, causing the sweet pea roots to rot out. If the

soil is not naturally drained there must be some provision for

draining this moisture off. The vines must have sun and they
should have air as well. Do not put them up against a wall that

is baked by the midsummer sun. A little shade from the mid-

day suns of June and July will be very beneficial. The funda-

mental requisite is deep soil the roots of sweet peas will grow
to a depth of three feet if you give them a chance, and the deeper

they grow the less likelihood there is of their feeling the effect

of a drought. The ground that is to support them should have

been worked last fall, but if this was not done it should be worked

as deeply as possible this spring just as soon as the frost is out

of the ground and the soil is comparatively dry. Add plant food

in the spring only in the form of old, well decomposed manure,

or bone meal, or superphosphate of lime. The latter is spread in

a fairly heavy coating over the tops of the rows and forked or

raked into the soil before planting.

Try the new scheme this spring of planting the seeds in pots.

Do this at once before March first, if possible using three-

and-a-half-inch or four-inch pots. Use for the potting soil

a compost of turfy loam, leaf soil and a little sand. Plant four

seeds to a pot and cover them with an inch of soil, labeling each

(Continued on page 192)
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The Editor will gladly queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing.

please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

When an immediate reply is desired,

Spring House Cleaning
T T ought to be the ''good new days"
-* when we think of the awful process
called house cleaning that our grand-
mothers or even our mothers went

through we needs must pity them. Every-
thing torn up from attic to cellar, no-

where to sit in peace, nowhere to rest

one's head, the bureau drawers turned to

the wall, the beds pulled into odd places,
the floors bare and splintery and wet, and
over all the smell of yellow soap. No won-
der the poor family thought, if this be

cleanliness, then give me dirt ! For a fran-

tic, forlorn week or two this went on, and
then things settled down for another year.
The worst thing about it all was that it

was so often unnecessary, for the aver-

age house then, as now, was kept clean

all the time. It was considered, however,
almost immoral not to do it, for carping

neighbors would call one "slack," and to

be that was to be disgraced.

Nowadays it is quite a different story.
Women understand that there is no need
of the tyranny of house cleaning, but that

one must keep up the fight year in and

year out. With all the modern household
inventions it is not such a hard task as

it sounds. Don't let things accumulate,

thinking that some day you will look them
all over and get rid of them. Do it in

the beginning ; it means an easier life for

you, and also the things are more useful

to the person to whom they are given.
If what goes by the general name of

"trash" once gets the better of you, you
are lost. People in the clutches of the

trash habit will look at a little piece of

cloth with hungry eyes, and carefully put
it back in the piece trunk for fear it may
be needed for an iron holder some time in

the future. Economy and common sense
are needed in every house, but not trash.

It is also a good plan to eliminate the sur-

plus bric-a-brac as well as the things use-

less or ugly. Banish them. It simplifies
life and improves the appearance of the

room.
Of course in the spring all winter things

have to be carefully put away from the

ravages of moths. If the hangings are

very handsome and heavy, so that sum-
mer dust will spoil them, they should be

packed away, and light summer ones

should take their place.

There is nothing so unhomelike as bare

and staring windows, and to see the gen-
tle blowing of a thin muslin curtain on a

hot day makes one feel cooler. Summer
rugs may take the place of valuable ori-

ental ones, and the whole house can be

given a charming summer air with very
little trouble. Velour hangings should be

rolled with the nap, not folded. One room
should be done at a time, so there will

never be a feeling of having things up-

An attractive lighting fixture of dull brass
or silver. Shades can be had to harmonize
with the decorations

set, even if painting and papering is to

be done. By planning the cleaning and

re-decorating, matters can be so arranged
that the person turned out of a room can

use the guest room, and things will con-

tinue to go smoothly. A vacuum cleaner

is one of the greatest helps in keeping a

house clean that has ever been invented.

It fairly eats up dust and dirt. There are

many sizes of brushes and cleaners in the

outfit, and they should be passed over walls

and woodwork, the cracks in the floor, the

books in the bookcases, the furniture,

hangings, rugs, mattresses, pillows and

cushions, all the out-of-the-way crooks

and corners and last, but not least, one's

own street clothes. It naturally will not

take marks from paint, so that must be

washed afterward, but there will be no
dust to bother with. White paint should

be washed with whiting, not soap. There
are vacuum-cleaning companies in nearly
all towns that will clean the entire house
for one at a moderate cost, but a private
cleaner of one's own is a far better plan.
Two or three families could purchase one

together and take turns in using it.

If one still likes the feeling of spring
house cleaning so much that one cannot

get through the year without it, have it

done in the simplest way possible. First

of all have the furnace and the furnace

pipes and chimneys all cleaned, and any
part of the cellar that would make dust go
through the house. After that is done

begin at the attic and work down to the

cellar again. This simple method saves

a deal of work as no rubbish is carried

through the already cleaned parts of the

house.

An Artistic Lighting Fixture

A N interesting and inexpensive electric
**

light bracket is shown in the above

illustration, the new feature involved be-

ing the "candle holder," or white cylinder
with arms to support the shade.

The candle holder is made of one piece
of metal, the lower portion being finished

in dull brass, silver or other metal color,
to correspond with the fixture, and the

upper part (or candle) in white or cream
enamel. The holder can be set over the

socket of any fixture or chandelier, and
does not require the use of tools or any
fastening.
The shade shown is made of chintz,

with gimp binding over wire frame, meas-

uring about 5 inches in height, each
shade requiring about one-sixth of a yard
of material.
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For bed-rooms, these "candle holders"

and fabric shades make a delightful

scheme, the character of the room being

carried out completely by using the same

material for the shades and draperies, or

if the draperies are too dark, using mate-

rial to blend with the wall.

A great many variatons of these shades

can be worked out, for example, using

Raja silk with bindings of galloon, and the

lower edge can have in addition a finish

of narrow gold lace. Such shades are

quite handsome enough for libraries or

halls.

One should be careful, however, in us-

ing dark materials, to line the shades with

thin white muslin or china silk in order

not to subdue the light too completely.

Beware the Rocking Chair

WHY retain the rocking-chairs in the

living room? They are nerve de-

stroyers, trippers up of the unwary and

spoilers of tempers. One of the famous

New England hostesses of the last cen-

tury kept a rocking-chair in her drawing
room in which a new visitor was tactfully

induced to sit. If she rocked she was

never asked to the house again. This was

extreme, perhaps, but we in our hearts

agree with her, for a person swinging

rapidly back and for.'h as she talks is, to

say the least, a disconcerting sight, and

to most of us a maddening one. We take

morals for granted, but we insist upon
manners. Rocking-chairs are rarely seen

in any room but a bedroom, and the

sooner they disappear entirely the better.

For the Radiator.

FROM Germany comes what is perhaps
a distant cousin of the tiled stove so

much in evidence over there. This new
invention is a porcelain radiator cover

which fits over it, hiding it completely.
The greater part of the front and sides is

panelled in openwork, forming a conven-

tionalized design, while between these

panels are colored flower decorations. A
band of polished brass runs around the

base and a small brass door at either side

permits regulation of the heater. As por-
celain is a good conductor the device facil-

itates heat distribution. It is in good

keeping in rooms where there is white

woodwork, and the flower figures can be

had in any color or pattern to harmonize
with the wall decoration. The cover is

especially valuable as an adjunct to the

bathroom.

A Convenient Bungalow Bathroom

ONE of the most satisfactory features

of our bungalow bathroom is the

boiler. The range, to which it belongs, is

directly behind it on the kitchen side of

the wall. This unusual arrangement was

planned to provide heat in the bathroom,

where we had none, and to get rid of it in

the kitchen, where we had too much. The
boiler heat provides warmth eight months

in the year, and the remaining four

months, when the heat would cause dis-

comfort, we use oil stoves in the kitchen.

The space in the kitchen happened to be

badly needed, while in the bathroom the

corner could very well be spared. The
boiler, so located, is often a help in drying
small articles of clothing that would only
be a bother around the kitchen range. On
cold days in winter a small oil stove is

used in addition.

Next to the boiler is a medicine closet

that practically occupies no space at all,

for the closet upon which it backs can eas-

ily spare the little room required for four

shelves one foot wide and three feet long.
In fact it adds to the convenience of the

other closet, as the boards that enclose the

back and top of the medicine shelves pro-
vide a place for clothes hooks and a shelf

on the other side.

Space is still further economized by
placing a nickel towel rod upon the closet

door, and the enameled iron basin directly
below it. Wall space is also saved by a

half dozen nickel hooks on the inside of

the bathroom door
; these, with a small

"hat tree," give all the accommodations re-

quired for the temporary disposal of cloth-

ing. Light was admitted, from the bath-

room window to a dark passage, by remov-

ing the uppermost of the five horizontal

panels in the door and replacing it with a

pane of glass. A thin curtain made the

door more ornamental, without interfering
with the light.

Hanging shelves hold candle, matches

and other small conveniences. A clock

enables the dresser to keep his eye on train

time. A dressing-table was made by saw-

ing off a third of a round-topped table, to

make it occupy less space and to sit

square against the wall. A dummy tea

chest, such as is used for exhibition in a

grocery window, painted, is used either as

a seat, when dressing, or as a foot stool,

to reach articles on the upper shelf of the

medicine closet.

The high window, placed above the

bathtub, is twenty inches square and

swings inward. A netting screen is kept
in this window the year round; this with

the extra broad sill provides a good place

for drying brushes and sponges. The cur-

tain is arranged with a view to screening

and lighting at the same time. A full,

straight curtain, gathered top and bottom

on two pieces of picture wire, extends only-

three-quarters of the window space, leav-

ing a four-inch strip of uncurtained glass

at the top to admit more light. The space

just below the window is utilized for a

nickel towel rod.

The bathtub is enameled iron with a roll

rim and the wall around it is protected

from spattering by a strip of bordered

shelf oilcloth. Wall space, over the head

of the tub, otherwise useless, holds a wide

towel rod for the bath mat. Besides the

usual plumbing and piping, this little six

by seven room contains, also, a half dozen

other bathroom necessities, such as laun-

dry basket and mirror. Both wall and

floor space had to be well planned to ac-

commodate all without inconvenience.

A coat of aluminum paint greatly im-

A suggestion for that radiator problem A
cover of porcelain. The flower panels come
in a variety of colors and designs

proved the appearance of the boiler, the

pipes (except the nickel ones) and the out-

side of the bathtub. The walls are painted.
The woodwork and floor are finished as

in all the other rooms, cypress, waxed
and varnished, for the former, and

North Carolina pine, oiled, for the lat-

ter. Inlaid linoleum, cut into mats, makes
a most durable and satisfactory protec-
tion for the floor.

Although off the line of sewers and
water supply, the plumbing is very con-

veniently arranged by means of a cistern

and cesspool. The kitchen pump fills a

tank in the attic with very little effort, as

there is only one flight to lift the water in

this one-story bungalow.
The place is protected in winter by a

bank of earth around the foundation.

This, made ornamental with rubble work,
adds to the appearance of the house.

A bungalow bathroom where space is at a

premium. The boiler provides the heat

necessary on cold mornings and leaves

more room in the kitchen
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A/TARCH gets here before we are ex-
***

pecting it, and usually is gone be-

fore we have done half the things we had

planned to do and should have done.

And then they never do get finished for

April is so crowded with work that will

not wait, that there's no chance to go
back. We must wait until the seasons

come round again, and lose a year.

Preparing for Planting

S far north as New York, March al-

ways finds the "early" patches of

ground, the well-subdrained, sandy soils

on slopes, ready to be broken up for the

spring sowing or planting. Nothing is to

be gained by waiting, everything by having
it done the first possible day, especially if

you have to hire men to do your plough-

ing or spading. And by the way, if there

is room for a horse to turn around in it,

have your garden plowed, not dug. Care
must be taken not to attempt to work
the ground too soon, as it may be in-

jured for years, especially if at all clayey
in composition. It is not enough that the

frost is out of the ground the soil must
have dried out sufficiently to crumble

apart, instead of packing in solid, pasty
furrows from the mould-board of the

plow. This condition is usually preceded
by the soils cracking or opening up into

numerous little fissures, a few inches deep,

especially if it has had no winter cover

crop such as rye growing upon it.

Unless the soil is dry enough not to

clog and be lumpy, it can be "fitted" for

sowing immediately after plowing ;
if not,

it will be well to let it lie for a day or two
until the surface dries out a little. A
great many of the failures in garden work
are caused by not having the ground
thoroughly prepared for sowing or plant-

ing. It is such a temptation to get the

seed into the ground just the moment it

is smooth enough to walk on that we hate

to spare half a day, or even a few hours.

in putting on the seemingly unnecessary

finishing touches to the garden bed. But
to vield to this temptation is only to fur-

nish another illustration of "haste makes
waste ;" for not only will the growth made
by seeds sown in soil perfectly prepared
be much greater at first, but proportion-

ately more at the end of the season.

Let us then take every pains to have the

plot devoted to the vegetable garden
"fined'' perfectly before we begin plant-

ing. If the garden is of considerable size,

it will be best not to plow it all at once,

for in a dry season a freshly prepared
seed-bed is of great importance. Where
it is not practicable to make more than

one job of the plowing, the same result

can to some extent be achieved by work-

ing up only a part of it at a time just
as much as will be needed for immediate

use. A good harrow the best kind for

the purpose will be determined by the

and the earth pulverized to a depth of

several inches below the surface. Do not

let the harrow stop until the result is ob-

tained, even if it means going over the

piece a dozen times. The ground will

then be ready for the hand iron-rake, used

to level and smooth off the soil, and re-

move stones, etc. Care must be exercised

not to dig up trash or manure, or you can

rake all day without getting a smooth
bed.

Fertilizer
: purpo, 5 win rpHE question of manures and fertili-

sort and condition of the soil should fol- annthpr most inlnnrtant one .

low the plow. The piece should be gone
over until all lumps are broken up fine,

When the seedlings first appear they seem al-

most human and their growth and develop-
ment is intensely interesting

zers is another most important one,

but we cannot take it up in much detail in

this limited space. If you are buying
barnyard manure, see to it that it be
neither '"fire-fanged" or water-soaked.

The former condition is shown by the in-

terior of the heap being, usually, of a light

gray color, and very light, dry and fluffy
in appearance, almost like a heap of ashes ;

the latter, so saturated with water as to

be dripping wet, and although rich in ap-

pearance, usually leached and so full of

surplus and useless weight as to be un-

profitable to handle. The best manure for

general purposes is that of horses and cat-

tle mixed, and if pigs have run upon it,

better still. It should be dark in color,

dry and so thoroughly rotted as to crumble

easily into small fragments.
Brands of fertilizer are legion. As a

rule, the higher the price per bag, the

cheaper the actual available plant food.

If you are going to use any quantity, by
all means mix your own. Public demand
is now beginning to force dealers to carry
the raw chemicals from which they are

made nitrate of soda, muriate and sul-

phate of potash, acid phosphate, and

ground bone being the principal ingredi-
ents. These come finely pulverized, and

may be readily mixed with a shovel and
then screened to make the compound uni-

form. Write your State Experiment Sta-
tion for further information about "home-
mixing." For most garden crops, manure
is spread upon the land before plowing
from two to three inches gives best results.

Fertilizers are sown broadcast after plow-
ing, and harrowed in.

All the above is mentioned that you
may be ready to grasp the first opportun-
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ity to begin the garden work. But in

planning for that, do not neglect the things
that are pressing now the preparations
under cover. All the first batches of seed-

lings, cabbage, cauliflower, beets, etc., put
in last month, will be requiring transplant-

ing the first part of this month. They will

be ready for the shift shortly after the sec-

ond or true leaves are found, and before

they begin to crowd or grow lanky and

droop. Unless you expect to transplant
them directly into the soil in coldframes
or hotbeds, used "flats" such as described
for the sowing of seed, only a little deeper

say about four inches. The bottoms
should not be water-tight, but drainage
will not be so much needed as in the seed-
flats. Such a flat will hold from 35 to 104
seedlings, according to the space given.
The fewer the number, the better plants

they will make. Fill these boxes about
one-third full of well rotted manure,
such as described above, and then level off

to the top with good loam, which should
be put through a quarter-inch or half-inch
sieve if at all lumpy or soddy. Do not
have this soil too fine, or it will pack and
exclude the air which is just as necessary
to healthy growth of the little plants as
water is. Now take out the little plants and
separate them carefully. Don't attempt
to pull them from the soil, but lift out a
little lump at a time, soil and all, and pull
them apart. Make a hole with the fore-

finger of one hand, and holding the seed-

ling between the thumb and forefinger of
the other, lower half its length into the
soil. Then with the tips of both thumbs
and forefingers firm it into position. The
little newly set plants should stand up stiff

and stocky. A rap with the palm of the
hand on the side of the box will shake
down the little mountains about the stems
into the valleys. Then water thoroughly,
and set where they may be shaded for
from two to four days. As soon as the
soil begins to dry out, give a second

thorough watering, but do not let the soil

become muddy at any time. On bright
days always try to water them early in
the morning, so that the stems and leaves

may be dried off by night. This may save

you the loss of hundreds of plants" from
the dreaded "damping off," or rotting of
the tiny stems.

As the days get longer and the sun
higher, the matter of watering and es-

pecially of airing must become a daily one,

for_ upon the care and regularity, with
which the newly transplanted fla'ts are
looked after will depend entirely the qual-
ity of the plants that go into your garden,
and of the vegetables that come out of
it.

Don't be afraid to give them air.

Don't coddle your plants in a tight
frame or wait to give them ventilation un-
til the atmosphere inside is too hot. Such
treatment is weakening and makes the lit-

tle plants unable to resist the severe tem-
eprature changes of the garden. Seed-
lings are much like young children ; they
require close attention, especially in the

early stages of their career.

How I Made My Poplar Hedge
A NEIGHBOR of mine has a very
fl> handsome Poplar hedge that makes
a perfect screen of green at the back of
his house, and last spring when trimming
it he advised me to take some of the pieces
he cut off and put them into the ground
to root. With many misgivings I gath-
ered about seventy-five large and small
pieces, and put them in the ground cover-
ing all but a little from the tops. By fall

I had forgotten all about them until my
neighbor inquired about them. Expecting

A well-grown poplar hedge started from
random cuttings. Leave but a little above
ground and in six months roots as vigorous
as those shown above will have appeared

to find nothing but dried-up sticks we
went to inspect and what was my surprise
to find that fully fifty of the seventy-five
were beautifully rooted. Some of them
had roots at every joint from the bottom
to the top. My only regret now is that I

did not make this attempt before.

MRS. ARTHUR DUFFY

The Grounds

A BOUT the grounds there is not much
*"* to do in the first part of March,
except such work as may have been left

over from last month. As soon as the

ground has thawed and dried out a lit-

tle, the lawns should be gone over care-

fully with an iron rake, before the new

growth of grass shoots up, and if possible
a light mulch of finely pulverized rotten

manure, so old as to have no disagreeable

odor, applied. The first few rains will

wash it almost entirely away, and the grass
be greatly benefited. In lieu of this, chemi-

cal lawn-dressing, or any good fertilizer

may be applied better in several very

light applications a week or ten days

apart than in one heavy one. A well kept,
smooth green lawn is one of the most

beautiful features a place can have and
one not often seen.

As soon as the ground loses it surplus
of moisture roll it well with a heavy lawn
roller. Frequently the top soil has been
heaved up by the frost so that the grass
roots are pulled away from the earth un-
derneath and consequently they are liable

to die out very quickly. Roll the lawn
back and forth in one direction and then

again at right angles.

"Hardening Off"

A LL your early plants should be so
** well hardened as to be capable of

withstanding a severe freeze.

For a week before you are ready to set

them out, begin to harden them off, by
leaving them exposed to all but severe

freezing weather. If you should get
caught by a sudden freeze, and go out
some morning to find your cabbage and
lettuce brittle as plants made of glass,
don't either give them up for lost, or take
out a can of warm water to thaw them
out. In the first place, keep them shaded
from the sun

;
in the second, water copi-

ously with the coldest water to be had.
With this treatment they will come safely
out of a pretty severe freeze.

If you are crowded for room, take out
of your frames the boxes of earliest and
hardiest plants and set them on the south
side of the frames or of a sheltering build-

ing, with a board set up endwise outside
of them and a few supports or old sash
frames over them. On freezing nights
they can be covered with old bags or rugs,
and will withstand a low temperature.

In the Flower Garden
F course, all the foregoing- applies to

the flower garden, as well as to the

vegetable patch ;
small pots, however, in-

stead of boxes, will be required for many
of the tenderer plants to get good speci-
mens ready for the border. Remember that

pots will dry out more readily than boxes,
and must be watched more carefully, es-

pecially when they are of the small sizes.

Have you ever tried tuberous-rooted be-

gonias? They should be much better

known, and if you had none last year
try a few this Spring. The bulbs are very
reasonable in price, especially if you will

remember they last many years. You can-

start them easily yourself even without

frames, if you have none. Pot up, first in

pots very little larger than the bulbs them-

selves, using a light, rich sandy compost.
Give a thorough soaking, and then be care-

ful never to let the little pots get dry
enough to bake, as they will quickly in

the sun. As soon as the roots have formed
a network on the outside of the ball, shift

to a size larger, and repeat as often as nec-

essary, making the soil richer until it is

about half old, thoroughly rotted manure.
The plants will attain great size, easily

filling five- and six-inch pots, and the pro-
fusion of color, and variety and beauty of
bloom are wonderful. The plants do

splendidly for bedding out.



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

A Saver of Crockery

FREQUENTLY
it is not more space

that is required to increase the effi-

ciency of a cupboard, but a more care-

The difficult arrangement of platters in the

china closet is made a simple matter by
increasing the number of shelves

ful division of the space already possessed.
In our accompanying illustration is shown
a compartment in a butler's pantry recent-

ly built. It is devoted chiefly to platters.
Instead of being piled on top of each

other or set on end in the ordinary fash-

ion, each platter has a shelf to itself. The
shelves are no more than four inches

apart and are adjustable. This simple

arrangement not only saves much space
but prevents breakage, as dishes cannot
be slammed together by a careless maid.
A similar device could easily be introduced
into any cupboard, using the metal sup-

ports sold for bookcase shelves.

L. A. S.

For Better Ventilation

A N ingenious scheme for the better ven-
^*~

tilation of a room with a transomless
door was recently shown me in the house
of a well-known actor who is also a good
amateur carpenter. The room, which is

small and rather low-ceiled, has two win-

dows, in the north and east sides respect-

ively, and one door, divided into sections

of five crosswise panels. Seeing the need
for the better circulation of air in the

room, which is often used as a sleeping

apartment, the actor put his wits and his

tools to work and sawed out the whole of
the top panel. At the bottom of the

panel he put hinges and at the top a brass

catch, with brass chains at the sides that

allow it to be let down for possibly ten

inches. The brass work is unobtrusive,

and is by no means disfiguring to the door,

which is painted white, and the movable

panel does quite as good service as a real

transom. S. L. C.

Lighting Helps

THE frequent blackening which occurs

on gas mantles of the Welsbach

type can oftentimes be corrected by the

use of common table salt. Turn the light

low and sprinkle lightly from a salt-

shaker. Then let the light burn brightly
for a few minutes and much of the black

will have disappeared. Repeat this pro-
cess until the surface is entirely clear. If

the brass of the burner is visible clean off

all salt grains, as they have a corrosive

action and are apt to stain. This simple

remedy can make a considerable saving
in mantles.

an attractive adjunct to the grounds. It

has the advantage of receiving every
breeze and providing shade during all the

day. The central partition makes it pos-
sible to be used either for shade or as a

sun parlor, for when one side is in shadow
the other has sunlight.

An Efficient Seed Test

TO plant and wait long and hopefully
for some result of your labors only

to find that a large majority of your seeds

are sterile and unproductive is a real dis-

appointment. If one could only have

known beforehand and planted again to

retrive the loss. It is very easy, however,
to test your own seeds and insure your
results.

Take at random fifty to one hundred
seeds from the package ; get some soft

canton flannel and a good size soup or

Rust in the Gas Stove

'TPO prevent the rusting of the gas
stove oven, form the habit of leav-

ing the doors wide open while tne oven
is cooling off after using. If left closed

the steam generated by the process of

cooling dampens the iron and rust is the

result. Strict observance of this rule rule

will double the life of the gas stove.

M. E. S. H.

"Stoa Poikile"

A FAMILY desiring additional porch
*"*

space without the consequent dark-

ening of the lower windows, conceived the

ingenious idea of having a separate porch
building constructed. The "Stoa Poikile,"
as they choose to call it, is of architecture

corresponding to the main house and forms

Anyone can test his seeds before planting
by germinating them between layers of

flannel, kept moist in a soup plate.

dinner plate. This is all the apparatus

necessary. Moisten the flannel and place
the seeds upon it, then cover with another

plate of similar size to retain the moisture.

Subject to a temperature of from 70 to

85 degrees and watch the process of ger-
mination each day for about eight days.
Continue to keep moist as soon as any
signs of dryness appear. When your test

is completed, count the seeds that have

sprouted and find the average of fertile

seeds
;

it is then an easy matter to make
allowance for the percentage of poor
material.

A novel form of porch that retains all the desirable qualities of the veranda without
darkening rooms or spoiling the symmetry of the house. Mellor & Meigs, architects.

(I 76)
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Model 11-F

Four- Door Touring Car
with Top $3125

TVTON.E can go further none faster- none

ride with greater ease and comfort-

none have ever given better service. Above
we illustrate the Touring Gar Unequaled.
Its lines surpass anything ever before pro-

duced. Its efficiency matches its appearance.

Smaller model on same lines, $2520.

The Dayton Motor Car Co
Dayton, Ohio

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Asbratna " Century " Shingle Hoof-Tipple anil Coal Illii. New ulver CiillierleH < '<>.. Sun, Wet Virginia

Asbestos "Century" Shingles

M
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

AINTENANCE economy is the watchword with
industrial concerns these days. High upkeep charges
on a building cut into dividends.

How much repairs and painting any old
time roofing will add to the year's ex-

penses depends on the size of your build-

ing.
Asbestos "Century" Shingles arc inde-

structible. Officials keen on getting facts
will tell you that these Shingles need no
repairs no painting. Their first cost is

the only cost and you pay no more for

Asbestos "Century" Shingles than you ex-

pect to pay for a first class roof.
In every industrial centre in the world

you will find industrial buildings of all

types roofed with Asbestos "Century"
Shingles.

They are the first practical lightweight
roofing of reinforced concrete. Weather-
proof fireproof timeproof. Cannot split,

blister, crack, rot or rust.

You can get Asbestos "Century"
Shingles in three colors Newport Gray
(silver gray), Slate (blue black), and
Indian Red in numerous shapes and
sizes. Ask your responsible Roofer about
Asbestos "Century" Shingles. Write for
our illustrated Booklet C, "Roof
Economy," full of valuable pointers for
the man with an industrial building to be
roofed.

The Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Ambler, Pennsylvania

Paint spoils the natural surface
costs twice as much.

Dexter Brothers' English Shingle Stains
: and waterproot the wood. They arc made ol lines! En-
round colors, mixed in linseed and special preserving

presen
glish yrouna colors, mixed in linseed and special preserv
oils which double the life of the shingles. Write for stainei
miniature shingles. Examine 'hem carefully. Match them
against tlie natural setting of your house until the right color
combination is found. With them we shall send booklet, which
tells about our stains, and shows letters from owners ind
architects.

DeKter Brothers Co,, II5 Broad St., Boston, 1133 B'dVy, N. T.

Makersof PETRIFAX CEMENT COATING
AGENTS H. M. Hooker Co.. Chicago; lohn D S
Potts. -'SI Race St , Phila. ; E. B. Totten, Security
Bldg.. St. Louis; F. H. McDonald, Gland Rapids ;

F. T. Crowe & Co.. Seattle. Spokane, Tacoma, Wash,
and Portland. Ore. ; M. D. Francis, Atlanta, Ga. ; Car-
orlina 1'ortland Cement Co., Birmingham and Mont-
gomery, Ala., Jacksonville, Fla., Charleston, S. C.,

leans. La. : F .S.Comhs. Halifax, N. S.. AND DEALERS

Slain Paint

Stain brings out
the grain, gives
a soft, velvety
appearance.

Paint hides the
grain, spoils the
natural surface
of' the wood.

The Small Model as an Aid in

Building a Home.
(Continued from page 156)

far exceeded the original idea, as it gave
thickness and texture to the roof. Here
and there one or two tiles are vari-colored.
in order to do away with the stereotyped
effect of an even roof.

Another point encountered was that

when the first models were made and set

up with their transparent windows, there
was a misleading effect, due to the fact

that one could look through the building
and see the back of the cardboard, as

well as the interior construction of the

framework. This was overcome by paint-
ing the entire interior of the model black,
before setting it in position. This suc-

cessfully concealed the real interior or

construction of the house. For giving
texture to the models, fine sandpaper in

a great many cases was used to indicate

pebble-dash walls. It was used i n the
natural state or given a slight wash over
the entire sheet before windows were cut
out. Where a rough-cast wall was de-

sired, thick bookboard was used with a

rough surface of the required color.

These models, complete, measure 45 x
25 in., and weigh about twelve pounds
each.

Grow Your Own Fruit.

(Continued from page 163)

matter, will be given in the concluding
article of this series next month.

SETTING
Standard apple trees, fully grown, will

require thirty to forty-five feet of space
between them each way. It takes, how-
ever, ten or twelve years after the trees

are set before all of this space is needed.
A system of ''fillers,'' or inter-planting,
has come into use as a result of this, which
will give at least one hundred per cent,

more fruit for the first ten years. Small-

growing standards, standard varieties on
dwarf stock, and also peaches, are used
for this purpose in commercial orchards.
But the principle may be applied with

equally good results to the home orchard,
or even to the planting of a few scattered
trees. The standard dwarfs give good sat-

isfaction as "permanent fillers." Where
space is very limited, or the fruit must go
into the garden, they may be used in place
of the standard sorts altogether. The
dwarf trees are, as a rule, not so long-
lived as the standards, and to do their best,
need more care in fertilizing and manur-
ing; but the fruit is just as good, just as

much, or more, can be grown on the same
area, and the trees come into bearing two
to three years sooner. They cost less to

begin with and are also easier to care
for, in spraying and pruning and in pick-
ing the fruit.

CULTIVATION*
The home orchard, to give the very

finest quality of fruit, must be given care-
ful and thorough cultivation. In the case
of scattered trees, where it is not practi-

ln writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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cable to use a horse, this can be given by
working a space four to six feet wide about

each tree. Every spring the soil should

be loosened up, with the cultivator or fork,

as the case may be, and kept stirred dur-

ing the early part of the summer. Unless

the soil is rich, a fertilizer, high in potash
and not too high in nitrogen, should be

given in the spring. Manure and phos-

phate rock, as suggested above, is as good
as any. In case the foliage is not a deep

healthy green, apply a few handfuls of

nitrate of soda, working it into the soil

just before a rain, around each tree.

About August first the cultivation

should be discontinued, and some "cover

crop" sown. Buckwheat and crimson clover

is a good combination ; as the former makes
a rapid growth it will form, if rolled down

just as the apples are ripening, a soft

cushion upon which the wind- falls may
drop without injury, and will furnish

enough protection to the crimson clover

to carry it through most winters, even in

cold climates.

In addition to the "filler crops," where
the ground is to be cultivated by horse,

potatoes may be grown between the rows
of trees

;
or fine hills of melons or squash

may be grown around scattered trees, thus,

incidentally, saving a great deal of space
in the vegetable garden. Or why not grow
a few extra fancy strawberries in the well

cultivated spots about these trees ? Neither

they nor the trees want the ground too

rich, especially in nitrogen, and conditions

suiting the one would be just right for the

others.

It may seem to the beginner that fruit-

growing, with all these things to keep in

mind, is a difficult task. But it is not. I

think I am perfectly safe in saving that

the rewards from nothing else he can

plant and care for are as certain, and

surely none are more satisfactory. If you
cannot persuade yourself to try fruit on

any larger plan, at least order half a dozen

dwarf trees (they will cost about twenty
cents apiece, and can be had by mail).

Order your trees now, and get them in

the first thing this spring, as soon as the

soil is dry enough to work properly. Tt

will prove about the best paying invest-

ment vou ever made.

Old and New Vegetable Varieties

That Have Made Good.

(Continued from page 170) .

old Extra Early White Spine is still the

best early for the main crop, some "per-
fected" form of White Spine. I myself
like the Fordhood Famous, as it is the

healthiest strain I ever grew, and has very

large fruit that stays green, while being of

fine quality. In the last few years the

Davis Perfect has won great popularity,
and deservedly so. Many seedsmen pre-
dict that this is destined to become the

leading standard and where seedsmen

agree let us prick up our ears ! It has

dpne very well with me, the fruit being

the handsomest of any I have grown. If

Madam
No matter what you have decided to

serve for luncheon or dinner, do not

fail to add Nabisco Sugar Wafers for

dessert.

These dessert confections are so

tempting and inviting that they not

only make a good meal better, but

ofttimes save a poor one.

Always fresh and delightful in flavor.

fit ten-cent tins

Also in twenty-five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS similar to NABISCO.
but with a delicious outer shell of rich chocolate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

A Private Fire Department
is far too costly for most of us, yet we would all be glad to have our own fire protection.

THE CORCORAN TANK TOWERS
supply a force'of water under pressure that would be immediately effective in case of

fire in any of your buildings. Instant control of all water facilities is made certain. They
are of the best material and workmanship and built to harmonize with their surroundings.

A PROMINENT FEATURE
The Corcoran Tank'Towers are of cypress or cedar. Either wood is proof against heat

or cold and will not rot, thus the cost of up-keep is practically nothing.

SEND FOR OLfR TANK, TOWER AND WINDMILL BOOK.

FOR FORTY YEARS

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 17 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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"CUT OUT REPAIR BILLS BUILD WITH CYPRESS AT FIRST!'

CYPRESS
In response to a very wide demand we respectfully offer

Another Cypress House Plan Free
The artistic, cozy and strictly modern CYPRESS SHINGLE HOUSE shown below meets com-

pletely and delightfully the desires of people who need more room than most bungalows contain, yet
who wish to "keep the cost down." This CYPRKSS house has 9 rooms besides the basement, and
should be built complete for close to $3,800. Complete WORKING PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS

(sufficient for any competent carpenter to build from) are YOUKS WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS in

YOU 29 OF THE CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY, SENT ON REQUEST. WRITE TODAY.

"Stop Depreciation BEFORE IT BEGINS
BUILD II'ITH CYPRESS AT FIRST!"

except the
window glass.

"

Mr. GUSTAV STICKLEY, the well-known Craftsman, writes: "In my experience, CYPRESS
is the best American wood for all exterior use, such as shingles, timbers, pergolas, and all woodwork

subject to weather. Its slight natural oil makes it practically impervious to moisture, so that it does

not shrink or swell like other woods, and is very durable when protected merely by a coat of oil. In

this it is similar to teakwood, in my opinion is quite as durable, and of course much more practicable.
"

ASK our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPT." any question about Wood. Our reply will be frank.

We recommend CYPRESS only where CYPRESS can prove itself "the one best wood" for your use.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1210 H1BERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

We produce CYPRESS and talk 'H but do not retail it. INSIST ON IT NEAR HOME
Probably your Local Dealer sells CYPRESS; if not, WRITE US, and <we will tell you where you CAN get it

P. & B. Brick
Mechanically and Architecturally Perfect

P. & B. Brick are made of a special grade of clay, very finely ground, and most
|>

carefully pressed and baked. As mere brick they cannot be improved upon.
And they are just as perfect from the architectural and artistic standpoints. All

brick in P. & B. Brick Mantels
are made from the designs of a prominent architect the leading authority on brick and are
based on the best English and Continental brickwork. They have all the depth and
character of hand carving.

Every angle, stretcher, header, return, etc., has its specially designed
brick. No trimming or fitting necessary. We supply all brick needed
for the mantel, hearth, fire back, undernre everything complete.

Easily installed by any good mason by following our blue prints.

Mechanically and architecturally correct, artistic, safe, practical,
reasonable in price what more could be asked for in a mantel ?

Write lor Sketch Book of 67 designs today.
Philadelphia & Boston Face Brick Co., Dept. 46 165 Milk St., Borton, Man.

New York Sales Office : 112 West 42nd Street.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

it proves as strong a grower it wili re-

place Fordhood Famous with me.
EGG-PLANT. New York Improved

Purple is still the standard, but it has

been to a large extent replaced by Black

Beauty, which has the merit of being ten

days earlier and a more handsome fruit.

When once tried it will very likely be the

only sort grown.
ENDIVE. This is a substitute for let-

tuce for which I personally have never
cared. It is largely used commercially.
Broad-leaved Batavian is a good variety.
Giant Fringed is the largest.

KALE. Kale is a foreigner which has
never been very popular in this country.
Dwarf Scott Curled is the tenderest and
most delicate (or least coarse) it- flavor.

KOHLRABI. This peculiar mongrel
should be better known. It looks as

though a turnip had started to climb into

the cabbage class and got stuck. When
gathered young, not more than an inch
and a half in diameter at the mosr, they
are quite nice and tender. They are of
the easiest cultivation. White Vienna is

the best.

LEEK. For those who like this sort of

thing it is just the sort of thing they like.

American Flag is the best variety, but why
it was given the first part of that name, I

don't know.
LETTUCE. To cover the lettuces thor-

oughly would take an article by itself. For
lack of space I shall have to mention only
a few varieties, although there are many
others as good and suited to different pur-
poses. For quality, I put Mignonette at
the top of the list, but it makes very small
heads. Grand Rapids is the best loose-
head sort fine for under glass, in frames
and early outdoors. Last fall from a bench
40 x 4 ft., I sold $36 worth in one crop,
besides some used at home. I could not
sell winter head lettuce to customers who
had once had this sort, so good was its

quality. May King and Big Boston are
the best outdoor spring and early summer
sorts. New York and Deacon are the best
solid cabbage-head types for resisting sum-
mer heat, and long standing. Of the "Cos"
type (see illustration on page 168) Paris
White is good.

MUSKMELON. The varieties of musk-
melon are also without limit. I mention
but two which have given good satisfac-
tion out of a large number tried, in my own
experience. Netted Gem (known as

"Rocky Ford") for a green-fleshed type,
and Emerald Gem for salmon-fleshed.
There are a number of newer varieties,
such as Hoodoo, Miller's Cream, Montreal,
Nutmeg and others, all of excellent qual-
ity.

WATERMELON. With me (in Connect-
icut) the seasons are a little short for this
fruit. Cole's Early and Sweetheart have
made the best showing. Halbert Honey is

the best for quality.
OKRA. In cool sections the Perfected

Perkins does best, but it is not quite so

good in quality as the southern favorite,
White Velvet. The flowers and plants of
this vegetable are very ornamental.
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ONION. For some unknown reason,

different seedsmen call the same onion by
the same name. I have never found any

explanation of this, except that a good
many onions given different names in the

catalogues are really the same thing. At
least they grade into each other more than

other vegetables. With me Prize-taker is

the only sort now grown in quantity, as I

have found it to outyield all other yel-

lows, and to be a good keeper. It is a little

milder in quality than the American yel-

lows Danvers and Southport Globes.

When started under glass and transplanted
out in April, it attains the size and the

quality of the large Spanish onions of

which it is a descendent. Weathersfield

Red is the standard flat red, but not quite

so good in quality or for keeping as South-

port Red Globe. Of the white, I like best

Mammoth Silver-skin. It is ready early

and the finest in quality, to my taste, of

all the onions, but not a good keeper.
Aisla Craig, a new English sort now listed

in several American catalogues, is the best

to grow for extra fancy onions, especially

for exhibiting : it should be started in Feb-

ruary or March under glass.

PARSLEY. Emerald is a large-growing,

beautifully colored and mild-flavored sort.

PARSNIP. This vegetable is especially

valuable because it may be had at perfec-
tion when other vegetables are scarce.

Hollow Crown ("Improved," of course!)
is the best.

PEAS. Peas are worse than corn. You
will find enough exclamation points in the

pea sections of catalogues to train the vines

on. If you want to escape brain-fag and

still have as good as the best, if not better,

plant Gradus (or Prosperity) for early

and second early ;
and Boston Unrivaled

(an improved form of Telephone) for

main crop, and Gradus for autumn.

These two peas are good yielders, free

growers and of really wonderfully fine

quality. They need bushing, but I have

never found a variety of decent quality
that does not.

PEPPER. Ruby King is the standard,

large, red, mild pepper, and as good as any.
Chinese Giant is a newer sort, larger but

later. The flesh is extremely thick and
mild. On account of this quality, it will

have a wider range of use than the older

sorts.

PUMPKINS. The old Large Cheese,
and the newer Quaker Pie, are as prolific,

hardy and fine in quality and sweetness as

any.
POTATO. Bonce is a good early garden

sort, but without the best of culture is

very small. Irish Cobbler is a good early
white. Green Mountain is a universal

favorite for main crop in the East a sure

yielder and heavy-crop potato of excellent

quality. Uncle Sam is the best quality

potato I ever grew. Baked, they taste

almost as rich as chestnuts.

RADISH. I do not care to say much
about radishes; I don't like them. They
are, however, universal favorites. They
come round, half-long, long and tapering ;

white, red, white-tipped, crimson, rose,

yellow-brown and black
;
and from the

55:

Money will be Saved by
Painting this Spring

PAINT
which wears is made from pure white lead,

mixed with linseed oil and colored at the time of

painting. Even though linseed oil is high, the thing to

remember is that paint materials are not nearly so expensive
as the repairing of a neglected house. Linseed oil at even $1.00
or $1.25 a gallon makes the painting of the average house
cost only $4 or $5 more than it used to cost. Not enough
to warrant letting any house go to ruin from lack of paint.

Furthermore, the flax crop is short again. Linseed oil won't soon

go lower. It may go higher. Paint this Spring and get the benefit of

present prices.

And use "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead and genuine linseed oil.

Don't he tempted, because standard materials are high, to employ some-
thing inferior. This is a mistake because not true economy.

It may surprise you if you do a little figuring yourself

Get from your local dealer prices on the following ingredients :

100 Ibs. "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead $

4 gallons pure linseed oil - ...
1 gallon turpentine .....
1 pint turpentine drier ....

This makes 8 gallons Genuine old-fashioned paint

Compare this with the cost of any other paint you would think of

using. You'll find the best is also the cheapest.

Our Free Painting Helps
We will send you, if asked, color schemes, miscellaneous painting

directions, and names of "Blue List" Painters in your community, men
who use our "Dutch Boy Painter" white lead. Ask for

"
Helps

No. 291" That will include everything.

To Painters: If you are a skilled white-leader and use "Dutch
Boy Painter" white lead, send us your name for our "Painters' Blue
List." Write us for Blue List Circular No. 291 It gives particulars.

National Lead Company
A n Office in each of the following cities :

New York Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Chicago Cleveland
St. Louis San Francisco

John 1 . Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh

A houseWhiteLeaded
isa house well painted

>y.

THOSE VELVETY LAWNS
which everyone admires, with their smooth, level surface, full even growth and freedom from weeds show the

indent use of DUNHAM ROLLERS (Patented)

Those tufts heaved up by the frost must be rolled flat and the roots forced back to the soil or the

grass will die. Dunham rollers are so easy to handle that a child can keep the lawn in perfect

condition. Sectional construction permits Dunham rollers to be turned on their ax--

injuring the turf. Send for our book "The Proper Care of Lawns" which explains

many things about lawn making and keeping with which you may not be familiar.

Free on Request, Write today.

The Dunham Company, 734-762 Fir.t Ave., Berea, Ohio
Largest Manufacturer-is in the World of Land Roller*. Soil

Pulverizer* and Packers for all purpose*.

Eastern Office, The Dunham Co., Dept. E, 6 Albany St., N. Y. City

In writing to advertisers please nention HOUSE AND GABDEN.
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add

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

This mark is your guarantee

The Miller

Gas, Electric and Combination

Lighting Fixtures

dec

very

Stock

Spec

publi

i artistic touch to every room in the

They are made in an endless variety

se all tastes and to match any scheme

oration. The designs are rare and

sive, the materials and construction are

best.

patterns shipped at short notice,

il designs executed for residences

buildings.

the finest homes in America are

ixclusively with MILLER fixtures.

:e to us for any requirement for light-

ving your dealer's name and stating

'f goods in which you are interested,

e will send one of our special cata-

or show this to your dealer and get

order for you.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.

y: 15 Miller St., Meriden, Conn.

459!

The Plan Shop Bungalows
A most artistic book of original conceptions,

especially prepared for the northern climates. It

has 64 pages profusely illustrated with color-

plates, half-tones, sketches and floor plans.
The designer, being a native of California, has imbibed the spirit

of the true bungalow art; not only thru association, but also by
actual construction. This art has been applied in adapting the
bungalow to the requirements of the northern climates.

The book is bristling with interest and suggestions for the
builder of either a suburban cottage or a city residence.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS

ROLLIN S. TUTTLE, Architect
630-31 ANDRUS BLDQ. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

size of a button to over a foot long by fif-

teen inches in circumference the latter

being the new Chinese or Celestial. So

you can imagine what a revel of varieties

the seedsmen may indulge in. I have tried

many and cut my own list down to two,

Rapid-red (probably an improvement of

the old standard, Scarlet Button), and
Crimson Globe (or Giant), a big, rapid,

healthy grower of good quality, and one
that does not get "corky." A little land

plaster, or gypsum, worked into the soil

at time of planting, will add to both ap-

pearance and quality in radishes.

SPINACH. The best variety of spinach
is Swiss Chard Beet (see below). If you
want the real sort, use Long Season, which
will give you cuttings long after other

sorts have run to seed. New Zealand will

stand more heat than any other sort.

Victoria is a newer variety, for which the

claim of best quality is made. In my own
trial I could not notice very much differ-

ence. It has, however, thicker and

"savoyed" leaves.

SALSIFY. This is, to my taste, the most
delicious of all root-vegetables. It will not

do well in soil not deep and finely pulver-
ized, but a row or two for home use can
be had by digging and fining before sow-

ing the seed. It's worth extra work.
Mammoth Sandwich is the best variety.

SQUASH. Of this fine vegetable there

are no better sorts for the home garden
than the little Delicata, and Fordhook.

Vegetable Marrow is a fine English sort

that does well in almost all localities. The
best of the newer large-vined sorts is The
Delicious. It is of finer quality than the

well known Hubbard. For earliest use,

try a few plants of White or Yellow Bush

Scalloped. They are not so good in qual-

ity as either Delicata or Fordhook, which
are ready within a week or so later. The
latter are also excellent keepers and can
be had, by starting plants early and by
careful storing, almost from June to June.

TOMATO. If you have a really hated

enemy, give him a dozen seed catalogues
and ask him to select for you the best four

tomatoes. But unless you want to be-

come criminally involved, send his doctor
around the next morning. A few years
ago I tried over forty kinds. A good
many have been introduced since, some of
which I have tried. I am prepared to

make the following statements : Earliana
is the earliest quality tomato, for light
warm soils, that I have ever grown ;

Chalk's Jewel, the earliest for heavier
soils (Bonny Best Early resembles it) ;

Matchless is a splendid main-crop sort ;

Ponderosa is the biggest and best quality
but it likes to split. There is one more
sort, which I have tried one year only, so
don't accept my opinion as conclusive. It

is the result of a cross between Ponderosa
and Dwarf Champion one of the strong-
est growing sorts. It is called Dwarf
Giant. The fruits are tremendous in size

and in quality unsurpassed by any. The
vine is very healthy strong and stocky. I

believe this new tomato will become the
standard main crop for the home garden.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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By all means try it. And that is a good
deal to say for a novelty in its second

year!
TURNIP. The earliest turnip of good

quality is the White Milan. There are

several other of the white-fleshed sorts,

but I have never found them equal in

quality for table to the yellow sorts. Of
these, Golden Ball (or Orange Jelly) is

the best quality. Petrowski is a different

and distinct sort of very early maturity
and of especially fine quality. If you have

room for but one sort in your home gar-

den, plant this for early, and a month
later for main crop.

Don't fail to try some of this year's
novelties. Half the fun of gardening is

in the experimenting. But when you are

"testing out" the new things in compari-
son with the old, just take a few plants
of the latter and give them the same extra

care and attention. Be fair to the "stand-

ards" and very often they will surprise

you fully as much as the "novelties.''

A Man, a Woman and a Garden

TT was the Big Man who first wanted
* the garden ;

but it was the Little

Woman who brought it about at last, after

they had failed for more years than one.

The Big Man was city bred, but the Little

Woman had been born in the country.
When they were first married they lived

in a city flat, where the only garden pos-
sible to them was contained in flower

pots. They are coming back to flower

pots again but that part of the story
must be told last. They were satisfied

with the city flat until the babies came
and then they decided that they must live

in the country. Since it was impossible
for the Big Man to make a living for

them all and do that, they compromised
on a suburb and left the numbered houses

and the city flats forever.

Here the Big Man meant to have a gar-
den. He cherished certain tender mem-
ories of blissful weeks which he had

spent in the country while visiting the

Little Woman in her home the year be-

fore they were married. At that time,
in spite of traditions to the contrary, the

Big Man's love affairs did not diminish

his appetite. When he should have a gar-
den of his own he hoped to raise such

corn of his own, with such peas and egg
plants as those he had eaten at the home
of the Little Woman in the country.

In the back yard of their new home in

the suburb there was a generous expanse
of hard-pan clay, which had been scooped
from the cellar when the foundations of

the new house had been dug. This the

Big Man chose for his garden plot. For
a week he rose at five o'clock and labori-

ously turned over the clay until time to

take the train to his business. This he

did in secret as a surprise to the Little

Woman. He planted it all on the same

day with sweet corn, egg plants, tomatoes,

cucumbers and parsnips. The Little

Woman smiled with tender appreciation
when he proudly displayed his garden

Union Increases Use

When two groups of telephone
subscribers are joined together the

usefulness of each telephone is

increased.

Take the simplest case two

groups, each with three subscribers.

As separate groups there are pos-

sible only six combinations only
six lines of communication. Unite

these same two groups, and instead

of only six, there will be fifteen

lines of communication.

No matter how the groups are

located or how they are connected

by exchanges, combination in-

creases the usefulness of each tele-

phone, it multiplies traffic, it

expands trade.

The increase is in accordance

with the mathematical rule. If two

groups of a thousand each are

united, there will be a million more
lines of communication.

No one subscriber can use all of

these increased possibilities, but

each subscriber uses some of them.

Many groups of telephone sub-

scribers have been united in the Bell

System to increase the usefulness of

each telephone, and meet the pub-
lic demand for universal service.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal ^Service

MISS LUCY ABBOT THROOP
MISS EMILY VEERHOFF

37 East 60th Street, - New York

Interior Decorators
All styles of furnishing planned and carried out.

COUNTRY HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

Furniture, Curtains, Rugs, Wall Coverings se-

lected to suit any room.

Mall Orders Carefully Attended To.

Aphme does more than kill plant lice, it

invigorates grovnth and gives plants new life.

FOR SALE BY ALL SEEDSMEN
If your man does not sell it, address

Aphine Mfg. Co., Madison, Mew Jersey

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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FUNTSFINE FURNITURE
So Perfect So Peer/ess

An Unusual Exhibit of

Spring and Summer Styles
Appropriate furnishings for every country home are included in our

complete exhibit of ENAMELED and LIGHT-COLORED WOODS,
REED, WILLOW and RATTAN.

Particular attention is directed to the advantage of making early

selections, while our showing of Spring and Summer Styles offers the

widest range in prices and styles.

Critical comparison of FLINT VALUES with the best obtainable

elsewhere is always welcomed, and consultation with our experts insures

ECONOMY as well as ARTISTIC SUCCESS.

GEO. C FLINT Co.
<43-4?WEST 23^ST. 24-28WEST 24th

ST.

[ORIGINAI^MANUIAMURERSI

INTERRING RUBBERJILING.

IT IS THE BEST FLOOR MADE
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS. BANKS. PUBLIC BUILDINGS.'

THEATRES AND PRIVATE RESIDENCES, BEING SANITARY
NON-SLIPPERY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE TO THE TREAD.

BEAUTIFUL IN COLORS AND DESIGNS AND DURABLE.

(York, 1 T., 91- 93 Chambers Street

Chicago, III., ISO Lake Street

Philadelphia, Pi,, 118-120 North 8th Street

tin Francisco, Cillt., 129-131 First Street

Plttsourg, Pi., 933-935 Libert? henue

SI, Louis, Mo., 218-220 Chestnut Street

Portland, Ore., 40 First Street

Boston, Mass., 232 Summer Street

Indianapolis, Ind., 207-209 South Meridian Street

London, England, 13-15 Southampton Row

Spokane, Wash., 163 South Lincoln Street

and his blisters but when he had run off

to his train she made a contract with
the green grocer of the suburb for vege-
tables for the summer. The outcome

proved that she was right; for the pars-

nips never came through the hard, sun-

baked soil
; potato beetles promptly de-

voured the egg-plants, root and branch;
the cucumbers escaped an insect devasta-
tion by dying promptly after they came

up before the striped bugs could reach

them. The corn lingered out a sickly ex-

istence until late in July, when a neigh-
bor's horse mercifully broke into the yard
and ended its struggle for existence, be-

fore a single ear appeared to continue the

species. As for the tomatoes, three tiny
crimson balls finally reached a leathery

ripeness, which were carefully served as

a salad on the Big Man's birthday. Thus
ended the history of the first year's gar-
den in the suburb.

Then the Little Woman took her turn
at the garden. She employed a man to
sift coal ashes and cover the clay soil with
them. Next she had him cover the whole

plot with well-rotted manure and spade
it down. This was done in the early fall,

after the three tomatoes had ripened. The
next spring she had more ashes sprinkled
over the clayey section and a coat of bone
dust broadcasted over the whole plot be-

fore the hired man forked it all over

again. All this was pretty expensive
but they were determined to have that

garden.
In the loamy section which had been

spared when the clay from the excavation
was hauled out, she planted lettuce, pars-

ley, beets and radishes. She would have

gone on with onions, tomatoes, and espe-

cially beans, but the soul of the Big Man
yearned for sweet corn, and he planted
the most of the remaining space with that.

During this second year the garden
grew finely. Their lettuce left nothing to
be desired. For three weeks they had rad-

ishes for breakfast every morning and
for more than a month there was lettuce

every evening for dinner. But one can-
not live on these things. Then after a

long while, there were beets, and then
there was a prospect of corn, while the

green groceryman supplied them with

peas, beans, cabbage, and all the rest that

they might have grown, if it had not been
for those greedy, space-consuming corn
stalks. At last the corn was ready for
the table and such delectable stuff it

was! Nothing at all like the tasteless,

leathery article which they had eaten while

they had lived in the city flat. The Big
Man renewed the days of his courtship.
But there was so little of it. Even though
they ate every nubbin, and only allowed
the babies one ear apiece, there were only
four or five messes of corn, which made
that first crop cost several cents per grain.
It was then that the Big Man declared that

gardening did not pay. It might be car-

ried on for the sake of sentiment, but not
as a business venture.

But if other vegetables were a disap-
(Continued on page 186)
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Write for this Book
and Samples

Find Out How Much the Right
Shades Improve Your Windows
In this book are samples of Brenlin,

the new window shade material, with

illustrations of what others have done
with Brenlin to make their windows
attractive.

Unlike ordinary window shade mate-

rial, Brenlin is made without chalk or

clay "filling" of any kind. It is this

"filling'' in ordinary shades which
cracks and falls out, leaving unsightly
streaks and pin-holes.
A Brenlin shade will outwear several

ordinary window shades. For this rea-

son, it is the most economical window
shade for you to buy.

Brenlin will not crack or fade--really
shades and guarantees permanent
satisfaction.

This book of Brenlin suggestions and

samples is free to you. You will find

it full of ideas for your spring refurnish-

ing. Write for it today.

CHAS. W. BRENEMAN & CO.
2069-2079 Reading Road, Cincinnati.

The name BRENLIN " perforated along the edge

of every yard of genuine Brenlin. Look for it.

Window

Shades

Wont Crack-Woni Ride
BRENLIN

W f^\ /rTT^J G

Plant PERENNIAL Plants
if you would embellish your grounds this year

and for years to come. Our

NEW 84-PAGE FREE CATALOG
lists a thousand best varieties_of
strong vigorous plants which give

quick and gratifying results.

Our "forty best Hardy Chrysan-
themums " selected after many
years' tests for hardiness and beauty
of blooms, $3.50 per set of one each;
either potted or field grown. Full

descriptive list in catalog. Send for

catalog today.

J. T. LOVETT
Box 152, LITTLE SILVER, N. J.

Goldwell Lawn Mowers
Hand, Horse and Motor

Coldwell's Motor Lawn Mowers
Will do the work of three horse

lawn mowers and do it better

fl They will mow up 20 per cent grades. <J They leave

no hoof-prints as horses do. <J They will roll the lawn

smoothly. <I They do away with the expense of two

men and three horses. <I They are of no expense

when not in use. C| They are simple to operate and

economical. <JThey are a necessity on every large lawn

Catalogue sent on request

Manufactured by

Goldwell Lawn Mower Co,
Newburgh, N. Y.

Garden Furniture
OEAUTIFUL reproductions of famous

models from the gardens of Italy.

AX/E have no competition in the quality
of our work in composition stone.

in Marble, Stone
and Pompeian Stone

A VISIT to our studio

worth your time.

will prove well

OUR catalogue containing more than 800^
illustrations of Benches, Sundials, Statu-

ary, Pedestals, Mantels, Vases and Fountains

mailed on receipt of twenty-five cents.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
326 Lexington Ave. York
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GILLETFS
Hardy Plants

Rhododendrons for mass planting and for

specimen plants. I can supply bushy

clumps in small or large quantities.

Before placing your order get my prices.

Hardy Fems for open sun, dry shade,
moist shade or wet open ground.

Hardy Flowers for open border, dark

shade, wild garden or rockery.
Azaleas and ornamental shrubs for lawns.

My illustrated catalog containing 75

pages will be of interest to all lovers of

wild flowers. Mailed free on request

EDW. GIIXETT. Box I, Southwick, Mass.

Double Pink Flowered
Japanese Cherry
From (he Land of

the Rising San
One of the most exquisite pro-
ductiotis of the horticultur-

ist's skill, for which Japan
has long been famous.

Sent/ for Booklet

ELLWANGER ft BARRY
HortleultiirlhK. Leaders for 10 ica

Mount Hope Nurseries
ROCHESTER, N. Y. ,,

FLORIDA
WATER
A Perfume for the

Most Refined Taste

A leader among leaders.

After being in use for

Nearly a Century

is just as popular at ever

BECAUSE:

IT is a Floral Extract of
* absolute purity and endur-

ing fragrance ;
it refreshes

and revives as does no other

Perfume; it is delightful in

the Bath and the finest thing
after shaving : because it is,

in fact, the most reliable and

satisfactory Toilet Perfume
made.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR IT.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE!

(Continued from page 184)

pointment, there was plenty of parsley.

Except the weeds, nothing ever grew more

luxuriantly. There was parsley to use and

parsley to give away ; parsley for week-

days and parsley for Sundays ; parsley for

festive occasions and parsley for common
days ; parsley for soup and parsley for gar-

nishing. They garnished nearly every-

thing with parsley, all through the autumn
and the following winter. They garnished
all the roasts, all the broiled meats, all the

stewed potatoes ; they even garnished the

fried potatoes. At last the Big Man pro-

posed that they should have a dish of boiled

parsley, so that they might garnish the gar-

nishing.
But the Little Woman was wiser than

her husband knew. She had kept that

parsley on the table all through the win-

ter, so that she might provoke the Big
Man to garden-making the next spring.
In this calculation she was not mistaken

;

for, although he had been discouraged
with the two experiments, yet when he

came home one warm day in April for a

half holiday and proposed that they
should have another garden, the Little

Woman had already purchased seed and
contracted with an Italian to dig up the

ground.
This time the Little Woman managed

the garden all herself. Corn, potatoes,

pumpkins, and all vegetables requiring
much space for their growth, were rig-

idly, although in some cases regretfully,
excluded. On this third year they suc-

ceeded in raising so many luscious vege-
tables that they never again went back to

the green grocerman.
Although they did not learn everything

in the first year or two, and even yet they
are still learning how to garden on a

small lot, yet they have done so well that

they would not think of omitting to plant
a garden on this general plan :

i st. They plant only those vegetables
which can be grown in a limited space,

planting the seeds in parallel rows, which
run north and south, so that the sun may
have an equal chance at every stalk.

2d. They arrange their crops so that

two, and often three, different kinds of

vegetables can be grown on the same

ground in the same year. This requires

very rich soil and careful management in

the rotation, but it can be done somewhat
after this manner: First planting, which
can occupy nearly the whole available

garden space, spinach, radishes, lettuce,
swiss chard, peas, onions, and beets. Sec-
ond planting, beans, tomatoes, cabbage,
cauliflower, and summer squashes, all of
which can be planted between the rows al-

ready occupied by the first planting, if the

ground is spaded over. Third planting,
fall peas, celery, and turnips. Turnips can
be broadcasted over space already occupied

by almost any other vegetable and left to

grow after the frost has killed almost ev-

erything else.

3d. They have secured the continual

growth of the garden by constant cultiva-

(Continued on page 188)

FARR'S HARDY PLANTS FOR
SPRING PLANTING

A REMINDER. The swelling of the buds in March reminds
us it is time to get busy, if the garden picture oiir fancy has
created during the Winter evenings is to become a living reality.

THE LQQK'AHEAD'GARDENER KNOWS thit early spring
ia the best time to plant most things, and the only proper time
to plant some things that should have a prominent place in
every hardy garden, as:

Anemones, Hardy A*tera, CliryMantlienmma, PyrethruniB,
l'i i n i r. >->-. Campanulas, TrltoimiH, Foxtfloves. Hollyhocks.
HE KNOIVS no time may be lost now; that he cannot afford

to risk having his garden picture marred by plants inferior, or
untrue to name, and that he will save time, annoyance and
money, by ordering from

THE LOOK-.-IHEAD-GROU'ER, whose complete collections of
the best things enable him to supply all his needs with the as-
surance that he will get just what he orders without substitution.
Knowing or wanting to know my plants, he will want My Book:

"Farr's Hardy Plants"
For the information and help which its accurate descriptions

and suggestions for planting and cultivating will give mailed
free On request. Plan your Garden -\ '('//'. U'KITE ME TODAY.

WYOMISSING NURSERIES
643 F. l'< MM St., Reading, Pa.

ih Jfi>ses, extra heavy dormant plants
'afi/ishfrf in pots for later planting.

RH.

(Gregory's Honest!
FLOWER SEED OFFER

We will send you these ten packages of Gregory's Honest
Flower Seeds, postpaid, for 25 cents in coin.

90 cents worth lor 25 cents
I. Alter, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture,. ,

1 pk(f. Pansy, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture, .

opsis, Gregory
1

* Special Fancy Mixture,
'

fr f f T _ __ jjc.
1 pkg. Coreopsis, Gregory'* Special Fancy Mixture, 05c.
1 pkg. Poppy, Gregory's Fancy Double Mixed Annuals lie.
1 pkg. Mignonette, Gregory's Large Flowering, very rich, lie.
1 pkg. Bachelor Button, Gregory'* Finest Mixture, lie.
1 pkg. Petunia, Gregory's Finest Hybrid Mixture, . 15c.
1 pkg. Candytuft, Gregory's Finest Mixed, . . 05c.
1 pkg. Nasturtium, Dwarf, Finest Mixed, 5c.
1 pkg. Sweet PeM, Extra Choice Mixed flSc.

|^fs*w

10 packages sent for 25c ?n coin. Our
>a^^3P^^ new Ifill Catalogue, more profusely.^^5-^^, Illustrated than ever, is just out. A

4EE;HOHESTj^) copy to you for the asking.

^^EDr^ J - J - H. GREGORY & SON,^VHP^ 89 Elm SI.. Marblehoad.M.

Prize Offers from Leading
Manufacturers

Book on Patents. "Hints to inven-

tors." "Inventions needed." "Why
some inventors fail." Send rough
sketch or model for search of Patent

Office records. Our Mr. Qreeley was

formerly Acting Commissioner of Pat-

ents, and as such had full charge of

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY & MCINTIRE
PATENT ATTORNEYS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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For Verandas, Porches, Lawns, Indoors

The Perfect Couch for Outdoor Sleeping

A Rowe Hammock has hung for 8 or 10 summers on a

porch within 200 feet of the Atlantic Ocean. Last season
a visitor referred to it as "your new hammock." 40

years' experience show that Rowe's Hammocks give 10

years of continuous out-of-door service. As far as the

signs of wear go, you can't tell whether a Rowe Ham-
mock has been used 6 months or 6 years.

It is made by sailmakere on the model we supplied for

years to the U. S. Navy. It is made from duck that is

60 per cent, to 200 per cent, stronger than that in others,

and sewn with thread that is twice as strong. It has

sewing and bracing that no other maker has learned the
need of. It is handsome, but severely plain no showi-

ness, just solid merit

Our Khaki is permanent in color, will not soil clothing.

A very few flrsKdass stores are licensed to sell our
hammocks. If not conveniently situated, you should buy
direct from us. Delivery prepaid, ready for hanging.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
Small silk name-label on every Rowe Hammock.

E. Li ROWE & SON, lnC.,Sailmakcrs and Snip Chandlen

671 Wharf Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

ORCHIDS
We are specialists

in Orchids, we col-

lect, import, export,

grow and sell them

exclusively.

Illustrated and
descriptive catalog

and price lifet on

application.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

Complete
Service
You can get from us

real helpful service in

making your home
grounds attractive, if you will but write us.

Whether inquiry or order, it matters not,

you get direct, personal attention.
Your queries or orders go direct to one man,

the District Manager of your State. He is

competent and will give you helptul, depend-
able advice and assistance.

For 57 years we have been shipping to

garden owners, all over the world, the best

to be had in trees and hardy plants.
Thousands come to us yearly we are their head-

quarters. If you own a garden you need to know us

for your own good.
The flower pictured is one of our Mallow Marvel
blossoms. We originated and introduced this

wonderful strain of plantfl. Ask us about them.

1911 PLANT BOOK READY
Send today for a free copy of our new revised plant book.

A complete list of Meehan-quality plants, priced at real value.

Invaluable to the buyere of plants. Send tor It today.

. forMEEHANS' GARDEN BULLETIN
SenO 10 CenlS edited by prae ical horticulturists for

three months. If you do you'll want it continually.

THOMAS 1WEEHAN & SONS
Box 40, Germantown, Phlla., Pa.

Hicks' Trees

Especially for

Long Island

Planting

LARGE PIN OAK AND CUT-LEAF MAPLE MOVED TO CEDARHURST, L. I., BY HICK'S TREE-
MOVERS A FEW YEARS AGO.

EN
TG ISLAND'S sandy soil requires drought resistant trees. Don't make
the costly mistake of selecting the Elms, Basswoods, Poplars and Willows,

you remember growing so luxuriantly on the mainland. On the mainland

the rock or clay subsoil holds the moisture. On Long Island the water sinks

through the sand and gravel to the water table, which may be thirty or one hun-

dred feet deep, and therefore below the reach of tree roots. The trees that grow
in river bottoms are the kinds generally grown by nurserymen because they are

cheap to produce, live when transplanted with poor roots, grow rapidly the first

few years after planting. On most of Long Island, however, they will com-
mence to fail soon after planting and never reach that perfect health, which is

essential to beauty. We have drought resistant trees grown from Long Island

seed.
In our nursery are over 2,000 trees, 15 to 40 years old. They are big,

'

broad specimens, grown wide apart like trees in an orchard. We can move
these big trees right to your grounds and plant them for you. You secure

at once a shady lawn and overcome all those long years of waiting for small

trees to grow up. We will guarantee the trees to thrive if you wish us to do

so. Our catalogues show what has been done on Long Island, and the stock

available to solve your landscape problems. Send for them. If possible come
down to the nursery and see how w-e move these big trees, and talk things
over with us. You can select just the trees you want. Better do this the first

day possible and get ahead of the inevitable spring rush.

ISAAC HICKS & SONS, Westbury, L. I.

The Imperial Floor
^The ideal flooring for private houses and public
buildings, is germ proof, fire proof, water proof

-and practically wear proof. It can be laid over

'any old or new floor, and presents a warm, non-

slipping surface. Samples free.

THE
IMPERIAL
FLOOR
CO.

Mil and Furnace Sts.,

ROCHESTER,
NEW YORK

The Imperial Sanitary Table
Made with our composition top, smooth as glass,
stainless and not affected by heat. Does away
with foul-smelling, unsanitary oil-cloth. Frame
of hard wood, white enameled.

Write for further information.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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RGENT
a r d w a r e

provides the distinction and worth that lie in

artistic designs and honest workmanship.

Select Sargent Hardware for your dwelling

throughout and you have the widest possible

choice of harmonious designs in each school and

period of architecture, so that your personal

taste has wide latitude.

By selecting Sargent Hardware, you also

provide that this portion of your building

construction will be of the most sub-

stantial character.

Sargent quality assures solidity and

durability where they are most needed.

Sargent locks are secure. Perfect in

mechanism, smooth working, made
of finest materials, they are the safest

and best locks for every purpose.

Sargent Locks and Hardware are

preferred by architects and have been

used on thousands of notable public

buildings and magnificent private
residences. Write for the

Sargent Book of Designs
It illustrates many artistic patterns in the various periods and should be
in the hands of every person who contemplates building or remodeling.

A Complimentary Copy will be sent you on request. We will send

our Colonial Book also if you express an interest in that period.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 142 Leonard St., New York

GARDEN BENCHES

PO FLG H ~
~ FURNITURE

CAMBRIDGE GARDEN-FURNITURE SHOP
- 6 PEARL ST. CAnBPIPCE MASS

Before Placing Your
for ROSES. TREES,
SHRUBS and PLANTS
Write for Rosedale Booklet

Unique in that it gives sizes as well as prices.

Unique in its 100 engravings of noted grounds and
specimens.

Unique in what it lacks, viz : effusiveness.

Unique in its handsome discounts.

Large sizes for immediate effect. Specially low rates
on car-lots of Rhododendrons and Conifers.

Harris Nurseries Tarrytown, N. Y.

(Continued from page 186)
tion with a rake or pronged weeder, rather

than with a hoe. By this means the ground
is kept always loose and soft on top, so

that it never bakes or loses moisture, even

during drouths. Under this sort of cul-

tivation weeds do not exist.

Now the Big Man is experimenting to

obtain earlier vegetables by the use of a
hot-bed. Beets, which always grow better

if transplanted, are started under glass.
Tomatoes he raises in flower pots until

they are ready to blossom and bear fruit, as

soon as it is warm enough to transplant
them. Even sweet corn, for which he still

hankers, is planted in strawberry baskets

in the house, a hill in each basket, and then

transplanted. Summer squashes are plant-
ed in the same way, and the boxes care-

fully cut away when he transplants them
to the open ground. These last are the

frills
;
but the garden itself is always full

of solid achievement.
WILLIAM FUTHEY GIBBONS.

The Commuter's Long Island

(Continued from page 211)
Neck Bay and Bayside. At the head of
the Bay is Douglaston, and farther on the

village of Little Neck, followed by Great

Neck, which occupies the high bluff be-

tween Little Neck Bay and Manhasset

Bay. Here the farms have rapidly given
way before large estates. Manhasset
lies along a steep hillside with the Bay to

the north, while half-way up the neck on
the east lies Port Washington with its

miles of water front and its unusual at-

tractions for the yachtsman. Across Cow
Neck which divides Manhasset Bay from

Hempstead Harbor, lies Roslyn, another

community mainly of large estates. Glen

Head, Sea Cliff, Glen Cove, Nassau, and
Locust Valley occupy the long slope on
the east side of Hempstead Harbor, while

further east on Oyster Bay are found
Middle Neck and the town of Oyster Bay.

Everyone has heard of Manhattan
Beach and Coney Island, but of more in-

terest to the commuter are some of the

quieter and more homelike communities

lying back of Sheepshead Bay on the

mainland. There is Rockaway Beach,
with its summer colonies of Belle Harbor
and Rockaway Park, sixteen miles from
New York. Arverne, Edgemere, Far-

Rockaway and Ostend are cottage and ho-

tel colonies resembling the Atlantic City

type.

Turning back from the beach, the rail-

road touches Lawrence, the location of

many excellent bits of domestic architec-

ture, and Cedarhurst, still further inland

with many of the larger class of homes.
Woodmere and Hewletts also have become
famous for their excellently designed
houses. From Valley Stream, which is a

junction point, the Montauk road con-

tinues to Lynbrook, from which a spur
runs south to East Rockaway and Long
Beach, with its seashore hotels and cot-

tages. From Lynbrook the Montauk di-

(Continiied on page 190)
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Strawberries for Your Guests

and You, from Your Own Garden
It is much easier to have a real appetizing breakfast, luncheon,

dinner, or a supper, .in strawberry time, than in August or at

Christmas. Guests appreciate Strawberries, just as the little boy
did who said, "I go to the garden to eat Strawberries before I reak-

iast, and before I go to bed, and lots of times between." If your
patch is as big as 50 by 100 feet you will have berries for every
meal all season, and plenty to eat from the patch, to preserve, c

., etc. It will give all of you babies, parents, anflavor sherbets.
old folks, if there are any a chance to exercise and relax outdoors.

Strawberries lead to health, in the eating and in the growing.

Money to Be Made
from Berries

Neighbors will buy what you
can't use. By starting a bigger

patch in your garden, and buy-
ing crates, it is easy to clear ten,

twenty or even fifty dollars. If

there is plenty of space a sum-
mer home or a farm any amount
of money can be readily made.

Get King Edward

Strawberry
A new one, berries big, coni-

cal, light red, uniform, rich,

mild, firm but crisp ; ripens early
and over a long period. Vigor-
ous, healthy, with perfect blos-

soms and handsome foliage. The
best of seventy sorts

grown side by side.

Our 1911 Berry Book Sent Free

Get our unusual and complete berry book,
to/tick tells about King "Ldtoard and tlvo

dozen other kinds. It contains a lot of in-

formation Valuable to growers, aud tells

hoto berries can be used in place of
otherfood that costs more and is not so

good. Yes, free, of course, but ask
soon, or some one else Ivill get the
last one. Use your pen and a postal. t

<

BERRYDALE EXPERIMENT
GARDENS

House Avenue

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ANDREWS AIR

PRESSUREWATER

SUPPLY

HI

PtON

rMS?

ANDREWS
Air Pres-

sure Water Supply
gives to a country home
or farm house the essential
convenience of city water.

You can have running hot and
cold water in your house, using
the Andrews air-tight tank in
the basement or the ground out-
side. This is filled by the use of
a pump, worked either by a gas-
oline engine, windmill or hand
power, the water being delivered
under pressure. It has all the
advantages of an overhead tank,
but it never freezes, never runs
over, and the pressure is usually
sufficient to throw water over
the house, thus making ample
fire protection.

Let Our Engineers Design a

Plant Suited to Your Needs

GET OUR FREE ESTIMATE

ANDREWS B'G BOOK
on Heating, Plum' ing I'D I' I.'

and Sewage Disposal ' * *< "

Please send names of two
parties who might buy

ANDREWS HEATING fOMPANY
1159 HeatingBldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

From Factory to Uwr

There Are Specific Reasons Why the U-Bar Green-

house Is the Best for the Expert and Amateur

There are many strong points about
the construction of the U-Bar Green-
houses that make it by far the best,

not only as a plant producing house, but

as best adapted for the home grounds.
The absolute simplicity of the con-
struction is one of its strongest points.

Every roof bar is encased in a steel

U-Bar, giving the house a complete
framework of steel, having great

strength and an unequalled endurance.
Because of this complete steel frame the

house can be made very much lighter
than other constructions. Lightness is

what you need in a greenhouse. This

is especially important in the short dull

days of winter. Fact is, U-Bar Green-
houses are as near actual outdoor con-
ditions as possible, and still be indoors.

One of the special features ol the

U-Bar Greenhouse is its Curved Eave.

but all curved eave houses are not

made with the U-Bar. We are the

'ole owners and builders of the U-Bar
Curved Eave construction

Our catalog describes and illustrates

pertinent U-Bar construction points
in an interesting, readable way. Send
for the catalog.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS 1 MADISONWEuNEWYORK.
Canadian Office: 10 Phillips Place, Montreal

Pergolas Ready to Set up
r

, One of our Pergolas as it appears when erected)

For catalog and price* address

The Pergola Company
923 Association Building, Chicago

A NY man-about-the-house or carpenter of^
ordinary ability can set up these per-

golas by following the simple instructions we
send with the crated sections.

Our new departure places pergolas of a
number of the most modern and most ap-

proved designs, and of excellent quality,
within the reach even of the owners of

modest-priced homes.

The saving in money averages about one-

third to one-half the cost of such equip-
ment when made to order. The saving in

time may amount to many weeks.

Our illustrated catalog will show you how
you can acquire a pergola of correct design
and proper construction without the usual

trouble and excessive cost. Let us send

it to you.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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The best effect in the space. The longest period of bloom"
A Wagner Hardy Border provides, at slight

tost, pictures of living beauty from earliest

spring till frost.

Finest-grown hardy herbaceous perennials
arranged for color harmonies, picturesque out-

line, continuous bloom and permanence.

A Wagner Border, varieties labelled, numbered
andpacked in order ofplanting, saves money on

regular catalog rates; saves the trouble of plan-

ning; insures certain success.

Any of these delightful flower-schemes will

make your place one to be proud of.

Arranged Ready for Planting
Border Bl 4x 10 feet, IS strong, hardy plants, $2.25; extra large, $ 3.75
Border B2 4x20 "30 " "

4.5O; extra large, 7.5O
Border B3-5x 10

"
20

" " "
3.OO; extra large, 5.OO

Border B4 5 x 20 "
40 "

6.OO; extra large, IO.OO

I/arger quantities (artistic grouping maintained) at proportionate rates.

Order Your Wagner Border Now Complete Catalogue, New Edition, Readyl
We will ship at proper time. Write us about Trees, shrubs, roses, miscellaneous plants,

soil, etc., and we will advise you. Write for this splendid book. Free.

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Box 600, Sidney. Ohio Florists. Nurserymen, Landscape Gardeners

YOU CAN HAVE THIS GARDEN THIS YEAR
REMEMBER You make your selection from more than 600 acres of

choicest nursery products from our own gardens shown below,

which have been growing for more than half a century. The
finest collection of trees, shrubbery and garden plants in America;

all hardy and old, well-established growths.

REMEMBER Our expert landscape gardeners plan your place for

you, selecting plants suitable to soil and situation, with special

regard to immediate and permanent effects.

REMEMBER We make a specialty of moving and planting large trees

and shrubbery, and furnish from our nurseries all varieties of

large trees, evergreens and conifers to screen unsightly views or

to produce woodland effects.

Everything for the home garden, including fruit trees,

berry bushes, etc.

Write at oncv for Catalog D and let us know your plans.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS COMPANY
Est. 1848 NEW CANAAN, CONN. Inc. 1903

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

(Continued from page 188)
vision continues on eastward to Rockville

Centre, an active trading point. Bald-

win, already mentioned as the average
commuting distance from New York
Freeport, Merrick, Bellmore, Wantagh,
Seaford, Massapequa, Amityville, Copia-
gue and Lindenhurst.

Babylon lies just beyond, the largest
town since leaving Jamaica. With Bay-
shore and Islip, it has a magnificient loca-
tion on the Great South Bay and is further
blessed by many fresh water lakes, old
trees and wide streets. From here the
commuter who wants all the sea air he
can get may take a boat across the Bay to
Saltaire and Ocean Beach two compara-
tively new communities on Fire Island. At
Great River, the next station beyond Islip,
and forty-six miles out, an arm of the Bay
provides special facilities for small boat-

ing. Beyond this, about Oakdale, are
some of the large estates, while at Say-
ville the typical home is nearer the middle-
class purse. Bayport, Blue Point, and
finally Patchogue, nestle around Pat-

chogue Bay. Patchogue is the most
flourishing city of the South Shore. Be-

yond it lie many communities which to
their inhabitants and friends surpass any-
thing on the western end of the Island
the picturesque Hamptons, Aquebogue,
Mattituck, Cutchogue, Southold, River-

head, and Amagansett, but they are, for
most people, beyond the commuting zone.

Not many years ago the pioneer com-
muter blazed the way for all this ; and to

him is due much of the credit for carry-
ing out into the country the comforts
and conveniences that we now demand
as a matter of course. Drainage, ade-

quate water supply, gas, electricity, libra-

ries, good roads all these were counted
luxuries by the pioneer of but a few short

years ago; to-day they are the necessities
that we insist upon.
Modern invention, too, has helped along

this great movement of the city's toilers

out into fresh air and quiet, out among
the trees and the growing things. She
has brought us the individual drainage sys-
tem, the individual water supply without
the difficulties of the past, the individ-
ual power plant for generating electricity.

Only yesterday she has brought, through
the German chemist. Hermann Blau, an

illuminating gas that seems particularly
well suited to the needs of the isolated

home or group of homes that has no pub-
lic service supply. The gas is subjected
to a pressure that liquefies it and permits
of its being transported in iron cylinders,
which are connected directly to the ordi-

nary piping systems.
To sum up, if you will, divide the Isl-

and into zones. At Jamaica and Flush-

ing there is the country house, but still

in immediate connection with the city
either by trolley or train

;
from there on

to the line of Patchogue is the commu-
ter's section, and here are the colony -le-

velopments and estates both for the man
of moderate means and the millionaire.

(Continued on page 192)
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Electric Light

iiconomical lighting of country homes and buildings by electricity
the cleanest, safest, most pleasant light is possible for everyone by the

simple and efficient

Fay & Boweii

Electric Lighting System
using stoiajjc batteries to give light any hour of the twenty-four by simply turning a
switch. The engine is run at any convenient time, and you don't need a trained
engineer. These plants are very simple and perfectly safe 32-volt current. A space
6 feet square is sufficient for a large plant. The engine and dynamo are direct-con-
nected, doing away with troublesome belts and saving space. In addition to lighting,
you can have ample power to pump water, run the sewing machine, vacuum cleaner
or machinery in barn and out-buildings. And you reduce fire risk.

Send for Our Electric Bulletins

Investigate this system. We will gladly give you an estimate on an equipment
for your exact requirements,

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO.. 12 Lake Street. Geneva. N.Y.. U. S. A.

Pump Water

Household Uses

"LIGHTNING-
SPRAYERS

At Your Dealer's, or
Write U

Fifteen different styles
to select from. For
spraying garden vege-
tables, fruit trees,

shrubbery, rose bushes, disinfect-

ants, whitewashing, washing
wagons, windows, etc. Cannot be
excelled for all kinds of spraying
purposes. Write for free catalog
on full line.

D. B. SMITH & CO., Manufact'rs
72 (icnesee Street

UTICA, N. Y., U. S. A.

WRITE US regarding

your Nursery Stock

requirements, and
CULTIVATE
the habit

It will pay you quality &
price considered together.

Begin NOW by sending for

our catalog.

F. W. KELSEY NURSERY CO.
1 50 BROADWAY :: NBW YORK

A Greenhouse in the Garden
A Garden in the Greenhouse

"VfO home is complete without its garden. No garden
^ '

complete without its greenhouse. So what is the
use of struggling along each year, trying to get your
outdoors flowers and vegetables early, when with a
greenhouse you can always depend on good, strong,

well-developed plants to set out early in the spring ?

Depend on your garden being at least a month ahead.
When fall comes the greenhouse is then your indoors

garden a continuation of the other. Build one of our
Iron Frame greenhouses right now. It is an in vestment
not a luxury. Send for our new catalogue. It will be
a revelation to you.

ditchings & Company,
Elizabeth, New Jersey
New York Branch, 1170 Broadway

(Continued from page 190)
Here one can live in a park, with com-
munity advantages or in other sections

have a house and small farm or, dif-

ferent still, have an estate that rivals the
manors of England, and at the same time
have the choice of the seashore or the
bluffs and hills overlooking the Sound.
From Hicksville, in the center of the Isl-

and and midway between these points,
stretch the farm lands, where one can
shake off the fetters of city life and earn
a living from the soil. Still further east
on either shore come the summer homes
and resorts that even now are famous,
but bid fair to be an American Riviera
or Ostend.

The Flower for the Million and
the Millionaire

(Continued from page 171)
variety. Put these pots in a well-protected
coldframe or in a cool greenhouse, near
the light. If you have neither, try them in

a cellar window. The idea is to keep the

growth sturdy but dwarf. When the

young vines are two or three inches tall

support them with twigs in the pots. Do
not, of course, allow the young plants to
be caught by frost. Even if they are, how-
ever, you can follow the old method of

planting the seeds directly outdoors, so
that you are losing nothing but a few seeds

by trying this pot method.
The young plants may be set out any

time from early in March to early May,
according to the latitude and weather con-
ditions. A potful will be sufficient for a

clump, if you prefer to grow them in

clumps rather than rows. If you decide
to follow the old method, however, allow
a space of eighteen inches between each

potful. Set the whole ball of soil, with

plants and twigs, into the prepared soil

outdoors so that there will be no shock in

the transplanting.
If you follow the old method of planting

the seed outdoors do not make the common
mistake of planting too much seed in the

given space ;
use about one ounce of seed

to a fifteen-foot row, covering it with two
inches of soil. Firm this down and dust
the top with soot from a smoke-pipe ;

this

will keep away birds and insects.

When the seedlings are about two inches

high thin out the young plants so that the

remaining ones will have a fighting chance
for their life. Leave but one plant to every
six inches. It is a great temptation to leave
too many plants growing, but thinning is

the only way to get stocky, healthy vines.
You will get not only larger flowers but
more of them, longer stems and better
color.

Hoe up the soil towards the young vines
as they grow, having been careful, in the
first place, to sow the seed so that the cov-

ering soil was in a trench about four inches
below the surface.

Of fifty-two experts on sweet pea cul-

ture, forty-seven were found to be in favor
of sticks hazel brush preferably for the

(Continued on page 194)
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WHITE HOUSE
A wonderful new Carnation

<J The largest and best variety ever

sent out for green-

house culture. Won
Silver Cup at Mor-
ristown for best

new variety, and
has won many cer-

tificates.

<j[ Nice pot plants,

Spring delivery, $3 per dozen, $20

per hundred.

<I We catalogue all other varieties of

Carnations in addition.

<I If you have no greenhouse and are

interested in out-door plants, let us

send you our Chrysanthemum list.

It's yours for the asking.

<| We catalogue 500 varieties
;
200

varieties suitable for out-door plant-

ing, and sell more Chrysanthemums
than any other house in the world.

Charles H. Totty
Madison New Jersey

Beautifully illustrated Catalogue, 144 large
pages now ready. Mailed free

Eschschoitzia Thorburni
(California Poppy.)

Hardy Annual. Sow outdoors in aprin

The grandest of all Esch-

scholtzias. The unopened
buds on outer side of

petals are of the deepest

crimson, toning down in

the inner side to bright

flame color and molten

gold. We will mail a

packet of this valuable

novelty and a copy of our

beautiful catalogue, the

best seed annual published

in America for only 10

cts., stamps or coin. (Reg-

ular price of seed 15 cts.

per packet.) Write today.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
33 Barclay Street and 38 Park Place, (Dept. 2), New York

one-half natural sine

If you would decorate your lawn with shrubbery as
beautiful as these Japanese Snow-balls, you will appre-
ciate a copy of our abundantly illustrated catalog,

"Hardy Trees and Plants
for Every Place and Purpose"

Free on request. Tells you about our 2,000 varieties of shrubs,
trees and vines where to plant them, when and how in order to

get best results.

Our nurseries cover 400
acres in one of the most fer-

tile sections along the Dela-
ware River away from the

gas and smoke ofa great city.
Here the young trees and
shrubs are allowed plenty of
room for symmetrical devel-

opment and are transplanted
frequently to give them the

splendidly developed root sys-
tems that insure quick estab-
lishment. We've had thirty-
nine year's experience.

The Wm.H. Moon
Company

Makefield Place

MorrUville

Pram.

Philaddphi.
Office

218 So. 12th Street

Let BILTMORE NURSERY

Help You to Plant Your Grounds in Harmony
We issue three books which by word and picture tell how to arrange trees about
the lawn or along the drive, group shrubbery, or establish a bed of perennials that

will be a lasting joy. You need one of these Biltmore books this Spring; it will

help you to tuccmed with the things you plant. Ask for the one you need most.

Tin Blltmcrl Nuriry Ctlju. A guide to the cultivated plants, shrubs and
trees of North America, 196 large pages, fully illustrated.

"Flowerinj Treti and Shrubs." Of particular interest to owners of small

grounds; 64 pages; exceptionally fine illustrations; showing typical plantings in

gardens, lawns and yards.

"Hardy Garden Flowirt." Devoted to perennial plants; 64 pages and covers

richly illustrated from special photographs showing a wide range of subjects.

from dooryard plantings to formal effects.

Select the. book you need-we will gladly (end It Ira* upon request

BILTMORE NURSERY, BOX loss, Biltmore, N.C.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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FWBwkS'nHome Refrigeration
It tells you how to select the Home Refrigerator how to know the good from the

poor how to keep a Refrigerator sweet and sanitary how your food can be prop-
erly protected and preserved how to keep down ice bills lots of things you should
know before selecting any Refrigerator.

Don't be deceived by claims being made for other so-called
'

'porcelain'
'

refrigerators. The ' 'Monroe" has the only real por-
celain food compartments made in a pottery and in one piece of

solid, unbreakable White Porcelain Ware over an inch thick,
with every corner rounded, no cracks or crevices anywhere.
There are no hiding places for germs no odors, no dampness.

SKMonroe

save you its cost many times over in

ice bills, food waste and repair bills.

The Lifetime Refrigerator
The leadinghospitalsuse the

' 'Monroe"
exclusively and it is found today in a

large majority of the very best homes.
It 1S built to last a lifetime and will

Alway8 .old DIRECT
and at Factory Prices.

Cash or Monthly Payments.
The "Monroe" is never sold in stores, but direct from the factory to you, freight
prepaid to your railroad station, under our liberal trial offer and an ironclad

guarantee of "full satisfaction or money refunded."

Easy Payments We depart this year from our rule of all cash with order
and will send the "Monroe" freight prepaid on our
liberal credit terms to all desiring to buy that way.

Just say, "Send Monroe Book," on a postal card and it will go to you by next mail. (10)

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, Station 16, Lockland, Ohio

Don't spoil expensive
woods with cheap finishes.

Specify Glidden's Green
Label Varnishes and White

Enamels. They cost no more
at the store and a little less on

the job. Sold everywhere. The
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O. ;

Toronto, Ont.

OPEN FIREPLACE FIXTURES
Andirons, Fenders, Firetools,
Fire Screens and Smokeless Gas Logs

We display a large selection of Period

Andirons; also an assortment of reproduc-
tions in Old Colonial Andirons, Hob Grates
and English Settee Fenders in Brass,
Bronze and Wrought Iron.

FranK H. Graf Mfg. Co.
323 Seventh Ave., Cor. 28th St., New TorK

Copyright. 1908 by The J. I.. Mott Iron Work

I T MOTT1

J . L,. 1V1VJ 1 1

Card en
Ornaments

We issue separate

catalogues of

Electroliers, Drinking
Fountains, Railings
and Entrance Gates,
Lawn and Park Foun-

tains, Settees and

Chairs, Flower Vases,

Statuary.

XTir/~VT| rr o ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT
* vyrVJVCJ Fifth Ave. and m li sf \i. I ..rLFifth Are. and 17th St.,

(Continued from page 192)

supports. Cut boughs that have plenty of

twigs on them, either in the fall or early
in the spring, and insert them in the ground
for at least a foot, so that the tops are

wider rather than narrower than the bases.

This will afford space for the vines to

spread out at the top. If you really have
not room for the brush supports, wire mesh
will serve very well. The six-foot width
will be sufficient for the latitude of New
York, but in the northern States and Can-
ada the width will have to be increased.

Here are just a few points to remember
in cultivation : In case of very hot and dry
weather apply a mulch of manure or grass

cuttings, extending for a foot on either

side of the lines. Water two or three

times a week over this.

Apply liquid manure only after the first

blossoms appear, and then sparingly, alter-

nating with clear water. Strengthen this

food when the vines are in full flower.

Put about a peck of soot in a bag and
let it dissolve for a few hours in a barrel

of water. The resulting solution will

serve both as a plant food and insecticide.

In watering do not neglect spraying the

vines themselves. It serves not only to re-

fresh the foliage but helps to keep it free

from insects.

The only pests that are likely to bother
the sweet pea are the cut-worm, the red

spider and the green aphis. Soot will help
to keep the cut-worm away and a spraying
of whale-oil soap or kerosene emulsion will

rid the vines of the other two enemies.
The greatest enemy of all, however, is us-

ually the amateur gardener himself, in not

working the soil deeply enough at the start

and in not keeping it cultivated along the

rows. Starting with a well-worked and
well-enriched soil to a depth of three feet ;

keeping the seedlings six inches apart ; hoe-

ing the row every few days until the vines

are well grown ;
and cutting the flowers

daily these are essentials to success.

Hotbeds and Coldframes.

(Continued from page 153)
sash to provide fresh cool air every day
after danger of freezing is over. In some

types of hotbeds, the sash slide in grooves,
but ordinarily they can be lifted up and
blocks of wood placed under the corners to

hold them up.
An amateur will probably have better

success with a coldframe than with a hot-

bed, as its care does not involve quite so
much garden knowledge. There is really

nothing complicated about either, how-
ever. The principal thing is to keep the

growing things well watered and to give
them a maximum of sunlight and the nec-

essary amount of fresh air.

A hotbed is really a greenhouse on a
small scale and practically the same possi-
bilities are open to it in the hands of an

expert. Violet and pansy culture is ex-

tensively carried on by this means, and
flowers are obtained in the winter and
early spring that are the equal of those

grown in large commercial hothouses. The
(Continued on page 196)
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The only lawn mowers in

which all the blades are made
of crucible tool steel, hard-
ened and tempered in oil, are

the

PENNSYLVANIA
QualityLawn Mowers
This is why they are actually self-

sharpening why they will go for

years without regrinding or re-

pairing.

All high-grade cutting instru-

ments must be made of crucible

oil-tempered steel that's why it

is used exclusively in the "Pennsyl-
vania." If you want a light-run-

ning, self-sharpening machine
with over thirty years of pains-

taking effort back of it, then, ask

your dealer to show you the

"Pennsylvania" he knows its

true worth.

"The Lawn Its Making and
Care," a textbook written by a

prominent authority, will prove
most helpful to all interested in

lawns and shrubbery. Mailed
free on request.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE COMPANY
P. O. Box 1382, Philadelphia

R4R

Landscape Gardening
A course for Homemakers and Gar-

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prof.

Batchelor. of Cornell University.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are in de-

mand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Garden-

ing is indispensable to those who
Prof. Craig. would have the pleasantest homes.

2SO page Catalogue frmm. Write to-day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
.S.ADept. 226, Springfield, Mass.

TILES
For the Porch Floor

THE porch is the outdoor fireplace. What the

fireplace is to the inside of the house, the porch
is to the outside the place where you live most.

Tiles give to the porch floor a cleanliness, heauty

and warmth of color which no other materials afford.

Before you decide on the treatment of your porch

floor, send for and read our free booklet, "Tiles

on the Porch Floor."

Other books also free :

'Tiles for Fireplaces"

'Tiles for the Kitchen and Laundry"
'Tile for the Bathroom

1
'

THE ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS
Room 2, Reeves Building, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Me GRAY

No.

REFRIGERATORS

Our Books
picture the many different sizes and

styles of McCray Refrigerators for

home use. The heat-excluding con-

struction of the McCray walls, together

with our system of positive air circu-

lation maintains a temperature several

degrees more frigid than would be

possible otherwise.

Ask for a Book
McCray Refrigerators are made in the

necessary styles for all who require perfect

refrigeration. Descriptive booklets will

be sent free on request.
No. A. H. BuiU-in-to-order for Resi-

dences No. 67 for Groceries, No. 59 for

Meat Markets. No. 48 for Hotels. Clubs
and Institutions, No. 71 for Flower Shops.

McCray Refrigerator Co.
293 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Display Rooms and Agenciei in all

Principal Cities

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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TOWN SEND iSUc LAWN MOWER
VY/E have manufactured ball bearing lawn mowers for fourteen

years.

Our Lawn mowers were the first to embody the ball bearing

feature. They have been improved constantly, so that our lawn

mower stands today, the most modern in every particular.

The blades are made of Sheffield Steel. The bearings

of best German balls. The design and finish is Townsend's.

CAN YOU ASK FOR BETTER?

? ^ ./?-i^
sv

<

~ //9*i
'

^* ^>

WE Also

Manufacture

HAND ROLLER
MOWERS.
HORSE ROLLER
MOWERS.
GRASS TRIMMERS.

Also the famous TOWNS-
END'S GOLF WONDER.
A champion golfer said that

I this is the only suitable

machine for cutting a putting

green.

B
-

S. P. TOWNSEND GO.
ORANGE - NEW JERSEY

~7" r

|

GJ6 Housewife Can Save Steps
^^'^ with our WHEEL TRAY. Rollt easily anywhere. One trip sets

table. Black Glosi Japan Finish. HeifhtSl in., 8 in. rubbertire
wheels. Two Oral Trays, Extra Heavy Steal, 26 in. and 28 in.

Price $10 express prepaid. Pacific coart J12. Circulars Free.

Wheel Triu Co., 431 \V. 61st PI.. Chicago, 111.

rntHdl.lml.plh.p. M.d. in 1.

I ind 3 Cylinders, t I, it .
-

lAirgrst innrint qatoline
engine concern in the world
3 H. P. Pumping and Stationary

..). Wrtl.to Mln. or****Zlnd3CTlind.rs.SI.J.V- milMWW ,

GRAY MOTOK CO.. 34* Lelh St.. Detroit. Mich.

SEEDS Largest growers of pedigree farm and garden OAT S
seeds in the world Clovers, Grasses, Oats,

" ** ' ^
Rye, Barley, Potatoes, Seed Corn, etc. We Sworn ^M

,
**

,
J

, ij. -ii- bushels per acre,
breed only pedigree heavy yielding stocks. You can beat that

CATALOGUE FREE in 1911.
JOHN A. SALZCR SEED COMPANY. Box 12, La Cro.M, Wl.

. REMARKABLE OFFER OF
HENDERSON'S SPECIALTIES

have Into a Henderson

Ponderosa Tomato
Big Boston Lettuce
Scarlet Globe Radish

To demonstrate the superiority of Henderson's Tested Seeds, we have made up six of the best we
Collection, consisting: of one packet each ofthe following great specialties:

Henderson's Invincible Asters
Mammoth Butterfly Pansies
Giant Spencer Sweet Peas

To obtain for our annual catalogue, "Everything for the Garden,"
described below, the largest possible distribution, we make the follow-
ing unusual offer: To every one who will mail us ten cents, mention-
ing this publication, we will mail the catalogue and also send our
Henderson Specialty Collection as above.

Every Empty Envelope Counts as Cash
This Collection is enclosed in a coupon envelope, which when emptied and returned,

will be accepted as asc cash payment on any order of one dollar or over.

"EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN"
our 1911 catalogue, is without exception the best we have ever issued. 208 pages, 8
colored plates, 800 photo engravings, showing actual results without exaggeration, make
it the most complete as well as beautiful horticultural publication of the year. Also
contains full cultural directions for flowers and vegetables.

PETER HENDERSON & Co.
35 & 37

CORTLAND ST.
NEW YORK CITY

(Continued from page 194)

beginner, however, had better start by
planting seeds in the early spring to ob-

tain plants to set out in the open later.

A standard unit in hotbed and cold-

frame construction consists of a frame of
four sash, each three feet by six. In such
a hotbed all the flowers -and vegetables
that a small garden can possibly use may
be grown. One sash may be devoted to

early lettuce and radishes, another to

flower seeds, and possibly the third and
fourth to vegetables that are to be trans-

planted. The usual method is to plant the

seeds in flats and later to transplant them

directly into the soil of the hotbed.

There is a profitable side to hotbeds that

need not be overlooked by any gardener
not averse to turning an honest penny. A
small paper of tomato, egg-plant or pepper
seed will produce enough plants for a

dozen gardens, and as a rule a ready mar-
ket may be found for the excess plants at

ten or fifteen cents a dozen.

It is a good plan to first soak in water
all the seeds that are to be planted in the

hotbed. This will insure their germination
more quickly. It is also an excellent prac-
tice to mix small garden seeds with three

or four times their bulk of dry sand before

sowing. In this way the tendency to plant
too thickly will be modified somewhat, but

you may be sure that in any case you will

have many more plants growing in a given
space than can do well, so that the thin-

ning process must be carried on with a

heavy hand. If your plants grow spindly
and "leggy" it is because they are too far

from the light. The inside ground level

of the hotbed should be not more than six

or eight inches from the glass to insure the

best results.

If the soil in which the plants are grow-
ing is poor, their growth may be greatly
stimulated by the use of nitrate of soda.

This chemical, however, will burn them un-
less it is used in very dilute solutions. A
handful to a pail of water is sufficiently

strong.

Self-sowing Annuals

THERE are a few annuals which by
their persistent self-sowing quali-

ties possess practically the value of peren-
nials, provided of course that their nature

be understood and the plants treated ac-

cordingly. Annual phlox is one of the

varieties that comes up thicker each year,
the seed living over our winters where

twenty below zero is no rare occurrence.

Nicotianna is another prolific self-sowing
annual with the slight fault that some of
the seed is sure to scatter and cause plants
to spring up in all manner of odd places.

Nicotianna, however, is a drought resister,

and though it stops growth in the absence
of moisture, it will not die, but is ready
to start up again whenever water is sup-

plied. Cosmos likewise is a ready self-

sower, as are also the bachelor buttons,
considerable of the seed germinating in

fall, and the young plants passing the
winter unprotected underneath the snow.

(Continued on page 198)
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DREER*S GARDEN BOOK
Laying Out the Garden

PROPER
planting and

cultivating are as

important as the

selection of reliable seed,
in producing a successful

garden. Dreer's Garden
Book for 1911 is the most

helpful book for the gar-
dener.

Contains complete cultural in-
structions by American experts for

trowing
all kinds of vegetable!,

owers and plants. These ar-

ranged conveniently with illustra-

tions, descriptions and prices of
the flowers, plants and vegetables
to which they apply. Such arti-

cles, for example, as:
How to grow Sweet Peas soil,

preparation, fertilizer, position,
time of planting, watering, etc,

How to grow Roses situation, pre-
paration of the beds, planting and
summer care, pruning, winter pro-
tection, etc.

Pansies, Dahlias, Asters, Ferns, Gladioli, Palms, Water Lilies, etc., similarly treated.
How to grow Annuals and Perennials from seed.
The making and care of hotbeds and cold frames.
You can find helpful instructions for growing almost any flower, vegetable or plant in

this standard garden book.
The 73d annual edition is larger, more handsome, more complete than ever. iSS

>ages, nearly 1,000 illustrations, 8 color and duotone plates. Describes nearly 1,200
varieties of Flower Seeds, including many new ones which we have developed, 200
kinds of Plants, 6po varieties of Vegetables.

A book recognized as standard in its class for nearly three-quarters of a century.
A large list of Garden Tools, Fertilizers, Insecticides, etc.

Sent fret to anyone if this magazine is mentioned.

A/\. 714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

Railing for Garret A. Hobart, Jr., Paterspn, X. J.
6 feet in height, approximately 2000 feet in length.

IRON RAILINGS
The Anchor Post Iron Works are designers, makers, and

erectors of ornamental iron and wire fencing.
The anchoring feature, exclusive with the Anchor Post,

permits erection without the digging of holes, and gives a

rigidity not possible by other methods. The low cost of up-
keep is remarkable.

Catalogues of Iron Gates and Fences, Woven Wire and
unclimbable Fences, Paddock, Kennel and Suburban

Fencing of all kinds, may be had upon application.

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
11 CORTLANDT ST. (llth Floor) NEW YORK

Fottler=Fiske=Rawson Co.

Boston

This Garden Manual has been rewritten and new
illustrations of Vegetables, Flowers and Plants used
to make it stand in the front as a place to find

The Newest in Vegetables.
The Newest in Flowers.
The Best in Spring Flowering Bulbs.
As a reference during the year our Garden Manual

is extremely valuable.

Just write now, and we will mail it Free.
Also ask for Dahlias and Gladiolus, one of our special-

ties; over 1000 varieties Dahlia; over 1000 varieties Glad-
iolus.

Our special Dahlia catalogue sent free.

GardenMan-
ual for IQII
ofthe Highest
Grade Seeds

now ready for

delivery.

If you have

not received

it this season

write a postal

now and mail

it to us.

We'll see

that you have

the Garden
Manual
promptly.

FOTTLER-FISKE-RAWSON CO., Faneuil Hall Square, Boston

Ornamental Roofing

Metal Spanish Tile

Columbia Metal Shingles}
The Handsomest Shingle Made P

Add Character to Ja Roof

Bold, Handsome and Absolutely
Water and Weather Tightl

Manufactured Only by

MEURER BROS. CO.
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK CITY

575 Flushing Ave. 130 East 129th St.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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"a Etttie &oo&

A title for the rose-

lover to conjure with

just as

Peterson Roses'
are roses to suc-

ceed with.

This booklet is the mes-

sage of an enthusiast who
for ten years before he

started this business was an

amateur rosarian. It tells

you in detail just what

you need to know in

order to achieve the

fullest success how
you may have daily,

even in the north, an abun-
dance of roses from June to

October.
It represents a

business which
for quality
stands alone,

unequal led,unap-

proached one that has

"made good."
Its beauty will

delight, its honesty
amaze, and its frank-

ness win you.

WANT A COPY?
It's mailed to in-

tending purchasers on re-

quest to anyone, without

obligation to purchase, for

ten cents in coin or stamps.

GEORGE H. PETERSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Box 30 FAIR LAWN, N. J.

in a Big Garden
if proper tools are used. Whether a man does his own jjarden
work or hires it done, he naturally wants something to show for
his labor or money. Gardening with old-fashioned lools is un-
satisfactory and unprofitable ; with Iron Age tools it is a decided
pleasure. Work that formerly required a day is accomplished in
an hour, and it's done easier and better. Even a small boy can
operate these tools They save time and labor. Insure better

ltivation and bif*tr crops.

No. 9 SINGLE WHEEL
HOE, CULTIVATOR,
PLOW AND RAKE.

ie of the many well-known and widely-used />;>>i Age tools,
light, strong:, buitt for many years' satisfactory service. Will
plow, rake, cultivate, weed, hill and hoe your garden. Tools
Irom J2.SO to $12.00. Write lot fret Anniversary Catalog, de-
scribing all Iron Age Farm and Garden Tools, horse hoes,
potato machinery, orchard tools, dc.

BATEMAN M'F'G CO.
BOX 645 M.

GRENLOCH, N. J.

aninvasion ana nigger crops.

IRONACE

(Continued from page 196)
Petunias and nasturitiums might also be

mentioned in this connection, but they are

unreliable in regions when severe cold is

felt.

It is evident that the seed of these

hardy annuals can be sown as readily in

fall as in spring. Indeed where conditions

permit I deem it advisable to sow them
in fall. The ground must necessarily be
well prepared, for if their self-sowing
qualities are to be taken advantage of, it

Annual Phlox, the second year after sowing

is clear that the earth can not be spaded
up again for several years. All the soil

needs subsequently is a light raking or

weeding over in spring. You will find it

necessary to thin out the plants the second

year after sowing. To say that for a few
cents one may have years of bloom sounds
a little like some of the exaggerated word-
ing occasionally found in seed catalogues,
nevertheless from personal experience I

can say definitely that in the case of the
annuals mentioned above, ten cents' worth
of seed of each kind will provide an ever-

increasing amount of bloom and this,

moreover, with comparatively little work
after the first thorough preparation.

C. L. MELLER

Growing Plants for Perfumeries

CONSIDERABLE of the wealth of the^ East was built up by the production
and distribution of perfumes. In France
to-day a perfumery industry of great im-

portance has been established whereby the

production of lavender, cassia, rose, violet
and other essences is carried on. England,
Germany, Italy, Turkey, Bulgaria, Algeria
and other countries are important pro-
ducers but the United States at present
uses the oils of few plants for commercial
purposes. There are, however, a great
number capable of yielding oils of value.
Those cultivated at present are principally
the mints, wormwood, tansy and worm-
seed. Wild plants include sassafras, win-

tergreen, sweet birch, Canada fleabane,
blue gum, wild bergamot, horse mint and
fleabane. Bulletin Number 195 of the
Government Bureau of plant industry con-
tains information of plants which can be
used for perfumeries and commercial oils,

also the processes and apparatus necessary
to carry on such work.

Residence of George Adc. Hrook. Ind >Si uned with Cabot's Shingle
Stains.) W. D. Stftnu. Architect. Chicago.

Residence of George Ade, Brook, Ind.

SHINGLES, SIDING and TRIMMINGS
stained with

Cabot's Shingle Stains

Exterior staining is no longer confined to

shingles. Stains are being used more and mote
upon rough and smooth siding, trimmings and
other outside wood work. The colors are

beautiful, soft, and transparent. They are

cheap and easy to apply; and they are made of

Creosote, which preserves the wood.

Send fT samples of stained wood. Free,

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., 11 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

Agents at All Central Points

China Like Your Grandmother Used
White with rasied blue figure. I can furnish

complete sets or single pieces of this quaint
Chelsea China. Prices on application.

CHAS. F. HURM
277 5th Ave.. near 30th St. NEW YORK

Don'tBlame the COAL-Nan
For marring your siding, breaking the glass

and soiling

the lawn,

when putting

coal in the

cellarthrough

a n ordinary

cellar win-

dow.

THE MAJESTIC FUEL CHUTE
protects the building. Made in 3 sizes, and if

light is desired a rubber glass window can be fur-
nished for the door.
Write for catalogue and name of nearest

dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE & FDY. CO.
C C Dept. Huntington, Ind.

Chicago Office, 1102 Monadnock Block
New York Office, 50 Beekman Street

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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NOTHING
is more conspicuous

or plays a more important part
in a room than its lighting fixtures.

In their selection not only utility

of purpose but also beauty and
character of design should be con-

sidered.

By placing this part
of your interior decor-

ating in our hands you
are assured lighting
fixtures which will

harmonize with the

decorative features of

your home.

Catalogue No. 23
sent on request.

THE ENOS COMPANY
Makers of Lighting Fixtures

;th AVE. AND i6th St., NEW YORK
Salesrooms: 36 West 37th St., Neiv } ork.

When buying
lighting fixtures

look for the

Enos Trade
Mark.

It is a guar-
antee of fine

material and
careful work-
manship.

Garden Ornaments
Of Character

Why be satisfied

with garden furni-

ture of cement and
imitation marble
when you can buy
real Italian marble
direct from ourstu-
dios at Pietrasanta,

Italy, at nearly the
same price? Finest

reproductions of

the masterpieces
of Italian art

ON EXHIBITION

AT OUR GALLERIES

Order now, to

assure early and
prompt delivery,
and secure first

choice from exclusive designs in stock.

We make a specialty of executing orders
from patrons' own designs. Immediate
orders can be delivered this season.

Send for Illustrated Catalog H

Armando Battelli
SCU UPTOR

7 West 30th Street New York City

2SO-ROMA-MUSM Vatlcano
ciatere di inarino bianco.

From our own caat.

Water Supply That Costs

Almost Nothing To Maintain
Here is a water supply system for country homes, farms, dairies, ranches, that delivers

an abundant and constant supply of fresh water from any nearby stream, lake or well.

And its cost of maintenance is next to nothing.

"Reeco" Rider and "Reeco" Ericsson

HOT AIR PUMPS
are absolutely dependable Safe Silent Clean. Operated by hot air, with coal, wood,

oil or gas for fuel, at a cost of a few cents a day.

"Reeco" Engines have no valves no steam no noisy exhaust. They require no engi-
neer no expensive repairs. Once installed, a "Reeco" will give efficient service for almost
a lifetime with practically no expense but the small cost of fuel. More than 40,000 "Reeco"
Hot Air Pumps are in use throughout the world.

Adapted for elevated tanks or pressure tanks sizes to supply small

dwellings or the largest hotels and apartment houses.

We take entire charge of installing "Reeco" Water Supply Systems.
Tell us your requirements we will let you know the exact cost.

Be sure the copyright name "Reeco" Rider or "Reeco" Ericsson is

on the pump you buy. Write to nearest officefor descriptive catalogue S

Rider-Ericsson Engine Co.
35 Warren Street, New York. 40 North ;th Street, Philadelphia.

239 Franklin Street, Boston. 234 W. Craig St., Montreal, P. Q.
17 West Kinzie Street, Chicago. 22 Pitt Street, Sydney, N. S. W.

(Also makers of the famous "Reeco" Electric Pumps.)

What Do You Know About Bungalows ?

From "Representative California Homes"

"REI'RENENTATIVK CALIFORNIA HOMES" Price 50 cents (coin,

money order, or I cent stamps). 5 Bungalowt, Cottages, and Concrete Residences
one, one and one-half, and two story houses of live to ten rooms costing Ji&xi to $5000.
These are the better class of homes selected from six former editions with the addition
of new homes just built.

"U'KST COAST BUNGALOWS" Price 50 cents (coin, money order, or i cent

stamps). 50 one story bungalows costing $500 to $2000. An entirely new book of

pictures and plans never before published. Twenty-five beautiful homes costing less

lhan $1250. No other book contains nne-fourth as many really inexpensive bungalows.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., 2188 Hcnne Bldg., LoiAngelei. Cal.

There Are Now Two Stillwell Bungalow Boolci

TOGNARELLI ? VOIGT COMPANY
2302-2310 Cheltnur Street. PKilaJelpnia, Pa.

We have an unusually large number of designs in Garden Furniture embracing

the treatment of both the Old World and the New. :: Send for Catalogue.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Exterior and Interior Views

Showing Blau-Gas Installation

Increase the Value of Your Suburban Property

IF
you had satisfactory facilities for Lighting and Cooking in your country

house, the value of your property would be very materially increased.

The lack of such facilities has always been an important and difficult

problem to the owner or builder of a country home.

To-day the country dweller, whether summer resident or permanently located,

can increase the value of his property and at the same time enjoy all the illu-

minating and cooking comforts and advantages of the city resident by installing

The Liquified Gas for Lighting and Cooking

Blau-Gas is bringing the comforts and conveniences of gas to residents of Long Island who are located

outside of the area piped for city gas. It has been installed and is now in use in all parts of the Island.

HOUSEKEEPERS have found how much it lightened the day's work. No cleaning and filling of lamps.

No back-breaking coal-scuttles to handle. No hot hours over coal stoves. No ashes to clean out.

PROPERTY OWNERS find it enhances the value of their houses and makes it easier to sell outlying real

estate.

The only way to appreciate the advantages of Blau-Gas is to see it in actual operation. Ladies are particu-

larly urged to see Blau-Gas used for cooking and water heating. Write us for name of some user in your

locality. We will always be glad to give you personal demonstration at our Long Island City plant, or

will send full descriptive booklet on request. SEND FOR IT TODAY.

We are prepared to install Blau-Gas immediately at all points
on Long Island; also on Staten Island and in Connecticut

ATLANTIC BLAU-GAS COMPANY
Office: 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

. Factory, Laboratories and Showrooms: 19-23 Sixth Street, Long Island City

ADVANTAGES
OF BLAU-GAS

BLAU-GAS can be

used everywhere and will

always give maximum sat-

isfaction at minimum cost.

It can be used for drop

lights, table lamps or with

gas fixtures of any design.

It will supply fuel for

cooking.

It will furnish hot water

for the bathroom.

It will provide light for

barns, outbuildings, drive-

ways and grounds.

It is ready for use in-

stantly for light, heat or

power.

BLAU-GAS possesses

many distinct advantages
over all other illuminants

and heating agents.

It is the safest illuminant

known.

It has the greatest light-

ing and heating efficiency

of any gas.

It costs less per candle

power than any other sys-

tem of isolated lighting.

It requires only a small,

inexpensive equipment.

It is easily and quickly
installed.

It needs practically no
attention or care.

It cannot asphyxiate.

BLAU-GAS has none
of the unpleasant features

of the other methods of

country lighting it re-

quires

No generation of gas on
the premises.

No daily attendance.

No purifying.

No removal of disagree-
able by-products.

No pumping of air into

a generator.

No water connection.

No weights to raise.

No protection against

freezing.

No expensive equipment.

No cost of maintenance.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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An example of how the soil of Long Island has been deposited by glacier action is shown at Montauk Point, the eastern extremity.
It is proposed to make a landing here for European steamers, which would bring the United States in still closer touch with the Old
World

Long Island Its History and Character
THE EARLY SETTLEMENTS AND THE LONG PERIOD OF UNREST IN INDIAN DAYS AND DURING
THE REVOLUTION THE ISLAND'S GEOLOGICAL FORMATION AND ITS VARIED TOPOGRAPHY

v WILLIAM A . V o L L M E R

AMILIARITY does not always breed con-

tempt, and a closer knowledge often in-

duces affection. Everyone feels a little

brisker pulsation at the realization that

he is upon historic soil, Massachusetts

folk, for instance, have pardonable pride
in the many spots endeared by a his-

torical connection yet Long Island can

boast of as old a settlement as hers and

as great a Revolutionary struggle as

Bunker Hill
; upon her soil lived as great

men and about her serried coast line

cling as romantic stories. With the sat-

isfactory warmth of feeling that comes of

the knowledge that this section is in-

timately connected with the early growth of our country, an

added interest is found here which gives it all the charm and

dignity of any of the old

towns in Europe. A brief ex-

amination of Historic Long
Island makes this apparent.

Long Island is geologically

dissimilar to rocky, sparsely-

covered Manhattan
;
her hills

and deeply indented harbors

have no resemblance even to

Connecticut, only just across

the Sound. In accounting for

this striking variance of char-

acteristics the geologists look

to the conforming powers of

the glacier period. In ancient

times, they claim, a large body
of ice, drifting southward.

spread over all the land. It
The Old Mill, at Huntington, still

the picturesque

followed the main features of the country, moving through lake

beds and along valleys, and reached the latitude of Long Island,

extending westward in an irregular line across the continent. In

the course of these glaciers' progress the soil was scooped up and

dragged along, some pushed before the glacier's mouth, other

portions embodied in its substance, and still more upon its sur-

face. With the cessation of its advance, this soil and rock was

heaped up at its terminus, and, as the ice gradually receded, was
left in the form of rolling hills. Long Island is, then, the ter-

minal moraine of a great glacier. The rocks and soil characteris-

tics of Rhode Island and Massachusetts found here, besides typ-
ical gravel beds and quantities of glacier-scratched stones, sub-

stantiate this conclusion.

As new causes operated, some of the land subsided; this, to-

gether with the action of the sea, accounted for the present con-

figuration. For the 120 miles of its extent Long Island is ridged

by a line of hills which extend unevenly from Brooklyn Heights

through Queens and Forest

Park, east to Roslyn, near

where Harbor Hill is 320 feet

high, and through Huntington
and Port Jefferson to the

ocean extremity. Upon the

north coast the shore is so in-

dented by harbors and bays
that at one place a straight-
line distance of ten miles has

a water boundary of eighty-
one miles. The center is a

wide stretch of plain, while

the Great South Bay upon the

southern side notches this

with river-like creeks and in-

in good repair, and a reminder of
lets - LonS stretches of white

Colonial times sandy beach occur on the

(202)
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ocean side of this bay, noted for the

weird dunes of shifting sand, every-

where in evidence. Rivers and

streams abound and there are sev-

eral considerable lakes in fact,

almost all types of scenery and for-

mation are represented. In much of.

the surface the soil is of exceeding

fertility, while the long considered

desert area is now being proved

especially adapted .to certain kinds

of crops, and the great beds of

marine shells are at hand to render

all fertile.

Perhaps this variety of attractions

drew the early explorers to Long
Island. At any rate it is believed

that this was their first place of land-

ing. Some have it that John de

Verazzano touched here in 1524.

But from Hendrick Hudson's ac-

count of his discovery, it is quite

probable that Coney Island was the

first landing place, and that the

Canarsee Indians were the savages
whom he saw in 1609.

When the tide of colonization be-

gan to turn upon this land in 1620

the Indians were found peaceable

enough. They appeared to be of a

less virile stamp than the Pequots
or other tribes on the mainland, and

perhaps on account of their geo-

graphical position, became less war-

like. They were probably all of the Delaware nation, however.

An interesting account of Indian habits is found among the

writings of an early Long Island minister, the Rev. Mr. Denton,

who states that they lived by hunting, fishing and agriculture

chiefly corn-planting, in which the squaws were the husbandmen.

They were nomadic and lived in tents, settling here and there as

fancy directed. Their recreations were "foot-ball and cards, at

which they will play away all they have excepting a flap to cover

their nakedness." So prone are they to get intoxicated that "if

there be so many in their company that there is not sufficient to

make them all drunk, they usually select so many out of their

company proportionable to the quantity of drink, and the rest

must be spectators."

They never gave the white man much trouble, and by 1783
had practically disappeared.

Though the Indian's career was so short after the white man's

advent, his presence will be forever remembered in the place

Where John Howard Payne spent his boyhood. This
interesting Easthampton house inspired "Home,
Sweet Home"

relic of the days of persecution the

meeting-house at Manhasset

names which his language has given
us and which designate many
beautiful spots on the island that he

called "Land of Shells" Seawan-

hacky. Most of his locations were

named from their physical char-

acteristics Amagansett, "near the

drinking place" ; Mahchongitchuge,
a Montauk swamp "where rushes

grow" ; Ronkonkoma, "boundary

fishing place" ; Haupauge, "flooded

land"
; Setauket, "land at the mouth

of the stream." Most of these

characteristics aptly fit the towns

today.
Into a land of so many phy'sical

attractions and inhabited by the

peaceful savages who have been de-

scribed above, gradually moved the

settlers. Probably the first came
from New Amsterdam in search of

wider and newer lands, but the

Connecticut and Massachusetts col-

onies later supplied many more, and

many came direct from over the

sea. From 1619 to 1648 settle-

ments grew to towns, among them

Brooklyn, Gravesend, Newtown,

Flushing, Hempstead, Southamp-
ton, Easthampton and Southold.

But there were many difficulties in

their path. In the first place the

jealousy and conflicting claims of

the Dutch and English retarded

growth. Lord Sterling claimed the island from Cabot's discov-

ery and the King's grant ;
the Dutch insisted that Hudson's land-

ing made it theirs. In the meantime, the English were buying
land from the Indians under the consent of Lord Sterling's agent
while the Dutch governor granted the same section to his own

countrymen. Stuyvesant ruled with an iron hand over Graves-

end, Newtown, Flushing, Jamaica and Hempstead, where the Eng-
lish were forced to become Dutch subjects. Later when the

English captured this territory in 1664 the "Duke's Laws" went

into effect, with clauses against witchcraft, decreeing punishment
of death for anyone who should "deny the true God or his attri-

butes."

Between the two grindstones of Duke's Laws and Stuyvesant's

Edicts, it would seem that the Quakers would have had little

chance to become successful colonists. Their search for religious

freedom discovered little peace, yet they helped to build up the

land notwithstanding persecutions. In Flushing their sufferings

Quaker

In former days this beach was patrolled by the whalers. When the
alarm was given, the whaleboats were launched from the shore

There is an interesting contrast between the quiet coves and harbors
of the North Shore and the wave-washed beaches of the South
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were terrible. To harbor a

Quaker was a crime, and

the courts fined one man
"for permitting Quakers to

quake at his house in

Gravesen d." Neither

threat, fine, imprisonment
or banishment could detei

these enthusiasts, and they

suffered for a long period,

living continually in appre-
hension and danger.
What with war and

witchcraft, heathens and

heretics, the times were

strenuous. King Philip's

war on the mainland kept
the people in fear of local

outbreaks, and under arms

even at church. Prosecu-

tion and persecution seemed syn-

onymous, security was unknown.

Pirates continually sailed along the

shore and dropped down to rob and

plunder. In the records note is

made of this situation in voting

Cap. Kidd 150 pounds "for his

many good services in attending
with his vessel to guard against
enemies and pirates." But after

being commissioned to protect the

British interests in the east, he cap-
tured a Moorish vessel and turned

pirate himself, boldly cruising along the

Malabar and Madagascar coasts in his

Adventure Galley taking prizes and plun-
der. In a rash moment he returned to

Long Island waters and, after burying
treasure on Gardiner's Island, was cap-
tured and hung in 1701. Lyon Gardiner,

who owned Gardiner's Island, was aware

of the location of the treasure and it was
recovered to the State. Legend has it

that much more is buried along the Sound

shore, but the treasure referred to is

probably the golden opportunity of the

soil.

The hardships of a new land were

barely surmounted when the Long
Islanders again found themselves em-
broiled. Realizing the stategic impor-
tance of this land, the first campaign was

planned to get possession of it. Today
there are few signs of the brave struggle
of the Battle of Long Island, where the

Colonists' heroic efforts seemed in vain.

After this defeat the Island was in com-

plete control of the British, and suffered

all the horrors of a local war until peace
was declared. The prison-ships lay
anchored at Walabout, each day bringing
some new and ghastly tale of cruelty and

death. The fields and farms were con-

tinually sacked for the army, and the

sons and fathers of the inhabitants im-

pressed and shanghaied into the British

service. Those who avoided these

Long Island is dotted with such farm-houses as this one, dating from
Colonial times. They offer splendid opportunities for remodeling, to
accord with the more comfortable mode of life of today

Northport Harbor, once a ship-building center, second
only to one or two New England ports, such as New
Bedford

Long Island is not all flat plain there is

much of beautiful woodland, marked by
great century-old trees

troubles had Hessians quar-
tered upon them. To add
to their pitiable condition

both Whig and Tory suf-

fered at the hands of the

whaleboat men.
The scoundrels and rif-

raff that a war brings to the

surface, under pretense of

getting supplies for the

British, preyed upon both
sides. Landing in whale-

boats, they robbed and

plundered the inhabitants,
often torturing them to re-

veal the hiding places of
their valuables. Lloyd's
Neck, Sand's Point, South-
hold and Sag Harbor all

have vivid recollections of
terrors caused by this mode of war-
fare.

Peaceful days came at last and
the ship-building and whaling
trades again began to flourish. In
the early days whales were com-
mon in the adjacent waters, and the

inhabitants found their pursuit a

profitable employment. To such an
extent was the traffic carried on that

ministers' salaries were paid in oil.

Every man of sufficient ability was

obliged to take a turn in watching
for whales from a lookout tower upon
the beach. When one was seen, a gen-
eral alarm was sounded and the boats
manned for the chase. Today many
relics of the time when Long Island was
New England's only rival in this roman-
tic trade are still seen.

Upon such a historical setting as this

the ancestors of the sorely tried Colon-
ists today dwell where their forefathers

lived, and the scenes of former times are

everywhere brought to mind in the sturdy
old buildings of Colonial time, almost as
sound as the day they were built. Some
places, such as Easthampton, seem to re-

tain all the characteristics of their former

appearance. Almost every town has its

old mansion or ancient farmhouse, about
which such thrilling events took place
the Bowne House at Flushing, built in

1761, where John Bowne suffered for
his belief and where George Fox visited,
the King Mansion at Jamaica, where

Washington's first ambassador lived, and

many others too numerous to mention.
In such surroundings lived the poets
Whitman and Bryant, and John Howard
Payne's "Home, Sweet Home" was in-

spired by his boyhood dwelling at East-

hampton. Indeed his sentiments are felt

by thousands, for Long Island is today
the land of homes, and realizes an opin-
ion expressed in 1638 "it is worth nam-

ing as affording many accommodations."
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Until recently it was thought that alfalfa could be successfully raised only in the West. Three crops annually have been raised on Long
Island, with a yield of about five tons to the acre

The Small Farm and Its Possibilities on Long Island

THE NATURAL ADVANTAGES OF THE INTENSIVE METHODS AND SMALL ACREAGE THE
ISLAND'S OPPORTUNITIES IN VEGETABLES, FRUIT, ALFALFA, FLOWERS, BERRIES AND POULTRY

BY H . B. FULLER-TON

Photographs by the author.

THE one-man, big acreage farm is rapidly sliding into the

category of the antiques. It will soon rest upon the same

shelf, in the museum of

reminiscences of early

customs and methods,

with such things as the

home soap-kettle, vil-

lage tannery and the

open-pan sugar refin-

eries. We have the

documents and columns

of authentic fi g u r e s

from European sources

to prove how over-

whelmingly the thor-

oughly developed and

persistently cultivated

small 'acreage farm
shows enormous ad-

vantages, both in crop

yield and income re-

turn, over large acre-

age producing not one- For the man who is tired Of the city pace, the Long Island farm of ten acres

tenth its possibilities. provides at least a respectable income, and an ideal life

During the last decade practical Americans have demonstrated

the astounding crop values resulting from thorough and continu-

ous cultivation and care

on small acreage. Or-

chards of but ten acres,

inspected daily by eyes
trained by practice to de-

tect the first sign of in-

sect injury, of fungus

development or of buds

starting where limbs are

undesirable where
spraying is done with

businesslike and unde-

viating regularity, where

pruning has been re-

duced to a science, where

thinning of fruits has

proven a wonderful divi-

dend-yielder, where in-

dividual hand-picking is

the only course pursued,
where packing is done

with mathematical pre-

(205)
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There are great possibilities in raspberries and blackberries, for the
demand at the present time far exceeds the supply

cision backed by undeviating honesty, where frequent shallow cul-

tivation keeps the orchard as clean as a nature lover's flower bed

and preserves for the use of the swelling fruits every atom of food,

together with every drop of moisture with which the winter snows

and spring rains have filled the ground orchards such as these

bear out the statement. All these modern methods have united

to overwhelm the owner of the enormous orchards that receive at

best but half the needed attention to the details which long ago
were proven to pay in real bankable money.
Americans are beginning to learn that ten acres of alfalfa pay

far better than forty of the best timothy that ever went down
under the blades of the mowing-machine ;

that an acre of straw-

berries will yield annually a net profit twenty times as great as

that garnered by the grain grower in the best season chance has

brought him. So, too, the American is learning fast that quality

pays far better than quantity, and further, that the maximum

yield of any acre of any crop has not yet been reached : that a

yield of one hundred bushels of potatoes to the acre can be, by
common-sense practices, pushed to four hundred with but a frac-

tion's increase in cost
;
and that methods proven correct in other

mercantile pursuits and professions are equally valuable in agri-

culture.

Experimental farms, established in the "scrub-oak wastes'' of

the Long Island Sound shore and the "pine-barrens" of the cen-

tral section, were started

primarily to demonstrate

the fact that the tradi-

tions and even the scien-

tific statements which

had held them as idle, un-

productive acres for two
centuries and a half were

truly without reason or

foundation of any des-

c r i p t i o n . This they

proved in the year fol-

lowing their clearing, by
the production of over

three hundred varieties

of plant life and by the

expenditure of only $9.50

per acre. This was the

cost of ten tons of barn-

yard manure, applied to

secure the humus which
was lacking because for

Long Island's level inland country, with its particularly deep soil and nearness to
the big markets is a paradise for the truck gardener

In peaches, apples, pears and plums there are splendid possibilities,

particularly in combination with poultry

generations forest fires had devoured the fallen leaves from tree

and shrub. These experimental stations were in truth "demon-
stration farms," not only of the fact that both local wiseacre and
scientific expert were entirely wrong regarding these acres but
that there existed an unsupplied demand for high-quality, strictly
fresh food in the great cities of New York and Brooklyn, as well

as in the big towns and villages of Long Island, which fairly lap
over each other on both Sound and Ocean shores. They have
also proved that the agriculturalist's income can be made a con-
tinuous performance, and not one month, one week or even one

day of the year need be left unproductive of revenue
;
and that,

after the extremely long out-door open season of sea-water-sur-
rounded Long Island, his glass coldframes alone, covered by
double glass, will mature a great number of eagerly sought veg-
etable foods.

Ten acres has proven, time and time again, not only enough,
but, with a tremendous variety of plants grown in demonstra-
tion of Long Island's capabilities, and for the selection of varie-

ties best suited for Long Island's conditions not only enough,
but a superabundance of area to handle in a thoroughly business-

like way. For example, it is difficult indeed to combine with tree

and bush and vine fruits, vegetables maturing from spring until

early winter. On the market garden or small farm of any indi-

vidual grower, such a combination would be very rare, for indi-

viduality a man's likes

and dislikes would
quickly eliminate either

the fruits or the vege-
tables for the more

pleasing or desirable

line to follow. On the

other hand, the com-
bination of fowl and
fruit has proven most

satisfactory. Mixed
orchards of apples,

peaches, pears and

plums, in which chick-

ens are allowed to run,
have time and again

proved wonderfully
free from insect injury,
and the fruits have
shown the beneficial

results secured by the

thorough work done by
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The man who has once raised and eaten his own garden vegetables will never

again be satisfied with the kind that is picked when green, losing all its flavor in

transit

has, of late years,

given growers a

wide range from
which to choose.

Black Caps, firm,

delicious in flavor,

and of posi t i v e 1 y
enormous size when

compared with the

berry of half a gen-
e r a t i o n ago, and

there are red berries

too, in every re-

spect far superior to

the variety usually

found, and even yel-

low ones, brilliant in

color, although not

so lucious in flavor,

yet, when mixed
with either their
black or red cousins,

present a dish as

attractive to the eye
as to the palate. To
tide over the short interim between

the raspberry and the blackberry
comes the dewberry, developed of late

years from the low-growing, or vine

blackberry. Far more delicate in

flavor, far more juicy than the ram-

pant-growing high-bush variety, is

this little-known, attractive money-
maker.

Sweet corn, known to the city

dweller only when he goes to the

country for a vacation, will be in the

near future shipped direct from the

grower to the great hotels, restaurants,

and boarding-houses of our cities, be-

cause its sugar is turned to starch

long before the consumer can get his teeth into it. The demand
for real sugar corn is great, and this demand can never be sup-

plied until the interval between picking and eating is reduced to

an extremely limited number of hours, even six causing a vast

loss in sweetness and flavor.

Melons also offer a glorious
chance. Ten acres of cante-

loupes will keep the most ener-

getic grower busy indeed. Prac-

tically they are at their best only
when ripened on the vine, and
must be picked when ripe, the

leeway either side being very

slight. In th melon patch, as

in the strawberry patch, a suc-

cession can be kept up by plant-

ing high-class varieties at dif-

ferent ripening seasons, from
the very early summer until

far into the winter. The Casa-
ba melon has proven to be an

easily grown and an easily kept
melon, when grown upon Long
Island as when grown in the

far west.

Among other extremely prof-

With the aid of the hotbed and coldframe the season
of crop production may be lengthened almost

through the whole twelve months

One of the Experimental Farms which a few years ago was
acknowledged to be the most unpromising spot on Long
Island

itable crops available

for the man with

small acreage are

onions, egg-plant, to-

matoes and cucum-

bers. They are all

husky income-pro-

ducers, and upon the

experimental stations,

both upon the heavier

soil of the Sound

Shore, and the lighter

soil of the central

section, once consid-

e r e d valueless, all

have done splendidly.

So have the won-
d e r fully productive

Japanese plum or-

chards, and highly

colored, highly fla-

vored peaches and

apples, and to these

have been added

grapes of many vari-

eties, notably Niagara, Brighton, Del-

aware, Catawba, Worden and the well

known Concord.

Our experiments have proven that

alfalfa, which but a few short years

ago was thought to be possible only
in the West, grows on Long Island

with the greatest luxuriance and full

nutrient value. It has for centuries

been known to prosper throughout

Europe. Three cuttings annually is

the record with us, with a yield of

about five tons, and a selling value

running up to $30 per ton when cut.

Alfalfa has been easily established in

every section of Long Island, and

offers an extremely big-paying crop, for, once established, little

care is required beyond the annual cuttings. Beyond its great

value as a salable product of the soil, it is a fact that pork pro-
duced by it brings two cents a pound more than pork produced

by either swill or corn. Cattle

fed on it produce not only

greater quantities of milk, but

milk yielding more cream, hence

butter. Chickens receiving it as

part of their daily ration in sum-

mer or winter are impelled, be-

cause of their improved physical

condition, to recover quickly
from the moulting process and

get busy laying eggs.
The transition stage

has reached America, and we
will, from this time forward, fol-

low the lines of the older coun-

tries, giving up great areas and
low crop production, to small

areas and continuous heavy crop-

ping. For some years to come,
the West will continue great-

acreage farming, but in the East

it is a thing of the past.



A typical view of Brightwaters, which South Shore community has a rather unusual combination
ponds. The upper end of the Venetian yacht harbor

many trees and inland lakes and

The Commuter's Long Island

THE EXTENT OF THE ZONE IN WHICH COMMUTING IS PRACTICABLE THE DIVER-
SITY OF COUNTRY TO BE FOUND WITHIN AN HOUR'S RIDE FROM NEW YORK

U Y C . E . W H I T T I. K S 1C Y

THERE
are several alleged jokes that have grown gray and

threadbare in the using the talkative barber, for instance,
and the mother-in-law theme with its variations but the quip
that, beyond all the rest, has been worked overtime, until its

piquancy and zest are like unto a glass of champagne that has
stood overnight that dean of all the old chestnuts is the com-
muter joke. One does not hear it so frequently these clays, how-
ever, clue perhaps to the fact that the rapidly dwindling number
of non-commuters has almost reached zero.

1 ake Long Island, for instance. In the five years between 1903
and 1908 the number of commuters in that wonderful country
doubled. In the next two years, 1909 and 1910, it doubled once
more. If this rate of increase keeps up, Manhattan at night will

soon resemble a deserted village. Last year the Long Island

Railroad carried twenty-eight million passengers over a space of

four hundred and seven millions of miles. But these figures are

too overwhelming to be really significant. Of more interest to us
is the fact that there were, in 1910, before the opening of the

tunnels under the

East River, about

17,500 people who
went back and

forth, day by day,
bet ween Manhat-
tan and various
points on the
Island. With the

statistics at hand it

is easy enough to

figure out how far

out the average

A house at Plandome that is a modern adap-
commuter goes,

tation of Dutch Colonial what it costs him

for transportation, how long it takes him to get back and forth,

and what advantages he has for his effort.

The average commuter on Long Island lives a trifle less than

twenty-live miles out and reaches the new terminal in New York
in about forty-five minutes. His commutation costs him about

eight dollars a month. Following these figures out on the map
of the Island it appears that our average commuter, if on the

Oyster Bay branch, lives somewhere in the vicinity of East

Williston
;

if on the main line his home is in Westbury ;
on the

Montauk division he travels back and forth from, let us say,

Baldwin. Both the Far Rockaway and Port Washington branches

end inside of the average distance.

It is a difficult thing indeed to say just what constitutes the

commuting zone on the Island. Roughly speaking, it extends

fifty-six miles out on the Montauk division to Patchogue ;
on the

main line, fifty miles to Ronkonkoma
;
while on the Wading River

branch it includes Port Jefferson, which is fifty-nine miles from

New York. This does not mean that this is the extreme limit

of commuting, by

any means, for

there are men who
travel each day
from Southampton
or even from Ama-

gansett, which is

one hundred and

six miles out.

Another interest-

ing comparison is

between the num-
ber of commuters

in winter and those From the higl, bluffs of Belle Terre there is

in summer. To a splendid view over Long Island Sound

(209)
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The home of Mrs. Russell Sage is one of the
landmarks of Sag Harbor

The gate lodge and entrance to the estate of W. Bourke Cochran at Wampage

The name Woodmere has become closely associated with this most
attractive development of the American farmhouse

P a t c h o g u e, for in-

stance, the number
more than doubles in

the summer
;
to Hicks-

ville and most of the

points inside of the

average commu t e r
'

s

distance it remains
nearly stationary. Far

Rockaway had twenty-
one hundred commu-
ters in the month of August last sum-

mer, and although it is usually consid-

ered a summer resort there were six

hundred and thirty commuters in

January of this year.
The answer to the question "What

does the commuter find on Long
Island in return for his effort in trav-

eling back and forth ?" requires a very

long answer. There is a variety in

the character and appearances of the

many suburban communities that is

found probably in no other portion,

covering the same area, of the United
States.

If the commuter takes the main line

he will pass through the group of

towns near the city and reach Rich-
mond Hill, extending along the hill-

side of what is now Forest Hill Park
Lake Winganhauppauge at Islip is a reminder of the

Indian days

One of the new houses at Kensington another adaptation of the
Dutch Colonial to modern needs. Forman & Light, architects

of the Borough of

Brooklyn. Adjoin-

ing this on the

south lies Morris

Park which has

been developed by
the railroad divi-

sion running
through Brooklyn
to downtown New
York. Jamaica, ly-

ing just beyond,
ten miles from

New York, is the

center of the rail-

road system. From the west two tracks of the Atlantic division

to Brooklyn are equipped with electric train service. From the

west also, four tracks

from Long Island City

carry through trains to

all parts of the Island

proper. Four tracks

extend eastward from

Jamaica, the two north-

erly reaching the -North

Shore and central

points ;
the southerly

pair carrying the traf-

fic of the South Side or
main line to Montauk or Sag Harbor.
Just east of Jamaica lie Hollis,

Queens and Floral Park, the first of
which is twelve miles out, while
Floral Park is fifteen. Just beyond
lies Garden City, eighteen miles from
New York and one of the most at-

tractive inland communities on the
Island. With its Cathedral, its large
and well known hotel and the two
famous schools, St. Mary's for girls
and St. Paul's fo* boys, its golf club
and its magnificent tree-shaded streets,
it has naturally been built up with

many of the most attractive modern
homes to be found on the Island.

Hempstead lies just beyond, twenty
miles out, and is particularly attract-
ive on account of its Revolutionary
associations, while nearby on the

Hempstead Plains is the Meadow-
brook Hunt Club. Beyond Queens, on the straight line from
which a spur branches off towards Garden City, lies New Hyde
Park, bordering Hempstead Plains. Farther on is Mineola the
county seat of Nas-
sau County and

widely known for

its Fair Grounds.

Just beyond lies

Westbury, the cen-

ter of many beau-

tiful estates.
Hicksville is twen-

ty-five miles out

and one of the

famous one-street

l!

' 1 1

^u
C S

^r
F
I
m An old Wantagh homestead that has been

here the Wading remodeled. Pettit & Green architects

The yacht that carries commuters from Bay Shore
to Saltaire on the western end of Fire Island
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Outdoor Life on Long Island :

WHAT THE ISLAND OFFERS THE SPORTSMAN AND LOVER OF THE OPEN-YACHTING, HUNTING,

FISHING, GOLF, TENNIS, MOTOR BOATING, BATHING, POLO, CRICKET, ICE-BOATING, MOTORING

BY ARTHUR W. DEAN

IF
you want to hunt the white

rhinoceros on Long Island you'll

have to wait a little while; the local

St. Hubert hasn't started his preserve

yet but if it's hunting you want,

come out next fall and learn what
real battery or sneak-box shooting is

like. Most any place along the South

Bay will do -or out at Montauk, or

even to the city line. There are

twenty-nine species of ducks and

geese, thirty of snipe, eight of plover,
three of partridge, and they've even

bagged pelican, so you ought to get

something. Perhaps some of those

Canadian geese will be flying by if

you've got a "honker" tethered

among the decoys, so wait until you
see what looks like an ostrich at the

end of your gun and then let go !

The feeling may be something the

same as they felt on top of Bunker
Hill waiting for the whites of the

enemies eyes, but you must get him !

I may come in at the eating, and it's

great! If you're too delicate to lie

in the cold battery try those snipe ;

they're scattered all along the North
and South shores, and a day's sport
is waiting for you there.

Perhaps your blood needs the stir

of exercise ; then go to that deserted

stretch of middle island with that dog
of yours. You'll not go far before

the clear "bob white" will set you a tingle, or further on your
heart will stop altogether as a big brown partridge whirs from
cover. And rabbits, too you can't fail to see that little white

flag flying behind a bunch of brown fur, sometime between

November ist and December 3ist. You have an added month
for ducks and geese, as you can start in October. For quail

and partridge there is but November, and deer yes, deer; they

really do get them here on the first two Wednesdays and the

The stiff breeze which is never lacking on the South
Shore makes it a paradise for small boats

first two Fridays after the first

Tuesday in November.

If this isn't your style of hunting,

and the baying of hounds, the flash

of red coats, a blue sky above you
and a good horse beneath, seems

your ideal sport, there is the old

Meadow Brook Club, with its famous

hounds to run over the Hempstead
meadows, or the Rockaway Hunt at

Cedarhurst, or yet the Piping Rock

Club, Locust Valley.

But if you are one of Isaac Wal-

ton's brethren, ready to convince with

fine logic that your sport is best, why
go to Nova Scotia or the north woods,

when along all the south side ane

good trout brooks? I'd tell you one

in particular, but it's a secret, and

then it's much more sport to discover

it yourself. There are pools and good
casting brooks near Oyster Bay,
Smithtown or Wading River, and the

Cold Spring Hatchery keeps them
stocked

; besides, the angling sense

will lead you to many a little stream

all the way out to Southampton on
the South Shore, and there you're
sure to have luck. Then there is

Ronkonkoma Lake for bass, pickerel
and perch big ones, too.

Long Island has a greater distri-

bution of fish than any other part of

the State, and there are few kinds of

game fishes not found in her waters. Those who prefer the

marine fish can get plenty of excitement in the South Bay. Take

Bay Shore, for instance, with a bayman to grind "chum," and
the blues running well, you can take fifty or sixty in no time.

When you get tired there is the alternative of going deep for

flounders, or "jigging" for weak-fish. If you're not satisfied then,

go out to the inlet and troll for the big fellows, or up near the

wrecks and get bass and blackfish. The ocean beaches also, and

Up hill and down dale, by bay and ocean, the game of golf finds no better setting than at Shinnecock Hills. The turf is fine enough here to
arouse even a Scotchman's enthusiasum

(212)
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Putting out the decoys in anticipation of a big day's duck shooting
on the bay

the Sound Shore all have their

quota of enthusiasts whose

stories will go without dis-

counting.
Those who can't sniff the

salt breeze without feeling

around for a tiller will find

their sport either in the South

Bay or the Sound. Almost

any week-end finds the Bay
one series of races from West-

hampton to Freeport. All

classes of small boats, larks,

cats and the neat one-design
boats are here to supply a

choice for the yachtsman. A
lazy cruise in a cat makes a

good vacation spent along the

Bay, with the extra induce-

ment of one of those Long
Island ''shore dinners" ! The
Sound is for larger boats, and

the vacht club cruises work

Picking up the scent. Hunting after the hounds is one of Long
Island's many opportunities for out-door recreation

The beach at East Hampton is only one of many affording perfect
ocean bathing

Surely the sportsman's de-

light in rivalry finds no better

opportunity than in the games
which can be played on Long
Island. Followers of the

"royal and ancient game"
find golf links equal to the

finest in the land. At Garden

City under the care of Scotch

experts a wonderful course

has resulted. Shinnecock em-

bodies the features of St.

Andrew's, and the play is part

by ocean and part overlooking
the bay, up and down the roll-

ing dunes which make such

ideal golfing country. There
must be four-score links on

the Island, most of them ex-

cellent, many of them near

Forest Park is at Jamaica.
The Long Island soil seems to

grow tennis courts, which are

along with the possibilities for visits at the numerous yacht clubs attractive in the proximity of good bathing facilities either in

in the attractive harbors along the way. There is racing, too, espe-

cially of the more formal type. In the waters of Shelter Island,

Gardiner's Bay, and the Peconics, a combination of all the other

styles of yachting is to be had. The motorboat cuts an important

figure in regattas, and it is understood that this exhilarating form

ocean, bay or sound. Few sections have the quality of surf bath-

ing that is found here or the choice of still or rough salt water.

Polo and cricket are much in vogue at the country clubs, and base-

ball too is a source of friendly rivalry in summer.

When the question of "where shall we go today?" arises, take

of racing will have its most important events in all of the harbors your car out on Long Island. Leave the guidebook and map at

of the North Shore. Nor need winter cool your sailing ardor ; home, and just go the roads are excellent and you can strike

just hitch yourself to one of those comets, called an ice-boat or a no bad ones wherever you run. The long Merrick Boulevard,

scooter, and when you regain your breath you will have found one

argument for winter.

running into the South Country Road, extends nearly the entire

length of the Island through varied and beautiful scenery and

The courts in front of the Woodmere Club are fast enough for the

most proficient player

If you wish to talk conformation or points with the cognoscenti go
to the Bayshore horse show
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The Westbury turn. One of the most exciting points on the Van-
derbilt Cup course

Polo at Wampage always draws a crowd of those who choose to

enjoy their sport vicariously

The motor boat race is now a permanent feature of Long Island regattas and finds no
better water for making good performances. All the big races are scheduled here
for next season

past many historical

places and old home-
steads well worth a

visit. Take your time,

stop off and enjoy the

Island's unlimited op-

portunity for sport.

If you wish to try
what that new motor
car can do, there is

the Motor I 'arkway
where no speed limit

can check you on the

concrete and macad-
am road that is an

engineering wonder.

The Vancl e r b i 1 1

Cup Race is run part-

ly over this course,

and on the night pre-

ceding the much-her-

alded event, thousands

of enthusiastic motor-
ists crowd the roads

leading to it. It is a

remarkable sight to

see the continuous stream of shining headlights all hurrying
toward the course. Some stop at the hotels in Garden City or

the vicinity, but the greater number make themselves comfortable
in their machines until dawn. At the first light the racers are

away belching fire and roaring, their juggernaut drivers seeming
inhabitants of some other strange planet with their weird helmets

\

Winter does not end the yachting season on Long Island. Then the "scooters" or ice-

boats make other sailing seem tame in comparison

and staring eyes. The
race itself is tremend-

ously exciting as the

cars swoop by at a

rate fast enough to

make the most chronic

speeder gasp.
Since the favorite

sport of kings has be-

come the game of lob-

byists, horse-racing is

not carried on to the

extent it was former-

ly, and aviation pro-
vides an excellent sub-

stitute at B e 1 m o n t

Park. Horse lovers,

however, can see some

really creditable per-
formances at the vari-

ious country fairs,
and the Bayshore
Horse Show brings as

fine an exhibition of

quality as can be seen

anywhere.
"Perpetual devotion to what a man calls his business is only

sustained by perpetual neglect of many other things, and it is not

by any means certain that a man's business is the most important

thing he has to do." If you agree with Stevenson that the great
outdoors has a claim upon your time, you can find no better place
for recreation than upon Long Island.

The South Country Road is one of Long Island's ideal boulevards,
which make it the most logical place for the motorist

Drop by that riffle, and if you don't land a speckled beauty your
skill is lacking or you have the wrong fly



THE GLOWING GARDEN
OF THE METROPOLIS

C. PUBLIC-SPIRITED CITIZENS who have no property interests to be subserved bysuch declar-

ations, and students of sociology who decry the overcrowded state of Manhattan as a condition that
retards the development of citizenship, have been pointing for many years to the wide expanses of

Long Island as a place for residence. So far as location, soil and topography are concerned, Long
Island is one of the most convenient and healthful places of residence in the eastern part of the United
States. It is about 122 miles long by 1 5 to 1 8 miles wide, with a coast line of over 400 miles, and contain-

ing over i,000,000 acres of land. Because of its fine water supply, available anywhere by driving wells

through the gravel soil, and its position, like a great arm reaching out into the Atlantic Ocean, with
natural drainage, it is peculiarly fitted for cultivation and residence. Its population has more than
doubled within twenty years, and is now increasing much faster than in the past. Its two western
counties are within the city limits of New York, and comprise more than one-half the area of that

city. It is thus intimately allied with an urban population in and near New York of over 4,000,000
people, and in any estimate of the future of Long Island, the presence of this great city, growing at an

average rate of more than 130,000 persons yearly, must be considered as of first importance. In the

rapid growth of this city the most available place for expansion is on Long Island.

L There is room on this great island, however, for hundreds of thousands of men who are looking fora

place where they can live in independence away from the crowded tenements, and yet be accessible

to the city.

C, With the improved transit facilities, business men are able to spend the day at their place of business

in Manhattan or Brooklyn, and their nights and holidays on the seacoast or on the shores of the Sound.

C, To the east of Brooklyn, outside of the closely populated districts, there is today a succession of

neat communities that are growing rapidly into towns of considerable size. These little towns are

being improved, and well equipped with all the advantages a growing town should have churches and
schools and in many places libraries are being founded.

^L Another inducement offered by Long Island as an ideal homeland is the excellence of its neighbors.
The old residents of the Island are descendants of the early English settlers, and retain the sterling

qualities of their ancestry. Not only health and good neighbors, but amusements, predominate on

Long Island. Chief of these is golf. Nowhere in the country are there so many golf courses, many
of which are celebrated their accessibility makes them especially attractive.

C. For accessibility Long Island is fortunate, for it has many means of access. The Pennsylvania
Railroad tunnels, under the East River, from 32nd Street and 7th Avenue, the center of activities in

Manhattan, are of immense interest to the homeseeker, to whom the question of accessibility is im-

portant. These tubes of steel, connecting Manhattan with Long Island, give direct service from
New York to any point on Long Island, as well as furnishing a direct connection (via Pennsylvania
Railroad) for points South or West. In addition to these tunnels Long Island has other means of

access from New York by way of bridges, ferries, and the Interborough Sul^ay, the trains of which
connect with the Long Island Railroad in Brooklyn, at Flatbush Avenue Station.

C. For specific information concerning Long Island, address the General Passenger Agent, Long
Island Railroad, Pennsylvania Station, New York.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Frame Bungalow, Three Rooms, $450

Concrete Bungalow, Six Rooms, $900

Ocean Beach Dock

THE BUNGALOW MAN
We sell the

things that

improve the

health and
increase the

wealth of hu-

man happiness

What are they? The Pioneer Developer
of Fire Island

Good air, pure

water, surf

bathing, still-

water bathing,

fishing, shoot-

ing, boating,
cool refreshing

ocean breezes

and

Seashore Lots at

OCEAN BEACH, FIRE ISLAND
The music of the breeze, the song of the surf, the foaming of the waters

and the freedom of seashore life at its best, give Ocean Beach a charm that
no visitor can forget.

If you desire health and happiness if you love "the out-of-doors" if you
like boating, bathing, fishing and shooting, if you like to do things and go to

places and are not so "grown up," no matter what your age, but that you can still

feel a thrill of pleasure at the thought of the sea, come out to Ocean Beach.

For a small amount of money you can buy lots and build a bungalow
that not only makes a delightful summer home but is also a splendid invest-
ment, and only forty miles from New York City.

Let us tell you all about it and then visit the property and see for your-
self that what we say is true. Write at once for folders, maps and further
information.

Lots $150 to $1,000, Cash Discount 10% off. Time Payments 10% Down,
5% Monthly.

Furnished Cottages and Bungalows to Rent.

OCEAN BEACH IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
JOHN A. WILBUR, Pres. 334 Fifth Avenue, New YorK, N. Y.

Our Natural Advantages for Health and Water Sports are the Best in the World

Frame Bungalow, Five Rooms, $600

Frame Bungalow, Eight Rooms, $1,400

Ocean Beach Clam Bake

LONG- ISLAND ?**,

Thirty-one minutes from the business center

of New York.

Bungalow Plots, Residence Sites

and a few Desirable Homes

Ready for occupancy; booklet of views will

be forwarded upon request

115 Broadway New^fork
~*i.-._

"

^-^

Cor. Cedar Street,
Tel. Cortlandt 6293

tetenfl
FAR ROCKAWAY, L. I.

31 minutes from 7th Ave. and 33rd St., N. Y. or Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn. Station

OCEAN FRONT BUNGALOW
PLOTS 40 X 100 $1600 All Improvements
Our Plan Book of Bungalows Costing from $2500 to $4000 Sent on

Receipt of 6 Cents Postage Stamps
BANISTER REALTY COMPANY

M. Morgenthau, Pres. 5. E. Jacobs, Trcas.

\\*3 BROADWAY, Cor. Cedar St., NEW YORK
Telephone. 6293 Cortlandt

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Floral Plaza at the Head of the Venetian Yacht Harbor, Brightwaters, L. I

Long Island's Master Development

d
p

Typical Brightwaters Cottage

( BAYSHORE . !_.!..>

It you would know more about this

beautiful residential park, its splendid
homes and wonderful advantages, its

varied attractions and recreative fea-

tures, we will gladly mail you, free

upon request, our Booklet De Luxe D.

T. B. ACKERSON CO.
Typical Brightwaters Bungalow

1 West 34th Street
New York

Esplanade of Fountains, Brightwaters, L. I. On Mirror Lake, Brightwaters, L. I.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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CarlefonLBrewster

Main Street

BAY SHORE
TEL. 8 R,

Summer Cottages, Furnished

and Unfurnished, Water Front-

age, Farms, Acreage, and

Country Homes of All De-

scriptions.

While travelling throughout
the county in my official cap-

acity as Collector af Taxes, I

find many desirable properties

offered for sale at bargain prices

that have never been placed in

the market before. If you are

interested in any class of coun-

try property I would be glad to

submit a list upon request.

CARLETON E. BREWSTER
COLLECTOR

SuffolkGas&Electric LightCo.

Supplying Bay Shore

and Brightwaters :::

Gas and Electrical Appliances
Fans, Motors, Chafing Dishes

Coffee Urns, Irons, Etc.

Works, Clinton Avenue

Tel. an Bay Shore
Office, Main Street

Tel. 72 Bay Shore

South Side Bank of Bay Shore, N. Y.

Capital, $25,000

Surplus and Profits, $36,000

P. S. WICKS, Pres. L. K. REDINQTON, Cashier
W. A. HULSE, Vice-Pres.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

Cortland House
J. E. McGOWAN, Proprietor.

On South County Road.

Well known for years for

its excellency of cooking and

service. A New House this

Summer at the same location

by the road to anywhere in

Long Island.

THIS
beautiful Country Residence is for

rent for thi- Summer Season at $2500.
Also for sale. Investigate this.

FURNISHED COTTAGES
$300 to $5000 for the Summer Season.

Country Residences, Water Fronts, Acreage
for sale. Apply to

E. P.STRONG & SON, Bay Shore, L. I.

ACCURACY
PURITY

PROMPTNESS
WHO IS YOUR DRUGGIST?

We offer you the services

of licensed and experienced

pharmacists and a com-

plete stock, and are

anxious to please YOU.
G. W. ABRAMS, Ph. G.

South Side Pharmacy
Phone 1 1 Bay Shore

HARDWARE HOUSE FURNISHINGS

C. J. MILLS
MAIN STREET

Franklin Automobiles- -Sub Dealer

Telephone 24 W. Bay Shore

PAINTS and OILS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Furnished Cottages
Every Cottage on My List

Boating, Bathing, Fishing and
Drives Unsurpassed. .Prices from

$300 to $3,500 for the season.

Large Estates, Waterfronts,

Village Homes, Farms, etc.,

for sale.

W
For lists apply to

A. S CH WA B
BAY SHORE, N. Y.

Phone -2t>9

H. M. Brewster & Co.

Dry Goods, Furniture, Groceries,

General Merchandise

House Furnishings

Garden and Stable Supplies

Yacht Hardware, Rigging, etc.

Paints, Varnishes, Brushes

Lumber and Hardware

We can build your house, furnish it

complete, and stock it with food

H. M. BREWSTER & CO.
The Dependable Store for 65 years

Cor. Main St. and Ocean Ave.

BAY SHORE, N. Y.

Telephone 264L, Bay Shore

C. W. ACKERLY
GENERAL TRUCKING
AND CONTRACTING

Edson's Odorless Excavating System

MOTOR VANS
FURNITURE VANS AND STORAGE

OFFICE: THIRD CD/IV7nPE" A/ V& UNION AVES. JjAY or/C//\c., /V. I.

Casino Stables
Telephone, 148

EMANUEL STRAUSS' SONS, Proprietors

BOARDING, LIVERY, SALE AND
EXCHANGE

FANCY TURNOUTS TO RENT
by Day, Week, Month or Season

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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LONG ISLAND SOU1MDGREAT
TsiEOK

Ic-SiS*^ ^.MHASSE-'ji I I -*= \ ,VS?^

Actual (Uater front
A BEAUTIFULLY located water frontage development of the highest type, carefully restricted, affording for yachts of every size a perfect

anchorage with deep water, gently sloping beaches of splendid, clean, white sand and a plateau beyond, beautiful with its fine trees and
shrubbery, and an outlook embracing some of the loveliest views in the country. Wampage Shores is in the immediate neighborhood of the
most superb country estates on Long Island, is in the yachting centre, and offers to lovers of out-door sports, boating, bathing, polo, tennis

and golf.

For the motorist and horse lover, miles of perfect roads with ever changing views of forest scenes, sea views and gently rolling meadow
lands are to be found.

Wampage Shores is swept in summer by South and West breezes, and protected from North and East winds in winter. Every plot with
water frontage has its own beach, and for interior owners the most delightful bathing and boating privileges are provided.

Conduits for electric and telephone wires, the purest drinking water to every plot and every essential feature of modern improvement
is offered for comfort and health.

Residential Plots 1-4 Acre and Up. AI
f ','""

Sfaranteed ty the Title and Guarantee Trust Co. and^t" a policy of In surance issued fret of cost to each purchaser.

An Ideal Development One Mile of Water Frontage. H^aSmMtbXJti&w eise
3
'whe

r

rl
Dterest

S. OSGOOD PELL & COMPANY
542 5th Avenue, New York

Illustrated folder giving
full particular* sent

at your requett

Telephone Bryant

5610

DOUGLAS MANOR INN
DOUGLASTON, ::: LONG ISLAND

CLEAN COMFORTABLE ATTRACTIVE HOMELIKE

BATHING

Open the year round

ON LITTLE NECK BAY

TENNIS AND GOLF

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

BOATING

Ten minutes walk from Railroad Station. 35 minutes to Pennsylvania Station, New York

ROUTE: Queens Bridge (59th Street) through Flushing
and Bayside to sign at top of Hill, (12 miles).

TEL. FLUSHING 290
New York Office, 1122 Broadway

J. E. TENCH,
PROPRIETOR

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AMD GARDEN.
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A Book That Will

Solve Your

Building Problems
'& f

Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost
Edited by HENRY H. SAYLOR

fTThis book has been published in response to an ever-increasing demand for

^-sa volume of pictures, plans and descriptions of the most charming homes in

this country not the great estates and show places, but the sort of places
that most of us can look forward to building, ranging in cost from $3,000 to

$20,000.

^TThe illustrations, of which there are more than three hundred, both of the
^-exteriors of houses and their garden settings, and of the principal rooms inside,
are all from photographs of houses already built, reproduced in superb half-

tone engravings, with line drawings of the floor plans.

fV The carefully selected contents include country homes, seashores cottages, allur-~ ing bungalows, inexpensively remodeled farmhouses, etc. All the desirable
architectural styles are represented: Colonial, English Half-timber, Stucco,
Cement, Dutch Colonial (the gambrel roof type), Swiss Chalet, etc. Chapters
written by authorities cover all sides of the fascinating problem of house-
building, interior decoration and furnishing. The relations between the home-
builder and his architect, the matter of plans, specifications, contracts, the

puzzling problem of extras and how to avoid them all these subjects are clarified in

a most comprehensive and interesting way. Throughout the text are many pages of

pictures illustrating constructive, decora-
live and furnishing details entrance door-

ways, bay windows, outside shutters, chim-
neys, stairways, dormer windows, built-in

china-cupboards, consistently furnished in-

terior?, porches all grouped so that the
reader may, at a glance, compare all the
best types.

ft "Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost" is

*Mhe most complete and authoritative vol-
ume on the subject yet published. It is a

sumptuous book, size 10x1254 inches, su-
"

perbly printed on plate
paper, tastefully bound.
Price, $2.00 net. By mail,
postage 300.

DISTINCTIVE
HOMES

OF MODERATE
COST

M. Hi i.li-. Wilt-ID 1 1

& CO., Putlislitrs.

449 Fourth Ave., New York.

Please send 1115 Distinctive Homes
of H > |->rta C:>it, pr:?>; 1. !r wlii<

enckse J2.30.

BP

McBRIDE, WINSTON
CO.,

Publishers

449 Fourth Ave.

New York

Bound in dark green cloth,
tastefully decorated.

12 mo. 1 1 net. Postage 6c.

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER IN GARDENING
YOU PARTICULARLY WILL APPRECIATE

The Garden Primer
By Grace Tabor and Gardner Teall

JJ The Garden Primer is a hand-book of practical gardening information for the
beginner, covering every branch of the subject from preparing the soil to the

gathering of the fruit and flowers. In it is set forth, without any confusing techni-
calities, just the information that will enable the amateur to grasp quickly the essen-
tials of garden-making. The authors, in preparing this book, have drawn from their
long experience, and in writing it assume on the part of the reader no knowledge of
the subject, in order that it may be of the greatest value to the beginner. There has
been great need of a book of this kind, yet, so far as we know, no volume has ever
been published that treats the subject in this charmingly simple way. While dealing
with first principles this volume has an equal interest for the advanced gardener, who
will find much of value in the experiences of the authors, and in a fresh presentation
of a subject which always abounds in new methods and discoveries.

McBRIDE, WINSTON & CO., Publishers 449 Fourth Ave., New York

Notable New Boohs for Home
Builders and Gardeners

Here at last is a book that covers in the
most practical and comprehensive way the
whole subject of bungalow building and fur-

nishing. It tells what a bungalow is and how
it has been applied to American needs, par-
ticularly for summer homes, camps, mountain
shacks and the various other types. The mat-
ters of planning and building materials are
thoroughly discussed and illustrated. The
interior finish is another branch of the sub-
ject that is taken up, together with schemes
for furnishing. The book is profusely illus-
trated with plans and photographs of bun-
galows that have actually been built there
are no mere drawings or visionary schemes in
it. This is the first adequate book on the
subject that has been done.
Brown buckram binding; cover design by GeorgeHood. Large octavo volume. Price $1.50 net. Post-

age 2oc. Ready about March i^th.

The Landscape Gardening Book
By Grace Tabor

There have been many books published
within the past few years on gardening, but
most of these have dealt with the cultural
side exclusively. The larger subject embrac-
ing the whole setting of the country or sub-
urban home, particularly one of moderate
size, has apparently been ignored. The author
of THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING
BOOK, Miss Grace Tabor, who is a well known
landscape architect, has written the one book
that clears up the whole difficult problem of
making a house seem at home in its site.
In short, this is the one essential book for
the man who would have his home, house and
grounds, something more than a mere build-
ing set on the earth. The illustrations are
superb half-tone reproductions from repre-
sentative gardens and homes, together with
practical diagrams and planting plans.
Bound in dark blue cloth, stamped in gold and with

a garden inlay in full color. 8vo. $2.00 net. Pott-
age 2oc. Ready April ist.

Home Vegetable Gardening
By F. F. Rockwell

There are many books that treat of vegetable gar-
dening fruit growing and the like in an encyclopaedic
way They tell what vegetables there are, what pestsare liable to attack them and so on, but they usually
?ive far too much information for the man who wants
to establ.sh a vegetable garden on his own country
place or suburban lot for the family use. The author,
Mr. F. F. Rockwell, is a practical gardener himself.
He realizes from long experience just what the average
layman wants to know in order to raise a successful
and varied crop of vegetables. Here is the one com-
plete yet concise book on home vegetable gardening
that includes as well the equally important subjects
of growing berries and fruit. The book is uniform in
size and Binding with THE GARDEN PRIMER, but
much thicker.

izmo. $1.00 net. Postage Sc. Ready April ist.

McBRIDE, WINSTON CO.,! PUBLISHERS

449' Fourth"Avenue, New YorK

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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VT'OUR house is not a home
* unless your furniture

fits. Harmony gives beauty,
dignity, restfulness all that
a home should mean; what-
ever quarrels or crowds robs your room
of character and charm. The perfect bed
for one chamber may spoi I another one.

How solve this problem of beauty plus
service. For a good bed should last a
life-time. Steam heat should not make
it rickety. Against dampness, climate
and city grime, it should be proof. In

design, it should harmonize with your
other furnishings. In height and size,
it should fit your room.
Kimhall & Chappell solid brass beds

satisfy all these conditions. No others
can. Ninety-six styles, in three widths,
several heights, and two finishes give you
choice of correct and charming designs
in Louis XVI, Colonial, Flanders and
other "

periods ", Bungalow beds like
that above for small homes and
apartments; statelier models for larger
chambers. But all supreme quality solid
brass with satin-gold surfaces sealed
under twelve coats of imported Rylamder
lacquer, hand applied and baked on.
Beds that fit and la*t.

Our Style Books for the asking. Samples
of tubing also showing the difference
between our solid brass and imitation
veneers. Ask us today.

Kimball & Chappell Company
2839 Loomig Street Chicago, III.

Rings LiUe a Bell'

Real Estate, New Jersey
A beautiful Estate, 165 acres, 2000 ft. along the Ramapo

River one mile of road frontage. Elevation 500 feet-

Very beautiful scenic views; many acres exceptionally

fertile land ; beautiful trees, two springs, and small stream.

A most wonderfully beautiful property at Pompton Lakes;

Northern New Jersey, house 12 rooms, suitable for re-

modelling, 5 open fireplaces, old barns, price and terms

exceptional. For this and other properties in Northern

New Jersey in and around the famous Ramapo Valley

Section, address

WALTER E. SWITZER,
24 State Street, New York City

The new series of articles by

PRICE COLLIER in

SCRIBNER'S
AGAZINE

promise to be even more of a literary sensation

than the same author's famous "England and the

English from an American Point of View."

Read

RELIGION AND CASTE IN INDIA

in the MARCH number

Mrs. Burton Harrison's
charming and most interesting

Recollections Crave and Gay
begin in the same number

25 cents number S3.00 year

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEWYORK

A USEFUL LITTLE BOOK IS YOURS
if you will send us the names and addresses of 25
people who would be apt to be interested in HOUSE <

GARDEN an! to whom we may send our circulation
literature.

"Low Coit Suburban Homes" abounds in helpful
hints and suggestions for anyone interested in build-
ing a country home anywhere. In its 62 pages it

shows attractive houses of many widely different
types, giving the floor plans and in many instance*
the prices, varying from $1,000 to $7,000, at which
they have been built. It is also full of pictures of in-
teriors and suggestions for arrangement of the gar-
dens and home grounds. Attractively illustrated and
printed on coated paper.

Send us 25 names and addresses and the book will
be send postpaid. Address Circulation Department

HOUSE & GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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TOMORROW'S SUCCESS
DEPENDS UPON TODAY'S PREPARATION

THE SECOND ANNUAL

Real Estate and
Ideal Homes Show

WILL BE HELD AT

Madison Square Garden

April 26 to May 3
If you desire to secure a good location, now is the time to make arrange-

ments. There are but few spaces left on the main floor, as over 100

exhibitors have already signed contracts.

This is your great opportunity to meet thousands of people daily and

present to them the merits of your property.

The Real Estate Home and

Exposition Company
A. MIDDLETON SLAUGHTER,

President

EDWARD E. HASKELL.
Secretary

Metropolitan Building, SUITE 6055-6056
1 Madison Square, New York City

Hello, 332 Gramercy

ACARD USER'S TESTIMONY
"I'm always proud when I have the opportunity to hand

one of my cards to a man. I feel sure, when 1 reach for

my case that the cards in it will be smooth and clean,

well engraved or printed, and altogether the best card

that money or art can produce; No one can scrutinize

it critically and make me doubt that it is the best card

that could represent me in a business transaction.

Peerless Patent Book Form Cards

won this commendation from a user, purely on their merits. No other

card could merit as much, because it is the one bet card.

Therefore the suggestion ol that testimony should be sufficient.

Send today [or a sample book oi the cards, and see for yourself

that they are what you need.

Note: They are bound in books, but are

detached without trace of a rough edge.

OUR SMART
CARDS IN CASE

The John B. Wiggins Company
Sale Manu/actiirtrs

Die EmbossersEngraven Die Embossers Plate Printers

44-46 East Adams St., Chicago
New York Office, 350 Broadway

ATLANTIC
TERRA COTTA
COMPANY

Landscape Pottery
Dent.

Silver Lake A
Braided Sash-Cord

(.Name indelibly stamped on every foot)

Have your architect specify it in his plans.

It won't cost you any more, but will save you
loads of trouble. It is solid-braided of cotton

(no waste); can't stretch and is non-inflamma-

When the windows are being put in or when you have

to renew the other cord, look to see that Silver Lake A
Sash-Cord is used. Standard for over 40 years. Silver

Lake is the accepted standard in U. S. Government
braided cord specifications.

Silver Lake to., 87 Channcey St., Boston, Mass

Makers of Silver Lake Solid Braided Clothesline

LONG ISLAND
Automobile Dealers

Automobiles to Rent
LARGEST AND BEST RENTAL SERVICE IN BROOKLYN

GIVE US A TRIAL ALWAYS OPEN

Palmer-Herring Motor Co.
103 Court St. 'Phone Main 2484

BEDFORD Y, M, C. A, AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
Day and evening shop classes

for owners and prospective
owners. High grade instruct-
ors. Special road instruction.
Send for booklet and visitor's
ticket to shop and weekly illus-

trated lecture.

1121-25 Bedford Atenui, Brooklyn

Bishop McCormick & Bishop, Inc.
BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND

DISTRIBUTORS
Telephones:

3902!
3903 / Bedford
4154 Night Phone

Salesroom
18-20 Halsey St., Near Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. V.

PROSPECT PARK SOUTH GARAGE
Coney Iclund and Church Avm. B'klrn, N. Y.
Agents for Brooklyn and Flatbush. Tel. 4200 Flatbush.

Special facilities for difficult work. Gear cutting.

DANIEL RAPALJE
Broadway Garage, no Broadway, Flushing, L. I.

Agent for Queens and Nassau. Phone 912 Flushing.

Bishop, McCormick & Bishop, Inc.
BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND

DISTRIBUTORS
Telephones:

3902)
3903 / Bedford
4154 Night Phone

Salesroom
18-20 Halsey St., Near Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PASTRE'S
AUTOGARAGE
ALEX.E. PASTRE. Prop.

fv A S 1B >nd 20 Ocn" PwtaniV. **!
Cor.IhBrmanSt.,B'klyn,N.T.

Touring and Limousine Cars to Hire at all Hours
AUTOMOBILES KEPAIRED.STOREOaiirt PAINTED
ELECTRIC VEHICLES CHARGED and STORED

COUNTRY HOMES
mw enjoy city comforts and
fences at lees cost than keroMne, !-
tricity or acetylene, with None oi their
dangers, by using

EconomyGas Machine
Produces raa for light and kitchen (net.
May be lighted the same u electric
lixlit. without batteries or wires. Call

_ or write for list of satisfied cuatomm.

Economy Gas Machine Co.,
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y.

Asters Dahlias Gladiolus
Asters The world's finest Florist's Mixture. Over 100

cut flower varieties from the earliest to the latest. ISC.

perdoz., $1.00 per 100, J6.SO per 1000. Spring delivery.

Dahlias I dozen extra fine named varieties, $1.00 in

all types and colors. 25 for $1.50. 50 for $2.50. 100

for $4.00.

Gladiolus Graff's and Childsii Hybrids, all large flow-

ering Florists' Cut flower Mixture. Mailing aize, every
one guaranteed to bloom. 25c. per dozen, $i .00 per loo,

J8 OO per IOOO. Call/oronrCatalogtif. It wilt interest you.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE SHOW GARDENS
Boi 1001 Spencer, Indiana

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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JUST OUT-THE SPRING'S NEW FICTION

THE LEVER By William Dana Orcutt

"The only lever that moves the world is love, and it rests on a fulcrum of honor." A fine

sentiment, yes but does it agree with life as we know it? One man and one woman much
like the rest of us^live out this question to a remarkable answer. The man is a strong man
and an idealist. He has a colossal plan of world-wide domination. In attempting to bring
about a new social dispensation he encounters love, hate, and revenge these human qualities
that always endure. This reality of men and women is forged into a tense and sympathetic
novel. The humor of the dialogue and the pretty sentiment of a very youthful pair of lovers

add a light charm to the big throbbing romance which
swppns through the book. Frontispiece by

TIio J4/T

"*
F Graham Cootes. Post 8vo,e M

- $I5THE
UNKNOWN
LADY

By Justus Miles Forman

Recalling Trilby, but with a

less melodramatic plot and a

flavor all its own, this story

of a romantic quest has the

glow and freshness of a per-

sonal experience. The hero

since childhood has been

haunted by the vision of a

beautiful woman and becomes

an artist in order to paint the

features that enthrall him. At

last he finds the original of

his quest. The climax is one

of startling surprise. The

story, by all odds Mr. For-

man's best, is full of dra-

matic scenes, and the charac-

ters artists great and small,

musicians, models, and stu-

dents make Bohemian Paris

an alluring reality. With

frontispiece.

$1.50.

Post 8vo; Cloth,

MAX
By

[Catherine CecilThurston

Almost without exception crit-

ics say "Max" is better than

"The Masquerader." .A re-

markable thing about this love

story is that the heroine' is also

the hero. Illustrated. Post

8vo, Cloth, $1.50.

The
Skipper and the

Skipped By Holman Day
Full of humor, with the tang of the brine along Cap'n Sproul's
native Maine coast. Cap'n Sproul, the author's famous char-

acter, has in this new novel adventures that turn the town

topsy-turvy. Pitted against the local tyrant, Colonel Gideon

Ward, the Cap'n is often in desperate straits, but the wit and

ingenuity of the man who has "side-wiped many Portergees"
are more than a match for him. "A lot of meditation and a

little prayer will do wonders in this world, especially when
you're mad enough" is Cap'n Sproul's philos-

ophy. Illustrated.

Post 8vo, Cloth, $1.50.

Bedc
tains her*{,

ny ^narnl A r
""'s *atte

siT
tWs

^ne at-

Mary
Cary By Kate Langley Bosher
"Let's be glad for books like 'Marv Gary,'

"

exclaimed one critic. Another believes this

little book "worthy of being received into
1

all

the households of America, a story that, in

time, will be as much of a favorite as any."

Frontispiece in color. i2mo, Cloth, $1.00
net.

HARPER
&

BROTHERS

Can Any Beautiful Thing

Be Made of Stucco?

In answer to this: Mr. E. S. Child, Ar-
chitect, announces "Stucco Houses" with
new designs for ion. The Specimen il-

lustration, in miniature, which is shown
in this advertisement, is taken from one
of the houses. The designs are larger
than those of any other publication and
give a clear idea of the details.

The price of
" Stucco Houses

"
is Js.oo

by express, prepaid.

Also
"
Colonial Houses," showing de-

signs in that ever beautiful style. Price
$2.00 by express, prepaid.

Address E. S. CHILD, Room 1016, - 29 Broadway, New York City

Poultry
ONONTA

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTONS,
BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
and WHITE WYANDOTTES,

Of the highest type and quality.

Catalogue and Mating List on application.

GENEVIEVE BECKER STOUT,
Prince's Bay, Staten Island, N. T.

LOring's New Breeds
ENORMOUS LAYERS

Silver Braekels : imported from Belgium.
Sicily Buttercups : imported from Sicily.

White R. I. Reds : extra layers, broilers, roasters.

JOI.I.Y POST FARM
Circular. Dedham, Mas..

NO STUNT
Just conservative Breeding is what makes
The "Blood Red Strain" of Single Comb
Rhode Island Reds so popular. Eggs from

our Prize Matings $5.00 per 15. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. The Best Fowl for Eggs,
Table or the Show Room. Order early,

J. A. ROSE & CO.

Dept. E SCRANTON, PA.

Building
Plans

MacLagan's Suburban Hone* is

a big book of over 209 Build-
ing plans of Bungalow, Subur-
ban and Country Home* actual-
ly erected costing from MOO up
to $10,000. Price 5Or. To* beit
book published for the home Builder,

P. I. MacLagin, Architect,

45 Clinton Street, Kmrk, H. J,

A SUBSTITUTE
For Bordeaux Mixture

io-gal. keg.making 2.000 to 5.000 gals, spray, delivered
at any R.R. station in the United States for $13. .50. Prompt
shipments. Every grower of fruits and vegetables should
have our Report of wonderful results 1910.

E.G. PRATT CO., Manufacturi ngChemints,
SO CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY

NASTURTIUMS
^> bloom for everybody,
-f They grow well in poor-

' est soil, bloom all sea-
son, require little

pettinK. Our new Giant
I Flowering Sorts never disappoint,

e will sen
trae pack
1 different colon.

]

'SWEET PEAS
L are everybody's favorite. We
1
will send 5 pickets. Cnr

" "
I different sorts and colors I III

FREE _ Our beautiful 130-page catalogue
_i Contains hundreds of pictures

from photographs, colored plate and many
helpful cultural directions. Offers quality

|

seeds, bulbs, plants, shrubt, trees, etc.

Write for you** free copy today.
LIVINGSTON SEED CO.

IB Hifhtt, COLUMBUS, OHIO

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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New Lilacs on Their Own Roots

OF LATE years there has been a multitude of new varieties of Lilacs
grown and many of them have very great beauty, but, unfortunately,
almost all the stock offered, both in this country and Europe, has been

budded on privet and is practically worthless, for lilacs grown on this are cer-
tain to die in a few years. Nurserymen bud Lilacs on privet because they can
produce a large stock quickly and inexpensively, but one Lilac on its own roots
is worth a score of budded plants.

PRICE, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED, $1.50 EACH, $15.00 PER DOZEN.
Amethystina. Very dark reddish purple.
Albo grandiflora. Very large pure white trusses

of flowers. 75 cts.

Alphonse Lavalle. Double; large panicles; blue,
shaded violet. $2.

Bertha Damman. Pure white ; very large pan-
icles of flowers; fine. $2.

Charles Joly. A superb dark reddish purple
variety ; double. $1.

Congo, Bright wallflower-red. $1.
Dr. Lindley. Large, compact panicles of pur-

plish lilac flowers; dark red hi bud; very
fine.

Dr. Masters. Double; lilaceous.
Dame Blanche. Double; white.
Emile Lemoine. Double; very large flowers, of

. fine globular form ; rosy lilac ; beautiful.
Geant des Batailles. Bright reddish lilac, in

large trusses. 75 cts.
Jeanne d'Arc. Double; enormous spikes; pure

white flowers, large and full; buds creamy
white.

La Ville de Troyes. Large, purplish red flowers;
fine. ?1.

La Tour d'Auvergne, Double; purplish violet.
Le Gauloia. Rosy lilac; a very lovely variety.

75 cts.

Lemoinei fl. pi. Double; carmine-violet.
Leon Simon. Double, compact panicles; flowers

bluish crimson.
Madame Lemoine. Superb: double; white. $1.
Madame F. Morel. Violet-pink; large and fine;

, single.
Madame Casimir-Perier. Creamy white; lovely

double.
Mad. Abel Chatenay. Double; milk-white. $2.
Marie Legraye. Large panicles of white flowers.

The best white Lilac. 75 cts.
Michael Buchner. Dwarf plant; very double;

color pale lilac. $1.
Negro. Very dark violaceous purple.
President Carnot. Double; lilac tint, marked in

center with white. $1.
Rothomagensis. Violaceous lilac. 35 cts.
Souvenir de Louis Spaeth. Most distinct and

beautiful variety; trusses immense; very
compact florets, very large; the color is deep
purplish red. $1.

Villosa Lutea. A late-flowering species with
deep pink flowers; extremely free-flowering
and effective. $1.

Viviand Morel. Long spikes; light bluish lilac,
{enter white; double.

Wm. Robinson. Double
; violaceous pink.

EW LILAC, MARIE LEGRAYE

ELLIOT NURSERY CO.

We started growing choice named Lilacs on their own roots ten years ago
and now have a very large and fine stock and the only stock in America. Theie
Lilacs are strikingly distinct and beautiful. The flowers of the double varie-
ties are very lasting.

We have the largest, finest and most comprehensive stock of hardy plants in America, in-
cluding three hundred varieties of the choicest Peonies, one hundred varieties of Japanese and
European Tree Peonies, and also the largest collection of Japanese Iris in the world and an un-
surpassed collection of named Phloxes. Our illustrated catalogue describing these and hundreds
of other Hardy Plants, Trees, Rhododendrons, Azaleas and Shrubs, will be sent on request

"A PLEA FOR HARDY PLANTS," by J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains much information about
Hardy Gardens, with plans for their arrangement. We have made arrangements with the publishers
of this book to furnish it to customers at a very low price. Particulars on request.

339 Fourth Avenue Pittsburg, Pa.

The Original

Brick and Cement Coating
will protect concrete construction of all kinds

against the ravages of dampness and at the

same time will not conceal the distinctive tex-

ture of concrete or stucco. It is admirable for

residences, mills or such heavy construction as

subways, bridges or dams. It comes in white
and different tints.

It will not chip or flake off, but becomes a

part of the material itself, adding to its dura-

bility and its beauty. When applied overhead it

will not drop and injure delicate machinery.
Allow us to send you a book that shows you

the fine residences, office buildings and manu-
facturing plants that have used it advantageously
and extensively.
Address for booklet which tells all about the

constructions on which it has been used, Dept.
13.

WADSWORTH, ROWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paints and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders

82-84 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON, MASS.

apestrolea
WALLCOVERING

Compare this fine

fabric, this sumptu-
ous wall covering, with

paper, paint or any other

you ever saw. Think of

its artistic character, its

attractive and decorative

appearance and its wearing qualities.

It is more permanent and more sanitary
than wall paper and unlike it, may be

stripped and rehung or painted in different

tints to suit your changing room arrange-
ments.
Look at the small sample ;

if it interests

you, write for our booklet which offers

valuable suggestions on wall covering.

RICHTER MAN'FG. CO.
20 EAST 21st STREET NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Grow
Chestnuts
Like This

For Profit Covers a 50c. plece<

You can get bigger profits per acre i

from Sober Paragon Chestnuts than from any
other crop.
Hardy, rapid, symmetrical growth ; luxuri-

ant foliage ; spreading boughs ; clean trunk ;

stateliness.
These qualities combined and developed bv

science to a degree that closely borders perfec-
tion, in the new

SOBERPARAGON
Mammoth, Sweet Chestnut

Crop, Fall of 1910, brought $48,000, orchard
only S years old.
The only large sweet chestnut in the world.
Bears the second year. The nuts average 1 to

2 inches in diameter and 3 to 5 nuts in a burr.
United States Poraologist, G. B. Brackett, says

"The Sober Paragon comes the nearest in quality
to the native chestnut of any of the cultivated
varieties that I have examined. It is of large
size, fine appearance and excellent flavor."

Testimony from growers, commission mer-
chants. Forestry Experts, etc., given in our free

booklet, together with prices and particulars.

We own exclusive control
of the Sober Pora-
g-on. This copy-

w
'

righted metal seal
* is attached to every g-emi-
ine tree when shipped.

Write today for the booklet.

OTHER NUT TREES,
Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Roses, Shrubs, etc.,
Our 1911 illustrated Catalog and Planting

Guide, with prices Free.
GLEN BROS., Glenwood Nursery

44th Year. 1723 Main Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CYCLONE
FENCES

and Gates for Farm, Home,
Parks, or Cemeteries. Increase

property values. Strong?, Lasting,
Handsome. Easily erected all

heights up to 10 feet.

Our catalog and prices will interest
you. "We pay freight.

THE CYCLONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.
1 284 East 55th Street Cleveland, Ohio

EN

Terra Gotta is the

ideal material for

out-door use. com-

bining strength and

durability with high

artistic qualities.

Our productions

are suitable for

both in-door

and out-door

decorations.

The Galloway
Collection

Contains replicas

of antique art and

original designs
adapted to present

needs and in keep-

ing with pre-

vailing archi-

tecture.

Send for Catalogue showing Extensive Collection
of Flower Pots. Vases, Sundials, Fountains, Benches
and other Garden Furniture.

Qo.
ST.PHILADELPHIA..

Old Glassware Decanters
'

I *HE satisfaction that comes from the
-*- collection of antiques is not due

alone to the artistic beauty, the result of
hand work, which is invariably found in

old things. There also is a romantic in-

terest which appeals to all collectors. The
former history which may be linked with
the wine-glass for instance, is apt to have
a great appeal to the imagination. Glass-
ware collection is then of double interest

A decanter with festoon engraving, one of
the features which assist in determining its

date

to antique lovers, for most of the relics of

former times are beautiful enough to de-

mand instant appreciation.
Of foreign pieces to be found in collec-

tions on this side of the water, the greater
number are of English make. There are

extant in England three specimens of the

Elizabethan period, but American col-

lectors have little to do with glassware of

the seventeenth or even the first part of

the eighteenth century. During the latter

half of the eighteenth century, however,

Two interesting pieces from the Paget collec-

tion. The pitcher is unusual for the raised

oblong decorations

when the seaport towns of New England
were at the height of their maritime

career, the sea captains brought home from

every voyage all kinds of foreign treas-

ures; and the glassware used for "best"

almost always came from abroad.

In those old days, Salem, Massachu-

setts, was not behind her sister towns in

enterprise ;
her ships were on every sea ;

so that today, the descendants of those

hardy voyagers are the possessors of sets

and pieces of old glass which are prob-

ably unexcelled in the United States.

(Continued on page 230.)

Don't wait until a split begins to

show and then try to hold it to-

gether. Prevent it ! Prevention
is the Key note of our Tree work.

This is the way we go about it. Our In-

spector looks over your trees. He is an
expert. He sees, for instance, troubles and
probable troubles that escape the notice of
others. He sees that a decay cavity is

working its way down a crotch of one of
your finest trees. There is scarcely any-
thing to indicate this cavity from the out-
side but his experience tells him it is there.
If that cavity is not opened up, cleaned out,
properly filled, and the limbs braced; a high
wind may any day split it down, disfiguring
and injuring your tree beyond repair.
The Chinese pay their doctors to keep

them from getting sick we Americans pay
ours to get us well.
We accomplish both things for your

trees. Every man we have is a skilled
worker knows his business thoroughly
understands trees.

Send for our booklet Trees, the Care
They Should Have. It will open your eyes
on tree preservation.

'Munson Whitaker Company
Commencal and Landscape Foresters.

I Boston 623 Tremont Bldg. New York 823 4th Ive. Bldg.

Chicago 303 Monadnock Bldg.

BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAL FENCE
i

mt-n MUHCHs! INDIANA.K1TSELMAN BROTHERS.

Home Owners Use
NO FREEZING

Opens with the foot and saves
the hand from frost bite

Underground Garbage
Receiver

The only practical sani-

tary way of disposing
of garbage. Sets deep
in the ground and the

buckets last for years.

Spiral Truised Rib Ash Barrel

outwears all others and is ten

pounds lighter.

FIREPROOF

I nderfloor Refuse Receiver

Stores your ashes out of

sight and makes the work
of attending furnace easy.

Sold Direct
Send for circular on each

C. H. Stephenson, Mfr.,
2O FarrarSt.

Lynn, Mass.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDES,
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HORSFORD'S
HARDY PLANTS
For Cold Weather

and

FLOWER SEEDS thatGrow

Try a few plants and seeds from Vermont,
if you want something hardy. Do your
shrubs and trees kill back in cold win-
ters? Send up for a few of ours and see
how they will stand the cold. We can
save you money every time, not only in
the price but in the quality of stock, and
we know how to pack them so they reach
you alive and fresh. Our plants for the
most part are field grown, and stand
the change of soil and climate better
than potted stock. Send for catalogue.
FREDERICK II. HORSFORD, Charlotte. Vermont

Strokum is an en-

tirely harmless,
finely shredded,
snuff brown prep-
aration incorpor-
ated with a vege-
table extract. Ab-
solutely effectual.

TROKUM
FOR

CATERPILLARS

It keeps them from crawling up
the trunk.
Bind it around your trees 'this

month and save the first tender
leaves from being riddled. Every
caterpillar you keep down in the

early spring means hundreds pre-
vented later on. Easy to apply.
Cannot injure your trees. When
removed in fall, comes off clean-
no unsightly remnants left. It is

by far the most effectual banding
substance known. One banding
lasts entire season. Send at once
for Booklet.
Special Offer Mail us $2.00

and we will send you, express paid,
enough Strokum to band ten trees,

averaging i foot in diameter. West
of Mississippi, soc. extra.

STRATFORD OAKUM CO.
166 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N, J.

Paeonies A leaflet will be sent FREE on how
to grow and care for Paeonies to all

" ^^^-^^^^ interested. If you anticipate plant-
ing^so as|to>have some of these noble flowers in your own
garden, I will write you a personal letter giving some of

my own experiences in my ten years of careful study of
these plants. I grow Paeonies exclusively and have come
to know the best in the world.

E. J. SHAYLOR
Ma

THREAD are now

and seamless in any

THRUM width up to

RUGS 16 FEET
and any length; in any color or
color combination. 65 regular
shades any other shading made
to match. Send for color card.

Irnold, Constable & Co., Selling Agents, New York

olora, w.'ii mk Thread & Thrum Work Shop, Auburn N. V
1h* rUQ. ^^^^^^^^M^Hi^^^^H^^^BMH^HIIHMi^^^H

THREAD
AND

T-HRUM
RUGS

EVERBEARING
RASPBERRY
Beam the flmt oeaaon !

The most productive rasp-
berry planted in April, bears

October of same year. The
first to ripen and the last. Ber-
ries large, of bright red color
and excellent quality ship
200 miles in first-class order.

Absolutely hardy * sun-proof.
Our new catalog Free tells

how to choose and grow small
fruita "that produce profits.

"

J. T. LOVETT,
Box 15 Little Sliver, M. J.

IF YOU DON'T /KNOW HOW TO
PLANT, I CAN DO IT FOR YOU

Write me all about planting difficulties and I^will help you.

Proper location of the planting areas, the correct arrangement of the material, intelligent

selection of the varieties and thorough preparation of the ground are the four essentials of

successful landscape work.

I make the building of gardens and the planting of nursery stock a specialty, and give all

work my personal attention. The stock in my nursery is grown after most approved methods
and should satisfy the most exacting purchasers.

Send for Catalogue

Nurseries Located at
BIDGEFIELD, N. J.

GARFIELD WILLIAMSON
Address 52 Broadway, New York

NO DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When using the "CHICAGO-FRANCIS" Combined Clothe* Dryer and Laundry
Stove. Clothes are dried without extra expense, as the waste heat from the laundry

stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or eras.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences,

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various

sizes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. D 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. OR SHANNON IVIFG. CO.
385 Wabash ve., CHICAGO, ILL. 204 E. 26th St., NEW YORK CITf

Do This in

Your Home
Samples and Book

Telling
4K How

FREE

We have sent liberal

samples of

Johnson's
Wood Dye
and Under-Lac (better
than shellac and var-
nish) to all the leading
dealers, who handle
paint foryou to try.

If your dealer hasn't the

samples or the 25c Rook on
Wood Finishing, which we
also jive l-'rte, mail us his
name and -we will send the

samples andbookto you Free.
You can refinish any furni-

ture, woodwork or floor like

new with Johnson's Wood
Finishes. Ask for Book
H-G-3.

S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine Wls.

The Wood Finishing
Authorities

Old English Garden Seats

Rustic Work Rose Arbors
and other garden accessories

New catalog of many designs on request

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO.

BEVERLT, MASS.

The greatest labor-savers and time-savers ever invented for the farm and garden !

A Planet Jr does the work of 3 to 6 men ; and does it better. Makes you inde-

pendent of indifferent help. Made by a practical farmer who knows the every-

day need of other farmers. Thirty-five years' experience. Fully guaranteed.

|

No. 4
|
Planet Jr Combined Seeder and Wheel-Hoe saves time, labor, seed and money.

Almost all useful garden implements in one. Adjustable in a minute to sow all garden seeds,

hoe, cultivate, weed, or plow. Pays for itself quickly, even in small gardens.

|
No. 8

|

Planet Jr Horse-Hoe and Cultivator will do more things in more ways

than any other horse-hoe made. Plows to or from the row. A splendid furrower,

coverer, hiller, and horse-hoe ; and unequaled as a cultivator.

The 1911 Planet Jr Catalogue is free. It illustrates and ^describes 55
different implements for the farm and garden.

Write for it today.

S L Allen & Co
Box 111OK Philadelphia Pa WG*

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Possess a Perfect Lawn
Old England's historic estates are car-

peted with the most beautiful stretches of

Lawn. Through centuries of careful study

and trial, coarse undesirable grasses have

been supplanted by a uniform durable spe-

cies, almost the texture of velvet.

Let English Lawns Surround
lour Own Home.

Harwell's Imported English Lawn Grass

S'eed Mixture comes across the Atlantic in

large quantities every season. It is liter-

ally the finest, straight from its "Native

Heath." It has proven hardier than the

domestic mixture and grows luxuriantly in

sun or shade.

Directions and information for seeding
and making a perfect Lawn, free on appli-

cation. Just mail us the measurement of

your lawn space describing its soil and situ-

ation.

Harwell's Agricultural Works

WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS
Established at Leicester, England, In 1800.

FRANCIS
HOWARD

NEW GARDEN STUDIOS
5 West 28th St., N. Y.

EXPERT
Vases, Fonts, Benches, Pedestals.

The Montrose Nurseries are Offering
A complete line of choice Ornamental Stock at very low

prices considering the quality. f
Large free* and shrubs for immediate effect.
Landscape work a specialty.
Illustrated Catalog free for the asking.

THE MONTROSE NURSERIES
MONTROSE Westchester Co., N. Y.

s TREE GUARDS
WtMCESTCE. MASS.

Branch Offices and Warenouses at

Boston New York Chicago

Philadelphia and San Francisco

(Continued on page 228.)

The styles in glassware designs are not

marked off into periods, and it is difficult

to place their age or determine their au-

thenticity. No stem cutting was done,

however, before 1780, and cutting was not

general till after 1800, so that is at least

one guide. Since so little data is available

and with no distinguishing marks or stamp
of genuineness, the best way to find out
if your specimen is authentic is to compare
it with some of known history and about
which there can be no doubt for this il-

A liquor set in the Atkinson collection. The
quadruple decanter is really four bottles
fitted together

lustrations of glasses from Salem collec-

tions are of great value.

It was during the eighteenth century
that "wine was probably brought to the

table in the well-known big-bellied black

bottle, with its impressed seal, and later,

when decanters or clear glass came into

fashion, they were quite unassuming and

simple in form." Later still, decanters be-

came globular in shape, but as they ex-
isted only for a short time, specimens

f-

Two English-made decanters with silver
"coasters" and a set of glasses to match

today are rare. The date of these is

gauged by the festoons of the engravings.
Still later specimens bore initials and em-
blems

;
one in Mr. Bate's collection has

"T. M. B." on one side and an engraved
shuttle and shears on the other, which
seems to identify this piece with some old

weaver who was proud of his trade. An
interesting type is shown of the decanter
with the silver coaster.

The decanter with festoon engraving is

similar in shape and design to one
owned by Mr. Bate, and belonging orig-

(Continued on page 232.)

Boston
Garter

Sold in Shops the
World Over and
Worn by Well
Dressed Men.

is highesl grade not only

fits the leg, but will wear

well in every part the

"Velvet Grip"

clasp slays in

place until

released.

See that

BOSTON
OARTER
is stamped

on the clnsp.

Sample Pair. Cotton, 25e., Silk, 50c.

M.iled on receipt of Pricf.

GEORGE FROST Co., MAKERS
Boston.U.S.A.

Dahlias, Roses, Cannas, Gladioli
For sixteen years I have sold guaranteed bulbs all

over the world. If you are looking for Up-to-Date
Dahlias send for Free Illustrated Catalogue to the

Eastern Dahlia King, the largest Dahlia grower in

America.

J. k. ALEXANDER, East Bridgewater, Mass.

Make Your Home Beautiful
Everblooming Roses, I year old, 90c. per doz.; 2 years

old, $2.00 per doz. Dahlias, all varieties, $1.00 per
doz. Send for Catalogue.

W. H. HARVEY,
231 Old Frederick Road - BALTIMORE, MD.

GOING to BUILD?
DON'T MISS THIS!

From No. (?) Book

IF
YOU contemplate building you should send for one

or more of our books of Residence Designs. Alt
practical designs and bona fide estimates.
No. I. 25 designsof residences costing $1,500

to $5,000 $ .50
No. 2. 25 designs of residences costing $5,000

to $20,000 r.oo
No. 3. 25 designs of concrete residences cost-

ing $2,000 to $20,000 r.oo

We also do regular architectural work and submit
sketches on request for Flat and Apartment Houses,
Schools. Theatres, Churches, Clubs. Hotels, etc.

Note. We rebate price paid fo books, etc., on first order
for plans. All books sent prepaid on receipt of price.

Arthur G. Lindley Co., Architects,
Schenectady, New York
Bank and Business References

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Of All Lovely Roses, These Are the Most
Exquisitely Beautiful and Fragrant

Out from among our almost limitless superb species, we have selected the fol-

lowing four as worthy exhibits of our wizard skill in rose propagation and culture.

We offer them to you at a special price, so that you may prove Conard & Jones
Roses to be "the Best Roses in America." And --we guarantee them to bloom.

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, white. Mile. Gambler, yellow.

Grass an Teplitx, fiery red. Etoile de France, crimson.

Abundant bloomers. Large, delicately moulded flowers. Rich, green foliage.

Sturdy, well-developed bushes, grown and sold on their own roots not grafted.

These will add the finishing touch to your garden, and assure you an enviable

display all Summer. Unequalled for bouquets. We 'will deliver the ivholefour
to you in perfect condition for $2.00, paying the transportation ourselves.

Conard& Jones Roses
We have ample basis for our claim of supremacy. Fifty years of priceless

experience and success have proven our ability. Fifty continuous years of rose

propagation and development by the foremost rose grower of the United States

(who is still "on the job") have perfected our methods. Fifty years of rapidly

swelling world sales are conclusive evidence of real value. Whatever your tastes I

wherever your plant we have beautiful, vigorous rose bushes in endless variety.

Write for Free Floral Guide

Planting time is near. This elaborately illustrated free catalogue tells the species suit-

able for each climate; suggests harmonious collections for beds, arbors, hedges, pots;

and is, in fact, a complete, safe guide to the selection of roses and hundreds of other

choice flowers. Quick action is necessary. Just write us a postal and do it noiv !

Our famous Manual, "How to Grow Roses," full of authoritative

knowledge on selecting, planting, pruning, fertilizing and cultivating,

will be included free on request with your first rose order. Sold for

10 cents a copy. Address all correspondence to

THE CONARD & JONES CO., Box 126-C, West Grove. Pa.

Rose Specialists SO Years' Experience

Grow Your Vines from Seed NOW
to have them ready to plant out when warm weather comes.

Special otter of TEH fastest growing and most beautiful vines

X Boston Ivy, each liberal pkt. 10 cts.

X Cobea Scandens, blue or white 10 "

X Wistaria Sinensis (Chinese Wistaria) 10 "

X Clematis Paniculata, Starry Eye, 10 "

X Kudzu Vine, the famous Jack and Bean stalk
vine 10 "

X Mammoth Beauty Passion Vine, magnificent
decorator 10 '

Wild Cucumber, "you can watch it grow" 10 "

Beautiful Orchid flowering: Spencer Sweet
Peas 10 "

Ornamental Gourds, most Interesting and
quaint 10 "

Rarest Giant Japan fringed Morning Glories 10
"

5 Packets for 4O cts. The TEN Packet 8 for only 60 cts.

Vines marked with X are HARDY Perrenlals.
OUR SPRING 1911 CATALOGUE contains full lists

of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bulbs, Shrubs, etc.,

descriptions of the RAREST and MOST
attractive HARDY bulbs and shrubs from
JAPAN, our SPECIALTY for 33 years.
SEND FOR IT. Address Dept. XX

H. H. BERGER & CO.,
70 Warren St., New York

POULTRY OR PLEASURE FARM
Comprising 50 acres, beautifully situated on banks of Ramapo River.

iH hours from New York City, Attractive little house. Barn, large hennery.
sheds. Full ice-house. Ideal site for country home or bungalow . Fruit

trees. Glad to show photographs. Rent, $350 per year. Sale Price, $6,000.

OGDEN BROWER, Jr. 261 Broadway. N. Y. City

Old English Sheepdogs
The correct dog for the

country estate. Two litters

of perfectly marked typical

bobtail puppies, now ready
for shipment. Males $50.00,

females $35.00.

Mrs. J. D. Vhay, Valhalla Kennels

Pontiac, Michigan

Double Glass StusK

EQUIP YOURJGARDEN RIGHT
Get the new sash that has two layers of glass and needs

no mats or other covers. Grow your flowers and vege-

tables way ahead of the season. Have a garden under

glass always growing.
Send for The- Two Books
One is our valuable free catalog.

In the other Prof, 'Mastey tells what
and when to plant in hot-beds and
cold-frames. Send 4c in stamps for

this booklet in addition to free

catalog.
SUNLIOHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
944 E. Ur,, ;iih.j Louisville, Ky.

My celebrated Old Fashioned fireplaces are scientific-

ally shaped and proportioned to absolutely guarantee a maxi-

mum heat without smoking. The forms are of asbestite

slabs easily erected in new or old chimneys. Under no circum-

stances build without them if you truly appreciate a fire that

warms men's souls. Write for sizes and prices.

My Volume "Ramford Fireplaces

and How They Are SMade" $2.00.

the Tire that UUrms men's Souls.

ftrcplacc expert

132 nassau Street new Vork gity

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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AMERICAN FENCES and GATES
Will give you real satisfaction not only todaybut for years to conic.

The State and National Government select
our fences because of the Indestructible mate-
rials used In their construction.

A brief description of your needs will bring
you catalog 10 and a letter full of useful Infor-
mation that will enable you to select the fence
best suited to your purpose.

FENCE DEPARTMENT

AMEMCANWIREFDRlvfCQ
100 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK CITY

BONORA for Flower Lovers
With your seed order, include
Bonora, the greatest fertilizer
in the world. Results are won-
derful.
If you have not used it, write
for descriptive circular. Mar-
vellous results. THOUSANDS
USE IT. THOUSANDS EN-
DORSE IT.

I Ib. 28 gals, postpaid $ 0.65
5 Ibs. 140 gals, by ex. 2.50

10 Iba. 280 gals, by ex. 4.75
50 Ibs. 1 120 gals, by ex. 22.50

100 Ibs. 2800 gals, by ex. 40.00
Ask your dealer for it, or order
direct. Put up in dry form.

BONORA CHEMICAL CO.
490 Broadway, New York City

"PEGASUS"
Elevating Clothes Dryer

The most practical and serviceable dryer for
the kitchen and laundry ever invented. All
metal (except racks), smooth galvanized by
patent process. It will last a lifetime and pay
for itself many times over by saving wear
and tear of clothes. Indispensable on stormy
Mondays and EVERY Tuesday, in fact, it is

so convenient it will be in use most of the
time. Shipped complete, boxed, upon receipt
of price, $5.00. Also made in bright polished
finish, price $6.75.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

MESHA MFG. CO.,
117 Beehman Street New York

(Continued from page 230.)

inally to Bishop Potter. In this same col-

lection is a glass goblet which was a part
of the wedding outfit of Mrs. Page's

grandmother in 1804. Mrs. Page's pitcher
has a curious decoration, consisting of

oblong protuberances arranged in rows
around the body. Surely it was such love-

ly old ware as this which tempted and
overcame one collector until her family
complained of the size of her collection,

since it forced them to eat their soup from

pitchers !

A quadruple decanter is an extremely
interesting part of a collection. Its com-

partments are lettered "Brandy," etc., so
that in those days when cake and liquors
formed a proper refreshment even for the

pastor, it was perhaps easier to keep one's

head and liquor straight.
Miss Grace Atkinson has many fine

pieces of old glass, and among them is the

liquor case shown above. The bottles are

gilt, and a glass tray is in the slide at the

front
;
the set also contains two exquisitely

cut wine-glasses decorated in gilt. The
box is of mahogany bound with brass ;

stands ten inches high ;
and is lined with

pink silk. This whole set came from Mar-
blehead.

The Bee Disease

'TnHE United States Department of
-*

Agriculture estimates that the an-
nual honey crop is worth twenty millions
of dollars. As the industry of bee keeping
is capable of extension there are vast op-
portunities of increasing this output.
There is a difficulty to be encountered,
however, which is a severe check to the

business, causing loss of crop and weak-
ened and destroyed colonies. This is the
bee disease.

Experiment has discovered that bees
are subject to a bacterial disease which at-

tacks the developing brood. As the adult
bees die their progeny become weakened,
their numbers depleted and eventually
wiped out. Robber bees entering the hive
to steal the honey, carry the infection. The
disease can easily be controlled, but the

majority of beekeepers are unaware of the

existence and nature of the trouble. To
protect healthy apiaries and assist the ig-

norant, the Government has organized a

corps of inspectors. Supplementary work
is done by the issuance of pamphlets which

may be had on request from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. These not only tell

corrective methods and treatment but
enable owners to protect their stock from
the ravages of others.

Fruit

TF your pruning was not all completed
*

by the last part of February, be sure
to finish it now. This is the very last op-
portunity for there will be no time next
month. If you are thinking of setting
out any fruits let this serve as a reminder
that this is the time to be about it.

Feed Your Plants and Lawn

Every living thing demands food.

Infant plants as well as infant children

must have proper nourishment.

In either instance the underfed droop,
dwarf and often die.

'-/Starvation so" st 'fles plant growth./\XlOmsjxhe best soil must be refertilized.

>Use Harwell's Plant Grower

and Land Renovator

For Your Garden and Lawn
The result* of nearly 100 years' experience

It is composed of only the best qualities

of soil renovating ingredients. The plant

foods and invigorants are chemically com-
bined and rightly proportioned to assure

the acme of results.

SEND FOR FOLDER

Bar-well's Agricultural WorK*
Madison and Sands Streets, Waukegan, III.

Established at Leicester, Enela.id,'in 18CO.

Highlands Nursery and
Salem Branch Nursery

(4,000 ft. elriatlon IB the (a rolls* Mountain!)

The largest collection of Hardy American Plants in

the world.

Rhododendrons* Kalmia* and Andromeda*
for Anftuvt and September F~
did results the following spring.

Our tried native species are the best and the only ab-

solutely hardy ones. Write now for Beautifully Illus-

trated Catalogue which tells how ito grow these

things successfully*

Harlan P. Kelsey, owner
Salem, >!.

1
Have a Green Velvety Lawn

A Top Dressing of

Pulverized Sheep Manure
la the surest, quickest way. Produces most
wonderful results. Easily applied and economical
to use. No weeds or foreign grasses. A pure,
natural fertilizer most effective and satisfactory
for expert or amateur. Now Is the time to apply.

!per

bbl. Freight prepaid east
of Missouri River. Write for
quantity prices and literature.

The Pulverized Manure Company
25 Union Stock Yards. Chicago, III.

Wizard Brand is handled
by Jiret-cUtss seedsmen.

ivl v|Ta V W& Ulllfl

$422;

QUAL*

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GAUDEN.
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REAL ESTATE DEPT.

"BUILD WITH CYPRESS AT FIRST, and NEVER HAVE TO REBUILD.

CYPRESS
VOL. 6 of THE CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY, with COMPLETE WORKING PLANS of THIS

$1,650 ^ BUNGALOW
built (as all good Bungalou's should bi) from

CYPRESS, OF COURSE
("AND NO SUBSTITUTES")

WILL BE SENT FREE -with our compliments TO JLL GOOD

BUNGALOW FOLKS

Plans by I.O\\H A BoU-ENBAt HER, Architects, Chicago.

SPECIFICATIONS GO WITH WORKING PLANS and are SUFFIC I EN T for any competent carpenter TO BUILD FROM.

The less you have to spend in buildine, the more important it is that you secure the longest possible life for your investment. The more you

spend, the more important it is that your money shall represent a definite and permanent investment, and not have to be spent over again in

exasperating repairs. CYPRESS is "the one best buy" in the entire wood market for those who care what they get for their lumber money.

"CYPRESS lasts forever." CYPRESS DEFIES THE ROT-INKI.UF.NCES which destroy other woods. CYPRESS does not warp or

jhrink or swell like most woods and it takes paint or stain perfectly. Whether for MANSION, PASTURE-FENCE OR LITTLE

JOB OF BACK-STEPS" remember "IF YOU BUILD WITH CYPRESS YOU BUILD BUT ONCE."

ASK our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPT." any question about Wood. Our reply will be frank.

We recommend CYPRESS only where CYPRESS can prove itself "the one best wood" for .year use.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Ul HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS. LA.

We produce CYPRESS but do not retail it. INSIST ON IT NEAR HOME. Wideawake
Local Dealers sell CYPRESS; ifyours does not, WRITE US, and ive 'will tell you where you CAN get it.

FOR SALE Most attractive Summer Home, on beauti-

ful lake near Traverse City, Michigan, with sandy beach
and high, well wooded shores. 180 acres, fine farm and
orchard land with mile of lake frontage. Will sell with
all furnishings, farm implements, stock, etc. Dwelling of

12 rooms and bath and all necessary harns and farm

buildings. $7,000 and up, according to amount of land
desired.

Owner, Room 1310, 100 Washington St., Chicago

TIDEWATER VIRGINIA
Fine river-front plantations on the James and York

rivers; 1,212 acres, with old Colonial house, $80,000;
2,200 acres, $60,000; 545 acres, $20,000; 700 acres,

$12,000; 200 acres, $12,000; 200 acres, $5,000; 135

acres, $3,500; also small farms either with or with-

out water fronts. For particulars, address

DEVERELL & COMPANY
Claremont, Va.

National and International Real Estate Transacti
The EliU Patronaeeof the United States

Launtry Estates tie Luxe, residential domains, farms, plantations, elite
villas, and marine estates in the aristocratic locations of the United States
Europe Princely domains, estates, villas, apartments ; town houses.

Special A2. Great big hearted Virginia estate, 600 acres, brick residence
14 rooms, grove, costlr buildings, rich soil, blue grass, farm ol high character.
\\ ill appeal to those seeking a large broad gauge farm that produces profitable
results. 2h. from Washington, jtt.000. Frin^rd description.

Special A3 .-Gentleman's Country Estate, 40 minutes from "White House."
80 acres, large handsome brick residence, 16 rooms, commanding elevation
stately forest glove, delightful Southern all year home on the edge of Wash*
{25,000. Printed description.

GRANT PARISH, 1429 New York Ave., WabinKtoii. D . Ci

Princeton
A charming home-town with beautiful

country surroundings. Convenient to both
New York and Philadelphia fast trains.

Rentals $300 to $6,000 a year. Furnished
homes also for rent.

At Bayhead on Barnegat Bay, N, J., I

have desirable summer properties for
rent, furnished.

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton, N. J.

New York office, 56 Cedar Street.

COUNTRY HOME
with six acres of land on Lake George, in the Adiron-
dacks; berries, tennis court, pasture and wood land;
modern conveniences; spring water. One-half its true
value. House 17 rooms. Barn Will exchange

H. L. REED - - - AMSTERDAM, N. Y.

Sharon. Mass., 5 y-j acres high land, coveree with
fine trees, a grand home site. Price $1,000,

M. F . DELANEY
South Postal Station Boston, Massi

For Rent Furnished Season or Year

Country Esta!e-"ln the Gap"
Ramapo Mountains, near Tuxedo. On Erie
Railroad, one hour from New York. M mile from
station. Handsome residence; 6 master bedrooms,
3 baths, nursery with bath, 6 servants' rooms and
bath, modern stable, garage, gardener's cottage
and 13 acres in lawn and garden.

HUGHES, WETMORE & VAN WINKLE. 34 Pine St., NEW YORK
Tel. 6237-John

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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POULTRY DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those interested in

poultry. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions.
Address "Poultry Department" and enclose a self-addressed envelope.

Baby Chicks of Quality
Shipped direct to you by express

From the finest exhibition or utility matings of

Fishel Strain White Plymouth Rocks

Single Comb White Leghorns, Barred Plym-
outh Rocks, Single Comb Rhode Island Reds.

Each breed the product of a specialty breeder

I absolutely guarantee the chicks to reach you
in good condition. YOU take no chances.
Prices moderate.

Sind ill cents In stamps for my chick catalogue the finest ever Issued

R. C. CALDWELL, BOX 1030, LYNDON, ROSS CO., O

PET STOCK MAGAZINE
devoted to

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits and all other kind of Pet Animals.

Illustrated,Interesting,Instructive.
Liberal commission paid to energetic agents. Write us.

Pei Stock Magazine, 18-20-22 Washington St., Springfield, Ohio

Poulty Husbandry
A monthly Publication devoted to Poultry, including a

Poultry Magazine Section of about 15,000 words of good,
practical Poultry information each month, by the best

Poultry Authorities. All the latest Poultry News, Full
Show reports, Impartial Editorials. Send for sample
Copy and special offer.

Poultry Husbandry Waterville, N, Y.

BUFF ORPINGTONS
Are the'Greatest

Utility Breed

Tbe 1st prize cock at
Madison Square Garden,New York; also 1st and
shape and color special
at Boston, 1911; Is but
one of many fine birds
of bis same blood lines
In my yards.

StocK and EBBS for Sale

L JOE-PYE
G/; South Norwalk, Conn.,^^= K. F. D. 37

"CHAMPION NEW YORKER"
The "Joe.Pje Book," 20 pagei.
Illustrated, gent on request

WILSON FARM LEGHORNS
Bred on commercial lines for the
production of eggs and meat

Eggs for hatching, - - $8 per 100; $70 per 1000

Day-old chicks, - - - $15
"

100; $145
" 1000

Hot water equipment. 'Phone 716

Wilson Farm Poultry Co., Momstown, N. J.

1st Prize Hen
Washingon Show

"KELLERSTRASS or COOK"
KtiGS, *8. *.',.( III,. Trios, #15. Cockerels. *.->,

Chicks, 50c . World s greatest layers. Beauti-
ful plumage for lawn. Seven prizes in seven
entries. Five prize-winning males in my breed-
ing pens. I am the physician who breeds Or-
pingtons. You can win, too. and make money,
or breed for pleasure. Two males in each pen.
85 per cent . fertility guaranteed. Ask for book-
let "Why 1 Breed Orpingrons." Cut prices
stock eggs, chicks to close out and any fan<y
fowl. Wy'dotie (CTb,WrOHoudaa, brahu.a,
Reds, Minorca (Wh. Bl.), Rocks all kinds.
Dr. Thos. Dietrich, Box \, Wa*hlniHon, K. 3.

Guaranteed Mated Homers
We can furnish the Best Grade Work-
ing Homers, guaranteed mated, in

quantities this Spring.
Send one cent stamp for our leaflet.

MT. PLEASANT FARMS, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

French Quality Red Eggs
From Winners at New York, Boston, Providence,
Detroit, Chicago, Indianapolis and Alaska-Yukon Exp.
Egg; $3.00 to $10.00 per 15. EXPRESS PREPAID.

B. S. FKENCH
nd for Catalogue to

FLUSHING, MICH.

RABBITS AND PET STOCK
Unrivalled Flemish Giant, Angora, Tan and Polish Rab-
bitsPeruvian and Smooth Cavies for fancy or pets.

Some Good Youngsters now for sale, SI.00 up
ELM COVE RABBITRY, Great Neck, L. I.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Rare Land and
Water Birds

Swans, Geese, Ducks, Peafowl, Cranes,
Pheasants, etc. I am the oldest established
and largest exclusive dealer in ornamental
birds in America.

G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT

DON'T BUI1 D th^ new hen 'h use or fi* UP 'he old one, but yet our large 100 pp. catalog'* and circulars (over 120 illustrations, showing POTTER PORTABLESANITARY POULTRY HOUSES, Roostingand Nestinir Outfits P^i-fi*r-Hnn EWrt Hnnn*>rc Xran
Nests. Feed and supplies of all kinds. Potter Fixtures have bee?'on ,^ ma ne?ry 10 yea?sThey are made in 3 styles and 12 sizes and are complete, convenient and sanitary Our Portabl

D. made in sections) Hen-houses, Brood Coops, Pigeon Lofts, are made in 20 styles and sizes,from a coop 2 ft. square to a complete house 8x80 feet, or longer, at lowest prices House shown is
8x10 feet, complete with 8 ft. Potter Outfit for 30 hens, for 140 A fine house at a low price If you

I a house or coopof any kind do not fail to find outabout the Potter line before buying or building.

DON'f KILL ?tse11 V^f laving hens, usethe POTTER SYSTEM and pick out the layers

TBK lvsT-c
""" the 'oa'"s and diseased hens. Keep only healthy laying hens. The POT-TER SYSTEM is a secret and the greatest discovery of the century in the Poultry world on the sub-

lectofEgg Producing Hens. Used by over 30,000 satisfied poultry keepers who'are savinz dollars
every year. Our New 100 pp. Potter System book."Don't Kill the Laying Hen." "ntin^he se
ret and knowledgeabout laying and non-laying hens. It's a revelation to poultry keepers and youwill learn how you can use the Potter System on your flock.keep less hens, get more eggs and makemore money using it. Write to-day sending 2 RED STAMPS to cover postage on our ifrge catalogand circulars telling all about Potter Poultry Producrs made for Particular PoultryPeople ff you ar!
parucula, and want to make more money on you, flock you will write us today" T

"

f POTTEB & CO Bo

A $40 HOUSE

4 1

Yrsi

Do Not Hatch Too Early
If there is one word of advice that

should be sounded with more emphasis
than another it is: "Do not hatch your
chickens too early." The eggs during early

spring are apt to be less fertile and more
chicks will be lost by disease and exposure
than later in the season. Then, too, it

will be found that only the strongest sur-

vive and these will invariably prove to be
cockerels.

Early hatched chicks are more ex-

pensive, in that green and animal food
must be provided, while Nature supplies
these two essentials later in the season.

If eggs are purchased they cost more
.earlier in the season. The pullets coming
to maturity before the fall molt takes

place have to undergo this drawback and
if they commence to lay during the fall

they are apt to stop entirely during the

winter months.
Of course, a few chicks may be hatched

early if one desires fully developed birds

for the fall shows or a few choice breeders
both male and female, though yearling or
two year old females make better breeders
than early hatched pullets, but an early
hatched cockerel, if fully grown, is fully
as good as an older male for breeding pur-
poses.

April and May are the ideal months in

which to hatch chickens. Let them start

with the grass. With the season far

enough advanced to allow the chickens

range upon land where natural food

abounds, the best growth is possible. The
best winter layers are hatched during these

months, as well as most of the prize win-
ners at the large winter poultry shows

throughout the country. There are fewer
losses and a less number of cases of
stunted growth than is often apparent
among early hatched chicks.

At this season of the year vegetation is

starting up with a newness of life; the

birds have returned and are building their

nests and getting ready to rear their

young ;
the sun is getting higher every day

and is sending a larger amount of warmth
to the earth's surface which is covered
with tender blades of grass, and with the

increasing warmth the ground begins to

teem, and the air is full of insect life.

Surely this is the time Nature set for

hatching the chickens. A. G. S.

Poultry Runs
One of the most important things in

poultry raising is to have proper runs. It

is a mistaken idea that the best land for

poultry is the poorest land that lies out

doors, an acre of which will not produce
enough hay to keep a goat alive. Hens
and chickens require grass, and lots of it.

An acre of good grass land is necessary
for every one hundred adult fowls. A
poultry plant requires just as good soil as
a dairy farm. No wonder so many people
fail in the hen business when they erect
their buildings upon sand. Better locate
the plant upon a rocky farm, for where
there are rocks, good soil is sure to be

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Have a Green, Velvety Lawn
A Top Dressing of

Pulverized Sheep Manure
ia the surest, quickest way. Produces most
wonderful results. Easily applied and economical
to use. No weeds or foreign grasses. A pure,
natural fertilizer most effective and satisfactory
for expert or amateur. Now is the time to apply.

4T* j f\f\ per bbL Freight prepaid east

jB4r ;__! f Missouri River. Write for
"*

quantity prices. Ask for copy
of valuable booklet

" Lawn and Garden."

The Pulverized Manure Company
2S UniorfStock Yards, Chicago, III.

Wizard Brand is handled
by first-class seedsmen.

* WAGON LOApS

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
.^ ^ WITHOUT SEWERS

nl_LT For Country Homes
lllutlr.ted Booklet Fr

Address: Ashley House Sewage Disposal Co

106 Armlda Avenue, Morgan Park, III.

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work : :

Sample and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN & MANLEY
546 Fifth Avenue New York

BeVwceiv

Gnu
PEORIA SPRINGFIELD W( ,

KANSMiiii
'//ihi

MDEEASY
Rock Ballast Roadbed

Perfect Passenger Service

Chicago&AltonR.R.
R. J. McKAY. General P.i Mer Aient, Cbico

Poultry can be kept in almost any kind

of runs, providing there is something for

them to eat in the shape of green and ani-

mal food. Yards or range upon poor
sandy or gravelly land are usually as desti-

tute and barren of animal food as the

deserts of Sahara. A small, wet meadow,
with a little brook oozing through it is a

good run, for, in such a place, mud worms,

polywogs, and various waterbugs are

found in great abundance. There are cer-

tain soft, juicy grasses that grow around
such streams that the hens enjoy. If

such runs are bushy, so much the better,

for they will furnish shade to the fowls.

Meadow land that is dryer and larger
brooks also make splendid range for fowls.

Runs in slashes or bush pieces are

especially good for growing stock. Chick-

ens lay underneath low bushes while rest-

ing and they are better protected from
hawks if there are bushes under which

they can hide. Bugs and insects galore
are found around old stumps where the

original growth has been cut off and

patches of grass and clover here and there

furnish a bountiful supply of green food.

An apple orchard is perhaps the best

run for poultry in any stage of life.

Plenty of grass, shade, bees, flies, moths,

worms, and various kinds of insect life

are ever present. The early and fall

apples, when ripe, are good for fowls and

are heartily devoured by them. A fruit

orchard of any kind is likewise beneficial

to poultry and makes an ideal run.

A heavy growth of wood or timber fur-

nishes an excellent working place for the

hens, especially in hot weather, leaves and

pine needles have many kinds of insects

lurking under them and the hens enjoy

raking them over for the choice morsels

they will discover. Also a run one-half

covered with grass, the other half planted

to corn, makes a good combination, green
food from the grass land, animal food and

shade from the corn piece.

Chickens may be allowed free range in

grass, growing oats, potatoes, corn, and

garden stuff, with great benefit not only

to them, but also to the crops. Free range

for poultry is the inexorable law of Na-

ture. Confinement is an artificial condi-

tion. Poultry left to themselves will not

often frequent sandy land on sand banks

unless to dust themselves. Hens given

their freedom are much better able to

satisfy their wants and supply their needs

than in confinement.

In parts of the country where
_

foxes

abound or other animals destructive to

poultry, it is necessary in order to be on

the safe side to enclose one's farm or

poultry range with a wire fence having

the mesh fine enough to keep out all in-

truders and the fence tight at the bottom

and at least four feet in height. If no

fence is put up one might not be troubled

for several years, and then have so severe

a blow struck that to rally from it would

cost a season's work.

Whatever runs are used for poultry let

them be productive, not sterile, of an

abundance of green and animal food, with

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

GROW THIS BEAUTIFUL
ROSE IN YOUR GARDEN
"pHE Qimbing American Beauty Rose was origina-A ted by us a cross between the American Beauty
and a seedling of one of our hardy climbing roses. It

will thrive and bloom wherever
a climbing or pillar rose will.

It has_ the same exquisitely
fragrant, r o s y-
crimson flowers

3 to 4 inches in
diameter but
instead of a few
flowers it is one
mass of bloom
in June, and con-
tinues to bloom
o c c a s i o nally
throughout the
season. The
leaves of our

Climbing
American

Beauty
are large, bright.

glossy green and
the foliage re-

mains bright
and attractive

throughout the
entire growing

season. The illustration shows a small part o_f
a photo-

graph of one Climbing American Beauty in bloom.
Rose-lovers will certainly take great delight in this won-
derful new rose. We will be pleased to send you, by
mail postpaid, one or as many more as you like of these

beautiful roses. One-year-old plants $2.00 each. Write
for complete descriptive literature.

Hoopes, Hi o. & 1 hoin iiH Co., West Chester, Pa.

Building
Plans

MacLagan's Suburban Homo U
a big book of over 20t Build-

ing plans of Bungalow, Subur-
ban and Country Honm actual-

ly erected costing fromJMO up
to $10,000. Price 5Oc. T ben
book published lor the home Builder,

P. I. MacLagin, architect,

45 Clinton (treat,
- - Dnrirk, . I.

CYCLOHE
FENCES

and Gates tor Farm, Home,
Parks, or Cemeteries. Increase

property values. Strong. Lasting,
Handsome. Easily erected all

heights up to 10 feet.

Our catalog and prices will interest
you. We pay freight.

THE CYCLONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.
1 234 East 55th Street Cleveland, Ohio

"Your House IsYour Castle
Don't Let the Coal Man Knock tbe

Foundations From Under It

The

Majestic

Coal

Chute
prevents battering of foundation walls, mutilation of

window sills and defacing of paint. Does away with

confusion in the cellar. Cuts the labor in two. Locks

automatically, open or shut. Is as strong as a bank safe,

as tight as a drum-head and never gets out of order.

The Majestic Coal Chute
is a necessity to everymodernhouse amodernizer to every

old house. Costs little and pays for itself the first year.

Writ* for name of nearest dealer.

The Majestic Furnace & Foundry Co.

D*pt. C C Huntinaton, Ind

Chlngo Offle*, 1 102 Hmm.lnc.rl. Blork. Kfw Ten* Omecj, 50 H.-.-1 .,i:.n 81.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give adricc to those inter-
ested in dogs. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome
questions. Address "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-
addressed envelope.

THE

UTIN
MAGAZINE

C. The yearly subscription
rate of OUTING is now $2.50
instead of $3.00 as hereto-
fore.

C, This change will in no
wa.y affect the standard of

the magazine. OUTING will

continue to be the one out-
door magazine that com-
pletely satisfies.

Ct The April issue tells of
more ways of finding pleas-
ure and profit in outdoor life

than any issue we've pub-
lished. It contains the right
word at the right time for

the right sort of people.

fl. With every order for a year's sub-

scription at $2.50. -A handsome pho-
togravure by Oliver Kemp will be
mailed, free of charge, with our com-
pliments. On news-stands the price
of Outing is 25 cents.

\OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY/
' 315 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY '

Send your name and address to-day for a
FREE SAMPLE COPY OF DOGDOM

the oldest, largest and only high-class

EXCLUSIVE: DOG MAGAZINK
published. Fully illustrated. Printed on enamel paper.
Beautiful original cover designs. Over fifty pages of dog ad-
vertisements each issue.
Price $1.00 a year which includes three premium pictures

12 x 16 inches, nice enough to frame and suitable tor den
or studj- Address

DOGDOM PUBLISHING CO.
Battle Creek Michigan

Elegant high-
quality Collie

puppies, sable and white, from
best strains of blood; have been
carefully raised, are in perfect

health. Eligible to registration
American Kennel Club Stud Book.
Ready for delivery, shipped on re-

ceipt of price. We take great care*
in selecting each puppy. We will

please you. Males $20 each; fe-

males $15 each.

Nice grown male Collie $50.
Our booklet sent on receipt of stamp.

address Pine Grove Collie Kennels, Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, N. Y.

V

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES
of both sexes. All from the very best

stock.
For particulars address

CLOVERLY KENNELS
West Chaster, Penni.

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices rea-
eonable. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. G. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

If You Hmvu a Dog
You Should Read

F-IEI.D AND F
the only weekly in America devoted exclu-
sively to the doif. Sample and Special
Trial subscription Offer on application.

FIELD AND FANCY, 14 Church St, New Yrok City

FOR HOUSE DOGS
There is nothing better than Champion Dog Biscuit.

They are adapted to this class of dogs, and nearly
every one can afford to keep them for the pet of the

family.

We manufacture them of flour, meat cracklings
and other ingredients thoroughly mixed by machinery.
They will regulate the bowels, help to make sound
teeth and will produce a soft, glossy coat. They are

clean and easy to handle when feeding.

Send for Sample and Booklet G.

ST. PAUL BREAD COMPANY
558 View Street St. Paul, Minn.

plenty of shade, and, if confinement in

yards is necessary, make them approach
natural conditions as near as possible.

A. G. S.

Prevention of Fleas

IN
relation to the ubiquitous flea, in M.
L. K.'s letter, perhaps a few prevent-

ives would be of assistance. When my
Lady Babbie a beautiful Scotch collie,

was to have her puppies, the foundation
of her bed was mainly pine shavings, and
over these I sprinkled oil of eucalyptus.
In renewing the shavings the oil was
never forgotten. It is a good germicide
also, and its pungent odor is not unpleas-

ing. For kennel raised dogs, common
moth balls, scattered liberally about, and
air slaked lime, are good. In washing my
dogs, I always put in the rinsing water a

liberal dash of creosol or lysol. This also

is a good preventive of skin troubles.

Fleas dislike it exceedingly. My dogs are
never troubled with fleas, and their coats

are marvels. In the case of the mother
and puppies, they do not know what a flea

is. E. M.

Notes for Southern Gardens

I
HAVE grown from seeds a new Eu-

ropean Asparagus named "Robustus."

Contrary to expectations, the seeds germi-
nated in a few weeks. The leaf is more
nearly double than 'Plumosus," though
very lace-like and is surely a more beau-
tiful plant. It is of rapid growth and far

more robust habit than other varieties.

In many sections of California it grows
outside, growing very tall, and making a

beautiful porch vine. Many people look

upon the varieties of Asparagus as some-

thing very tender and only to be carefully
sheltered. Planted against a south porch
or out, away from the wall, so long as they
have the house as a shield, there is little

fear of them freezing, even though the

winter is a severe one. I've been told by
people who are growing fine specimens,
that the one secret of success is never to

move them that is, not to shift them from
place to place. I've seen them in East

windows, as perfect as in South win-
dows they are not so exacting as to

place if only kept in one place.

DAHLIAS IN CALIFORNIA

THIS
has been my first season of

Dahlia culture, and I believe the ex-

perience may serve for many who are

planning to grow them another spring.
In securing a start of bulbs in the early
spring, I was advised to put them right
in the ground which was done. Plants
soon started up. and were blooming in

July. The first thing I realized, was the
brittleness of the stems, which snapped at
a touch. The blooms were disappoint-
ing too; inferior in form and size. Then
came the dahlia pest, resembling the lady
bug which ate up the blossoms as fast
as they opened, and riddled first the buds
and then the foliage. So many branches
had broken that the whole row looked

ragged, so I cut the plants back, nearly

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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to the ground. The roots grew next to a

row of callas, otherwise they might not

have had water. As it was, they started

up again, growing with a vigor and vim
which soon brought them into stalky
bushes. They started blooming along in

August and they've surely been a whole

garden in themselves. From few over a

dozen plants we've had armsfull of bloom.

When there's no attempt at disbudding,
of course one can do more lavish cutting.
The flowers were large enough for beauty,

perfectly formed and strong stemmed.
In the meantime, too, the "bug" had his

turn of disgust at the ways of the

gardener, and left with his family for other

parts.
A real dahlia man would have told me

at the start what I've been told since, that

it's a great mistake to plant the dahlias

early in the spring. The end of June is

not too late. He says it is a fall flower,
and when planted early is forced to bloom
in the hot season, which will surely mean
inferior flowers. Also that the insect,

which he names "Diabrotica," will not

trouble them in their regular season in

fact, will not be around at all. At any
rate I'm glad my plants finally succeeded,

for about the middle of the summer I

would have given away some very fine

varieties to the first bidder; now any dis-

gruntled experimenter may pass his col-

lection on to me. Another season I plan
to do some disbudding and grow a few
dinner plates though for real everyday

enjoyment the natural size, with perfect
flowers and lavish yield is good enough.
This bug pest may be native to California,

as I've never read of it in any of the

garden publications. I hear some peo-

ple say that in California it is unnecessary
to take up dahlia bulbs in the fall, as they
are perfectly hardy. It surely saves the

bother of storing away if left in the

ground till spring. They then can be

taken up and separated, and the ground
thoroughly cultivated and fertilized be-

fore replanting. Good soil, room to grow
and plenty of water, with late planting,
are their easily met requirements. E. S.

Rhubarb from Seed

HP HE better kinds of rhubarb are so su-

perior to the old kinds that are be-

ing grown in a great many of the home

gardens, that it will pay one to buy a

packet of seed, which costs only five cents,

and grow the roots. They will grow in

one year from the seed to the right size

for setting in the row where wanted. The

only popular variety that I know of which
is worth planting is Hyatt's Victoria.

The roots of this variety may be obtained

from some seedsmen for five to eight dol-

lars a hundred, but they are such as you
could raise from seed in your own garden
in one season. The seed should be sown
in drills in the spring, and thinned to give
them plenty of room. A five-cent packet
contains sufficient seed to raise a hundred

roots, allowing for thinning.
'

H. F. G.

Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to select the Home Refrigerator how to know the good from the

poor how to keep a Refrigerator sweet and sanitary how your food can be prop-
erly protected and preserved how to keep down ice bills lots of things you should
know before selecting any Refrigerator.

Don't be deceived by claims being made for other so-called '

'

'porcelain" refrigerators. The ' 'Monroe' ' has the only real por-
celain food compartments made in a pottery and in one piece of

solid, unbreakable White Porcelain Ware over an inch thick,
with every corner rounded, no cracks or crevices anywhere.
There are no hiding places for germs no odors, no dampness.

GKMonroe
The Lifetime Refrigerator

The leading hospitals use the ' 'Monroe' '

exclusively and it is found today in a

large majority of the very best homes.
It is built to last a lifetime and will

save you its cost many times over in

ice bills, food waste and repair bills.

Always sold DIRECT
and at Factory Prices.

Cash or Monthly Payments.

The "Monroe" U never sold in stores, but direct from the factory to you, freight

prepaid to your railroad station, under our liberal trial offer and an ironclad

guarantee of "full satisfaction or money refunded."

Easy Payments We depart this year from our rule of all cash with order
and will send the "Monroe" freight prepaid on our
liberal credit terms to all desiring to buy that way.

Just say, "Send Monroe Book," on & postal card and it will go to you by next mail. (10)

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, Station 16, Lockland, Ohio

20 kinds (my selection) $1
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Write for fullparticulars-Catalogut-Pwaxfa& Gold Medal at
Pan-American Exposition, Grand PrizeatSt.LouisWorld's Fair

DAHLIAS

H. F. BURT TAUNTON, MASS.

THREAD
and

THRUM
RUGS

are now made
seamless in any

width up to

16 FEET
and any length; in any coloi or

color combination. 65 regular
shades any other shading made
to match. Send for color card.

Arnold, Constable & Co., Selling Agents, New York

Thread Thrum Work Shop. Auburn. H. Y.

Estate or Farm Manager Open for Engagement

Thoroughly experienced and competent in all details con-

nected with the construction, development and general

management of first-class business farm or gentleman's
estate; American. 38. Record and references that will

bear careful investigation. Last position includes four

years in the development, equipment and completion of

one of the finest estates in Western New York.
BOX 4, Charlotte, N. Y.

ARTISTIC HOMES
A 1 000-Page Plan-Book of .

erate-Cost Houses Price $1.
-I riilill.liril.-Kntlrelf Hew Flit
Other Smaller Books an

We $ 500 to $1000 Houses 25c

J1000 to J1200 Houses 25c

J1200 to S1500 Houses 25c

flSOO to $2500 Houses 25c

California Bungalows 2Sc

Artistic Churches 25c
Herbert C. Chly.r. Co.
1622 Call Bid.. San Francisco

Build a Palm House with Your Greenhouse
You will find them particularly useful for a large variety of foliage-

plants, ferns and orchids. It need not be one so imposing and ornamental

as this one. Our new catalog shows four other distinct styles. While you
are thinking of the palm house, why not look into the advisability of hav-

ing an aquatic house as well. It is given a full page illustration in the

new catalog, which we will be pleased to send you.

Our houses have a complete iron frame. There are no better houses built.

Hitehings & Company,
Elizabeth, New Jersey
and 1170 Broadway, New York
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Sargent Locks are secure.

A building equipped through-

out with these locks is as near

proof against dishonest intru-

sion as locks can make it.

Perfect in mechanism, assem-

bled with exact precision and

finished with most thorough

workmanship, they work

smoothly and surely through

long years of service.

There are Sargent Locks for

every purpose
- -

Cylinder
Locks, Union Locks, Padlocks
in all sizes. For the sake of

safety and long wear, it is

worth while to be certain of

getting the Sargent make.

Sargent Hardware adds to the beauty of a dwelling, makes it worth
more to you if you live in it, and increases its selling value.

Next to the architecture of the house itself the hardware on the front door conveys
an impression. It may bespeak good tasle, harmony, solid worth.

Give your personal attention to this feature when you build or remodel a house.

A dwelling equipped throughout with Sargent Hardware is a better house to live
in.

^Safe, smooth-working locks, door hinges that won't sag, casement adjusters that
won't gel out of order, latches that always latch. This kind of hardware is more
economical in the long run and gives satisfaction all the time.

For Public Buildings and office slrudures, Sargent Hardware is preferred by architects
for its artistic quality and durability. The Consolidated Stock Exchange, Liberty Tower
and Hotel Rector, New York, and the Hughes High School, Cincinnati, are some of the newesl
important edifices equipped with this hardware. Special designs are furnished if desired.

Sargent Book Of DeSlSnS free l

""*'f
ill

f
m
*"y handsome deiigns for door

fillings in various

. .
schools of archlteclure and conlaming much valuable infoima-

lion. Write tor a Complimenlary Copy and ask lor our Colonial Book also if you are interested in lhat period.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 142 Leonard Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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THE GARDEN OF THE SILENT PLACES
Lady Slippers (Cypripedium) lend their graceful beauty to the pine-carpeted woods almost as soon as the snow has left them Fortunateindeed is he who can have such a wild garden as an annex to the more formal one of his own planting
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What My Garden Means to Me
BY H A N N A R I O N

AUTHOR OF "THE GARDEN" IX THE WILDERNESS," "TITE GARDEN' OF MAXY T.ITTI.E PATHS," ETC.

THE greatest gift of a

garden is the restora-

tion of the five senses. Dur-

ing the first year in the coun-

try I noticed but few birds,

the second year I saw a few

more, but by the fourth year
the air, the tree-tops, the

thickets and ground seemed

teeming with bird life. Where
did they all suddenly come
from? I asked myself. The
birds had always been there,

but I hadn't the power to see
;

I had been made purblind by
the city, and only gradually

regained my power of sight.

My ears, deafened by the

ceaseless whirr and din of

commerce, had lost the keen-
ness which catches the nu-

ances of bird melody, and it

was long before I was cog-
nizant of distinguishing the

varying tones that afterward
meant joy, sorrow, loss or

love to me. That hearing
eventually has become so

keen, there is no bond of

sleep so strong that the note
of a strange bird will not

pierce to the unsleeping sub-

conscious ear and arouse me
instantly to alertness in every
fibre of being. I wonder now
if even death will make me
insensate to the first chirp of
a vanguard robin in March.

During that half-awake
first year of country life I

was walking with a nature-

wise man, and as we passed by a field where the cut hay lay wilt-

ing, he whiffed and said, "There's a good deal of rag-weed in that

hay." I gazed on him with the admiration I've saved all my life

for wizards, and wondered what peculiar brand of nose he had.

Then the heart, the poor jaded heart, that must etherize itself

to endure the grimness of city life at all, how subtly it begins

"Garden-making is creative work, just as much as painting or writing a

poem. It is a personal expression of self, an individual conception
of beauty"

throbbing again in unison

with the great Symphony of

the Natural. The awakened
heart can sense spring in the

air when there is no visible

suggestion in calendar or

frosted earth, and knowing
the songful secret, the heart

can cause the feet to dance

through a day that would

only mean winter to an ur-

banite.

The sense of taste can only
be restored by a constant

diet of unwilled vegetables
and freshly picked fruit.

The delicacy of touch
comes back gradually by
tending injured birdlings,
the handling of fragile in-

fant plants, and the ac-

quaintance with different leaf

textures which finally makes
one able to distinguish, even
in the dark, a plant by its

Irish tweed, silken or fur

finish.

And the foot, how intan-

gibly it becomes sensitized
;

how instinctively it avoids a

plant even when the eye is

busy elsewhere. On the

darkest night I can traverse

the rocky ravine, the thickets,
the sinuous paths through
overgrown patches and never

stumble, scratch myself or
crush a leaf. My foot knows

every unevenness of each in-

dividual bit of garden, and

adjusts itself lovingly with-

out conscious thought of brain or even use of eyes.
To the ears that have learned to catch the first tentative lute of

a marsh frog in spring, orchestras are no longer necessary. To
the eyes that have regained their sight more wonder lies in the

craftsmanship of a tiny leaf-form of inconsequential weed than is

to be found in a bombastic arras. To the resuscitated nose is

(237)
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"A garden is ageless, and the gardener becomes ageless too, as ageless
mer and winter, for he becomes one with

revealed the illimitable secrets of earth incense, the whole gamut
of flower perfume, and other fragrant odors too intangible to be

classed, odors which wing the spirit to realms our bodies are as

yet too clumsy to inhabit.

To the awakened mind there is nothing so lowly in the things
below and above ground but can command respect and study.
Darwin spent only thirty years on the study of the humble earth-

worm.
To get the greatest good from a garden we should not under-

take more than we can personally take care of. I have not had

a gardener since the first

year, when outside help

was necessary for the trans-

lation of the sumach and

briar patches of our Wil-

derness into arable land. A
gardener is only helpful for

the preliminary work of

spading ;
after that his very

presence is a profanation.

Garden-making is crea-

tive work, just as much as

painting or writing a poem.
It is a personal expression
of self, an individual con-

ception of beauty. I should

as soon think of asking a

secretary to write my book,

or the cook to assist in a

water-color painting, as to

permit a gardener to plant,

or dig among my flowers.

For in even the most unim-

portant parts of my garden
are little secret treasures

a stray cornflower that a

Bedouin wind lured from
its home-bed, a shy wild

violet that strayed from the

woods, being tired of blush-

ing unseen, a blood-root

which must have been
brought some night by a

fairy ;
where is the gardener

whose eye and heart have
been trained to respect these

chance visitors ?

The ancients had a de-

lightful way of commemo-

rating events and people by
marble and other enduring

things. I can see why we
should hesitate to borrow
from friends, but I don't

see why we shouldn't bor-

row from dead Greeks ;

therefore I've made my gar-
den largely commemora-
tive, and memorial.

For instance, there's that

hedge on the north boun-

dary; it's true we needed a

wind-break there, but it

was much sweeter to for-

get necessity and let its

planting become an epic;
therefore after one especial-

ly delightful honeymoon (we have them annually and sometimes

accidentally) we came home with the new enthusiasm bred of a

short absence from home, and set out ninety-something hemlocks
and called it "The Honeymoon Hedge." Then there is the Ter-

race planned in honor of the advent of two dearly-loved friends

who had a weakness for breakfasting outdoors. I made my gar-

den-partner haul stones like an Italian laborer, for days, and we
both behaved like ground-moles tunneling out earth for many
other days; and then a great christening rain descended prema-
turely, and we only achieved a mud-hole in a stone quarry by the

as the wind, the rain, the sun, sum-
them all.
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time the friends arrived. But they had the prophetic eyes of

poets, and when, shod with galoshes, they plowed through the mud
of their future terrace they could imagine all the beauty we had

intended, and almost wept with gratitude, and were perfectly

docile about breakfasting indoors.

The Terrace was eventually finished I ought to know, because

I laid thirty feet of stone wall (which I find out by the dictionary

should be called a "Ha-Ha," though I never suspected it had such

a mirthful name at that skinned-thumb time), and we planted it

with hundreds of tulips, thousands of hyacinths, a million crocus,

and a trillion grass-seed and six Dorothy Perkins. The next year

when the dear friends came again the Terrace was too beautiful

to breakfast upon ; they could only stand at a respectful distance

with bared heads while it was formally dedicated.

There also is the rose-garden annex, planned for the aforesaid

partner's birthday, he being prohibited from constitutionaling in

that portion of our realm for days. When the first of June ar-

rived there stood well, I won't say exactly the number, but if I

had been a prosaic person I would have purchased just the same

number of candles to stick on a short-lived birthday cake, as I

planted roses in the abiding chocolate cake of the ground.
Of course every true gardener saves his own seed, thereby grad-

ually bringing all the different varieties to greater perfection, and

incidentally he may name these self-developed brands after'

otherwise unfamed friends.

Whenever there is a particularly eccentric or beautiful color

shown in a blossom, I tie a tape about it, and write its praise on

the tape, so that when the seed is harvested a fickle memory need

not be relied upon. By saving each year the very darkest holly-

hock of the blackish variety, I finally achieved the actually black

flowers, and had a chance to evidence my admiration of a certain

friend's hair (not her character) by bestowing her name on the

hollyhock.
If a man has an extravagant wife who cannot resist Irish lace

robes when displayed on a lay-lady in a department store window,
he should just gently lead her to the country, present her with two

acres, or one and a-half
,
of ground, introduce her to flower cata-

logues and teach her to dig. She'll soon forget manicurists. It's

the simplest general cure of all feminine weaknesses I know of.

No woman, once demoralized into a gardener, ever hesitated

when confronted with a choice between a new gown and well,

say all the peonies, peach trees, roses and rhubarb plants the same
amount would purchase. No wonder the first woman gardener
could only afford the fig-leaf ;

all her clothes money went for

anemones and more apple trees. One can only measure their

change by retrospection ;
when a backward glance produces a finer

/
'

-
'

"I don't believe any living creatures could remain bad if they associated daily with flowers, for flowers have such an Irish way of seducing with

blarney of beauty to the simple, real and only abiding things of life"
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content with one's present state, then

surely the spirit is not retrograding. I'm

sure I'm a reconstructed being in more

ways than one since I moved to the

country, especially in my attitude toward

vegetables. During the first year I ig-

nored the "sass patch"- treated it as a

snob does the real toilers of this world.

But gradually lured by the sheer beauty
of bejewelled-by-dew cabbage, the fra-

grance of the onion, I now expend as

much muscle on the vegetable kingdom as

I do on my roses, and incidentally I've

become a vegetarian.
That's the only way to become one

just because there are so many good veg-
etables to eat, one doesn't need to en-

courage the slaughter of beasts to be well

fed.

And this kind of vegetarian, the acci-

dental kind, is not afflicted with anaemia :

it is only the theories of the professional

vegetarian that makes
him look so bloodless.

When we were once

without a maid, and

very busy in the stu-

dio, we didn't have

time to prepare course

dinners, so we
chucked thirteen different kinds of vegetables
in a big aluminum preserving kettle and went
off about our business of being great. After
several hours we came to, and remembering
the pot a-boiling gave a yell of dismay ;

we
were so sure it was burnt I don't think we had
time to use the stairs, the banisters were more

expedite. Now, if that pot had contained a

chicken it would have gone to glory, but lo and

behold, there were our faithful vegetables

philosophically stewing away, sending forth a

fragrance that was like a patch quilt of odors.

And when we sat down to sample the thirteen

courses compressed into one, we found a dish

delectable enough to make Lucullus and Sulla

resurrect before their time. Of course we had
so much left over, after we'd gorged our-

, selves, the next day was provided for too, and

by merely adding a preponderance of tomato
the stew was metamorphosed on Tuesday (we'll

say it was Monday when this kitchen vaude-
ville began), and on Tuesday the meal was
quite different

;
on Wednesday by the addition

of much cabbage and little disks of bacon, still

another culinary enigma was achieved
;

on

Thursday a heavy hand with celery made a
new avatar of the dish

;
on Friday carrots

recklessly donated caused a strange masquer-
ade of flavor; on Saturday cauliflower gave
the departing a reprieve, and on Sunday we
held a wake over all the ghosts of thirteen van-

ishing vegetables.
The gardener is an explorer, an experimen-

talist, an idealist, and best of all he becomes

inevitably a humanitarian. If he is an artist,

he can satisfy all the cravings of his soul for
color and pictures; if a musician he can find

expression for all the harmony in his being. Music, painting and

gardening are based on the same laws of color, harmony, compo-
sition. Take a long path that is bordered by hollyhocks on each

side, ranging from white through pinks, lilacs, salmon, red, yellow,

climaxing with black.

The path leads curvingly, luringly to a point of exceeding love-

liness, an open vista commanding a general view of the garden,
and the distant hills and countryside. Is it not like the gradual
crescendo of a passage of music developing through tones of ever-

increasing richness to the final magnificent chord? A gardener
lives in the present and future; if he has a sad past, he forgets it.

A garden is ageless, and the gardener becomes ageless too, as

ageless as the wind, the rain, the sun, summer and winter, for he

becomes one with them all.

I don't believe any living creatures could remain bad if they
associated daily with flowers, for flowers have such an Irish way
of seducing with blarney of beauty to the simple, real and only

abiding things of life.

Finding contentment, the gardener exhales it.

Tucked away in a dim corner of the curiosity shop of my brain

is a fragment heard, read or dreamed some time in the nebulous

(Continued on page 300)

"If the gardener is an artist, he can satisfy all the cravings of his soul for color and
pictures; if a musician, he can find expression for all the harmony in his being"



For March plant the snowdrop in the

partial shade of dusky evergreens
April the forsythia or golden

takes the centre of the stage

bell German iris is the reigning flower of

May, if planted in generous masses

The All-Star Garden of a Business Man
HOW THE MAN WHO HAS LITTLE TIME TO DEVOTE TO HIS GARDEN MAY HAVE
AN UNFAILING SUCCESSION OF BLOOM FROM THE BEST THINGS THAT GROW

BY HENRY II . S A Y L o R

Photographs by N. R. Graves, E. J. Hall, the author and others

IT
sounds decidedly paradoxical, does it not, to affirm that the

man who has the least amount of spare time to spend upon
the appearance of his home surroundings may have the very best

that the horticultural world offers ? It really sounds too good to

be true
; yet that is what I am going to try to show.

I shall never forget the feeling of utter, hopeless ignorance that

swept over me when my eyes were first opened to the beauty, my
understanding to the joy, that a garden offers. As I pored over

book and magazine, seedmen's catalogues and planting tables,

there gradually came a realization of the immensity the real awe-

inspiring depth, of the subject. The terms "annual," "peren-

nial," herbaceous shrub," "mulch" and "scale," meant as little

to me as did the portentious Latin

names of genera and variety. At the

mere thought that any mind could ever

grasp all the details of nomenclature,

the manner of plants' growth, their re-

spective heights, time and length of

bloom, color, requirements of soil,

light, shade and moisture, sowing,

transplanting, pruning and fertilizing

at the mere thought that a single
mind must be able to coordinate all

these and many other facts before

planning a garden that would give con-

tinuous and harmonious bloom, my
reason fairly tottered. Nor does the

problem seem much easier on closer

acquaintance. The really successful

"garden," as we understand the term
a garden of some extent, in which are Also in May comes the bloom of that dazzling
found at least the main representa- shrub, Van Houtte's spirea

lives of the floral kingdom, arranged in close and always har-

monious relationship, is never achieved in a day. Only year after

year of tireless experimenting, with adherence to a single genera)
plan for the whole, will bring at least a fair approximation of the

ideal never the goal itself.

But, how, then, is our friend the business man, with little time
to spare, going to achieve even a reasonable measure of success

in the setting for his house? In a word, by planting only a few

things, and those the real giants of the garden the "stars" of the

garden stage.

Did you ever stop to think that every month from early

spring through the autumn brings at least one flowering plant
that stands supreme among its fel-

lows the peony of June, the hardy
chysanthemum of November, for in-

stance? But mere superiority of ap-

pearance will not be enough as the

test for those plants that will bring
success to our business man's garden.
We must have only those things that

need little or no care, that are highly
resistant to the army of garden pests.
And we shall prefer a variety of form,
so that all shall not be border flowers,
or shrubs, or vines. Our business man's

garden must not be merely that of a.

collector, having all phloxes or all roses.

What we do want, then, is a steady
succession of the really big garden fea-

tures a variety of them, resistant to*

disease, and each fully capable of oc-

cupying the whole stage at the height]
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of its glory. And if they are to do this in a really satisfying way
we must plan generous masses of each. A plant or two, or a

shrub or two, from among those we select will make but a feeble

showing. Each must seize the stage in its turn with a blare of

trumpets and hold it for its appointed time. Whether there is

to be one large group of each selection, or several groups in differ-

ent points through-
out the garden is a

matter to be deter-

mined by the plan
of your own par-
ticular place. Only
let there be not the

slightest doubt, at

any time, as to

which star is hold-

ing the stage.

get under way in their leaf-making. The variety Forsythia For-

tunei is probably the best. Plant several masses of the shrubs in

the background of your border
;

their foliage will set off the

flowers that come later. Here again the groups, once planted,

preferably in the fall, need no further attention for years to come.

Call me inconsistent if you will, but I am going to name two

stars to rule May.
My plea is that the

time has come
when we must
have a border flow-

er coming into the

limelight we've

had bulbs and
shrubs, and yet \ve

need more of the

foliage
-
producing

Hiawatha, a sturdy climbing rose for
the July garden; petals crimson to white

Peonies should rule June; if you have
time for their care, add roses as here

Well, let us get at this matter of select-

ing those things that are to reign, each in

its turn. I have no doubt that you will

disagree with me on many of these ;
but

do not, I beg of you, discard the principle
of the thing if your gardening knowledge
is small and your gardening time very lim-

ited
;
substitute other plants or shrubs or

vines, if you will this is but a personal
choice.

For the very first flower of

spring to rule the month of

March, I nominate the snow-

drop the common old-fash-

ioned sort that bears the

weighty name of Galanthns

nivalis. It is the first sign
of awakening Nature, appear-

ing often beside patches of

snow the most inspiring,

ethereal, delicate white flower

imaginable. Plant the bulbs

in the fall, scattered over a

patch of lawn that is partially
shaded preferably by dusky
evergreens. Plant several

hundred of the tiny bulbs at

least. The flower is so small

that it simply must have the reinforcement of plenty of its fellows

and they cost but a dollar a hundred. Once set, they may be

forgotten until they overwhelm you with their cheering message
that spring has returned.

For April's share in the pageant of bloom let me recommend
the forsythia or golden bells. You know the shrub the first and
one of the very few yellow-flowering ones. Its drooping branches

burst into a mass of gold from base to tip before the trees really

Nothing

Let a row of stately hollyhocks dom-
inate the garden in July

element to form backgrounds for later

effects, and to give that air of solidity and

permanence to the garden that shrubs do

give. So it's to be the German iris in

mass, once more, and that most dazzling
of shrubs the Spirea Van Houttei. I shall

leave the choice of colorings in the iris to

your own taste; there are varieties in

white, pink, deep purple, lavender and

yellow, with almost innumerable combina-
tions of these. Whatever you
choose, plant plenty of white

to set the other colors off to

best advantage. The spireas
will need no attention after

the first planting in a large

deeply worked location. Af-

ter setting out the irises, in

early fall, all they will require
will be an occasional division

of the clumps as these grow
too big. In dividing, do not

make the clumps too small,

or you will lose a season of

bloom.

So we come to June the

queen of all the months in the

garden, and what a wealth of
material it brings us from which to choose ! At the risk rather,

upon the certainty of being branded a heretic, I am going to pass
by the rose and advise the business man to give June over to the

peony. I haven't a thing against the rose, but its smaller enemies
in the animal kingdom certainly have, if we may judge by the
viciousness of their attacks upon it. What with the rose-bug and
the mildew and the blackspot and the greenfly and the scale and
the slug, the "queen of flowers" would give our business man

compares with the hardy hydrangea for late-summer
bloom among the shrubs
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The Month's Activities
A CAREFULLY PLANNED CAMPAIGN FOR THE BUSIEST MONTH
THE GARDENER'S YEAR WHAT TO DO AND JUST HOW TO DO

Photographs by F. F. Rockwell, E. J. Hall. N. R. Graves and others

IN
IT

[This article is designed to furnish in compact space and a few plain instructions, information that will enable the busy person, who has not '"ode

his or her garden preparations ahead, to have a successful garden notwithstanding. The tables and cultural directions, together with the plan provided

for keeping an accurate record of both the flower and vegetable garden for future reference, will prove of great value to everyone who plants. Do not

fail to remove and mount this Guide as suggested. It K'i/l make this year's gardening easier and next year's better. EDITOR.]

IF
all the advice that HOUSE & GARDEN and other good horti-

cultural magazines have been giving for the last few months

had been carried out by every reader, I suppose the professional

market gardeners would be pretty nearly forced out of business,

and that there would be no need of this article. But there are

men who, for lack of time or other good reasons, have not yet

bought their seeds, started their own vegetable and flower plants,

had their gardens plowed, and are not now sitting down and im-

patiently waiting the first day warm

enough to plant.

It is the person who must begin at once

and work fast or the one who has no gar-
den at all, as well as the garden enthusiast,

that this article is designed to help. If you
have made all your preparations, so much
the better

;
but if you have not, it is not too

late to pitch in now and have a garden
that will take your neighbors by surprise.

You can, if you will, plan a Napoleonic

garden campaign that cannot fail to bring
a great degree of success ; yes, even if you
have to leave most of the actual labor to a

hired man though in that case you will

lose just half the fun of the thing.
The first thing to consider is the manure

heap, or, in lieu of that the commercial

fertilizer. Get the manure if you can.

The chances are largely that it will give

you better results than the chemical fer-

tilizers, especially if you have not had ex-

perience in using the latter. (Read the

article on page 257.) Buy a few loads of

well-rotted manure it should be dark and

crumbling and free from large lumps
from some farmer or livery stable. If

pigs have run on it is is worth more. Have
this scattered evenly over the garden plot,

so as to cover the ground with it. The more you put on, up to

three inches thick, the more profitable your garden will prove to be.

This task finished, you are ready for the plowman. (If you
can't get manure, and have to use chemical fertilizers altogether,

plow first and put on the fertilizer afterward, as directed later.)

Get a man who knows his work and will turn your land over to

the bottom, or sub-soil four, six, eight inches deep, as the case

may be. Don't let him start to plow until the soil has dried out

enough to crumble as it leaves the plowshare. If it's wet and

sticky it isn't ready for plowing. Have him use a reversible plow,
so as not to leave any wasteful "dead" furrow and unproductive

tramped corners.

If your garden patch is too small to plow, get it spaded. Whether

you yourself do this work, or whether you have it done, see that

the soil is dug to the bottom and thoroughly turned. By taking a

strip not quite twice the width of the spade or fork, and cutting
at each thrust diagonally, you will find the work much lessened.

Unless you have provided a very heavy coating of manure, the

addition of some chemical fertilizer after the ground is plowed
and before harrowing will prove a profitable investment. It

doesn't matter very much what the brand is
; get the analysis as

near 4-8-10 as you can that is, 4 per cent, nitrogen, 8 per cent,

phosphoric acid, 10 per cent, potash. Remember that, as a gen-

eral thing the more you pay per bag the cheaper you are getting

your real plant food. In addition get fifty or a hundred pounds of

nitrate of soda to use for top dressing during the season. Three

hundred and fifty pounds of such a fertilizer will not be too much
for a quarter-acre garden, if used without manure. If some

manure is used, cut down the amount of

fertilizer in proportion. On a calm day
broadcast the fertilizer evenly over the

ground. You will get it distributed more

evenly by making two applications, first

walking across the garden and then up
and down the length. It will be well to

keep half a bag or so for some crops that

nced extra assistance later, also to sow
where second or succession crops are

If the soil is at all dry firm the seed into the
rows with the ball of the foot; then cover
with loose earth

Don't put on the fertilizer until you are

ready to follow its application immediate-

ly with the harrow. Of these there are

several types (see article on garden tools

on page 254). The nature of your soil

will determine which is best for your use.

As a general thing a disc harrow, fol-

lowed by a spike-tooth harrow for level-

ing the surface, will put things in very

good shape. But whatever the kind, see

that the harrowing is kept up until the

soil is well pulverized and fined to a depth
of several inches. In a small plot, of

course, you will have to rely upon the

iron rake and the wheel hoe or hand hoe

to do your harrowing with. In this case,

it will be well to apply fertilizer only to

that part of the garden which you expect
to sow or plant within a few days.
The harrowing should be followed immediately by sowing or

planting, with a final leveling of the soil with the iron rake ; and

you should finish it off so fine and smooth that a cat couldn't walk
across it without leaving very noticeable tracks. In such a fine

seed-bed, the little rootlets will not dry up in dead air spaces be-

fore striking into the soil
;
and the little seedlings will not be

smothered beneath stones, trash and lumps of earth too heavy for

them to lift.

This much is preliminary ;
now for what is to go into the

ground, after it is ready. The work described above will have
taken several days but everything suggested there can be done
within that short time, remember that. In the meantime there will

be work for your evenings. The success of this garden campaign
of yours will depend upon your giving at least a few hours to

planning carefully ahead the lines of action. After that you can,
if need be, turn it over to someone else to carry out.

Measure off your garden plot and make a sketch to scale on a

paper of convenient size. Then refer to the table on page 246 and
(Continued on page 249)

(244)
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;

'Bellefontaine." Lenox, Mass.
the formal sunken type with the

lily pool as a central feature

An unusual example of the formal type, in that it is laid out on
an open plain instead of having a frame of woods

The formal bulb garden of spring.
After blooming the bulbs give

way to other bedding plants

TYPES OF
FLOWER GARDENS

An inspiration for the beginner a garden
of annuals giving a mass of color from
seed sown now, but you will have to do
it all over next year

The typical English "doorway garden,"
where lawns are replaced by a tangle of

perennials that bloom and increase from

generation to generation

The wild garden along the path through the

woods. Rhododendrons line the flag walk
and early spring bulbs are naturalized

with the pansies around the flagstones

A combination of rock and water garden that furnishes

all sorts of shy bog and Alpine plants

a home for

^^^^^^i
A Japanese garden must have its winding stream, giving opportunity

for bridge and stepping-stones, reflections and mystic symbolism
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Orderliness is one of the essentials in the vegetable garden for appearance sake as well as for
convenience. The racks at the left are for tomato vines

A row of quick-growing castor beans supplies a screen that will
secure privacy in the small garden

Another model of neatness. Space your rows in multiples of a definite
unit so as to save constant readjustment of the wheel hoe

Perhaps a tool-house is beyond ycu just now, but
have a dry place for tools and keep them bright

Tomato vines trained on a
wall lattice save space

In this old Connecticut garden fruit trees are set
on the path axis where their shade is acceptable
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Pulverize the soil by a backward-and-forward
motion of the rake

(Continued from
page 244)

make a list of the

v e g e t a b les you
want in your gar-
den and the amount

(in number of

rows) of each. This
will take only a few
minutes

;
and it will

not require many
more to rule off

your garden plan
a c c o rdingly. Be
careful to keep

crops that remain

the entire season in

one place and tall-

growing things like

corn to the north

of low ones, like

beans. This will

give you a planting

plan similar to the

one illustrated in

the January issue.

The advantage to

be derived from the plan is that you will know exactly what will

be required for your garden during the entire season. Mount this

plan along with the Guide and Record on a large sheet of card-
board or stiff paper, and your campaign for the whole season is

mapped out
;
and in addition you have a convenient and easily

kept record of the garden work, which will assist you wonderfully
in planning next year's garden to produce maximum results and
minimum waste.

From your planting plan and the table you will know just what
seeds to order, and this should be done at once. You will know
also just what vegetable plants you will need. If you can, get them

directly from the man who grows them, as they will be in better

condition and you will have a larger stock from which to select.

Don't pick out the largest and greenest. Take the stocky ones,
that have been well hardened off. Even if a few leaves are pur-
ple there is no harm done.

With the seeds in hand and the plants procured, and the soil in

seed-bed and plant-bed properly enriched and prepared, you are

ready to begin the planting of your garden. Make up your mind
first of all to have every row straight as a string. Get a stout

cord of suitable length and mark off the rows by means of this.

It may take more time to line them off in this way instead of put-

ting them at random, but you will be saving time because of the

greater ease with which weeding and hoeing, especially wheel

hoeing, may be accomplished. Besides this the appearance war-
rants the delay.
The matter of seed-sowing is, of course, an important one. The

seed should, as a rule, be sown at a depth of about five times their

diameter. They should be covered evenly, either with the hoe
or by drawing the back of a rake across the rows. The row
should be firmed on top lightly with the back of the hoe, to show

where it is, in order that cultivating may be-

gin before the seeds come up, and each

variety should be tagged, using a garden
label or strip of lath or shingle. If the

soil is dry, firm the seed in the drill before

covering, with the ball of the foot or hoe

blade. For more detailed instruction in re-

gard to seed-sowing read carefully the Gar-
den Department on page 270.

In transplanting your plants from the seed-
bed do not be afraid of hurting them

The setting of

plants is no less im-

portant a n d no
less frequently per-
formed in a care-

less way. Perhaps
it would be better

to say a wrong
way, for the inex-

perienced planter is

more than likely to

take too much care
in setting out plants.

He handles them as

though they were

glass, cutting them

carefully out of the

box or breaking the

pots in which they

grow, in order that

they may not be in-

jured. He exca-

vates a neat little

hole with the trow-

el and places a

plant gingerly in it,

filling the soil in

gently and possibly heaping it up about the stem in order to make
the plant stay upright. And after all this care, they wilt in the

noon sun and half of them die! "Beginner's luck" is not fre-

quently met in gardening. If you want your plants to live and

"take hold" at once, you must dispense with these trained-nurse

methods. First of all, you should have your soil in such fine

condition that you can make holes with your hand or with the

dibble. Secondly, if they are at all tall and green, with the leaves

inclined to flop, shear off the upper half of the leaves. Then set

them in the soil to about half the length of the stem more, if

they are spindling or long-stemmed. With the thumbs and backs

of the fingers press the soil around them evenly ; press it down
hard ! Then, when you get to the end of the row, unless the soil

is very damp, go back over the row and press down each plant

still more firmly by placing the balls of the feet close to the stem

and letting your weight come evenly upon both sides at once.

After the plants are so set, rake the whole space over evenly to

restore the soil mulch of fine loose earth on the surface. Plants

so set will live. If the ground is so dry when setting that they
must be watered, water before all the soil is put about them, or

in the holes before planting, not on the surface. If the planting

is followed by very hot, dry weather, protection may be given by

placing a half sheet of newspaper over each plant, like a minia-

ture tent and holding it in position with stones or earth. If

manure or fertilizer is applied in the hill, or directly to each plant,

see that it is thoroughly mixed with the soil before wetting the

plants ; otherwise it is likely to burn the roots.

Different vegetables, because of their different habits of

growth, are planted in different ways some in hills, some in

rows, some in drills. The accompanying Guide indicates the

usual method of growing each of the ordinary garden vegetables.

In hills, which are usually several feet

apart each way, several seeds are planted

and sometimes thinned out to two or more

of the best plants as with cucumbers and

melons, or all left, as with corn. It was for-

merly the custom in hill culture to draw the

earth up into a sort of mound or hill about

the plants, but this practice has rather given

(Continued on page 277)



With the knowledge gained by a very little study of grass seed properties you will know what to sow in sunny and in shady places to give
an evenly covered lawn

Grass Seed Mixtures and How to Use Them
THE SIMPLICITY OF THE APPARENTLY COMPLEX MIXTURES OF LAWN SEEDS WHAT
TO USE FOR SHADY, HILLY AND MOIST PLACES HOW TO HAVE A REALLY GOOD LAWN

BY LUKE J. DOOGUE

Photographs by Henry Fuerman, N. R. Graves and others

SO
much has been written on the subject of lawn-making that

about everyone interested in this work is fully competent,

theoretically at least, to carry through the process of land renova-

tion and preparation, whether it be 'for a small lawn or an area

consisting of acres. The subject along these lines has been very

exhaustively treated, but, strange to say, the equally important

subject of grass seed has been rather neglected. While many
amateurs can talk freely on the preparation of the land, they are

not so confident when treating of grass seed. It seems strange
that this is the case when so much depends on the suitability of

the grass seed to the land for the making
of a successful lawn. The only reason, as

far as I can see, why people are not versed

in this matter is that they have been

frightened by the botanical names of

grasses, which seem wholly unsuitable, and

too difficult of pronunciation, for such

commonplace things. There is, however,

just as much individuality in a plant pro-
duced from a grass seed as in the choicest

plant in a greenhouse. One kind of grass
seed will produce a low-growing plant
while another grows high ;

one wants a

moist situation, another a dry one; some
will germinate in the shade, others will not,

and so on through the list. If a person
knows each kind and its possibilities and

requirements he will be able to choose the

grass best suited for his wants, and by
careful trials arrange the mixtures with

better success than the man in the whole-

sale house who is obliged to guess at what
is best for his wants. Start out, then, in

Take apart your lawnmower before
the spring rush starts to clean and oil

the primer class and tabulate some of the best grasses used for

lawns and tag them with both their names, the botanical and the

common ones.

Kentucky Blue Grass Poa pratensis. Fine for lawns
; grows

slowly but vigorously almost everywhere but on an acid soil.

Red top Agrostis vulgaris. Shows results more quickly than

blue grass ;
will thrive on a sandy soil

;
fine in combination with

blue grass.

English rye grass Lolium percnne. Grows quickly and shows
almost immediate results

; good to combine with the slow-growing
blue grass.

Various-leaved fescue Festuca hete-

rophylla. Good for shady and moist

places.

Rhode Island bent Agrostis canina.

Has a creeping habit
; good for putting-

greens, sandy soils.

Creeping bent Agrostis stolinifera.

Creeping habit; good for sandy places
and to bind banks or sloping places.
Combined with Rhode Island bent for

putting-greens.
Crested dog's-tail Cynosurus crista-

tus. Forms a low and compact sward;
good for slopes and shady places.
Wood meadow grass Poa nemoralis.
Good for shady places ;

is very hardy.
Red fescue Festuca rubra. Thrives

on poor soils and gravelly banks.
White clover good for slopes ;

not to
be recommended for a lawn.

Sheep fescue Festuca ozina. Good
for light, dry soils.

(250)
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Now, with so much as a reference li-

brary, you will have sufficient knowledge
of the kinds of seeds to draw from to make
combinations that will fit any situation.

I would further suggest that you go to a

wholesale house and get a sample of each

of these seeds and examine them. Get

just a little of each in an envelope.
Make a comparative examination of the

seeds, holding a little in the palm of the

hand. As you look at each seed repeat its

name a few times and recall its charac-

teristics, and you will be surprised to find

that on the second or third trial every
name will suggest itself the moment your

eyes rest on the seed. With a knowledge
of the seeds you can then go to your
dealer and tell him what you want not necessarily what he

thinks you want. You are then a better judge than he is.

It is worth while following the subject farther, for the results

For steep banks, white clover, creeping bent, sheep fescue and Rhode Island bent, with
the old stand-by, Kentucky blue grass, will fill the bill

rye passes, the red top continues to cover, while the blue grass

grows sturdier each day until it crowds everything out by virtue of

its own strength. Use twelve pounds of Kentucky blue grass, five

Here is a coarse mixture of many things, including
probably a large quantity of "sweepings"

will more than repay the trouble. Test the seeds.

Make shallow boxes and fill them with loam and sow
each kind of seed just as you would on a lawn. Put a

label at the head of the box and on it the time of sow-

ing the seed. Do this with as many as you can. Then
watch and make notes of the time it takes for germination. Note

this and also the character of the blades. Having finished this

you will have a very liberal education in the subject of grass.

Should you not care to do as suggested above you will be de-

pendent on others to get what you most need. If you should go
to a dozen people and ask them to suggest a combination of seeds

they would all give them readily to you,
but no two proportions would be alike.

If you should ask for a single grass the

majority would suggest Kentucky blue

grass. For a single grass there is noth-

ing better suited for all conditions. There
is this objection to it, however: it is not

a nervous man's grass. You cannot

plant it today and have a lawn next

month. If you can afford to wait, sow

Kentucky blue and your patience will be

well rewarded. It makes a permanent
lawn.

To introduce the ready-made lawn, use

a combination of Kentucky blue, red top
and English rye. The blue grass is slow,

but the rye and red top produce speedier
results. The first month will see the newly
seeded space a carpet of green. In time the

A fl a t-b 1 a d e d
knife, notched
for weeding

Dandelion appears along the edge. Deep digging with
a knife by hand is the only way to get it out

pounds of red top and three pounds of English rye

grass to the bushel, and sow three and one-half to four

bushels to the acre. This makes a reliable combination.

It is common to hear people asking for grass that

will grow in shady places, but it is always difficult to

determine the degree of shade. A place may be shaded and yet
suitable for growing grass, or it may be so shaded that no grass
known could be made to germinate there. In places where there

is no heavy dripping and where the ground is not absolutely

dark, use the following :

(Continued on page 278)

A scheme of garden paths that saves labor in mowing, as the lawnmower may be run directly

over the stones, leaving no edges to be trimmed



The white foxglove is an invaluable harmonizer for the June border, being particularly effective as a background for Sweet William

Color in the Flower Garden
THE ONLY WAY IN WHICH THE AMATEUR MAY HOPE TO AVOID THE CLASH OF

INHARMONIOUS COLORS IS BY A PLENTIFUL AND JUDICIOUS USE OF WHITE FLOWERS

BY ADELINE THAYER THOMSON

Photograph by the author and others

THE element that finally determines the success or failure of

a garden is the color harmony between the flowers or

the lack of it. Xo greater problem, however, confronts the gar-

dening enthusiast. The amateur, thinking that a satisfying color

scheme can be developed only after years of intimate study among
the flowers themselves, frequently fails to make even the effort

towards such a far-off ideal. The well seasoned garden enthusi-

ast, too, is apt to become careless and even discouraged when,
time after time, his flowers fail to come true to type, spoiling the

carefully planned effect he has worked out
;
or important ele-

ments in his composition refuse

to thrive.

It seems rather hopeless, does

it not? And yet there is a solu-

tion of the problem for the veriest

tyro a sure way out of the whole

difficulty : Use white -
flowering

plants in profusion. A judicious
mixture of white masses among
the colors will reconcile the most
inimical neighboring plants, and
will show off to the very best ad-

vantage those blooms which, by
reason of their delicacy of color-

ing, are thrown into obscurity by
blatant companions.

Both annual and perennial
classes are rich in white-flowering A jon an(j

types. After using many of these

in my garden, however, I find that some of the varieties combine

characteristics making for practical usefulness in color adjust-

ment with rare decorative quality and attractiveness in a greater

degree than do others. For convenience in planting, these varie-

ties are named in connection with the month of flowering.
The early spring display among the hardy plants, it will be

remembered, is painted in shades of pink, purple, magenta, and

yellow. A color scheme full of beauty, to be sure, under tasteful

treatment, but when carelessly blended presenting only a tangled
mass of warring discord. Four splendid white-flowering peren-

nials that are warranted, if plant-

ed generously, to keep the garden
in accord throughout April and

most of the month of May, are

blood-root, Arabis alpina, Iberis,

and Phlox sublata. For the lat-

ter half of May, two white types
of the German iris Florentine

Alba and Bridesmaid give in-

valuable service. Not only are

these varieties useful in reconcil-

ing the many-hued blossoms of

their own stately tribe, but

grouped among columbines of too

contrasting shades, or compan-
ioned with the lovely but trying

pink pyrethrums and peonies,

rolific flowering season is the useful attribute
these white irises Sive veT Pleas-

of the Shasta daisy in separating warring colors ing results.
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The scarlet Oriental poppy,

possessing such striking dec-

orative qualities, but so often

ruining entire planting
schemes because of clashing

combinations, may be used

with perfect safety if I'aleri-

ana officinalis garden helio-

trope is massed in nearby

profusion. The wealth of

cool green leaves, and the tall,

fleecy flower spikes yielded by
this old-time June favorite,

act as a foil for the startling

brilliancy of the poppies, and

rather enhance than detract

from their glory. Valerian is

also useful among peonies, in-

clining towards the cerise col-

oring. Another rare treasure

for the June pageant is that

grand early-flowering phlox
Miss Lingard. The wonder-

ful trusses of bloom held high
above dark foliage bring the

exquisite purity of Miss Lin-

gard always into conspicuous

notice, and the most unruly
colors offer no terrors when

they are placed under the

guardianship of this grand
harmonizer. Two other

hardy plants, adapted for

practical help among the gay-

June blossoms, are the chaste

Madonna lily useful among
the delphiniums and spider-

wort and the white foxglove
invaluable with plantings of

Sweet William and for mak-

ing harmonious background
effects.

July is the trying month in

the hardy garden or border.

Many of the perennials, hav-

ing completed a rich harvest

of bloom, are cut back to the

ground in order that a second

flowering period may be at-

tained later. The plants com-

ing into flower, too, are deep-
er in coloring and more try-

ing to place in harmonious re-

lations ; the shades of orange,

chrome, blue and cerise large-

ly predominating. If real

beauty is realized during this

time, the key unlocking its

success is the employment of

white flowers
;
white flowers

used not sparingly, however,

tut in quantities! Among the

plants yielding white blooms

for the July garden none are

more decorative or desirable

than the glorious white forms

of the Japanese iris. Eclaire

In August the starry white nicotiana comes to the rescue, together
with the ever-useful sweet alyssum

Eclaire and Gold Bound are white varieties of the glorious Japanese
iris that will help to prevent discord in July

?

No collection of plants will clash if Clematis paniculata masses its

snowy bloom in the background

Even the trying combinations that the Oriental poppy produces may
be made welcome in combinations with Valeriana officinahs

and Gold Bound are standard

varieties that are hard to

equal. The Shasta daisy pos-

sesses a long and prolfic flow-

ering season and is very sat-

isfactory for general massing
effects among the conflicting

colors of this time, and for

group planting also, among
the scarlet Lychnis, Lobelia-

cardinalis, and the yellow co-

reopsis and gaillarclia. Gypso-

phila paniculata, fairly smoth-

ered under its harvest of tiny

white flowers, adds, too, a de-

cided charm to this midsum-

mer display. Crowded in

among the posies here, there

and everywhere, an atmos-

phere of soft coloring is dif-

fused by this plant that is al-

most ethereal in character.

Achillea the pearl, and cam-

pion are two other hardy va-

rieties for this trying time, as

also the two annuals, Empress

candytuft and sweet alyssum.

Perennial phlox is queen of

the August clans. Jeanne
d'Arc, Bridesmaid and White

Lady are exquisite white

types that cannot be too high-

ly recommended. Pyrethrum

ulignosum, a rank grower per-

fecting hundreds of large

daisies, tones and softens the

burning yellow hues of the

Helianthus and golden mar-

guerite, now in full flower.

The annual nicotiana is a use-

ful and happy plant for mas-

sing wherever a place may be

found for its starry blossoms.

Princess Alice, and Madam
Rivoire white types of the

ten-weeks-stock the Queen
Victoria snapdragon, and the

many kinds of white asters,

are annuals too, without which

no August array of blossoms

is complete.

September brings a rich

supply of white feathery

hardy asters, and that charm-

ing woodsy wild plant the

boneset
;
both being unusually

graceful and delightful for

mingling among the deep pur-

ples and yellows borne by
the flowers of early autumn.

A fine harmonizer, as well, is

the hardy vine, Clematis pani-
culata. White verbenas, as-

ters, Japanese anemones and

chrysanthemums from now on

also may be relied on to keep
the peace.
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By all means invest a few dollars in a combination wheel hoe,
hill and drill seeder, cultivator and plow combined

With a double wheel hoe you can cultivate both sides of a row of

plants at once and as quickly as you can walk

Garden Tools That Pay Their Way
THE IMMENSE SAVING OF LABOR THAT MAY BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY A

JUDICIOUS INVESTMENT IN THE RIGHT KINDS OF GARDENING IMPLEMENTS

BY FREDERIC DE ROCHE VILLE

Photographs by E. R. Rollins, the author and others

IF
all people who have no gardens of their own knew how the

labor of gardening has been lessened by modern implements
this year, there would be several hundred thousand tons less of

stale and wilted vegetables carted, hauled, stored, handled,

jounced about, and delivered to and through the market.

Your modern gardener is not necessarily bent at the knees

and bowed at the shoulders, with knuckles the size of a stump-
rooted carrot. He may even, if he is fool enough to prefer style

to comfort, perform many of the garden operations that erst-

while were drudgery, in creased trousers and a clean white collar.

While some garden tools have been improved and developed
out of all resemblance to their original forms, others have

changed little in generations and in all probability will remain

ever with us. There is a thing or two to say about even the sim-

plest of them especially to anyone not famil-

iar with their uses, and so I shall go through
the whole list.

There are tools for use in every phase of

horticultural operations ;
for preparing the

ground, for planting the seed, for cultivation,

for protecting crops from insects and dis-

ease, and for harvesting. It is with the first

three of these only, however, that the pres-
ent article deals.

First of all comes the ancient and honor-

able spade, which, for small garden plots,

borders, beds, etc., must still be relied upon
for the initial operation in gardening break-

ing up the soil. There are several types, but

ary will answer the purpose. In buying a

spade, look out for two things : see that it is

well strapped up the handle, in front and
back (see illustration), and that it hangs well.

In spading up ground, especially soil that is

turfy or hard, the work may be made easier

by taking a strip not quite twice as wide as

the spade, and making diagonal cuts so that

one edge of the spade at each thrust cuts clean out to where the

soil has already been dug. The wide-tined spading-fork is fre-

quently used instead of the spade, as it is lighter and can be more

advantageously used to break up lumps and level off surfaces. In

most soils it will do this work as well as, if not better than, the

spade, and has the further good quality of being serviceable as a

fork too, thus combining two tools in one. It should be more

generally known and used. With the ordinary fork, used for

handling manure and gathering up trash, weeds and so forth,

every gardener is familiar. The type with oval, slightly up-
curved tines, five or six in number, and a "D" handle, is the most

convenient and comfortable for garden use.

For areas large enough for a horse to turn around in, use a

plow. There are many good makes. The reversible type has

the advantage of turning all the furrows

one way, and is the best for small plots and

sloping ground. It should turn a clean,

deep furrow. In deep soil that has long
been cultivated, plowing should, with few

exceptions, be down at least to the subsoil ;

and if the soil is shallow it will be advisable

to turn up a little of the subsoil at each

plowing not more than an inch, in order

that the soil may gradually be deepened. In

plowing sod it will be well to have the plow
fitted with a "coulter," which turns a minia-

ture furrow ahead of the plowshare, thus

covering under all sod and grass and getting
them out of the way of harrows and other

tools to be used later. Where drainage is

poor it will be well to break up the subsoil

with a subsoil plow, which follows in the

wake of the regular plow, but does not lift

the subsoil to the surface.

The spade or spading-fork will be fol-

lowed by the hoe, or hook, and the iron

rake
;
and the plow by one or more of the

A type of hand-weeder that the
author has found most convenient
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various types of harrow. The best type of hoe for use after the

spade is the wide, deep-bladed type. In most soils, however, this

work may be done more expeditiously with the hook or prong-
hoe (see illustration). With this the soil can be thoroughly pul-

verized to a depth of several inches. In using either, be careful

not to pull up manure or trash turned under by the spade, as all

such material will quickly rot away in the soil and furnish the

best sort of plant food. I should think that our energetic manu-
facturers would make a prong-hoe with heavy side blades, like

those of the spading fork, but I have never seen such an imple-

ment, either in use or advertised.

What the prong-hoe is to the spade, the harrow is to the plow.
For general purposes use one that is adjustable; and for ground
at all mellow it will be the only one necessary. Set it, for the

first time over, to cut in deep, and then for leveling, it will leave

the soil in such excellent condition that a light hand-raking (or,

for large areas, a good smoothing harrow) will prepare it for the

finest of seeds, such as onions and carrots. Of disc harrows there

are a great many makes. The salient feature of the disc type
is that it can tear up no manure, grass or trash, even when these

are but partly turned under by the plow. For this

reason it is especially useful on sod or other rough

ground. The best and most convenient harrow for

putting on the finishing touches, and for leveling off

and fining the surface of the soil, is the lever spike-

tooth type. Any of the harrows mentioned above

(except one or two makes of smoothing harrows),
and likewise the prong-hoe, will have to be followed

by the iron rake when preparing the ground for

small-seeded garden vegetables. Get the sort with

what is termed the bow-head (see illustration) in-

stead of one in which the head is fastened directly

to the end of the handle. It is less likely to get
broken and easier to use. There is quite a knack

in manipulating even a garden rake, which will

come only with practice. Don't rake as though you
were gathering up leaves or grass. The secret in

using the garden rake is not to gather things up.

Small stones and lumps of earth, and so forth, you
of course wish to remove. Keep these raked off

ahead of where you are leveling the soil, which is

accomplished with a backward-and-forward move-
ment of the rake.

The tool-house of every garden should contain a

seed-drill. Labor which is otherwise tedious and

difficult is rendered by it mere play, and it is done better. The

operations of making the row, opening the furrow, dropping the

seed at the proper depth and distance, covering immediately with

fresh earth, and

firming the soil,

are all done at one

swoop and as fast

as you can walk !

It will even drop
seeds in hills, nor

is this all: it may
be had as part of a

combination m a -

chine, which, after

your seeds are

planted with each

row neatly rolled

on top and plainly

visible may be at

once transformed

Four types of hoe: the scuffle, the heart-
'"to a wheel-hoe,

shaped, the short and the common hoe that will save you

Select a bow-head rake rather than one
in which the teeth-bar is fastened directly
to the shaft. At the right is the prong-hoe

The spading-fork de-

serves to be better
known

as much time in car-

ing for your plants
as the seed-drill did

in planting your
seed. With this

equipment hoeing
drudgery disappears.
The attachments

which may be had
for such an imple-
ment are so many
and so varied in use-

fulness that it would

require an entire ar-

ticle to detail their

special advantages
and methods of use.

The catalogues describing them will give you many valuable sug-

gestions ;
and other ways of utilizing them will discover them-

selves to you in your work.

Valuable as the wheel hoe is, however, and va-

ried in its scope of work, the time-tried hand hoe

cannot be entirely dispensed with. An accompany-

ing photograph shows four distinct types, all of

which will pay for themselves in a garden of mod-
erate size. The one on the right is the one most

generally seen
;
next it is a modified form which

personally I prefer for all light work, such as loos-

ening soil and cutting out seeds. It is lighter and

smaller
; quicker and easier to handle

;
next this is

the Warren, or heart-shaped hoe, specially valuable

in opening and covering drills for seed, such as

beans, peas or corn. The scuffle hoe, or scarifer,

which completes the quartet, is used between narrow
rows for shallow work, such as cutting off small

weeds and breaking up the crust. It has been less

frequently needed since the advent of the wheel hoe,

but when crops are too large to admit of the use

of the latter, the scuffle hoe is still an indispensable
time-saver.

There remains one task connected with garden-

ing that is a bugbear. That is hand-weeding. To
get down on one's hands and knees in the blistering

hot dusty soil, with the perspiration trickling down
one's nose, and pick small weedlets from among

tender plantlets, is not at all a pleasant recreation. There are,

however, several sorts of small weeders which lessen the work

considerably. One of the many types is shown herewith. One

type or another will seem preferable, according to different con-

ditions of soil and methods of work. Personally, I prefer the one

illustrated for general use. The angle blade makes it possible to

cut very near to small plants, and between close-growing plants ;

while the strap over one finger leaves fingers free for weeding
without dropping the instrument.

There are two'things to be kept in mind about hand weeding
which will reduce this work to the minimum. First, never let the

weeds get a start, for even if they don't increase in number, if

they once smother the ground or the crop you will wish you had

never heard of a garden. Second, do your hand weeding while

the surface soil is soft, and the weeds come out easily. A hard-

crusted soil will double and treble the amount of labor required.

When garden tools are such savers of labor, it would seem

needless to suggest that they should be carefully kept in repair

and always bright, clean and sharp. But such advice is needed,

to judge by most of the tools one sees. Always have a piece of

cloth or old bag on hand where the garden tools are kept, and

(Continued on page 280)
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You can grow ivy in boxes out in the garden, bringing them up on
the porch when the vines have made sufficient growth

Boxes of ivy have been placed on the stone wall of porch, from
which the vines hang down to drape the wall inside and out

English ivy has been trained upon the
trellis of this loggia from boxes of rich
moist soil

The only trouble with clematis is the
bareness of its lower branches, which
should be screened

The morning-glory is

not exacting as re-

gards soil or site

PORCH VINE SUGGESTIONS Clematis Jackmani
comes in purple,
red, blue and white

An interesting treatment of the wall at the back of a porch a sur-

face that is too frequently neglected

A variety of trellis treatments may be worked out with lath, painted
white or stained green



In order to be able to supply your garden soil with the elements of plant food it really needs you will have to keep a record of production
under various conditions, and then mix your fertilizers in the proper proportions to suit. Break up all lumps and mix the ingredients
by hoeing in a box

The Fertilizer Problem and the Amateur
WHAT SORT OF PLANT FOOD THE GARDEN SOIL NEEDS WHEN AND HOW TO
GIVE IT MIXING YOUR OWN FERTILIZERS SOME CONVENIENT FORMULAE

M . R ( ) 1! !: K T S C O N O V K R

Photographs by the author

THE garden soil is not an inexhaustible storehouse fro n which
toothsome vegetables are yielded year after year with no

return of plant food. The time spent in cultivation and planting
is an investment yielding return in proportion to the hidden re-

sources of the soil and these resources are directly affected by
the crops produced therefrom.

Too frequently the amateur gardener feels that the whole fer-

tilizer problem is solved for him if he dumps a cartload or two of

old manure over the garden, in the fall or in the spring, and lets

it go at that. And in the majority of cases it will serve to stimu-

late a fairly presentable growth. If, however, you want to excel

in your garden activities and really produce a maximum of yield
and quality you will need to investigate this matter of fertilizers

further.

You will find that a timely and judicious application of one of

the chemical fertilizers the immediately available kinds of plant
food will supply just that most needed element that the plant
craves. Instead of reaping the average commonplace crop you
will have entered the record class. Such a desirable result, how-

ever, can follow only after the amateur is willing to spend a little

time and study on this problem of plant foods and plant stimu-

lants.

As a general principle those garden crops which have the great-
est nutritive value remove from the'soil a greater amount of plant
food than those lower in the scale of foods. To this, beans and

peas are exceptions. These nourishing vegetables leave the soil

richer in nitrogen and do not require supplies of soil nitrogen

during their growth.

Nitrogen, potash and phosphates must be supplied to the gar-
den soil before it is taxed for another crop, and while the propor-
tions of these chemicals favorable to good plant growth may be

ascertained, gardening is not so exact a science that all the ele-

ments applied can be accounted for in the soil or in the crops.
The elements of plant food removed by growth are returned to

the soil in the various kinds of animal waste manure, different

forms of bone, etc., in mineral compounds, green manures, and a

very small proportion in the unedible parts of vegetable growth
which enter into composts.
The elements contained in these substances are released as

plant food, rapidly or gradually according to the form in which

they are applied. On garden soil where rapid growth and two or

more crops are demanded, fertilizers which decompose quickly
are absolutely essential. Of the various kinds of animal waste,

poultry manure ranks first in this respect, if it has been kept
under shelter and its nitrogen preserved by layers of earth and

dustings of land-plaster during its accumulation.

A garden fertilized by being spread with twelve tons of this

manure to the acre will surpass in its yield an equal area dressed

with stable compost.
Stable manure is valuable for later effect after decay has lib-

erated its elements. When applied fresh it is very injurious to

delicate plants. If, however, it is thoroughly mixed with the soil

by plowing and harrowing, this trouble is obviated. In this form
it is beneficial to plants after three or four weeks. Old rotted

manure is used in direct contact to plants without injury. If in

addition to a heavy dressing of manure, quick-acting fertilizers are

applied as they are needed by the plants, the garden soil is well

stocked for a season's cropping.
The use of green manure has an effect somewhat similar to

the compost. It is supplied by planting some such crop as rye
or clover upon the soil, allowing it to grow to a height of several

inches and plowing it under. This replaces in the soil the elements

used in growth and improves its mechanical condition by supply-

ing humus. Leaves and tobacco stems have excellent fertilizing

qualities also.

Quick-acting fertilizers whose elements are in proportions
suited to different vegetables are procured from dealers at prices

averaging about three cents a pounds, and these give satisfactory
results with judicious use. These may be distributed along the

row beneath the seed, mixing well with the soil, or such fertilizers

may be worked into the soil at one side of the vegetables after

they have begun growing. Nitrate of soda, used to stimulate
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plant growth, is applied by a

sprinkling on the surface of

the soil beside the plants. It

must not touch the foliage and

it should not be covered, as

its tendency is to work down-

ward.

Fertilizers that are readily

available as plant food are

more expensive and, merely
from an economical stand-

point, their composition should

be suited to the individual

needs of the plants. For in-

stance, beans and peas do not

need nitrogen, but they do

want lime and potash. Beets

want all three elements in abund-

ance. Turnips require phosphates
in large proportions and potatoes
and fruits require potash.

By keeping a careful record of

the conditions which attend certain

results, the gardener can learn to

know the deficiencies of his soil and

thus give it the plant food it re-

quires. To do this one will need to

prepare his own fertilizers. In

handling fertilizers one should wear

gloves to protect the hands from

poisonous or caustic ingredients.

The various fertilizing substances

which have formed into lumps must

be reduced at least to the consist-

ency of coarse salt by pounding or

sifting before they can be mixed.

In mixing, the ingredients are spread in layers and then turned

over with a shovel or hoe until evenly distributed.

Nitrate of soda, especially, and other chemical fertilizers be-

sides, should be used as soon as possible after their purchase, as

they lose value by contact with the air.

Nitrate of soda, when applied alone, has an immediate effect

upon growing plants it will not remain in the soil, but works
down through it with no benefit to plant growth if applied before

One of the greatest and at the same time cheapest ways of fertilizing
the garden is by sowing rye or clover in the fall and plowing it

under when several inches high

Broadcasting a compost of stable manure over the soil will

dp much good usually, but do not consider it the be-

ginning and end of the fertilizer problem

it can be taken up by the root

system.
The following fertilizers

are adapted to the peculiar
needs of certain vegetables:
For sweet potatoes, in quanti-

ty to fertilize one-twentieth of

an acre, eight pounds of mu-
riate of potash, two and one-

half pounds of available phos-

phoric acid, twenty pounds of

acid phosphate and twelve

pounds of nitrate of soda.

This is mixed with the soil

before the plants are set.

For asparagus, one part sul-

phate of ammonia and two

parts muriate of potash, applied in

the row over the crowns, using
about fifty pounds on one-twen-

tieth of an acre.

For tomatoes, on a similar area,

five pounds of nitrate of soda,

eight and one-half of bone tank-

age, five pounds of acid phosphate
and six pounds of muriate of pot-

ash, will furnish the right propor-
tions for growth on ordinary gar-
den soil.

Onions require heavy feeding.

Twenty pounds of nitrate of soda,
fifteen pounds of muriate of pot-
ash and twenty pounds of bone
meal make a suitable mixture.

Two applications, just before

planting, and at the side of the

row about a month later, give satisfactory results.

In soil supplied with nitrogenous material, the fruit trees and
bushes will mature fine crops of fruit if early in the season they
are given a fertilizer of two parts muriate of potash and three

parts ground bone, using eight hundred pounds to the acre.

But whether you choose a liquid or solid, chemical or natural

mixture, one of the greatest factors for success is continual activ-

ity. After it is spread see that it is so thoroughly turned that it

1

Apply nitrate of soda along the sides of rows, when the plants need
an immediate stimulus

Some of the chemical fertilizers are applied in the rows before the
seeds are sown



Grow Your Own Fruit /

III. THE CARE OF TREES AFTER THEY ARE SET OUT INSECT AND FUNGOUS
PESTS-WHEN THEY APPEAR AND HOW TO COMBAT THEM MOST EFFECTIVELY

[Mr. Rockwell's series of articles that appeared last year in these pages, under the title "Grow Your Oivn Vegetables," met with so many
expressions of appreciation that we are doubly glad to follow it with three articles on an equally important phase of the home garden The first

article, which appeared in the February issue, took up the important matter of selecting the varieties best suited to the needs of the home orchard-
the second article, in March, told how and when to plant, prune and cultivate. EDITOR.]

r
I ""HE day has gone, probably for-

ever, when setting out fruit

trees and giving them occasional cul-

tivation "plowing up the orchard"

once in several years would produce

good fruit. Apples and pears and

^peaches have occupied no preferred

position against the general invasion

of the realm of horticulture by insect

.and fungous enemies. The fruits have

indeed suffered more than most

plants. Nevertheless there is this en-

couraging fact : that though the

fruits may have been severely at-

tacked, the means we now have of

fighting fruit-tree enemies, if thor-

-oughly used, as rule are more certain

-of accomplishing their purpose and keeping
the enemies completely at bay than are sim-

ilar weapons in any other line of horticul-

tural work.

With fruit trees, as with vegetables and

flowers, the most important precaution to be taken against in-

sects and disease is to have them in a healthy, thriving, growing

is v F . F . ROCKWELL
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which may be left to develop into

large limbs
;
and then as these new

limbs grow on, gradually to cut out

(using a fine-tooth saw and painting
the exposed surfaces) surplus old

wood. Apples will need more .prun-

ing than the other fruits
; pears and

cherries the least. Cutting back the

ends of limbs enough to keep the

trees in good form, with the re-

moval of an occasional branch for

the purpose of letting in light and

air, is all the pruning they will re-

quire. Of course trees growing on
rich ground, and well cultivated,

will require more cutting back than

those growing under poorer condi-

tions. A further purpose of pruning is to

effect, indirectly, a thinning of the fruit, so

that what is grown will be larger and more
valuable, and also that the trees may not

become exhausted by a heavy crop.
In trees that have been neglected and growing slowly, the bark

sometimes becomes hard and set. In such cases it will prove
condition. It is part of Nature's law of the survival of the fittest beneficial to scrape the bark and give a "wash," applied with an

that any backward or weakling plant or tree seems to fall first

prey to the ravages of destructive forces.

For these reasons the double necessity of maintaining at all

times good fertilization and thorough cultivation will be seen.

In addition to these two factors, careful attention in the matter

of pruning is essential in keeping the trees in a healthy, robust

condition. As explained in a previous article, the trees should be

started right by pruning the first season to the "open-head" or

vase shape, which furnishes the maximum of light and air to all

parts of the tree. Three or four main branches should form the

basis of the head, care being taken not to have them start from

directly opposite points on the trunk, thus forming a crotch and

leaving the tree liable to splitting

from winds or excessive crops.
If the tree is once started right,

further pruning will give little

trouble. Cut out limbs which cross

or are likely to rub against each

other, or that are too close together ;

and also any that are broken, de-

-cayed or injured in any way. 'For

trees thus given proper attention

from the start, a sharp jack-knife
will be the only pruning instrument

required.
The care of the old orchard is

more difficult. Cutting out too many
of the old, large limbs at one time is

sure to give a severe shock to the

vitality of the tree. A better plan
is, first, to cut off close all suck-

ers and all new small-growth limbs,

except a few of the most promising,
A spraying outfit is an absolute necessity. If you have
few trees a small brass tank of knapsack type will do

old broom. Whitewash is good for the purpose, but soda or

lye answers the same purpose and is less disagreeably conspicuous.

Slitting the bark on trunks and largest limbs is sometimes re-

sorted to, care being taken to cut through the bark only ; but such

practice is objectionable because it leaves ready access to some
forms of fungous disease and to borers.

Where extra fine specimens of fruit are desired, thinning is

practised. It helps also to prevent the tree from being overtaxed

by excessive crops ;
but where pruning is thoroughly done this

trouble is usually avoided. Peaches and Japan plums are espe-

cially benefited by thinning, as they have a great tendency to over-

bear. The spread of fruit diseases, especially those not in the

fruit itself, is also to some extent

checked.

Of fruit-tree enemies there are

some large sorts which may do

great damage in short order rab-

bits and field-mice. They may be

kept away by mechanical protec-

tion, such as wire, or heaping the

earth up to a height of twelve inches

about the tree trunk. Or they may
be caught with poison baits, such

as boiled grain in which a little rat-

poison has been mixed. The for-

mer method for small gardens is

little trouble, safer to Fido and

Tabby, and the most reliable in

effect.

Insects and scale diseases are not

so easily managed : and that brings
us to the question of spraying and
of sprays.
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For large orchards, the spray must, of course, be applied with

powerful and expensive machinery. For the small fruit garden
a much simpler and very moderate-priced apparatus may be ac-

quired. The most practical of these is the brass-tank compressed-
air sprayer, with extension rod and mist-spray nozzle. Or, one

of the knapsack sprayers may be used. Either of these will be

of great assistance not only with the fruit trees but everywhere
in the garden. With care, they will last a good many years.
Whatever type you get, be sure to get a brass machine, as cheaper
ones made of other metal quickly corrode from contact with the

strong poisons used.

The insects most commonly attacking the apple are the codlin

moth, tent-caterpillar, cankerworm and borer. The codlin moth

Spray cherry trees when most of the blossoms are off, with arsenate of lead solution, 5 to 8 pounds to 100 gallons of
water. Sour cherries are more easily grown than the sweet varieties.

lays its eggs about the time of the falling of the blossoms, and the

larvae when hatched eat into the young fruit and cause the ordi-

nary wormy applies and pears. Owing to these facts, it is too late

to reach the trouble by spraying after the calyx closes on the

growing fruit. Keep close watch and spray immediately upon the

fall of the blossoms, and repeat the spraying a week or so (not
more than two) later. For spray, use Paris green at the rate of

one pound, or arsenate of lead (paste or powder less of the lat-

ter; see accompanying directions) at the rate of four pounds to

one hundred gallons of water, being careful to have a thorough
mixture. During July, tie strips of burlap or old bags around
the trunks and every week or so destroy all caterpillars caught in

these traps.

The tent-caterpillar may be destroyed while in the egg state, as

these are plainly visible around the smaller twigs in circular,

brownish masses. Upon hatching, also, the nests are obtrusively

visible and may be wiped out with a swab .of old bag or burned

with a kerosene torch. Be sure to apply this treatment before the

caterpillar begins to leave the nest. The treatment recommended
for codlin moth is also effective for the tent-caterpillar.

The cankerworm is another leaf-feeding enemy and can be

taken care of by the Paris green or arsenate spray.

The railroad-worm, a small white maggot which eats a small

path in all directions through the ripening fruit, cannot be reached

by spraying, as he starts life inside the fruit; but where good
clean tillage is practised, and no fallen fruit is left to lie and decay
under the trees, he is not apt to give much trouble.

The borer's presence is indicated by the dead, withered appear-
ance of the bark, beneath which he is at work, and also by small

amounts of saw-

dust where he

entered. D i g
him out with a

sharp poc k e t -

knife or kill him

inside with a

piece of wire.

The most
troublesome dis-

ease of the ap-

ple, especially in

wet seasons, is

the apple scab,

which disfigures
the fruit, both

in size and in

appearance, as it

causes blotches

and distortions.

Spray with Bor-

deaux mixture,

5-5-50 or 3-3-50

(see formulae

below) three
times just before

the bio s s o m s

open ; just as

they fall
;

and

ten days to two
weeks after they
fall. The second

spraying is con-

sidered the most

important.
The San Jose

scale is, of

course, really an

insect, though in appearance it seems a disease. It is much more

injurious than the untrained fruit-grower would suppose, because

indirectly so. It is very tiny, being round in outline, with a

raised center, and only the size of a small pin head. Where it has

once obtained a good hold, it multiplies very rapidly, makes a scaly
formation or crust on the branches, and causes small red-edged

spots on the fruit. For trees once infested, spray thoroughly, both

in the fall, after the leaves drop, and again in the spring, before

growth begins. Use lime-sulphur wash, or miscible oil, one part
to ten of water, thoroughly mixed.

Sour cherries are more easily grown than the sweet varieties,

and are less subject to the attacks of fruit enemies. Sweet cher-

ries are troubled by the curculio, or fruit worm, which attacks

also peaches and plums. Cherries and plums may be sprayed,
when most of the blossoms are off, with a strong arsenate of lead

solution, five to eight pounds to one hundred gallons of water.
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In addition to

this treatment,

where the
worms have
once got a

start, the bee-

tles may be de-

stroyed by
s p r e ading a

sheet around

and beneath

the tree, and

every day or so

shaking or jar-

ring them off

into it, as de-

scribed below.

Do not spray

peaches. For

the curculio,

within a few

days after the

blossoms are
off, take a large

sheet of some

cheap material

to use as a

catcher. For

FRUIT
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Effects That May Be Had With Shrubbery This Year

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS- FOR THE MAN WHO WANTS TO MAKE HIS HOME
GROUNDS AS ATTRACTIVE AS POSSIBLE THIS YEAR WHAT TO PLANT AND HOW

BY ROWLAND COLLINS

Photographs by E. J. Hall, W. C. Egan and others

WHILE shrubbery plantings are

intended to adorn their sur-

roundings through all the years of

their growth, all shrubs do not ac-

complish this the first year. With
careful planning and wise selection,

however, gratifying effects may be

secured from the start. For imme-
diate effect, shrubs of beautiful form
and foliage are the dependables until

the plantings are ready for bloom.

Plants which require rigid pruning or

are of scraggy habit must be ex-

cluded or concealed until growth
makes them presentable.
The great peril in working for im-

mediate effect is that of close plant-

ing. Ultimately this results in dwarf-

ing and unsymmetrical development
of some kinds of plants. With ever-

greens whose beauty depends upon
perfection of form, contact with

other specimens causes bruising of

the foliage, which does not recover

from such injury as does that of de-

ciduous trees.

Plants of variegated foliage and
diverse foliage forms are a great
boon to the gardener who must have

quick results.

The dwarf Japanese maple groups
are very lovely, and since their vivid

coloring is an all-season characteris-

tic, they are immediately effective. A group of several varieties

of this brilliant-hued shrub is autumnal in effect and is particu-

The Japanese maples are

shrubbery massing, and
immediate

larly pleasing when so placed that

the eye in traveling from somber

masses of evergreen is caught and

held by their shades of crimson and

gold.

The golden Japanese maple

(Acer Japonicum, aurem) is deep

yellow, mottled with green. It is

a little more expensive than the

other varieties. The Acer poly-

morphum atrodisscctum has droop-

ing branches and deeply cleft, lacy

foliage. The foliage of the A. p.

lacinatum, rubrum, is of the same
color and still more delicate in

shape. A. p. scolopendifolium is

silver green, and the A. p. versi-

color is variegated, with pink, rose

and light green edged with white.

These maples are hardy, and

while they enjoy fertile soil are not

exacting as to location. Plants two
and three feet in height may be

bought for one dollar and fifty

cents. They should be planted
about four and one-half feet apart
where soil is moderately fertile, and

six feet apart in very rich locali-

ties.

Evergreens are very useful in

solving the problem of immediate

effect
;

in fact when planted near

deciduous plants of unpleasing

form, their bold symmetrical outlines divert attention from their

unlovely neighbors. The groups given are merely suggestive of

wonderfully attractive for
of course the effect is

A shrub that is valuable for foliage as well as for bloom is the

purpled-leaved plum (Prunus Pissardi)

There are few shrubs more beautiful than our common elder. Try
four-foot specimens of the golden-leaved variety
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what may be accomplished with evergreens of various forms and

contrasting color.

Group Number One is a triangular planting using the Ameri-

can arbor vitae near the center of the triangle slightly toward the

apex, two specimens of the blue juniper (Juniperus stricta) each,

midway between the lower angle and the arbor vitae, two of the

dwarf golden arbor vitae, Geo. Peabody (Thuya occidentalis,

aurea), each, at a lower angle of the plan, and one specimen of

the dwarf bushy pine (pinus mughus) at the apex. If possible,

procure specimens from two and one-half to three feet high and

plant them four feet apart.

Group Number Two is an elliptical one, useful at a carriage

turn. It employs Koster's Colorado blue spruce near the center,

with the Douglas golden juniper of low-spreading habit at one

side, and the golden weeping retinospora (R. filifera aurea), of

low wide habit, at the other side, and four specimens of the dwarf

arbor vitae (Thuya occidentalis nana) at equal distances around

the outer edge of the ellipse. The Colorado blue spruce should be

six feet from the nearest specimens.

Group Number Three is intended to

form intermediate masses between tall

trees and lawn. It consists of the golden-

leaved retinospera (R. pisifera aurca),

eventually tall and spreading, two of the

Norway spruce, three of the American

arbor vitae, and, in the foreground, a Sibe-

rian arbor vitae (Thuya occidentalis Sibe-

rican) conical in form, dark in foliage and

of slow growth, and two or three of the

Tom Thumb arborvitaes (T. occidentalis

Ellwangerana), of broad compact form

and light green foliage.

Group Number Four comprises Nord-

mann's silver fir, two specimens of hem-
lock spruce, one of the variegated arbor

vitae (T. 0. vervceneana) , green and light

yellow, and two of the Sabin juniper

(Juniperus Sabina), rich dark green. The

spruce and silver fir should be seven feet

apart at least, and the lower-growing spe-

cimens from four and one-half to five feet

apart.
The arbor vitaes, dwarf pine, the low

growing junipers and box, are very useful

for plantings near the foundations of

Evergreens make an immediate showing in your planting scheme.
Move them with a good ball of earth bound to the roots

A shrubbery group of junipers, barberries, holly, yuccas, hypericums
and other elements, well massed

dwellings, in nearly any kind of soil.

Evergreens that are to be planted in

April should be put in the ground as

early in the month as possible. They
should be moved with a large clump of

earth held in place by sacking.

When aiming for immediate effect with

deciduous shrubs the hardy hydrangea
should be included. Stocky, well rooted

plants will bloom this year in July and

continue through the summer.

The weigelia is also valuable for early

effect. The late-blooming varieties, Wei-

ydia Candida and Eva Rathke should

jloom this year. The variegated wei-

gelia bears pink flowers in June, but if

bloom is not secured the first year, it is

valuable for the beauty of its foliage

alone. Being rather dwarf, it should be

well to the front of shrubbery masses.

The dwarf azalea and the Chinese

privet are ornamental for their foliage.

The azalea is evergreen. When estab-

lished these plants are June bloomers.

The Azalea Mollis will bloom this year

if the plants are strong. It is of dense

habit and blooms in May. If there is a moist shady place be sure

and plant this azalea there.

The late August-flowering Hypcricum Van Fleeti, or golden

lace, will flower this year, bearing masses of yellow blossoms until

frost.

Two other shrubs valuable for foliage characteristics and ulti-

mately for bloom are the golden-leaved elder (Sambucus nigra,

aurea) and the purple-leaved plum (Prunus Pissardi). Get

specimens from three to four feet in height and plant them in the

center or toward the back of the group.

, Good-sized plants of the Chinese Matrimony Vine (Lycium

Sinensis) thrive easily in any spot, and because of their graceful

drooping form make pleasing contrast with other shrubs. Where

vines are necessary to produce a harmonious effect or for screen-

ing, the rambler roses and the Wichuriana or memorial rose can

be depended upon for rapid growth, throwing out shoots fifteen

or sixteen feet long. The plants to be set should be at least three

years old to insure the strongest growth.

In setting the plants be sure that the roots have not become dry

and shriveled. It is better to set moist roots into a rather dry

(Continued on page 292)

The hydrangea may be kept low to induce

larger blooms or it may be allowed to as-

sume a tree-like form



Annuals That Should Be Better Known
AMONG THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM THIS YEAR FROM SEED

SOWN NOW OR NEXT MONTH THERE ARE MANY DESERVING

SORTS THAT ARE TOO FREQUENTLY OVERLOOKED

D 1

The helichrysum is

the best of the
old - fash ioned

everlastings

ID you ever peer through a gar-
den gate and wish that you

might go inside? If you have, you
can imagine the feelings of certain

flowers. They want to go into your garden,
but you haven't asked them. At this mo-

ment they are looking wistfully from the

pages of some catalogue or other and hop-

ing that another spring will not pass with-

out the longed-for invitation to come into

your garden. Won't you consider at least

one of these unbidden guests this year and

offer it a welcome? In beauty it will give

you out of the abundance of its heart, and

all it will ask will be decent bed and

board.

I have in mind, especially, certain of the

annuals. Everyone grows annuals as a mat-

ter of course
;
for no matter upon what plan

of permanence the garden be builded, there

always is needed a quantity of these flowers of a single summer's

life, to fill in the chinks and add to the glory of color. But the

average gardener is prone to forget that the common annuals are

not such because they are the best
;
the only reason why the list

is not longer is because some of the others have been so grossly

neglected that they are not generally known.

How many, for example, have ever tasted the joys of salpi-

glossis? I can name two communities in which mine were the

only ones to be seen. Yet here is one of the most beautiful of

all annuals. Moreover, it offers a unique and singularly fascin-

ating study on ac-

count of the mar-

velous colors and

markings of the

blossoms. It has

the common name
of painted tongue,
w h i c h, as com-

pared with the bo-

tanical name, is

merely going from
bad to worse. How-
ever, that does not

alter the beauty of

the bios s o m s

something like a

petunia in form,
but a little smaller.

There are half a

dozen kinds worth

growing rose,
scarlet, purple and

white, each with

veins of gold, and
The larger centaureas here are sweet sul-

tans, an annual too little seen nowadays also primrose and

BY H. S. ADAMS

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

crimson. As forty cents will cover the cost of the entire collec-

tion it is more satisfactory to plant them all, each variety making

a better display by itself. It is an admirable flower for cutting ;

so any surplus plants may be placed in rows on the edge of the

vegetable garden or in some out-of-the-way place. The kinds

mentioned are all the improved type, but there is an Emperor

strain of mixed seed that makes a still finer showing for specimen

plants. The salpiglossis has no cultural difficulties
;
the one thing

to bear in mind is that the seed

should be sown early under glass

a sunny window will do for

any annual if there is neither

greenhouse nor coldframe in

order that the bloom may set in

while the summer is young ;
it will

continue until frost.

Then there is the everlasting.

Only the other day some one asked

me if I knew it. Dear me, it was

in many an old garden when I

was a lad. It was highly prized

in those days in winter as well

as summer, for it was plucked
from the garden to adorn the par-

lor mantel when there were no

flowers outside other than the

snow flowers. I hope that it is

banished forever from the parlor

mantel, but I do miss it in the

gardens that I wander through.

What we always called the ever-

lasting in New England is the

helichrysum, though actually this

is only one of several kinds of im-

mortelles. It is the best of them
all for the garden as it is the most decorative. The globular
straw flowers range from white through yellow to a deep red,

and are borne high above good foliage. For color it is wisest to

plant the varieties separately ;
ten kinds are offered for fifty cents

in one of the imported collections. A rich soil is best and the

seed must be sown early under glass to insure the full period of

bloom. Another good everlasting, plentiful enough in graveyard
wreaths in winter but little known in the garden, is the xeranthe-

mum. It grows about three feet high, and the double blossoms

rose, purple or white have an outer row of elongated rays. A
third everlasting, the gomphrena, always has been called bach-

elor's button in our part of the country, but fortunately may be

designated by the less confusing name of globe amaranth. Be-

ware of the "red" variety ;
it is a rich solferino that will fight with

anything save white. Of the old kinds the white is the safer.

The new nana compacta type of either is excellent for edgings,
as it grows only a foot high ;

the other runs above two feet. The

yellow variety, aurea superba, is also a useful annual. If it seems

desirable to add to the home aggregation of dust-gatherers, these

everlastings must be picked before the blossoms are fully ex-

The almost-forgotten globe
amaranth is worth taking

up again
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Salpiglossis, or "painted tongue,"
is attractive particularly on
account of its veining

panded and
dried by hang-

ing, heads down,
on a line of

string.

One of the
most precious of

the newer an-

nuals that is

making woeful-

ly slow progress
is the African

daisy (Arctotis

grandis) . There
cannot be too

many stars in

the garden, and

this flower sup-

plies some that

are novel as well

as beautiful. The

blossoms, which
rise on long-

branched stems from a clump
of handsome, silvery foliage,
are white with a centre of soft

blue, which shade reappears on
the underside of the petals.

This is a true "day's eye," the

blossoms closing at night and
in cloudy or rainy weather. It

is a profuse bloomer all sum-
mer long, surviving even the

early frosts, and is fine for cut-

ting, as it lasts a long time in water. Give it a sunny spot. The
seed may be sown in the open ground, but I find it is far pref-
erable to use a coldframe. There is also a rich orange African

daisy waiting expectantly. This is Dimorphotheca aurantica,

which is a very showy low bedding plant.

One of my delightful flower memories of Paris in early sum-
mer is a small pansy that was used in prodigal quantities to edge
borders and walks with a solid color. For years this tufted pansy,

for such it was,
has been a prime
favorite in Europe,
but over here the

general run of

flower-lovers a p -

pears to think that

the only pansy is

the one that spends
its beauty as a rule

before the hot

weather comes.
Here is a deplora-
ble omission from

the home garden.
While the blossoms

are smaller, the
tufted pansy is su-

perior to the com-

mon type for color

effect, as the plants,

if well cared for,

are a compact mass

T,. of bloom. Fur-
There is no daintier garden annual than

schizanthus with its orchid-like flowers thermore, they are

The old-time "mourning bride," or scabiosa,
is one of the best annuals for cutting

invaluable for a

pansy succession,

since they are at

their best after the

others begin to

peter out, and they
bloom through the

entire summer.
There _are admira-

ble yellow, lilac,

purple and white

varieties. Any one

of them is better

than a mixture, for

garden color notes,

but an expenditure
of forty cents for

all four will be

money well laid

out. For June
bloom sow the seed

in April under
glass. Usually this

flower is called the

viola, but that is a

wretched name
;

all of the pansy and violet tribe are violas.

Lately the old-fashioned sweet sultan (Ccntanrea imperialis)
has had a place among the elect in the windows of the Fifth

Avenue flower-shops in New York. But who knows it in the

garden? Not many. Nevertheless it is among the very choicest

of annuals, and so easy to grow that it is only essential to remem-
ber that the plant has a marked peculiarity ;

it so dislikes the "dog

days'' that the seed must be sown early say April, under glass

in order to secure perfect bloom before the weather gets too hot.

You may have it in purple, rose, lilac, lavender or pure white ;

and again, any one of these varieties is better than a mixture.

The handsome yellow sweet sultan, also known as Grecian corn-

flower, is Centaurea suaveolens. It is very fragrant and, like the

other kinds, is excellent for cutting. Another Centaurea that

should be better known is the basket flower (C. Americana).
This is a glorified "ragged sailor," three feet high, but the blos-

soms, which are sometimes four inches across, are more like the

thistle in form.

It is extremely
effective as a cut

flower.

The schizan-

thus, or butter-

fly flo w e r
,

is

another annual

that has been

knocking in vain

at most garden

gates. And it is

so dainty myr-
iads of orchids

crowning a mass

of finely cut fol-

iage, one might

say of a bed of

it. The large-

flowered, dwarf
v a r iety, which

has a wide range
of delicate
(Continued on

page 292)

This little-known daisy from South America
is low of growth and has flowers of the
richest orange. Fine for bedding



The Editor will gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. When an immediate reply

desired, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

A Wood and Willow Screen

A FOLDING screen of unusual beauty
^*- has recently been made by the de-

signer of a style of furniture that is recog-
nized as being decidedly out of the ordi-

nary. The screen is about six feet in height
and has three sections, but instead of hav-

ing a solid covering of leather or some

heavy material, they are filled in with wil-

low, woven in such a large mesh that a

most delicate openwork effect is produced.
Each section of the screen has three wil-

low panels of graduated size, the largest
at the bottom. The frame is made of

ash, a wood with a beautiful grain that

takes stain readily, and that may be done
in silver gray, brown, green, or any color

that is desired. The screen has the rather

unusual advantage of fitting in well with

furniture of practically every description,
without appearing too heavy for a sum-
mer room or too light for the more solid-

looking furnishings of a winter apartment.
Done in a silver gray with the willow left

the natural color, it serves the purpose for

which it is designed and at the same time

gives an impression of lightness and grace
that is most satisfactory. If intended as

a more substantial piece of furniture it

may be done in some dark color to match
the Sittings of the room, the willow stain-

ed as well as the wood, and a lining of

thin silk put in to give it more body, and
to make it quite opaque.

Hints on the Care of Wood
Floors

PHERE is no reason for distress over
* the care of wood floors, if they are

properly "finished" when laid. A natural

wood floor is easily kept in perfect order,

when common sense is used and the fol-

lowing hints observed :

Frequently wipe the floor with a damp-
ened, not a wet cloth, and do not use hot
water.

Never touch the floor with a scrubbing
brush, nor with a broom.

Never use a washing powder of any
kind, or a cleanser. If it is so soiled that

it needs more than cool water, use a lit-

tle castile soap, and wipe it dry with a

chamois.

To remove any waxy substance that cas-

tile soap will not dissolve, use a woolen
cloth dampened with kerosene, and rub

off quickly.
Never touch any floor, or other var-

nished object, with kerosene, except in an

emergency as above described.

Bathroom Suggestions
I" F your bathtub is not provided with a
-

"safety rail," it is a good plan to

place a strong metal or wooden towel rod

on the wall, from twelve to eighteen inches

An uncommon but attractive screen of ash
and willow lattice work. It readily adapts
itself to any color treatment

above the rim of the bath. See that the

screws penetrate the wood behind the plas-
ter. The soapy slipperiness of the tub
has been responsible for many accidents

in the past ;
the guard rail will give a safe

hold, and prevent falls.

If economy is necessary in planning the

bathroom floor, have it of hardwood oak,

Georgia pine, maple or birch the cracks

carefully filled in, and the whole stained,
waxed or oiled. A wooden floor that is

not as waterproof as it is possible to make

it, is a poor investment, for it is impossi-
ble to keep it from being wet or splashed.
A window of leaded translucent glass

is more sanitary than curtains. The glass
will cost from 75 cents to $3.50 per square
foot, depending upon the design and the

locality. Send the window-sash to a

trustworthy manufacturer, with your idea

for color scheme and design, and the price

per foot you wish to pay. Let him send

you sketches for your approval or criti-

cism. The sash can then be returned to

you with the glass neatly fitted in, read)
to set in the window-frame.

House Plant Fertilizer

IV/TANY housewives thoughtlessly throw
-^'^

away the bones that accumulate
in the kitchen when these are just
what is needed for the health of their

plants. Burn the bones in the "second
hole" of the range, and when quite white

pound them to a fine powder. Mix a tea-

spoonful or so (according to size of pot)
in the soil around the plants, and watch
results. This powder contains potash
salts, which furnish an excellent fertilizer

for the plants.

A Handy Bungalow Kitchen

A PROBLEM of the small kitchen is
** to provide a generous table space.
One of the features of a carefully planned
bungalow is a table two by six feet, closed
in below for use as a cupboard. The height,

thirty-two inches, was a point that had
to be impressed on the builder's mind.
The top is made of North Carolina pine,
the same kind that was used in the floor-

ing. Two doors open into the roomy
closet beneath, which contains many bulky
articles that are too clumsy to go into the

regular kitchen closet, besides cooking
and laundry utensils that would have been
hard to dispose of without this generous
storage space. Hooks are fixed to the

sides, as well as to the under part of the
table top, so that the closet can be used
for numerous small articles as well. The
top is protected with one large piece of
thick linoleum. Above this the ample
space allows for various shelves for things
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that are to be kept within reach. A high
shelf, six inches wide, is filled with pre-
serve jars containing dry provisions, such
as cereals, tea, coffee and dried vegetables.
Below a wider shelf holds the cannisters

containing flour and sugar. A home-
made set of shelves occupies the end of
the table; this is for dishes frequently
used. The neat appearance of the table

is assured by means of the little curtain
attached to the lower shelf. This can be
drawn aside when the entire space is need-

ed, or can be closed to screen dishes that
are waiting to be washed, bottles or other
odds and ends that must be temporarily
set aside till a more convenient time for

cleaning.
Next to the table is a convenient closet,

measuring two by three feet and running
from floor to ceiling. A unique feature is

the double door. The lower closet, six

feet in height, is built for the ordinary
kitchen utensils that are not to be kept
exposed to view. The upper part, with a

separate door, is built for utensils that

are seldom wanted, this arrangement pro-
tecting them from exposure to dust by
the constant opening and shutting of the

door.

Closet and table cupboard, together, oc-

cupying as they do the north side of the

room, form an air cushion to keep out the

cold, the house being simply a shingled

bungalow with no cellar under this part.
The remainder of the north wall is oc-

cupied by the door, leading to the porch
and the refrigerator closet. The east

wall accommodates the door into the cel-

lar, a high chest of drawers, containing
many necessary odds and ends, such as

hardware and small gardening articles.

Next to this are the openings into the din-

ing-room built-in sideboard. In addition

to the usual door for the passing of food
and dishes to the sideboard shelf, is an-

other door, measuring twenty by twenty-

The kitchen table is placed in one corner and
made a fixture by building cupboards in the
waste space beneath it

five inches, just below, providing a most
convenient method of reaching the con-
tents of the lower part of the sideboard,
which has, also, the usual low doors on the

dining-room side.

Following next, the first thing on the

south side of the kitchen, is the door that

opens into the other part of the house.

The adjoining room being somewhat
dark, light was admitted by a novel meth-
od. The door is of the type that contains

five horizontal panels. The three upper
panels were removed and replaced by
glass, at a cost of about two dollars.

These glass panels, with a thin curtain,

add very much to the attractiveness, from
both sides of the door. A point was made
of hanging the door on the side that made
it a screen for the kitchen, instead of ex-

posing all kitchen operations to anyone
in the next room, every time the door was

opened. This point was found to be

worthy of notice in other parts of the

bungalow, in spite of established custom,
from the builder's point of view, as to the

side for the hinges and the swing of the

doors.

A high warming closet for the range
cost an additional twelve dollars, but was
well worth it in drying utensils and warm-

ing food.

A space to the right of the range was
reserved for fuel, next to this are the

porcelain wash tub and the enameled iron

sink, with no woodwork near either to

become unsanitary. Above these runs

another six-inch shelf, with more glass

jars of provision? : underneath are hooks

to hang small utensils, hidden from view

and protected from dust by a wide piece

of bordered shelf oil cloth. A large win-

dow on the west, completes the circuit of

this eight by thirteen kitchen. A passage
about four feet wide runs through the

center of the room, so that it is not neces-

sary to take more than a few steps to

reach any article wanted. A larger or

differently shaped room would cause more
waste of energy.

The House Telephone

THE intercommunicating telephone is

proving quite a factor today in

household economics, and rapidly doing

away with the necessity of call buttons and

speaking tubes. In business houses and

hotels, we have long been familiar with

the system which put us in personal touch

with different sections of the building ;
but

many of us have not thought of the possi-

bility of utilizing this very sensible plan

right in our own houses.

With the old-time speaking tube, which

is still a feature in many houses, there is

always dissatisfaction, and the tube con-

nection is with only one place usually the

kitchen ; and most often out of commis-

sion. With the call button, while it serves

the purpose of summoning help, it wastes

much time and energy on the part of the

servants who must travel up and down
stairs at every call, whether service is re-

quired or only an order to be given.

An intercommunicating telephone es-

ubhshed in a home puts every important
room in connection with the other, if de-

sired, and also connects the garage or

stable with the house an important item

thoroughly realized by those who enjoy it.

In a house where only one maid is em-

ployed, or where there is none, a telephone
communication between the front and back

door and the upstairs hall (where the

matron of the house is) will save many
fruitless journeys up and down when she

is alone. Another convenience of an in-

tercommunicating telephone is its use as

a fire-alarm, which may be quickly rung
in every connected room, without loss of

valuable time. A station in the hall near

the maid's room is a necessity when one

maid is kept, so she may be called at any
moment.
An interior house system is in continual

use
;
and instruments are apt to be installed

in places where they are subject to sudden

changes of temperature ;
therefore it is ad-

visable in installing to select a high grade

system not necessarily the most expen-

sive, but the best. There are several good
systems which are inexpensive, and when
once installed they work satisfactorily

without the necessity of constant repair.
A service to connect two rooms may be in-

stalled as readily as one which connects a

dozen. The cheaper method is to have all

instruments connected with the same cir-

cuit ;
but this is not quite as satisfactory

as being able to call without a signal code.

The cost of installing an intercommuni-

cating system varies from $6.00 to $20.00

per station, depending upon the size of the

installation, and the quality of equipment
selected. The fixtures may be secured to

match the finish of other fixtures in the

room. Two rooms only may be connected

or two dozen.

The cost of maintenance of the auto-

matic telephone is practically nothing, if

yood instruments are installed.

The two doors between, the stove and chest of

drawers, give access to the built-in side-
board in the dining-room



Garden

Suggestions
and

Queries

The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' queries pertaining to individual problems connected with the garden and grounds. When a

direct personal reply is desired please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

The Garden Month

"April showers

Bring May Flowers,"
but April hours, spent in the garden bring

May lettuce and June peas and other good
things for the table.

We are, indeed, confronted by a wilder-

ness of things which all seem to demand
immediate attention. It is hard to know
what to do first. Sometimes an hour's

thought will accomplish as much as a

week's work; and that is a good principle
to keep in mind just at this season of the

year. If your planting plan has been made
out, as it should have been many weeks

ago, you have already the right start. At
least you know definitely what you are

going to set out to do. The next step in

increasing the results of your labor is to

apply it systematically make a list of the

many things you have to do. in the order
in which they should be done. This may
seem a very unimportant matter, and very

likely you will think that you can carry
it all in your head just as well. Take my
word for it that you can't. It will require
but a few moments to make out such a list,

and it will at least assure your getting

everything done, and getting each thing
in order. Isn't that worth the trouble?

As a matter of fact, however, it will save

trouble. Keep this list in use, and put
down every garden matter that will need
attention as you go along ;

and check off

the ones attended to, with the dates. If

this list is kept for

use another year, it

will prove invaluable

as a guide to next
season's operations.
The dates especially
are of value in this

record. For instance,

if you got your lima

beans in too early
and had them froz-

en, you will have a

guide to refer to. As
a suggestion to be-

ginners the follow-

ing list is given :

Clean up all litter in

garden for compost Four types of drms;
heap March 10. 3 Half

Engage man to plow March i6th.

Have manure delivered.

Get two bags fertilizer and 50 pounds
nitrate of soda March 2Oth.

Put soda on rhubarb and asparagus, and
loosen up soil March 28th.

Set lettuce plants outside frames.
Set out early cabbage and cauliflower

April ist.

Note : Heavy frost on 3rd. Cabbage
not injured, but cauliflower lost. Sow
onions (make seed-bed especially fine).

Transplant tomatoes.

Sow small seeds from the packet, shaking
them directly into the drill when there is

no wind. Cover at once

And so on, with the dozens of other things
you will find to think of and do. All this,

About Sowing Seeds

You must not be so impatient that you
do the work in a hurry and fail to do it

properly. Gardening is not all easy work,
even if it is all play. The sowing of seeds,

if you have no seed drill, is one of the

most tedious jobs, but also one of the most

important. It will require care and

patience. In the first place, be sure to

have your seed bed in the very finest

condition you can possibly get it. Read
the suggestions on page 244 of this issue

of how to put it in shape. Then, when

you are ready to plant, take with you to

the garden a good stout line, a hoe. an
"onion" hoe or other very small one. and
an iron rake. If the ground is not fresh,

rake the strip you are going to plant over

again and then stretch your line for the

first row. Set it straight, even if you have
to move it at one end or the other several

times. Remember you are marking off for

the whole garden. Of course, the depth
of the drill will depend upon the sort of

vegetable to be planted. For lettuce, rad-

ish, turnip and seeds of similar size it

should not be more than one-half of an
inch deep. If you haven't a very small

hoe for making such drills use a sharp-
ened stick, rather flat, so as to leave a

clean V-shaped drill ; the earth will fall

back if a pointed stick is used. Then tear
of course, may seem dry enough, when off a small corner of your packet of seed

you are impatient to get into the garden
itself, but it will pay.

i Broad furrow 2 in. de ep. 2 Double furrow or one row, 3 in. deep,
in. drill for small seeds. 4 Inch drill for medium seeds

and scatter thinly and evenly in the little

drill. The number of seeds to be put in

a given length of

drill will vary with
the veg e t a b 1 e s

planted, but as a

rule for seeds of
this size there
should be several to

every inch of row.
And now we

come to the most

important trick of
successful seed-
sowing: Firm the

seed into the soil.

Unless the ground
1

is very moist, as it

sometimes is early
in the spring or late

in the fall, this
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should always be the rule. After the seeds

are scattered in the row, with the ball of the

foot or with the narrow-bladed hoe men-
tioned above, press lightly but firmly down
upon every inch of drill. Don't push the

little seeds too deep, but don't be alarmed
if they are for the most part out of sight
when the operation is finished

; they will

come back into sight much more surely
and quickly than if left lying loose in a

hot and dry soil. This "firming," remem-
ber, is done before the seeds are covered
in the drill. Many of them will be cov-

ered by this process, but after it fill in level

with the surface soil, either by drawing the

hoe along the edge of the drill, with the

blade at an angle of forty-five degrees to

it, or by raking lightly across the rows with
the back of the iron rake. Parsnips, sal-

sify, etc., should go in about one-half inch.

So much for the smaller seeds. Peas
and beans and corn require different treat-

ment. They should go in from one to

three inches deep, and if in single-row
drills, these should be from six inches to

a foot wide
;
but it is usually almost as

quick, and more satisfactory, to sow in

double rows, with the twin drills from six

inches to a foot apart. This usually gives
a more even stand, and it is much easier to

keep the weeds in the row cleaned out.

Bush beans should be put in about two
inches apart in the drill, and peas scat-

tered, especially for the first sowing, so

that there will be at least a score to every
six inches of a double drill. If the soil is

at all dry, don't forget to firm !

Beginning to Fight the Weeds

IF April "opens up'' well, you will have

many seeds breaking ground by the

first part of May and among them the in-

truders, weeds. They seem to come out of

the sky with the spring rains. Don't let

them get a start. As soon as your seeds

are planted, if you can, see the rows, start

the wheel hoe, with the "rake" attach-

ments, or, if you haven't a wheel hoe, the

iron rake between the rows. Don't wait

for the weeds to appear you'll have
trouble enough in the rows, where you
can't get at them now. A few radish or

turnip seed, which germinate in a few

days, scattered along the drills of lettuce,

and parsnip, and onions, will mark the

rows quickly, and so be of assistance. Get
an ounce extra to use for this purpose.
Remember that you can destroy more
weeds now in ten minutes with the iron

rake than you can a few weeks later in five

hours with a hoe. For further sugges-
tions about modern methods of fighting

weeds, read the article on modern garden
tools on another page.

In the Vegetable Garden

IF they have not already been attended to

get your poles for beans and brush for

peas ready. Lay the pea brush out in a

flat pile, and put some boards and heavy
stones on it so as to flatten it out, and thus

leave more room in the rows for cultivat-

ing and picking. Now sow first plantings

of beet, carrot, leek, onion, parsley, pars-
nip, salsify, kohlrabi, lettuce, peas, radish,

spinach, turnip, cabbage for plants to be
set out later, also brussels sprouts, cauli-

flower and celery. Set out started plants
of asparagus, rhubarb, beets, cabbage,
cauliflower, lettuce and onions. Be sure all

these are well "hardened off" before going
into the open ground. If you have not
raised your own plants, buy them early

enough to keep out-of-doors a few days
and nights before setting out.

In the Flower Garden

MOST of the seeds and plants for the

flower garden will produce as quick
and more certain results if not put in be-

fore next month. There are some excep-
tions

;
first of all, sweet peas, which should

go in right away, if not already planted, in

a good, deep, well-drained, well-manured
trench. Tramp the manure in well, cover
with two inches of fine soil, plant the seed

and cover with two inches more, leaving
a depression of two to four inches to be
filled in later, but be sure to put it where
water will not collect and flood it. Don't
sow too thickly not as thick as garden
peas. Cornflowers, hardy pinks and prim-
roses are other seeds that may go in now.
But don't neglect the preparation of the

soil just because the seeds can wait. Have
plowed or dug under, a good dressing of

rotted manure, and let the plot lie in

ridges until you need it next month. Let
it stay rough, and smooth it off as you
need it. Make a plan of the flower gar-
den and get a dozen or so packets of an-

nuals to sow later. You can get wonder-
ful results from a dollar or two in seeds.

In Greenhouses and Frames

DON'T
let your outdoor work take all

your attention from the things under

glass. See that everything in the frames is

given room and air if neglected they will

"run up" in no time to spindling and in-

sect-covered plants, next to worthless.

Don't waste your empty frame space.
Get the cabbage and lettuce plants out of
them as soon as possible before, you're
ready to set them out and then if there is

any room not demanded by peppers, egg-
plant and tomatoes, start melons, corn, and
cucumbers at once, planning to leave a few

plants of the latter permanently in each
frame. The cucumbers and corn may be
started on sod, or in boxes or pots, as sug-
gested in the gardening article on another

page.

The Value of Cosmos
of the ordinary bedding annuals

mingle well with larger growing
species. Others may be beautiful in them-
selves or fine en masse, but of little value
in the mixed border. The feathery cos-

mos, however, is the exception. Of all

the flowers that bloom, it has no rival in

giving the softening touch to all that grows
beside it.

The tropical ricinus loses none of its

dignity if the delicately-cut foliage and

dainty white pink or crimson flowers play
hide-and-seek amid its giant leaves. In-

deed finer combination of plants for a

mixed border would be hard to find. Also

cut-and-come-again sunflowers with cos-

mos to fill the irregular spaces between
the taller sunflowers, field-corn and
ricinus is an effective and useful combi-

nation, as the individual habit of growth
of each is such that they virtually support
each other.

If cosmos predominates it gives an ar-

tistic cloudlike effect above white asters

placed in the foreground. The color

scheme is fine if kept in yellow and white

only; but it is a matter of taste whether
the warming touch of pink or crimson

cosmos be given, or simply the white in

profusion for the landscape effect. Cos-

mos is beautiful as a specimen plant but

a combination is more satisfactory.

Cosmos is of value in the mixed border. It fills up irregular spaces and harmonizes with
a variety of colors



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

Celery in Tiles

A N ingenious celery grower has resort-
** ed to the following clever method
of cultivation. He plants his seed in

double rows in a trench according to the

usual practice and when the plants have

become 8 in. in height he makes use of the

tiles. These are the common terra cotta,

vitrified or glazed pipe tiling so frequently
seen in general use. Select for the celery

covers, pipe preferably of four inches in

diameter. This can be easily broken into

cylinders of convenient length. If the col-

lar joints of wider diameter are left on,

they should be put into the earth so that

they are at the bottom. The tile is placed
over the celery and the outside entirely
banked with earth. A hole is left running
clown through the dirt outside the tile. The

plants should be watered through this so

that the water will reach the roots directly.
If it is poured inside the tile it will cause

the celery to discolor and rot. This pre-

caution, as well as that of banking the

earth about the cylinder to prevent its

becoming overheated from the sun, are

the only essentials for success when using
this method. Its benefits are apparent,
in that it enables one to grow long,
clean stalks of celery which are blanched

quite white for their whole length. An-
other advantage is that the concrete acts

a little like a coldframe and helps to pro-
duce ripened celery earlier than the old

way. H. P.

A Gardener's Use for Old
Tin Cans

'
I

A HE two- and three-pound cans that
-*- are thrown away as soon as the

contents are removed, may be made to

serve the gardener in a profitable way.
Melt both ends and along the side seam ;

they will then have to be held in shape by

tying a string around each one. Push
them down in the hotbed so that the up-

per rim is an inch above the surface, then

plant the seed of melon and cucumber in

them. The seed will germinate and grow
in the hotbed, and when the weather per-
mits the cans may be taken up with the

dirt that is in them and also the plants
that have grown therein, and set in hills

previously prepared for them. The string
is cut, and the relaxing can is lifted out,

leaving the plant undisturbed by the pro-
cess of transplanting. Melon plants can-

not be moved without sufficient dirt ad-

hering to the roots to prevent the break-

ing of any of them, and this plan gets
around that difficulty. When no longer
needed the cans may be rolled one within

the other and stored away for another

year. They are also valuable to place
around plants which are susceptible to

the ravages of the cutworm, by pushing
them an inch into the soil. H. F. G.

Utilizing the Space Above the

Radiator

A T last the unsightly and much-in-the-
**

way radiator serves another pur-

pose than that of diffusing heat. How
often have we longed to put it somewhere
out of the way, and utilize its space for

a bookshelf or other piece of furniture.

Now there comes a shelf supported on
brackets which may be firmly attached to

the radiator, and made to hold heavy
weights. The brackets are made in dif-

ferent weights and styles, to correspond
with the various designs in radiators. The

platform which rests on the brackets, is at

a sufficient distance above the radiator to

be free from heat, and any number of

shelves mav be installed above.

When the celery is covered with the pipe,
bank the soil well up about it, leaving but
a few inches above ground

Glue Oilcloth on Kitchen Tables

T NSTEAD of tacking the oilcloth cover
* on the table or cabinet top glue it

firmly. This, together with an applica-
tion of good varnish two or three times
a year will insure doubled or trebled serv-

ice from ordinary table oilcloth

M. E. S. H.

For Creaking Doors

THE bathroom door had developed a

persistent and annoying creak. I

literally drenched the hinges with oil in

an effort to stop it, but still it complained
distressingly. An investigation revealed
a chafed spot on top of the door. This
was rubbed with soap, literally lathered
on. The creak then stopped as if by
magic. M. E. S. H.

For the Casement Window

Hp HE casement window is apt to prove
^ a great nuisance unless one pro-

vides for its adjustment in a simple and
effective manner, which will lock it se-

curely at any desired point without remov-

ing the wire screen. There are several

such devices on the market, and the best

of them work easily from the inside, eith-

er under the sill or through the screen.

No one plans casement windows to swing
inward nowadays, for they interfere much
with hangings and shades, as well as oc-

cupying too much space when open.
One adjuster is a simple mechanical de-

vice, which is hidden by the inside sill or

stool of the window, assuring a firm

clutch on the window
;
and when closed

or open the device acts as a lock. The

only part visible in the room is the ope-

rating handle, which folds back under the

projecting sill when not in use. Jointed
rods alone are visible from the outside.

The adjuster which works through the

wooden frame of the screen or storm sash

has only a small lever and wheel visible

from the inside, and is simplicity itself

to operate, with nothing to get out of or-

der.

The simple features of the new-fash-

ioned casement adjusters make it pos-

sible, even for a child, to open and close

the windows, without interference with

wire netting or storm sash, and they do

away with the annoyance of rattling,

when closed and open. K. N. B.

Supporting Tomato Vines

A SPLENDID support for tomato
** vines will be found in the common
fruit crates. Some of the long slats

should be taken from the sides and the

crate placed on end over the plant when

quite young. Then, as it grows it ad-

justs its leaves and branches to fit the

frame, supporting itself without any tying.
Windstorms and beating rains can do it

little damage, and the plant will do so

much better when thus guarded that the

small amount of expense and trouble will

be well worth while. L. McC.

w
A Lasting Stove Polish

HEN the polish has been burned off

the stove it is very often difficult

to replace the black polishing surface, and
when the ordinary liquid or soft polish is

used there is small probability of succeed-

ing. The blacking can be put on, but when
rubbed to a polish it quickly disappears,

leaving the stove as red and unsightly as

before. To succeed with this work take

a piece of blacking that has hardened in

the box, and after wetting the spots to be

treated, rub on the polish with vigor, and
after a time enough will adhere to permit
of a shine of great brilliancy. A. D.
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Yale is far more than a Name
YALE

stands today as the accepted symbol of lock excellence throughout the

world. But behind the name YALE is a list of achievements inseparably linked

to and forever to be a part of the world-wide recognition Yale Locks of all

grades and kinds have won.

It all began with a tiny shop and a handful of men nearly half a century ago but

it was a revolution in lock making.

And hard on the heels of the revolution followed the perfection of lock making.

Men, methods, materials all that imagination could conceive and skill contrive

these were the irresistible forces that steadily pushed the name YALE far beyond the

fondest hopes of the man who bequeathed it to us.

Today in our works, more than three thousand workers are armed with tools

and methods that are lasting monuments to the patience and skill that brought them

forth.

And the ever increasing stream of Yale Products (Locks, Latches, Padlocks,

Door Checks and Builders' Hardware) that flows from our works into the markets

of the world have made YALE stand for something more than a name.

Yale stands today as the pre-eminence of Quality.

YALE Products are today what nearly fifty years of unceasing progress have

made them the best value in the world.

Let us send you free a little book about Yale Hardware in Your Home.

YALE, New York
Local Offices: Chicago, Boston,

Washington, San Francisco,

London, Paris and Hamburg

9 Murray Street

New York, U.S.A.

The Makers of Yale Products

Locks, Padlocks, Builders' Hardware,

Door Checks and Chain Hoists

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Asbestos "Century" Shingle Roof-Residence of E. W. Twaddell, Devon, Pa.

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

THERE'S
just one thing that justifies the owner's pride

in a beautiful roof the fact that it is permanent as well.

Costly expensive bills for repairing soon make him

forget that it ever looked attractive.

Asbestos "Century" Shingles have a record for service on

thousands of buildings in this country and Europe anrl thev

dress up a building by bringing uot its attractive points ol line

and color.

These shingles make the first practical

lightweight roofing, of reinforced con-

crete. They are indestructible weather-

proof fireproof timeproof. They can-

not rot, rust, crack, split or blister. Need
no repairs, no painting.,

You can get Asbestos "Century" Shin-

gles in three colors Newport Gray (sil-

ver gray), Slate (blue black) and Indian

Red in numerous shapes and sizes. Ask

your responsible roofer about Asbestos

"Century" Shingles. Write for our illus-

trated booklet C, "Points on Roof-

ings" full of valuable information for

the man with a building to be roofed.

The Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Ambler, Pennsylvania

Shingled Houses
are distinctly American. Shingles are

warmer (or cooler in Summer) than tiles,

slate or clapboards, and more pic-

turesque ;
and they admit of far more

varied and artistic coloring than any other

finish.

Cabot's Shingle Stains
color them in soft, beautiful and trans-

parent tones, and thoroughly preserve
them against decay or insects.

Samples on wood, and full information sent free on request.

8AHCEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Mfrs.. 1 1 Oliver St., Boalon, MH.H.

Agents at all Central Points.

Stained -with Cabot's Shingle Stains.
Benjamin V. White. Arch't. N. Y.

Paper Crop Profits

BY GEORGE ETHELBERT WALSH

THE country boys have always been

depicted as yearning for city life,
and unquestionably the trend of our pop-
ulation has been townward, but offset-

ting this in recent years has been the

growing desire among city-born boys to

get back to the country. The dream of

running a Western ranch or owning a
farm is strong today in the' minds of
thousands of boys who are tired of the
restrictions of city life. Moreover, a good
many city dwellers are wearied of the

"strenuous life," and when they can lay
aside sufficient money they purchase a

country home for pleasure and profit.

Anything which will induce city boys
and men anxious for country life to lo-

cate on farms and gardens in a proper
way should be encouraged, but the condi-
tions should be fairly and squarely under-
stood and faced. The notion that farm-

ing is "dead easy'' according to modern
scientific methods has deceived many.
"Paper profits" is largely responsible for

this. It is easy to figure out on paper
unusual profits from the most common
crops, and then to multiply them by ten,

twenty or a hundred to show that any
man can become wealthy in a short time.

The full capacity of our soil has never

yet been definitely measured. Science
has sought to show that under intensive

culture and the most favorable conditions

present-day crops can be doubled and
trebled. Experimental farms of small

size have demonstrated that the yield of

each acre of land under the most ideal

conditions could surpass anything an-

ticipated today. But we have not yet
reached the stage of development where
we can take the ideal experiment farm
of a few square yards as a standard for

field culture on a ten or twenty acre

farm. Those who figure on "paper
profits," however, frequently make this

fundamental error, and then in their dis-

appointment condemn the whole system
of modern scientific farming.

For instance, at one of the agricultural

experiment stations a small test garden
was planted with Gibraltar onions, a new
and most excellent variety. They were

planted three to every eleven inches in the

row, with rows fourteen inches apart.
That would make about 12,000 plants to

the acre, and from the high yield ob-
tained on this small test garden upward
of 2,000 bushels should be harvested
from an acre if the high average held.

These onions sold at the rate of $2 per
bushel, which would give $4,000 gross
receipts from an acre of ordinary onion
land. Had the new Welsh onions, which
sell as high as $3 and $4 per bushel, been

planted instead of the Gibraltar, the re-

turns would have been between six and

eight thousand dollars per acre.

What a good many may fail to notice

in this crop report is that the season, soil,

and culture were all ideal, and that it
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would hardly be possible to secure similar

results on an acre of land, nor could two
seasons be depended upon to yield the

same results. Moreover, prices fluctuate

so that $2 to $4 per bushel for onions

would represent only the unusual years.

Nevertheless, such paper profits can be

figured out without stretching the truth,

but like all paper profits they would prove

very misleading in actual practice.
In our Northern States several thou-

sand quarts of strawberries are raised on

an acre of good land, but around Norfolk,

Virginia, it is not unusual to raise from
five to eight thousand quarts to each acre.

In some parts of the South ten thousand

quarts have been raised, which if sold at

10 cents a quart would return a thousand

dollars an acre, or at 20 cents two thou-

sand. Taking the latter as a standard, it

is easy to figure out $40,000 gross re'ceipts

on a 2O-acre strawberry farm. If only
one-fourth of the returns represented net

profits a strawberry farmer would prove a

pretty good commercial success.

But similar remarkable paper crop

profits can be worked out nearer our own
homes. Potatoes offer a pleasant solution

to the question of how to "get rich quick"
in farming. Ten years ago the average
yield of potatoes was about 150 bushels

to the acre
;
but today through the efforts

of our agricultural department it is not

unusual for farmers to average 300 bush-

els to the acre. It is true that there are a

freat
many one-hundred-and-fifty-bushel-

irmers toiling away in the old ruts, and
it may prove quite impossible to convince

them that others raise 300 bushels to the

acre
;
but they do, nevertheless, and some

twice three hundred and more. At the

experimental farms near Ottawa, Canada,
from 600 to 772 bushels of potatoes were
raised on an acre, or rather they were
raised on a small plot of land at this ratio.

With potatoes at $2 per bushel gross re-

turns of over $2,500 per acre can be fig-

ured out on paper without trouble.

But if one's land is not adapted to po-
tatoes, strawberries, or onions, suppose
we take turnips, mangles, parsnips, peas
or beans. A little figuring based upon
what has been done on test plots at the

agricultural stations will not in any way
discourage the beginner in his visionary
schemes. Field beans are sowed in rows,
and at harvest time they are picked and

shipped to market. A quart of salable

beans in the pods for every foot length of

drill is not high, and if drills are two feet

apart returns of one or two thousand dol-

lars an acre can be shown. At one of the

experimental stations beans were raised

on a test plot which at five cents a quart
would make returns at the rate of over

$2,500 per acre. At another station 2,000
bushels of mangles were raised per acre,
which at the rate of $i per bushel would

certainly make a fancy showing for this

common crop.
Illustrations could be multiplied show-

ing the possibilities of agriculture under
the most ideal conditions of planting and

growth with market rates for the produce

NABISCO
Sugar Wafers

Suggest the fragrance of Spring blossoms,

sweetness, goodness, and purity.

NABISCO is the dessert confection of

perfection ideal with ices or beverages.

In ten cent tins
Also in twenty-five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS a sweet

dessert confection covered with

creamy, rich chocolate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

Iron Railings, Wire Fences and Entrance

Gates of all designs and for all purposes.

Correspondence solicited: Catalogs furnished.

Tennis Court Enclosures, Unclimbable Wire Mesh
and Spiral Netting (Chain Link) Fences for Estate

Boundaries and Industrial Properties Lawn Furni-

ture Stable Fittings.

r r PADPCUJTrR rn 253 Broadway
F. E. CARPENTER CO., New york city

OPEN FIREPLACE FIXTURES
Andirons, Fenders, Firetools,

Fire Screens and Smokeless Gas Logs

We display a large selection of Period

Andirons; also an assortment of reproduc-
tions in Old Colonial Andirons, Hob Grates

and English Settee Fenders in Brass,

Bronze and Wrought Iron.

FranK H. Graf Mfg. Co. ftST5S
323 Seventh Ave., Cor. 28th St., New TorK
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CORCORAN
WATERTOWER
ROSLYN. L. I.

CORCORAN
WINDMILL

SEA BRIGHT, N. J

CORCORAN WINDMIL
SHREWSBURY RIVER

NEW JERSEY

CORCORAN WIND:
POINT JUDITH,
RHODE ISLAND.

ON A TOWER LIKE THIS

IS THE CORCORAN IDEA
(Based on 10 years' experience)

The place for the Tank is on a tower, not in the

house, where it must be lead lined, AND LEAD
CONTAMINATES THE WATER.

SIX REASONS
(1) Fire protection without fail from

the tank placed high on a tower.

(2) Xo chance of flooding the whole

house in case of accident.

(3) Two tanks on one tow ef (see il-

lustration). Upper for the house,

lower for the garden.

(4) Any size tank possible on a tower

and the water supply can never fail.

(5) No extra foundations and beam-

ing necessary, as for a house lark.

(d) Both tank and tower built to har-

monize with the surrounding archi-

tecture.

OR IF YOU PREFER

A NEVER FAILING WINDMILL
one that requires no care, no attention and no

repairs, install a

CORCORAN
It is a silent, automatic pumping

equipment that costs nothing to

operate, is never out of order and

your water supply is as abundant
as that of any city home.

The housing for the windmill

can be built as a house annex or

as part of the garage.

Send for our

"TankTowerandWindmill Book"

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.

17 John St., N. Y. City

Factory: Jersey City, N. J.

SEEDS OATSLargest growers of pedigree farm and garden
seeds in the world Clovers, Grasses, Oats,
Rye, Barley, Potatoes, Seed Corn, etc. We Sworn yield 259
, j i

* ji ij bushels per acre,
breed only pedigree heavy yielding stocks. You can beat that

CATALOGUE FREE in 1911.
JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY. Bex 12. La Crow. Wl.

NO DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When using the "CHICAGO-FRANCIS" Combined Cloth** Dryerand Laundry
Stove. Clothes are dried without extra expense, as the waste heat from the laundry
stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or gas.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences,

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various

sizes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. D 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. OR SHANNON MFG. CO.
385 Wabash AVI., CHICAGO, ILL. 204 E. 26IK St., NEW YORK CIT
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abnormally high, but unless the nature of
the soil and climate, the careful, intensive
culture given to the crop, and the selec-
tion of seed, fighting of insects, and the
cost of fertilizing, are all considered the

reports of the wonderful crops will prove
a snare and delusion instead of an intelli-

gent incentive to better work. Farming
is a business, and those who have suc-
ceeded in it are usually men who apply as
much talent and progressive work to it

as a merchant does to his business in the

city. There is the "strenuous life" on the
farm as well as in the city, but it is differ-
ent in character rather than in degree.
The editor of an agricultural weekly re-

cently took a dinner at a select restaurant
in New York, and while waiting to be
served made a critical examination of the

prices charged for the different fruits and
vegetables. He figured out that at the

printed rates on the menu card the fruits

and vegetables that an ordinary farmer's
familv of six would consume at a meal
would cost between $15 and $18. Carry-
ing the estimates further he discovered
that if the farmer sold all his fruits and
vegetables at the same price charged the

patrons of the restaurant he could easily
receive in gross receipts from $20,000 to

$25,000 per acre.

Thus \ve find an exaggerated example
of what paper crop profits could be made
to show. It may not be more absurd to
reason this way than for many owners of
stocks and bonds to figure up their im-

aginary paper profits, but for the sake of
the beginner in farming it is highly un-
desirable that any such misleading sta-

tistics should be taken without their

proper qualifications. If the exodus from
our cities to the country is based upon such
ideas of paper profits there will shortly
follow more farm foreclosures than those
which made Kansas famous a dozen years
ago. There will also be a returning tide
within a few years of sadder and wiser
men. Enthusiasm in farming is highly
desirable, but not when it dethrones rea-
son and common sense. Every time there
is published a report of enormous rates of

profits per acre in fruits or vegetables
hundreds, and possibly thousands, figure
out the result, and multiply it by ten,

twenty or a hundred. According to such
arithmetic there seems no earthly reason

why the owner of ten or twenty acres
should not become independently wealthy
within a few years.
While there is no Eldorado in farming

there is a good opportunity for a man to
make a living and lay something aside
each year. There is no easy road to suc-
cess in cultivating the soil or in running
a ranch, but there is a certainty of suc-
cess where intelligent and persistent hard
work is exchanged for it. Modern science
has revolutionized farming and gardening,
but it has not made it a fit occupation for
the fool. It has rather raised it up to the
standard where men of ideas and pro-
gressive energy can meet it half way and
find pleasure and profit in winning out.
Nature is a hard task-master until you
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win her secret, and then she may be

coaxed to yield her hoarded treasures less

grudgingly. Natural fitness and training
are as essential as self-denial and work
in farming as in any other line of busi-

ness.

The danger of haste to get rich applies

to farming as aptly as to high finance in

the cities. Paper crop profits are real

evils of the day. They strike at the root

of a good many of the failures in the

country. When large profits are once

figured out on paper, it is difficult to ac-

cept the actual ones with any degree of

satisfaction. The disappointment is apt to

sour and discourage the beginner.

The Month's Activities

(Continued from page 249)

way to level culture, principally for the

reason that the level row, represented by
the base of a triangle, exposes less soil

surface to the drying action of sun and

air, than the two sides of the same triangle
in the mound method. In very damp soil,

hilling may sometimes be beneficial.

Plants in rows are usually several inches

to a foot apart sometimes two or three,

as with beans or cabbage. The word drill

is often used interchangeably for row.

After planting comes the work of guard-

ing against plant enemies.

In localities where cut-worms soft, fat,

brown worms from one-half to one and
one-half inches long are known to do

mischief, they may be fought in one of

the following ways. They eat at night and

keep out of sight in the daytime, but can

usually be found somewhere within a few
inches of the plant last cut, and just below
the surface of the soil. As any plant cut is

usually entirely ruined, it is better to pre-
vent their doing any mischief than to kill

them afterwards. Cylinders made of light

cardboard, stiff paper or old cans with the

bottoms removed, placed about the plants
and an inch or so into the soil, will keep
them away, or they may be trapped by

placing pieces of shingle or small board

about, to make shelters under which they
hide

;
or by strewing about bran or grass,

with a few drops of molasses and a very

light sprinkling of Paris green mixed in.

If this bait is applied two or three days
before seeds come up, or plants are set,

the worms will not be likely to cause any
trouble. I go to this length in advising
how to combat these pests, because I know
from experience how discouraging it is to

carefully set out a row or two of thrifty

looking cabbage or tomato plants, only to

find half of them, a morning or two later,

cut off clean, with the severed tops lying
there uneaten !

When once your seed is in the ground,
and your plants set out, don't feel that

there is nothing to be done for a few
weeks. Within twelve hours after you
have stuck in the last tag and hung up the

garden rake, seventy-three and one-half

million weed seeds have begun to sprout!
Don't give the weeds a start. Begin culti-

vation at once. Don't make the mistake of

New York Boston
Chicago Cincinnati
St. Louis San Francisco

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.,
Philadelphia. Pa.)

(National Luad & Oil Co..
Pittsburgh, Pa,)

Women Do Not Paint
but they should know something about the paint their painters use.

"I suppose in nine cases out of ten it is the wife who first sug-

gests that the house is looking shabby and needs repainting," said a

friend of the Dutch Boy the other day.

"Yes," was the reply, "but she should go farther

and interest herself in how it is painted. Then she

wouldn't have to call John's attention to the shabbi-

ness of the house so often."

When women learn how much longer

"Dutch Boy Painter
Pure White Lead

lasts than ordinary paint, they will insist on its use always,

just for the sake of keeping the house looking nice.

Madame, we have some painting literature

especially interesting to you bearing particularly

on the usefulness of genuine white lead paint in

home decoration. Send for "Paint Helps No.

391" and remember that a house white leaded is

a house well painted.

Our white lead is sold in seated packages containing

25, 50 and 100 pounds, net weight, of white lead exclusive of

the package. Our guaranty is on every keg.

National Lead Company
Buffalo
Cleveland

Sun Dial Shop

interior Decoration

MBS. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS

J83 Ea.t 34th Street NEW YORK CITY

TBLBPHONB 2970 MADISON

ANTIQUE FURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New York
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A MEDIAEVAL CONDITION

Telephone Service-
Universal or Limited?
TELEPHONE

users make more
local than long distance calls

yet to each user comes the vital

demand for distant communication.

No individual can escape this

necessity. It comes to all and can-

not be foreseen.

No community can afford to

surround itself with a sound-proof
Chinese Wall and risk telephone
isolation.

No American State would be

willing to make its boundary line

an impenetrable barrier, to prevent

telephone communication with the

world outside.

Each telephone subscriber, each

community, each State demands to

be the center of a talking circle

which shall be large enough to

include all possible needs of

inter-communication.

In response to this universal
demand the Bell Telephone System
is clearing the way for universal

service.

Every Be// Telephone is the Center of the System

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

Their reputation needs

no varnish. Keep them
in memory and specify Glid-

den's Green Label Varnishes
and White Enamels. They
flow like oil, set like glass, and last

like steel. Sold everywhere. The
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O.;

Toronto, Ontario.

A SUBSTITUTE
For Bordeaux Mixture

io-gal. keg making 2,000 to 5,000 gals, spray, delivered
at any R. R. station in the United States for $12.50. Prompt
shipments. Every grower of fruits and vegetables should
have our Report of wonderful results 1910.

B.C. PRATT CO., ManufacturingChemisU,
SO CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY

cultivating with the idea of merely keep-
ing the garden free from weeds: this

should be of secondary importance only.
Cultivate because cultivation makes things

grow ! Remember that plant food must be
available before it does your plants one iota

of good. Every time you stir the soil you
help to change stored-up plant food into

available plant food
; you cook a meal for

the things in your garden. More than that,
it breaks up the little soil tubes through
which water escapes from the garden into

the air, and thus keeps the moisture where
it will help feed your plants for every
grain of food they get must first be dis-

solved in water. Read the tool article on

page 254, and the Garden Department, for

further hints in regard to early cultiva-

tion.

I have been speaking about the garden of

vegetables ;
but most of the principles in-

volved apply as well to the making of the

flower garden. Flower seeds are generally
much smaller than vegetable seeds

;
and in

sowing be careful to cover them with very
finely sifted soil, and plant where they will

not be washed out by heavy rains. It is

a good plan to have a seed-bed especially

prepared, in which to start the seed,
short rows, only a few inches apart.
When they are well up, thin out

;
and later

transplant on a cloudy day. Don't let them
stay too long in the seed-bed, or they will

send down long, thick main roots, known
as tap-roots, and then will not readily
stand the operation of being moved and re-

planted.

[Next month's continuation of this arti-

cle will take up further details of the
flozver garden, also the matter of special
cultivation for vegetables and the cam-
paign against plant enemies. EDITOR.]

Grass Seed Mixtures and How
to Use Them

(Continued from page 251)
Kentucky blue grass, wood meadow

grass, various-leaved fescue and crested

dog's tail. Use thirty-five per cent, of the
first two and fifteen per cent, of the last

two.

For conditions that require a quick-
growing grass, and something that will

bind and make a holding upon slopes under
difficult conditions, the following is recom-
mended: Kentucky blue grass, 30 per
cent.

;
R. I. bent, thirty per cent.

; creeping
bent, twenty-five per cent.

; sheep fescue,
ten per cent., and white clover, five per
cent. This is one of the places where white
clover is an essential. Under these condi-
tions it fulfils its mission perfectly. While
all the named kinds may not flourish, there
will be enough to make the work success-
ful.

The turf on a putting-green must be
dense and low and tough enough to stand
a lot of rough usage. A combination of
Rhode Island bent and creeping bent is

about the best thing for this purpose. To
check up, just refer back to your schedule
and see what it says of these grasses.
The soil on a putting-green should be of

a sandy nature. This keeps the grass

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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"PENNSYLVANIA"
Quality Lawn Mowers
ARE always sharp, because they have crucible
** tool-steel blades, hardened and tempered
in oil. The kind of steel used in making all

high-grade cutting tools. No other Mowers use

this grade of steel; that is why "Pennsylvania"

Quality Mowers have been in a class by
themselves for 35 years.

If you want an actual self-sharpening Mower, that will do

thoroughly first-class work almost indefinitely, without the

constant expense of re-grinding, ask your hardware dealer or

seedsman to show you one of the "Pennsylvania" makes.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE COMPANY P. O. Box 1582, Philadelphia

SENT FREE
"The Lawn Its Making
and Care," has been

written for us by a prom-
inent authority. It is

helpful to all interested

in lawns. Gladly mailed

on request.

All cement, brick and stucco exteriors need

PETRIFAX Cement Coating
Without it, rain and dampness are sure to penetrate, causing

damage and unsanitary conditions.
Petrifax waterproofs the exterior. It consists ol a mineral base,

which is carried into the pores of the cement by a volatile liquid,
which evaporates quickly, leaving a hard, yet elastic surface that will
not crack, chip nor peel, even under climatic changes. To cement and
stucco it fives a uniform and pleasing color that these materials them-
selves never have, and without destroying their texture. Let us tell

you more about this successful waterp-oof coating. We are always
glad to answer questions. Ask for booklet.

RrntliPfX fn " 5 Broad s ' ( > Boston, Mass.
rUllIint U. ||33 Broadway, Hew York, N. Y.

Makers of Dexter Brothers' English Shingle Stains,

AGENTS- H. M. Hooker Co.. Chicago: J"hn D. S. Potts,
218 Race St., Phila. ; E. B. Totten, Security Bldg., St
Louis; Roht. L. Greene Co., Baltimore ; Carolina Port-
land Cement Co., Birmingham and Montgomery, Ala.,
Jacksonville, Fla., Charleston, S. C., New Orleans, La.,
and Atlanta, Ga. ; C. M. Brockett Cement Co., Kansas
City, Mo. : Sherman Kimball, San Francisco, Calif. ; F. S
:ombs, Halifax, N. S., AND DEALERS.

Be sure
the word

PETRIFAX
and our
name
are on
every
barrel,

keg and
can.

a deep-soil lawn the roots are well down,
and the only way to have the water reach

them is to let it run from a hose lying on

the grass, for hours at a time. Any one

having a pretty lawn-sprinkler may not be-

lieve this, but it can be easily proved. In

cases where the soil on the lawn is shal-

low the roots, being high, may be reached

by the sprinkler process, but it is a good
rule to follow with the open hose. As a

little test try the following: In a dry time,

after the sprinkler has been working over

hours, dig up a small piece of the lawn and
test the depth to which the moisture has

penetrated. You will find that it has gone
down but a few inches, and the next day's
sun will take up all this water in a couple
of hours.

In using fertilizer great care should be

used not to overdo it. If you have a

deep soil that is rich in humus, you will

need but little in the way of fertilizers.

An application of Canada hard-wood
ashes in the spring will be all that is nec-

essary to help the soil and give color to

the grass. The ashes sweeten the soil

while stimulating the growth of the grass.
In buying these ashes insist on having a

guaranteed amount of potash. Otherwise

you may get as low as a half of one per
cent., and in some cases you cannot find

a trace of potash. The potash is what

you want for the soil.

Nitrate of soda, applied in liquid form,

produces quick results. Use it before a

rain in the dry form about 175 pounds
to the acre, or dissolved, three pounds to

100 gallons of water. As said above, fer-

tilizers are not necessary for many years
if a lawn has been properly made, but the

inducements to use them are so convinc-

ing that a large amount of money can be

thrown away in just this way.

Garden Tools That Pay Their

Way
(Continued from page 255)

never put them away soiled and wet.

Keep the cutting edges sharp ! There is

as much pleasure in trying to run a dull

lawnmower as in working with a rusty,
battered hoe. Have an extra handle in

stock in case of accident
; they are not ex-

pensive. In selecting hand tools, always
pick out those with handles in which the

grain doesn't run out at the point where
there will be much strain in using the tool.

In rakes, hoes, etc., get the types with fer-

rules and shank one continuous piece, so

as not to be annoyed with loose heads.

Spend a few cents to send for some im-

plement catalogues. They will well repay
careful perusal, even if you do not order
this year. In these days of advertising,
the commercial catalogue often contains
matter of great worth, in the gathering and
presentation of which no expense has been

spared.
As a final word to the intending pur-

chaser of garden tools, I would say, first,

thoroughly investigate the different sorts

available and when buying, don't forget
(Continued on page 282)
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NONE
can go further none

faster none ride with greater

ease and comfort none have

ever given better service. Above we

illustrate the Model 11-F Four-Door

Touring Car, with Top, $3125. Smaller

model on same lines, $2520.

ft \ The Dayton Motor Car Co

Dayton, Ohio
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Residence of

Col. G. G. Pabst, Milwaukee, Wi;

McCray Refrigerators
are built in many sizes and kinds to

supply perfect refrigeration for every purpose
as described in the following illustrated booklets :

No. A. H. Bui'-f-to-order for Residences, No. 87 Reg-
ular Models for Residences, No. 48 for Hotels, Clubs
and Institutions, No. 72 for florists, No. 67 for

Grocers, No. 59 for Meat Markets. The one you are

interested in will be sent free on request.

McCray Refrigerator Co.
293 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Display Rooms and Agencies in all Principal Cities

What Kind o/Refrigerator
Service Have You?

Saving the ice is a very commendable thing for a refrig-

erator to do Saving your health is of much greater

importance, but the most important of all is the continuous twenty-
four hour service of convenience help in keeping uncooked foods

chilling salads, jellies, desserts, etc., that

McCray Refrigerators
give; in preserving individual flavors and aromas; in im-

parting a delightful thirst-satisfying coolness that

makes the good things better and the crisp

things snappier, more appetizing and

deliciously stimulating.

McCray Refrigerator No 7652
Built-to-order for Col. G. G. Pahst

A USEFUL LITTLE BOOK IS YOURS
if you will send us the names and addresses of 25
people who would be apt to be interested in HOUSE &
GARDEN and to whom we may send our circulation
literature.

"Low Cost Suburban Homes'* abounds in helpful
Mints and suggestions for anyone interested in build-
ing a country home anywhere. In its 62 pages it

shows attractive houses of many widely different
types, giving the floor plans and in many instance*
the prices, varying from $1,000 to $7,000, at which
they have been built. It is also full of pictures of in-
teriors and suggestions for arrangement of the gar-
dens and home grounds. Attractively illustrated and
printed on coated paper.

Send us 25 names and addresses and the book will
be send postpaid. Address Circulation Department

HOUSE & GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

Your Garden Terrace, Hall and Conservatory
will be beautified by appropriate selections from
the Galloway Collection of Terra Cotta .inJ

Pottery.
The material is strong and durable in the severest

climate. The workmanship and designs have artistic

value.

The 191 1 Collection contains many new flower pots,

vases, sun-dials, benches, etc., for outdoor and in-

door use. Catalogue will be mailed upon request.

/>

GALLOWAY TERRA
3218 V/\LMUT ST.

(Continued from page 280)

that a good tool or a well-made machine

will be giving you satisfactory use long
after the price is forgotten, while a poor
one is a constant source of discomfort.

Get good tools and take good care of them.

A few dollars a year, judiciously spent for

tools that are afterwards well cared for

will soon give you a complete set, and add

materially both to your garden profit and

your garden pleasure.

Grow Your Own Fruit

(Continued from page 261)
the work can be more thoroughly done,

especially in uneven ground. After the

sheet is placed, with a stout club or mal-

let, padded with a heavy sack, or some-

thing similar, to prevent injury to the

bark, give a few sharp blows, well up from
the ground. This work should be done

on a cloudy day, or early in the morning
the colder the better, as the beetles are

then inactive. If a considerable number
of beetles are caught, the operation should

be repeated every two or three days. Con-
tinue the treatment as long as any beetles

are to be caught. Peaches are troubled

also by borers, in this case indicated by
masses of gum, usually about the crown.

Dig out or kill with a wire, as in the case

of the apple borer. Look over the trees

for borers every spring, or better every

spring and fall. Another peach enemy is

the "yellows," indicated by premature

ripening of the fruit, and the formation of

stunted leaf-tufts of a light yellow color.

This disease is contagious and has fre-

quently worked havoc in whole sections.

Owing to the work of the Agricultural

Department and the various State organi-
zations it is now held in check. The only

remedy is to cut and burn the trees, and

replant, in the same places if desired, as

the disease does not seem to be carried by
the soil.

Pears are sometimes affected with a

scab similar to the apple scab, and this is

combatted by the same treatment three

sprayings with Bordeaux. For a blight
which causes the leaves suddenly to turn

black and die, and also kills some small

branches, and produces sores or wounds
on large branches and trunk, cut and burn
all affected branches and scrape out and
clean all sores. Disinfect all sores with

corrosive sublimate solution i to 100

or with a torch, and paint over at once.

Plums have many enemies, but fortu-

nately they can all be effectively checked.

First is the curculio, to be treated as de-

scribed above. For leaf-blight spotting
and dropping off of the leaves about mid-
summer spray with Bordeaux, within a

week or so after the falling of the blos-

soms. This treatment will also help to

prevent fruit-rot. In addition to the spray-

ing, however, thin out the fruit so that it

does not hang thickly enough for the

plums to come in contact with each other.

In a well kept and well sprayed ,
orchard,

black-knot is not at all likely to appear.
It is very manifest wherever it starts, caus-

(Continued on page 284)
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ANDREWS SEPTIC

SEWAGE .DISPOSAL
p n n

wm
INSTALL

The Andrews System
OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Is by Septic Tank, as shown
in the illustration. Cess-

pools are no longer toler-

ated by sanitary science.

They are the cause of much
sickness, but the Septic
Tank is a scientific method
of sewage disposal in which
the bacteria that cause dis-

ease destroy the dangerous
elements in the sewage and SdNITARV
in the end destroy them-
selves.

We have a patent Steel
Tank,all complete, ready
to bury In the ground
and connect to.

Send Plans or Rough Sketch
of your house and grounds
for FREE ESTIMATE.

From Factory to User
Andrews' Big Book on Heating,

Plumbing and Air Pressure Water
Supply sent FREE. Please send
names of two parties who might buy.

ANDREWS HEATING COMPANY
1160 Healing Bldg., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Can be

used in

House

and

Garden

Aphine is a concentrated liquid spraying material
easily diluted with water. It can be applied to foli-
age flower, fruit or vegetable.
"We know of no insecticide which has more quickiy

demonstrated its efficacy than the recently intro-
duced Aphine, which, in the course of a comparatively
short time, has become a talisman among horticultur-
ists of unimpeachable veracity and unquestioned skill."

Horticulture," Boston, Mass., Nov. 6th, 1909.
"Our outdoor roses were badly infested with aphis.

With the first application of Aphine the pest was en-
tirely destroyed.

'

John McLaren, Superintendent
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.

"I have given Aphine a very thorough trial on
plants infested with aphids and find it works success-
fuHy; in fact, have found nothing that compares with
"" E. B. Southwick, Entomologist, Etept. of Parks,New York City.

"I have used Aphine on orchard tress and orna-
mental plants infested with scale, green and white fly.

thrip, mealy bug, etc., and found, in every case, that it

completely destroyed the pests in question, with not
the slightest harm to the subjects treated. It is with-
out doubt the finest insecticide I have ever used."
William Munro, Supt. to C. T. Crocker, San Mateo,
Cal.

SOLD BY SEEDSMEN.
Gallon $2.50- Quarts $1.00 Pint 6Sc Half Pint 40c

If you cannot obtain Aphine in your community we
will send you, express prepaid, on receipt of remit-
tance, a half-pint for SOc, pint 7Sc, quart $1.25. Try
your dealer first, but do not accept anything "just
as good."

Aphine Manufacturing Company
MADISON, N. J.
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Rider-Ericsson Engine Co.
35 Warren Street, New York. 40 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
229 Franklin Street, Boston. 234 West Craig Street, Montreal, P. Q
17 West Kinzie Street, Chicago. 22 Pitt Street, Sidney, N. S. W.

(Also makers of the famous "Reeco" Electric Pumps.)

$2,000.00 in Prizes E Big Game Fish
FIELD AND STREAM

"America's Magazine for Sportsmen," is Offering 203 Prizes for

the Biggest Fresh and Salt Water Game Fish Caught During 1911

This $2,000.00 will be divided into 203 monthly prizes for the biggest fish caught each

month and grand prizes for the entire season in each class. Prizes include $60 silver cups,

silver medals, high class rods and reels, guns and sportsman's equipment.

I..-t of prizes and conditions of contest published each month in FIELD AND STREAM. Aa you will want
to read the accounts each month of How, When, Where and with what tackle these bitf fish wr* killed, we are

goinfl to make you a special introductory offer of a three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND STREAM.
together with the 1911 Angler's Guide, the best book on fishing published, telling how, when and where to fish,

including the latest Game and Fish Laws for 1911 and a five-foot split bamboo km casting rod, I All __. <M AA
Send in your order today and learn all about this great contest. (All lOI .pi -UU

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 29 East 21st Street, New York City

STATUARY for HOUSE AND GARDEN

WE ISSUE SEPARATE CATALOGUES

OF DISPLAY FOUNTAINS, FLOWER

VASES IN CAST IRON AND BRONZE

ELECTROLIERS FOR DRIVEWAY

LIGHTING, RAILINGS AND

ENTRANCE GATES, SETTEES

AND CHAIRS, TREE GUARDS,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS, STATUARY,

AQUARIUMS ANJD AQUARIUM

FOUNTAINS, SANITARY
t

FITTINGS FOR STABLE AND

Cow. BARN.

THE J. L, MOTT IRON WORKS
FIFTH AVENUE AND 17th STREET "..':'

NEW YORK

In writing to advertiser.' please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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7*OUR bathroom cannot be properly ven-
tilated unless the vent is located where
it will act directly and instantaneously.
The "Boston" Vent of the "Langham"
closet leads directly from the bowl. It

immediately removes air from within
the fixture and continuously ventilates

the bathroom. The flush valve is em-
bedded in the ware, doing away with
the usual cistern and exposed metal.

The screw connection with the waste

pipe is permanent, unlike the ordinary
putty joint. It is the ideal fixture for

fine residences, apartments and hotels.

Our booklet,

"MODERN PLUMBING"
contains illustrations showing 24 modern bathroom interiors,

ranging in cost from S74 to $3000. Sent on request with
4 cents to cover postage.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
1828 EIGHTY YEARS OF SUPREMACY 1911

FIFTH AVE. and SEVENTEENTH ST., NEW YORK

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minneapolis. Washing-
ton, St. lyouis, New Orleans. Denver. San Francisco, San Antonio,
Atlanta, Seattle. Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.
CANADA: 138 lileury Street, Montreal

PROTFCT y urfl rsrvvy A "V 1 8na floor
coverings from Injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using Glass
Onward Sliding Furniture and
Piano Shoes lu place of casters.
If your dealer will not supply you.
Write ueOnward Mfs. Co.

U. S. Factory and Glass Plant,
Menasha, Wisconsin.

Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont.

PHA.TT S>

SCALECIDE
Will positively destroy SAS JOSE SCALE and I

oft bodied suck:

,

B 6. PRAIT CO., . NEW YORK CITY.

FLEMING'S WELSH QUARRIES AND ROMAN BRINDLED TILE
For Interior Floors Vestibules, Porches, Terraces. They harmonize with every color scheme and are permanent,

durable and easily cleaned.

FLEMING'S ADAMANTINE CLINKER BRICK
For Stable Floors, Approaches, Areas under Porte Cocheres, and laid in designs around Sun Dial pedestals are most

attractive. .
,. . . . .. .

All information on application

HOWARD FLEMING
{ E êr" nC e

W
TcH> }

253 Broadway, New York

(Continued from page 282)

ing ugly, black, distorted gnarls, at first

on the smaller limbs. Remove these and
burn immediately, and keep a sharp watch.

As this disease is supposed to be carried

by the wind, see to it that no careless

neighbor is supplying you with the germs.
As will have been seen from the above,

spraying poisons are of two kinds ; those

that work by contact, which must be used

for most sucking insects and germs and

fungous diseases
;
and those that poison

internally, used for \eai-eating insects. Of
the former sorts, Bordeaux mixture is the

standard, although within the last few

years it has been to a considerable extent

replaced by lime-sulphur mixtures, which
are described below. Bordeaux is made
in various forms. That usually used is

the 5-5-50, or five pounds copper sulphate,
five pounds unslaked lime, fifty gallons
water. To save the trouble of making up
the mixture each time it is needed, make
a stock solution as follows: Dissolve the

copper sulphate in water at the rate of one

pound to one gallon. This should be done
the day before, or at least several hours

before, the Bordeaux is wanted for use.

Suspend the sulphate crystals in a cloth or

old bag just below the surface of the water.

Then shake the lime in a tub or tight box,

adding the water a little at a time, until

the whole attains the consistency of thick

milk. When necessary add water to this

mixture if it is kept a considerable time
;

never let it dry out. When ready to spray,

pour the stock copper sulphate solution

into the tank, in the proportion of five gal-
lons to every fifty of spray required. Add
water to amount required. Then add
stock lime solution, first diluting about

one-half with water and straining. The
amount of lime stock solution to be used

is determined as follows : At the drug-

gist's get an ounce of yellow prussiate of

potash dissolved in a pint of water, with a

quill in the cork of the bottle so that it

may be dropped out. (It is poison.) When
adding the stock lime solution as directed

above, do so until the prussiate testing
solution when dropped into the Bordeaux
mixture will no longer turn brown. Add
a little lime to be on the safe side. All

this sounds like a formidable task, but it

is quite simple when you really get at it.

Remember that all you need is a few

pounds each of quick-lime and copper

sulphate, an ounce of prussiate of potash
and a couple of old kegs or large pails in

which to keep the stock solutions.

Lime-sulphur mixtures can be bought
or mixed by the home orchardist. They
have the advantage over Bordeaux that

they do not discolor the foliage or afreet

the appearance of the fruit. Use accord-

ing to directions, usually about one part
to thirty of water. These may be used at

the same times, and for the same purposes
as Bordeaux.

Lime-sulphur wash is used largely in

commercial orcharding, but it is a nasty
mess to prepare, and must be used in late

fall or winter. For the home orchard one

(Continued on page 286)
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It's PRIVET one
of the many varieties of

hedge-plants from the Moon Nurseries.We give eacli plant plenty of room for bushy
development so that fewer plants are needed to quickly

a dense, thick hedge.

D O your planting now. We can help you to do it quickly
and inexpensively with our splendidly developed speci-
mens. We've had thirty-nine years' experience.

"Moon'sIHardy Trees and Plants for

Every Place and Purpose"
Our catalogue for 1911, tells of the 2,000 varieties of out-door

plants in our 4OO-acre nursery. It is abundantly illustrated and
full of information valuable to the professional as well as to
the amateur landscape gardener. Free on request.

The Wm. H. Moon Company,
Philadelphia Offices:
218 South i2th Street

Makefield Place,
MORRISVILLE, PA.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS

SPRING PLANTING
The proper way to buy is to see the material growing. We shall

gladly give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visit-

ing our Nursery, and invite everybody interested in improving their

grounds to visit us. Our Nursery consists of 250 acres of highly culti-

vated land, and is planted with a choice selection of Ornamental Nur-
sery Products, placing us in a position to complete plantings and fill

orders of any size.

ROSES. It is important to place orders
at once, while we have several hundred
thousand in choice, new and popular
kinds. We are often sold out of many
varieties, causing disappointment.

RHODODENDRONS. Many thousand
of acclimated plants in Hardy English
and American varieties are growing in
our Nursery.

FLOWERING SHRUBS IN A LARGE
VARIETY. We make a specialty of
them, and can do planting or fill orders
of any size.

ORNAMENTAL SHADE, WEEPING
AND STANDARD TREES. 200,000
of these, in all kinds, can be seen in
our Nursery. We grow them for every
place and purpose.

BAY TREES. Our display of these fas-

cinating Trees is larger this season than
ever. We are growing many hundreds
of perfect specimens.HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES. We grow immense quantities
for all kinds of plantings.LAWN GRASS SEED. Our Rutherford
Park Lawn Mixture has given satisfac-
tion everywhere.

HARDY OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.
Hundreds of thousands of new, rare,
and popular varieties of these old-time
favorites.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS AND
PINES. More than 75 acres of our
Nursery are planted with handsome
specimens.

BOXWOOD. We grow thousands of
plants in many shapes and sizes. Every-
body loves the aroma of old-fashioned
Boxwood.

DECORATIVE PLANTS. We have
250,000 square feet of greenhouses in
which we grow Palms for conserva-
tories, house and exterior decorations.

TRAINED, DWARF AND ORDINARY
FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS. We grow these for all kinds
of Orchards.

HEDGE PLANTS. We grow hundreds
of thousands of California Privet and
other Hedge Plants adapted for all

parts of the country.
BULBS AND ROOTS. Spring, Sum-
mer, and Autumn flowering.

TUBS. We manufacture all shapes and
sizes. Ask for special list.

Our new Ijfustrated General Catalogue No. 40 will tell you about the above and all our
other products for Lawns and Gardens.

WE CAN MAKE OLD GARDENS NEW AND NEW GARDENS OLD WITH OUR
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS.

WE PLAN AND PLANT GROUNDS AND GARDENS EVERYWHERE.
VISITORS, take Erie R. R. to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line;

3 minutes' walk to Nursery.

BOBBINK& ATKINS, Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, Rutherford, N.J.

DREER'S GARDEN BOOK
When
Planting
Your
Garden

you want to know authoritatively
the best soil, location, method of

planting, etc., for the various

flowers, vegetables and plants.

Hundreds of cultural articles in

Dreer's Garden Book give just this

information in clear and convenient
manner.

For example : How to grow flowers from seed both Annuals and Peren-
nials. How to grow Roses situation, preparation of beds, planting and
summer care, pruning, etc. Similar treatment of Asters, Pansies, Dahlias,
Sweet Peas, Palms, Water Lilies, and so on.

Complete cultural instructions for growing all kinds of vegetables from
seed time to harvest.

73d annual edition increased to 288 pages, nearly 1,000 illustrations, 8
color and duotone plates. Describes over 1,200 varieties of Flower Seeds,
600 of Vegetables, 2,000 of Plants, besides Hardy Shrubs, Small Fruits, etc.

Sent free on request to anyone if this magazine is mentioned.

HFTSTRV A DRFFR 714 Chestnut StreetniLiMiYi .TV. JL/JVILr>rv, PHILADELPHIA

You Can Pay More
But You Can't Buy More

'TpHAT'S because Fir is famous the

-*- world over for its ready adaptability

to all the rich old finishes of the expen-

sive hard woods. Also because only the

finest quality Old-Growth Yellotv Fir

goes into

Chehalis Fir Doors
Age and experience go in; beauty, ser-

vice, economy come oat. That's why
some of the most lavishly furnished hotels on the coast are

finished in Fir and hung with Chehalis Fir Doors.

They swing true as long as on hinges. Built

with vertical grain stiles and rails, and slash

grain panels the only door in which the

woods of all five panels are picked to match.

Send for Catalog E
It will tell you things of deep interest if you are

building. A dime will also bring samples of the

natural woods done in walnut, mahogany or oak.
Tell us your architect's or dealer's name when
you write. Please write tonight.

Chehalis Fir Door Company
Chehalis, Wash.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Grow
Chestnuts
Like This

For Profit Coversa50c pira

You can get bigger profits per acre J

from Sober Paragron Chestnuts than from any
other crop.
Hardy, rapid, symmetrical growth ; luxuri-

ant foliage ; spreading boughs ; clean trunk ;

stateliness.
These qualities combined and developed bv

science to a degree that closely borders perfec-
tion, in the new

SOBERPARAGON
Mammoth* Siveef Chestnut

Crop, Fall of 1910, brought $48,000, orchard
only S years old.
The only large sweet chestnut in the world.
Bears the second year. The nuts average 1 to

2 inches in diameter and 3 to 5 nuts in a burr.
United States Pomologist, G. B. Brackett, says

"The Sober Paragron comes the nearest in quality
to the native chestnut of any of the cultivated
varieties that I have examined. It is of large
size, fine appearance and excellent flavor."

Testimony from growers, commission mer-
chants. Forestry Experts, etc., given in our free
booklet, together with prices and particulars.

We own exclusive control
of the Sober Para-
gron. This c o p y-

"

riphted metal seal
'
is attached to every genu-
ine tree when shipped.

Write today for the booklet.

OTHER NUT TREES,
Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Roses, Shrubs, etc.,
Our 1911 illustrated Catalog and Planting

ffUieie, with prices Free.
GLEN BROS., Glenwood Nursery
tli Year. 1723 Main Street, ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Preserve your food better and
use legatee than other makes !><-

ise of their -wonderful one-way circulation of
pfcrc, cold,dry air, which Is constantly forced around
IbeVrticles stored, purifying and* cooling every inch

Df tile refrigerator.

A cliWp refrigerator costs nearly as much as a good
one at tu^ start. It endangers your health, wastes Ice,

and spotl&Jpod,
and is worn out when a Baldwin

hlgh-grao*|*efrlgerator Ig In Its prime, and many
Baldwins In constant use for S5 years are still giving
.the utmost satlsftw^on. ^,-.

BAL0^^tgLJ>KV

REFRIGERATORS
Are lined with "snow

white opallte glag^T-ltiwniic wpi*; K la
Inch thick ;vltrifle<
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NEW"cyco"BALL BEARING
Carpet Sweeper"

THE very latest triumph in carpet

sweeper mechanism. Runs so easily
a child can operate it, and does the

work with a thoroughness and dispatch never

approached by any other sweeper. Another
new, valuable feature contained in this sweeper
is the SQUARE Dust-Proof Axle Tubes that

enclose the axle rods and prevent threads or

ravelings from winding about the axles, also

maintain the uniform position of the brush to

the surface of the carpet, and insure a positive
rotation of the brush under all conditions.

Never before have Ball Bearings been suc-

cessfully applied to a carpet sweeper, the great
obstacle being to bring the cost within the
reach of the masses. This we have at last

accomplished, and are able to offer a genu-
inely efficient Ball Bearing sweeper at a price
that brings it within the range of every
household.

Ask for BISSELL'S new "Cyco" BALL
BEARING sweeper. For sale by the best trade

everywhere. Price, 2.75 to 5.75. Booklet

upon request

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO_
[3 Dept. 131, Grand Rapids, Mich.

A Garden Genius
should employ business methods in

gardening. He will derive greatest
pleasure from his garden when it

yields greatest profit. To save time,
labor and expense and produce
bigger, better crops, he must adopt

modern methods. With IRON AGE tools he does
a day's work in 60 minutes, A business man finds
that IRON AGE tools are to his suburban garden
what typewritera are to his office.

IBOHffl
GARDEN
WHEEL HOES

are used everywhere; will plow, hoe, cultivate, hill

and weed the garden; any boy can operate them.
Our QUALITY tools givf many years r'epenrtable

service. Prices, {2.50 to $12. Write for FREE An-
niversary Catalog, describing all IRON AGE
Garden and Farm Implements, including potato ma-
chinery, orchard tools, etc.

Bateman M'f'g Co.
BOX 645 A

Goldwell Lawn Mowers
Hand, Horse and Motor

Coldwell's Motor Lawn Mowers
Will do the work of three horse

lawn mowers and do it better

<JThey will mow up 20 per cent grades. ^They leave

no hoof-prints as horses do. <J They will roll the lawn

smoothly. <I They do away with the expense of two

men and three horses. <JThey are of no expense

when not in use. <J They are simple to operate and

economical. <I They are a necessity on every large lawn

Catalogue sent on request

Manufactured by

Coldwell Lawn Mower Go,
Newburgh, N. Y.

Important to YOU Who Expect
to Build or Make Alterations

lit' ^'^"ia!ui3"3"iauj'^^^^^^^^^^^

flWhen planning to build, you will find it of great value to

first make a careful personal study of the illustrations of

houses etc , that have been designed and built by a num-

ber of leading architects, and to also learn their ideas re-

garding the best interior arrangement and the most ap-

propriate furnishings. flTHIS IMPORTANT INFORMA-
TION which would greatly aid you m deciding about

your own building plans, when you take them up with

your own architect and builder, can easily be obtained

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

from the several hundred beautifully illustrated exterior
and interior designs in

hc Architectural ftccorfc
The National Magazine for Architects, Owners and Builders

In the Architectural Record, which is invaluable to those who
expect to build or make alterations, there are atso illustrated
and described the numerous building specialties that add very
much to the comfort ,

convenience and value of the modem
home, without materially increasing the initial cost. This in-

formation should surely SAVE YOU MANY DOLLARS.
You should not miss seeing Feb.. Mar., Apr., May, June

and July numbers, and although the regular price is $1.50,

we make a sprial offer of $1.00 for the entire set of six, if you
order before February and March copies are all sold. Send your
order to-day; tomorrow may be too late.

SEND THIS COUPON WITH $1.00 TO-DAY
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, li^ Metropolitan Annex, N. Y. :

For enclosed $1.00 mail Feb., Mar., Ape., May. June and July
numbers, as per special Offer, in House and Garden.

Name

Address.

\
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FLINTSFINE FURNITURE
Jo Perfect and So Peer/ess

"
Flint Quality" Summer Furnishings
Before taking its place among our Spring and Summer Styles every

new pattern must first be pronounced a worthy example of "Flint Quality."
In the maintenance of this ideal we take a just pride, which raises the

production of FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE above a merely com-

mercial basis.

Every phase of summer furnishing may now be studied in our studios

and salesrooms, and every problem solved at a minimum of time, trouble

and expense.

Prices Proved by Comparison Uniformly Low

GEO C FLINT Co.
143-47WEST 23^ST. 24-28WEST 24th

ST.

LSIOR

ORNAMENTAL WIRE FENCES, FLOWER BED GUARDS,
TRELLISES, ARCHES, and TREE GUARDS

We Have a Fence for Every Purpose. Write for our New Catalogue.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
WORCESTER, MASS.Branch offices and warehouses at: Boston, New

York, Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco

(Continued from page 286)
be kept, if possible, in a cold, dark place,
where there is no artificial heat and where
the air will be moist but never wet, and
where the thermometer will not fall below

32 degrees Fahrenheit. Upon exception-

ally cold nights the temperature may be

kept up by using an oil stove or letting in

heat from the furnace cellar, if that is ad-

jacent. In such a place, store loose, on
ventilated shelves, not more than six or

eight inches deep. If they must be kept
in a heated place, pack in tight boxes or

barrels, being careful to put away only

perfect fruit; or pack in sand or leaves.

Otherwise they will lose much in quality

by shriveling, due to lack of moisture in

the atmosphere. With care, they may be

had in prime quality until late in the fol-

lowing spring.
Do not let yourself be discouraged from

growing your own fruit by the necessity
of taking good care of your trees. After

all, you do not have to plant them every
year, as you do vegetables, and they yield
a splendid return on the small investment

required. Do not fail to set out at least

a few this year with the full assurance
that your "satisfaction is guaranteed" by
the facts in the case.

What Planting Does for a House
(Continued from page 263)

sort of soil. Fall planting of the tubers

will insure blossoms the following sum-
mer usually, but the growing plants may
be set out in the spring and even small
ones will blossom the first year. The two
varieties, Hemerocallis flaz'a and H. fulva,
will carry the bloom over a period of from
seven to eight weeks, beginning about the

first week in June. Hemerocallis fulva is

not fragrant, however, and for it the va-

riety Thunbergi may be substituted. This
has not quite so large and showy flowers
sometimes as flava but it is very like it,

only later-flowering. Hemerocallis flava
is three feet high, Hemerocallis fulva and

Thunbergi from four to five.

Hollyhocks, foxgloves, columbines and
Canterbury bells are a few of the standj

ards which come easily from seed. They
may be started indoors and transplanted in

the spring or sown in the border during
the summer to furnish the next summer's
bloom. These belong to the great class of

perennials which must be set out if

bought from a nursery in the autumn, in

order to secure the next season's bloom.

Spring planting unsettles them for that
summer and accomplishes nothing in the

way of time saving.

Among shade trees the fastest-growing
is perhaps the catalpa ; and this is, too, one
of the most showy, with large trusses of
white flowers covering it in July. It is

adaptable to almost any soil and its shade
is very dense, as the large heart-shaped
leaves overlap.

Everyone knows the merits of the pop-
lar as a rapid-growing tree, but unfortun-

ately many affect to despise it. It is true
that plantings of poplar alone are not de-

(Continued on page 290)
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NOTHING
is more conspicuous

or plays a more important part
in a room than its lighting fixtures.

In their selection not only utility

of purpose but also beauty and
character of design should be con-

sidered.

By placing this part
of your interior decor-

ating in our hands you
are assured lighting
fixtures which will

harmonize with the
decorative features of

your home.

Catalogue No. 23
sent on request.

THE ENOS COMPANY
Makers of Lighting Fixtures

7th AVE. AND i6th St., NEW YORK
Salesrooms: 36 West 37th St., New 1 ork.

When buying
lighting fixtures

look for the

Enos Trade
Mark.

It is a guar-
antee of fine

material and
careful work-
manship.

ASKUS TO SHOWYOUHOW
to save one-half to two-thirds

of your Coal Bills
If you contemplate building a new home

or remodeling your old one, write TODAY
and ask us to show you how you can easily
reduce your coal bills from 50% to 66%%.
It won't be hard for us to do. because thou-
sands have already proved by actual test that

^WILLIAMSON
UNDERFEED?^;
Warm AirFurnaces-HotWater orSteam Boilers
do all that we claim and more. The Underfeed burns

cheapest slack coal; it consumes smoke; it is best for

health; it soon pays foritself and keeps on saving for you.

C. J. Rupert, Conneautville, Pa., has had an
UNDERFEED furnace three winters. He writes:
"I heated my ten-room house in 1909-10 with
ten tons of slack coal at a total cost of $15.00.'*

Underfeed Furnace Booklet with many testimonials
Or our Special Catalog of Steam and Water Boilers
both FREE. Heating plans of our Engineering
Corps are FREE. Fill in and return Coupon below today.

PECK-WILLIAMSON CO.
4

I would like to know more about how to cut down the
cost of my coal bills from 5n% tO&6%& Send me FREE

Furnace Booklet_ (Indicate by X Book-

Boiler Booklet_ let you dealr's'

Name_.

Address_._
fJam<- of your dealer

You should see our Portfolio of color

schemes before you paint your house.

It is always difficult to select

pleasing color combinations

from color cards. It is also

difficult to select the paint,

varnish or stain best suited to

the surface it is to cover.

This Portfolio shows many
harmonious color combina-

tions on various styles of

houses, and gives complete

specifications for securing the

results shown, naming the

particular paint, varnish or

stain which will make these

pleasing results permanent.

Before you build,

remodel or redecorate

send for and study our Cottage
Bungalow Portfolio. It is a com-
plete plan of interior decorations,
each room being carefully worked
out and shown in colors, with

complete specifications. Even the

rugs, draperies, hangings and
furniture are included.

Send for these portfolios today.

They are free. You will find them
both wonderfully helpful in mak-

ing your home attractive, and in

bringing to your attention the kind

of paint, stains and varnishes with

which you can best carry out

your ideas.

"Your Home
and

its Decoration"
is an attractive 200

page book filled with

practical hints on
home decoration.
Contains 12 beautiful

color plates and 130
other illustrations.

Everyone interested

in correct home deco-
ration should have a

copy of this book.
Price $2. 00. Postage
15c. extra.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS &VARNISHES

Sodby dealers everywhere. Ask your local dealer for color cards and full information. For the Special Hom
Service write to The Sherwin-Williams Co., Decorative Dept., 627 Canal Road, N. W.. Cleveland, Ohi

For the Special Home Decoration

What Do You Know About Bungalows ?

There Are Now Two Stillwell Bungalow Books
which tell all about ONE HUNDRED FAMOUS CALIFORNIA HOMES
mostly Bungalows. They contain Photographs, Floor Plans, Descrip-

tions and Estimates of Cost. The very latest practical ideas in home plan-

ningno freaks or extremes. All are artistic, sensible In uses and can be
built everywhere. Architects' plans, $5 and $10. If you are going to build,

get these hooks at once or send stamps for

sample pages.

From "Representative California H
'REPRESENTATIVE CALIFORNIA HOMES** Price 50 cents (coin,

money order, or i cent stamps). 5 Bungalows, Cottages, and Concrete Residences-
one one and one-half, and two story houses of live to ten rooms costing $1600 to {5000,
These are the better class of homes selected from six former editions with the addition

of new homes just built.

"WEST COAST BUNGAL.OWS** Price 50 cents (coin, money order, or i cent

stamps). 50 one story bungalows costing $500 to faooo. An entirely new book of

pictures and plans never before published. Twenty-five beautiful homes costing less

than $1250. No other book contains one-fourth as many really inexpensive bungalows.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., 2188 Henne Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Mectric

Economical lighting of country homes and buildings by electricity
the cleanest, safest, most pleasant light is possible for everyone by the

simple and efficient

Fay & Bo\ven

Electric Lighting System
usintr stoiage batteries to pive light any hour of the- twenty-four by simply turning a
switch. The engine is run at any convenient time, and you don't need a trained
engineer. These plants are very simple and perfectly safe 32-volt current. A space
6 feet square is sufficient for a large plant. The engine and dynamo are direct-con-
nected, doing away with troublesome belts and saving space. In addition to lighting,
you can have ample power to pump water, run the sewing

1 machine, vacuum cleaner
or machinery in barn and out-buildings. And you reduce fire risk.

Send for Our Electric Bulletins

Investigate this system. \Ve will gladly give you an estimate on an equipment
for your exact requirements.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO., 1 25 Lake Street. Geneva. N.Y.. U. S. A.

Pump Water

Household Uses

To induce you to give my
SUPERB DAHLIAS

a trial I will send 10 Large Field Roots for $1, no two
alike, and to include some of the New Century Dahlias.

Express charges to be paid by purchaser.
J. MURRAY BASSETT

Packard Street Hammonton, N. J.

BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAL FENCE

K1TSELMAN BROTHERS, f,. 1 49 "MimCIE,' INDIANA*

SPECIAL OFFER!
C A L 1FO H JV IA 1"RIVET

I '.. FEET, $15.00 per 1000
3 FEET. $25.00 per 1000

SAVE 60% BY BUYING AT THESE PRICES.
Strong rooted, well branched planU only.
F-KEJVCH /t VPA-KAGVS-

GREEN ARGE.VTEUILS. PEDIGREED FOR 10 YEAKS.
J! inches thick. Tender and finest flavor.
NOTHING LIKE IT IN AMERICA.

$20.00 per 1,000 Roots.
S. L. I>K FARUV Grower l.ltt'B Silver. N..I.

EVERGREENS
Nurserv grown, suitable for all pur.

poses. (4.50 and up per thousand. We
have 50 millions. Our low prices will
astonlshyou. Also Hardy Forest trees,
Shade, Ornamental and Fruit trees,
Shrubs, Vines, etc. Our beautiful Cat-
alog is crowded with valuable informa-
tion. This and 60 Great Bargain Sheet are Free.
Send for them today.
D.HILL NURSERY CO., Box 301. Dundee, 111.

Evergreen Specialists

K

Have Them Sprayed Now
Don't Wait Until The Beetles

Begin to Chew Up The Leaves

Pi event it
ILL them before they can do any harm Kill them be-

fore they can multiply. Spraying is the most effec-

tual way. If thoroughly done at the right time with
the right spraying fluid, results are positive.

Send for our Inspector to come and look over your trees at once and give
you an estimate for the work. At the same time he can advise you as to

the condition of your trees. He willpoint out where pruning and bracing
would be advisable. Locate decay cavities that are a menace. Then if you
wish, we will send our expert tree men to do the work.

After it is done we will inspect it several times during the year at no
cost to you. This is the guarantee side of our service. It is tree insurance
for you. Let our Inspector come soon as possible and get things started.

Send for our booklet, "Trees: The Care They Should Have."

Munson -Whitaker Company
Commercial and Landscape Foresters

BOSTON :

623 Tremont Bldg.

NEW YORK :

823 4th Avenue Bldg.

CHICAGO :

303 Monadnock Bldg.

(Continued from page 288)

sirable, but two or three or more, well dis-

posed, break a sky line and perfect a com-

position as no other trees can.

Willows offer anocher form of growth,
quite as picturesque in their way, the ex-

quisite soft grace of the weeping willow

holding for me always a hint of mystery
and enchantment not to be found in any
other growth. They afford splendid shade

too, in spite of their airy delicacy.

Evergreens bring the quickest results,
as far as the sense of age goes ;

and their

effect independent of this cannot be over-

estimated. Arbor vitae transplants the

most readily of all perhaps, though hem-
lock and red cedar may usually be de-

pended upon to succeed. Of the three the

cedar is most likely to suffer by being
moved and it does not grow as rapidly as
the others, but it will thrive on any soil,

practically anywhere.
With the vines mentioned and the peren-

nials, used as suggested through the shrub-

bery border, an effect of real charm may
be secured the very first year, which the

second year will of course carry along
tremendously. Add to these some groups
of arbor vitae which, dug with a ball of

earth, may safely be transplanted up to a

height of five feet
;
or some hemlocks the

same size, and perhaps a pair of box
bushes three feet high, to flank the en-

trance, and the beginning of a real home
is so well made that the place will be re-

marked by all who visit or see it. This,
too, at the end of one year.
The shade trees will not do much in the

way of actual growth until the second sea-

son unless they too are autumn-planted
but by their second summer there will be

a great lengthening of branch on every
side. And by the third year, if things are

well tended and they were properly planted
when they came from the nursery, trees,

both evergreen and deciduous, shrubs and
flowers will all have united with such

harmony of purpose that the result will

be incredible, when the barren beginning
i? recalled.

The All-Star Garden of a Business

Man
(Continued from page 243)

the high standard of attractions that your
all-star garden has set. Avoid the pale
purple shades in favor of pinks, cherry
reds and plenty of white. Jeanne d'Arc is

one of the best white late-flowering va-

rieties. In choosing other colors take the

late-flowering ones in order that the show-

ing may not rival that of the July and

August stars.

Late in October and during the first

half of November the choice of attractions
is decidedly limited, but the hardy chry-
santhemum fortunately gives us a variety
and beauty of bloom that needs no apolo-
gies whatever. Here again I would ad-

vise a choice from the wealth of varieties

that will be shown at one of the fall exhi-
bitions. The names alone mean little or

(Continued on page 292)
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GILLETT'S
Hardy Plants

Rhododendrons for mass planting and for

specimen plants. I can supply bushy

clumps in small or large quantities.

Before placing your order get my prices.

Hardy Fems for open sun, dry shade,

moist shade or wet open ground.

Hardy Flowers for open border, dark

shade, wild garden or rockery.

Azaleas and ornamental shrubs for lawns.

My illustrated catalog containing 75

pages will be of interest to all lovers of

wild flowers. Mailed free on request

EDW. GILLETT, Box F, Sonthwick, Mass.

MISS LUCY ABBOT THROOP
MISS EMILY VEERHOFF

37 East 60th Street, - New York

Interior Decorators
All styles of furnishing planned and carried out.

COUNT Y HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
Furn ture, Curtains, Rugs, Wall Coverings se-

lected to suit any room.

Mall Orders Carefully Attended To.

Prize Offers from Leading
Manufacturers

Book on Patents. "Mints to inven-

tors." "Inventions needed." "Why
some inventors fail." Send rough
sketch or model for search of Patent

Office records. Our Mr. Qreeley was

formerly Acting Commissioner of Pat-

ents, and as such had full charge of

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY & MCINTIRE
PATENT ATTORNEYS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

EtaO MillerMss
-

, LIGHTING
,

-*

FIXTURES
1IU.G

62*42

4

5265

This mark is your guarantee

The Miller

Gas, Electric and Combination

Lighting Fixtures

impart an air of elegance to every home or pub-
lic building where they are installed. They are

made in an endless variety of exquisite designs
and finishes. Every personal taste and every
style of decoration can be exactly suited. The
materials used in the Miller products are the

very highest grade, while the workmanship has
never been surpassed in this country.

Special designs executed on contract for resi-

dences and public buildings.

When buying Gas or Electric Fixtures, look

for the MILLER trade mark. It guarantees all

that is best in this line of goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER. He
has Miller Lamps and Fixtures in stock,
or can secure them for you. Show him
this advertisement, so there will be no
mistake in the name.

Write to us for illustrated booklets and cata-

logs. State particularly the kind of lighting in

which you are interested.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.

Factory: 15 Miller St., Meriden, Conn.

(Erf. 1844.)

'-yrWW'"\

4591

51?49
fcvi

6089 / 8127 5O7O
;496

The Plan Shop Bungalows
A most artistic book of original conceptions,

especially prepared for the northern climates. It

has 64 pages profusely illustrated with color-

plates, half-tones, sketches and floor plans.

The designer, being a native of California, has imbibed the spirit

of the true bungalow art; not only thru association, but also by
actual construction. This art has been applied in adapting the

bungalow to the requirements of the northern climates.

The book is bristling with interest and suggestions for the

builder of either a suburban cottage or a city residence.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS

ROLLIN S. TUTTLE, Architect

630-31 ANDRUS BLDQ. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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For Verandas, Porches, Lawns, Indoors
The Perfect Couch for Outdoor Sleeping
A Rowe Hammock has hung for 8 or 10 summers

on a porch within 200 feet of the Atlantic Ocean.
Last season a visitor referred to it as "your new ham-
mock." 40 years' experience shows that Rowc's Ham-
mocks give 10 years of continuous out-of-door service.

As far as the signs of wear go, you can't tell whether
a Rowe Hammock has been used 6 months or 6 years.

It is made by sailmakers on the model we supplied
for years to the U. S. Navy. It is made from duck
that is 60 per cent, to 200 per cent, stronger than that

in others, and sewn with thread that is twice as

strong. It has sewing and bracing that no other

maker has learned the need of. It is handsome, but
severelv plain no showiness, just solid merit.

Our Khaki is permanent in color, will not soil clothing.

A very few first-class stores are licensed to sell our

hammocks. If not conveniently situated, you should

buy direct from us. Delivery prepaid, ready for hanging.

Write for Descriptive Booklet
Small silk name-label un c-cery Rowe Hammock.

E. L. ROWE A SON, Inc., Sailmakers and Ship Chandlers

573 Wharf street. filoiii'palfT. MH.

A FENCE LIKE THIS
and a hundred or more

other ornamental styles

and exclusive designs.

For private grounds, pub-
lic parks, city lets and

suburban property. Gates and posts to match. Only

highest quality reasonable cost. Send for our

191 1 Fence Pattern Book of

Ornamental Metal Fence and Gates

with manufacturer's lowest prices.

Our methods of manufacturing and

selling enable us to undersell compe-
tition. WARD FENCE CO.,
Box 909, Decatur, Ind,

You Need This

"Detachable' Hose Reel
We guarantee It. It's the only reel that re-

volves on the faucet with the

water flowing through the lose.

It will keep your hose

free from kinks or twists

make it last much
longer. Can be at-

tached and detach-

ed instantly.
To attach,

simply put the

reel on the
faucet, set the

clamp, turn on
the water and you
can pull the hose

off in any direction.T 1

1 o remove, wind up
the hose with the reel

on the faucet, loosen

the clamp and lift it off.

The Hose is drained easily. Special
faucet comes with each reel. You can get the Detachable
Hose reel on trial. Ask your dealer for it or write us.

Sr.'id for a copy of "Useful Things for the
Lawn." It fully describes the "Detachable"
Hose Reel, the "Easy Emptying" Grass Catcher
for Lawn kfowen and a number of
other mighty valuable lawn articles.

The Specialty Mfa. Co.,
1040 I;.,, ,,,. I v,.-.. St. l':,i.l. Mm

JPfc

everECAUSE Standard" Guaranteed Plumbing Fixtures possess

attribute of perfect sanitary equipment, they insure comfort and econom;

and enhance a building's value. The "Standard" Bath illustrated abov<

tiles into the wall and floor, allowing absolutely no space for moisture or dir

There is no occasion to clean under or back of it, and water splashed o

the walls drains into the bath. This fixture is being rapidly adopted by those wh

appreciate the utmost beauty and refinement and the highest degree of sanitatior

Genuine 'Standard" fixtures fop the home and for

Schools, Office Buildings, Public Institutions, etc., are

identified by the Green and Gold Label with one excep-

tion. There are two classes of our Guaranteed Baths,

the Green and Gold Label Bath and the Red and

Black Label Bath. The Green and Gold Label Bath

is triple enameled. It is guaranteed for five years.

The Red and Black Label Bath is double enanv

eled. It is guaranteed for two years. If you would

avoid dissatisfaction and expense, install guaranteed

fixtures. All fixtures purporting to be 'Standard"

are spurious unless they tear our guarantee label.

Send fora copy of our beautiful book "Modern Bathrooms." It will prove of invaluable assistance in the planning of your bath-

room, kitchen or aundry. Many mode I rooms are illustrated costmgfrom J78tot600. This valuable book is sent for 6c. postage.

Standard Sanitary Iflfo. Co. Dept, 40 PITTSBURGH, P/

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS- New York: 35-37 West 31st St.; Chicaso: 415 Ashland Block; Philadelphia: 112S Walnut St.: Toronto. Can.: 59 Ri<
OFFICES *Nn

1
?H ,''

I

;?."i?9 p YJL* St Louis . 100-2 N Fourth St.; Nashville: 515-317 Tenth Ave.. So.; Ne Orleans: Cor. Baronne and !

j'osepr"sis Montrea"' Can* 215 Co rlstlne Build"^ Boston: John Hancock Building Louisville: 319-23 W. Main St.; Cleveland: 648.652 Hur

Road. S E.; Lond"n''53 Hoiborn Viaduct. E. C.; Houston, Tex.: Preston and Smith Streets; San Francisco: 1303-04 Metropolis Bank Buildi.

The Beautiful New Hydrangea

ARBORESCENS QRANDIFLORA ALBA SNOWBALL HYDRANGEA
This new Hydrangea with its enormous trusses of snow-white flowers, has proven a most valuable acquisition

to our collection of flowering shrubs, being absolutely hardy, a profuse bloomer, coming into flower much
earlier than the well-known Paniculata Grandiflora and continuing in bloom for several months.

After years of effort, we have now accumulated a large stock of three-year-old nursery-grown plants which

carry from four to six strong branches and which, if planted during April, will give an abundance of bloom

this season.

When sending your order, please state what
time during April you wish us to make shipment.

3 Plants

6 Plants

12 Plants

1.50

2.50

4.50

COTTAGE GARDENS CO., Inc. Nurseries: QUEENS, NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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The many possibilities in grouping Japanese Maples may be appreciated by observing the distinctive
result secured by this bed.

Rich Blood-Red Japanese Maples
Every one Meehan-grown not one imported

Where bushy, vigorous Japanese Maples are wanted, with foliage of a richer, more intense
scarlet, there are no finer plants than those now growing on our nurseries.

This present grand collection has been raised after over thirty years of experience in growing
this particular class of stock.

in America we are the leading growers of Japanese Maples, and our stock is in great demand
by nurserymen and dealers, as well as among property owners.

All experienced gardeners know the shortcomings of imported plants and how far superior are
our freshly-dug, bushy, vigorous specimens. They are accustomed to the climatic conditions of this

country, which cannot be said of stock raised in Japan.
This Spring our big collection is in fine condition for moving, and Spring, as you know, is the

very best period in which to transplant Japanese Maples.
The largest plants we have are at least twelve years old, and all have been frequently trans-

planted, pruned and looked after.

Two years ago we sent some to England, and we have a note to the effect that they surpass any
there in their rich coloring and general vigor.

Every property, however limited, has room for one, as they occupy little space, and many large
properties can make showy displays by grouping them.

Here are the sizes. Place your order at once and we will guarantee you'll be pleased with the

plants.

Blood-RedJapaneseMaples
\y* to 2 feet $1.25 each, 5 for $5.00, 25

for $20.00.

2 to 2 1A feet, bushy $1.75 each, 5 for $7-00,
25 for $31-25-

2 ^2 to 3 feet, fine $3.00 each, 5 for $12.00,
25 for $50.00.

3 to 3^ feet, 8 years old $4.00 each, 5 for

$16.00, 25 for $66.25.

3 */2 to 4 feet, beauties $5.00 each, 5 for

$20.00.

SUPERB SPECIMENS 4 to 5 feet

$6.00 to $10.00 each.

SPECIAL OFFER
Plant a Japanese Maple Group
Very few people know the decidedly beautiful

effects possible in combining various varieties of
Japanese Maples in a group.
The crimsons, greens and yellows always harmonize.
set a group out on your lawn and you'll be

delighted with the effect.
Here is a fine selection for the purpose:
2 Japanese Blood-leaved Maples 2 to 2% ft.
r Golden-leaved Japanese Maple 1% to 2 ft.
1 Green Polymorphum Maple 3 to 4 ft.
2 Red Fern-leaved Japanese Maples 1 to 1% ft
1 Green Fem-leaved Japanese Maple 1H to 2 ft.
1 Ivy-leaved Japanese Maple 2 to 3 ft.

These 8 fine, well-developed specimens fc i o /\/\
from 1 to 4 fwt high, for IplO.UU

Are You a Garden Owner?
If you are a garden owner, needing trees, evergreens, perennials and plants, SEND US 10

CENTS and we'll send you our 100-PAGE NEW SPRING PRICE-LIST, and mall you THREE
BIG, INTERESTING COPIES of our GARDEN BULLETIN. These are worth triple the price.

Thomas Meehan & Sons, c.r!nw-. Phila., Pa.

E2J,

Two Things You Need
FIRST : The only Sanitary
method of caring for garbage,
deep in the ground in heayy
galvanized bucket with bail.
No odors, etc. Away from dogs
and cats. The typhoid fly can-
not get at it and distribute
poisonous germs. Health de-
mands it.

Underground Garbage Receiver
arn'"frt?u*E*
-%SlVS" Underfloor Refuse Receiver

SECOND: This clean, convenient
way of disposing of ashes and cellar
refuse. Doing away with the ash
barrel nuisance with its menace to
health and its fire risk. Fireproof,
sauitary. Top flush with floor. Easy
to sweep into.

Sold Direct 8nd for Circular*

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Karrur Slreot, Lynn, JU*s.

Belor th Furnace

,

12
We will send -charges prepaidW AGJVER PAR K

All strong, healthy, well-rooted plants,
no two alike. All correctly labeled, true
to name. With ordinary care will give
a splendid lot of exquisite buds and
flowers this year. Try this set. Order
to-day.
F J? F F" "Plants and Plans fo rr IV Ci El lleautlrul Surroundings"

a book of invaluable information on Floriculture
and Landscape-Gardening. Also lists the famous
"Wagner" Roses, Shrubs, Trees, etc. Fully illus-
trated. It's FREE. Write for it now.WAGNER PARK NURSERIES, Box 811, Sldnej, Ohio

FloristsNurserymrn Landscape- Gardeners

(Continued from page 292)

Another generally overlooked morning-

glory is tne Heavenly Blue (/. rubra

ccerulea) ,
which has clusters of large blos-

soms of the purest azure. Unfortunately
this, too, is apt to leave to chance the mat-
ter of coming true. I believe that it is

really a variant of /. rubra caerulea; in any
event, I have found twice there was alto-

gether too much "rubra" mixed up with

the "caerulea" to suit me. What has come
true, however, has compensated fully for

all my disappointments. The Brazilian

morning-glory (/. setosa) suffers still

more from neglect. It is the most lux-

uriant of all the family, a single plant

covering an immense wall or trellis area.

The light green foliage is set off by the

reddish, hairy stems and the rose blossoms,
with throat of a deeper shade, are ex-

tremely showy. A fourth morning-glory
that is too seldom seen is the dainty little

scarlet star ipomcea (/. coccinea) ;
not to

be confused with the cypress vine, which
is /. Quamoclit. I gathered my seed by
a roadside in the Bahamas, but so.ne of

the seedsmen carry it. For the best re-

sults it is unwise to plant seed of any of

these morning-glories in the open ground ;

plant under glass one inch apart, and be
sure to soak the hard seeds over night in

a glass of warm water. Contrary to the

usual idea, morning-glories are trans-

planted very easily.
And dahlias; ever think of them in the

light of an annual? They may be treated
as such nowadays, because there is plenty
of good seed in the market that will pro-
duce abundant bloom the first season and
at so little expense that the plants may be
left to go the way of all annuals in the
fall if it is too much trouble to store the
tubers. Single dahlias, which are fine for

cutting, will come into bloom about the
first of July if the seed is sown under
glass the middle of April. That is the
better course, but seed sown in the open
ground in May will give plenty of blos-

soms in September. Though the double
and semi-double dahlias are less depend-
able, they are worth while if only for the

possibility of one striking novelty in a

package of seed. I saw some last sum-
mer that, with no more care than the aver-

age annual, produced beautiful semi-
double flowers in only three months from
seed. Try one of the good strains at

about fifteen cents a package.
Scabiosa, or mourning bride, is a half-

forgotten oldtimer that also deserves a

place in this list of the slighted. Plant
the rose, lavender, white and claret va-
rieties, each by itself, and you will have
something quite distinct in the way of
garden beauty and one of the most satis-

factory annuals for cutting.

Everyone who sees the gorgeous wall-
flowers of England's springtime wants to

grow them here. They will stand the
winter in some places north of Virginia,
but the best way around the difficulty is to

plant some seed of the "annual" kind the

{Continued on page 296)
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GOING to BUILD?
DON'T MISS THIS!

From No. (?) Book

IF
YOU contemplate building you should send for one

or more of our books of Residence Designs. All

practical designs and bona fide estimates.

No. i. asdesignsof residences costing $1,500
to $5,000 $ .50

No. 2. 25designsof residences costing $5,000
to $20,000 i.oo

No. 3. 25 designs of concrete residences cost-

ing $2,000 to $20,000 i.oo

We also do regular architectural work and submit
sketches on request for Flat and Apartment Houses,
Schools, Theatres, Churches, Clubs, Hotels, etc.

Note. We rebate price paid fo books, etc., on first order
for plans. All books sent prepaid on receipt of price.

Arthur G. Lindley Co., Architects,

Schenectady, New York
Bank and Business References

AGENTS PRICES CUT IN TWO

Trees
DIRECT TO YOU

A Hall Acre of Cherries for $3.48
If you can spare half an acre for a cherry orchard, hurt- Is

the choicest, thriftiest selection of sweet and sour cherries-
early, medium and late you ever saw. All are first-class,
two year old trees, ready to come into bearing in three years.
Read the list. SOUR : 5 Early Richmond, 1 Montmorency.
B Lai. EnglUh Morollo. SWEET i 2 Cov. Wood (White),
2 Green's Black Tartarian, 2 Napoleon Cherry Tree*.
The Green's direct-to-you Catalogue price of these trees Is

$4-20, but others would charge you much more now for 93.48.

12 Best Plums only $2.35
Thin IB one-third off our regular catalogue price and the varieties I

note them : Abundance, Burbank, Gueii, Bradshaw, one each; Shrop*
itiirr Damton, Lombard, York State, Niagara, 2 each. Twelve tree*

all Urgent best stock, and at this special price of $2.35.
There are many other Bargain collections of all kinds In oar 1911

Catalogue larp-'r, finer, better than ever before. Send for it to-day to

convince vonrself. We have no agents. Write now and also ask for

our aouriuir book,
" 30 Tears with Fruita and Flowers."

CREEM'S NURSERY CO., Box IP, Rochester, N. Y.

FARE'S HARDY PLANT
SPECIALTIES

Besides the splendid collection of Irises and Peonies,

sers, rysantemums, nemones, yretrums, n-
tomas, etc. and a superb collection of Hardy Phloxes,
comprising all the latest novelties.

Japan Irises are best planted in early Spring and my
ollection of upwards of 75 varieties is unique in one im-

1 wish every reader of HOUSE & GARDEN who is in-

terested in growing hardy plants might .have this book,
*s it makes friends for me everywhere, and I would like
to count you among them.

HF-WT. WYOHISSING NURSERY.
. fair, 643FPennSt.,R>ding.Fa.

eir uses
There are a number of places

in that new home you are plan-

ning where tiles can be used to

better advantage than any other

material. There are at least four

places where tiles are essential:

the fireplace, the porch floor,

the bathroom floor and walls

and the walls and floors of the

kitchen and laundry.

We have prepared four booklets :

"Tiles for Fireplaces"
"Tiles on the Porch Floor"
"Tile for the Bathroom"
"Tiles for the Kitchen and Laundry"

which we send free to home builders. You
would do well to read them before perfect-

ing your plans.

THE ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS,
ROOM 2, REEVES BUILDING, BEAVER FALLS, PA.

"There's a

Difference" in

Garden Hose
We have been

manufacturing it for

65 years.
Our catalog tells the story about our different

grades and prices.

New Yorh Belting and

Paching Co., Limited

New York, N. Y., 91-93 Chambers Street; Chicago,

111., 150 Lake Street; Philadelphia, Pa.. 118-120

North 8th Street; San Francisco, Calif.,

129-131 First Street; Pittsburg, Pa., 933-935 Liberty Avenue; St. Louis, Mp.,
218

:
a

Street; Portland, 6re., 40 First Street; Boston. Mass., 232 Summer Street; Indianapolis,

Ind., 207-209 South Sleridian Street; London, England. 13-15 Southampton Row.

Spokane, Wash., 163 South Lincoln Street.

A Copy
Awaits
Your

Request.

In tenting to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Opal-Glass-Lined$0j 75Oak Refrigerator ***-

Freight Prepaid from Factory
You get this highest

grade Solid Oak, Wickcs'
New Constructed Refriger-
ator, lined with Opal
Glass, "better than mar-
ble," for only $31.75
freight prepaid" from fac-

tory.
You buy the \Vickts Re-

frigerator" direct from the

factory, at actual factor\
prices. You save all tin

dealers', jobbers' and de-
partment store profits. You
get the Wickes at the price
asked everywhere for or-

dinary ''enameled" refrig- MEASUEEMENXS
orator,, for which you have Heigh" in" Width. 36 in.
to pay the freight in ail- Depth, 21 in. Ice Capacity,
rtition. inn ih

The WicKes
New Constructed No; 230

-in,. thick. Our exclusive

Send for Free Beautiful Art Catalog
inVs ss MSB sk

so,d
Ut

i!y
iBerator5 of M si ts-

The Brunswich-Balhe-Collender Co.
363 H abash Avenue, Chicago 29-35 W. 33d St., New York

(Established Over 60 Years)

HrW''" 1
'^

1 '8
,

fl
f't;l

lt
from factory to every point east of the

Rockies. \\est of the Rockies only the freight from Denver is
added. (12)

COUNTRY HOMES
my enjoy city comforts and conii-u
lences at less cost than kerosene. !<
tncity or acetylene, with None of thtii
dangers, by using

Economy Gas Machine
ft-oduces ras for light and kitchen fuelMn be lighted the same as elect rlr
light, without batteries or wires. OI1
or write for list of satisfied customer!

Economy Gas Machine Co.,
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y.

Garden Furniture
In Marble, Stone and

Pompeiian Stone.

Beautiful reproductions of famous models
from the gardens of Italy.

We are the largest and oldest manufac-
turers of Garden Furniture in imitation

stone. More than 1500 models.

Special Attention Given to Original Designs

A visit to our studio will prove well worth
your time.

Our catalog, containing more than 800 illus-

trations of Benches, Sundials, Statuary,

Pedestals, Mantels, Vases and Fountains,
mailed on receipt of twenty-five cents.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
226 Lexington Ave. New York

Factories: Astoria, L. I.; Carrara, Italy.

Pierce
Boilers s3Radiators

The question of adequate heat, economical heat, freedom from

repairs, ease of operation, adaptability to conditions all of

this is up to the Boiler and the Radiators. Do you know any-

thing about boilers? Or radiators? Do you know why one

kind of heat is better than another ? Do you know the

kind you should have right now in that cold house of yours,

or in the house you are planning to build? If you don't you
need this book

PrimeraboutHeat
It is a non-technical talk on heat all

kinds of heat. It begins at the begin-

ning and leaves off where

other heating books begin.

It points out the short-

comings of hot air. It ex-

plains how hot water heats,

how steam heats and the

difference between the two.

It brings you to a per-

fect understandingof Pierce

Boilers and Radiators,

which have made good for

Pierce, Butler & Pierce Mfg. Co.,

over 35 years in 200,000 homes. The

proper Pierce Boiler and the amount

of radiation for your par-

ticular house is a matter

for your steam-fitter to de-

cide. It is in the Pierce

line and will positively heat

every nook and corner of

your house, in any kind of

weather. Send for the

Primer read it, and then

s<:eyoui architect or steam-

fitter.

e
t

-*

.i\.>>"

242 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Showrooms in principal cities

A Furnace Only 51 Inches High
with more heating surface and capacity than ordinary furnaces of lar-

ger size, making it possible to get a rise in heat conducting pipes that

is so desirable and necessary. This principle is well recognized, but its

application is new because the INTENSE is the latest scientific furnace

put on the market. Investigate at once, whether immediately inter-

ested or not.
"Distributed Draft-

Air"
Its distributed draft and patented check damper insure great fuel economy. The surfaces

are self-cleaning; no dust or soot can accumulate or get into living rooms. It has vast

radiating surface; a simple hot water attachment; a knocked down square jacket and other

features your furnace man will recognize. Has portable ash pan a great convenience.
2 sizes for ordinary requirements. All cast iron, will last a lifetime. Arranged in batteries

for larger buildings. Ask why this is done.
Send us dealers' name and ask for booklet and fujl particulars. We will send free a

Physician's Treatise on Warm Air Heating and Ventilation.

INTENSE FURNACE BMffitt

THE G. J. EMENY COMPANY .-,1 Hubbard Street, FULTON, N.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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This Avenue of Big Maples on Mr.
Clarence Maekay's Estate at Roslyn,
L. I., are all Hicks' Big Trees Moved
Here from the Nursery 10 Years Ago

We can duplicate it for you right now with Maples, Lindens, Pin Oaks, Catalpas that are

25 to 35 feet high. Fine, shapely, sturdy trees, every one of them root pruned. We have
2,000 of these big trees to choose from. Come and make your selections one or 500. If

you can't come to the nursery, send for the catalog. Its special arrangement makes ordering
by mail an easy matter.

Hicks' trees thrive, you take no risk.

Isaac Hicks <Q. Sons, We
!

b
i
ury '

LEAVENS COTTAGE FURNITURE

IT
is far from our intention to create

the impression that our stock is high
priced. It is, however, exclusive in

design, and it is also true that we have
had the patronage of the most discrimi-

nating and particular people in all parts
of the country.

The reputation of our furniture has
been built upon distinctive features, such
as, the simple artistic lines of our de-

signs, solid construction, and a variety
of custom finishes.

Our cottage furniture is especially
adapted for both Shore or Country houses
where a simple, harmonious and artistic
effect is desired, conforming with the sur-

roundings, and yet not sacrificing one's
comfort.

Shipments are carefully crated, insur-

ing safe delivery.

Send tor comp'ete set No. 1, of over
200 'llustrations.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

32 Canal Street - < - Boston, Mas*.

(Continued from page 296)
runs, or covering old stumps, outbuildings
and fences it will lose its lower leaves

exposing straggling stems for three feet

above the roots, but to cover this defect

we plant well-started climbing nasturtiums

in May, which soon form a mass of green,
with bright blossoms, near the ground.
Another pretty effect results from the sow-

ing of morning glories, which rival the

wild cucumber in rapid growth, the bril-

With the assistance of wire netting the cu-
cumber vine climbs rapidly.

liant cup blossoms blending well with the

light green foliage of the sturdier and
more densely leafed vine.

M. H. O'C.

Four Months of Strawberries

EVERY
one who grows strawberries

has regretted the shortness of the
season during which this most luscious
fruit ripens. Three weeks are about the
limit of produce of any ordinary sort,

though by planting early and late varie-
ties one can extend it to four weeks. But
it looks now as if we would soon be able
to extend the season to four months
through the introduction of a new type of

plant which produces blossoms through-
out the summer.
A few years ago a variety of strawber-

ries called the fan American was intro-

duced to the trade. It was claimed to
bear fruit throughout the summer and
early autumn. The horticultural public
was of course sceptical at first, but here
and there a dealer tried it and was delight-
ed to find the claims borne out by the ac-
tions of the plant. So the plants were

generally offered and other people bought
them. Certain seedlings of this Pan
American were also introduced, notably
two sorts called America and Francis and
these also proved productive through a

long period.
These strawberries have established

their claims so well that fruit growers in
Western New York were selling the fruit
in the fall of 1910 in considerable quan-
tity. The berries found a ready market
at twenty-five cents a quart. 'Plants of
these varieties are now so widely known
and disseminated that they can be obtain-
ed from many of the larger dealers in fruit
trees and vines. C. M. W.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GADEH.
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The Original

Brick and Cement Coating
will protect concrete construction of all kinds

against the ravages of dampness and at the

same time will not conceal the distinctive tex-

ture of concrete or stucco. It is admirable for

residences, mills or such heavy construction as

subways, bridges or dams. It comes in white
and different tints.

It will not chip or flake off, but becomes a

part of the material itself, adding to its dura-

bility and its beauty. When applied overhead it

will not drop and injure delicate machinery.
Allow us to send you a book that shows you

the fine residences, office buildings and manu-
facturing plants that have used it advantageously
and extensively.
Address for booklet which tells all about the

constructions on which it has been used, Dept.

WADSWORTH, ROWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paints and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders

82-84 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON, MASS.

Box, Bay and Laurel Trees
IN

various shapes
and sizes such as

Standard, Globe,
Balloon, etc.

Before selecting
trees or shrubbery to

beautify your coun-

try or suburban
home, you should
visit our nurseries
and inspect our large
collection of decora-
tive trees and plants.

We have perfect
specimens in tubs
and pots that can be

placed on terraces or
lawns.

We cater to owners
of large and small

grounds, and will
stock greenhouses
with rare and suitable

plants.
Send for our new
Catalogue on Nursery
Stock and Green-
house Plants.

Experienced ard Competent Gardeners

Any lady or gentleman requiring their
services can have them by applying to
us. No fees. Please give us particu-
lars regarding place.

JULIUS ROEHRS CO,
Exotic Nurseries, RUTHfRFORD, N.J.

Free Clothes Line
If you are going to build this spring, send us

the name of your architect at once and we will
mail you, free of charge, a fifty-foot piece of

Samson Spot Cord

**
This will introduce to you the most durable

and economical sash cord and clothes line on the

market. Spot Cord is made of fine cotton yarn,
solid braided, and guaranteed free from the rough
places which make common cord wear out so

quickly. Can be distinguished at a glance, even
after the label is removed, by our trade-mark, the

SPOTS ON THE CORD
See that Samson Spot Cord is specified AND
USED to hang your windows, and avoid the

annoyance and expense of breaking cords.

Send for that Clothes Line today

Samson Cordage Works
BOSTON, MASS.

Iron Railing and Gates at Hackensack, N. J., designed by
Rossiter & Wright.

Ornamental Gateway and Fence
In the planning of country grounds of this type, the designing

of a proper gateway and fencing can make for or destroy the

general scheme. Here the individuality of the architect is exer-

cised in designing a fencing to harmonize with the appointments

of house and grounds.

First cost is last cost with Anchor Post Fences the gates do-

not sag and the fences are warranted to hold an absolutely true

alignment.
Catalogs of Ornamental Iron Gateways and Fences, Woven
Wire and Unclimbable Fences, Paddock, Kennel and Sub-

urban Fencing of all kinds may be had upon application.

AncHor Post Iron WorKs
11 Cortlandt Street (llth Floor) New York

In writing to advertisers tlease mention HOUSE ANP GARDEN.
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Your own Cottage^ the

Seaside or Mountains

THE
matter of expense need not stand in the

way of your having a real vacation in the hills

or at the seashore. Hodgson Cottages solve

the problem. If you do not know all about how
we have combined home comfort and attractiveness

with true economy in

HODGSON
Portable Houses

it will be worth your while to look over our beautiful iqn catalog.
We have widened out in our twelve years of portable cottage

building. You will be sure to find something in the long line of

Hodgson Portable Cottages, Lodges, Bungalows, Retreats and
Seaside and Mountain " Summer Homes," that will meet your
requirements. Well-designed Porches, Verandas, Sun Parlors, etc.

Cottages, one room to as many as wanted. Inexpensive Garages
for one or more cars all of substantial character. We build to
withstand the severest storms. We will be glad to mail you catalog
on request.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 104 Adams Square, Boston, Mass.

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
THE Breeders register in the Gazette has proved of great

value, in view ol the constant demand at the American
Kennel Club lor names and addresses of breeders. Write
for rates.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
1 Liberty Street NEW YORK CITY

Paeonies A leaflet will be sent FREE on how
to grow and care for Paeonies to all

interested. If you anticipate plant-
ing so as to have some of these noble flowers in your own
garden, I will write you a personal letter giving some of
my own experiences in my ten years of careful study of
these plants. I grow Paeonies exclusively and have come
to know the best in the world.

E. J. SHAYLOR
Wellegley Fai-mn Mantianhuiietts

FREE
BOOKON THE PROPER,
CARE OF LAWNS fi

E
8rS?

This free book tells how to make and maintain a beautiful, thick,
even-growing lawn. It explains the right kind of soil, how to drain it,

how to prepare the seed-bed, how to keep down weeds, how to kill ants
and ground moles, and covers many other important points
that must be known in order to make a good lawn.

DUNHAM ROLLERS (Patented)

The Dunham Roller for paths, lawns and tennis courts has automobile roller bearings
and axle construction. The weights are hung on the outer ends giving only two inches

of friction against ten to twenty-two inches in others, making the Dunham 44%
easier to operate than any other roller.

The Dunham Roller is the strongest, easiest to operate and most
economical roller produced.

THE DUNHAM COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers in the World of Laad Rollers,
Soil Pulverizers and Packers for All Purposes

Eastern Office: Th Dunham Company. 6 Afbany Street, Depl.L, New York City

A Self-Maintaining Border

T T is not always a matter of expense but
* rather the care required that prevents
the planting of flowers. Especially js this

true with people of means who spend their

summers out of town, at .ake or sea shore.

They want as little trouble with the hired

man as possible. To meet just such a

condition the following perennial border

was designed. It is located at the base of

a large porch, the white woodwork of

which forms a background for the flowers.

Naturally, only hardy, vigorous growing
perennials that could fend with weeds

A border which is attractive and keeps a
sequence of bloom through the summer

were selected. The border conforms in a

general way to the outlines of the porch,
along the edge of the grass there is a

dense row of funkias or plaintain lilies,

back of which a row of German iris brings
the border higher. In one angle of the

porch tiger lilies overtop the iris and bring
their flowers to a level with the floor of
the porch. To the right of these phlox
takes up the color, and when the lilies are
almost gone it carries brilliance far into
fall. To the east larkspur hold their blue

spikes against the white woodwork, which
at the base of the stone steps lobelias have
been tried out and found wanting, so gail-
lardias were substituted. At the angle
of the porch with the house, a clump of

golden glow has been placed.
In this border there has been but one

end in view, hardiness and self-mainten-
ance and that has been achieved without
any undue color clash and with a fair suc-
cession of bloom. The border faces

northeast, yet a covering of leaves is all

the protection required in winter

C. L. M.

What My Garden Means to Me
(Continued from page 240)

past ;
it runs :

A weary traveller was passing along and
noticed in his path a dry, shriveled leaf.

Picking it up he was amazed at the per-
fume it exhaled. "Oh! thou poor with-
ered leaf, whence comest this exquisite
perfume ?''

The leaf replied :

"I have lain for a time in the company of
a rose."

In unlnnj to ad-ertisers please mention HOUSE ANO GARDEN.
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Lady
'1 Tm/T*- Hillingdon

A Splendid. New
Outdoor Rose

flowering profusely from

June until frost. Color is

a deep bronze yellow with

orange shadings. Won the

Silver Cup at Morristown
for best new Rose and has

secured many other certifi-

cates.

We will deliver this

splendid Rose anywhere in

the United States for 75c. per plant, $7.50 per
dozen, and warrant it to flower profusely the

first year.

We also catalogue Rose Queen, Melody,
Radiance and other new Roses of the year.

Also 500 varieties of Chrysanthemums and
all Standard Carnations.

Our catalogue is \ours for the asking.

CHAS. H. TOTTY
MADISON NEW JERSEY

Three Links That Connect
Biltmore Nursery and You

firs/. The niltmore Nursery Hooks which help sou to plan
your planting, to select the plants, srcamt, the manner in which
me plants are snipped from Biltmore Nursery to yon. by mm.,
express or freight. Third, the select .strains of Biltmure Nnrsyjy
intuits which result in beaut; and utility in 'after years.

\\ hen the early days of .Spring remind yon of the planting ynu
had planned to do, but for which you have ordered no plants
let Biltmore Nursery hell) you. Don't put oil' the planting until
another season it will be just as much trouble then as now.
and you'll ha,ve to wait just that much longer for the lull

beauty of the trees and shrubs.
Biitmore Nursery can rill your orders promptly because of a

good business organization. Biltmore Nursery trees and plants
will grow anywhere in the I'uited States because they are
propagated high up in the North Carolina mountains, where the
extremes of climate give great hardiness. Biltmore Nursery pro-
ducts will start oil' into vigorous growth as soon as transplanted
because they have been bred and fed and trained to make them
do just that.

Have You a Biltmore Nursery BooK ?

If Not, Write Today for the One You Need
BILTMORE NURSERY C A T A L O G U E -A guide to the culti-

vated plants, shrubs and trees of North America 196 pages, lully
illustrated Perennials, Flowering Shrubs. Evergreens, Deciduous
Trees and Vines."

F LOWERING TREE* AND SHRUBS "Of particular interest
to owners of small grounds: 64 pages and covers, exceptionally
fine illustrations, showing typical plantings in gardens, lawns
and yards.
"HARDY GARDEN FLOWERS" -Devoted to perennial plants;

64 pages and covers, richly illustrated from special photographs,
showing a wide range of subjects from dooryard plantings to
formal effects.
Select the book you need we will gladly send it upon request.

Xv.itp today.
BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1043, niltmore. N. C.

Dahlims

to make it stam front as

From the larg-

est collection in

America you
have the privi-

lege of selecting

when you have

our 1911 Garden
Manual before

you. The Man-
ual has this sea-

son been rewrit-

ten and new il-

lustrations used

a place to find

Dahlias

The Newest in Flowers. The Newest in Vegetables. The Best
in Spring Flowering Bulbs, Ornamental Shrubs and Fruit

Trees, Perennial Plants and Sundries for the Lawn and Garden
This Garden Manual is an addition to any collection of reference

books. Write us now and we will mail it free.

We want you to know more about our col-

lection and \ve make this offer to mail to

any Post Office in the United States

Ten Dahlias for $1.00
Your selection as to whether they shall be Cactus, Decorative,

Pseony-Flowered, Show or Single. Our selection as to varieties, all

with correct names, mailed to you for $1.00.

If interested in Dahlia or Gladiolus ask for our special catalogue.
Over i.ooo varieties to select from. Mailed free for the asking.

FOTTLER, FISKE, RAWSON CO., Faneuil Hall Square, Boston

VELVETLAWN
Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sower

Makes
Beautiful

Lawns

Enriches
the Soil

The "VelvetlawtT Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sower will

sow any brand of dry pulverized fertilizer and will also

sow Grass and Clover Seeds. The machine sets low to

the ground, the bottom of the hopper being only two

inches from the ground; therefore the wind cannot blow

away the materials being sown. The cultivator teeth work
the seed or fertilizer into the soil. ELIMINATES WASTE
PROMOTES GROWTH.

SAVE THE COST OF SOD
It is foolish to sod, because a better lawn can be had by sowing

pure bred grass seed at one-tenth the expense. Cost of the machine

included. '"Velvetlawn" Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sowers have

proven their worth by the work they have done by the money they
have saved. It is even more necessary than a good lawn mower. The

grade of a newly-made lawn can be maintained and the proper
amount of seed worked into the soil at the same time. Invaluable

in the maintainancc of old lawns, because the cultivator teeth

work up the soil and new seed is being sown at the same

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED to do all we claim for

them, or money refunded without fuss.

Price only $6.00 /. o. b. Springfield, Ohio.

"VELVETLAWN"
Box 586

SEEDER CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

In wntinff to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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WILLOWCRAFT
artistic willow furniture is labelled with the

name "Willowcraft" to protect purchasers from
the cheaply made and very inferior imitations.

Insist upon seeing the label.

Willowcraft is famous for its aitistic lines, durability and
exclusive patterns.

Ask your dealer if he carries Willowcraft; if not, write us
for fully illustrated catalog.

THE WILLOWCRAFT SHOP
Box C. :: :: NORTH CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Wilson's Outside Venetians
BLIND AND AWNING COMBINED

For town and country houses. Very durable and artistic.
Euily operated from inside. Admit air; exclude sun rays.

Special Outside Venetians

Wilson's Piazza

for porches and piazzas ;

exclude the sun ; admit
the breeze. Virtually make
an outdoor room.

Orders should be placed
now for early summer.
Write for Venetian Cata-

logue No. 3.

Also Inside Venetians,
Rolling Partitions, Roll-

ing Steel Shutters. Burg-
lar and Fireproof Sieel

Curtains, Wood Block
Floors.

JAS. G. WILSON MFG. CO.
3 and 5 West 29th Street New York

HICK'S BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS OR
BUFF WYANDOTTES

will ornament your premises and will supply your
of Eggs and Meat for the table. None

.......... j..i.i premises and
Family needs

- ~
better.

If you wish to please the Children, order some of
my Buff Cochin Bantam eggs for setting purposes,
the greatest of Children's pets.
Wnte me today for prices of eggs or stock.

CALVIN HICKS, Box 15 H, ROCKVILLE, MD.

I WANT THE MAN
who knows good architecture to send for my

HOMES OFCHARACTER
which illustrates over 40 choice designs of
houses, cottages and bungalows.

All NKW, PRACTICAL plans, with COS-
CISE descriptions and ACCURATE COST

Compiled by an architect of ABILITY AND_ SO YEARS EXPERIENCE in building HOMES.
_1.00 prepaid. Sample pages 8 cents.

JOHN HENRYNEWSON
AMI .mil i i

CLEVELAND. OHIO

American Fences and Gates

If you contemplate fence building, the art-

^
istic styles and useful information in our

new catalogue 10 will interest you.

Write for it today, stating briefly your re-

quirements.

We should like to tell you things that you

ought to know about fences, plain and orna-

mental ; it will, therefore, pay you to write

us before constructing a fence of any kind.

FENCE DEPARTMENT

AMERICAN WIREFORM CO.
100 Church St. New York City

Catalog on Request

ATLANTIC
TERRA COTTA
COMPANY

Landscape Pottery Dept.

1170 BROADWAY, N. Y.

Noll's Tested Seeds
EACH YEAR OUR BUSINESS OROWS-SO DO OUR SEEDS

- TRIAL MAKES YOU A PERMANENT CUSTOMER

$250.00 in Prizes. Write To-day
SPECIAL OFFER PRIZE COLLECTION

NOLL 8 Early Short Top Forcing CARROT. NOLL'S Early Prolific
White Spine CI'CCMHEK. Champion ol all UTTUCK, Prizetalcer
O.VI01, scarlet Turnip. White Tipped EADBI8H. SEND six two-
cent stamps to cover postage and packing and receive 8BKD8
POSTPAID, together with beautiful 112 page GARDEN and FLOWER
ROOK (250 illuitratio.s) and CASH PRIZE Oiler Free.

J.F.NOLL, 110 Mulberry Street, NEWARK, K. J.

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with' the largest stock that can be secured. It takes over twenty years
to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that give
an immediate effect. Price List Now Ready.

ANDORRA NURSERIES Box CHESTNUT HILL,
H. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WAI. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

About Sweet Peas

THERE is hardly a man or a woman
but thinks he or she is perfectly

qualified to grow sweet peas, and should

there not be a good showing, they never

for a moment attach any blame to them-

selves, but point to the season, the birds,

mice, and all kinds of creeping things, both

above and below the soil, as being the

cause of the failure; and so failure suc-

ceeds failure. As a matter of fact it is

not everyone that can grow these lovely
flowers.

They do best in a fairly loamy or light

soil, and I recommend that not one, but

various colors, should be sown at the same
time, as the result is distinctively more

pleasing to the eye. I am, of course, think-

ing more of the man who has but a small

garden, for in the gardens of professionals
and "big men" it is becoming more com-
mon to keep the colors distinctive.

At any rate the ground should be in fine

tilth before sowing, and a little should be
raked off the top, when the seeds may be

put in to a depth of an eighth to a quarter
of an inch, the soil being again gently

spread over the top, and the whole patted
down, though not too hard. Another thing;
to remember is not to plant sweet peas in

the same ground more than two years in

succession. It may be done oftener, but
it is not good practice, and disappointment
has been experienced from such experi-
ments. Moreover, if there are any insect

pests in the ground, they will make havoc
with the rootlets, and even the tops of the

peas as they show out of the ground.
Sweet peas may be sown as soon as the

ground can be worked up fine enough, and
continue sowing till middle of May.
Where there are sparrows, it is well be-

fore the sprouting above the ground, to

place some strands of cotton from one end
to the other of the rows of seeds. Black
cotton is preferable to white, as the spar-
rows seem to fear it more. It is also well"

to put the pea sticks or other arrangements
which may be adopted for training the

plants, up in time; and if a reasonable
amount of water is supplied in a dry sea-

son, there should be a good amount of
bloom, provided good seed has been ob-

tained, and the soil kept loose on top.
W. R. G.

CROSS FERTILIZATION

PHIS is an extremely interesting phase
-*- of the cultivation of this lovely

flower and one whereby the grower may
by care and perseverance produce some-

thing new. To those who have not looked1

into the structure of the pea flower, it is a
little puzzling at first, as they are self-

fertilized before they expand. However,
we must select the flowers we are to oper-
ate upon as soon as they show their color
in the bud, cut away the sepals and petals
and remove the stamens ; this will ensure
their not being fertilized with their own-

pollen ; then gather from the variety which
we wish to cross with, some good dry-

pollen, carrv this on a camels hair brush

(Continued on page 304)

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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An Indispensable Book
for every Garden-Maker

The Garden Primer
BY GRACE TABOR AND GARDNER TEALL

tf|
The Garden Primer, as its title indicates, is

jJ a hand-book of practical gardening informa-
tion for the beginner, covering every branch of
the subject, from preparing the soil to the gather-
ing of the fruit and flowers. In it is set forth,
without any confusing technicalities, just the in-

formation that will enable the amateur to grasp
quickly the essentials of garden-making. The
authors, in preparing this book, have drawn from
their long experience, and in writing it assume
on the part of the reader no knowledge of the

subject, in order that it may be of the greatest
value to the beginner. There has been great
need of a book of this kind, yet, so far as we
know, no volume has ever been published that
treats the subject in this charmingly simple way.
While dealing with first principles this volume has
an equal interest for the advanced gardner, who
will find much of value in the experiences of the

authors, and in a fresh presentation of a subject
which always abounds in new methods and dis-

coveries.

fj| Every branch of gardening is treated in a delight-
jl fully practical way the growing of vegetables
and flowers, the use of fertilizers, pruning, culti-

vating, spraying and the thousand-and-one things
that every successful garden-maker needs to know.
A profusion of illustrations, many of them of the
most practical sort in explaining the various gar-
den operations, make the text especially clear.

fn The matter is supplemented by carefully pre-
:ll pared planting tables, an invaluable guide to

the beginner in gardening.

The Garden Primer is a beautiful izmo volume
with many half-tone illustrations. Bound in dark
green cloth, tastefully decorated. $i. net; postage 6c.

McBRIDE, WINSTON fcf CO.
^^=^^== Publishers=^=^=
449 Fourth Avenue, New York

No Noise But The Swish of The Blades

While others give you lines of talk, we give you lines of

grace and beauty combined with strength and quality.

No Fault But That of Lasting Too Long
Its merits adequately told in our beautiful catalogue.

Yours upon request.

S. P. TOWNSEND & COMPANY
15 Central Avenue, Orange, N. J.

BUNGALOWS ^ By Henry H. Saylor

HERE
at last is a book that covers in the most practical and comprehensive way

the whole subject of bungalow building and furnishing, with a profusion of

pictures of successful bungalows and thfir interior arrangements. The author,
an architect himself, points out the advantages of the bungalow type of house, shows
how it originated, and how it has been applied to fit American needs. The matters
of planning and building materials are thoroughly covered; the subject of interior

finish is also taken up, together with schemes for furnishing that are in harmony with
the informal and comfortable character of the building. The fireplace, too, always
an important feature, is thoroughly discussed, as well as such essential features in

the completion of a successful bungalow as water supply and drainage.
The pictures and plans in which the book abounds are of the various types of

bungalows those adapted for all-the-year-around occupancy, for summer homes, moun-
tain camps, and the seashore. The many superb pictures forming the illustrative feat-

ures are of bungalows that have actually been built, and are the work of leading
architects in various parts of the country. They have been carefully selected, so as
to prove of the greatest value to the prospective builder of this fascinating type of

moderate-priced house.
BUNGALOWS is the first adequate book on the subject that has been done.

Brown buckram binding ; cover design by George Hood.
Large octavo volume. Price $1.50 net; postnne 2nc.

MI-BRIDE, WINSTON & CO., PulHthrt, *49 Fourth Are., New York

rtisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Z3utl)ttl
<Eut (Blow

r I 'HE dull, deeply-sunken intaglio

A portions of Tutkill designs pre-
sent strong contrast to tne scintillating

brilliance of tne polished surfaces and
tne jewel-like facet cuttings.

^^rite for the Connoisseur Book.

Tuthill Cut Glass Co., Middletown, N. Y

TOE
tPERGOLA

A very interesting pamphlet jut isaued by us on the Per-
gola can be had tree on request. Ask for catalogue P-27.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Elston & ^^ebster Avenues, Chicago, 111.

East, office, 1123 Broadway, New York City

Exclusive Manufacturer* ot

ROLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS
Suitable for Pergolas, porches and interior use.

We also publish catalogues P-29 ofsun-d ials and P-40ofwood column

Strokuin isa finely snreJQed
preparation incorporated
with H veg' table extract
harmful to the caterpillars
but absolutely harmless ti
the trees. Strokuin fills in
the chinks of bark so cater-
pillars can't crawl under it.

They won't crawl over it.

STROKUM
Stops Caterpillars

Don't make the mistake of
waiting until the caterpillars be-

gin to crawl before you protect
your trees. Band them with
Strokum now. They can't crawl
under it they won't crawl over.

Easy to apply. Is not unsightly.
Guaranteed not to injure your
trees. One banding lasts entire
season. Easy to remove. Leaves
no disfiguring evidences. Use it

this month. Next may be too
late. Send for booklet.

SPECIAL. OFFER
Mail us $2.00 and we will send

you, express paid, enough
Strokum to band ten trees, aver-

aging i foot in diameter. West
of Mississippi, SQC extra.

Stratford
Oakum Company,
166 Cornclison Ave.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

(Continued from page 302)
and brush lightly over tne stigma, reverse
the crosses and carefully mark and label

each cross. After the seed has formed,
and the outside of the pod has turned yel-
low, gather thtm and spread out in some
dry airy place to ripen ;

and when they are
real hard, store in a cool place till sowing
time. Do not get discouraged if you do
not get something wonderful at first

;
the

general tendency will be retrograde, but
watch keenly for some mark of distinctive-

ness, either in color, form or time of flow-

ering. Having gained the desired point of

.improvement proceed to try to fix it by-

destroying for several years all those that

do not come up to standard.

SWEET PEA POINTERS
The best time for picking is the early

morning.
The worst time for picking is in the full

sunshine.

Deep cultivated soil is one of the foun-
dation stones of success.

Early sowing is another.

Keeping all the flowers picked and not

letting seeds form is essential.

Don't grow too many, but grow them
well.

Don't be afraid of a little shade ; they
are better for it in our hottest weather.
If you want to exhibit Henry Eckford and
some others at their best you must shade

E. J.

The New York Suburbs Supple-
ment.

(Continued from page 315)
New Rochelle, which is the first city

north of the New York City Line in West-
chester County, is to a large extent com-
posed of residential parks, there being,
about thirty-five such communities within
the city limits, all of them of a high class.

Xew Rochelle is, strictly speaking, a resi-

dential and suburban city, and a very large
percentage of its residents are in business
in New York City
At Larchmont there is an attractive lit-

tle business center a few blocks east of the

station, and the center of population is still

further east, in what is known as Larch-
mont Manor, an old substantial develop-
ment of very high class which lies directly
on the shore. For a considerable distance

along the waterfront a beautiful strip of

country has been preserved as a park.
Within the Manor there is what is called

Horse Shoe Harbor, a small bay within
which is an excellent beach, and here the

residents have built a club-house for their

own use.

Mamaroneck is one of the old villages,
its business section being far more widely
scattered. The type of development sur-

rounding Mamaroneck is more in the shape
of large estates, although there are a few
small developments of lots and plots.
Some of then near the water, others some
two or three miles inland.

Immediately surrounding what is now
called Rye Beach Park on the waterfront

(Continued on page.306)

Is it here

THAT
information you've been looking for in regard to

some particular phase of building? Probably it has

appeared in HOUSE & GARDEN -try this index.

Copies of these back issues will be mailed at 25 cents each, or if

you need six, send us a dollar, and they will be sent at once.

Architect's Fee Feb., '10

Architectural Drawings
Jan., '11

Architecture, Chicago
Type Oct., '10

Architecture, Colonial
Dec., '09

Architecture, Dutch Co-
lonial Feb., '10

Architecture, English
Plaster Mar., '10

Architecture, Half-timber
Jan., '10

Architecture, I talian
May,

'

i o
Bathroom P r o b 1 e m

Jan., '11

Bay Windows Feb., '10
Bedrooms Feb.,

'

10
Bookcases Feb.,

'

i o

Building Materials Jan.,
'10

Built-in Conveniences
Nov., '09

Bungalow Colony Nov.,
'ro

Bungalows J u n e, '10,

July, '09

Camps July, '09, Sept.,
'10

Cellar Jan., '10

Chimneys Nov., '09
China Cupboards, Built-

in Mar., 'io
Colonial Detail Jan., '11

Contracts A p r., *io,
Oct., '10

Decoration, Indian Art
Oct., '10

Decoration, Plaster Casts
Dec., '10

English Country Houses
Jan., 'i i

Entrances, D o o r w a y
Jan., '10

Entrances, Garden Mar.,
'10

Entrances, Service Aug.,
'10

Extras Mar., '10

Farmhouse, Reclaiming
the June, 'io; July,
'10; Dec., '10

Fireplaces Jan., '10

Fireproof House, The
Jan., '11

Footstools Dec.,
'

i o
Floor Coverings May,

'io
Floors Oct., '09
Furnishings, P e r i o d

Oct., '10; Nov., '10;
Dec., '10

Furniture J u 1 y, "09;
Oct., '10; Nov., '09

Furniture, A n t i q u e

Aug., '09
Furniture, Garden Apr.,

'10

Furniture. S u m m e r

May, 'io

Garage-
Garden

-Mar., 'IQ
Furniture -July,

Gardening, Japanese
Sept., oo; Jan., '10

Gardens, City July, '09;
Nov., '10

Gardens, Formal or In-
formal Dec., '09

Gardens, Rock May, '10
Gardens, Water July, '10

Gateways, Colonial Feb.,

German Country Houses
Jan., 'n

Glass, Leaded Sept., '10
Ureennouses Nov., '09;

Aug., '10; Sept., 'ro;
Nov.. '10

Hardware Jan., 'i i

Heat, Regulating the
Jan., '10

Heating Nov., '09
Hedge Apr., '10

Kitchens Jan., 'u

Latticework Aug., '10
Lawn Apr., '10; Sept.,

'09
Lighting May, '10; Dec.,

'10

Lighting Fixtures Jan.,

Mantels Oct., '09
Mirrors Dec., 09; Mar.,

'10

Ornaments Feb., >io
Outbuildings Jan., '10

Picture Hanging F e b.,
'10

Pillows Nov., '10

Plumbing Sept., '10
Portieres Oct., '09
Porch Apr., 'jo
Porch (and terrace)

Jan., '10

Porch, Enclosed N o v.,

'09; Dec., '10

Porch, Sleeping Jan., '10
Porch Pillows July, '10

Remodeling N '09;
'

Feb., '10; Mar., '10;
Apr., '10; May, '10;
July, '10; Nov., '10;
Dec., '10

Remodeling Farmhouses
June, '10

Road Making July, '10
Roof Jan., 'io

Rugs July, Oct., '09
Rugs, Domestic Oct., 'io

Rugs, Oriental Dec., '09

Shrub Planting Oct.,
'09; Apr., 'ip

Shutters, Outside J a n.,
*io

Site, Choosing a Jan.,'io
Stairways N o v., '09;

Dec., 'io
Stonework Jan., 'n
Summer Home July,

'09; Oct., '09; Nov.,
'09; Dec., '09; Jan.,
'io; June, 'io; Sept.,
*io

Summer Home Furnish-
ing June, 'io

Tree Planting Oct., '09;
Mar., 'io; Aug., 'io

Vines Apr., 'io

Wainscoting Mar., 'io
Wall Coverings S e p t.,

'09; Dec., '09
Wall Fountains J u I y,

'io
Walls Aug., 'io
Water Supply Jan., 'io;

May, 'io
Window Shades N o v.,

'io
Windows Jan., 'io

Windows, Dormer Oct.,
'09

Workshop Dec., 'io

Address House &Garden Librarian

449 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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A Book That Will

Solve Your Building

Problems

DISTINCTIVE HOMES OF MODERATE COST
Edited by HENRY H. SAYLOR

f\ This book has been published in response to an ever-increasing demand for~ a volume of pictures, plans and descriptions of the most charming homes in

this country not the great estates and show places, but the sort of places
that most of us can look forward to building, ranging in cost from $3,000 to

$20,000.

^T The illustrations, of which there are more than three hundred, both of the

^exteriors of houses and their garden settings, and of the principal rooms inside,
are all from photographs of houses already built, reproduced in superb half-

tone engravings, with line drawings of the floor plans.

CThe carefully selected contents include country homes, seashores cottages, allur-

ing bungalows, inexpensively remodeled farmhouses, etc. All the desirable
architectural styles are represented: Colonial, English Half-timber, Stucco,

Cement, Dutch Colonial (the gambrel roof type), Swiss Chalet, etc. Chapters
written by authorities cover all sides of the fascinating problem of house-

building, interior decoration and furnishing. The relations between the home-
builder and his architect, the matter of plans, specifications, contracts, the

puzzling problem of extras and how to avoid them all these subjects are clarified in

a most comprehensive and interesting way. Throughout the text are many pages of

____^_^_^__ pictures illustrating constructive, decora-
tive and furnishing details entrance door-

ways, bay windows, outside shutters, chim-

neys, stairways, dormer windows, built-in

china-cupboards, consistently furnished in-

teriors, porches all grouped so that the

reader may, at a glance, compare all the
best types.

fT "Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost" is

^the most complete and authoritative vol-
ume on the subject yet published. It is a

sumptuous book, size 10x1254 inches, su-

perbly printed on plate

paper, tastefully bound.

Price, $2.00 net. By mail,

postage 3oc.

DISTINCTIVE
HOMES

OF MODERATE
COST

McBride, Winston
& Co,, Publishers.

449 Fourth Ave., New YorL

I Please send me Distinctive Homf*"
of Moderate Coat, prepaid, forwhic

encHse $2.3C.

McBRIDE, WINSTON
a co.,

Publishers

449 Fourth Ave.

New York

LAKE RIPLEY QUALITY BULBS
My Little Bulb B>ok is 'n'.eresting, - It is FREE,

LILLESAND, :: Cambridge, Wisconsin

Th^Tlreplace
...- ---

Saw-
the feature around which

'

family life centers. Let

it be honest, genuine and

built for burning logs.

Send for our "Hints on Fire-

L place Construction" containing

reliable rules for the build-

1

XeH.W. Covert
1G9 Dnaoe Street New York

SILVERLAKEA
(Name stamped indelibly on every foot)
The man who builds a house without
asking about the sash-cord to be used-
is laying up trouble for himself. Insist

that the specifications mention
SILVER LAKE A. Its
smooth surface offers nothing
on which the pulley can catch.
Guaranteed for twenty years.

Write for Free Booklet.

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
87 Chauncy Si;, Boston. Mass.
Makers of SILVER LAKE solid

braided clothes lines.

(Continued from page 304)
there are a few restricted developments
offering bungalow sites and building
plots of a very unique character. Rye
Beach is connected with Mamaroneck,
New Rochelle and Sea Cliff, Long Is-

land, by ferryboat. Milton Point, which
lies south of the village of Rye, is fa-

mous for its beautiful residences, which
are to a large extent occupied by some
of the older and better known families
of Westchester County. At the extreme
point is the American Yacht Club.
Port Chester is to a considerable extent

a manufacturing village, and the business
section has a very bustling and thriving
appearance. The surrounding country is

more rugged and far more rolling natural-

ly than that of the more southerly coast

country, offering a greater variety of home
sites. There are very few developments
near Port Chester, the country being
largely taken up by large estates.

It would be difficult to find a more at-

tractive or more convenient suburban sec-
tion than this Sound Shore Section of
Westchester County. The transportation
is most excellent, and as the New Haven
trains make no stops between Mt. Vernon
and 125111 Street, all of the trains are fast.

New Jersey, too, offers the shore-loving
citizen attractive house sites. Her coast
resorts are especially well known to New
Yorkers, but more as a place to spend the
vacation period than as a possibility for
commuters. However, if we take a maxi-
mum of one hour and a half as the limit
of distance by train that one can commute
comfortably, there are a number of places
that can be reached. Probably the nearest
of places within the suburban limits that
one can find abundant opportunity for salt-

water bathing, sailing, fishing and motor-
boating to his heart's content, is Green-
ville, N. J., 4.2 miles from New York on
the line of the New Jersey Central, and
Bayonne, a mile further. Greenville is

really a part of the municipality of Jersey
City. It is less than half an hour from the
business district of New York.

Bayonne derives its name from the fact
that it is situated on a peninsula that sepa-
rates Newark and New York bays. There
is already a large suburban community in

each place and many fine residences have
been built. However, for the man of mod-
erate means the rents are not much more
than half those in the metropolitan district.

Houses rent from fifteen to fifty dollars

per month, and sell from $2,000 upward,
and building sites cost from ten to fifty
dollars a front foot.

The Atlantic Highlands, with the Atlan-
tic Ocean on one side and the Shrewsbury
River on the other, and the adjacent
communities, Port Monmouth, Highland
Beach, Normandie and Sea Bright, are

very desirable seashore communities near
New York. There is an all-water way of

reaching the Atlantic Highlands by means
of the Sandy Hook route. By rail the New
Jersey Central will take you via Matawan
in about an hour and forty minutes.

ARTHUR W. DEAN

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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ILxquisite!

'Brilliant!

Profuse!

Vigorous!

TLxclusibe !

American Pillar Rose
Most charming of climbers. Myriads of rich,

rosy pink blossoms with a dash of white at their

hearts, against a foliage oi dark, glossy green.
Stamens of gold. Fragrant loveliness beyond
compare ! Hardy as the oak, disease-proof, and
a rapid grower. Ideal for pergola, porch or

arbor. Lusty plants, one-year size, 25c., post-

paid. Two-year size, 50c., and three-year size,

$1.00, delivery prepaid for 15 cents extra.

A SPECIAL OFFER 12 vigorous two-year
old, field-grown roses (all different colors),

guaranteed to bloom this summer, delivered

free anywhere in the United States for $3.00.

Write for Free Floral Guide to safe selection of

the Best Roses in America," and other choice 6owers.

lose lOc with your request, and we will send our

famous manual,
" How to Grow Roses."

THE CONARD & JONES CO.
Box 126d. West Grove, Pa.

Rose Specialists 50 Years' Experience

New Clematis Ina
Awarded first class certificate of merit by the Mas-

sachusetts Horticultural Society, perfectly hardy and a

fast grower with dense heavy foliage, flowers lilac

blue, two inches in diameter, in bloom during August.

Strong flowerings size, $1.00 each, 6 for $5.00.

SOUTHWORTH BROS., Nurseryman

Beverly, Mass.

OUR NATIVE AZALEAS
are the most
beautiful har-

any Azaleas
known to cul-
tivation.
Over 50,000

growing at

Highlands
Nursery, 3,800
feet elevation
in the Carolina
Mountains.

Lutea (calen-
dulacea), sul-

phur yellow to

deep red.
A rborescens,
white with
pink stamens,
very fragrant.

Canescens, brilliant pink, early species.
Nudiftora, dwarf, with deep pink flowers; early.
Vasevi, white to deep rose, delicate wax-like

flowers. Perhaps the choicest of all.

THE CAROLINA HEMLOCK
Tsuga Caroliniana, the most beautiful and rare
American conifer. Specimen trees with ball
from 3 ft. up to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons catawbiense, punctatum, and maxi-
mum, in specimen clumps up to 6 ft. in car lots.

Unique catalogs and full particulars regarding
all our gorgeous Native Rhododendrons, Leucoth-
oes, Andromedas, and Carolina Mountain Plants.

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Owner
SALEM, MASS.

Highlands Nursery and Salem Nurserlet

Hardware
Homes cf Refinement.

To have your house right, the hardware must be right

Pleasing in design, of the proper school to carry out the

architect's motive, finished in colors to harmonize with the woodwork and
match the chandeliers.

If your hardware is wrong, it will discord with other orna-

mental features, destroy your best plans to create decorative harmony.

If it is right the CORBIN kind those who know will

approve those who do not know will appreciate the effect without knowing why.

And Corbin hardware will last as long as the house stands.

Note the harmony of the Corbin Nemours design in a Louis XIV reception hall illustrated above.

Such a selection is above criticism. It is evidence of educated good taste. It stamps the owner as a person of

refinement. Yet, it costs no more than the wrong kind.

The Corbin Unit Lock shown has the key hole in the knob. It is as smooth in action and as

secure as a safe lock. It is carried by your dealer with all parts attached. You can see it just as it will appear
on your door. The adjustments made by skilled mechanics at the factory are never disturbed.

The Corbin Door Check stops slamming and draughts. The Corbin Door Holder holds the

door firmly at any point. You will see them everywhere. Each is the best of its kind.

Corbin builder's hardware contains 123 designs in 19 schools made in 54 finishes. Embraces every-

thing in builders' hardware, making it possible for you to equip your home throughout, thus securing uniform quality

and finish. The best dealer in your city sells it.

Send for publication

RK 16 CORBIN WROUGHT HARDWARE RK 53 CORBIN PRINCETON DESIGN
RK 17 CORBIN COLONIAL HARDWARE RK 80 CORBIN SPECIALTIES

P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Conn.

P. & F. CORBIN of New York. P. & F. CORBIN of Chicago. P. & F. CORBIN, Philadelphia.

SEND 50 CENTS FOR

BUNGALOWS
CAMPS, HOUSES, Etc.

SUBURBAN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION

507 Equitable Building WILMINGTON, 1)1-1..

U/iTPDIIIIPQ Sub-aquatic plants, hardyWA1CRL1LIEJ old-fashioned garden flow-

ers. New, ever blooming H. T. Roses, Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, etc.

Plans and estimates for planting Water Gar-

dens, Lily ponds, pools, etc. Catalogue on applica-

WILLIAM TRICKER
Waterlily Specialist Arlington, N. J.

Peter (Cooper's f^awn Dressing

A specially prepared plant food for the growing of beautiful lawns;

superior to all others. Try it and be convinced.

Special fertilizers for all kinds of gardening.

PETER COOPER'S FERTILIZER, III BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY BRAN DS

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AKD GAIDEN.
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ADE for any latitude, in

special or stock designs
and in either modern or

antique styles, our Sun
Dials and Pedestals pos-

sess all the charm that

makes the garden or

lawn more attractive.

Moderate prices.

SUN DIALS
Garden owners should write for our

beautifully illustrated booklet. It tells

the history of Sun Dials and shows many
exquisite designs in slate, brass and other
material.

OPTICIAN

NEW YORK
BRANCHES:

New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

119 East 23d St.,

UNIQUE
Garden Furniture

DECORATIVE
D U R A B L E
TO BEAUTIFY YOUR
LAWN OR GARDEN

H. RAM M
1127 Washington Street,

HOBOKEN, N. J.

m
Japan Miniature Trees as

Charming Eastergifts
No. 2. Chabo Hiba, Ever-

green $3-OO
No. 7. Dwarf Bamboo $2.00
No. 8. Charming Evergreen. .$1.50
No. 10, II. Evergreen Conifers.$1.00

Price includes delivery.
Each plant in fine China porcelain pot.
With every plant we send full directions,

"How to care for the lovely strangers."

Specimen Dwarf Plants $5 up

Our offer of Vines in February and
March HOUSE AND GARDEN holds

good for April Look it up.

Address

H. H. BERGER a CO.
70'Warren Street

New VorK

"DOGS IN AMERICA"
(Illustrated)

This bi-monthly caters to Fancier and Nov : ce alike.

Special articles and typical dogs exemplified. Full reviews
of shows. The one dog man a particularly welcome sub-
scriber.

Annual Subscription S2.OO

Address " DOCS IN AMERICA "
4O6 World Buildina NPUU York

THe Very Latest Garden Novelty
""THE musical garden ornaments, lawn chimes, placed on the market this season for

the first time. These chimes can be concealed by flowers or vines, and the
least breath of air will produce the sweetest tones, coming apparently from a dis-
tance. We also have a full line of all kinds of garden furniture, vases, settees,
fountains and all other garden beautifiers.

American Garden Beautifying Company, 430 4th Avenue
A. S. JAKOBSON, Inventor, 32nd degree Mason

The Best Fertilizer for the Garden and Lawn

Harwell's Plant Grower
and Land Renovator

Composed only of the best qualities of

Rose Growers' Bone Meal, Pure Nitrate
of Soda, the Best Peruvian Guano, Pure

Sulphate of Ammonia, Pure Sulphate of

Potash and the high grade Gupsum.
Chemically combined in the proper pro-

portions for the best results. Feeds all

parts of the Plant. Renovates worn-
out and poor soils.

The result of 25 years of experiment-
ing on Gardens and Lawns. Send for

folder that tells why and how. Free.

Doubles the yield.

Harwell's Agricultural WorKs
Madison a Sand 5ts.. WauKegmn, 111.

Established at Leicester, England, in 1800.

The Lawns of Old England
are famous for their wonderful per-
fection and durability. Such lawns
may be produced in this country if

IMPORTED ENGLISH
LAWN GRASS SEED

is used. No weed seeds or coarse

grasses. The result of centuries of
selection. Hardy and beautiful in

color and texture. Send for direc-
tions How to Seed and Keep a
Beautiful English Lawn. Free.

Harwell's Agricultural Works,
Madison and Sand Sis., Waukegan, 111.

Established at Leicester, England, in 1800.

"Faultless" Houdans
FASHION'S PROUDEST BIRDS

They -won every blue ribbon at New
York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia
shows for years. They average 250 eggs
a year.
Send lOc for largest Illustrated Poultry Catalog

ever printed.

E. F. McAVOY
Sec'y Houdan Club

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SHETLAND PONIES
An unceasing source of pleasure and
robust health to children. Safe and
ideal playmates. Inexpensive to keep.

Highest type. Complete out-
fits. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Illustrated catalogue.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Dept. N Markham. Va.

OAK-LAWN STRAIN OF

SILVER - WYANDOTTES
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

STOCK CHAMPIONS EOQS

Oak-Lawn Farm,Nyack,N.Y.

Glencroft Collie Kennels
You can get ouppies as (food as I am at Glen-
croft Collie Kennels- There is practically no
dilference in us, we are all the result of fiftfen

years of the most careful breeding from the
highest class imported sires and dai
Price J12.50 to 15.00.
At stud : Imported Bellfield Buckler. Fee
$15 00. and Glencrolt Grenadier, Fee $10.00,

- -^ * to approved bitches. .

TH .n.,,.tiiH' r.ippy Wm . Nation, Box 116, Nora, 111.

HORSFORD'S
HARDY PLANTS
For Cold Weather

and

FLOWERSEEDSthatGrow

Try a few plants and seeds from Vermont,
if you want something hardy. Do your
shrubs and trees kill back in cold win-
ters? Send up for a few of ours and see
now they will stand the cold. We can
save you money every time, not only in
the price but in the quality of stock and
we know how to pack them so they reach
you alive and fresh. Our plants for the
most part are field grown, and stand
the change of soil and climate better
than potted stock. Send for catalogue.
FREDERICK H. HORSFOKD. Charlotte. Vermont

.In writing to advertisers please mention Housu AMD GARDKN.
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GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT
IV

T would please me to send you full information about

N& these beautiful homes and many others I have for sale

which in every way are just as attractive, if you will

give me the opportunity. As a result of my long experience in

real estate transactions I am able to offer you the best in location

with large or small

acreage and to satis-

factorily fill other re-

quirements.

My personal at-

tention given all nego-
tiations.

LAURENCE TIMMONS
Opposite N. Y., N. H. fe? H. Depot Telephone 456

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.



Surh scenes are generally thought of as the happy memories of a vacation, spent far from home.
which winds through the residential section of the town

This is the Rahway River at Cranford,

The New York Suburbs Supplement
THE VARIETY OF SECTIONS WHAT THE COMMUTER MAY FIND NEAR NEW YORK
THE CHOICE BETWEEN HOMES ON THE PLAIN, IN THE HILLS OR AT THE SALT WATER

WITHIN
the last few years the call of the country has drawn

thousands from the confinement of city life, many to

emigrate to the wide lands of the open country, many to the

smaller farms of New York and New England, but the majority
to the outlying districts of the big cities. Although this move-
ment for it is of sufficient strength and concerted action to be so

termed is characteristic of the whole country, it is very notice-

able in New York, and New York may well be used as the illus-

tration of this renaissance of desire for a more wholesome and
more rational mode of life.

The desire to own a real house, so strong in all men, is certainly
increased as the home life decreases. The phenomenal growth
of apartments and apartment hotels may satisfy those who are

weary of domestic duties, but

there comes a time when the

old independence feeling is

again aroused, and the country
is then turned to as the logical

place to afford relief. The
ties of business in the city
limit the choice of most, but

only in a degree, for under the

present development of the

suburban railroad service there

is a great variety for the New
Yorker to choose from.

Granted the wish for a coun-

try, dwelling, the next thought
is where, and like the good
fairy in the tales, the adjacent
lands stands readv to please

any preference. If the pros-

pective emigrant seeks the sea-

shore or the sound, the mountains or hills, the rivers or lakes, the

level country, or even combinations of these features, he has but
to name his wish, and near at hand he may find its gratification.
With so much to choose from let us make three arbitrary divi-

sions of level, mountainous and shore country, and briefly sketch

what may be had within commuting distance of Greater New
York, first considering those sections whose features are neither

rocky or high enough to be termed mountainous, or which do not

border upon the seashore. Northern New Jersey offers us land

of this character in the stretch from Jersey City to Somerville.

Along the Central Railroad of New Jersey, but fifteen miles

from New York, is the picturesque town of Roselle. The broad,

well-shaded streets give one the impression of neat New Eng-
land. Here the homes are

unpretentious, but attractive,

and all well kept. The public
service conveniences are of the

best, as is the case with all the

towns in this section. Another

attractive place is Aldene, just

beyond which lies Cranford.

The natural beauty of Cran-

ford is still further enhanced

by the Rahway River, which

runs through the main part of

the residential section. There

are many very beautiful and

artistic houses, whose inhabi-

tants enjoy the pleasures of

boating and canoeing, and golf

on the Cranford links. The

The broad streets of Roselle, with their arching elms are reminiscent
schools alonS this lin

f
are al

]
of New England of modern construction, and
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An interesting type of half-timber house in Cranford. Hollingsworth
& Bragdon, architects.

provide capable instructors. A mile further on comes Garwood,
smaller in size and less pretentious, beyond which is Westfield.

Here the land values are somewhat higher, and most of the homes
constructed by their occupants. This suburb boasts of five large

public schools besides several private kindergartens. Near by is

the beautiful Echo Lake, which supplements the Westfield Coun-

try Club in giving opportunities for outdoor exercise. Beyond,
the smaller towns of Fanwood and Scotch Plains act as the more
modest suburbs of Plainfield, until Netherwood is reached. This
is entirely a residential offshoot of Plainfield, and contains many
beautiful residences. A few miles beyond Plainfield is rapidly-

growing Dunellen, where a fine new sew-

age system is being installed. The
Watchung Mountains come nearer to the

towns here and give more diversified

scenery. About 31 miles from New
York is Bound Brook. Here one find?

more of a business section and less reli-

ance upon the city than is the case with

the afore-mentioned places. There are

many interesting homes here, some of

them of Revolutionary origin, for Bound
Brook can boast of an early foundation

and long history. Scenery at this point

begins to approach the characteristics of

the mountain sections, and from the

Watchung Mountains, back of the town,
there is a fine view to be had over the

surrounding country. The hamlet of Fin-

derne lies between Somerville and Bound
Brook. Somerville is the county seat of

Somerset County, and has a thriving bus-

iness section, besides streets of attractive

residences. A feature of note is the Duke

At Bound Brook the scenery takes on the char-
acteristics of the mountain sections. Chim-
ney Rock Falls in the Watchung hills

One of New Jersey's historic roads. The Rumson Road dates
from Revolutionary times

estate, lying just beyond, which is kept open as a park for visitors.

Turning from this section, one finds somewhat similar features

along the train line of the Erie, which to Suffern (32 miles from

New York) traverses a farming country where there are many
opportunities for the commuter to purchase acreage tracts, and

either to remodel an old farm house to suit his needs or to build a

new house.

Along this line the commuting traffic is very great, and the

principal commuting centres are Rutherford, Carlton Hill, Pas-

saic, Paterson, Hawthorne, Ferndale, Glen Rock, Ridgewood,

Hohokus, Waldick, Allendale, Ramsey and Mawah. While nearly
all of these places are cities or large

towns, there is a large territory contigu-
ous to them which still offers splendid

opportunities for the commuter who
wants a garden, to purchase or rent a

home very reasonably. There is much
beautiful scenery, and the land has ad-

vantages of being by brook and stream,

or shaded by woods.

C. H. MILLER

The House in the Hills

T F the level plain and well-tended roll-

*
ing lands stretch uninteresting be-

fore you, and the neat lawn and regu-

larly set trees are a bore, perhaps the

informality of the mountains will please

you. In them you can hide your bun-

galow within some glen or perch high
on some mountain summit to overlook
all the land. Perhaps you think that

such wishes can never be gratified near

Echo Lake, near Westfield, gives opportunity for water sports,
unusual in inland sections near the city

The English rivers present no more beautiful panorama than the
Rantan River and Canal, near Somerville
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New York, and your longed-for mountain

or hilltop home must wait until such time

as you are independently wealthy. I can

show you that your ideal landscape lies

just beyond the city's doorsill, either in

New Jersey, in Westchester County, New
York, or along either bank of the Hudson.

Take Westchester, for instance. The
lower part of the county is divided almost

exactly in half by the Bronx River, which

runs past Mount Vernon, Bronxville,

Scarsdale and White Plains. On either

side of this river there are high hills, of-

fering most attractive building sites. Prob-

ably Bronxville and Scarsdale represent
the highest type of small acreage or large

plot developments to be found anywhere in

the suburban section.

At Bronxville, we find Lawrence Park,

which was put on the market several years

ago, and has experienced a steady growth

From the mountain top at Oakland, N. J.
This suburbanite overlooks a whole coun-
tryside

local real estate development companies,
and is maintained as a park by them.
There is no business community at

Scarsdale, all household necessities being
supplied from surrounding towns by de-

livery wagons.
Between Scarsdale and Bronxville

there are several developments of the less

expensive type, where lots may be

bought from $350 to $500, or $600 apiece.

Acreage in Scarsdale and the surround-

ing country will average from $2,000 to

$5,000, depending upon its location and
distance from transportation facilities;

houses from $7,000 to $20,000.
White Plains, nearby, a particularly

thrifty village, and in fact, the largest vil-

lage in the State of New York, is built up
almost entirely of separate frame houses,
and in the newer sections they are of ex-

tremely attractive architecture. White
because of the high class of people who have made it their Plains is, the county seat and the business centre of Westchester

residence. A large number of New Yorkers make the Hotel County and has many features of great interest.

Gramatan here their summer home. The surroundings of the Nearly three-quarters of Westchester County lies north of

Bronxville station are particularly at-

tractive, in as much as nearly all of

the buildings have been erected under

the supervision of the same interests

that promoted Lawrence Park. The
houses are all of good architecture

and evidence a distinctiveness and

good taste. There are other attractive

developments through the surround-

ing country which are experiencing
an excellent and healthy growth. Val-

uations range from $400 upward in

the smaller developments, for lots

25 x 100, while acreage will average
from $2,500 to $5,000. Acreage in the

more desirable section will bring $10,-

ooo, depending largely upon the natu-

ral advantages and distance from the

station, and where air of the public
utilities have been installed. One-

quarter acre plots in "Lawrence Park

West" sell for $4,000.
At Scarsdale the station is sur-

rounded by a park of several acres,

which was donated by one of the
A typical mountain home among the cedars for which

Caldwell. N. J., is famous

White Plains, and with the excep-
tion of the villages along the Hud-
son River there are very few large
communities. At Pleasantville, Mt.

Kisco and Katonah. on the Harlem

Division, we find three extremely at-

tractive and thriving villages, and

surrounding these, for many miles,

there are a large number of beauti-

ful estates and farms owned by
New York City business men, who
are daily commuters. Of less

mountainous characteristics is the

section along the Hudson. The land

is hilly, however, and much of it is

high above the river. From Yonk-
ers to Peekskill, the eastern bank

of the Hudson River runs nearly

north and south, and the country is

of almost the same character

throughout its distance.

Yonkers is a large manufacturing

centre, having a population of some

80,000 people. In the outskirts of

the city there are some very high-

A stucco house on Park Street, Montclair, showing a strong
English inspiration

The broad lawns at Essex Falls make a fit setting for such homes
as these
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class residential sections, such as Park
Hill and South Yonkers. The banks of
the river are very precipitous, being one
continuous range of hills reaching an al-

titude on an average of 450 feet at a

distance of something less than a mile

from the water. The crests of these

ridges are largely taken up by great es-

tates of wealthy New York people,

among them being Samuel Untermeyer,
John D. Rockefeller, William Rockefel-

low, Miss Helen Gould, Edwin Gould and
other large property owners. At Hast-

ings-on-Hudson, Dobbs Ferry, Irvington,

Tarrytown, Ossining and Peekskill there

are villages of very much the same type,

varying only in population. They all lie

close to the river, and are built on pre-

cipitous banks, each street lying far above
the one next to it, giving each of these

villages an attractive and unique appear-
ance from the river. There are a number of developments along
this country offering magnificent building sites, with splendid
views of the river and at reasonable prices. Conspicuous among
these is River View Manor, at Hast-

ings, where there is an extremely
high-class community of about one
hundred homes, where all of the

public utilities have been installed.

Here lots may be bought from
about $500 upward, depending on
natural attractiveness.

There is a magnificent driveway
running along the crest of the first

ridge above the river, known as

Broadway, which for years has been
the most popular thoroughfare be-

tween New York and Albany. A
large percentage of wealthy people
who make their home in this section

travel backward and forward to the

city by automobile rather than by
the trains.

In contrast to the large towns on
the east bank of the Hudson the

west bank has settlements which for

the most part rely almost entirely
on New York for business, and are

limited chiefly to home sites. Some

A distinctive house in the Scarsdale estates,
which shows another type of the popular
gambrel roof

A good example of the Southern Colonial architecture
in Summit

of these towns are in New York, while

others are on the Jersey side of the bound-

ary. The Northern Railroad of New Jer-

sey parallels the Hudon River as far as

Nyack, 29 miles from New York. The
best trains to Nyack take but little over an

hour, and the country traversed is the

top of the Palisades. All along this road

there are rapidly-growing suburban towns
with real country right up to their bounda-
ries Homestead, Babbitt, Fairview,

Ridgefield, Morsemere, Palisades Park,

Leonia, Nordoff, Englewood, Highwood,
Tenafly, Cresskill, Demarest and Nor-
wood are good examples. The Hudson
River is near at hand and gives an excel-

lent opportunity for motor boating and

canoeing.
Farther inland in New Jersey there are

various hill sections to appeal to the lov-

ers of this type of scenery. Along the line

of the Lackawanna, in Morris, Passaic and Somerset Counties,
the prospective home-owner who wants real country and elevation,
and who still desires to be within the commuting zone of New

York with a maximum of an hour
and fifteen minutes' travel, and not

over thirty-five or forty miles distance

will find his greatest opportunity.
This road has two distinct lines run-

ning from Hoboken, with connection

with New York by three ferries and

by the Hudson and Manhattan tubes.

The main line goes into Paterson and

Boonton, and the Morris and Essex
Division via Newark, the Oranges
and Morristown. The junction is at

Denville, which is in the heart of the

mountain, lake and river section. At
Summit the Passaic and Delaware
branch runs to Gillette, Stirling, Mill-

ington, Lyons, Basking Ridge and

Bernardsville. This last-mentioned

place has a colony of millionaires, and
its property values have therefore in-

creased to a point that places it out

of the reach of people of ordinary
means. But at any of the above-

mentioned stations between Summit
and Bernardsville, there are splendid

At Nyack, stone construction covered with vines seems most appro-
priate to the location.

Hillside Avenue, Glenridge, is justly noted for its beautiful shade
trees and well kept homes
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The great pleasure of a home in the hills is the wide stretch of open
country that lies before one

opportunities to secure acreage

tracts, farms, old houses, and so

on. The country is rolling and

well watered. The principal
stream is the Passaic River. On
the main line, the Lackawanna
and the Erie run practically par-
allel as far as Paterson, and very
little opportunity is offered up to

this point for the commuting
homeseeker of the type we have
in mind. Beyond Paterson, how-

ever, very little development has

been done, and the country is

mountainous and extremely pic-

turesque. Some of the moun-
tains attain an elevation of 1,200

feet above sea level. Here is a

virgin country that in a very few

years will be taken up and settled.

It offers at present a wonderful opportunity for the homeseeker
who wishes to answer the call "back to the land," but who is not
unmindful of the fact that a good position in bank, counting-
house or office in New York is far more lucrative than an attempt
at farming. In other words, this section is almost ideal for the

man who wants to live in the country and still do business in New
York. A bungalow community has recently been started at To-

waco, and the preliminary steps which ultimately will be land

booms, have begun at other stations along this line, notably at

Little Falls and Mountain View, but it still may be regarded as

G. B. Schley's house in Fox Hills seems to have just the rigH't lines
for a mountain home

offering exceptional opportuni-
ties for the homeseeker.

Caldwell and Essex Falls, on
the Erie, offer well developed
sections to the suburbanite who
is partial to mountain country.
Caldwell is high up, overlook-

ing the surrounding country,
and is noted for its fine climate.

Many attractive homes have

been built here lately, and the

picturesque streets and well-

wooded hillsides present many
beautiful home sites.

The country is thickly settled,

and practically one continuous

city all through the Oranges,
and as far as Short Hills. This

latter place is a model suburban

community in a way, but it has

been settled for a great many years, and the values of its realty

is high. Between Short Hills and Summit, a community is being

developed, but the first real opportunity to secure a home in the

country, as distinguished from the suburbs, and still within easy

reach of the railroad station, will not be found until after Chat-

ham, Madison, Convent and Morristown are passed.

Summit is but 20 miles from New York, and besides the matiy

pretentious homes of the wealthy class, has opportunities for the

less imposing dwelling. There is a metropolitan aspect to this

town in its well regulated public works, sewage system, police de-

Such nooks as this one in the Scarsdale estates can only be en-

joyed by the man who chooses a mountain site

Mr. Lehman's house at Elberon is characteristic of the seashore
homes on the Jersey coast

A home at River Edge, in sharp contrast, represents a moderate cost

house well fitted for a dwelling in the hills
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The Sound harbors have many inlets which tttake ideal spots for a

shore home:
"

:.'.-. .:.'.

'

. '.

partment, etc. Montclair, of

course, is of a similar type, and

has almost every grade of home
from the cottage to the man-
sion.

Beyond Morris Plains there

are many splendid opportuni-
ties. This is in the very heart

of the mountain and lake sec-

tion the first real country out

of New York that is still primi-
tive. With Denville as a centre,

mountain ranges, rivers and

lakes radiate in every direction.

The interesting colony o f

Mount Tabor, originally start

ed as a camp-meeting gound.
like Ocean Grove, but now a

prosperous summer colony for

New York business men, is in

this territory. The houses at Mount Tabor, however, are built in

a thick woods and on very small lots, and practically no opportu-
nity is offered for the man who wants a garden and a few hens,

although he does have altitude, congenial neighbors, a golf course

and some other compensating things. H. E. ANGELL

Salt Water Homes
To some, no place is deservedly a real home unless it is near

enough to the salt water to hear the roar of the breakers, or to

Some are not satisfied to build

ocean, as along

The Sound is not always a mill pond. Sometimes the coast at Rye
is picturesque with breakers

provide sailing and bathing op-
portunities. Along the Sound
shore, besides the city of New
Rochelle, we find the villages of

Larchmont, Mamaroneck, Rye
and Port Chester, each of these

offering high-class accommoda-
tions in the way of shops and
stores. All of the villages are
on the lines of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, which runs parallel with the

coast at a distance varying from

one-quarter of a mile to two
miles from the shore, so that

there is a strip of shore front

property east of the railroad

which is rapidly being taken up
by builders of homes of the better

class. In acreage tracts it would
be difficult to find anything truly desirable for less than $3,500
to $4,000; much of it is valued at $10,000, while lots of the usually

city size, 25 x 100, or about that size, will vary from $500 to $1,000

apiece, according to their proximity to the water. Valuations
also increase as the distance from New York City decreases.

In a general way, the same sort of country prevails along the

Sound shore in Connecticut. Greenwich and the Norwalks offer

particularly advantageous home sites along the coast indentations,
with a wide enough range of prices to suit any pocketbook.

(Continued on page 304)

unless they can overlook the real
the Jersey Coast

Larchmont Manor has much to offer the home seekers in the at-

tractive house of moderate size -

The Sound shore is dotted with yacht clubs, where the suburbanite
may indulge his love of sailing



ALLURING AND PICTURESQUE
WESTCHESTER COUNTY

That the population of New York City will very soon reach five millions, with a

relatively large growth in the population of Westchester County during the same period,

there can be no question. The continually increasing congestion of the residence districts

of the great city must naturally prove a tremendous incentive to the most desirable class

of people to seek and take advantage of the wonderful opportunities afforded home-

seekers by the development of satisfactory transportation facilities between the business

and manufacturing districts of the city and the attractive suburban territory in West-

Chester County.

With the opening of the New York, Westchester & Boston Railway in the near

future, the home-seeker who desires to dwell amid healthful and attractive surroundings,
will no longer be restricted to the old-fashioned commuter opportunities and facilities

afforded by steam railroads, to which commuter business is necessarily a secondary con-

sideration. They will be enabled to reach distant points in a short time and at frequent

intervals, as the trains will be operated on short headway and in direct connection with

all of the subways at present existing and yet to be built, as well as with the several

elevated lines, and will give both express and local service with an up-to-date transfer

system between its express and local trains, affording its patrons the necessary accommo-
dations to enable them to reach any destination desired in the shortest possible

space of time.

Large sections of the most picturesque and desirable parts of Westchester County are

being brought within quick commuting distance by the building of this road, and the

management of the road, through its Bureau of Information and Department of Real

Estate, is working in harmony with the real estate interests along its line and offering

every possible encouragement for the building of homes and the development of the ter-

ritory traversed by it. The road itself is the finest example of up-to-date railroad

engineering and construction in the United States. Its roadway and structures are of the

highest type. Its stations are artistic in appearance, marvels of convenience in arrange-

ment, and hygienic in construction. The road will be equipped with the latest type of

steel cars, so arranged that the smallest possible amount of time will be consumed in

receiving and discharging passengers. Everything in connection with the building and

equipping of this high-class rapid transit line is being done with an eye single to the safety

and comfort of its patrons and to the end that the service given them will be in every

way satisfactory and the best attainable by human ingenuity in the evolution of the

problems of transportation.

Fortune and happiness wait on opportunity. For the opportunity consult the

Bureau of Information of the New York, Westchester and Boston Railway, 65 Beaver

Street, New York.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Actual Water Front

Sands Point, Long Island

Residential Plots

y\ acre up

Clean White
Sand .Beach

Deep Clear

Ready This Spring

No otter nigt class prop-

erty on the market offers

the buyer actual frontage

on the water, there is al-

ways a road or reservation

in front of the plots.

A mile of water front Manhasset Bay, Sands Point. Opposite Great Neck. Railroad station Port Washington.

If you are looking for the most beautifully located, highest type, carefully
restricted, developed property for your home, let us tell you all about
vvAMPAGE SHORES. Every essential feature of modern improvement.

S. OSGOOD PELL & CO. 542 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE: 5610 BRYANT

N? 1. Near the Greenwich Country Club
No. I. Colonial dwelling commanding beautiful scenery in all direc-

tions, two miles from Greenwich railway station. Contains ten bedrooms
and four baths; hot water heating apparatus; electric light. Also good
sized stable-garage with complete living apartment. Grounds consist of
five and one-half acres, two of which are well wooded, a pretty brook,
formal gardens and lawns. Can be purchased at a very reasonable fig-
ure immediate occupancy. Our revised list for 1911 of properties for sale
and rent is most complete. Send your requirements and consult

Franklin Edson, Raymond B. Thompson Co.
Smith Building - Greenwich, Conn.

Telephone 729

Adjoining Greenwich Field Club
No. 2. This most attractive property, containing two and one-half

acres of land, well laid out in lawn, trees and shrubbery, Dennis court,

garden. House contains well arranged living floor, and especially good
domestic offices; six masters' bedrooms and three baths; four servants'

bedrooms and bath. Also good sized stable-garage, with complete living

apartment. Our revised list for 1911 of properties for sale and rent is

most complete. Send your requirements and consult

Franklin Edson, Raymond B. Thompson Co.
Smith Building - Greenwich, Conn.

Telephone 729

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Here is the house as it stands to-day-

adapted for remodeling
substantially built and well A suggestion indicating a possible solution ot the transformation

problem

Walnut Grove Farm An Opportunity in Remodeling
A FARM OF THIRTY-FIVE ACRES, WITH A SUBSTANTIALLY BUILT HOUSE AND STABLE
THAT COULD READILY BE DEVELOPED INTO A MODERN COUNTRY HOME OF CHARACTER

IN
Stamford township, just two miles from the town of that

name, there is a farm of thirty-five acres that is going to

make a country home of real distinction for the man who first

appreciates its possibilities.

Stamford, as everybody knows, is one of the most attractive

places within reach of New York. Situated on the north shore

of Long Island Sound, it has the advantages of a beautiful har-

bor, well organized yacht clubs and the refreshing breezes from

the salt water. Fine schools and churches, and electric express

service to Xew York over the Xew
Haven Road covering the thirty-five

miles in fifty minutes are but a few of

its more obvious points of attraction for

the man who wants to keep in touch with

New York City without the necessity for

living day and night in its crowded thor-

oughfares.
Walnut Grove Farm is particularly

fortunate in its natural advantages.
The grounds are planted with stately

shade trees, hardy flowers and shrubs,

and an orchard of more than a hundred
and fifty fruit trees in addition, of' Here is a good seven-stall

course, to the beautiful stretches of fer- ;nto a garage

tile meadow land that would gladden the heart of any man that

feels the call of the soil surging in his veins. Just imagine the

fun of transforming the little lake that is pictured below into a

splendid feature of your country home the naturalizing of col-

onies of Japanese iris, moisture-loving lilies, and scores of the

wild reeds, marsh grasses and such things around the water's

edge. Do not such creative activities as this form one of the most

fascinating sides of life in the country?-
The house itself is a well built structure containing fifteen

rooms and ample service quarters, elec-

tric lights, heating equipment, and is

within the Stamford telephone zone.

There is a smaller cottage on the place

that offers possibilities as a servants'

lodge, also a seven-stall barn. One of

the illustrations above merely suggests

the possibilities for remodeling the main

structure.

Write Mr. Frank B. Gurley, 56 Park

Row, Stamford, Conn., for any further

information regarding this splendid pos-

sibility the whole property is for sale

on reasonable terms.
barn that could be turned

Just imagine the possibilities of developing this spring-fed lake naturalizing lilies, iris and other moisture-loving plants around its edge

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.



BOUND BROOK
THE PLACE TO DWELL

WE have for sale in this vicinity a number
of desirable farms, gentlemen's country
estates, high class suburban homes and
other properties. Many of these are along

the beautiful Raritan River, or in the Watchung
Mountains and its foothills. Bound Brook offers

the home seeker ideal express commutation, the

best boating, fishing, beautiful drives and walks,
well equipped country club and numerous other

advantages. Permit us to send you our illus-

trated booklet (Bound Brook, the Place to Dwell)
and additional information concerning its advan-
ta
?ENTRAL NEW JERSEY REALTY CO.,

. 409 MAIN ST., BOUND BKOOK, N. J.

Bound Brook, N. J.
A pretty little home in one of New Jersey's

most attractive suburbs. Two and one-half

story stucco house, lot, 58 x 160, surrounded by
beautiful private hedge ; summerhouse in rear ;

first floor: hall, parlor, dining room, butler's

pantry, kitchen; second floor: 2 bedrooms,

bath, den and sewing room ; third floor : i

bedroom, maid's room and attic ; basement :

laundry, furnace room, maid's bath.

Price $7,500. Terms to Suit.

Apply to N. H. BLAKE, Room 207

147 Nassau Street, N. Y.

This property, at
Bound Brook, 10
minutes' walk
from station, 55
minutes from
New York and

mm I h o u r from
Philadelphia, for
sale. Grounds
100 x 165 feet.

Beautiful trees,
fine lawn, etc.

House, 10 rooms
and bath, all

modern improve-
ments. Lower floors and stairway hard wood finish.

Three open fire-places. Barn is two stories. On
same general lines as house, has box stall for horse
and room for carriage and automobile. Price, $8,500.
For details, apply or call,

ROOM 4, 52-54 NEW ST., NEW YORK CITY.

For Sale Gentleman's Country Seat
One and a half miles from Bound Brook Depot; about
40 trains. 22 acres lying between Macadam Road and
Raritan River. Trolley passes the place. New eleven
room house, three baths, large barn and outbuildings,
fruit and shade. Price $30.000. For particulars address

S. A. DUTCIIKU
410 E. MAIN ST. BOUND BROOK, N. J.

FOR SALE

This attractive

home on the best

block in Bound

Brook, N. J.

Surrounded by first

class improvements. Three-story frame house, 12
large rooms, 2 baths, hard wood floors and electric

lights; 2 story carriage bouse suitable for garage.
Lot 110 ft. on Union Ave., running through the
block about 390 ft. to Maple Ave. Beautiful shade
and an abundance of fruit. Price $12,500

WM. H. WHITING & CO.
41 PARK ROW NEW YORK

Attractive East Orange House
To Let for the Summer

To let, furnished, for the summer, airy twelve-room
bouse with modern plumbing, situated in best section
of East Orange, New Jersey. Auto shed on premises.
Address owner. William Birdsall, 40 Prospect Street,
East Orange, N. J. 'Phone 3463 R. Orange.

TO
close an estate. Elegant new country residence in the heart

of residential Bound Brook, within 55 minutes of New York.

14 rooms, 4 bathrooms, steam heat, gas and electric lighting,

and all modern improvements. Large stable and garage, with

two servants' rooms, Grounds 200 x 400 feet. For particulars

apply to the executors. 18 & 20 Platt St., New York City.

BEECHWOOD HEIGHTS
CITUATED in the foothills of the Watchung Mountains, an easy ten minutes^ walk from Bound Brook Station, 55 minutes from Broadway. More than sixty
trains daily each way ! The best express service out of New York, on the Central
Railroad of New Jersey.

This tract, located on the main auto road between New York and Philadelphia,
is desirable in every way for beautiful suburban homes. The ground is smooth and
rolling, ideally located and has all of the advantageous restrictions. No property
less than JOO x 200 feet, and but one house to a property. No stores or factories

allowed. Macadam streets, gas, electricity and city water.

It is easily accessible to the Bound Brook Country Club, the Raritan River and
the Watchung Mountains, the most beautiful range near New York. Trolley runs

through the tract.

This is the cheapest proposition in New Jersey today for the seeker after a high
class suburban home.

Lots JOO x 200 are from $500 to $700 each, according to location.

FIELD BROTHERS & HASTINGS . BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY

In writing to advertisers pletse mention HOUSE AMD GABDKM.
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Maman Cochet is one of the finest roses. The color is pink, but there is also a White Maman Cochet

Making a Rose Garden
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SELECTION OF A SITE, PREPARATION OF THE SOIL,
CHOICE OF TYPES AND VARIETIES-THE ESSENTIALS OF ROSE CULTURE

BY RUSSELL FISHER

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves and Charles Jones

WITH all the difficulties that the amateur is sure to encounter

in growing roses and we must be frank in admitting that

they are numerous the results will well repay the effort. One

frequently hears of amateur gardeners who have given up growing
roses in their discouragement, but almost invariably they decide

in a few years to try it again. The man who once has grown a

beautiful rose finds it almost impossible to give up trying again.

And, after all, the dif-

ficulties are not over-

powering. If the amateur
rose grower will start in

the proper way and ob-

serve a few of the main
rules in the culture of

roses, most of the great
host of enemies that the

rose possesses will not find

a vulnerable point for at

tack.

The first essential is

situation an airy but

sheltered spot, well away
from the roots of any trees

and open to the morning
sun. Given a proper situa-

tion, the remaining essen-
, , j Keep the roses by themselves; they

tials ot good drainage ; beauty seems not to be increased

rich, deeply cultivated soil ;
and shelter, can be provided. It may

be difficult to secure shelter from north winds and at the same

time keep the rose garden well away from trees, but in some way
this must be done. Remember that the root system of a tree will

extend as far out from the base as the tree rises above ground. In

case of necessity a masonry wall may be sunk as a barrier against

too enthusiastic roots which would devour all of the rich food that

the rose bed requires.

Sinking a few planks on

edge will accomplish the

same result, at least for a

time.

Avoid low ground for

fhe rose garden. It is fre-

quently not so well drained

as it should be, and then,

there is the added danger
from the late frosts in the

spring, which always make
themselves felt in the low

places.

Although we must have

a rose bed before we can

procure our rose bushes,
it will undoubtedly be

will not only thrive better, but their
mor

^
interesting to take

by comparison with other flowers up the matter of selecting

(333)
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Gloire Lyonnaise, one of the best white Hybrid
Perpetuals

Mrs. John Laing is a splendid pink Hybrid
Perpetual

varieties first. The enthusiasm aroused by anticipation will help
us to overcome the later difficulties in the preparation of the

ground.
Some years ago there were but two classes of roses Hybrid

Perpetuals and Tea roses, the latter so called because of their

peculiar fragrance. After the first great effort of bloom in June
the Hybrid Perpetuals seldom produced many flowers, so that it

was necessary for the rose grower to depend upon the Tea roses

for bloom during the later months of the summer. Unfortunately,
however, the Tea roses are not absolutely hardy in the north, even
in the latitude of New York. There are degrees of hardiness, and
the Tea roses vary greatly in the amount of protection they re-

quire through the winter months.

The first two pictures show a standard rose before and after prun-
ing; the third picture, a good healthy root system of the same
type of plant. The standard is not so popular here as in England

Later, a new class of roses was

produced by crossing the Hybrid

Perpetuals and the Teas, and na-

turally it was called the Hybrid
Tea. In its best forms it com-

bines the hardiness of the Hybrid

Perpetual with the long flowering

season of the Tea, and upon it the

amateur rose grower will wisely

put most of his effort. Do not,

however, if you are a beginner in

the fascinating occupation of rose

growing, omit entirely either of

the older classes. The Hybrid

Perpetual will always be relied

upon for the bulk of the showing
in the month of roses, while

among the Teas are roses so beau-

tiful that no one has any right to

be without them. In addition to

these three classes of rose bushes,

there are the climbing roses,

among which are the hybrids of

Rose Wichuraiana; the Polyantha
roses, among which are the well-

known ramblers
; the Lord Pen-

zance Hybrids; Sweet Briers; and,

for covering stone walls, Rosa rugosa and our own prairie rose

Rosa sctigera. The subject of climbing roses, however, is one that

might well be left to another article. By all means introduce some

of these climbers, preferably the Lord Penzance Hybrids and the

Wichuraiana Hybrids, into your rose garden over an entrance

arbor or over a row of arches spanning the central path.

It is a difficult matter,

indeed, to select from

the long lists of the nurs-

erymen's catalogues a

few that may be safely

named as the best roses.

In fact, it is a task that

no one would care to un-

dertake. It may be help-

ful, however, to add the

following list
;
these are

by no means the only

good roses, but in choos-

ing any or all of these

the amateur cannot well

go astray. For these lists,

and for much of the in-

formation herein con-

tained, I am indebted to

Dr. Robert Huey, of

Philadelphia probably
the most experienced
amateur grower of roses

in the United States. Dr.

Huey has grown many
hundreds of rose va-

rieties, so his conclusions should save many a false step for the

beginner.

HYBRID PERPETUALS

White: Merveille de Lyoh, White Baroness, Frau Karl
Druschki, Margaret Dickson, Mabel Morrison, Gloire Lyonnaise
(in reality a Hybrid Tea, but as it blooms only in June it may be
included in the Hybrid Perpetual class).

Killarney is one of the finest roses that
grow a pink Hybrid Tea
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Ulrich Brunner, a red Hybrid Perpetual that has
achieved an excellent reputation

Pink: Baroness Rothschild,

Caroline D'Arden, Heinrich

Schultheis, Her Majesty, Lady
Arthur Hill, Mrs. George Dick-

son, Mrs. Harkness, Susan Marie

Rodocanachi, Mrs. John Laing,
Paul Neyron.
Red: Captain Hayward, Fish-

er Holmes, General Jacqueminot,
Oscar Cordel, Ulrich Brunner,
Duke of Edinburgh, Duke of

Teck, Duke of Fife, Etienne Levet,
Prince Arthur.

Prince Camile de Rohan is the

best of the very dark roses, among
which also are Sultan of Zanzibar,
Louis Van Houtte and Xavier

Olibo. These, however, are weak

growers and frequently do not

bring their blossoms to perfection.

TEAS

I have found myself displacing

practically all of the Teas with

Hybrid Teas, since the perfection
of the latter class. The loss of

these Tea roses every winter, un-

less they were protected carefully under glass, is most discourag-
ing. Among the hardiest and best are Etoile de Lyon, Francisca

Krueger, Hon. Edith Gifford, Isabella Sprunt, Maman Cochet,
Marie Van Houtte, Safrano, Souvenir d'un Ami, White Maman
Cochet, Dutchess Brabant, William R. Smith and Harry

Kirk, a very fine yellow.

HYBRID TEAS

White or light-colored
and mixed shades: Vis-

count ess Folkestone,

Pharisaer. Molly Shar-

man Crawford, Ellen

Wilmot, Grace Moly-
neaux, Antoine Revoire,

Joseph Hill, .Mrs. A. R.

Waddell, Betty. Prince

de Bulgarie, La Tosca.

Pink: - - Killarney,

Lady Alice Stanley, Lady
Ursula, Dean Hole. Lyon
Rose, Dorothy Page
Roberts, Madame
Edmee Metz, Lady Ash-

town, Mrs. Charles Cus-

tis Harrison.

Yelluii': Duchess of

Wellington, Mrs. Aaron

Ward, Madame Ravary,
Madame Melanie Sou-

pert, Madame Hector

Leuillot, Melody.

Carle, Gruss an Teplitz,

One of the tried-and-true white Hybrid Perpet-
uals is Merveille de Lyon

opportunity, so that they will have time to become firmly estab-

lished before hot weather. Pot-grown plants from a greenhouse

cannot, of course, be set out until all danger from frost is past.

Roses that are planted so late cannot be expected to show really

satisfying results in bloom the first year. Roses that are planted

early in the spring, if field-grown stock, will with proper cultiva-

tion give at least a reasonable amount of bloom the first year,

though not so much as in later years.

One hears a great deal of argument on the question of whether

roses are best when grown on their own roots or when grown on

a sturdier stock, such as Manetti for Hybrid Perpetuals and brier

for Hybrid Teas, which are probably the best rose stocks for this

(Continued on page 392)

Golden Gate, a cream white Tea rose
shaded with golden yellow

Red: George C. Waud, Lawrent
Chateau de Closvoges.

Fall-planted roses do best in the vicinity of Philadelphia, for

here they become established before cold weather sets in and are,

therefore, ready to grow at the first touch of spring. Do not on

this account infer that spring-planted roses will not succeed, for

they will
;
but the bushes must be put in early at the very first

If you want quantity rather than quality of bloom, leave all the

buds as at the left. If you prefer one fine rose instead, disbud



Planning the Bungalow
A FEW SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE ESSENTIALS OF FLOOR PLAN FOR THE INFORMAL ONE-STORY

HOME-THERE IS NO NECESSITY FOR SACRIFICING EITHER CONVENIENCE OR A CIVILIZED MODE OF LIFE

IT
would seem

at first glance
an easy matter to

design a house of

the bun g a 1 o w
type, all upon one

floor, wit h o u t

having to bother

about stairs and

head-room and
such difficulties,

but it is in reality

a problem calling

for genuine skill

on the part of the

d e s i g ner. The
main difficulty

that the amateur

will encounter in

sketching out a

tentative plan will

be the separation
of the sleeping

quarters, the living quarters and the service

portion of the house. Far too frequently
we see a plan of a bungalow where the bed-

rooms open directly from the living-room, with perhaps a bath-

room across on the other side of the building, next to the kitchen,

for the sake of a condensed plumbing system. If a bungalow is

worth building at all it is worth spending some time upon in the

planning, so that the life of the household, while not of the

severely formal type that the city house shelters, will yet be at

least comfortable, and not robbed of all conveniences and privacy.
The enemies of the bungalow though they are few have a

foundation for their dislike of the type in the fact that far too

many bungalows are so carelessly planned that life in them tends

backward towards the less civilized past; in attempting to pro-
vide a field for a simpler form of life

the unstudied and bungling plan fails to

satisfy the fundamental needs of a self-

respecting mode of living. We are far

too ready to endure in a bungalow incon-

veniences that would not be tolerated in

any more stable type of home. And the

strangest part of it all is that these in-

conveniences are by no means necessary ;

the whole matter resolves itself into a

need for more carefully studied plans.

The plan by Mr. King is convincing

proof that the living quarters, service de-

partment and the bedrooms may be kept

distinctly separate, without necessitating
a rambling plan that is much more ex-

pensive to build. It is a well known fact

that the nearer a plan approaches the

square the more economically it can be

built. Wings, ells and many angles mean

greatly increased expense.
This particular plan may well serve as

a type, permitting enlargement without

destroying its essential fitness in the mat-

BY HENRY H. SAYLOR

Here is an excellent plan for a comparatively
narrow lot. Hollingsworth & Bragdon,
architects

ter of the inter-

relation of rooms.

For instance, ad-

ditional bedrooms
could easily be

added in an ell at

the back right-

hand corner.

Too frequently
a perfectly good
1 i v i n g-room is

spoiled by being
darkened by a

porch roof shield-

ing its windows.
This has been
very cleverly
avoided by Mr.

King in the plan

shown, and he has

provided a porch
off the dining-
room that would

undoubtedly be used frequently in the serv-

ing of meals. It may be objected that the

other porch is too small, and it is undoubt-

edly a fact that we should have too much porch space rather than

too little in a home where the great majority of the daylight
hours are spent outdoors. It will be readily seen, however, that

the porch in the plan mentioned could be prolonged, either to the

front or the side, without affecting the plan, and, in the hands of

a skilled designer, without spoiling the appearance of the exterior.

Another excellent type is the central living-room flanked by-

two wings, one containing the dining and service quarters and the

other the bedrooms and baths, such as is shown in Mr. F. W. Wil-
son's design for his own bungalow. Here, however, two doors

open from the living-room, each into one of the main bedrooms,
which have the bath between them ;

where possible, it is better to have a

single opening between a hall leading to

the sleeping quarters and the living-room.
Mr. Wilson has added another feature to

this plan in the patio, reached through
the French window in the living-room
and having but one additional exit a

gate in the five-foot brick wall across the

back.

Mrs. Girouard's bungalow shows an-

other adaption of the center living-room
scheme. Here, instead of allowing the

side wings to project to the front or rear,

they are carried straight out at the same

depth. The result is an extremely long
bungalow that is easily roofed and par-

ticularly pleasing in its exterior.

Another type of plan will be required
if the bungalow is to be restricted in its

site. A great many of the newer subur-
ban communities are being built up with

adaptations of the bungalow, usually
with some second-story space, and too

(336)
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frequently these have to be placed

on a comparatively narrow lot.

A good plan that could very

easily be adapted to the long, nar-

row lot is shown at the right of

this page. This one, which, by the

way, provides for one large bed-

room in the attic, is open to objec-

tion in the fact that the only way
from the bedroom hall into the

living-room lies through the din-

ing-room, a point that might or

might not be a disadvantage, ac-

cording to the circumstances.

The plan at the bottom of

page 336 is adaptable to such a

site, and is in many respects ex-

ceptionally well thought out. In

addition it has the advantage of

being almost square, so that it

could be built most economically.

The plan of Tallmadge & Watson
shown is also of this deep-and-
narrow-lot type.

One of the problems in planning
is to provide abundant porch space
without darkening any of the

rooms. This is not always possi-
ble when the most economical

building is necessary, but the

plans that are shown herewith will

suggest a number of ways in which

the porch may join the living-

room without darkening it to any
extent. It is surprising that many
bungalow builders do not break

away from the regular porch roof

and work out an arrangement of

open rafters, to be covered by
vines or by a roll awning. Some
such arrangement as this, together with at least a portion of the

porch space entirely uncovered, would be a good thing to strive

for in planning.
Then too, do not forget the sleeping-porch. It would be a very

easy matter indeed to arrange for a sleeping-porch in conjunction
with almost any of the bedroom wings shown among these illus-

trations of plans. Unfortunately none of the examples illustrated

show this, but some of them do show another feature that is a

product of the West and which we of the East might well borrow

in planning our
bungalow. I refer

to the screened

porch, without

which no Southern

California home is

considered livable.

On it most of the

kitchen work is

carried out in the

comfort that a well

ventilated, vine-
shaded, outdoor

room alone can

bring.
There is one

other consideration

that must be kept

constantly in the designer's mind
when working out a floor plan,

and that is the necessity for keep-

ing the floor area as a whole one

that permits of a simple and inex-

pensive roof. Keep the plan with-

in the boundaries of either one

long rectangle for a roof of two

planes, or of several well con-

nected minor rectangles where

A remarkable plan in that the sleeping quarters and the din-

ing-room and service quarters are both isolated from the

living-room. The plan is an inexpensive one because it so

closely approximates the square

For a narrow lot it is more difficult to work out a satisfactory
plan. If one is willing to dispense with an entrance hall

this is an excellent arrangement

A plan for the narrow lot, but the

way from bedrooms to living-
room lies through the dining-
room. Reeves & Bailey, archi-

tects

gabled roofs may be employed. Excepting in the case of a plan

that approaches the square, where the roof may be of four planes

terminating in a central point, it will be well to strive for one main

rectangle, that is considerably longer than wide, with smaller ad-

joining rectangles that will be covered by gables in the main roof.

And in order to secure that blanket-like roof that is associated

with the true bungalow type, the main roof or its gables will

usually cover the porch space as well as the interior with a mini-

mum of breaks. In other words, instead of providing a separate

roof for the porch, the main roof or a gable serves the purpose.

The central living-room type will frequently
be found the best plan. This one has a

patio in the rear

Plan of the bungalow of Mrs. D. H. Girouard, Altadena, Cal.

an elaboration of the central living-room type. The long, narrow

rectangle is likely to make a building of better appearance



The Month's Activities

A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE AMATEUR IN FLOWER AND VEGETABLE GARDEN IN THIS BUSY
SEASON SPECIAL CULTURAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE THINGS YOU WILL PROBABLY GROW

Photographs By E. J. Hall and N. R. Graves

[This is the second of two articles covering garden problems for the busy man or woman who has not had time to make plans, manage a coldframe
and in other ways get ready for planting-time. What may be done ^^ now, to make up as far as possible for lost time, and to insure satisfaction in

both the vegetable and fiower garden, is conclusively told. EDITOR.]

HAVE you ever gone past a place on
a May morning, where the florist

and his man were digging around in the

bare, brown beds, and mussing the place

up still more by spilling dirt and manure
all over the beautiful, clean lawn and
then, coming back that way at night, been
startled by the change in the look of

things? Summer has sprung full-fledged,
or rather full-flowered, on the grave they
were filling over departed winter. The
bare brick foundations of the house have

disappeared ;
in their stead are the bright

blossoms of geraniums. The paths are

bordered with gray or silver, or more
prominent colors and graced with lines of

green. Here and there, in nook and cor-

ner, other things have come suddenly into

existence. All is transformed.

Now, of course, such a metamorphosis
may be a matter of great expense and,
again, it may be largely only a matter of
brains or taste in using the inexpensive
things in effective ways. So before you go
to the florists to select your plants this

year, why not first make up your mind as

to what you are going to try to do ? De-
cide first what effect you want, and choose

your plants accordingly. Ninety per cent,

of those who buy simply pick out a flower

dom, with absolutely no regard for variety

This month sow seed of the Shirley poppy
one of the most beautiful of annuals

The prejudice against cannas is overcome if

they are properly used as in mass effects

here and there at ran-

or color and without

knowing, until they

get home, where

they are going to

put them. Take the

trouble to be one

of the sensible ten

per cent, and you
can make your
flower money go
three times as far

by selecting plants
to meet a prede-
termined purpose.
Another often

needed word of

warning is in re-

gard to choosing
plants. The great

majority of people
will pass the thrif-

tiest, stockest,
plants, even when
well budded, to se-

lect far inferior

ones with flowers sometimes just ready
to drop. When buying plants remember
that you want them for long continued re-

sults; don't be tempted by present bloom
into getting poor stock.

Flowers for setting out in spring or

sowing in May may be grouped into three

general classes, (i) Those for beds and
solid masses; (2) for borders or edgings,
and (3) for individualistic effects, such as

groups in the corners of the lawn, or in

front of shrubbery or raised verandas, etc.

Among the best for massing and beds are :

asters, California poppies, cannas, colum-

bine, chrysanthemums, cosmos, corn-

flower, dahlia, fox-glove, geranium, Ice-

land poppy, lupine, marigold, nasturtium,

pansy, peonies, petunia, phlox, pink, Ori-
ental poppy, salpiglossis, salvia, snapdrag-
on, stock, sweet alyssum, verbena, zinnias

and gladiolus.

For borders and edgings, those most

commonly used are: ageratum, candytuft,

cockscomb, daisy, forget-me-not, varia-

gated geranium (such as Mme. Salleroi

and Mrs. Pollock), lobelia, love-in-a-mist,
dwarf marigold, mignonette, dwarf nas-

turtium, pansy, portulaca, pyrethrum
(golden feather), salvia (dwarf), sweet

alyssum, verbena, dwarf zinnia (such as Little Red Ridinghood).
For single plants, ornamental groups and screening : columbine,

anemone, bleeding-

heart, campanula,
castor bean, cos-

mos, dahlia, fox-

glove, gourds,
gladiolus, helian-

t h u s, hollyhock,

iris, larkspur, mal-

low, moon-flower,

morning - glory,
climbing nastur-

tium, rudbeckia,

salvia, sunflower

and sweet pea.

This classifica-

tion, of course, is

meant to be sug-

gestive ; there is no

hard-and-fast rule

as to the use of

plants, and very

frequently most
pleasing effects are... . Buy young plants of salvia now to secure the
gained by using deep red of its blooms late in the summer
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Cauliflower needs lots of moisture to produce
large heads. Blanch by tying leaves to-

gether or covering with paper

them in unusual

ways. But there are

hard-and-fast rules

about treating your

plant s i f y o u

want certain re-

sults. In the first

place, you m u s t

abandon the idea,

if you have it, that

you can set out a

plant, even a good,

healthy one, in any
old spot and watch

it grow and bloom

without further in-

terruption. The farmer would no more think of feeding and car-

ing for or rather starving and neglecting his onions and pota-

toes, the way many persons do their flowers, than you would think

of sending your boy to school without his breakfast. Prepare the

ground for your flowers and plants just as thoroughly as you do

your garden path, and if you are not in the habit of preparing that

carefully, read the April HOUSE AND GARDEN. Enrich each bed

and spot, no matter how small, with fine, rotten manure, or, if

you cannot obtain that, with chemical fertilizers. Spade the soil

up deep ; pulverize it thoroughly, and then you will have laid at

least the foundation of success with your flowers. That is not all,

however
; you must plant carefully. I suppose literally thousands

of dollars' worth of plants are lost annually through the very com-

mon mistake of setting plants loosely. Put your plants in firmly.

There seems to be an idea prevalent that the making of a new

flower bed is a very difficult art otherwise we would see them

more frequently. As a matter of fact, it is a very simple task
;
and

there are dozens of lawns and front yards in every community
which would be greatly improved by a bed or border which could

be made in two or three hours' work with a spade and garden line.

Select a spot not in the shade or near trees, whose roots take

food and moisture quickly from the soil and line out the bed,

using a dozen or so pieces of shingle or short stakes. If it is to

follow a curve, use the line to describe an arc, marked as you

progress by stakes ; or set them in approximate position and then

move one here and there until you get a true curve. With an

edger, or the spade, cut neatly along the lines and then lift up the

sod in squares, taking only the surface and leaving all the soil you
can. Spade the bed up, down to poor earth, and enrich with fine

manure. If the soil is very poor, or gravelly, haul in a barrowful

or two of good garden loam. It will be well, in any case, to add

enough soil to raise the center of the bed, which should be slightly

rounded up a few inches above the level of the lawn. All the

work necessary to keep such a bed in the best of shape is an an-

nual application of manure and a mid season top-dressing of fer-

tilizer, with an occasional trim-

ming of the edges. Until you
make one you can have little

idea how much it will add to

the appearance of your
grounds.

IN THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

In the first installment of this

article (see April HOUSE AND

GARDEN) we considered the

preparation, manuring and
planting of the garden. We
saw how to get a good start

;

but to have a successful finish

heed must be given to proper

The finest onions are from seeds, but buy
onion sets now as it is too late to start

seeds, and plant in richest soil

The enemy of squash is the squash-bug, which must be killed in

the egg state while attached to the leaves

cultivation, the

fighting of insect

pests and the spe-

cial requirements
of various plants.

The small gar-
den can be man-

aged with very few

and very simple
tools. The most

essential are a

spade, two hoes

one large and one

small-bladed (see
article on tools in

April number), a

good steel garden rake, a hand-weeder and a plant-duster. I

should by all means advise, however, the addition of a wheel hoe.

which may be bought at from three dollars to thirteen dollars,

and a compressed-air spray pump, which will cost from four dol-

lars to eight dollars. This latter may take the place of the duster

used for applying dry powders, but it will be well to have both

when possible. Always keep your tools clean, shapely and in

repair.

A good many people and some who have had gardens for sev-

eral years think that cultivation means only the removal of weeds
that get large enough to threaten the existence of everything else

in the garden. They were never further from the truth. As a mat-

ter of fact the destruction should be merely incidental in the prac-
tice of thorough cultivation. The real purposes of cultivation are

two : first, to keep the soil so broken up and accessible to air and
water that there will be a constantly sustained supply of available

plant food, and secondly, to maintain a mulch of dust, or dry soil

on the surface, and thus retain and conserve the moisture below
;

for a mulch of dust will keep the soil below it shaded and damp
just as effectively as though it were a mulch of straw or leaves.

So do not wait until a rank growth of weeds compels you to

cultivate, do it when it should be done. In dry weather try to get
over all the surface between rows as often as once in every ten

days. Remember that if you cultivate often so that no weeds get
started, you can go over your garden with a wheel hoe or an

iron rake nearly as fast as you can walk. Further weeding in-

structions are given on page 36$.
At the second, or sometimes the third weeding, the plants are

thinned to the proper distance in the row. It is a good plan to do
this work on a cloudy day, or late in the afternoon. If the plants
that remain seem at all wobbly, going over the rows and drawing
up the earth slightly will prove beneficial.

Some plants, like potatoes, beans, and sometimes cabbage or

corn, are benefited by a slight hilling, but this practice is not nearly
so much used as formerly. The objection to it is that it exposes

an unnecessary amount of soil

surface to wind and sun, thus

increasing the rate of evapora-
tion.

The culture of vegetables has

in many respects been simplified

during recent years. But in at

least one important thing the

change has been in the oppo-
site direction and that is in the

fighting of plant enemies, both

insects and diseases. There
seems to be a bug or worm for

every plant that grows, and as

the plants have, with the as-

(Continued on page 374)



We in America are just beginning to realize that there are wonderful possibilities in the ornamental treatment of brick walls. In this country
home at Oyster Bay a rough-textured brick of peculiar shape has been used with great variety in bonding. Carrere & Hastings, architects

Building Brick Houses of Character

THE THREE METHODS BY WHICH BRICK WALLS MAY BE GIVEN A MORE
INTERESTING AND VARIED TEXTURE LESSONS FROM THE OLD WORLD

li V H A ROLL) I) N A I. I) S (I \ I

[Two houses that are alike in every respect but the brick w.iils. may be almost us d.'ssiiniUir in appearance as if one were of stone and the other of
brick. The best use of mall materials is a subject of as great importance as the architectural st\lc that is to be followed, yet the layman, as a rule,

seems not to appreciate this fact; to him a brick house is merely a brick lioii.\c until he realizes that his finished home falls far short of his ideal.

This article is the third of a short series, in which the aim is to make clear -the possibilities in securing distinctive character through an intelligent use

of the various building materials. The author wishes to #iV<? credit to Mr. II. I.. Duhring, arch. ted, fur many helpful suggestions. EDITOR.]

THE African negress with a big gold nose-ring hanging down
over her blubber lips and her back hair skewered through

with an imposing array of eagle feathers, is but obeying the dic-

tates of a primal instinct of humanity in thus arranging her toilet.

That instinct is the love or ornamentation. We find it no less in

evidence in every aspect of civilized life however, thank Heaven,
in a somewhat different form. One phase of it, the use of cer-

tain forms of ornamentation in brickwork, is the subject of this

paper.
As the different kinds of brick and the several bonds were

treated in the February number, so in this issue are briefly con-

sidered some of the methods of employing these means to produce
varied and decorative effects in the warp and woof of the wall.

The practice of these methods is comparable to the textile weaver's

art of applying patterns and design, the end being an imperishable
adornment in brick and mortar. The comparison holds good even

to this extent, that the mortar and the juxtaposition of the joints

alone will often produce a regular diapered effect.

In America we are still in the infancy of brickwork. We have

scarcely begun to open our eyes to the possibilities within our

reach. An almost boundless field is spread before us. As it is

our duty, on general principles, to avail ourselves of the opportuni-

ties offered us. so also is it our' duty, our obligation, to provide for

the beautiful.

The architect of a brick building has before him the pleasant

problem of determining what he will do with the "field of the

wall." It is, so to speak, a clean sheet for him to write upon,
whereon he can unmistakably impress his individuality, if he will,

just as did the medieval master workman upon their work, so

that they could be recognized by it and one could say with con-

fidence "So-and-so did that."

Since the desire for ornament is perfectly legitimate and as old

as the human race, the only condition to be imposed is that it

shall be in good taste. In brick ornamentation as in other things,

we should exercise discrimination, choosing those things that are

suitable and realizing "practical advantages and esthetic poten-
tialities." As brick is readily moulded and manageable in form,

and does not have to be quarried and hewn like stone, so it is

cheaper and also susceptible of greater variety of treatment. Its

uses in a decorative capacity may be roughly grouped under three

heads ; that in which diversification is gained by differences in the

level of the wall surface, that is to say. when shadow and relief

of line are produced by countersunk or project'ng surfaces ; sec-

ond, that in which the manner of laying the brick on a perfectly
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smooth wall face will weave a pat-

tern of decorative worth and

beauty, and third, that in which

the element of color enters, and

bricks of different hues are em-

ployed. Of course any of these

varieties may be combined or all

may be used at once.

The first variety is the common-
est. We find examples every-
where in cornices, pilasters,
molded or projecting horizontal

bands, quoins block-like corner

projections as in the illustration

and half a dozen other forms.

There is scarcely a brick building
so severely plain as not to furnish

some detail or ornament. In our

cities, whichever way we turn, we
find both dwelling houses and pub-
lic buildings in abundance, adorned

with brick cornices, some of them

elaborate, some so simple that they

scarcely afford a precarious nest-

ing place for the sparrows that infest them. In this connection

we can study with profit the work to be found on many of the

old French chateaux, farmhouses, dove-cotes and barns dating
from the Renaissance period. Another simple but effective form
of ornament is found in countersunk or projecting string or belt

courses. Often a single belt course between floors will transform

a distinctly plain and unprepossessing building into a comely one.

Sometimes by way of a frieze, or to relieve the monotony of a

wall surface, a course of pilasters and arches may be brought out

in high relief, the intervening panels being flush with the rest of

the wall. Then again, brick foundations may be brought a foot

or so above the ground and then graduated to the wall face by a

molded cap course. In old houses we not infrequently see round

The Colony Club, New York an example of the patterned
surface and also of the value of countersunk areas in a
brick wall surface. McKim, Mead & White, architects

arches above square windows, the

tympanum (the part enclosed by
the curved top) of the arch being
countersunk several inches. An-
other simple form or ornamenta-

tion is to be found in the quoins
so often met with on structures of

Colonial date. Their interlocking

appearance imparts an air of solid-

ity and strength to a building.

They were apparently once in-

tended to stiffen the corners like

buttresses, and were very likely

borrowed from stone masonry.
Even now. when their structural

bonding function is not very seri-

ously regarded, they do undoubt-

edly stiffen the corners, and as

ornaments their presence is de-

sirable although they are in a

measure but survivals, like the

sword buttons on our coat tails,

or the vermiform appendix. All

these forms of brick ornamenta-

tion, and more in the same category, are so common that for the

most part we pass them by unconscious of their existence, but all

possess genuine worth and possibilities, and all may add much
character if judiciously employed. They are worthy of close

study.
That sort of bricklaying which is ornamental in the pattern

woven on the flat wall surface, opens up broad opportunities for

originality and ingenuity. It may be either simple and direct, or

highly elaborated in response to a wealth of imagination on the

part of the designer. A careful investigation of this subject

should be enough to convince anyone that ornamental brickwork

may be perfectly dignified and legitimate, and plentifully pos-

sessed of scope for diversification without having to descent to

The hunting lodge of Moulemont, France.
An example of the diaper pattern obtain-
able by different hued brick

San Stefano shows ornamentation obtained
in bonding, as well as the use of colored
marble pieces set flush with the surface

A chimney from the Chateau of Blois,
France alternating panels of herring-
bone and running bond, with stone quoins
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An old house in Rouen illustrating the

original construction of half-timber work
with brick filling between the timbers

Corner block-like projections of this kind are
called quoins. The motive is derived from
stone work. St. Peter's, Philadelphia

The Chateau of Saint-Agil, where a diaper
pattern is secured by the insertion of
bricks of a contrasting color

meretricious terra-cotta gewgaws and gimcracks to satisfy de-

mands for elaboration not that terra-cotta ornament is not good
in its proper place. One of the simplest forms of this kind of

brickwork is a belt course made of a row of headers set vertically.

Sometimes in old houses above the lintels of the windows a flat-

tened arch is outlined in vertically laid headers with good effect.

Then, too, keystone-shaped lintels, flush with the wall, are often

made of bricks set vertically in the centre and spreading to con-

vergent diagonals at the sides.

While on this particular division of the subject, it may be well

to suggest that there are considerable possibilities in the use of

bricks differently shaped from the ordinary type. We all know
what a sense of satisfaction the introduction of the long, narrow

Roman brick produced, even in absolutely plain wall surfaces, be-

cause of the difference in shape and size. We know, too, how

pleasant it is sometimes to discover a bit of old English or Dutch

brick, so-called, not because of importation from England or

Holland, but because of their respective sizes and shapes that fol-

lowed the patterns used in

those countries,

edly some of

Colonial brick

from over seas

of it was made
in America. If

"English"' and

Undoubt-
the early

did come
but most

right here

all the

"Dutch"

brick had really been im-

ported it would have kept
a tremendous fleet busy all

the time exclusively in this

traffic.

Twisted and overburnt

"seconds" from the brick-

yards can be used to advan-

tage and give a wall a

unique appearance. One
of the accompanying illus-

trations shows a pleasing
use of a belt course between

the first and second floors

of a suburban house. It is

the width of two stretchers

A flat belt course of bricks on end gives an interesting line just below
the second-story windows, as well as for window sills and arched
openings. Guy Lowell, architect

laid vertically. The arches over the first floor windows are also

of vertical bricks. The herring-bone design has always been a

great favorite and the picture of San Stefano at ISologna shows
an excellent use of it in connection with the insertion of colored

marbles. In the chimney of the Chateau Blois we see a convinc-

ing arrangement of panels alternately of herring-bone and run-

ning bond. The scheme is peculiarly forceful and quite worthy
of the great chateau in which it stands. The design followed in

the front of the old house in Rouen, shown herewith, is decidedly
unusual and presents a style of paneling that might fittingly be

copied, with certain modifications. The crossed timbers and the

arrangement of the bricks are strongly suggestive of rush-bot-

tomed chairs. Dozens of good designs can be devised for panels
and friezes, at the same time keeping a perfectly flat surface, and
when combined with the former system of ornamentation, the

possibilities are mightily increased. An interesting example of

herring-bone setting combined with countersinking is seen in the

tympana of the window arches in the Colony Club, New York,

top of page 341.
The last variety of brick

ornamentation that can be

mentioned here is the sort

that makes use of different

hued units to secure the de-

sired end. We learn our
most impressive lessons in

this type from the buildings
of the Renaissance period,

mainly in Italy, France and
Flanders. A riotous ex-

uberance of genius dom-
inated the architecture and
luxuriated in a wealth of

graceful form and gorgeous
color that was not confined
to interiors. Stone, brick
and tiles were freely inter-

mingled in exterior walls,
and vari-colored materials

were combined in a way to

startle some modern no-

( Continued on page 370^



SOME AWNING SUGGESTIONS

The common striped awning in its various forms for square-head windows above, round-head below. Where a house is of a solid color
throughout, particularly in white, the strong contrast of the stripes is welcome

A terrace that may be shaded or left open to the stars by its roll

awning on the framework of iron piping
Projecting awnings would be awkward on the exterior of this curved

porch; curtains of awning material solve the difficulty

The Flagler home at Palm Beach. Drop curtains on rolls are used;
frame awnings would have marred the architecture

The new French awnings of white or light gray, with a narrow bor-

der, are more effective on a house of varied colors than here

(343)



The Chrysanthemum
Outdoors

WHY NO GARDEN IS WORTHY OF THE NAME WITHOUT
THIS REIGNING STAR OF AUTUMN SET PLANTS OUT NOW

the revival of in-

terest in the old-

fashioned garden
flowers none has he-

coin e more popular
than the hardy chrys-
anthemums. Their pe-

culiar pungent fra-

grance carries one to

the days when those

flourishing c 1 u nip s

bloomed so profusely
in the old garden,

neglected though they
were in many instan-

ces. The chrysanthe-
mum see m s to he

in o r e closely linked

with these old gar-
d e n s than the other

old flowers which he-

long with them, such

as peonies, p h 1 o x,

foxgloves and others.

The name chrvsan-

t h e m u m brings to

many minds the huge
flower seen in the

florist's shop in early
.November a n d con-

spicuous during the football season. Though attractive in size

and color, the real flower lover who has seen the hardy kinds in

flourishing condition, considers them inferior to their smaller

cousins. These large flowered kinds are not hardy except when
given protection, and then do not produce the same quality blooms
as the greenhouse-grown ones.

Aside from the real pleasure to be had from the old-fashioned

hardy kinds on account of the association, they fill a real need in

brightening the garden late in the autumn when flowers are at a

premium.
Success in growing these beautiful flowers conies from a careful

selection of position and some attention to soil and conditions.

Flo\vering as they do, late in autumn when frosts are common,
it is well to give them a sheltered position where their flowers will

come to perfection without injury from frost. The south side of
a wall or fence is ideal, or they may be--put in the foreground of a

shrub border where the taller plants afford the same kind of

protection.

Gardeners in growing these plants for their flowers alone will

often have them in a frame, where they can, in, the late autumn,
cover them every evening with canvas, keeping the flowers in this,

way frcm being in the least marred by the frosts.

Give chrysanthemums a light soil which is well drained. They
will not flourish in clay or heavy soil, as it not only prevents a

vigorous growth bnt subjects them to winter-killing.
In getting plants for setting out, secure young stock grown

Photographs by N. R. Graves, C M. Weed and Chas. Jones.

from cuttings, in preference to divided plants, as the former are

more thrifty and give better results, as good gardeners will tell

you. In growing them from cuttings struck in April or May the

returns that season will be very satisfactory if the plants are well

cared for during the growing season.

To prevent the customary trouble with aphis, a dusting of the

foliage early in the summer with tobacco is effective. s If later the

aphis does trouble your plants, spray with tobacco water.

As the plants gain height staking is advisable to keep the stems
from snapping

1

in storms.

Wintering the plants proves to be a trying task with many and

usually results from a desire to make the covering heavy. Heavy
manure should never be used. It holds moisture and this results

in rotting the crown of the plant. Use straw or leaves.

\\ hen it comes to a selection of the best varieties, it is rather

difficult to be definite, as the named kinds that are sure to be
known to all the growers, are few in number. The past few years,
however, many of the growers have been growing certain well

known types and these are the cream of the known kinds.

Among all the chrysanthemums the one held by the majority to

be the real old-fashioned type is Autumn Queen, thought by some
to be obtainable only from old gardens but now to be had from a

number of sources. It is about the size of a silver dollar and a

very pretty shade of rosy pink.

There are some extra fine varieties of the same size as this old

kind, the best of which 1 will name. A pure white one, Soeur
Melaine, is quite hardy and the flower full double. Everyone is

attracted to Julia Lagravere, a rich dark maroon, and also Fremy,
a German variety with crepe petals of a pleasing shade of terra
cotta. Airs. Snyder. a rich golden yellow is quite large and showy.
There are other very fine large ones, among which may just be
mentioned. Globe
d'Or, a fine lemon

yellow ; Victor,
claret; Strath-
m e a t h, a large,
clear pink; Prince

Victor, brownish
red and Stratagem,
crimson, shaded
gold.

The . button type

appeals to m a n y

people and from it

the fi r s t to be

selected
.
is Brown

Bessie, as it is al-

most as well known
as Autumn Queen.
A rich, golden yel-
low is Golden Mile.

Martha.and in NeU
lie Rai.nsford we
have a mingling of

orange, salmon and
red. Model is a

The larger hardy chrysanthemums resem-
ble asters in the size and form of their
flowers
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good white of this form, and through the florist many have be-

come acquainted with the very small flower known as Baby. It

is not larger than the head of a good-sized hat-pin and quite full

and round.

There is a type with quilled petals that is decidedly pretty, the

principal one being St. Illoria, of a deep shade of pink fading to

a lighter pink after being open for a few days. Mrs. Vincent is a

rich magenta of the same form, and both are good-sized flowers.

One single form deserves special mention on account of its dis-

tinctive color. It is called Sunset, the petals being of a burnt-

orange shade which forms a striking contrast with the yellow
stamens in the centre.

With such an array of color to brighten the Indian summer we
should be sure always to include plenty of hardy chrysanthemums
in planning perennial or shrub borders.

WARREN J. CHANDLER.

The colors obtainable in the hardy chrysanthemum in all types range from white through yellows and reds

WE appreciate the crocus and the snowdrop because thev ap-

pear before the snow has gone and show that spring has

come agajn. In much the same way we appreciate the hardy

chrysanthemums because they are the last of the season's flowers

and remain beautiful even when touched by the first snow of the

new winter. They are more hardy even than the wild asters, and

are the chief dependence o'f northern gardens for outdoor blossoms

in November. They are often called pompon chrysanthemums
because of the small size of the flowers.

which show all the colors of the large

chrysanthemums, the yellows and the

reds being especially attractive.

These chrysanthemums were grown
in profusion in many of the old-fash-

ioned gardens of two or three genera-
tions ago. When they waned in popu-
larity many of them held on, surviving

neglect with sturdy vigor, so that when
flower lovers were ready to take them

up again they were to be found here
and there in sequestered corners of the

old gardens. To a considerable extent

such varieties were gathered in by
neighboring nurserymen and given new
names because the old ones were not

known.

One of the largest plant dealers in

America now lists thirty varieties of

hardy pompon chrysanthemums. An-
other important firm that specializes in

plants for border gardens lists twenty-
four of the best sorts. These are both

Pennsylvania firms, and it is significant
that the catalogues of firms farther

north that grow their own plants have
fewer kinds for sale. This very likely
is due to the lack of hardiness of the

missing varieties, and it is a reminder

There are fewer singles than doubles among the

hardy varieties, but these few daisy-like forms
are particularly attractive

of that excellent rule for buying hardy perennials buy from

north of your own latitude rather than from south of it.

While it is often stated that these chrysanthemums are hardy
in the most northern States, this is by no means true of all va-

rieties. Xorth of the latitude of New York City a careful selec-

tion either of hardy sorts or of acclimated strains is desirable. A
few years ago 1 set a number of varieties in a favorable position

in Massachusetts. The bed was given good winter protection, but

very soon all the plants had disappeared
but two sorts which thrived and spread.
( )n inquiry I found that at least one and

perhaps both of these survivors had

been obtained from an old-fashioned

garden nearby, where they had been

grown for a long time. Of another lot

of plants shipped from farther south

and carefully protected in winter, only
a few survived to the second season

Consequently it seems well worth while

for northern gardeners to order their

plants from nurseries at least as far

north as they live and to insist that the

plants delivered shall have been grown
locally by the dealer. This will make
the likelihood of survival much greater
A protected border within easy view

of the house is an especially desirable

place for planting these hardy chrysan-
themums, where the flowers will add to

the cheer of the waning season. If the

flowers are to be cut, however, they
should be in a more remote situation,

but still near a protecting wall or hedge
to keep them from full exposure to the

cold autumn winds. They are especial-

ly effective in masses, so it is much bet-

ter to plant them so that there are many
together rather than singly at some dis
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As a cut flower the hardy chrysanthemum
lasts for weeks indoors

tance apart and very widely scattered.

These chrysanthemums are particularly
useful for cut flowers, as they last for weeks and mass together
in flower jars in very attractive ways. They are especially good
for use in wall vases, on the background of a plain wall covering.
The varieties vary greatly in size ; the smallest are the tiny

flowers of the button type and the largest the well-developed
flowers of the aster type. Between these extremes are various in-

termediate sizes. There is also much variation in the height of the

plants ; some are dwarf forms, excellent for bedding ; others are

very tall, excellent for the back part of the border, while the ma-

jority are intermediate, reaching a height of from two to three feet.

At the Chrysanthemum Show in Xew York last autumn the

splendid exhibits of pompons attracted much attention. Judging
by appearances alone the following varieties were among the best

shown :

Baby : Button
; golden yellow.

Bedouin : Small
;
mixture of garnet and white.

Julia Lagravere :

Large ;
rich maroon.

Mrs. Snyder:
Large ; rich yellow.
X el lie Rainsford :

Small ; orange salmon,

tipped red.

Prince Victor:
Large ; brownish red.

S o e u r Melaine :

Large ; pure white.

Sunset: Medium;
single, reddish brown.
Yellow Gem : Me-

dium.

Mary Keyes:
White, daisy-like.

Baby Marguerite:
Button ; white on a

stem.

Savannah : Button
;

brilliant yellow.
Golden Mademoi-

The button type comprises flowers as small
as a half inch in diameter, borne many
on a stem

Set plants out now, so that you will have
cut flowers when these are very scarce

In the garden plant your chrysanthemums in a mass rather than as individual plants

selle .Martha: Small; clear, orange yellow.

There is much variation in the variety

lists of the different catalogues. A few standard storts are listed

in all or nearly all, but to a large extent each list is different from

the others. There are probably many synonyms.
The hardy chrysanthemums can be bought in the form of well-

rooted young plants from all the more important nurserymen.

They are usually quoted at from ten to twenty-five cents apiece.

In a rich soil and with other conditions favorable the plants spread

rapidly from the crown, so that in two or three years a single

specimen will form a cluster that can be readily separated into

many plants. They are also readily started from stem cuttings.
The bed for these chrysanthemums should be well prepared by

dee]) spading and the digging in of a good amount of barnyard
fertilizer. When this has been done and the surface smoothed
with a rake so that the soil is in fine tilth, the young plants should

be set about eighteen inches apart if there is plenty of room, but

closer if necessary. They should be planted early in May and set

a little deeper than

.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1^_^^_^_ _ they were growing be-

f o r e. Then the sur-

face of the soil should

be kept well tilled to

conserve moisture and

keep down weeds, and

every thing done to

bring about a good
growth the first sea-

son. If the plants do
not get a good start it

will be worth while to

pinch off the blossom
buds this season, but

this is usually not nec-

e s s a r y. Vigorous
young pot-grown
plants raised from

cuttings are the most
desirable.

(Continued on

page 384)



The Real Meaning and Use of Architectural Detail
IV. THE ENGLISH TRANSITION PERIOD OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY, KNOWN POPULARLY UNDER THE
NAMES "TUDOR "AND" ELIZABETHAN" A MINE OF SUGGESTION FOR LIBRARY, DINING-ROOM OR HALL

BY LOUIS BOYNTON
Illustrations from "In English Homes," by Charles Latham

[A series of articles by prominent architects appeared in this magazine last year, outlining the characteristics of the more common architectural

styles used for country houses. Another matter of great importance to those who would build consistently is the detail. Mr. Boynton's series of
articles aims to ex-plain the. origin and use of motives, ornament and molding characteristics in connection u'ith the better known styles of architec-
ture. The articles that have appeared are: Colonial Detail, fan., 1911; English Renaissance, Feb.; Italian Renaissance, Mar. EDITOR.]

IN
order to arrive at an intelligent understanding of the earlier

English work the work which preceded the period of the

English Renaissance it is necessary to know something of the

conditions which governed
the planning and building
of the country house where
most of the best examples
of ornament are to be

found.

Until at least as late as

the middle of the sixteenth

century such houses were

built for defense. While
their purpose was not pri-

marily military, it w a s

nevertheless necessary to

arrange them so that they

might be easily protected
from surprise or injury.
In such an atmosphere of

unrest it is easy to see how
the furnishings would
naturally partake of the
character of camp equip-

age, and in fact the bulk of

the property, apart from
the buildings and the abso-

lutely indispensable furni-

ture, consisted of things
which were easily portable.
It was only by slow degrees
that the open court and the

H plan was adopted and
came at length to be the

typical arrangement ;
and

so the development of the

English country house
from the fortified feudal

stronghold was a gradual
process. The English peo-

ple were very tenacious of

their customs and habits

and did not give way to

new fashions readily, nor
,rA +v, t, tu The Banqueting Hall, Hever Castle.
did they change their mode halls W

4
ere th

s
e screens, usually ric

of living until new condi- is over the vestibule and passage
tions arose which made
the adoption of such change logical and in fact inevitable.

The period of this development or transition from the late per-

pendicular Gothic work to the first examples of the true Renais-
sance was almost exactly comprised in the sixteenth century : in

other words, from the accession of Henry VIII to the beginning
of the reign of Charles I. It is commonlv known under the names

"Tudor" and "Elizabethan," the Tudor being the early work, when
the Gothic influence predominated, and the Elizabethan covering
the later half of the century when Renaissance detail was more

in evidence.

As has been said, the Eng-
lish hanor house of the

late Gothic period was a

fortified, or at least easily

defended, group of build-

ings. The great hall was

the center of the life, both

of the family and the re-

tainers. This hall had a

conventional arrangement
which was seldom varied.

It was lighted from both

sides with the entrance at

one end through a screened

off passage and with the

dais at the opposite end.

The house spread out from

both ends of this hall, which

divided it into two parts.

As the hall extended to the

roof there were necessarily

stairways at each end to

reach the upper stories.

Even in the more elabo-

rate houses up to the time

of Elizabeth, there was lit-

tle furniture and practically

no fixed or built-in decora-

tion except in the screens

at the entrance end of the

hall and, rarely, in the fire-

places.

There are complete inven-

tories of the furnishings of

some of these houses where

there was an abundance of

rich plate, with hangings
and ''feclderbeddes," and

wall hangings but practi-

cally no mention of carv-

ings or furniture. In fact,

most of their possessions,

apart from what was built

into the houses, seems to have been of the easily portable kind, and

they relied on arras, or tapestry hangings, for covering the bare

masonry walls.

The earliest use of wainscot was in the ecclesiastical buildings

and as it was designed to take the place of hangings, it was treated

very simply and was commonly made up of a great many small

At the entrance end of these great
hly decorated; the musicians' gallery

space thus enclosed
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Paneling in the Hall of Magdalena College, Oxford, showing the rich-
ness obtained by the use of the linen-fold and heraldic motives

panels. The primary
intention was to cover

the surface rather
than to decorate it, and

what decoration there

was, was achieved by

elaborating the sur-

face of these panels.

Occasionally the

shape of the panels
was varied by the use

of arched forms, and

the arches were deco-

rated, but even then

the general effect was
of a monotonous suc-

cession of rather
small panels. The
effect of this treat-
ment was charming
and the writer knows
no more interesting

Rothamsted, the Old Hall a room that in its woodwork is somewhat similar to mod-
ern "craftsman" work, but with a saving sense of the value of good ornament

rooms than some
where simple paneling is carried up to

the ceiling, and framed pictures and

sconces, embroidery, etc., are hung over

the wainscot without regard to the ar-

rangement of the panels, which are

thus partly covered up.
One of the most common forms used

in this panel decoration was the "linen-

fold," which suggests cloth or parch-
ment arranged in vertical folds with
the edges showing the convolutions of

the material. There are several varia-

tions of this treatment, as in the charm-

ing, almost modern, interior at Rotham-
sted. Here the vertical lines in the

panels are preserved, but in other re-

spects the detail is quite differently
handled. This room is curiously simi-

lar to some of the modern "Craftsman"
work, but with a saving sense of the

value of well designed, well placed
ornaments.

The quality of what is called "all-

over" decoration the covering of a

surface with a pattern that repeats mo-

The dining-room fireplace at Baddesley Clinton
typical in its elaborate carving and the ab-

sence of a mantel shelf

notonously, which is so evident in the wainscoting, was character-

istic of a great deal of the decoration of this period.

The screens at the end of the banqueting halls were usually

richly decorated, as was the front of the musicians' gallery which

was placed above. These screens formed a sort of vestibule, with

the entrance door at one end of the space which they cut off from

the large hall. This vestibule was also used as a sort of serving-

room and generally communicated directly with the kitchen.

There is at least one house where the chapel intervened between

this space and the kitchen, and where the passage connecting
them was through the end of the chapel opposite the altar

a curious commentary on their feeling for the sacredness of

the place.

Much of the ornament o-f this period was derived directly from

the Flemish. During the persecutions of the Duke of Alva a

great many capable craftsmen fled to Protestant England, and

their work fitted well with the late Gothic work of that country.
Such a screen as the one at Hever Castle shows the Flemish in-

fluence, and the Ital-

ian Renaissance forms

used here had evident-

ly been translated first

into Dutch.

The use of medal-

lions in the panels
with Renaissance
forms was common at

this time, and they

frequently enclosed a

head in profile. This

motive was of course

imported direct from

Italy, but it suffered

m a n y changes into

forms that were both

weird and strange as

Italian ornament; but

which, nevertheless

were often very full

of charm.
In the lower part of

this screen at Hever
the character of the carving is distinctly
Flemish. The sense of the shape of the
individual pieces of wood is strongly
preserved and one feels the craftsman

making the very best use that his ca-

pacity allowed of the material at his
command.

The Jacobean mantel is a very charac-

teristically individual development of
this period. At Baddesley Clinton the

dining-room fireplace is a very fine ex-

ample of the decoration in use at this
time. The stone facing is usually even
simpler than in this case, but the general
arrangement is typical. The opening
was su-rounded by a simple stone fac-

ing and at both sides, and above was
placed an elaborately carved wood man-
tel, without a shelf and with heraldic
devices in the panels above.

The supports at the sides with the

curiously bulging form and covered
with strap work, the flat arches in the

panels at the side of the center panel
which contains the coat of arms, the
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* Grow Your Own Fruit

IV. STRAWBERRIES AND GRAPES THE WHOLE MATTER OF SELECTING VARIETIES,

SETTING OUT PLANTS, CULTIVATION, AND WAR AGAINST THEIR ENEMIES

BY F.

Photographs

ARE you one of the

thousands who, while

possessing at home a gar-
den plot with a nice sunny

exposure, still annually con-

sent to pay fifteen to

twenty-five cents a quart
for half ripe or over ripe

berries. Do you realize that

strawberries may be grown
readily in any good sunny

garden and that the twenty-
five cents you pay for a box
of extra early, extra bitter

berries will actually buy twenty-five straw-

berry plants; and that these plants with

their runners set out and well cared for

will produce easily half a quart each next

season? But that is not the whole story. You can grow better

berries than you can buy. because the quality is never perfect un-

less the berries are ripened on the vines and fresh gathered.
The two great deterrents to home strawberry growing are not

any difficulties met in growing the plants ; they are, first, lack of

definite information on the subject, and, secondly, the necessity of

waiting until the following season for a crop. It is so hard to

make any of our own plans reach beyond the usual annual circle.

With the price of layer plants of the best varieties so low. it

will hardly pay to get plants of some unknown sort from a neigh-
bor's bed, but getting the plants near at hand has one advantage ;

they should be kept out of the soil but a few hours. However, if

you have your bed ready, the plants from the seedsman or nursery-
man will not suffer, because they will be (or should be) carefully

packed to keep the roots moist. In either case be prepared to

get the plants into the ground as soon as they come into your

possession.

It has been said that strawberries can be grown in any soil. It

is true, that at least some
varieties will do well in al-

most every soil, but good
rich sandy loam, with a

southern exposure, pro-
tected on the north is the

best if early berries are

desired. A northern ex-

posure is more suitable for

the late varieties. In

either case, the situation

should be open and airy.

These are two require-

ments, deep soil and thor-

ough draining, if the larg-

est, finest berries are

wanted
;
both may be had

at little expense for such
a small area as will be re-

quired in the home garden.
In addition, the soil

must be thoroughly pre-

pared. This is even more

important with strawber-

ries than with most gar-

L
1

". R O C K \V E L L

bv Nathan R. Graves

Proper mulching of the strawberry bed is probably the most important
element in success. Use salt or meadow hay, preferably

den crops. Unless the

ground is in excellent con-

dition, cross plow and sub-

soil plow should be used

and then thoroughly fined

and harrowed.

Manure, too, is important.

Old, fine mixed, yard ma-

nure will be the best thing

to get, or a manure com-

post, well rotted up. If not

enough manure can be got,

supplement with chemical

fertilizers the best com-

bination being ground bone, acid phosphate
and muriate of potash in equal proportions
and at the rate of five pounds per square
rod. Whether manure or fertilizer is used,

supplement with light dressings of nitrate of soda, (i) just after

setting, (2) in August or September of each season's growth and

(3) soon after the blossoms open in spring.

The young plants, or runners, for new beds are usually set out

in the spring April or first part of May and on the whole this is

more satisfactory than autumn setting. For the pot-layered sys-
tem described later, early autumn setting is necessary. The spring
weather is more likely to be favorable to rapid new growth and the

"layers" that have wintered over are all well hardened and ripened
and in better shape to stand the disturbance incidental to trans-

planting. When setting out runners from one's own bed, so that

the plants need be out of the soil only a short time, fall planting
need not be disadvantageous if a favorable day and time can be

chosen.

Before setting, the plants should be put in shape by removing
all dead or broken and large leaves and trimming back the roots

about one-half. This gives a nice stocky, stubby little plant that

can be ''set" nicely. If your plants have been shipped from a dis-

tance the roots may have

been "puddled" or dipped
in clay mud, to keep them
moist. If so, rinse them
off in water and trim be-

fore planting. The actual

operation of setting the

plant in the soil is one of

the most important in the

whole culture of the

strawberry. It is best to

do this work on a cloudy

day or late in the after-

noon. If only a few rows
are being set, they may of

course easily be watered
and shaded, The soil

should be so well prepared
that it will not be neces-

sary to use a dibble, as the

roots should be spread
out. Do not cover the

crown. Set the roots in

as deep as is necessary to

cover all the roots, but not
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deeper. Set them in firm if the soil is dry press

into place with the balls of the feet, placed either

side of the newly set plants.

There are two types of layers : those rooted auto-

matically in the soil of the bed, and pot-layers.

These latter are got by sinking two or three inch

pots into the soil and filling level and holding a

rooting runner in place over each with a small

stone, so that the roots will be confined within the

pot. These, of course stand transplanting more

readily than the ordinary layers, especially in sum-

mer or autumn.

There are two ways of setting the plants suited

to the home garden, where the best in quality as

well as in yield should always be aimed at. The

first is the hill system. The plants are set in rows

about a foot apart. The rows may be single, or four or five to-

gether in a bed, the rows a foot apart, with a two foot alley be-

tween the beds. In this case all runners are pinched off as soon

as they start and the ground hoed between the hills. Where only

a few plants are grown and the soil is rich and may be watered,

this method will probably give the

best satisfaction. The second is the

"matted row" system. The plants

are set. twelve inches apart in rows

about three feet apart. As the run-

ners start, they are rooted to a dis-

tance of six or eight inches on each

side of the row and then turned

along it. This gives a neat, narrow

row, twelve to sixteen inches wide.

These new plants are separated from

the parent ones as soon as well estab-

lished, and all other runners, from

both sets of plants, kept pinched off.

There are also two system of grow-

ing the berries as well as two of set-

ting the plants ;
the annual, by which

only one crop of berries is taken before the plants are discarded.

and the biennial. The latter may be used with either the hill or

the matted row system, but in either case the first crop will be the

best if not the biggest, and the beds must be kept clean. For the

annual system, pot-layered plants and the hill system of growing
are used and maximum quality and quantity of crop attained.

This system is as follows : as soon as the plants are through fruit-

ing or by setting aside for propagation purposes a few plants, not

permitted to fruit, get new plants by the pot-layering method. As
soon as possible after the middle of July, set these in the new bed,

which must be rich and thoroughly prepared and give them clean

frequent cultivation until the fall. Pinch off all runners as fast

as they appear. The idea is to make a strong quick growth and

concentrate it all in the newly set crowns, thus assuring a full crop
of the very best fruit for the following spring. The advantages
of this system are, that there is a full crop every year, instead of

only two in three years. After the old bed is plowed down for a

late vegetable crop, there is time for an early one. lettuce, peas,

beets, etc., before the new bed is set. It also means the very best

quality and size of fruit.

Whatever methods of planting and growing are used, the beds

must be kept clean and frequently cultivated. A wheel- hoe and a

small "onion" hoe for use between the plants are the handiest tools

to use. For a month or two after setting the plants work the

ground rather deeply, but as the new roots begin to form and

spread, restrict it to an inch or two in depth. It is particularly

important to maintain the soil mulch in dry weather, by frequent

stirring of the soil.

The purpose of mulching the strawberry bed is five fold. It

Marshall, a standard

main-crop variety

Gandy, one of the

best late varieties

gives winter protection ;
holds the plants from start-

ing prematurely in the spring ; keeps the berries

clean
;
retains the soil moisture

; and keeps the weeds

down. So it pays to do it well. Salt or meadow hay
is the ideal material to use, but if it cannot be had,

other cheap hay, straw or even leaves will answer.

Cover both beds and walls to a depth of two or three

inches, before severe frosts. Hold in place, if neces-

sary, with boards or plank. Leave on until growth
starts in the spring and then pull aside from each

plant to let the leaves and flower stalks up through.

Keep as evenly and compactly about the plants as

possible, to mulch the soil and to protect the fruit.

The strawberry is comparatively free from seri-

ous injury by disease, "rust" or blighting of the

leaves being the most troublesome. Where clean

culture is given, and the beds kept clown only one or two years at

a time, it is most unlikely to prove troublesome. Sometimes also

they are attacked by mildew. Both troubles are controlled by

spraying with Bordeaux. Make first application soon after plants
are set and three or four times before fall, and just before blos-

soming, following ten days later in the spring.

Among the insect enemies, the White Grub (larva of the June
bug) is the most troublesome. Dig out and destroy. Do not fol-

low grass or sod directly with strawberries. The strawberry
worm, a small green caterpillar, sometimes proves annoying, when
in large quantities. Dust the foliage, while moist, with finely

sifted ashes or with lime. If cut-worms cause any trouble, dig up
and destroy and catch with sweetened bran mash sprayed with

Paris green.
In selecting varieties of strawberries, care must be taken, if

the "imperfect"' flavored sorts are planted, to have a row of some

"perfect"' flowering sort every six to nine feet. The following
are all good, high quality berries, that are successfully grown
over a wide range of soil and climate: (Early) Haverland,

Michel's Early, Warfield, Bubach No. 5, Glen Mary, Brandy-
wine, Marshall, Xick, Ohmer and Sample. (Late) Common-
wealth, Gandy.

The Grape
There may be some excuse for your not growing your own-

fruits, if your space is limited, but you
cannot use this excuse about grapes.
The classical fig-tree may not be

adapted to your particular climate but

by all means have your own vine : if

there is not room for a trellis in the

garden, train it against a wall of the

house, wagon shed or garage.
The grape is not particular as to

soil, as long as it is well drained. I

have seen them thriving on soil so

gravelly that it would seem nothing
could grow there. If it can be had, a

soil rather of clay composition will be

best. The exposure should be to the

sun, and if possible an open, airy one.

If the soil is not already in good con-

dition, and well enriched, prepare it

thoroughly in both these respects be-

fore you plant. Stable manure will

be good to use, provided it is well rotted up, but a liberal dressing
of wood ashes should be added to supply potash, as it is necessary
to have the wood thoroughly ripen and harden by fall, for upon
this depends the crop of the following year. If using chemicals,

take equal parts of bone, acid phosphate and muriate of potash,
with a light top dressing of nitrate of soda, early in the spring

Haverland, a tried-

and-true early va-

riety
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Some Edging Plants Worth Trying
PLANTS OTHER THAN THE COMMON CANDYTUFT OR SWEET ALYSSUM A FEW
PRINCIPLES THAT SHOULD GOVERN THE FORM AND COLOR OF EDGINGS

r, v IDA D. BENNETT

I

Candytuft, which with sweet

alyssum is one of the com-
monest white edging plants

T is always a matter of

economy in gardening to

make use of low-growing
plants as edgings to beds of

taller, more important
growths. This not only makes
for economy in the use of

space, but also fills out an

otherwise uninteresting hiatus

between the point where the

taller growths cease and the

edge of the grass begin*, be-

sides covering the more or

less ungraceful lower part of

the plants.

Often very effective color

combinations are produced by
the use of a brilliant-flowered

edging plant in harmony with,

or in striking contrast to, the

central motif of the beds.

Beds of bright scarlet flowers,

for instance, are greatly heightened in brilliancy by a border of

white, and beds of soft pinks and rose can be made lovely with

edgings of lavender of a rosy shade, while yellow best sets off a

bed of blue flowers. A bed either of strong-colored larkspurs, or

blue lupins is beautiful when contrasted with a border of yellow
eschscholtzias.

No attempt should be made to edge beds filled with recumbent

or trailing plants, as such an effort would simply result in a gen-
eral mixup. But any plant which grows erect and is not specially

symmetrical from the ground up will be improved by the presence
of a small plant about its feet.

One of the prettiest plants for a planting in partial shade is the

lobelia either the Crystal
Palace, Compacta, Heterophil-

la. Major, Prima Donna or

White Gem, which offer a

choice of a blue, crimson or

white flower. Usually the iHjie

forms will be preferred "arkl

the Crystal Palace 1 will b&
found very satisfactory. Lo-
belias are very easily raised

from seed and as the seeds-

men are usually very generous
with it, a single packet will

furnish sufficient plants .for

edging several beds.

The ageratum is another

easily raised plant, and seed

sown in boxes in the house or

in the hotbed in April will come
into bloom in June. One must
be sure, however, to secure the

seed of the dwarf varieties as

Tiarella the native foam flower
gives an eight-inch height

of its bloom in May and June

the taller-growing varieties

are very straggling and un-

Sweet alyssum is the most popular of all, blooming steadily until

after frost. Use flower edgings for flower beds, foliage edgings for

non-flowering groups

satisfactory. Little Blue Star

is the most dwarf of all, rarely

exceeding four or five inches

in height and producing very

freely great quantities of

bright blue flowers. Cope's Pet

is a fine, light blue, very desir-

able, but the white ageratums
are seldom satisfactory, as the

color is not clear and discolors

in the sun. Ageratums will do

well in almost any soil or situa-

tion.

Sweet alyssum is always

popular and makes a lovely

edging where a trailing or

creeping plant can be used. It

is a rapid grower and is in-

clined to get beyond bounds,
which is the worst that can be

said of it. It is lovely for a

border around a lily-pool and
for the rockwork. Seed should be sown where the plants are to

remain as they do not bear transplanting well and are apt to be
lost if moved from one place to another.

One of the prettiest edging plants is the Bellis or English Daisy.
It will grow anywhere, in sun or in shade, and any soil seems to

suit it. It may be readily grown from seed and may be increased

by root division, but as it self-sows freely one is apt to have an
embarrassment of riches in a season or two. All single-flowering
plants should be discarded as soon as they identify themselves,
and all double forms showing a yellow eye and flowers double to

the center retained
;
in this way one preserves the quality of the

flowers and secures an edging that is uniform in effect.

Drunimond's phlox is always
a substantial asset in the gar-
den. The manner of growth
and height of the plants is de-

sirable, and the richness and

variety of the colors make it

especially sought after; it is

possible to find a color in this

flower that will harmonize or
contrast favorably with almost

any color scheme. For beds of
blue flowers there is a most at-

tractive buff or white. For
scarlet flowers the phlox offers

the most brilliant of scarlets,

and for dark red flowers there

is a deep rich red phlox. Seed

may be sown in the open
ground in May or, for earlier

bloom, in the hotbed or flats in

the house. Transplant when
danger of frost is past to the

permanent location. They are

(Continued on page 370.)
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Bacteria as the Gardener's Allies

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INOCULATING SEED OF THE POD-BEARING
PLANT WITH BACTERIA THAT HELP THEM TO DRAW NITROGEN FROM THE AIR

BY KATHARINE NEWBOLD BIRDS ALL

THE home gardener, as well as the farmer, has cause to thank

the scientists who have been experimenting with the ques-
tion of fertilizing seeds before planting, as against the old method
of fertilizing the soil in which the seeds are sown. Is it not a sim-

ple matter to buy one's fertilizer in a small bottle in the form of

jell}-, add a little sugar and water, shake the bottle thoroughly to

dissolve the jelly, and pour the liquid into a bowl in which the

seeds have previously been placed? The seeds need only to be

moistened with this solution, which contains a certain bacteria, to

inoculate them with the power to form nodules on their roots

which absorb nitrogen from the air and feed it to the plants.

Surely this is a much more simple process than the purchase of

fertilizers which must be worked into the ground. The one draw-

back to this great scheme is that it directly benefits only the

legumes the pod-bearing plants such as peas, beans, sweet peas,

alfalfa, peanuts, etc. Indirectly, however, it benefits other crops
as well, for while these do not form nodules on their roots they
seem to thrive better in soil that has grown inoculated legumes.
A bacterium, the scientists tell us, is ''the smallest of the micro-

scopic organisms" the smallest of the vegetable organisms, com-

posed of but a single cell, which can move and propagate itself.

.. The work of the beneficial bacteria, which interest us for our

gardens, is that of supplying to certain plants the most necessary
element of plant life, nitrogen. Nitrogen, as many of us have

learned, is one of the essential constituent parts of the elementary
material which composes plant and animal life. It is a neces-

sary ingredient in foods for animal and for plant life. Most

plants absorb it through the soil and furnish it in food for animals.

When living things die or secretions decompose, some of their

nitrogen, largely in the form of ammonia, is reduced to nitrates by
bacteria and is then food for plants. Hence we fertilize our soil

with decomposed matter in order to enrich it with nitrogen which

shall be absorbed

by the seeds and

roots.

One function of

certain bacteria is

to decompose sub-

stances which, if

allowed to collect,

would fill the whole
earth with dead

animals and plants.
If it were not for

these bacteria, dead
animal and plant
bodies would re-

ni a i n as fixed as

rocks ; dead trees,

plants, animal and
human bodies
would cover every-

thing. Nature has

provided bacteria

to decompose these

bodies as soon as

life ceases, resolv-

ing them into their

original simple

Root of a pea vine showing the nodules in-

strumental in extracting nitrogen from the
air

chemical elements. This decomposition is prevented by man when

he quiets the bacteria by preserving meats and vegetables. Ice

also quiets the bacteria for they must have comparative warmth

to become active and to grow.
There is plenty of nitrogen in the atmosphere for all animals

and plants. The question is, how shall we get it? Man absorbs

it in certain foods. Foods absorb it through fertilizers. The

population of the earth is fast increasing ;
the supply of fertiliz-

ers is not increasing and is insufficient for the foodstuffs.

As the atmosphere is four-fifths nitrogen, it stands to reason

for economy that we should get our nitrogen fertilizer direct from

the air. It is an elusive element, but the scientists have caught or

"fixed" it by a simple process, with the aid of nature. They en-

courage the plants themselves to do the work of gathering the

bacteria, which in turn help the plant to gather nitrogen from the

atmosphere, and store it for plant use.

Bacteria are much too small to be seen by the naked eye. A pin
head will hold thousands of them. There is no way exactly to

count them, and they multiply with marvelous rapidity. Each
bacterium will divide itself and then divide again and again into

myriads of new bacteria; this process is called '"fission."

The certain plants upon which nitrogen-gathering bacteria

thrive are legumes, comprising most of the pod-bearing plants.

The method of securing the bacteria for farm and garden use has

recently been perfected and is now within the reach of everyone
a wonderful piece of work when we consider that there are thou-

sands of different kinds of bacteria in the soil, and unless we have
the righ kind for the crop we wish to plant, they will do no good.
Each kind of legume has its own particular kind of bacteria.

The bacteria settle in groups on the rootlets of most pod-bearing
plants, peas, beans, lent

:

ls, clover, etc. They can easily be seen by
the naked eye when grouped in colonies in little knots or lumps
called "nodules"

which grow on the

rootlets of the

healthy plants.
These bacteria are

nitrogen -
gathering

and have a store of

nutriment to feed

to the plants. This

being established as

a fact, scientists

had but to gather
the bacteria and in-

oculate other plants
with them, so that

new nodules form
on the plants, and
the bacteria which
increase so rapid-

ly gather nitrogen

for the new plant.

The next import-
ant question w^is to

supply them to the

farmers, and gar-

( Continued o n

373)

At the left a vine grown from inoculated
seed showing the comparison with the
ordinary kind
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The homestead of the Mead family near Greenwich, Connecticut, built in 1796. It is rare indeed in America to find a house of this age still

occupied by the family of its original builders, and still rarer to find its rooms furnished as consistently as the following pictures indicate

A Home of the Eighteenth Century, Today
BY ALFRED MORTON GITHENS

Photographs by Chester M. Whitney and the author

or a house built in the "Colonial" or character in the orderly arrangement of doors and windows, porch
is naturally interested in the contem- and roof-lines. It stands much as it did when first constructed,

He eagerly visits a place whose fittings though the spruce trees planted to break the northwest wind are

grown, and the great box-

bushes crowd the Greek

columns of the porch ;
a

house that suggests
Christmas or Thanksgiv-

ing day reunions
;
the "old

homestead" of the im-

agination.
Much of the furniture

is associated with former

family life. In the

early days, they say, the

Franklin stove in the din-

ing-room was considered

such a scientific heating

apparatus that, neglecting
the other fireplaces, the

household drew its Wind-
sor chairs to face the hot-

ter blaze ; then, turning.

IF
one has an old house

"farmhouse" style, he

porary way of furnishing,
have retained their old

character, for from them

may come a criticism or

suggestion he might ap-

ply to some room of his

own, and by studying

many examples he gradu-

ally builds up a sense of

congruity between the
style and its proper fur-

nishings. Therefore,
knowing a house a hun-

dred-odd years old, built

by former members of the

family that now occupies

it, we felt that its interest

should be shared by those

who care for such things.
It is a dignified house

of the Georgian period
with little or no ornamen-
tation but with stately

"The spruce trees planted to break the northwest wind are grown, and the

great box-bushes crowd the Greek columns of the porch"

let the heat play between
the slender spindles, on
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The rosewood sofa and chairs of long ago are still grouped around the fireplace. It is

interesting to notice the simplicity of the mantel and the modeled iron fire-back

chilly backs and shoulders. (Under one of the chairs is pasted a

label dated 1796, describing how "all kinds of Windsor Chairs
and Setties" were made in New York on "Catherine Street above
the Tea-Water Pump.") Doors were tight shut against the cold

of the hallway ;
a vista wide open from

room to room would have been dearly paid
for by logs and close attention. The open
fire was naturally the center of interest

notice in the parlour how the rosewood
chairs and sofa are grouped about it

; the

modeled iron fire-backs were in some cases

the only architectural ornaments in a room.

However, in the back-parlour it is differ-

ent, for this room is used in part as a li-

brary, and the windows and table become
the more important features. The pedestal
of this table is particularly interesting; un-

fortunately it is obscured in the photograph

by the dark paper behind, a visible criticism

of dark wall paper in an old house
;
for the

wall papers here afe not in character. One

might safely guess that the walls were for-

merly tinted or in sanded plaster only, and
the delicate mahogany carving showed in

strong silhouette. Notice the modeled legs
of the china-cupboard against the white

paneled wood
;
the silhouette of all old fur-

niture has evidently received great atten-

tion, and perhaps the light background ex-

plains the reason, for with our dark wall

paper, silhouette is not of much importance.
But let him who contemplates light walls

in the old manner beware of one thing : that they will exact ex-

treme care in arranging his furniture, for each piece stands clearly
forth and what was
not noticeable with

Originally the walls of the hall were probably finished in tinted or sanded plaster only.
Papering was rarely found excepting in important formal rooms

A very curious piece is the tall china cup-
board, holding the china and cut-glass of
past generations

dark walls is a fault with light. Farmhouse
walls were washed with something re-

sembling kalsomine, and delicate shades of

pink, blue and buff are common. The stair

hall of a neighboring house is painted gray-
white with an irregular gray stippling sug-
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gesting marble; another has a coat of

sanded plaster mixed with a yellow ochre,

so the wall is a clear pale buff. Paper

printed in colors was imported from Eng-
land, but rarely used and then only in the

most important rooms of the more formal

houses. In general it copied the frescoes of

the time Watteau shepherds and shep-

herdesses, landscapes, or Japanese tea-gar-

dens. Records tell of sending to England
the exact dimensions of the rooms with

doors and windows and the paper being

printed to order.

Of course everything from England was

highly prized and though after the War of

the Revolution they strenuously denied it,

still English buildings and English furni-

ture retained complete influence over every-

thing constructed by the new nation. Per-

haps we are prone to give too much credit

to the esthetic taste of the day ; probably the

excellence of the average work was purely
due to tradition. They were accustomed to

the regular arrangement of windows, to

roofs sloping at just a certain angle, to the

delicate plaster cornices and mantels

of Adam and his contemporaries ;
it

never occurred to them to design dif-

ferently. Then too, each village car-

penter had one of the various hand-

books on building that gave the "five

orders" complete in every detail, as

well as chimney-pieces and stairways
with working drawings of the newels

and just how to sweep the handrail

around in a curve mathematically
correct.

I have before me now the "Palla-

dio Londonensis, or London Art of

Building," dated 1748 and written by
a certain William Salmon for "the

young Practitioners." The title-page

describes how it contains "plain and

easy Directions for the construction of the

Five Orders of Architecture with their sev-

eral Pedistals, Columns, and Entablatures;
and a Parallel drawn between this and Mr.
Gibbs's Method and that of the Builder's

Repository. . .A large variety of Doors. . .

the proportion of Windows. . .the propor-
tion of rooms, ceiling-pieces, &c. . .the sev-

eral kinds of Staircases, with the various

forms of their twisted Rails . . . ," and so

forth.

If it ever occurred to a builder to range
four or five windows close together, or build

a corner fireplace, or to commit any of the

modern house's frivolities, it was doubtless

frowned upon as not according to the books
and therefore ignorantly "Gothick," as they

expressed it.

Among the gentry a knowledge of formal,
classic architecture was an essential part of
a man's education. Washington and Jef-
ferson were skilled architects and each has

half-a-dozen or more extremely admirable
mansions to his credit. Rigid conventional-

An

Spindle-back Windsor chairs, the Franklin stove and the clock that ticket the seconds of
the past century

ism founded on English work of the

eighteenth century produced the style

called "Colonial"
; probably the coun-

try builders then had as little archi-

tectural sense as they have to-day, only
the buildings they saw were better and

they were not further degraded by
such books as are issued by unqualified
"authorities." But "revenons a nos

moutons."

Most of the furniture here is well

worth remark the inlaid Hepple-
white sideboard with its old cut-glass
and silver, the mirrored console of the

i -J TJ , parlour with seven-branched candle-
inlaid Hepplewhite sideboard with its silver and

glass of long ago (Continued on page 386)

A front corner of the parlour, with the fine old secretary, the console table and the mirrors
that were so freely and effectively used in the olden times



The dahlia reigns in the fall garden of the author, reinforced by cosmos, chrysanthemums, asters, salvia, marigolds, zinnias and calendulas

The Autumn Garden of Dahlias
A SUGGESTION IN GARDENING ECONOMICS FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES
HIS FAMILY TO SHORE OR MOUNTAINS FOR THE MIDSUMMER MONTHS

BY HOBART A. WALKER

Photographs by E. S. Butterfield, N. R. Graves, E. J. Hall and Chas. Jones

THE fall garden must, by reason of its gorgeous and vo-

luptuous splendor, appeal to all who love and appreciate
nature. Then are the richest color effects seen in flowers and

foliage; then is the most wonderful passage in nature's glorious

symphony approaching its grand finale. Like marvelous chords

of close harmony the riotous coloring dazzles and thrills its ob-

servers, leaving with them beautiful memories of the past season

as well as anticipations of another harvest of glorious bloom.

My reason for a

special study of

fall gardening
must necessarily

appeal to many
others, busy men
whose city or sub-

urban homes are

vacated by their
families for a

period of two or

three months dur-

ing the summer
exodus to the

mountains or sea-

shore. Under these

circumstances it is

obviously futile to

spend time and
energy on flowers

which are at their

best in midsummer.
I have the very

Beauty of Kent. A modern show dahlia ,

two or more colors, striped with edges
lighter than the ground color flowers, narcissus.

crocuses, scilla, chiondoxa, etc., and later, peonies, roses, iris and

lilies, but my greatest efforts are reserved for the fall garden, and
the glory of the fall garden is the dahlia. This wonderful old-

fashioned flower is so well known and loved that it needs no intro-

duction from me. New varieties are being constantly introduced,
and able professional gardeners are giving their entire time to its

study and cultivation.

Two of the reasons for the popularity of the dahlia are its

hardinejs, and the

fact that it does not

need the constant

attention required

by roses and many
other flowers. It is

troubled very little

by insects or para-
sites of any kind.

My greatest trouble

has been with
grasshoppers which
eat the blossoms,
and they must be

picked off and
killed. The foliage
is luxurious and of

attractive shape so

that the plants are

an attraction in a

garden before the

arrival of the
flowers. Of course

the crowning splen-
The Cactus dahlia has long rays, not cupped,

dor is in the bios-
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soms, which for beauty and variety are unrivalled. Those ama-

teurs, who have not yet become enchanted by the culture of this

beautiful flower have much pleasure in store, and I hope that I

may be able to give them, from an amateur's experience, a few

practical ideas which may be of benefit.

Above all, in starting the dahlia garden, start right. Do not

select your roots from catalogues, but if possible see the flowers

first. This can easily be accomplished

by visiting some such exhibition as

the Dahlia Show, which is held every

September at the American Institute

in New York City. At this show,
both amateurs and professionals ex-

hibit a wonderful variety of blos-

soms, and orders may be placed for

such as suit the fancy of the grower.
I was fortunate in making my first

selection in this way, and secured ex-

actly the color effects I desired.

These bulbs are delivered to the buyer
in the early spring. At the risk of re-

peating information which is already
known I will give briefly the pro-

gram which I have carried out, and a

description of some of the varieties

of dahlias which I have grown satis-

factorily.

There is nothing gained by starting
dahlias too early. I do not plant mine
until the middle of May, but about

the first of May I dig trenches about

a foot deep, and spread all my roots

out in those trenches, sprinkling them

lightly with soil. A week or ten days
of this treatment causes them to swell

and the sprouts to appear. In most
cases one can then determine which

are lifeless and to be discarded.

When the eyes or shoots are easily distinguishable, the clumps can

be divided into individual roots.

In planting allow at least a space of three feet between the

plants more if possible. The reasons for this are that dahlias

are insatiable feed-

ers and need all the

nourishment which

they can derive
from the soil, and
their foliage is so

dense and spread-
i n g that they re-

quire a great deal

of space. If they
are too closely
planted the s u n-

shine would be un-

able to filter
t h r o u g h to the

ground.
The only ferti-

lizer which ,1 have

used is bonemeal,
and it is most ef-

fective. One at-

tractive quality
which it possessesAnother Cactus dahlia. Anyone prejudiced .1

against the old-fashioned dahlia has but
ls that lt does not

to see these forms to be won over breed weeds as

is the case very often with most barnyard or stable manure.

The holes for the roots are dug about twelve inches deep and
a good trowelful of bonemeal put in. Then a couple of trowelfuls

of earth, and the root laid carefully in with the sprout turned up-
ward. After filling in the hole make a slight depression in the

earth and put on top another trowelful of bonemeal. This will

sufficiently enrich the earth when soaked in by rain.

The next step is to keep weeds

away, which is not difficult, as the

dahlias leave very little nourish-

ment for other plants to feed on.

After the plants have attained a

fair growth several of the stalks

may be cut out if desired. The ad-

vantage of this treatment is to

secure a more dwarf growth with

larger blossoms. My system is to

do this with the foreground, and in

the background let the plants at-

tain a natural growth, which is

often a height of seven or eight
feet. They form thus a beautiful

background to the garden. I use

Wildfire, a most beautiful single

red dahlia, and Clifford W. Bru-

ton, a fine lemon yellow, for back-

ground effect, and have been able

to cut great quantities of blossoms

from them.

Unless the beginner is warned he

will lose some of his best specimens

by not supporting the plants prop-

erly with stakes. These stakes

should be driven well into the

ground and should be put in when
the plants have attained a height of

about three feet. Tie the plants to

the stakes with heavy cord or wide

bands of cloth. You will have better flowers and a greater abund-

ance if you clip off all the first buds, and remember that you can

afford to be generous with your blossoms, for the plants may be

shorn of every flower twice a week, and new ones appear as if by

magic.
After the leaves

are turned brown

by frost let the

plants stay in the

ground for a week
or so. Then remove
the roots, shaking
off the earth as

much as possible,

store them in

boxes between lay-

ers of newspapers
and put away in

the cellar in a dry
cool place. The
stalks and leaves

may be left on the

ground as they pro-
vide a good mulch.

There is such an

endless variety of

fine dahlias that it

is impossible to

have one specimen

Mr. Walker's "golden walk" is bordered with dwarf
marigolds, tall marigolds and calendulas

The Cactus Hybrid type is also called the
Decorative dahlia. The growth has here
been confined to one sturdy shoot
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Another of the Cactus Hybrid or Decora-
tive type. Few cultivated plants have
such a wide range of colors

Merry Widow, a brilliant scarlet single, with
the very desirable velvety texture of petals

of each in a small garden. My policy has

been to plant two good roots of each of the

chosen varieties, so as to be fairly sure of

success.

The white flowers which I have found

satisfactory are the following : Yvonne

Cayeux, a pure ivory white Cactus dahlia

with narrow evenly curled petals ;
Gloria de

Lyon, a white Show dahlia ;
Madam Heine

Furtado, a beautifully formed flower,

one of the best Show dahlias in exis-

tence
;
and Schwan, probably the most

perfect white Cactus. This flower

has long rigid stalks.

Some of the good red varieties are :

Wildfire, one of the best Single

dahlias known the color is vivid, and

it is a most prolific bloomer, forming a

cloud of brilliant red blossoms in a

few days after cutting ;
Alfred Vacey,

a reddish amber tinged with pink;
Ami Bethier, a light carmine Cactus ;

Columbia, a curious Cactus which is

vermillion with petals tipped and

striped with white; F. H. Chapman,

orange red
;
William Agnew, a very

beautiful and prolific red; G. W.
Childs, a deep garnet with rich velvety

appearance, with long twisted petals ;

Standard Bearer, a rich light carmine
;

Danish cross, a pretty and effective

Single dahlia of light scarlet color

striped with white.

The flowers of yellow tone which I

found satisfactory are: Dainty, a

lemon yellow Cactus shaded with rose

pink ; Clifford W. Bruton, a very beau-

tiful lemon yellow ; Goliath, a very

satisfactory Cactus shaded yellow and

pink; H. J. Jones, light yellow; Mrs.

Hobart, pale orange and yellow beau-

tifully blended ;
William Marshall,

Twentieth Century, a single white, having
unusually broad petals

orange and yellow ;
Gold Medal, a very

handsome Fancy dahlia of lemon yellow

striped with crimson.

A very fine Decorative dahlia is Eloise, of

bluish pink shaded to deep red and magenta.
A hybrid of this is Uncertainty, which well

deserves its name. I have had one plant

dahlia cuadre fc.77orTng- P rodllCe a PUre
u
whit

<:

bl SSOm
'
an ther TOSe

showing the typical root formation pink and another a deep magenta.
Some of the most beautiful flowers

for cutting are: Mrs. Roosevelt, a

large blossom of pink and white ; W.
W. Rawson, of similar color ; Madame
Van den Dael, a delicate silvery pink

fading to creamy white in the center;

and Madame Jeanne Charmet, one of

the best decorative dahlias produced.
It is a soft light pink with large
flowers borne on long graceful stems.

Probably the most showy flower is

the Souvenir de Gustave Duzon, which

often has blossoms from six to eight

inches across, the color being similar

to that of the Oriental poppy, a very

deep red. The stems are long and very

strong. A curiosity worth growing is

Viridi Flora, a perfect green flower,

and another is Belle of Springfield, the

blossoms of which are little pompons
of rose and red one of the smallest

known dahlias.

I have found that a good method of

arranging cut dahlias where the blos-

soms are large is to put them in hya-
cinth glasses, one blossom in each

glass, and arrange them in a circle in

the center of the table. A more gor-

geous centerpiece could not be im-

agined, provided that harmonious col-

ors are selected.
new seedling dahlia, the Queen Queen. Can you Finallv T ran nnlv iv tr> rWp whn
get such a variety in form and color in any other finally, 1 can only say to those wno
fall flower? (Continued on page 380)
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A feature that will strike the observer at once, in summer at least, is the exclusive use of casement windows. They seem to belong
unmistakably with the half-timber type of house

FLOOR. PLAN

THE HOME OF

MR. RICHARD I. NEITHERCUT
BRIDGEPORT
CONNECTICUT

Joseph W. Northrop, architect

As the first floor plan
shows, there are two
porches, almost of
equal size. One is

the usual entrance
front porch, the other
which is upon the
side secures the great-
er privacy of the
lawn and the garden

SECOND FLOOR. PLAN

The second-story hall

has been kept down
to the minimum of

area by skillful plan-

ning. The room at

the rear of the ell,

with its adjoining
bath, is for servants,
a stairway to the

kitchen is close by

""^^^^^i^^lWBiB*^WaBB^^^^^^^l^^^^l^^BBW^B^^^^^l^HDl^^B^B
The tendency in the design of half-timber houses is to overdo the timbering, securing

intricate patterns at the expense of repose a fault that was carefully avoided
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The large house that is built with but a single story is extremely rare. And the reason is not far to seek cost. There is a great deal of
satisfaction, however, in being able to do away with stairways, upper halls, etc., in favor of rooms that open directly upon the cool patio

Looking out from the main entrance hall towards the entrance
porch. The white woodwork is particularly cool and inviting
in contrast with the red brick paving

In addition to the entrance porch illustrated herewith, the planshows two larger porches and a terrace at the far end, on one
of which the dimng-table is frequently set

THE PATIO HOME OF MRS. JAMES M. CODMAN, WAREHAM, MASS.-Guy Lowell, architect
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The broad overhang of the roof gives a deep shadow that is essential in a summer home
not protected by large shade trees

But the real heart of the Codman home is the patio at any hour of the day offering cool shade and the refreshing music
of the fountain in the lily-pool

;
THE PATIO HOME OF MRS. JAMES M. CODMAN, WAREHAM, MASS Guy Lowell, architect



The Editor if/// gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. When an immediate reply is desired,

please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

After-dinner Coffee and Smoking
Cabinet

A COMPACTLY arranged piece of fur-
** niture that is particularly suitable

for bachelor quarters or for the summer
piazza is an after-dinner coffee and smok-
ing cabinet made of English wicker in a

rich shade of brown, with red leather

trimmings.
A glass tray with light mahogany rim

fits over the top and holds the smoking
articles, all of which are of glass mounted
in silver. In the upper compartment is

the coffee set, of white porcelain with
silver mountings, on a silver tray with a

handle at either end. The cups, which
are like small mugs in shape, have bands
and handles of silver and are used with-
out saucers, so that they are easier to

handle and take up less room.
The lower compartment holds a ma-

hogany humidor of generous size. The
cabinet is fitted with doors, and when not
in use looks like an ordinary wicker table

with a tray and a smoking set on it. The
door of the compartment that holds the
coffee set is hinged at the bottom and is

let down by means of brass chains, while
the doors of the lower compartment which

open outward, are fitted with a brass lock
mounted on a broad red leather band.
A less elaborate cabinet is made in the

same style, with only the smoking set and
the

upper compartment, that may be uesd
for either the coffee set or for the humi-
dor, if an entire smoking outfit is desired.

This cabinet is the same size and height
as the one shown in the illustration, the

only difference being that the lower part
is not enclosed, and there is no second

compartment.

A New-Old Rug
"'HERE is a new rug shown this year,

for use in summer cottages, bunga-
lows, and on piazzas, which is really a very
old-fashioned plan revived. It is the "rush

rug." It is made on the plan of the old-
fashioned round, braided, rag rug, and
comes either oval or round, convenient in

size for almost any space. The greenish-
yellow rushes are braided into flat bands
about three-and-a-half inches wide, and

these are strongly sewed together. The

edge is finished with a pattern worked in

the rushes by interweaving a narrow strip

of dark colored woolen cloth a strip such

as is used in making a woven rag rug.
This strengthens the borner while serving
as a decoration. The center of the rug is

also interwoven with the wool strip, mak-

ing a simple conventional pattern. For

spaces in which a runner or oblong rug is

not available, the circular or oval rush rug

may be used with splendid effect. The

wearing qualities if one may judge from
the rush-bottomed chairs of our great

grandmothers should be all that one

might desire.

About Laying Linoleum

\\7M1EX linoleum is first laid it should
have a little careful attention,

which will well repay the purchaser.
Linoleum is not intended to "wear for-

ever," as a brick or stone floor might, but
it does wear wonderfully, and provides a

sanitary, artistic and durable covering at

a moderate cost. When one takes into

consideration the fact that it gets as hard
wear as one's shoes, one is easily convinced
that the best quality only will pay.

Linoleum should never be tacked to the

floor
;
the cement which comes for the pur-

pose of holding it in place keeps water
from getting underneath, and increases its

durability. A 1 2-inch layer of the cement
around each edge of the linoleum, firmly

pressed to the floor and weighted down,
will make water-tight seams and edges.
Rubber tips on the chair legs and the sup-

ports of other heavy furniture should be

used until it is thoroughly set or seasoned.

Cork Mats

ORK mats, which come in small and
in large sizes, from one-half to three-

quarters of an inch in thickness, have more
than one use which appeals to the house-
holder. Besides the great convenience of

the mat placed before the sink and the

washtubs, cork has superseded the Turkish

bath-rug in the bathroom
;
and in the tub,

to keep one from slipping, the rug is most
desirable. Underneath the baby bath in

the nursery, where splashing is in order,
the usefulness of the cork mat is apparent.
A small cork mat is well provided for

every woman who must kneel in scrubbing.

A Convenient Bungalow Porch

A very attractive combination of smoking
and after-dinner coffee cabinet that is a
valuable addition to the porch furniture

the same careful planning that

was evident in the kitchen and bath-

room, the bungalow builders provided for

their porch. It was one, by five, by nine ft.,

closed in, and was built on the north side

of the bungalow, in order to avoid some
of the discomforts and inconveniences that

fall to the lot of a kitchen in the country,

especially a kitchen that opens directly on
the back stoop.

Half of the space is given to a closet for

ice box and provisions ;
the door and par-

tition separating this from the rest of the

porch keep it so cool that for two seasons
ire has not been needed until July. This
food closet is used also for storing water
from a neighboring well, and the twenty
feet of shelving make possible the con-
venient disposal of quantities of provi-
sions, and numerous articles, that must be

kept handy and for which the kitchen is

(364)
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too warm. This closet saves many jour-

neys on the cellar stairs, accommodating
practically everything in the way of food,

except what is kept in the preserve closet

in the cellar. A small window insures

ventilation.

The special value of the other section of

the porch is that it contains a shelf reserved

especially for all incoming and outgoing
packages. This arrangement does away
with the "slavery" so often complained of

by suburban housekeepers. There is no
need to give up an outing because the

"grocer hasn't come," for the outer porch
door is left unlocked, the refrigerator
closet and kitchen securely fastened, and
the shelf does the rest. Nothing has ever

been stolen, and the shelf is out of the

reach of animals. Ice man, grocer, laun-

dryman, baker too often with muddy
boots never need cross the threshold of

the kitchen door, which is no small help in

keeping the kitchen clean. This section of

the porch contains, also, over twenty feet

of shelving, used for numberless odds and
ends that are not wanted in the kitchen,

where space is valuable. Many needful
but unsightly articles, such as oil cans,

kindling, garbage pails, etc., are practically
as handy as they would be in the kitchen,
but having a separate place for them
makes it possible to have an attractive

kitchen.

In freezing weather, when the porch is

too cold for some sorts of provisions, both
sections are useful as storage places for

various articles, saving numerous trips to

the cellar. The upper part of the outer

door is of glass, a better plan than to have
a regulation window in this part of the

porch, which would have resulted in more

expense, wasted space and exposure to

cold. This outer door, in addition to the
kitchen door, provides sufficient protec-

tion from the weather, so that a storm door
is not needed.
Even the space under the back porch is

not wasted. The grade leaves a vacancy
two feet in depth. This, closed in, is used
to keep firewood out of sight and pro-
tected from storms until it is sawed up.
A special step was built outside the

door, eighteen inches in width by the full

nine feet of the porch. The part not re-

quired as a step is put to excellent use as

a shelf for outdoor utensils. To prevent
neighbors' cats from sampling the milk,
sometimes found on the tops of the bottles,

a deep tin receptacle is used for both full

and empty bottles
;
this has the further ad-

vantage of preventing breakage of bot-

tles, sometimes caused by a high wind. A
disused wash boiler is kept for soapy water
from the laundry, which is put there to

await the evening watering of tomatoes
and cucumbers. In winter this receptacle
is useful for sand to sprinkle on the icy

Careful planning has made this small porch a
useful part of the bungalow

walks. The cover keeps the sand dry,
when that in the neighborhood sand bank
is frozen solid. A covered garbage can is

A useful garden basket which is fitted with
a spool of wire and garden shears, and pro-
vided with a permanent support

kept purposely for empty tin cans and
other unburnable rubbish, till a convenient
time arrives to bury them, so that even the

smallest detail is well provided for.

Garden Baskets

OME of the new garden baskets for

holding freshly cut flowers are not

only fitted with scissors and a spool of wire

thread, but have a tripod on which they
are placed when not in use. They are sub-

stantially made of brown wicker and some
are lined throughout with leather, while

others have only a wide strip of the leather

that extends from side to side directly un-
der the handle.

In shape they are broad and shallow and
the handles are straight across the top with

rounded corners, making them particularly

easy to carry. On one side is a pair of scis-

sors in a little pocket made of the leather,

and on the other is the spool holder with

the spool of wire thread for tying up the

flowers. The tripod which is also of

wicker, matches the basket in color, and is

an important item, as it raises the humble

garden basket to the dignity of a piece of

furniture instead of just an ordinary flat

basket that is thrown on the floor when
finished with, and that usually lives tucked

awav in the hall closet.

The extension porch serves for several rooms. It keeps tradesmen from the kitchen and the

refrigerator closet makes a good storage cellar

Care for the Range Connections

THE washers which are used in the con-

nections between the range water-

back, and also at the connections at the top
and bottom of the hot water boiler, usual-

ly give out in a short time, this being
caused by the heat they are subjected to

from the hot water, and also from the evil

effects of expansion and contraction. If

they are soaked in linseed oil for an hour
or two before they are placed in position
the user will be astonished at their in-

creased length of life.
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May

APPLE
Blossoms and the Birds !

Why say more? there's none so

poor but shares the wealth of May when
she comes scattering largesse over the re-

vivified land. Then there is inspiration and
new life for poet and peasant, beggar and

king. Everyone knows it, but most feel it

with a sigh and the painful thought, "It is

not always May, and Spring is fleeting ;

tomorrow we To them the month is

lost forever, for the message is misunder-
stood. The glad-hearted man greets May
and keeps her with him throughout the
circle of the year, husbands her charms
and calls them to him from violet time
until the fall cosmos blows or the white
Christmas rose peeps through the snow.
And for this magic he uses a spade !

In the Flower Garden

THIS,
then, is the time to plant so that

the summer and fall may be beauti-

ful. Almost all the garden annuals and
perennials may be sown, among them
ageratum, alyssum, aster, balsam, calen-

dula, corn-flower, cosmos, lobelia, mari-

gold, mignonette, morning-glory, nastur-

tium, petunia, stock, verbena and zinnia.

This year try a few lupines and salpiglos-
sis

;
both are easily grown and very beauti-

ful. The peculiar metallic tints and velvet

texture of the salpiglossis in particular is

matched by those of no other flower that

I know. It should be much more widely
known.

In planting flower seeds be sure to have
the bed both very finely prepared and
fresh. As most of the seed is very minute,
it should be barely covered at all. A good
way is to use a piece of flat board, several

feet long, and make the drills just a

straight mark along one edge : sow the

seed, and press firmly in with the edge of
the board. Then, very lightly, go over the
beds crossways with the back of the rake,

following with a good watering, applied
with a fine nozzle, so as not to wash out

any seed. As a rule, it will be more satis-

factory to start all the flowers in some
specially prepared place, and when large
enough, transplant to their permanent
places. This plan insures better plants

and obviates unsightly bare spots where
seed came up poorly.

Among the flowers of which it will be

better to buy plants, instead of seed, are

early asters, begonias, tuberous begonias,

cannas, coleus, geraniums, heliotrope, early

lobelia, pansies (for spring bloom), salvias

Clarkia's pink or white blossoms should be
better known. It is an old annual lately
much improved.

and verbenas. Don't expect, because these

plants look flourishing when you get them
from the florists, that they will continue to

grow luxuriantly no matter how poor or

hard the soil in which you place them
enrich your flower beds ! Give them some
manure. Spade them up deep! If neces-

sary, dig them out, and put in cinders, cob-

bles or some other rough material to fur-

nish sufficient drainage. A dozen good

healthy plants will make a great deal more
show than fifty struggling, scraggly ones.

Try mass effects ! In one bed, or spot,

put in plants all of one kind and color

just to compare its effectiveness with the
old style of bed, made up in rows. Trans-

plant now clumps of iris, phlox and other

hardy perennials that are to be moved or

divided, if this was not done last fall.

Vines and shrubs should be moved or set

out
;

in the former case especially, don't
be afraid to prune back well.

Do not be content to read the sugges-
tions over and think how delightful it

would be if you had this or that effect on
your own place. Select a few two or

three, or even one, if you cannot afford
the time or the money for more and adapt
it to your own opportunities. You can
afford a vine-wreathed shady porch, for
bulbs of the madeira vine can be had at

thirty-five to fifty cents a dozen, or a group
of brilliant and beautiful gladioli in

mixed shades they cost from a dollar to

three or five per hundred, or an edging
of one of the new named, solid-colored

nasturtiums, fronting a mass of asters, for
both of which the seed would not cost over

fifty or seventy-five cents
;
or a hedge of

the symmetrical quick-growing Kochia
(summer cypress or burning-bush) a

packet of which costs ten cents.

It is not the cost, not the difficulty of

finding out how to use inexpensive plants
effectively that prevents the owner of the
small place from having individual and at-

tractive home surroundings. It is simply
that he doesn't act. Why not, right now,
make a little sketch of at least some spot
of the grounds, plan out what to plant,
order the necessary seeds or bulbs, and as
a result of your quarter or half-hour's

work, have something in which to find in-

terest and pleasure all summer.

In the Vegetable Garden

IN
the vegetable garden there is work
aplenty. In the first place, there are

a lot of second sowings, for succession

crops among them beans, beets, carrot,
kohlrabi, lettuce, leek, peas, potatoes, rad-

ish, spinach and turnip. In this depart-
ment for last month, detailed information
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in regard to planting seeds of various

sizes, in various ways was given, and un-

less this work has become perfectly famil-

iar to the garden-maker, it will be well to

refer again to those pages. The vegetables
of which first plantings are now to be

made, in many instances require differ-

ent treatment. Cucumbers, muskmelons,
watermelons, squashes and pumpkins are

planted in hill usually specially prepared,
when they are grown on a small scale. They
like a light, warm "quick" soil, a rather

sandy loam, with good natural drainage.

They will do best on sod or rye turned

under, the former in the fall, the latter a

month previous, but this is, of course, not

essential. After marking out the hills, six

to ten feet apart, according to variety, dig
out holes about eight inches deep and

eighteen to twenty-four inches square, and
in each put several forkfuls of well-rotted

manure, unless a compost for the purpose
has been prepared. Add to the manure
for each hill half a pint of guano or phos-

phate, or, better, about a gill of cotton-

seed meal, and work it thoroughly through
the manure; then mix the whole with the

best of the soil previously thrown out,

leaving the hill level and not more than an
inch or so above the soil's surface. The
hills are now ready for the seeds, or plants
on sod from the frames. If the former,
cover about an inch deep, putting ten to

twenty seeds of cucumber or muskmelon,
or five to twelve of squash or pumpkin, in

each hill. Press the soil down firmly. If

setting out plants, water freely under the

surface, if the soil is at all dry. Do not

put out until all danger of late frosts is

over. The easiest and surest way to keep
off bugs is to cover the hills or plants with

wooden boxes about eight inches high and
covered with mosquito wire or protecting
cloth.

Another class of plants to be set put the

last part of May and first of June, is com-

posed of tomatoes, peppers and egg-plants.
Hills may be prepared for these in about
the same way, except that they need not

be so large, and for tomatoes should not

be too rich, especially in nitrogen in lasting
forms. A dressing of nitrate of soda, how-
ever, a few days after setting, will be bene-

ficial to all. In well-enriched garden soil,

no special preparation of the ground will

be necessary.
For pole beans, which should not go in

for ten to fifteen days after the dwarf
sorts, hills may be prepared as for melons.
A great improvement over the old-fash-

ioned pole is had by nailing a few laths

across a 2 x 4-in. piece of scantling about

eight feet long. First plantings of early
bush beans and early corn will also go in

during the first part of this month.

Watch the Weeds

out the rightful occupants of the garden
space. In the hot noon sun they seem to

have disappeared altogether ! But you go
out early next morning, when the dew is

still on, and there they are again, beginning
to make the whole place look green. Then,
no matter what there is that you want to

do, go back to the tool-house and rig up
the discs or hoes on the wheel hoe and go
over each row as close as you can get with-

out cutting out the little seedlings of

onions, carrots or beets. That will make
the patch look quite respectable again, but

don't stop there. If you do, you're lost.

Get your hand-weeder and go over every
inch of soil between the plants in the rows.

If there's no weed to be seen, no matter;
break it up just the same, for there are

dozens sprouting or waiting for warmer

days besides the benefit the plants get
from this working around is incalculable.

The cabbage, lettuce and other early

plants set out last month will also require

cultivating, which can, however, be very

expeditiously done with the hoe. Don't let

the weeds get so large that you must waste
time chopping and pulling them out. Hoe
before it is too difficult. Work the ground
rather deeply three or four inches be-

tween these large plants, until the weather

begins to get hot and their roots large, and
then give frequent shallow cultivation.

Keep a watch out' also for the green cab-

bage-caterpillar, root-maggot and cut-

worm. For the first of these pests, if the

cabbages have not begun to head, use

Paris green, or arsenate of lead, spray ;
if

they are heading, hellebore. For the root-

maggot, after he once starts, there is no

sure cure, but strong caustic lime-water,
or kerosene emulsion, poured about the

roots, first removing an inch of soil, will

help to check them, and all badly infested

plants should be pulled and burned. The
cut-worm is more easily reached. Almost

invariably you can find him, if you look

carefully, around the root of the plant he

has chewed off. A quart or so of bran,

wet to a mash, and sprinkled with a little

Paris green, will prove a fatal bait.

The balsam apple, mamordica balsamina, a
vine beautiful in its flowers, leaves and
fruit, can be planted for immediate effect

Fruit and Berries

AMONG
the fruit trees and berry

bushes there will be spraying that

should not be overlooked this month. It

would be too easy to grow fruit if it were
not for the spraying. The hardest work
about spraying is just to get at it it's

new, unusual for many beginners, and so

they seem afraid to try it.

Go over your grapes and rub off any
undesired buds that may be starting. This
is much quicker and better than waiting
for them to grow, then cutting them off.

doing all this interesting

planting, however, do not forget
the weeds that are coming up by the hun-
dred in the rows and beds planted last

month. They are very small at first so
small that it does not seem possible they
could ever seriously contemplate crowding

Try mass effects this year. In one spot put in many plants of one kind and color and by
a process of selection make it a bed of finest specimens. Bellis or bachelor's-button is used

in the foreground



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

A Helpful Sideboard

T N a house whose owner is a militant
-*

"practicalist," I saw several schemes
for economizing the labor, time and pa-
tience of the housekeeper. The pantry
sink, for instance, at which she expected
to wash her choicest china and dearest

heirlooms, was built to order at a definite

height. She claimed a standard height
sink was as ridiculous as a standard height
in women, and had it constructed to save

the cramped back and arms of one work-

ing in an unnatural position. Then, too,

the sideboard was an assistance. It was
built in and planned to back up upon the

been built between two adjacent houses.

The unplaned timbers and sawed-out

boards were given a creosote stain to har-

monize with the exterior woodwork of

the houses themselves. Upon the struc-

ture vines have already started to grow
and, if not allowed to obliterate the archi-

tectural character of the screen, will add

to its effectiveness. R. F.

extends straight up and takes in the water
from within a few inches of the surface

where it is free from sediment of any kind.

As the water gets lower the float falls, the

To Prevent Sediment from Tanks

"\X7HEN one has an attic tank and pipes
from this to supply the house

water, it frequently happens that if roof

water is caught without careful filtering

Open to Kitchen Open to Hi Ichen

Hpen ta Diningflaom
Open to DiningH

A float attached to a hose keeps
the tank outlet always near the
surface and free from sediment

This sideboard has an entrance on both the kitchen and dining-room. The plan shows how
the drawers can be opened, or dishes put in the cupboard section, from either side

pantry, where it was finished as a cup-
board. The drawers could be pulled out

either from the dining room or pantry
side and the compartments above were
fitted with doors working in a similar

manner. On the dining room side they
were finished to match the rest of the

woodwork and the doors were glass; on
the other side the finish was similar to that

of the pantry. This idea saved carrying
the silver and china first from one room to

the other and then back again through the

swinging door. After the washing the

various articles were arranged in drawers
or compartment as they were to remain.

The drawers could then be opened on the

dining room side at the next meal, and the

dishes in the upper section could be

reached by the glass doors. A. W. D.

that sediment will come down the supply

pipe at the bottom of the tank. The same
trouble occurs with cisterns where the in-

take of the pump pipe is near the bottom.

A contrivance to prevent this in the case of

the attic tank consists of a piece of hose a

few feet long attached to the outlet inside

the tank, and with a float attached to the

outer end. When the tank is full the hose

open end of the hose always remaining
within a few inches of the surface. The
tank may be cleaned out and flushed with
no other outlet than the supply pipe which

may be inserted in the bottom. When
the piece of hose is removed drain the tank

by having a two-way cock inserted on the

lower floor. This arrangement will pre-
vent the sediment in the hot water heater.

The same contrivance may be attached
to the iron pump pipe in a cistern. With
a larger float the results are the same.

H. F. G.

A Backyard Screen

A COMMON difficulty, where the
** houses in a suburban community
are grouped close together, is to secure at

least a reasonable privacy for the back-

yard. Particularly true is this when there

are no hedges or fences in the front an

arrangement that is supposed to bring
spaciousness, but which actually fails in

this and in securing privacy as well.

The accompanying photograph shows
one solution of the problem in a suburb of

Chicago. From simple seventeen-inch

brick piers with cement tops, and rough
hemlock plank and boards, a screen has

A backyard screen that serves its intended purpose well and at
attraction in the yard

the same time is an added
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Preserves Roads
Prevents Dust-

A road in the Metropolitan Park System, Boston, built with Tarvia X.

Send for New Booklet
We haverecently issued a new and beauti-

fully illustrated booklet, detailing the ex-

perience of many town authorities and road

engineers with Tarvia.
It shows how in one case after another

Tarvia was first tried on experimental
strips, frequently in competition with other
materials. Then after the experience of a

year or so, all other dust layers and road
binders were discarded and Tarvia was
used more and more extensively.
Some engineers have adopted the broad

policy of using Tarvia in all new macadam
construction. Many road authorities go
still further and aim to treat all the old

macadam roadways with Tarvia to preserve
them against the destructive effect of auto-
mobile traffic and prevent dust.

We want property owners to know that
a dusty road is not merely a nuisance to
them but is an endless burden upon them
as taxpayers because dust means that the
macadam is pulverizing and the surface

blowing away.

We want property owners to realize that
the road authorities of their town can give
them comparatively dustless macadam
roads at little or no extra cost.

We want road engineers to realize that

they can reduce their maintenance costs

by bonding their roads with Tarvia, and
that the saving in maintenance will gener-
ally pay for the Tarvia application.

We therefore urge everyone interested to

send for our booklet to nearest office.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Pittsburg, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Seattle, London, Eng.

:

,>
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the great diversity of color and markings
that we are familiar with in the larger

pansies, but for work in solid colors they

are excellent. Especially is this true of

the golden Lutea Splendens and the White

Perfection. Violas are easily grown from

seed which should be started early in flats

or coldframes and planted out before the

weather becomes hot. Give plenty of water

during the blooming season and treat in

all general particulars, like pansies.

For a permanent edging one could not

do better than to select one or more of the

hardy garden pinks of which Her Majesty
is the finest white

;
this variety, however, is

a June bloomer, but White Reserve, an

almost equally good form, is a perpetual

bloomer. The old-fashioned June or

Cinnamon pink will always be a welcome

addition to the garden and is lovely when

covered with its pale pink, delightfully

scented flowers. All of this class of pinks

are easily increased by division for wher-

ever the branches touch the ground they

form roots and can be removed and set out

elsewhere ;
so that in a few seasons one can

produce many feet of edging from a single

original plant.

The polyanthus was always a great

favorite in our grandmothers' gardens and

is just as attractive today as then. The

plants may be raised from seed or pur-
chased from the florist. They require

dividing each year, as soon as their period
of bloom is past, so a few original plants

will soon provide for a considerable ex-

tent. They are perfectly hardy, but the

flowers will be much finer if some protec-

tion is afforded the plants during winter.

The Phlox subulata make a beautiful

edging for beds of hardy perennials, espe-

cially when covered with its wealth of rose-

colored or of white flowers in early spring.

It needs some attention, however, as it

spreads rapidly and the old growth is apt
to die out and should be removed to pre-
vent an unkempt appearance. For beds of

Japanese or German Iris there is an at-

tractive dwarf variety of iris Iris graci-

lipes, which grows but eight to ten inches

high and produces quantities of lavender

flowers, while for the canna beds there is

nothing more characteristic than the dwarf
nasturtiums. The dwarf campanula (C.

carpatica) is an excellent low-growing
plant for edging beds of taller varieties,

growing but eight inches high and produc-

ing quantities of blue or white flowers

from June to October. The plants are

hardy and easily grown.
Where the flower beds are inclosed with

curbing the edging plants may take the

form of erect growth, but where boards
must be used to retain the beds it is de-

sirable that they be covered by some form
of recumbent plant like the Phlox subu-

lata, hardy garden pinks and the like. Cer-

tain of the dusty millers are useful in this

connection, as the recurved leaves droop
and cover the sides of the beds. The
plants are easily raised from cuttings, as

it is only necessary to cut twigs of the

plant into short lengths and stick them in

The fragrance of honeyed
apple blossoms in May
is not more alluring than

the goodness of

NABISCO
Sugar Wafers

dessert confections

beyond compare.

Serve NABISCO as

you will with ices or

beverages they are

always welcome, always

appropriate.

In ten cent tins
Also in twenty-five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS
Another delightful dessert

confection. Coated with

smooth, rich chocolate.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

ANTIQUEFURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc,

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New York

A. SUBSTITUTE
For Bordeaux Mixture

io-gal. keg making 2,000 to 5,000 gala, spray, delivered
at any R.R. station in the United States for 112.50. Prompt
shipments. Every grower of fruits and vegetables should
have our Report of wonderful results 1910.

B.C. PRATT CO., ManufacturingChemlsU,
SO CHUBCH ST., NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Which Do
You Smoke?

I doubled my business in

1910. As I write this, 1911 is

doubling 1910. Been doing
this for quite a while now.

I've seen the rise and fall

of a dozen brands while Ma-
karoff has been growing up
and I expect to see dozens

more rise and fall while

Makaroff keeps right on

growing by holding old

friends and making new
ones all the time.

What' s the answer? Listen

the usual way of putting a

new cigaret on the market is to put the

same old cigaret into a new box, and

whoop 'er up! A big selling organization
and big advertising are brought to bear and

big sales are the result. The first few years of the usual

"new" cigaret are its best years. Sales are big and profits are big

only while the advertising is big. When the novelty of the new
label wears off and the public is ready for a change, the process is

repeated and the patient public goes on smoking advertising

not cigarets.

For fifteen years the public has been stampeded from one cigaret to

another in just this way, and about the only change it ever gets is from
a red box to a blue one and back again with perhaps an occasional dash o brown. In short,
the average cigaret is not a smoking proposition, but a selling proposition.

The Makaroff business is different. I started the manufacture of

MAKAROFF RUSSIAN CIGARETS
because that was the only way I could be sure of getting the kind of cigarets I wanted. It has

grown because there are a lot of other folks who want that kind of a cigaret. And the number
grows just as fast as people find out what kind of a cigaret Makaroff is.

Just let this fact sink into your consciousness and stay there this business is and always will be

operated to make a. certain kind of cigarets not merely to do a certain amount of business. I always
have believed that if we produced the quality, the public would produce the sales. And that
faith has been justified. Makaroffs are really different from other cigarets and the difference
is all in your favor.

t

You will find that you can smoke as many Makaroffs as you want without any of the nervousness, depression
or "craving" that follows the use of ordinary cigarets.

Makaroffs are absolutely pure, clean, sweet, mild tobacco, untouched by anything whatever to give them artificial
flavor, sweetness, or to make them burn.

Purt tobacco won't hurt you. You may not be used to it, and you may not like the first Makaroff, but you'll like
the second one better, and you'll stick to Makaroffs forever if you once give them a fair chance. We have built
this business on quality in the goods and intelligence in the smoker a combination that simply can't lose.

Ask
Your
Dealer

Makaroff No. 15 i* 15 Cents No. 25 is a Quarter
Ask
Your
Dealer

Mail address, 95 Milk Street Boston, Mass.

A Purple Martin House at Cost
t This house is built especially

^ j for the colonization of that

^^HH^k social, useful little bird-neigh-

^fll B^> bor
' tlu; PurP'e martin.

It is not a make-shift minia-

ture, but is of three eight-room
'

-I' ITJEZ JL stories and attic.
~-~

|jjf~"
The house is 28 inches high,

substantially constructed
throughout and always gets the martins. It may be
purchased at cost by bird lovers anywhere for $11.00
f. o. b. Chicago. Correspondence solicited.

JOS. H. DODSON,
90 1 Association Building, Chicago.
Director Illinois Audubon Society.

Removable Steel Clothes Posts

fit into sockets driven level with
the ground, leaving the lawn free
for mower or other purposes.
Posts are held rigidly, but can be
removed in a moment.

NO HOLES TO DIG
The sockets you can easily

drive yourself. The adjustable
hook makes clothes hanging easier.
Why disfigure your lawn with a

wooden post which will last only
a few years. You can buy our
posts for less money and they will
last a lifetime.

Write for folder D.

Milwaukee Steel Post Co.
Alk your dealer. Milwaukee, Wis.

the ground where they are wanted. In

warm, moist weather they will root readily
and grow freely from the start and the

silvery foliage is very attractive and effect-

ive, especially when used in combination
with dark-leaved foliage plants. The

plants may be easily raised from seed sown
in flats in the house or in the hotbed.

Beds of hardy anemones are improved
by the native hepatica which does admira-

bly under cultivation, as does the wild ane-

mone (A. Sylvestris).
The Arabis, or rock cress, makes dense

tufts of foliage covered with white flowers

in early spring. The double form is the

more attractive, and both it and the single
are excellent for edging or for carpet bed-

ding.

There is a pretty little saxifrage recently
introduced Tunica saxifraga, flora rosea

plena which should prove very desirable

both as an edging plant or on the rockery.
It makes a dense tuft of exceedingly bright

green foliage and is literally covered dur-

ing the entire summer with double blush-

pink flowers. If one does not care to go
to the expense of purchasing a consider-
able number of plants of the florists, one

may grow them from seed or one could

indulge in a single plant and from that

save seed for an extensive planting the

following year.
One of the showiest annual flowers for

edging is the candytuft, variety Empress,
which gives immense spikes of pure white
flowers and comes into bloom in a very
short time from the sowing of the seed.

Two or more sowings should be made for
a continuance of bloom, the first in flats

or the hotbed and the second in the open
ground.
Then there is the Tiarella a pretty lit-

tle native plant about eight inches high
with spirea-like spikes of white or of rose-

colored flowers in May and June. It is a
fact that we are constantly purchasing of
the florist and nurserymen native plants
which we could have for the digging if we

only realized their worth when growing in

their native haunts. Usually they appear
as something novel and rare when appear-
ing under their botanical names in the cat-

alogues. I recall buying, and making much
effort to succeed in making grow, a cou-

ple
of clethras, and later in the season find-

ing two immeasurably finer specimens
which had come up, bird-sown I suppose,
in a berry patch which had been in sod for
some year*. The plants were three or
four feet high and in bloom when dis-

covered. If one will let a bit of good land
lie idle a few years he will, in time, find

himself possessed of many native plants,
some of which may not have been known
in the vicinity before. My wild flower gar-
den, the soil of which remains undisturbed
from year to year, now possesses many
plants that have moved in of their own ac-

cord, some of them very desirable, too.

The schizanthus make charming edging
plants, being literally covered with their

lovely, orchid-like flowers. They are an-
nuals, and for early bloom the seed should

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GA
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be started in flats in the house or hotbed
in April, and planted out where they are

to flower when the weather is warm. At
the time of transplanting a second sowing
of seed may be made in the open ground
between the plants already set, as the

schizanthus gives one remarkable burst of

bloom and then dies or amounts to very
little afterwards, but while this florescence

does last the plants are a perfect pyramid
of blossoms. As soon as the young plants
are up the old ones may be pulled up to

make room for them and they will soon
come into bloom. A third sowing may be
made as the second is coming into flower,

which will carry the edging well through
the summer.

Bacteria as the Gardeners' Allies

(Continued from page 354)

deners. Many experiments were made, by
U. S. and foreign departments of agricul-

ture, and by individual scientists and farm-
ers. Healthy bacteria were collected from

legumes by the United States Department
of Agriculture, spread on cotton, and sent

to all parts of the country for trial. Some
of these trials were successful, although
the bacteria were dried, for by good treat-

ment they were brought back to life;

others dried out entirely and died because

they were separated from their natural ele-

ment, moisture.

It remained for someone to find an arti-

ficial medium in which the bacteria would
thrive and grow, and which could be kept
for a long time. A New Zealand scientist,

now of this country, finally discovered a

process which enables nitrogen-gathering
bacteria to be kept alive, healthy and active

for years. A medium in which bacteria

will thrive was found after much experi-
mentation, in a jelly which can be sent by
mail. This jelly, which is devoid of nitro-

gen, is enclosed in an ingenious bottle with
a glass tube through the hard rubber cork ;

through this air reaches the bacteria after

passing through separate filters of cotton.

The bacteria gather nitrogen from this air,

and are kept in a healthy state. The
medium is prepared in liquid form and
sterilized with its rubber cork and open
tube, and when it sets into jelly, a needle-
ful of bacteria from the mother culture

which was secured from a healthy plant
is inserted in the jelly.

The simple process of applying this fer-

tilizer recommends it strongly to the small
as well as to the large gardener. The cul-

ture is mixed with a little sugar and water
in the bottle and the jelly is shaken until it

mixes or dissolves. It is then applied to

the seeds, inoculating each seed with the

nitrogen-gathering bacteria.

The power of these bacteria is well

proved by Government and by private ex-

periments. Farmers and gardeners in all

parts of the country are employing bacteria
as seed fertilizer with marked success, and
have found splendid results not only in

the increased growth of legumes, but in the
enrichment of the soil for other crops.
Do you have trouble with your garden

Save the Dime

and

Jeopardize^

the Dollar?

or, Use the Dime

to Insure

the

Dollar?

THE short-sighted man says, "I am not going to paint my house this year.

Materials are higher than they should be. I intend to wait until prices

come down."

Such a man is thinking more of the dimes he imagines he may save by

waiting than of the dollars he is sure to lose when his buildings depreciate.

His wisdom is reckoned in dimes, his short-sightedness in dollars.

No thrifty houseowner reasons that way. He says, "My house must

have the new coat of paint that is coming to it, even if the cost is four or five

dollars more than usual. My house represents an investment, which must be

protected. Besides, it is our home; we want it to look as well as possible."

Any houseowner who wants to do a little figuring should get from his local

dealer prices on the following ingredients :

100 Ibs.
"
Dutch Boy Painter" white lead - $

4 gallons pure linseed oil -

1 gallon turpentine ......
1 pint turpentine drier - - - -

This makes 8 gallons genuine old-fashioned paint .

He should then compare this with the price of any other paint he would

think of using, and all the while keep in mind the superior spreading power of

old-fashioned lead and oil paint.

OUR FREE PAINTING HELPS
We try to be of service to those about to paint. We will send you, if

asked, color schemes, miscellaneous painting directions, and names of

"Blue List" Painters in your community, men who use our 'Dutch Boy

Painter" white lead. Ask for "Helps No. 491." That will include everything.

TO PAINTERS: If you are a skilled white-leader and use "Dutch Boy Painter"

white lead, send us your name for our "Painters' Blue List." Write us for Blue List

Circular No. 491. It gives particulars.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Chicauo Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Company, Philadelphia) (National Lc-nd & Oil Company. Pittsburgh)

The Finest Evergreen
GROUND COVERS
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA. LEUCOTHOE
CATESBAEI. GALAX APHYLLA, MITCHELLA
REPENS AND OTHERS BEST PLANTS FOR

RHODODENDRON BEDS

CATALOGS

Highlands Nursery
(3,800 ft. elevation in
Carolina Mountains. )

and Salem Nurseries

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Owner

Hardy American Plants

SALEM, MASS.

Green Label
VARNISHES

M. P. Durable Elerior lor Outside Work Per G.I., 4.00
M. P. Durable Interior lor Interior Trim - - 3.OO
M. P. Durable Floor lor Natural and Painted Floors ' .00
Volvet White Enemel (Egg Shell Finish' - .OO

Superior White Enemel [High Close Finish] - - -oo

Endure because they're pure. This endurance means
economy. It's re-varnish-

'ing that's costly. Get our
Varnish Book. Learn how to

choose the kind for your work.

The Glidden Varnish Company
Cleveland* Ohio Toronto, Ontario

Bronohes; New York, Chicago

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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IfflifTi

Lig-htl
Toi ir Cj H<

Mectric Liglit

Lighting

Economical lighting of country homes and buildings by electricity
the cleanest, safest, most pleasant light is possible for everyone by the

simple and efficient

Fay & Bow on

Electric Lighting System
using stotage batteries to give light any hour of the twenty-four by simply turning a
switch. The engine is run at any convenient time, and you don't need a trained
engineer. These plants are very simple and perfectly safe 32-volt current. A space
6 feet square is sufficient for a large plant. The engine and dynamo are direct-con-
nected, doing away with troublesome belts and saving space. In addition to lighting,
you can have ample power to pump water, run the sewing machine, vacuum cleaner
or machinery in barn and out-buildings. And you reduce fire risk.

Send for Our Electric Bulletins
Investigate this system. We will gladly give you an estimate on an equipment

for your exact requirements.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO.. 125 Lake Street. Geneva. N.Y.. U.S.A.

Pump'Watert

Household Uses

Landscape Gardening
A course for Homemakers and Gar-

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prof.

Batchelor. of Cornell University.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are in de-

mand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Garden-

ing is indispensable to those who
would have the pleasantest homes.

250 page Catalogue free. Write to-day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
.S.ADept. 226, Springfield, Mass.

Prof. Craig.

Ornamental

FoliagePlants
We make a specialty of

choice collections for
Greenhouse as well as
everything in the line of
decorative trees and plants.

Visit our nurseries or
send for descriptive cata-
logue of Nursery Stock
and Greenhouse plants.

Experienced and
Competent Gardeners
Any lady or gentleman

requiring their services
can have them by apply-
ing to us^ No fees. Please

Alocasia Argyrea

Julius Roehrs Co,, SSEi^ Rutherford, N. J,

1. CATALOG G

There's a

Difference" in

ll

Garden Hose
We have been

manufacturing it for

65 years.
Our catalog tells the story about our different

grades and prices.

New YorH Belting and

Paching Co., Limited
New York. N. T., 91-93 Chambers Street: Chicafo,
III.. 130 w. Lake Street: Philadelphia. Pa., 821-
823 Arch Street: Pittsburg, Pa., 420 1st Aye.;St. Loms, Mo., 218-220 Chestnut Street; Portland, Ore., 40 First Street; Boston, Mass., 232Shuer

t
stre t : Indianapolis, Ind., 1& So. Meridian Street; London, England, 13-&

Southampton Row; Spokane, Wash., 163 South Lincoln Street.

peas or beans, or in getting luxuriant sweet

peas with large blossoms ? If so, it is prob-
able that there is not sufficient nitrogen in

the soil, and that it needs bacteria to tix the

nitrogen in a form available for plant food.

The United States Department of Agri-
culture says it is worse than useless to at-

tempt to grow any leguminous crop with-

out being certain of the presence of the

bacteria which enable the plants to fix free

nitrogen. This is the reason for the famil-

iar rule against growing sweet peas for

successive years in the same soil.

Most lawn seed is a mixture of various

grasses and white clover. White clover is

a legume, and the nodules forming on its

roots will testify as to its nitrogen-gather-

ing capacity. If the seed is inoculated with
bacteria before planting, it will not only
produce a good crop of clover in your lawn
but will so enrich the soil that the grass
seed will derive much benefit therefrom.
Lawns on which the bacteria have been in-

troduced assume a deep, healthy green
color, and remain in green during the sum-
mer heat when other lawns are yellowed
and dry.
The bacteria may be applied to the roots

of plants already started as well as to

seeds with marked success.. The experi-
ment is well worth trying in your garden,
as it has been thoroughly proven a wonder-
ful success by practical farmers, as well as

by many scientists and gardeners.

The Month's Activities

(Continued from page 339)
sistance of the gardener, survived these at-

tacks, in recent
years numerous fungous

and parasitical diseases have come to the

aid of the insects.

One of the insect pests, cut-worms,
was spoken of at length in the April arti-

cle. There are a few others that attack
several kinds of plants: the aphis, or

plant-louse, potato-bug, flea-beetle, root-

maggot, white fly and white grub. (In-
sects peculiar to special sorts of plants,
such as the asparagus-beetle, and squash-
bug, are mentioned later under the special
cultural direct'ons for each vegetable.)
The aphis, or soft-bodied, small green

plant-louse, is not likely to get on, healthy
growing plants in the field, but often puts
in an appearance in time of heat and
drought, when the plants are checked.
Kerosene emulsion or tobacco dust, espe-
cially prepared for this purpose, will usual-

ly succeed in driving them off and destroy-
ing the older insects. The striped potato-
bug, or Colorado beetle, has quite a varied
diet for a strict vegetarian. Its first choice
seems to be the egg-plant, and many a well
started crop of this delicious vegetable has
been ruined in literally a few hours by its

unchecked depredations. To protect po-
tatoes, Paris Green is still used more than

anything else
; but arsenate of lead, alone

or in combination with Bordeaux, is now
largely replacing it, mainly for the reasons
that it stays on a great deal longer and
will not burn the foliage, as Paris Green
is apt to do. Arsenate of lead should al-

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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ways be used to keep the beetles off young
tomato and egg plants. Where there are

but a few plants to be watched, nothing is

better than the old-fashioned hand-pick-
ing, but it must be done thoroughly, and
all eggs, which are usually bright yellow
and laid on the under side of the leaves,
taken off.

The flea-beetle is a small, hard-shelled

jumping-jack which attacks turnips,

young cabbage and cauliflower plants, po-
tatoes, etc. Bordeaux mixture has some
effect in stopping it, and kerosene emul-
sion is good. Plaster dusted on the leaves

affords a mecnanical protection. The root-

maggot, attacking cabbage, cauliflower,
onions and other crops, is a small white

maggot which gets into the roots and
seems to sap all the strength of the plant
even before it has done much eating, caus-

ing the plants to wilt down in the heat of

day. Rotation of crops and well limed
soil are the best preventives. Strong
lime-water poured into the soil about the

roots of plants, first scraping away an
inch or so of the surface soil, has often
checked them, but not before considerable

damage is done
; top dressing of nitrate of

soda or guano, with cultivation and hill-

ing, will sometimes give the plants extra
stimulation enough to withstand the at-

tacks of the maggot. The white fly, al-

though a bad pest under glass, seldom
does much damage out-of-doors. On the
first appearance spray thoroughly with
kerosene emulsion, and then keep the

plants well dusted with strong tobacco
dust. The white grub or "muck-worm"
sometimes chews off the roots of plants
and occasionally injures grass plots and
lawns. Dig them out and kill them, and

replant or resod. Fall plowing and con-

stant cropping, in the garden, will prevent
their getting a start.

SPECIAL CULTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE
VARIOUS GARDEN CROPS.

For convenience, we may class the gar-
den crops roughly into three sections :

the root crops, such as beets and carrots
;

the leaf
crops,

such as cabbage and lettuce ;

and the fruit crops, such as the melons and
tomatoes. This classification is merely
for convenience in giving cultural direc-

tions, so we need not heed the howl of the

botanist at finding onions among the root

crops, and cauliflower among the leaf

crops.
The Root Crops: This group includes

beet, carrot, kohlrabi, leek, onion, par-
snip, potato, radish, salsify and turnip.
All of these are what may be termed cool-

weather plants. With the exception of
the potato, they can be planted as early in

spring as the ground can be got into good
shape, and are sowed in drills, 12 to 18
inches apart, where they are to remain,
and thinned out to the proper distance in

the rows after they are well up. They like

a very rich, deep, fine loam, and the soil

can hardly be made too rich. With the ex-

ception of the onion-maggot and the po-
tato-bug, they have hardly any enemies.
All will be benefited by one or two top-

n ~i

TILES

F RE P LAC

TILES
for

FIREPLACES
The fireplace is the center of the

home. You spend most of your in-

door life in front of the fireplace. It

should be, first, a perfectly good
fireplace, and second, the most at-

tractive spot in the home.
The one fireplace material which

gives that good construction which
is so necessary, and at the same time

that touch of beauty which is equally

necessary, is tile. There is a great
choice of color and texture for any
taste and any color scheme. Before

you build a single fireplace, send

for and read the book, "Tiles for

Fireplaces." Other books to be had

for the asking :

"Tiles on the Porch Floor"
"Tiles for the Kitchen and Laundry"
"Tile for the Bathroom "

The Associated Tile Manufacturers
Room 2, Reeves Building, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Write for Our If TJ C_*
FreeBookonHome KeiTIgCFatlOR

It tells you how to select the Home Refrigerator how toknow the good from the

poor how to keep a Refrigerator sweet and sanitary how your food can be prop-
erly protected and preserved how to keep down ice bills lots of things you should
know before selecting any Refrigerator.

Don't be deceived by claims being made for other so-called 1

'

'porcelain" refrigerators. The ' 'Monroe' ' has the only real por-
celain food compartments made in a pottery and in one piece of

solid, unbreakable White Porcelain Ware over an inch thick,
with every corner rounded, no cracks or crevices anywhere.
There are no hiding places for germs no odors, no dampness.

save you its cost many times over in

ice bills, food waste and repair bills.

The Lifetime Refrigerator
The leading hospitalsuse the

'

'Monroe' '

exclusively and it is found today in a

large majority of the very best homes.
It is built to last a lifetime and will -^^^

Always sold DIRECT
and at Factory Prices.

Cash or Monthly Payments.

The "Monroe" is never sold in stores, but direct from the factory to you, freight

prepaid to your railroad station, under our liberal trial offer and an ironclad

guarantee of "full satisfaction or money refunded."

Easy Payments We depart this year from our rule of all cash with order
and will send the "Monroe" freight prepaid on our
liberal credit terms to all desiring to buy that way.

Just say, "Send Monroe Book," on a postal card and it will go to you by next mail. (10)

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, Station 16, Lockland, Ohio

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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'"Tb money you don't have to put into repairs is ALL PROFIT

ARTISTIC PERGOLA EXTENDS THE 'HOMEY' FEELING TO 'ALL OUT-DOORS.'"

PERGOLA DAYS ARE HERE
and CYPRESS Is the pre-eminent pergola wood because "CYPRESS lasts forever" DEFIES ROT-INFLU-
ENCES which destroy other woods does not warp, shrink or swell like most woods takes paint and stain perfectly.

A well-planned Pergola is the finishing touch to the architectural and landscape perfection of elaborate grounds
it is "the one thing needful" to confirm the artistic character of a typical modest homestead and it may be
fully relied upon to redeem and beautify even the smallest yard, or one that is lacking in natural advantages.

VOL.30
OF THE =
CYPRESS
POCKET
LIBRARY,
FREE ON

VOL. 30
contains ORIGINAL SKETCHES. DETAII.KD WORKING DRAWINGS (on sheet 24x36 inches) ami FULL SPECIFICATIONS
for ereclint a VARIETY of PERGOLAS. GARDEN ENTRANCES. SEATS, etc.. of many different artistic styles, and costine from a

lollars up to several hundreds. Not stock patterns" each was SPECI4LL Y DESIGNED for us. WRITE TODAY fo' Vol. 30.
When planning a Pergola. Mansion. Bungalow, pasture-fence or sleepinir-porch, remember "frith CYPRESSrou BUILD BUT ONCE."

Let our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT" help YOU. Our entire resources arc at your service with Reliable Counsel.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
___ _1210 H1BERNIA BANK BUILDING. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

INSIST ON CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT, LET US KNOW IMMEDIATELY.

2,500 feet elevation. .. Open all the year

> -ruTT c* Waters, Baths, Hotels and
XVlJNVJsfc, Scenery nowhere equalled

Recommended for rheumatism, gout and nervous dis

Complete hydrotherapeutic apparatus. Japanese Tea Room,
Swimming Fool, fine livery and all outdoor pastimes.

sease*.

Golf.

THE NEW HOMESTEAD

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
Famed for Its Mountain, River and Canyon Scenery

allows stop-over at Covington, Va., on through tickets for side
tnp to Virginia Hot Springs. Excursion tickets at office. C. &
(J. Lines and connecting lines._ FRED 3TERRY, Manager, Hot Springs. Va.

dressings of nitrate of soda during the

growing season.

Beet. The first crop is started under

glass in February or March, transplanted
to flats, like early cabbage, and set out

about four inches apart in rows. Sow
from April to last of June for succession

crops.
Carrot. To do their best, carrots re-

quire a rather sandy soil which should not

be made too rich in nitrogen from organic
sources. In other ways the culture is

much the same as for beets. Extra early
carrots may be had by sowing and grow-
ing to maturity in coldframes.

Kohlrabi. This vegetable, which is not

as well known as it should be, is a sort of

overgrown turnip. It is of the easiest

culture. They should be used when not

more than two inches in diameter. When
once tried, I believe this vegetable will

largely replace the turnip, especially for

home use.

Leek. Grown similarly to onions, ex-

cept that the stalk should be blanched,
either by hilling up or by the use of papet
collars, held in place with drawn-up earth.

For early crop start under glass and set

out.

Onion. By far the finest onions may be
had by starting the seed under glass, as

early as February, if possible, and setting
out later. Trim the plants back about half,

once in the seed-bed and again if they are

tall, at time of setting out, at which time
the roots also should be trimmed back
about one-half. For the crop raised from
seed, make the ground as rich and as fine

as possible, before sowing the seed, and
then keep the bed clean. Watch for cut-

worms and kill these by hand or poisoned
bait. Give two or three dressings of ni-

trate of soda, and frequent shallow culti-

vation during the summer. When the

tops die down and wither, pull and store

in a dry airy place in thin layers. Store
before severe freezing, on slatted shelves

or in ventilated barrels.

Parsnip. One of the easiest of all vege-
tables to grow, if care is taken to have the
seed-bed fine and deeply prepared. Sow
about one-half inch deep. Dig part of

crop very late in fall for winter storing
and let remainder stay in ground till

spring.
Potato. For a few extra early ones,

start in flats of sand, under glass, first cut-

ting the tubers to one or two eyes each.
Main crop, plant in drills twenty-eight to

thirty-six inches apart, thirteen to fifteen

inches apart in the drill and three to four
inches deep. Keep thoroughly cultivated
and hill up moderately when buds begin to
show. Spray with arsenate of lead or
Paris Green for bugs and flea-beetle, and
Bordeaux mixture for early and late

blight.

Radish. Sow every two weeks for suc-
cession crops; work a little land-plaster
into the soil at time of planting.

Salsify. A very delicious vegetable
which should be much more extensively
grown. Give same treatment as parsnip,
a deep sandy soil if possible.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Turnip. Sow frequently, so that the tur-

nips may be used young, as they quickly
become tough or wormy.
The Leaf Crops: These too are crops

that do best in the cool weather of spring
or fall. They also require soil that has
been made thoroughly rich

; especially must

they have plenty of available nitrogen.

Many of them will do well on soils a little

heavier than those best suited to the root

and fruit crops a point to keep in mind
when laying out your planting, if you have
different sorts of soil. They are for the

most part started under glass, for the

early crops, and set out early in spring.
Succession crops are sometimes sown
where they are to mature, but better re-

sults can be had by starting plants in a

seed-bed, thinning out properly and trim-

ming back, and then setting out in their

permanent place. What might be desig-
nated the stalk crops asparagus, rhubarb
and sea-kale are set out in beds that last

many years. They should be well enriched
with old manure or fertilizer, not only

early in the spring, but just after the cut-

ting season, as the summer growth fur-

nishes material to be stored away for early

spring growth, in the succulent root-

clumps.

Asparagus. Usually set out in beds, the

rows being three or four feet apart, and
the plants about a foot in the row. Trench
out each row, unless the soil is already
very rich, and put in six to twelve inches

of rotted manure, cover this with soil to

within three or four inches of the surface
and then plant, putting the crowns level

and the roots evenly spread out flat
;
cover

in to within at least a couple of inches of
the surface, and fill up level as growth
starts. Usually two-year-old roots are

used. Give clean cultivation and cut off

and burn tops in the fall, giving a coat of

rough manure. Spade in a good dressing
of manure in early spring, and give a top-

dressing of nitrate of soda. It is best to

stop cutting in June and allow the tops to

grow.
Brussels Sprouts. This is a sort of

miniature multiple cabbage, easily grown.
It is better in flavor than any cabbage and
should have a place in every home garden.
Frost only improves the hard little heads.
Give the same culture as cabbage.

Cabbage. To do well cabbage demands a

deep soil and heavy manuring. It is also ad-
visable both to plant after some crop other
than those of the cabbage or turnip group,
and to give the ground a good dressing of

lime, the fall previous, if possible. Wood
ashes dusted on the young plants will be

good for them and also keep off the cab-

bage-fly and caterpillar butterfly. Unless
the ground is very rich, use guano or cot-

ton-seed meal in the hills when setting,
and at the first or second cultivating a

dressing of nitrate of soda. Except on
heavy land, hilling is of no benefit.

Cauliflower. Requires much the same
treatment except that it must have more
moisture, especially at the time of matur-

ing. It is usually more certain, and bet-

ter, for a full crop, for which it is started

Half Service

Or Double Expense
TWO telephone systems in one

town mean a divided commun-

ity or a forced duplication of

apparatus and expense.

Some of the people are connected

with one system, some are con-

nected with the other system ;
and

each group receives partial

service.

Only those receive full

service who subscribe for the

telephones of both systems.

Neither system can fully meet

the needs of the public, any more

than a single system could meet the

needs of the public if cut in two and

half the telephones discontinued.

What is true of a single commun-

ity is true of the country at large.

The Bell System is estab-

lished on the principle of one

system and one policy, to meet

the demands for universal

service, a whole service for

all the people.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

A Furnace Only 51 Inches High
With more heating surface and capacity than ordinary furnaces of larger

size, making it possible to get a rise in heat conducting pipes that is so de-

sirable and necessary. This principle is well recognized, but its application
is new because the INTENSE is the latest scientific furnace put on the market.

Intense Furnace
" Distributed Draft Pure, Dustless Air "

Its distributed draft and patented check damper insures great fuel economy.
The surfaces are self-cleaning; no dust or soot can accumulate or get into liv-

ing rooms. It has vast radiating surface; a simple hot water attachment; a

knocked down square jacket and other features your furnace man will recog-
nize. Note portable ash pan a great convenience. 2 sizes for ordinary re-

quirements. Arranged in batteries for larger buildings. ASK why this ii

done. Send us Architect's and Dealer's name and ask for booklet and full

particulars. We will send free a "Physician's Treatise on Warm Air Heat-

ing and Ventilation."
The G. J. Emeny Co., 51 Hubbard Street, Fulton, N. Y.
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YOUR LAST CHANCE
Order at once if you would have this wonderful

Climbing American Beauty

In Your Garden This Summer

OUR
Climbing American Beauty Rose is a hardy plant that will

thrive and bloom and grow out in the open. It comes out a

mass of gorgeous, fragrant blossoms in June and continues

blooming occasionally during the growing season. Each flower is a

perfect American Beauty Rose, three to four inches in diameter and
rich in perfume.
Our Climbing American Beauty Rose has large, bright, glossy,

green leaves, that remain on the bush all summer, giving it a most

pleasingly ornamental appearance. There is no other rose so per-

fectly suited to a place in the gardens of American rose lovers. If

you would have one in your garden you should act quickly, as now
is the time to set them out. We are carrying one-year-old Climbing
American Beauty Roses in pots now so they can be planted outside

as late as June. We will send you, postpaid, one of these plants, or

as many more as you wish, ready for planting, at $2.00 each.

ORDER NOW Every time this summer you look at the spot in

your garden where a climbing American Beauty should be, you will

reproach yourself for negligence unless you act at once. Order now
or you will be a whole year without this wonderful plant in your
garden.

Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas Co., West Chester, Pa.

Household

Refrigerating and Ice

Making Machines

The only satisfactory refrigerating ma-

chinery for residences ; does not get out
of order; can be operated without me-
chanical knowledge, occupies little floor

space, and is cheaper than ice.

plant such as this means 1 to 1 5 Ibs. of pure ice, for table use,
tresh every day, in addition to direct refrigeration by means of

the only sanitary and perfect system. Meats, fruits and

vegetables in perfect condition always. Your refrigerator,
however fine, if cooled with ice is damp and unsanitary
and your food menaced by germs that thrive in dam
Any space in your kitchen or pantry is the space to set in a *,

greatest selling force is its many satisfied ~^\ tflt^S^ I

users a list of whom will be sent upon
request. Ask any of them if they would
sell theirs for twice its cost. Every mod-
ern residence should be equipped with a

Over 1,000 machines, commercial 'and residential, in satis-

factory operation in all parts of the world.

Write for list of users.

The Brunswick Refrigerating Co.

Main Office and Work* :

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

A little machine in the
basement does the work

New York Office:

Courtlandt Bldg.
30 Church St.

Boston Office:

IS Exchange St.

Baltimore:
Chatard & Norris
Continental Bldg.

Philadelphia:
V. J. Goetz

345 North i2thSt.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS

APRIL and MAY PLANTING
The proper way to buy is to see the material growing. We shall

gladly give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visit-

ing our Nursery, and invite everybody interested in improving their

grounds to visit us. Our Nursery consists of 250 acres of highly culti-

vated land, and is planted with a choice selection of Ornamental Nur-
sery Products, placing us in a position to complete plantings and fill

orders of any size.

ROSES. It is important to place orders
at once, while we have several hundred
thousand in choice, new and popular
kinds. We are often sold out of many
varieties, causing disappointment.

RHODODENDRONS. Many thousand
of acclimated plants in Hardy English
and American varieties are growing in
our Nursery.

FLOWERING SHRUBS IN A LARGE
VARIETY. We make a specialty of

them, and can do planting or fill orders
of any size.

ORNAMENTAL SHADE, WEEPING
AND STANDARD TREES. 200,000
of these, in all kinds, can be seen in
our Nursery. We grow them for every
place and purpose.

BAY TREES. Our display of these fas-

cinating Trees is larger this season than
ever. We are growing many hundreds
of perfect specimens.

HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES. We grow immense quantities
for all kinds of plantings.

LAWN GRASS SEED. Our Rutherford
Park Lawn Mixture has given satisfac-
tion everywhere.

HARDY OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.
Hundreds of thousands of new, rare,
and popular varieties of these old-time
favorites.

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS AND
PINES. More than 75 acres of ou'
Nursery are planted with handsonu
specimens.

BOXWOOD. We grow thousands oi
plants in many shapes and sizes. Every-
body loves the aroma of old-fashioned
Boxwood.

DECORATIVE PLANTS. We have
250,000 square feet of greenhouses in
which we grow Palms for conserva-
tories, house and exterior decorations.

TRAINED, DWARF AND ORDINARY
FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS. We grow these for all kinds
of Orchards.

HEDGE PLANTS. We grow hundreds
of thousands of California Privet and
other Hedge Plants adapted for all

parts of the country.
BULBS AND ROOTS. Spring, Sum-

mer, and Autumn flowering.
TUBS. We manufacture all shapes and

sizes. Ask for special list.

Our new Illustrated General Catalogue No. 40 will tell you about the above and all our
other products for Lawns and Gardens.

WE CAN MAKE OLD GARDENS NEW AND NEW GARDENS OLD WITH OUR
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS.

WE PLAN AND PLANT GROUNDS AND GARDENS EVERYWHERE.
VISITORS, take Erie R. R. to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line;

3 minutes' walk to Nursery.

BOBBINK& ATKINS, Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, Rutherford, N. J.
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THE
modesty of every gentle

woman is offended before

others by the gurgling and

noisy flushing of an old style closet.

No room in the house seems free

from these embarrassing sounds.

You can rid your home of this

annoyance by telling your plumber
to put in a

"
SIWELCLO "

Noiseless Siphon Jet

CLOSET
The siphoning is done so noiselessly,

quickly and thoroughly that, even with
the lid raised, the flushing will not be
heard outside of its immediate environ-
ment.

The durability and perfect action of
the "Siwelclo" is assured because each

fixture is stamped with "the star within
the circle" trade mark.

Booklet 981 T giving full information gladly
sent to you on request.

THE
TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.

OPEN FIREPLACE FIXTURES
Andirons, Fenders, Firetools,
Fire Screens and Smokeless Gas Logs

We display a large selection of Period

Andirons; also an assortment of reproduce
tions in Old Colonial Andirons, Hob Grates
and English Settee Fenders in Brass,

Bronze and Wrought Iron.

FranK H. Graf Mfg. Co. 8ETWS2
323 Seventh Ave., Cor. 28th St., New TorK

LAWN MOWERS

The
Lawn
Mower
That

Actually
Cuts

Nails

SENT FREE
A prominent authority has written

especially tor us a valuable book-

let, "The Lawn Its Making and

Care," which is most helpful to

all interested in lawns. We will

gladly mail a copy on request.w
r-TLTL

row of nails was driven in

the floor and run over by a
"
Pennsylvania

"
Quality Lawn

Mower. Each nail was clipped in

two as easily and cleanly as if done
with tinsmith shears.

The "Pennsylvania" is the only mower
that can do this without injury to its cutting

knives, because it is the only mower in which
all the blades are of crucible tool steel,

hardened and tempered in oil the same
kind of steel that is used for tools requiring
the keenest cutting edges.

This is the reason why

"PENNSYLVANIA"
QUALITY

Lawn Mowers
are positively self-sharpening; why the blades

are always in first-class cutting condition.

35 years experience in building quality Lawn
Mowers is back of all

"
Pennsylvanias." This means

in the finished product, a mower that is self-sharp-

ening, light-running and will wear for many years
without repairs or re-grinding.

Your hardware dealer or seedsman will gladly
show you one of the "Pennsylvania" makes.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE COMPANY, P. O. BOX 1582, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Let us HELP YOU with your
Color Scheme

Whether your house is half-timbered, shingled all over or rough clap-
boarded, it should harmonize with its surroundings as well as being artistic

in itself. Our miniature stained shingles will enable you to decide, right on
the ground, which colors are best.

Dexter Brothers' English Shingle Stains
do more than beautify ti\ey froteft, adding years to the life of the wood.
And the colors will not fade. The secret lies in the use of the best English
ground colors mixed in linseed and our own Dexter preservative oils.

Write for booklet and sample miniature shingles TODAY.

Dexter Brothers Co., 115 Broad St., Boston, Mass.
Bmnehn: 11S3 lii ,,:,.!>,;,,, N. . 21s KaeeSt., rhlladelphU, Pa

Matters af Petrifax Cement CoaHnf v |

AGENTS; H. M. HokerCo.. Chicago, F. H. McDonald. Grand
t

Rapids. Mich. F. T. Crowe Co., Seattle, Spokane, Tacoina. Wash.
(

and Portland. Ore. Carolina Portland Cement Co., Birmingham
and Montgomery. Ala., lacksonvtllc, Fla.. Charleston, S. C., New
Orleans, La., F. S. Coombs. Haliiex, N. S., E. B. Totten. Security

Bldg.. St. Louis. Mo. M. D. Francis. Atlanta, Georgia. Sherman-
Kimbal, San Francisco, Cal.. AND DEALERS.

Be sure
the words

Dexter
Brothers

English

Shingle
Stain

are on
every

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEK.
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An Ideal Little Greenhouse Lay Out

IDEAL
because it's something more

than a greenhouse it is a decidedly
ornamental feature of the grounds.

Besides that, it is an economical ar-

rangement a good plan, in other words.
In a house like this, you can grow

anything from Violets to Orchids from
tomatoes to potted fruit. In short, it is

an all around greenhouse.
The main members of the framework

Hitchings & Company,

are of steel, which accounts for its ex-
treme lightness. Such a house, built

such a way, will last a lifetime.

To thoroughly know our kind of
greenhouses, send for the new catalog.
Half a hundred subjects are illustrated
in it. It will answer to your satisfac-
tion the numerous guesses you may
have about greenhouses in general and
ours in particular.

General Office and Factory, Elizabeth, X . J.

New.York Office, 1170 Broadway

8 CENTS
AFOOT IIHIHIIIIRUII-I I!!!!!: !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAL FENCE

KITSELMAN BROTHER^! B!*, 4.

POO Buildingfcvw Plans
Mt. 'Lagan's Suburban HomM li

a blTbook of over 20i Build-
ing plans of Bungalow, Subur-
ban and CountryHomM actual-
ly erected costing from MW up
to $10,000. Price 50c. riu bert
book published for the home Builder,

P. I. MacUgin, Architect,

45 Clinton Street,
- - Imrk, I. J,

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work : :

Sample and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN & MANLEY
546 Fifth Avenue New York

EVERGREENS
Nursery grown, suitable for all par-

poses. w.50 and up per thousand. We
have 50 millions. Our low prices will
astoniahyou. Also Hardy Forest trfes,
Shade, Ornamental aud Fruit trees,
Shrubs, Vines, etc. Our beautiful Cat-
alog is crowded with valuable Informa-
tion. This null 60 Great Bargain Sheet are Free.
Send for them today.
D. HILL NURSERY CO., Box 301, Dundee, 111.

Cvergr**n Specialist*

Ornamental Light Posts
E light-post bears an intimate

relation to the architecture of
the building before which it is placed.
From our many designs a suitable
selection may readily be made. Or
we will submit designs of posts in

harmony with the character of the

building.
We issue separate catalogues of Display
Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Electrol-

iers, Vases, Grills and Gateways, Settees and
Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums, Tree Guards,
Sanitary Fittings for Stable and Cow Barn.

Address : Ornamental Iron Dept.

J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
FIFTH AVENUE & 17th ST., NEW YORK

(Continued from page 380)

riety. Moderate hilling is sometimes ad-

visable, but the important thing is fre-

quent shallow cultivation.

Cucumber. For extra early start on

sods, in frames. (This may also be done
with muskmelon, watermelon and squash.)
Set out a week or so after it is safe to

plant outside. For main lot, sow fifteen to

twenty seeds in specially prepared hills.

The great difficulty in growing all the

vine group is to successfully fight insect

enemies. The safest way is to protect
them from the start by wooden frames

covered with fine wire or mosquito net-

ting. If this can't be done, watch daily
for the advent of the bug army and use

plaster, tobacco dust or sifted ashes, freely
on the leaves before they appear. Pinch

the vines back at three or four feet. Don't

let weeds grow between the hills.

Egg-plant. This is the most heat-lov-

ing of all the hot weather plants, but it

needs moisture too. The ground can hard-

ly be made too rich. Keep off potato bugs !

Muskmelon. Treat the same as cucum-
bers. Vines may be pinched back at three

feet. Thin if fruit sets too freely.
Watermelon. This belongs to the same

class for treatment. Give the hottest spot
in the garden. Plant early-maturing
kinds, north of New Jersey. Pinch back.

Okra. Easily grown in drills. Do not

plant until ground is warm. Thin out to

a foot or eighteen inches.

Peas. The smooth sorts may be planted
as soon as the ground can be worked. Sow
in single or double drills, not more than
an inch and a half deep for first planting
and in light soil. For late planting sow in

heavier soil and three to five inches deep.
The wrinkled sorts are much the best in

quality. All the tall sorts should be staked
before they begin to fall over. The soil

in which they are sown should never be

wet, and not too rich, especially in organic
nitrogen. In August, sow early varieties

for a fall crop.

Pepper. Like egg-plant, they require a
rich soil and moisture. Set out about June
ist, twelve to eighteen inches apart and

manuring in the row if the ground is not

already very rich.

Pumpkin. Treat the same as squash.

Squash. Set or plant in specially pre-
pared hills. Protect from bugs. Hand-
pick and destroy eggs, if necessary. Use
kerosene emulsion for young bugs. Pinch
back at five or six feet. If the vines sud-

denly wilt down in noonday heat, examine
the stem for the white borer. Slit the
stem and kill him

;
or pull and burn in-

fested plants.

Tomato. Transplant twice and harden
off well. Set plants in moderately rich soil,
or use some manure in the hill if the soil is

poor. It should be well drained and warm.
If at all dry, water thoroughly at roots
when setting out. Apply nitrate of soda
as soon as they are established. Stake up
and keep suckers pruned off. Fruits may
be ripened early by tying in paper bags.
If a wet season, thin out fruits that touch.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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A Composition for the Sanitary
Treatment of Concrete or

Cement Floors, Walls
and Ceilings

The charm of an out-of-door breakfast room
appeals to every one.
The pergola, patio and inner court yard

have become important features of the Ameri-
can country or suburban home. To find a fin-

ish for concrete or cement walls and floors
has interested architects and clients.

KONKRETO made by Murphy Varnish
Company, fulfills the requirements. It pre-
vents dampness and gives a smooth and dust-
roof surface preserving the cement. It may
e procured in the natural gray tone or the

dull red as desired.

Suggestions are sent for the treatment of
out-of-door rooms as well as for the finish and
decoration of the entire house.
The Penetrating Oil Stains made by Murphy

Varnish Company for interior wood trim show
beautiful natural tones and are lasting and
easy to apply.

WRITE
today for sample panels, mention-

ing the wood to be used in the building,
and send your blue prints or a rough draft

of them to Murphy Varnish Company's Depart-
ment of Decoration. You will receive a complete
color scheme for your house, and careful and

expert advice regarding its interior finish and
decoration.

This Department is under the direction of

Margaret Greenleaf, whose reputation as Con-

sulting Decorator is national. This assures you
artistic as well as practical help.
ItThe compliment of this service is extended by
Murphy Varnish Company to their patrons and
is without charge.

Address Department of Decoration

Murphy Varnish Company
345 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK

ELIZABETH VIOLLTS Large, Fragrant, De-
veloped to perfection by

my process. Plants now ready. Violets should- be planted
now.

Large mature plants 25 cents; two for 45 cents.

Address F. O. IIAM KL, De Solo, Mo.

THE FIREPLACE
We will make working drawings for your

fireplaces for $5. per fireplace, with our writ-

ten guarantee to the amount of $ 100. each

fireplace, that if built in accordance with
our drawings the fireplaces WILL NOT
SMOKE. Send a set of your plans to

THE H. W. COVERT COMPANY
{Fireplace Experts)

169 Duane Street NEW YORK

Opal-Glass-Lined $0175
Oak Refrigerator -V I
Freight Prepaid from Factory

You get this highest grade Solid Oak, Wickes' New Con-
structed Refrigerator, linedwith Opal Glass, "better than mar-
ble." for only $31.75 freightprepaidfrom factory.

You buy the Wickes Refrigerator direct from the
factory, at actual factory prices. You save all the
dealers', jobbers' and department store profits. You
eet the Wickes at the price asked everywhere for
ordinary "enameled" refrigerators, for which you have to pay the
freight in addition.

The Wicfees
New Constructed No. 230

is made of solid onk. to lust a lifetime perfectly joined nnd beautifully
finished. The fond compartment and door are lined throughout with
OPAL GLASS, 7-16 inch thick. Our exclusive construction gives you
double refrigeration, from every pound of ice. Opal class mtikes the
WICKES absolutely sanitnry.

Your money refunded if theWICKES is not exactly ns repre-
sented. See and use this high-grade refrigerator in j our nome.

Send for Free Beautiful Art Catalog
It shows you the famous Wickes Refrigerators of all sizes inside

and out. Guaranteed and sold by

Measurements : ^
Height 45 in. Width 36 in. Depth 21 in.

The Brunswick-Ralke-Collender Co.
292Wabash Avenue, Chicago (Established Over 6O Years)

We prepay the freight from factory to every point East of the Rockies.
West of the Rockies only the freight from Deliver la added.

29-35 W. 32d St.. New York

(14)

Hicks' Unusual Trees
Unusual in size and their sturdy good

health. They range from 1 inch to 40
feet in height; cost from Ic. to $150.

They thrive. You take no risks.
1

Do you need a single sentinel in your landscape, or a row
of them through your formal garden, or is your problem a
more prosaic one of screening undesirable elements in your
landscape ? We have large Red Cedars

up to 30 feet high growing in our nurs-

ery which can be shipped at any time

during May.
At the base of the Cedars, covering their

bare stems, groups of Rhododendrons will

find a most happy home. These also may be

planted in May. You can come here and
select these plants now while the spirit of

planting possesses you. You can group and

arrange the materials on the ground, shifting
the balls of earth like chessmen, and then

planting them when the combination pleases

you. If more are needed, you can order them
shipped even after all the deciduous trees are
in full leaf, for we ship these with large balls

of earth and they suffer no check if you will

water them carefully once in two weeks dur-

ing the summer, and keep the ground mulched
with leaves or stable litter.

If you haven't our price list, it will certainly

pay you to get it. It offers every size of tree

from i inch at ic. to 40 feet at $150. It is

interspersed with pithy paragraphs showing
how pur stock will solve your problems, and
has illustrations showing exactly the stock
we offer. You can order with knowledge and
confidence.

Isaac Hicks Son,
W e s t b \i r y ,

Long Island

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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CRAFTSMAN
HOUSE
PLANS
FREE

Designed by GTJSTAV STICKXEY^

Send 6 centt lor a copy ol "24 Craftsman Houses**
showing exterior and floor plans of 24 houses that cost
from $900 up to build. To interest you in our magazine,
**IHiCKAFTSMAN"andm Craft articles, we will also

send you a beautifuhy printed 32 page
booklet entitled "The Craftsman House."

If you are interested at all, both of these
books will be very useful to you.
"The Craftsman Idea" means real

homes, not mere houses: it shows you how
to save money on useless partitions how
to avoid over-decoration, how to get widen B-t.m-n sweeps of space (even in a small houseJ,
restful tones that match and blend and

e;
jjg

1 -
enables anyone to always have a beautiful
and artistic home.

nl-n U "TheCraft8manMasrazIne"treats
On building, furnishing and beautifying
homes on art embroidery cabinet work
and kindred topics.
Craftsman Homes, by Gustav

Stickley, 205 pages, beautifully bound and
printed, treats on home building, home
making, home furnishings in full.

"ThM'raff smaii" #:' AH for
Craftsman Homes" - - - *2 f *? 1

Your own selection of 11O House PlansJ 53 .76

Edgar E. Phillips, Manager The Craftsman, Boom 210 41W.34thlt..ll.1.

Better Lawns, Flowers and Vegetables with

Wizard Brand sheep M"^ure
Wonderful results quickly. No weeds or foreign grasses.

Economical and convenient to use. Unequalled for lawn,
flowers, trees, shrubs, fruit, meadows and grain fields.

per bbl. freight prepaid east of Missouri
River. Cash with order. Ask for quantity
prices. Write for copy of booklet "Lawn
and Garden." Gives valuable pointers.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE COMPANY
26 Union Stock Yards :: :: :: Chicago
Wizard Brand is handled by first class seedst

"THE UNIVERSAL PERFUME

A floral water

purity and
grance, in use

century . Most
del i g h'tf ul

purpos e s ;

for the bath;
after shav-
a word, by
satisfactory
fume for

of absolut e

enduring fra-

for nearly a

refreshing and
for all toilet

. matchless
grateful
ing: it is, in

far the most
toilet per-
general use.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE !

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS

Sample mailed on receipt of six cents to defray
mailing charges

LANMAN & KEMP;",ffWr
'

Grow Your Own Fruit

(Continued from page 352)
free of undesired sprouts as directed un-

der pruning. Secondly, spray with Bor-
deaux mixture before every rain, if possi-

ble, from the time the vine leaves come out

until about the middle of July. After that

use ammoniacal copper carbonate. Take

special pains to cover every part of the

new growth upon which the fruit is borne.

Where only a few vines are grown, the

bunches are often protected by covering
with manila bags, put on when the grapes
are well formed on the bunches. The top
of the bag is slit down three or four inches

on sides and ends four cuts at the top,

slipped over the bunch, and the flaps
formed by the cuts folded over the canes
and pruned below the canes.

For early black sorts, Campbell's Early,
Moore's Early and Worden. Concord is

an old fine dependable sort. Wilder and

In pot layering the runners are rooted in pots;
cut from the parent stock they are easy to

transplant

Eaton are also good. Of the reds (early)

Brighton; (medium) Catawba and Salem;
and (late) Delaware and Ionia are fine

proved sorts. The best of the early
whites are More's Diamond and Green
Mountain (Winchell). Niagara and Em-
pire State are good late whites. Four or
five well-tended vines will yield many bas-
kets of more delicious grapes than you can

buy. It is well worth while to grow them.

The Chrysanthemum Outdoors

(Continued from page 346)

Practically all the hardy border plants
are better for some protection in winter
in the northern States. Leaves or strawy
litter, concealed and held in place by
boughs of pine or spruce, should be put on
as soon as the ground freezes not before,
on account of danger from mice. This
should be removed in early spring. In the

chrysanthemum bed the tall-flowering
stalks should of course be cut off before
the protecting covering is added.

After the bed has become established a

light top-dressing of manure early each

spring will help to keep the plants vigor-
ous. There is often a tendency to send up
too many shoots for the best results in

flowers, so it is worth while to pinch out
late in spring a part of the weaker ones,

especially in the more crowded parts of the
bed. CLARENCE M. WEED

SAVE MONEY
An Underfeed Heater Will Reduce
Your Coal Bills From & to %
If you are among the thousands who have

been paying big money for unsatisfactory heat,
why not take out that old heating plant at once
and reduceyour future coal bills from one-half to
two thirds, by installing one of

HEATING

Warm Air Furnaces-Hot Water orSteam Boilers

The UNDERFEED burns cheapest slack or pea and buck-
wheat sizes of hard or soft coal. All fire on top, smoke is con-
sumed* This coal-burning way endorsed as bestfor health.

H. J. Helnzen, 301 Hazel Ave., Canton, Ohio, has
had an Underfeed five years. He says: "We have Jane
weather the year round. My coal bill to heat eight
rooms has never been more than $14 for the year."

Underfeed Furnace Booklet, with fac-simile testimonials or
Special Catalog of Steam and Water Boilers both FREE.
Heating plans of out Engineering Corps are FREE. Fill in
and return coupon below today.

THE nrn | T A uoAM rn 442 w. Fifth st.
PECK nlLLlAllljUIl tU, Cincinnati, O.

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of
my coal bills from 50% to 66%%. Send me-FREE

- (InrticmtebyXRook-
let you desire)UNDERFEED,**'-

Name-
'

Boiler Booklet.

.. Name of you r dealer*

INTERIOR DECORATION
of all descriptions planned and executed. Single
rooms or whole houses furnished, and wall cover-

ings, hangings, rugs, furniture, etc., selected to

suit any scheme.

Out of town orders carefully attended to.

Correspondence is cordially invited.

Lamp and candle shades. Stenciling.

MISS THROOP MISS VEERHOFF
37 EAST 60th STREET :-: NEW YORK
And also Southampton, L. I., after July 1st

Let us send you our

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

and tell you

why you ought

to have the

Majestic

Coal

Chute

Let us show you how this ingenious contrivance
prevents the battering of your foundation walls, mu-
tilation of your window sills, defacing of your paint.
Let us show you how it saves your lawn and walks
and halves the labor of putting in the coal. Let us
show you how it pays for itself the first year and
lasts longer than your house. If it is as good as
we say, you need it, don't you? Well then, make us

?rove
it. Whether your house is old or new, send

or that ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR. Write to-

day to

The Majestic Furnace and Foundry Co.

Dept. CC :: :: Huntington, Incl.
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The planting and transplanting of vegetables are simple problems if you have
Home Vegetable Gardening to guide you.

The Landscape Gardening Book will show you how to plan and plant your
grounds in such effective ways as this.

TWO IMPORTANT NEW GARDENING BOOKS
Home Vegetable Gardening The Landscape Gardening Book

By F. F. ROCKWELL

THERE
are many books that treat of vegetable gar-

dening, fruit growing and the like in an encyclo-

paedic way. They tell what vegetables there are,

what pests are liable to attack them, and so on, but they

usually give far too much information for the man who
wants to establish a vegetable garden on his own country

place or suburban plot for the family use. The author, F. F.

Rockwell, is a practical gardener himself. He realizes from

long experience just what the average layman wants to

know in order to raise a successful and varied crop of vege-
tables. Exactly this information is presented in this practical

volume. While not fulsome, this book covers every essential,

from preparing the soil to the last cultural directions for the

proper maturing of the crop. The author has treated the

subject in an amazingly concise and entertaining manner.

HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING is the one com-

plete yet concise book on home vegetable gardening. It in-

cludes as well the equally important subjects of growing ber-

ries and fruit. The book is uniform in size and binding with

THE GARDEN PRIMER, but with many more pages.

Cloth, 12 mo, $1.00 net. Postage 8c.

By GRACE TABOR

THERE
have been many books published within the

past few years on the various branches of gardening,
but most of these have dealt with the cultural side

exclusively. The larger subject, embracing the whole site

of the country home, particularly one of moderate size, has

apparently been ignored. The author of THE LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING BOOK, a well-known landscape
architect, has written the one book that solves the whole

problem of making a home out of a house and plot. The
book shows just how to plan the home grounds, whether they
consist of a suburban plot or a large estate how to plan the

entrance walks and driveways ;
how to plant trees so that

they will give the most value in shade and beauty; how to

group and plant shrubbery for a harmonious mass as well

as a succession of bloom
;
how to make the grounds attrac-

tive in winter in short, this is the one essential book for

the man who would have his home something more than a

mere building set on the earth. Planting tables, lists of

plants and cultural instructions are added in condensed form
at the end of each chapter. The illustrations are superb
half-tone reproductions of representative gardens and homes,

together with practical diagrams and planting plans adapt-
able to any sized place.

Bound in dark blue cloth, stamped in gold with a garden

inlay in full color. 8 vo, $2.00 net. Postage 20C.

McBRIDE, WINSTON (SL CO., Publishers, 449 FOURTH AVE..NEW YORK

THE FIRE THAT WARMS MEN'S SOULS

My celebrated Old Fashioned fireplaces are scientific-

ally shaped and proportioned to absolutely guarantee a

maximum heat without smoking. The forms are of asbestite

slabs easily erected in new or old chimneys. Under no circum-

stances build without them if you truly appreciate a fire that

warms men's souls. AH smoky fireplaces cured. Write for

sizes and prices.

My Illustrated Volume, "Rumford Fireplace*
and How They Are Made," $2.00

G. CURTIS GILLESPIE, M. E., Architect

FIREPLACE EXPERT

132 Nassau Street New York City

In writing to advertisers pleate mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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IN PLANNING YOUR GARDEN
THESE BOOKS WILL HELP YOU GREATLY

THE HOME GARDEN
By EBEN E. REXFORD

"It tells all about vegetable and small fruit growing
in a manner that is intelligible and interesting ,to the
amateur." Ne York Herald.

Eight Full-page Illustrations. 198 Pages.
12mo. Cloth, $1.25 net, postpaid.

THE SMALL COUNTRY PLACE
By SAMUEL T. MAYNARD

"No one who owns a country home or has the plan
of one burgeoning in his imagination will care to ignore
a book that contains so much valuable information and
so few waste words." New York Times.

Seventy-five Illustrations from Photographs, and
Numerous Line Drawings.

12mo. Cloth, $1.50 net, postpaid.

INDOOR GARDENING
By EBEN E. REXFORD

"Takes up the problems that beset the would-be-
growers of potted plants, and explains them in a lucid
sensible way." New York Times.

Colored Frontispiece and 32 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. Cloth, $1.50 net, postpaid.

Uniform with "INDOOR GARDENING."

FOUR SEASONS IN THE GARDEN
By EBEN E. REXFORD

"Contains clear and definite instructions." The Outlook.

Frontispiece in Tints and 27 illustrations.
Crown 8vo. Cloth, $1.50 net, postpaid.

Invaluable to the Country Dweller

RURAL HYGIENE
By ISAAC W. BREWER, M. D.

"A thoughtful and conservative presentation of facts
which make for health." SeattlePoit Intelligencer.

Many Illustrations and Diagrams for the best Cis-
terns and Sewerage Disposal Plants.
12mo. Cloth, $1.25 net, postpaid.

J. B. UPPINCOTT CO., PHILADELPHIA

WIPEYOUR FEET
Mud. snow, dust and dirt will not b
tracked over your floors if you use

Grab's Foot Scraper
outside your door. The only de-
vice made which cleans bot-
toms and sides of shoe In
ono operation. Has ten

parallel plates for scrap-
Ing soles and two stiff

|
bristle brushes which

| clean sides of shoe. Ad-
justable to any size.

. Handsomely enameled.
Looks neat. Can be ro-
tated and swept under.
Fastens to <i - ;, j, or
any handy place. Get
one and save useless

-^ - work. Price 81.00. If your
dealer will not supply you, don't take substitute, but send
your order direct to us. Illustrated folder FREK.
VICTOR M. GRAB & CO., $37 Ashland Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

Porch
and
Window
Baskets

With Self-Watering Metal Linings
will enhance the beauty of your plants by their artistic de-
sign, construction and coloring. The Self-watering Linings will
provide your plants with subirrigation, helping them to grow
very Imunantly with a minimum of attention. Send for cata-
log giving full description of our Art & Grafts basket,

Burlington Basket Shops, Burlington, la.

The Autumn Garden of Dahlias

(Continued from page 360)
have not grown this flower, begin at once
and you will soon be as great an en-

thusiast as I am. Of course dahlias take

up so much room that other things are

crowded out, but I always make room in

my fall garden for cosmos, hardy chrys-
anthemums, asters, salvia, marigolds, zin-

nias and calendulas. The perennial as-

ters, or Michaelmas daisies have been a

joy. They grow to a height of from four
to six feet and send out a shower of

feathery small blossoms. I have a "gol-
den walk," bordered on each side with
dwarf marigolds in the "burnt-custard"

tones, and these are backed up with a bor-
der of tall marigolds. And do not by any
means forget calendulas. These should
be selected in the rich orange colors. The
flowers are very prolific and bloom from
July to November. They spread out when
cut and, put in water, last well. Generally
the last dying note of color in my fall gar-
den is a spot or two of orange where a

hardy calendula has waited for a peek at
the first snowstorm.

A Home of the Eighteenth Cen-

tury Today
(Continued from page 357)

stick and chairs of mahogany, rosewood,
and walnut, the clock that ticked away the
hours of the entire nineteenth century a
storehouse of old furniture of England
and the Colonies of all styles and makes,
from delicate inlay to coarser pieces fash-
ioned from black walnut trees that grew on
the home farm. The spinning-wheel and
warming-pans have found their way into
the parlour; for an old house naturally
tends to become a museum

; fortunately so,
since the spirit that prompts the conserva-
tion of such utensils and furniture insures

proper respect for the house, that it be
neither neglected nor disfigured by incon-

gruous alterations.

For the Peony Enthusiast

NE of the difficulties which the ama-
teur has to contend with .is the selec-

tion of varieties to suit his taste. The cata-

log photographs often strike his fancy but
he finds that when his seeds have grown
and his plants flowered that his results are
far different from his preconceived notion
of them. The safest way to do is to visit
some flower show or exhibition. There are

many varieties shown and one can judge
of final appearances. Select for color ef-

fects, for you can see just how the plants
will look when grown in your garden.
June offers exceptional opportunities to

:he Peony enthusiast who lives within
touch of Philadelphia, for the American
Peony Society is undertaking to hold its

annual exhibition there. For some time
oast the Society has been working to show
:he value of the Peony as a decorative

plant and to obtain a proper classification

(Continued on page 388)
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Save $20 to $200
YearlyonYourCoal

Coal Cost is a Yearly Cost
The Boiler Carries the Burden

To be economical, the boiler should be so designed as to enable every part
to do its special work perfectly, to be durable and easily cleaned. Results
obtained by users of our Locomotive Steel Boiler surprise us.

$15 a Year for 10-Room House
Some heat their hojses at the very small cost of$1.50 per year per morn. The

average is about |3 to $4 per room a saving of about 100 per cent over other
boilers. This saving in an 8-room house would in ten yean amount to
about {320.

The AnJrews Locomotive Boiler is made of steel plate like bis power
boilers. Has more tire travel than other boilers and close contact of fire and
water enables it to heat quickly on small amount of fuel. Large fire pot and
combustion chamber, latest and most efficient grate, all parts and flues easily
accessible fur cleaning. Sold on 360 Day Free Trial guaranteed by Bond

ANDREWS LOCOMOTIVE
STEEL BOILER

Get our Free Estimate and BIO BOOK on HEATING,
PLUnBIMQ, AIR-PRESSURE, WATER SUPPLY
and SEWAGE DISPOSAL. Valuable to new house
builders and old house owners. Please send two
names of parties who might buy.

ANDREWS HEATING COMPANY
1 1 73 Heating Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

-Smofcy Fireplaces -

Made to Draw
Your particular chimney problem studied by

experts and estimates without charge given
within 500 miles of New York. The work
undertaken on this understanding:
Wt will not accept payment unleti muccttiful.

Kitchen ventilating systems installed, preventing cooking
odorfl.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY. Engineer and Contr.etor
215 Fulton Street. Brooklyn. New York

A Garden Genius
should employ business method* In
gardening. He will derive greatest
pleasure from his garden when it

yields greatest profit To save time,
labor and expense and produce
bigger, better crops, he must adoptmodern methods. With IRON AGE tools b* dots -.

jf a day s work in 60 minutes. A business man finds
f that IRON AGE tools are to his suburban garden *k

what typewriters are to his office. ^
cmum GARDEN

WHEEL HOES
are used everywhere; will plow, boa. cultivate, hill
and weed the garden; any boy can operate them.
Our QUALITY tools give many years

r
deiwudabla

service. Prices, $2.60 to $12. Writi for FBBB An-
niversary Catalog -describing all IRON AGO
Garden and Farm Implements, including potato ma-
chinery, orchard tools, etc.

Bateman M'f'g Co.
BOX 645 M
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BALDWIN x
Refrigerators have been in constant use for over

35 years and are still giving perfect satisfaction. A
Baldwin will keep your food preserved in the best

possible manner, because of their positive "one
way" current of absolutely pure, cold, dry air, mov-
ing swiftly around articles stored, and constantly
cooling and purifying every square inch of the re-
frigerator. Baldwins are lined with "snow-white"
opalite glass 7-16 inch thick; vitrified porcelain or
metal. Don't buy a "cheap" refrigerator get a
Baldwin.

THE COLD, CLEAN KIND

THE BALDWIN REFRIGERATOR CO.
39 Lake Street, Burlington, Vermont

Ask your dealer
to show you one
that bears this
trade mark.

Write today for
beautiful illus-
trated catalogue
showing 150 styles

Trim Your
OwnHedge
No experience required. A
novice does better work than
a professional using old style
Hede Shears and LOTS
EASIER. FASTER
AND STRAIGHTER
Sent prepaid &C AA
on recei pt of w*5.vJ\/

Money refunded if dissatisfied after one week's trial

FOUNTAIN CUTLERY CO.
927 Filbert Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Refer to any Bank in Philadelphia Booklet on request

Unique Hedge Trimmer
Works like a Horse Clipper

GIVE YOUR HEDGE A HAIRCUT

Lilies the GARDEN'S GLORY

Berger's Success Collection

Erery bulb we send out Is strong, sound.
tad will Bower FIRST SEASON.

EIGHT HARDY magnificent
Liliet for ONE DOLLAR

Price includes dellrery to your door.

order 8*nt out ls accompanied byONS "HOW to Grow lilies Snc-

APRIL it the month to plant them.
til. ELEGANS, velyety crimson S 20
LU. AURATUM, Golden Queen '.2O

Lil, EOSEUM, white, with rosy spotl .'. .15
Lil. WALLACEI, bright apricot color 10
Lil. STJTERBUM, golden orange, with dark spots 15
Lil. TENTJIFOLIUM, masses of exquisite coral red

flowers 15
Lil. ALBUM, glistening, snow-white, magnificent 20
Lil. WASHINGTON IANTJJC, the GEM of the collection. .25

On tall, strong stems, this gorgeous lily opens its calyx, a

pure white, shading as its beauty Increases into a blushing,
tender rose. We are HEADQUARTERS for LILY BULBS.
Seed for our Catalogue. It will Interest you.

Address: H. H. BERGER CO., 70 lirren St., New Terk City.

HE artistic perfection of "<StancfarcP guaranteed plumbing fixtures, com-
bined with their lasting sanitary worth, makes them a permanent
investment in satisfaction and comfort.

They add a value to your house far greater than their cost and are as

enduring as the house itself. Their installation means certainty of service.

The Plumbing Fixtures shown in this advertisement cost

approximately $140.00, except when sold in the Far West.

enameled. It is guaranteed for five years. The
Red and Black Label Bath is double enameled.
It is guaranteed for two years. If you would
avoid dissatisfaction and expense, install guar*
anteed fixtures. All fixtures purporting to be

Standard" are spurious unless they bear our

guarantee label.

Genuine '^atidafd" 6xtures for the home and
for schools, Office Buildings, Public Institutions,

etc., are identified by the Green and Gold Label

with one exception. There are two classes

of our Guaranteed Baths, the Green and Gold

Label Bath and the Red and Black Label Bath.

The Green and Gold Label Bath is triple

Send for a copy of our beautiful book "Modern Bathrooms." It will prove of invaluable
assistance in the planning of your bathroom, kitchen or laundry. Many model rooms
are illustrated costing from $78 to $600. This valuable book is sent for 6c. postage.

Standard $amtar.9'Tl)&. Co. Dept. 40 PITTSBURGH, PA.
OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS New York- 35-37 West 31st St.; Chicago: 115 Ashland Block; Philadelphia: 1128 Walnut St ,

Toronto. Can.: 59 Richmond St.. E.; Pittsburgh: 949 Penn Aye.; St. Louis: 100-2 N. Fourth St.: Nashville: 315-317 Tenth
Ave., So.; New Orleans: Cor. Baronne and St. Joseph Sts.; Montreal, Can.: 215 Coristine Building; Boston- John Han-
cock Building; Louisville: 319-23 W. Main St.; Cleveland: 648-652 Huron Road. S. E.: London: 53 Holborn Viaduct E
C.i Houston. Tei.: Preston and Smith Stieets;San Franciscu: 1303-04 Metropolis Bank Building.

WHEN m.BOSTON STAY AT THE

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINQTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STS.

A high-class, modern house, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. Long
distance telephone in every room.

Ladies traveling alone are assured of courteous attention.

AMOS H. WHIPPLE, PROPRIETOR.

FLEMING'S WELSH QUARRIES AND ROMAN BRINDLED TILE
For Interior Floors Vestibules, Porches, Terraces. They harmonize with every color scheme and are permanent,

"FLEMING'S ADAMANTINE CLINKER BRICK
For Stable Floors, Approaches, Areas under Porte Cocheres, and laid in designs around Sun Dial pedestals are most

attractive. An infarmation on application

HOWARD FLEMING
{ K*lui*? iw }

253 Broadway, New York
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Yourown Cottage^ the

Seaside or Mountains

THE
matter of expense need not stand in the

way of your having a real vacation in the hills

or at the seashore. Hodgson Cottages solve

the problem. If you do not know all about how
we have combined home comfort and attractiveness

with true economy in

HO DCS ON
Portable Houses

it will be worth your while to look over our beautiful 1911 catalog.

We have widened out in our twelve years of portable cottage

building. You will be sure to find something in the long line of

Hodgson Portable Cottages, Lodges, Bungalows, Retreats and
Seaside and Mountain " Summer Homes," that will meet your
requirements. Well-designed Porches, Verandas, Sun Parlors etc.

Cottages, one room to as many as wanted. Inexpensive Garages
for one or more cars all of substantial character. We build to

withstand the severest storms. We will be glad to mail you catalog
on request.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 104 Adams Square, Boston, Mass.

and
Your Garden Terrace, Hall and Conservatory

will be beautified by appropriate selections from
the Galloway Collection of Terra Cotta and
Fottery.
The material is strong and durable in the severest

climate. The workmanship and designs have artistic

value.

The 1911 Collection contains many new flower pots,
vases, sun-dials, benches, etc., for outdoor and in-

door 11*5** PatQlrxynp will he mailpH unnn request.

GALLOWAY TERRA
3218 V/VLNUT ST.

(Continued from page 386)
and nomenclature of varieties. With this

end in view, several thousand plants have
been set out at the Cornell Agricultural
College. This collection will be seen at the

Philadelphia exhibition and will give any
one interested an opportunity to find out
what plants he wishes to buy and what
striking effects can be made with them.

Old English Glassware
[This is the second short article by Miss Northend

about old glassware. The first one appeared in the
March number, a third will follow in an early issue.

ED.]

IN England the collector does not speak
of tumblers, but he displays his "toddy

glasses," which are the ancestors of our

Three typical examples of old glassware in
the Waters' collection. The glass with the
cover is a "toddy glass"

modern tumblers. One of these "fore-
bears" is carefully housed in one of Sa-
lem's fine, old Colonial mansions, where,
with many other heirlooms, it rests in huge
closets in the dining room. Much of this

collection shows the lifelong work of Mr.
Fitz Waters, and forms with the Waters'

family collection a wonderful combination
of old glass, representing not only different

periods, but countries as well. An illus-

tration shows Mr. Waters' toddy glass in

Classes in the West collection that are early
examples of stem cutting and are dated
about 1800

the centre. Also three glasses in this group
are elaborately engraved.
Another interesting collection is that of

Mrs. William West. The three wine-

glasses belonging to her are part of a set

originally in the possession of Nathaniel

West, one of Salem's noted merchant
princes. The cutting on the stems indicates
that they are probably dated about 1800.

More of the same glass is shown below.
These glasses are of unusual shapes, and
the bird and shield design, also the wreath
and flowers of the centre goblet, are re-

(Continued on page 390)
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Cottage Furniture
LEAVENS MADE

FOR SHORE AND MOUNTAINS

J*
fj There is no instance where an ex-

ample of the individual taste is more

conspicuously displayed than in the

selection of appropriate furniture ;

Leavens Furniture gives an unlimited

field for its exercise.

*I Simple in construction and design, artistic

in effect. Especially adapted for Shore and

Country houses. Of solid oak construction

and finished to suit the individual taste, or to

match surrounding interiors. If so desired,

furnished unfinished.

<J The privilege of allowing the buyer to select

a finish to conform to his or her ideas, is an

original idea with us and does not mean any
additional expenditure.

fl Safety in ordering from us is assured, foi

satisfaction is guaranteed.

<J Send for set No. I , consisting of 200

illustrations.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

32 Canal Street, Boston, Mass.

Catalog on Request

""lA TLANT 1C"

TERRA COTTA
COMPANY

Landscape Pottery Dept.

1170 BROADWAY, N.Y.

Goldwell Lawn Mowers
Hand, Horse and Motor

Coldwell's Motor Lawn Mowers
Will do the work of three horse

lawn mowers and do it better

t[ They will mow up 20 per cent grades, fl They leave

no hoof-prints as horses do. <I They will roll the lawn

smoothly. fl They do away with the expense of two

men and three horses. <JThey are of no expense

when not in use. ^f They are simple to operate and

economical. <J They are a necessity on every large lawn

Catalogue sent on request

Manufactured by

Coldwell Lawn Mower Go,
Newburgh, N. Y.

The Very Latest Garden
Novelty

THE musical garden or

naments, lawn chimes
placed on the market thi

season for the first time
These chimes can be con
cealed by flowers or vines
and the least breath o

air will produce the sweet
est tones, coming appar
ently from a distance.

We also have a full line of all kinds of garden p a t

furniture, vases, settees, fountains and a

othergardenbeautifiers. Write for catalogue. 8.1910

AMERICAN GARDEN BEAUTIFYING COMPANY
430 4th Avenue

A. S. JAKOBSON, Inventor.

March

ER LAKEA cord
ifed ^indelibly on every

fooi\

The mpn who builds a house with-
out asking about the sash-cord to
be used is laying up trouble for
himself. Insist that the specifi-
cations mention SILVER LAKE
A. Its smooth surface offers
nothing on which the pulley can
catch. Guaranteed for twenty
years.

Wtittfor Free Booklet,

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
87 Chauncey St./!
Boston, Mass.

Makers of SILVER
LAKE solid braided

clothes
lines.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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fastest thing in

motion living or me-
chanicalcannot escape the

detection of the

and

ausch _
TESSAR [ENS
But speed is only one quality of
this famous camera lens, which
can be used for snapshots on grey
days, and for difficult exposures in

weak light when other lenses fail.

Acquaint yourself with the many
wonderful results achieved with
the Tessar lens by young ama-
teurs, as well as those of long ex-

perience.

Booklet L ireats of better photography in an

interesting manner. Write for it to-day.

apparatus, engineering and other scientific in-

fe^Efe"11

^9^^'W "DO
A

KOCHESTER.
C

.

A
N.Y "&"KFO

"'

The Ice Shows How the Gold Air Circulates
Moist Cold and Dry Cold are, from the standpoint of perfect refrigeration, almost as

widely dissimilar as are zero and summer-heat; because moisture is a deteriorant and
' a medium of interchange for the flavors or aromas of everything it envelops.

Dry Cold is nature's most perfect preservative. It keeps perishable things pure,
sweet and wholesome for an indefinite time, maintains their natural condition and
confines within them every particle
of their natural flavor. ,._ _^

McCray Refrigerators
exclude the heat, confine the cold and keep it drv
clear, and free from moisture.

...

T1
?
e

.outside heat excluding case is separated fromthe inside cold confining case by a wall that is not
affected by either heat or cold one reason whyMcCray Refrigerators are used in the better class of

G
e

o
S

nt
ClUbS

' h teIS Snd by the United States

_
Write for the particular book in which you are

interested: No. AH. Built-to-order for Residences!
go- 8; Regular Models for Residences, No. 48 for
Hotels, Clubs and Institutions, No. 72 for FloristsWo. 67 for Grocers, No. 59 for Meat Markets.

McCray Refrigerator Company
293 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.
Display Rooms and Agencies in all Principal Citie.

JMU

(Continued from page 388)
markably clear. The cut stem of the right-
hand glass dates its age as being about

eighteenth century. Two glasses in this

collection which are known to be equally
old are shown also. The glass at the right
is of the group designated as "White twist
stems ;" a stem which was the result of
some particular process, and marks the
date of the two right-hand glasses as be-

ing A. D. 1745 and 1757. The small bub-
ble of air in the stem of the glass on the
left is known as the tear-drop. This is

common in eighteenth century glassware

Unusual shapes with remarkably clear decora-
tion, from the West collection

and is one of the marks which prove it

genuine.
From England and the stage coach era

we in America are indebted for much old

glass. "Runners," a queer kind of gob-
let prevalent at that time, ale glasses, mugs
and decanters, originated with the public
ale houses and taverns, where our English
ancestors held their noisy revels.
The Scotch also bequeathed us some

odd shapes. One is a strange little glass,
funnel-shaped, and four to six inches high ;

Very old glasses with characteristic marks;
on the left is a "tear-drop" stem on the
right a "white twist"

instead of the usual foot, there is only a
round knot, so that the glasses stand only
when upside down.

Let us go back in fancy to the youth of
this glass. When the coach drew up to
the door of the inn, a servant would rush
out with a trayful of these "knobby"
glasses which were quickly filled, and as

quickly emptied; afterwards the coach
would roll on without delay. Another
Scotch specimen had a very heavy "foot,"
in order that the vigorous roisterer could
applaud a toast by a bang on the table.
Now a word about the value of old glass.

Many times it does not range so high as
that of china, and often an old cut piece will

(Continued on page 392)
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ADE for any latitude, in

special or stock designs
and in either modern or

antique styles, our Sun
Dials and Pedestals pos-

sess all the charm that

makes the garden or

lawn more attractive.

Moderate prices.

SUN DIALS
Garden owners should write for our

beautifully illustrated booklet. It tells

the history of Sun Dials and shows many
exquisite designs in slate, brass and other

material.

OPTICIAN

122 East 23d St., NEW YORK
BRANCHES :

New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

EUROPE
Best Way to

Travel at

Moderate Cost

CONDUCTED TOURS: II9IPISDIXT TBATEL
Send for Booklet

J. P. GRAHAM, IDEAL TOURS
Box 1055 H, - - Plttsbure

The

IDEAL

Way

Sub-aquatic plants, hardy
old-fashioned garden flow-

ers. New, ever blooming H. T. Roses, Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, etc.

Plans and estimates for planting Water Gar-
dens, Lily ponds, pools, etc. Catalogue on applica-
tion.

WILLIAM TRICKER
Waterlily Specialist Arlington, N. J,

If you own a home or hope to own one,

either in the city, the suburbs, or the

country, you will want to

read this book.

ARTISTIC HOMES
By Mabel Tuke Priestmaii

Author of "Handicrafts in the Home"

T"1 HE author has not only written with a

view of helping the builder or prospective
builder with suggestions and advice, but she

has gone further and made her book just as

valuable to those whose aim it is to constantly

improve their homes. She discusses homes of

all degrees of pretentiousness that she has vis-

ited, in an intimate way, telling how they were
built and how much they cost. Her writing is

supplemented by a fine series of illustrations.

"Invaluable to those who contemplate build-

ing or remodeling." San Francisco Chronicle.
S2.OO net.

For sale at bookstores

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers

New York CHICAGO San Francisco

THE MARK OF QUALITY

-THE PRIMITIVE DISTAFF AND
1

spindle of the Far East once produced
excellent rug weaving material.

<I But the methods and products of the Ori-

ental rug workers of today show little of the

artistic skill and religious inspiration of their

rug weaving ancestors, whose masterpieces
were often a life work, woven for art, not

for commerce.

<I In every detail of making

WljtiiaU
the superior skill and uniform accuracy of Whittall
textile methods have been applied to reproducing
the finest examples of design and colorings of Ori-
ental Art.

<J The strong lustrous wool is the same as used in

Oriental masterpieces. But from that point modern
technical skill replaces the crude uncertain me-
thods of the East. Where the Oriental worker

spins the yarn in a single operation, the
Whiltall methods require many distinct steps, every one
essential to the Whittall standard! of strength, lustre and

resiliency.

<| As a result Whittall rugs are permanent in color,

unequalled in wearing qualities and satisfy the

highest ideals in floor coverings, yet they are

moderately priced. Lock for the name"
Whittall 1.' It is woven in the back of every

rug and every yard of carpet we produce.
<J Our booklet, -Oriental Art in American
Rugs," tells the whole story, and illustrates

, beautiful designs May we send you one?

Jft

1M WHITTALL
Dept. S

\VOR_CESXILR MASS.
El SnrXV E>l_l S I IE.D J-SSO

The Roman Water Supply
came from great distances over giant aqueducts, built at tremendous expense.
They got the water, but at what a cost!

THE CORCORAN IDEA
your grounds and built to har-

ndings. It is economical an
extra specifications demanded by a house tank. Cypress or cedar is used in the

is water supply from a tank tower erected
monize with the surroundings. It is economical

gr
nd safe. It also saves the

. press or ced

construction; thus the ravages of the weather can do no harm.

A PROMINENT FEATURE
is the lower tank shown in the illustration. It catches any overflow and a reserve

supply is a/ways at hand for the garden and grounds when the dry season is on.

SEND FOR OUR TANK TOWER AND WINDMILL BOOK .

For Forty Years

A. 'J. CORCORAN, Inc., 17 John Street, New York

In writing to odvertistrt fltast mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Pierce
Boilers andRadiators

Have you forgotten

how cold you were

all last winter?
PIERCE MARK

Send for our Primer.

It's a guide to awarm
home. It's free.

Are you going to let the

summer weather make you
think you can go through
another winter with a house

heated only at certain times

and only in certain spots?
Do you know how sim-

ple a matter it is to get
adequate, healthful, eco-

nomical heat all over the

house in any weather?

The heat for your house
the house you have or the
one you are going to build

is steam or hot water.
The installation of either is

up to your steam -fitter.

The selection of the boiler

and the radiators both
vital to successful heating-
should certainly not be left

entirely to others.

It is not a technical descrip-

tion of any kind of boiler or

any system. It tells about all

kinds of heat. It explains the

shortcomings of hot air, tells

how steam heats and how
hot water heats and the dif-

ference between the two. It

shows the way to getenough
heat, clean and healthful

heat and heat at a low cost.

It discusses Pierce Boilers

and Radiators because any
book on successful heating
must include successful

s\yj\\ boilers and radiators. Send
for the Primer today and
read it, then you will be

equipped to co-operate
with your steam-fitter or
architect in getting a per-

fectly heated house.

Pierce, Butler & Pierce Mfg. Co., 242 James St., Syracuse, N. Y. Showroom, in principal cities

Over 200.0OO Pierce Boilera and over 1,000,000 square feet of Pierce
Radiators have been in successful operation during the past 35 yean

A CRIMSON RHODODENDRON
Some years ago we purchased from Europe a large stock of this beautiful Rhododendron which,

for general purposes, has proven its superiority over a number of other crimson varieties. It is a
vigorous grower, profuse bloomer and thoroughly hardy, having successfully withstood a tempera-
ture of ten degrees below zero. We offer bushy specimens, well budded, which will produce a mass
of crimson blooms this season.

Place your orders now and we will make shipment
to suit your convenience during May and June.

Price for specimens 2*4x2% feet:

$3.50 each, 4 for $12.00

COTTAGE GARDENS CO., Inc. Nurseries: QUEENS, NEW YORK

(Continued from page 390)
not cost as much as a modern, heavy piece.

Recently a beautiful pair of cut glass bon-
bon dishes were marked $28; $50 would
have been reasonable for them. Generally
such pieces as are illustrated here would
fetch from $15 to $20, and occasionally,

beautifully cut pieces can be purchased for

$25. One pair of late eighteenth century
cruets were marked recently at $4.50 each ;

tumblers of the early nineteenth century

may sometimes be found for $2.
MARY H. NORTHEND.

Making a Rose Garden

(Continued from page 335)

country. In Dr. Huey's experience, roses

that are budded on these stocks will thrive

much more luxuriantly and give much bet-

ter blooms than those which depend upon
their own root systems. It is necessary,

however, to set the point where the shoot

is budded to the stock about two inches

beneath the surface
;
otherwise there is

the constant danger that suckers will

spring from the root and, if overlooked
for a time, these will kill the more desir-

able shoots.

A word of warning might profitably be

uttered against the cheap roses budded on

"Multiflora," grown in Holland and sold

in some of the department stores. They
are short-lived and very poor in compari-
son with plants on brier and Mannetti.

Multiflora has been entirely discarded as

a stock by English and Irish growers.
Roses on their own roots have the ad-

vantage of being cheaper one-year-old

plants costing a dollar for six to a dozen ;

two-year and three-year-old bushes which

are, of course, far more desirable, cost

more in proportion.
Now as to the preparation of the rose

bed itself. First of all dig the soil out to

a depth of two feet at least, keeping the

top soil and sods and the sub-soil in sep-
arate piles as they are taken out. Loosen up
the floor of the trench with a pick and on

this, if the ground needs draining, put a

layer of stones, cinders and other material

that will not decompose. On top of this

place the best of the sub-soil mixed with

a generous dressing of well-rotted manure.

Finally add the sod, well broken up and
the top soil, also enriched with manure.
Then fill in the bed with enough good top

soil, unmanured, to bring it two or three

inches above the adjoining surface. Make
sure that the surface of the bed, after it

has settled, will be about one inch below
that of the adjoining sod in order to re-

tain the moisture from rain. This prepar-
ation of the bed should be done at least

several weeks in advance of planting time.

In composing the soil for the rose bed,

it is well to remember that the Hybrid Per-

petuals require a heavy soil containing
some clay. For Teas and Hybrid Teas a

lighter, warmer soil is better. The top soil

from an old pasture, taken with the grass
roots and chopped very fine, will do ex-

cellently for the Hybrid Perpetuals. Mix
(Continued on page 394)
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Dutch Bulbs
and Plants

The largest growers
of bulbs and plants

in Holland now offer you the opportunity

of buying direct from their American

branch. This is the first direct branch of

any Dutch grower in America among the

more than 20,000 sorts of bulbs we offer

for your selection, at moderate prices, are

many novelties of rare interest to any
flower lover.

If you are interested in securing better

bulbs and roots, full of vitality and true to

name, write for our catalogs on Dahlias,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Daffodils, perennial

roots, nursery stock, etc.

All goods landed by us and

delivered to your address in

original packages.

Gt. van Waveren $ Kruijff
Branch House, 493 Bourse Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.
LOUIS BERGER, MGR.

Garden & Porch

Furniture

Rose Temples &
Arbors

Sena for new catalog

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO.

Beverly, Mass.

PERGOLAS
READY TO SET UP
WE ship these pergolas in crated sec-

tions with simple instructions that
will enable any one handy with tools to

quickly and easily assemble them.

They are so much cheaper than similar

equipment when made to order, that even
the owners of modest-priced homes can
now afford to beautify their gardens with
a pergola of absolutely correct design and

attractive appearance.

Send today for this

book showing various

styles of pergolas, also

gateways,posts,bound-
ary markers, etc.

THE

PERGOLA

Pergola Co.
923 Association Bid?.
CHICAGO ILL.

Have^fbur Greenhouse
Hand

This one is placed about three feet from the residence,

and has a roofed-over walk between it and the green-

house work room. The making it easily accessible in

some such way doubles its pleasures. It means you can

conveniently "run in" and indulge your gardening long-

ing without "bundling up," no matter what the weather.

You will find yourself turning to it to work off a "fit of

the blues," or to give free reign to a special joyousness.
A greenhouse fits every mood.

It appeals in the most natural way to your own naturalness that's

why it really helps gives so much refreshing, satisfying pleasure.
But there is a great difference in greenhouses the way they are

built the way they last and the success of the indoor garden they
make possible.

The U-Bar Greenhouse with its complete galvanized, aluminum-
coated frame of steel U-Bars, is distinctly different from others. We
have a notion it is the house best adapted to your special requirements.
Furthermore, we are going to ask you to give us the opportunity of

explaining just why it is the best house. We will be glad to do this in

person or by means of our well illustrated catalog, and the letter that

will accompany it. Which shall it be?

This one is joined to the residence and opens directly off the living room.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS ^' 1MADISONAVE.NEWYORK.
CANADIAN OFFICE, 10 PHILLIPS PLACE, MONTREAL
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Hardware for Homes of Refinement
Colonial designs (like the Albany design illustrated) are simple in ornament and dignified

in effect. The assortment comprises designs suitable for Colonial, Craftsman and Mission

homes and for that large class in which the school has not been given special consideration.

The best hardware dealer in your city sells our goods and will assist in a selection.

Send for Publication:

OK 17 Corbin Colonial Hardware OK80 Corbin Specialties

OK81 Corbin Unit Locks

P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Connecticut
P. & F. CORBIN

of New York

P. & F. CORBIN
of Chicago

P. & F. CORBIN
Philadelphia

Illustrating hrwjasity the 1mferial Floor is laid.

THE IMPERIAL FLOOR is made of newly discovered mineral composition, which makes it absolutely germ-proof,
fire-proof, water-proof, and practically wear-proof. It can be laid over any old or new floor without expensive prepara-
tion and presents a smooth, warm, non-slipping surface without cracks or crevices to collect dirt or germs.

The ideal flooring for private houses and public buildings. Our booklet and samples free.

THE IMPERIAL FLOOR CO., Mill and Furnace Streets, Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.

(Continued from page 392)
with soil of this kind about one-quarter of
its bulk of sand and leaf mould to lighten
it for the Teas and Hybrid Teas. Remem-
ber, also, that all the manure that is used
should be incorporated with the lower two-
thirds of the bed

;
the upper third should

not contain any recently added manure as

it is apt to harm the roots of new plants.

Before setting the plants examine each

carefully and cut off the broken roots with
a sharp knife as well as all eyes that may
appear on the root stock, in order to fore-

stall suckers. The plants should be set

immediately upon their receipt from the

nurserymen so that they will not become
dried out. If they seem dry it may be well

to puddle the roots in thin mud just be-

fore setting. Make the hole large enough
to accommodate all of the plant's roots

without crowding, remembering to put the

budding point not less or more than two
inches below the surface and with the roots

spread out nearly horizontally, but inclin-

ing downward towards their ends and
without crossing one another. Above all,

see that the plant is firmly set into its site,

using the balls of the feet to accomplish
this. After the plants have been set, rake

the soil to loosen it up over the whole sur-

face.

If this planting has been done in the fall

a top dressing of about three inches of

rough manure should cover the whole bed
and the long wood of the bushes should be
cut back to about one foot in height. If

planting in the spring, this wood should be
cut back to leave but two or three eyes,

and, of course, the top dressing will not

then be put on.

Pruning may be started with the dwarf
Hybrid Perpetuals in March leaving four
or five canes three feet in length if large
masses of bloom are wanted. The result

will be a large number of small flowers. If,

on the other hand, fewer and larger
flowers are wanted, all weak growth should
be removed and every healthy cane re-

tained and cut back in preparation of the

plant's development. The weakest should
not have more than four inches of wood
left on the root, while the strongest may
have eight or nine inches. Always prune
a cane about a quarter of an inch above
an outside bud unless the cane is very far

from the vertical, when an inside one
should be left for the terminal shoot, and
see that the wood is not torn or bruised in

the operation. The pruning of Hybrid
Teas and Teas had better be postponed un-
til the first signs of life appear. The bark
becomes greener and the dormant buds be-

gin to swell. Dead or dying wood will

then readily be noticeable and it may be re-

moved. These two classes do not need
such severe pruning as do the Hybrid Per-

petuals. Twice the amount of wood may
safely be left if it seem promising.

If you have planted your roses in the

fall, remove the mulch of rough manure
just before growth starts in the spring.
Dig in with a spading work all the fine

particles of the mulch that remain, but do

(Continued on page 396)
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CLEANLY
beauty honest service

perfect comfort are the three

things you look for in buying a
bed. You get them guaranteed for

twenty years only in Kimball & Chap-
pell solid brass beds. No other make
combines genuine metal and enduring
lacquer with harmonious, exclusive de-

signs matching the furniture of any good
period or style from Louis XVI to our
modern Mission or Craftsman schools.

Cleanliness comes first. Now Kimball
& Chappell solid brass beds can be kept
sweet and sanitary with very little labor.

They offer no hospitable lodgment to

dust, disease germs and other plagues.
Built of material that will not warp or
shrink, they stand up rigid and depend-
able under every strain. Desert heat
and seaside dampness are all one to
them. Sealed under twelve coats of im-

ported "Rylamber" lacquer, hand-ap-
plied and baked on, their satin-gold sur-
faces are safe against dirt, smoke,
moisture and other destructive agents.
They are age-proof, climate-proof, neg-
lect-proof, and they are built in ninety-
three styles, three widths and a dozen
heights, to fit your chamber and your
needs.
Your beds are used more and mean more to

your comfort and health than any other piece
of furniture in your home. Let us send you
free our Summer Style Book and samples of
tubing which clinch the contrast between honest
solid Drass and veneered iron pipe. Write for
them to-day.

Kimball & Chappell Co.
2839 Loomis St.

II

Chicago, Illinois

ngs Like a Bell 1

FOR SALE Mailing list, over 2,500 names, no
dead ones. None but heads of fami-

lies on my list; I revise list every ninety days. Adver-
tisers Address,

F. O. HAMKL De Soto, Mo.

"Once marked alwa\s marked"

Metal Rose Markers
Rustless Imperishable

Paper and wooden markers soon become
illegible.

Send for samples and prices.

The Riker Company
Newark, New Jersey

(Continued from page 394)
not cultivate too deeply or the roots will

be damaged. Three inches in depth is suf-

ficient cultivation for a bed that has not

been trampled upon. It is absolutely essen-

tial to keep the surface of the ground
loosened with a hoe and a sharp steel rake

throughout the summer. After every hard
rain loosen the soil as soon as it is dry
enough to work, to conserve the moisture.

Give a stimulant of weak liquid manure
a half gallon poured around each plant

weekly from the time the flower buds be-

gin to form until the plant ceases to bloom.
This stimulant is particularly appreciated
just before a rain, for it will then be wash-
ed down to the lower feeding roots. Give
this liquid manure in weak form and often

rather than once in a longtime at greater

strength. Half a bushel of cow manure to

a barrel of water is just about right.
The bushes will appreciate the refresh-

ment that a fine spray hose will give, and

incidentally this is one of the most efficient

ways to keep plants free from their

enemies.

Certain varieties of roses form large
clusters of buds at the ends of the leading
shoots. If all these are allowed to develop
the vigor of the plant is distributed among
them with the obvious result of smaller

flowers. If you would rather have one

really fine bloom on the end of each shoot,
retain only the most promising bud, pinch-

ing off the others as soon as they appear.

Growing Potatoes

TPHE potato is often neglected in the

home vegetable garden as unprofit-
able for the small place, but in reality it re-

sponds most readily to a little care and fer-

tilization and causes little trouble.

A fertilizer for growing potatoes which
is based upon a formula advanced by the

New Jersey Board of Agriculture con-
sists of :

Nitrate of Soda 10 Ibs.

Sulphate of Ammonia 10
"

Tankage 10
"

Acid Phosphate 50
"

Sulphate of Potash 20
"

This quantity is sufficient for a plot of

ground containing about one-tenth of an
acre, or about what is needed for a family
supply.

Aside from having the necessary food

elements, the soil should be moderately
moist and of the yielding consistency char-

acteristic of loamy soils well enriched with
manure or the humus of some green crop
like clover. The soil should offer the least

resistance to the tubers in the expansion of

growth.
Early potatoes are planted as early in

the spring as the ground can be made
ready. There must be sufficient room be-

tween the rows to admit of cultivation and
the growth of the vines without interfer-

ence say about three feet for larger areas
where a horse cultivator is to be used and
for garden cultivation thirty inches. The
seed should be planted at least four inches

deep for proper development of tubers.

(Continued on page 398)

GOING TO BUILD?
READ THIS!

From No. 3 Book

You will find in our books just the design you
are looking for

ALL PRACTICAL and ESTIMATES ACCURATE
OUR BOOKS Price

No. 1. 25 designs of residences
costing $1,500 to $5,000 SOc.

No. 2. 25 designs of residences
costing $5,000 to $20,000 SOc.

No. 3. 25 designs of up-to-date
concrete residences, cost-
ing $2,000 to $22,000 . SOc.

All three books at $1.25

PLANS FURNISHED AT POPULAR PRICES
We submit Sketches on request for any
type of building-Books sent prepaid on re-
ceipt of price.

ARTHUR G. LINDLEY CO.. Architects
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

15 years practical experience References

UNIQUE
Garden Furniture

DECORATIVE
ANDDURABLE

TO BEAUTIFY YOUR
LAWN OR GARDEN

H. RAMM
1127 Washington Street,

HOBOKEN, N. J.

If You Expect to Build, This
$1.00 Should Save You Hundreds

When planning to build, you will find it of great
ralue to first make a careful personal study of the il-
lustrations of houses, etc., that have been designedand built by a number of leading architects, and to also

learn their ideas regarding the best interior arrangement
AVT r\TS?W?Rr

,.

iate furnisl nss. THIS IMPORT-ANT INFORMATION, which would greatly aid you in
deciding about your own building plans, when you take
them up with your own architect and builder can easilybe obtained from the several hundred beautifully illus-
ae<eXten r a"d interior designs ir> the last six num-

Architectural ftecorfc
The National Magazine for Architects, Owners and BuiUers
gri

In these six numbers are also illustrated and described the
fl numerous building-specialties that add very much to theTl comfort, convenience and value of the modern home, with-
SLSl^X&S'a&SSPQHl,^ initial cost- Th13 information

]? DOLLAKS* HDNDREDS *** Posribly THOU-

----.--. sets of six numbers
to those who expect to build or make

THIS tl.OO SHOULD SAVE YOU
The Architectural Record, I2S Metropolitan Annex. New York:
E ao^Srii SySi S"S yy' last 8ix numbers, accordingto .SPECIAL OFFER m House and Garden.
Name
Address

In wrting to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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TOWNSEND T
Q
O
A
T
V
H
E
EWORLD THE BALL-BEARING LAWN MOWER

Our story is told in this picture, which is an
accurate reproduction of the mower (ONE
THIRD SIZE).

Others give you lines of talk,

'would you rather trust?

"No
Noise

But the

Swish

of the

Blades"

Which

We also make the finest

horse-mower on
earth.

Send for

Illustrated Catalog

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO
15 Central Ave.

ORANGE - N. J.

*r-'
,

~

DISTINCTIVE HOMES
OF MODERATE COST

DISTINCTIVE
HOMES

OF MODERATE
COST

A Book for House Builders and Home Makers

EDITED BY HENRY H. AYLOR

This book has been published in response to an ever-increasing demand for a vol-

ume of pictures, plans and descriptions of the most charming homes in this country
not the great estates and show places, but the sort of places that most of us can look

forward to building, ranging in cost from $3,000 to $20,000.

The carefully selected contents includes country homes, seashore cottages, alluring

bungalows, inexpensively remodeled farmhouses, etc. All the desirable architectural

styles are represented. Chapters written by authorities coverall sides of the fascinating

problem of house-building, interior decoration and furnishing. The relations between
the home-builder and his architect, the matter of plans, specifications, contracts, the

puzzling problem of extras and how to avoid them all these subjects are clarified in a
most comprehensive and interesting way.

Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost is the most complete and authoritative
volume on the subject yet published. It is a sumptuous book, size 10x12% inches,

superbly printed on plate paper, tastefully bound. Price $2.00 net. By mail, postage,
30 cents.

McBride, Winston & Co., 449 4th Ave., N. Y.

Old Hickory Summer Home No. 328. Size, 8x8 ft. Special Price, $5O

For the afternoon chat or serving garden teas, informal lawn
parties and luncheons, there is nothing to compare in beauty, com-
fort and endurance with a genuine

"Old Hickory'
3 Summer House

Our summer houses are designed to add the charming air of rusticity
that the nature lovers demand. You will find one to be just the thing to
relieve the severity of some garden spot in your grounds and enhance the
beauty of the surroundings. We build several styles and sizes of summer
houses, arbors and fences, also design and construct special houses or any
other rustic work from your ideas or drawings.

The summer house illustrated above is made from selected sassafras,
noted for the beauty and durability of its bark. The house is erected at
the factory, then taken down and snipped to you ready to put up in two
hours time. Each piece is numbered, every nail started, no skilled
labor is required. As a special inducement for early orders we will

send you this house immediately, freight prepaid to any point in the
U. S. east of the Missouri river, upon receipt of your check for $50.

"I"1! f\\ J U* 1 /""I- *_ /~" RUSTIC DEPT. M
The Old Hickory Chair LO., MARTINSVILLE, IND.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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EXCELSIOR "H^st Proof WTRF. FENCE
Trellis, Tree Protectors, Flower Bed Guard

PROTECT and beautify your home grounds with "Rust Proof

wire fences. They increase the value of your property, do

not interfere with the view, and outlast any other fence

you can put up. A wide range of styles to choose from.

Order through your Hardware Dealer.

XNCE^H
rds 1

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGS, GIVING NAME
OF YOUR HARDWARE DEALER.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.

^^

Worcester, Mass

" The hard part

of tending the Fur-

nace made easy
"

by the time saving,

dust saving, labor

saving

SHARP
Rotary AsH

Receiving System
Solves that dirty problem of moving ashes from ash pit to ash can. Disposes of

unsightly ash barrel and rubbish heap in the cellar. Stops dust nuisance every
time you shake the furnace and remove the ashes. Stops that fine, floating dust
that sifts up through the floor and settles on rugs, carpets, furniture, and dra-

peries. In fact it is such a convenience and saving that it is a wonder some one
never thought of it before.

Approved by Health Officers and Physicians; by Architects and Heating Engineers.
The cost is not prohibitive, even for the

ordinary home, when you consider the saving
of labor, dirt and dust, to say nothing of
the features of cleanliness and sanitation.

Just on the market but already installed in

many homes where owners would not be with-
out it.

Your dealer can install easily before he sets tip
the (?< furnace, and any on* can dig the pit and
make the installation where the furnace or heater
is already in operation. Be sure that your Architect
specifies the SHARP ROTAUY ASH HECKIVINO
SYSTEM. Your dealer may not know about this
new device yet, but we can supply you at once.
Write today for discriptive catalog and full

particulars. Architects' and dealers' names would
be appreciated.

W. M. SHARP CO.
127 PARK AVE.. Dept. 6, BINGHAMTDN. N. Y.

Once every week or less often
ash cans are lifted out no effort

VELVETLAWN
Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sower

Sows

Fertilizer

and
Grass Seed

Makes
Beautiful

Lawns

Enriches
the Soil

The "Velvetlawn" Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sower will

sow any brand of dry pulverized fertilizer and will also

sow Grass and Clover Seeds. The machine sets low to

the ground, the bottom of the hopper being only two
inches from the ground ; therefore the wind cannot blow

away the materials being sown. The cultivator teeth work
the seed or fertilizer into the soil. ELIMINATES WASTE
PROMOTES GROWTH.

SAVE THE COST OF SOD
It is foolish to sod, because a better lawn can be had by sowing

pure bred grass seed at one-tenth the expense. Cost of the machine
included. "Velvetlawn" Fertilizer and Grass Seed Sowers have

Eroven
their worth by the work they have done by the money they

ave saved. It is even more necessary than a good lawn mower. The
grade of a newly-made lawn can be maintained and the proper
amount of seed worked into the soil at the same time. Invalu- 1-'-

in the maintainance of old lawns, because the cultivator teeth
work up the soil and new seed is being sown at the same
time.
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED to do all we claim for

them, or money refunded without fuss.

Price only $6.00 /. o. b. Springfield, Ohio.

"VELVETLAWN"
Box 586

SEEDER CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Is it here

THAT
information you've been looking for in regard to

some particular phase of building? Probably it has
__ appeared in HOUSE & GARDEN-try this index.
Copies of these back issues will be mailed at 25 cents each, or if

you' need six. send us a dollar, and they will be sent at once.

Architect's Fee Feb., 'i

Architectural Drawings
Jan., *n

Architecture, Chicago
Type Oct., '10

Architecture, Colonial-
Dec., '09

Architecture, Dutch Co-
lonial Feb., 'i

Architecture, English
Plaster Mar., 'i o

Architecture, Half-timber
Jan., '10

Architecture, Italian-
May, '10

Bathroom P r o b I e m
Jan., 'i,

Bay Windows Feb., '10
Bedrooms Feb., 'io
Bookcases Feb., 'io
Building Materials Jan

io
Built-in Conveniences

Nov., '09
Bungalow Colony Nov.

io

Bungalows J u n e, 'io
July, '09

Camps July, '09, Sept.,
io

Cellar Jan., 'io
Chimneys Nov., '09China Cupboards, Built-

in Mar.,
'

I0
Colonial Detail Jan., 'n
Contracts A p r., ,,

Oct., 'io

Decoration, Indian Art
Oct., 'to

Decoration, Plaster Casts
Dec., 'io

English Country Houses

Entrance's, D o o r w a y
Jan., '10

Entrances, Garden Mar
10

Entrances, Service Aug.,

Extras Mar., 'io

Fa
th^T

Se' Pccla'ming

Firepiaces^Jan 'io
Fireproof House, The

Footstool's Dec., -,* 1 o o r Coverings May,
Floors Oct., '09
furnishings, Period

Oct., ',<,; NOV.,
'

I0 ;

Dec., '10
Furniture Ju 1 y ,

Oct., '10; Nov., 'oo
Furniture, Antique

Aug., '09
Furniture, Garden Apr.,

Furniture, Summer
May, '10

Garage Mar., 'i o
Ga_rden Furniture July,

Gardening, Japanese
P *' 09 ; Tan *io

Garden's, Formal or In-
formal Dec.. '09

Gardens, Rock May, ',
Gardens. Water July ,"
Gateways, Colonial Feb

German Country Houses
Jan., 'n

Glass, Leaded Sept., 'io
Ureennouses Nov., '09;

Aug., 'io; Sept., 'io;
Nov.. 'io

Hardware Jan., 'u
Heat, Regulating the

Jan., '10

Heating Nov., '09
Hedge Apr., 'io

Kitchens Jan., 'n

Latticework Aug., 'io
Lawn Apr., 'io; Sept,

'09
Lighting May, 'io; Dec.,

.
10

Lighting Fixtures Jan.,
'i i

Mantels Oct., '09
Mirrors Dec., 09; Mar.,

'io

Ornaments Feb., 'io
Outbuildings Jan., 'io

Picture Hanging F e b.,
'io

Pillows Nov., 'io
Plumbing Sept., 'io
Portieres Oct., '09
Porch Apr., 'io
Porch (and terrace)

Jan., 'io
Porch, Enclosed N o v.,

'09; Dec., 'io
Porch, Sleeping Jan., 'io
Porch Pillows July, 'io

Remodeling Nov., '09;
Feb., 'io; Mar., 'io?
Apr., 'io; May, 'io;
July, 'io; Nov., 'io;
Dec., 'io

Remodeling Farmhouses
June, 'io

Roaa Making July, 'io
Roof Jan., 'io
Rugs July, Oct., '09
Rugs, Domestic Oct., 'io

Rugs, Oriental Dec., '09

Shrub Planting Oct.,
'09; Apr., 'io

Shutters, Outside J a n.,
'io

Site, Choosing a Jan.,'io
Stairways Nov., '09;

Dec., 'io
Stonework Jan., 'n
S.u m m e r Home July,

'09; Oct., '09; Nov.,
'09; Dec., '09; Jan.,
'10; June, 'io; Sept.,
'io

Summer Home Furnish-
ing June, 'io

Tree Planting Oct., '09;
Mar., 'io; Aug.,

f
io

Vines Apr., ''io

Wainscoting Mar^ 'io
Wall Coverings S e p t.,

'09; Dec., '09
Wall Fountains J u 1 y,

'io
Walls Aug., 'io
Water Supply Jan., 'io;
May, 'io

Window Shades N o v.,
'io

Windows Jan., 'io

Windows, Dormer Oct.,
'09

Workshop Dec., 'io

Address House &Garden Librarian

449 FOURTH AVE.^I NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write to our nearest office for Catalogue S.

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE CO.
35 WARREN' STREET, NE\V YORK

239 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON
234 WEST CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL, P. Q.

17 WEST KINZIE STREET, CHICAGO
40 NORTH yTH STREET, PHIT.A.

22 PITT STREET, SYDNEY, N. S. W.

The Plan Shop Bungalows
A most artistic book of original conceptions,

especially prepared for the northern climates. It

has 64 pages profusely illustrated with color-

plates, half-tones, sketches and floor plans.
The designer, being a native of California, has imbibed the spirit

of the true bungalow art; not only thru association, but also by
actual construction. This an has been applied in adapting the
bungalow to the requirements of the northern climates.

The book la bristling with interest and suggestions for the
builder of either a suburban cottage or a city residence.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS

ROLLIN S. TUTTLE, Architect
630-31 ANDRUS BLDQ. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

NO DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When i Lsinur the

' 'CHICAGO-FRANCIS ' ' Combined Clothe* Dryer and Laundry
Stove. Clothes are dried without extra expense, as the waste heat from the laundry

stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or gaa.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences,

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various-

sizes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. D 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. OR SHANNON MFG. CO.
385 Wabash toe., CHICAGO, ILL. 204 E. 26th St.. MEW YORK CIT

Fill It With Water Or Sand
To The Required Weight

The Dunham Water Ballast Roller weighs 115 pounds empty, 470

pounds filled with water and 770 pounds filled with sand. It can be quickly

adjusted to any weight, thus giving a light roller for soft, spongy top

soils, a medium weight roller for growing lawns and a 770 pound roller

for tennis courts, paths, etc.

DUNHAM ROLLERS (Patented)

are roller bearing and 44% easier to operate than all others. Scams

|E*w are electric welded not riveted. Strong and durable. Can be tilled

>^ without standing the roller on end.

I All/XT Df\r\lf COCC Our book "The Proper CareLAWlN DVjLflV rKEC O f Lawns" sent free together
with a circular showing the Dunham water roller.

^ R
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E
s
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u
o
eTHE DUNHAM COMPANY

Largest Manufacturers In the World of Land Rollers,
Soil Pulverizers and Packers for All Purposes

Eastern Office : The Dunham Company, 6 Albany Street, Dept. L, New York City

riling to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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The

A
Blessing

For Babies

Baby Cariole
(Patented)

is the finest contrivance ever invented for keeping babies
happy, without handling. It is a play box, a crib, a carriage
in one. It gives the baby freedom and safety.

It can be rolled about the house, onto the porch, onto the
lawn. Gives the baby plenty of outdoors without any danger.
Keeps babies wonderfully contented hours at a time.

The frame is white enameled with nickel trimmings. The
sides of silver finished wire screen afford fine ventilation,

keep insects and animals out. The sanitary mattress rests on
woven wire springs.

Easily collapsible and easily set up without tools. You'll find

it a year round convenience, without an equal, and wonder
how you ever did without it. Write Dept. 6 for our illus-

trated descriptive booklet.

THE EMBOSSING CO., Albany, N. Y.

Makers of
' '

Toys that Teach.
' '

Garden
If our advertisement describing this wonderful insecticide

escaped your attention last month, let us write you direct
respecting its great efficiency for destroying the insect pests

th flowinfesting both wer and vegetable plants.

For full information address

ApliineiYlanufacuiringCo.,Yl;i(lison,N..l.

ONE OF A DOZEN HOUSES PICKED
BY THE EDITORS OF THE LADIES'
HOME JOURNAL, TO SHOW THE
GOOD TASTE OF INDIANAPOLIS
FOLKS. WINDOWS ARE ALL
CASEMENTS.

SUMMER HEAT
SUMMER RAINS
SUMMER FLIES

BRING NO DISCOMFORT WITHIN.
FIFTY SASH ARE EASILY AND
SECURELY OPENED, CLOSED OR
LOCKED FROM INSIDE WITHOUT
OPENING SCREENS OR TOUCH-
ING SHADES OR CURTAINS.
ILLUSTRATED FULLY IN OUR
FREE HANDBOOK.

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
175 N. STATE STREET - - CHICAGO

Proper Treatment for the Dog
INHERE are other requirements than
*

severity for the proper training of

dogs. In a sense we have certain obliga-
tions toward him and to fittingly discharge
them we need three essentials : justice,

sympathy and common sense.

Play fair with your dog. Don't forever

require him to adjust himself to you. Oc-

casionally see how it seems to adjust your-
self to him. Study his characteristics, ra-

cial and personal. If he is a St. Bernard,
don't treat him like a Poodle

;
if an Irish

setter, don't try to make a Great Dane or
a Collie out of him. Learn the leanings of
his race, and his own preferences, for he
has preferences. Allow him their luxury.
If he loathes carrots, for instance, and
loves cabbage, make the dicker with him,
and then don't feed him cabbage ad nau-
seum. If he should later turn to carrots,

respect his palate. Perhaps he rejects

something essentially needful : mix it art-

fully with something he won't reject, you
yourself like your quinine in capsules or

your pills sugar coated.

If you can, get your dog young, the

younger the better, that you may train

him up in the way he should go; and be
sure you know that way yourself. Nothing
is more imitative than a puppy. If you
want him intelligent, show intelligence

yourself. Nor can you expect him to be

kind, affectionate, courageous, well bred,
unless you set the example. Remember,
to the depths of dogs' honest, loyal hearts,

they are anxious to please ; you must show
them how. Cleanliness, for instance, is the
first lesson. Don't go about it spasmodical-
ly. Watchfulness, in order to rebuke at

the proper moment is necessary. A smart
little slap on the body, never on the head,

as you "scoot" the culprit out the door,
teaches in no time that always, under such

circumstances, his place is outdoors. A
puppy reasons like an infant, no more,
and equally, no less.

And in this matter of cleanliness, don't

put it all on the dog: do your part. See
that there is always an abundance of clean

drinking water in a clean dish. If you feed
him scraps, let them be clean scraps, no
tainted meat, no withered, half-decayed
vegetables, in any unclean old dish, or
tossed down carelessly in any old place.
What kind of a gentleman of his breed
would you expect to rear that way ? This
is a hard and fast axiom : Treat a dog as
a dog, and he will always be a dog: treat

him as one gentleman treats, another, and
he will be a gentleman. Perhaps you are
feminine: even so, be a "gentleman," just
the same.

Reprimand him at the proper time;
praise him at the psychological moment.
Above all, don't yourself, nor allow others,
to tease him just for fun. It will not be so

funny when his temper is ruined like over-
hammered steel. Don't break that temper.
Nobody wants a sullen, surly dog, nor that
sadder thing still, a frightened, cringing
one. He will be glad to recognize you as
master just when you have demonstrated

Pride in the

Remington
Typewriter
is the common sentiment of the

man who sells it, the man who

buys it, and the typist who

operates it.

Remington Salesman, Rem-

ington Owner, and Remington

Operator all share in this pride*

which comes naturally from

association and identification

with THE BEST.

Remington Typewriter Co., Inc.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THORBURN'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS
Containing a mixture of the finest grasses: Quart 2$c.
2 quarts 450. 4 quarts 8oc. Sent prepaid by mail to
any address in the United States.

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 33 Barclay Street
New York

-. gzNotee
RIDEEASY

"""*

Rock Ballast Roadbed

Perfect Passenger Service

Chicago& Alton R.R.
R. J. McKAY. General Pauencer Afent. tticuo

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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your fitness for that role, for, remember,
his intelligence is high.

If you must have a kennel for him don't

go on the "anything will do for a dog"

principle. Build with humanity and com-

mon sense, and employ those materials that

make for sunshine, fresh air, protection
from draughts and safety from damp. As
well try to grow a sunflower in a cellar

as neglect any of these essentials for his

health. Give him a house, not a hovel.

Manage to have a window for him, a good

tight roof, tar papered, and a sleeping

bench, if only made from a pine dry-goods

box, pine is good, by the way. And in

winter, a bed also, and not of straw, unless

you want it to gather flees. Hay, dry and

sweet, with a liberal mixture of pine shav-

ings is about right, and if he is a long
coated dog, a blanket over this mattress.

Then, having made his bed, take it apart

with pleasing frequency. Give him the same

self-respecting feeling that we have with

clean sheets.

Clean his house frequently, as well as

your own. Let his domicile have the week-

ly Saturday scrub with hot water, plenty

of tar soap, and creosol. Scatter moth balls

about and fumigate. Sulphur is good for

this, also permanganate of potassium. If

you haven't time, nor means, nor inclina-

tion for all this, don't keep a dog. If you
have one, get rid of him. Sudden death

would be more humane than lingering dis-

ease, and damp and dirt, dark quarters and

defective ventilation spell nothing but dis-

ease.

As for exercise, remember the Creator

gave him four legs with which to run : don't

skimp the Lord's intentions any more than

you have to. In the country it's all right

but what of the poor city chap ! Well, let

him run, poor beastie, if it's only on a rig-

ged up trolley. There's always a way with

a will. "Sir Highball," my Scotch collie,

from three months till ten, was condemned
to a New York hotel. Every morning (it

was winter) with wide opened windows I

ran up and down that suite of rooms for

an hour, he prancing at heel, or running
with my bathrobe fast in his mouth. To
this day, he is now a splendid three-year-

old, whenever he sees me in a bathrobe,

he promptly annexes his end of it. It was
fine sport, health, exercise and appetite for

dog and master. It was bad for nothing
but the bathrobe.

Look to the hygiene of your dog : he will

take care of his health himself. Don't feed

him, in season and out. Let him know
when to expect his meals, and -don't ag-

gravate his appetite and temper any more
than you want the cook to vex yours. For

the small puppy, "feed little and often," is

the golden rule. After ten months, three

times a day feed milk, and at night, a regu-
lar feed. Do not neglect the incessant war-

fare with that vile foe of the canine race,

the deadly worm. This parasite slays by
his thousands, and he is a regular Herod
for the young and

,
tender. "Oh," said a

friend of mine, "my dear little puppy eats

so queerly, sometimes he simply gorges,

and then he won't eat at all, and he seems

I

KENNEL DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those inter-

ested in dogs. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome

questions. Address "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-

addressed envelope.

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES
of both sexes. All from the very best

stock.
For particulars address

CLOVERLY KENNELS
Wast Chaster, Penna.

Boston Terriers
We have a number of exceedingly

high-class puppies, sired by "Ch. Lord
Bell Rock," and other prize winning
lightweights, for disposal, satisfaction
guaranteed.
For a house dog or companion, the

Boston Terrier is in a class by himself.
Prices from $20.00 up.

WINCHESTER KENNELS
119 Winchester St., Toronto, Ont.
Ch.LORD BELL ROCK, at Stud.fee JI5

AIDFriAIFQ A grand lot of puppies bylI\E<LrALiCi3 the noted sire The Rook
of Ashbourne and others. Dam's, sired by Champions. Winners,
hunters or game companions. Price $25 and $30

H. E. GATTENBY, Macksburg, Iowa

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices rea-

sonable. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. G. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

LARGEST
COCKER
KENNELS
IN THE
WORLD

WE BREED
ONLY FROM
PEDIGREED
PRIZE-WIN-
NING STOCK

MAKE YOUR OWN CHOICE at $25.00 and $35.00 each.
ALL COLOKS and ages at reasonable prices. CHAM-

PION BRYNWOOD RAINBOW, BRYNWOOD FOOTPAD
and many others at stud. A Brynwood cocker is a cocker
de Luxe. Brynwood Kennels, Clinton, Conn.

A HAPPY FAMILY
These Airedale Terrier Puppies are healthy

as well as happy because they are fed on the

right kind of food.

They are fed on CHAMPION DOG BIS-
CUIT and this insures their health. Our
food is clean and easy to handle when feed-

ing. There is no moisture or dirt and it

needs no preparation before feeding; just give
the dog one or two biscuits and he will do the

rest.

It is the ideal food to take along when going
camping.

SEND FOR SAMPLE AND BOOKLET G

ST.PAUL BREAD COMPANY
558 View Street St. Paul, Minn.

Old English Sheepdogs
The correct dog for the

country estate. Two litters

of perfectly marked typical

bobtail puppies, now ready
for shipment. Males $50.00,
females $35.00.

Mrs. J, D. Vhay, Valhalla Kennels

Pontiac, Michigan

kigh-
llie

Elegant
quafity Coll

5wr
puppies, sable and white, from
best strains of blood; have beenW carefully raised, are in perfect

f health. Eligible to registration
American Kennel Club Stud Book.
Ready for delivery, shipped on re-

ceipt of price. We take great care
in selecting each puppy. We will

please you. Males $20 each; fe-

males $15 each.

Nice grown male Collie $50.
Our booklet sent on receipt of stamp.

adduss Pine Grove Collie Kennels, Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, N. T.

ForCocK* r Spaniels
Write to the "Old Reliable"
IflMlstMM KROOK hi \\l I

Fmnklln, Dpi. Co., S. Y.

Nearly 30 years' experi-
ence handling and breed-
ing Cockers for every class
of buyers for house or
field. I ship at my risk.
State wants clearly. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed .

"DOGS IN AMERICA"
High Class Illustrated Fortnightly

Annual Subscription $2.0O

COUNTRY'S RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY
ON KENNEL AND SHOW TOPICS

When In Town Visit Our Library
809 Madison Square Building, E. 26th St., New York

Wee Wall Kennels

Tuxedo Park, N. r.

COCKER
SPANIELS

Prize Winning Stock,
Pups and Grown Dogs
for sale.

BULL TERRIER PUPPIES

A-l ALL WHITE BULL TERRIERS
Offered for companions and Exhibition Purposes
No Dog More Symmetrical None More Loyal

A Few French Bull Puppies. The Ideal Pet Dog

EUGENE E. THOMAS. Attleboro. Mass.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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POULTRY DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give adrice to those interested in

poultry. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions.
Address "Poultry Department" and enclose a self-addressed envelope.

WATER FOWL
Ornamental Birds of Every Descrip-

tion. Monkeys and Show Animals.

LOUIS RUHE
248 Grand Street NEW YORK

Oldest Import House in the U. S.

Isi Prize Hen
Washington Show

ORPINGTONS White EXHIBITION
KHler.lr.SN or took Black C STRAIN

I I.I.-. *3. #;.. (IS,. Trios, #i:>. I hick*, ;>0e.,

*1. World s greatest layers. Beautiful plum-
age for lawn. Five prize-winning males. I

am the physician who breeds Orpingtons.
You can win, too, and make money, or breed
ior pleasure. 85 per cent, fertility. Booklet

"Why I Breed Orpingtons." Hens J3 50.

June de ivered. Cut pri,cs stock, eggs, chic s

to close out any famy fowl;
Wh.Wy'dotte.MinorcatWh.BUl Trio, flC

Leghorn (B!,, Br., Wh.), Reds /EffK8,S.50
Col'b Wy'dotles, l.t. Hrahn.a, ) Trio, $12
!Ioudan,Polish.Rocks(W.Bar.Bf) J Eggs, $T

Hahy Chicks, all varieties
Dr. Thos. Diclrlek, B,x N, Washington, N. J.

RABBITS AND PET STOCK
Umivalled Flemish Giant, Angora. Tan and 1'olish Rab-
bitsPeruvian and Smooth Cavies for fancy or pets.

Some Good Youngsters now for sale, $1.00 up

ELM COVE RABBITRY, Great Neck, L. I.

A USEFUL LITTLE BOOK IS YOURS
if you will send us the names and addresses of 25 peo-
ple who would be apt to be interested in HOUSE &
GARDEN and to whom we may send our circulation
literature.

"Low Cost Suburban Hornet" abounds in helpful
hints and suggestions for anyone interested in build-
ing a country home anywhere. In its 62 pages it

shows attractive houses of many widely different

types, giving the floor plans and in many instances the
prices, varying from $1,000 to $7,000, at whjch they
have been built. It is also full of pictures of interiors
and suggestions for arrangement of the gardens and
home grounds. Attractively illustrated and printed on
coated paper.

Send us 25 names and addresses and the book will
be sent postpaid. Address Circulation Department

HOUSE 6? GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

Fancy and Ornamental
Poultry for Country Estates

and Gentlemen's Farms
I specialize in breeding White Crested Black Polish,
Silver Bearded Polish and Fancy Pigeons. Also
have eggs in season for sale.

White Crested Black Polish Eggs $3 and $5 per setting.
Silver Bearded Polish Eggs $3 and $5 per setting.
S. C. Black Orpington and Barred Plymouth Rock-
Eggs $2 per setting.'

Address

LEONTINE LINCOLN, Jr.
289 BANK STREET, FALL RIVER, MASS.

My WHITE WYANDOTTES
have won many ist and 2nd prizes at
Xew York, World's Fair, Boston, and
have bred more winners for the leading
shows of the U. S. and Canada than any
other breeder. Have scores of letters to

prove it. Send for circular. Eggs from
limited number selected hens, $5.00 set-

ting, 3 settings $12.00. Farm raised,
kept in open front coops, strong ami
hardy, and also great layers.
J.H.Jackson L. Bo, 67 Hudlon, M.

Guaranteed Mated Homers
We can furnish the Best Grade Work-
ing Homers, guaranteed mated, in

quantities this Spring.
Send one cent stamp for our leaflet.

MT. PLEASANT FARMS, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

"Faultless" Houdans
FASHION'S PROUDEST BIRDS

They won every blue ribbon at New
York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia
shows for years. They average 250 eggs
a year.
Send Kit for largest Illustrated Poultry Catalog

ever printed:

E. F. McAVOY
Sec'y Houdan Club

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

to be going into a decline." "Get a worm
medicine." I advised. A few weeks later I

met her "Oh," she said again, this time with
tears in her eyes, "my dear little puppy is

dead." "Did you give him the worm medi-

cine," I asked. "N-o," she replied. "I neg-
lected to get it. But he didn't die of

worms, he died of convulsions." Foolish
woman ! Capricious appetite, emaciation,

convulsions, paralysis, they are all the
work of the noxious worm. A good ver-

mifuge is of more value, often, than a Blue
Ribbon.
There are dogs and clogs. Canines vary

as much as humans. A litter of puppies
will be as different as a family of children.

Recognize your particular dog's limitations,

independent of your neighbor's, and be
lenient. Equally recognize his capabilities,
and give credit. When all is said, he is

less than human in so little, and above the

average human in so much, loyalty, faith-

fulness, unselfish devotion, that, striking
an average, we will find ourselves honored

by his friendship (beware of him whom no

dog likes) and blessed in his affection. So
that, if we are possessed of conscience and

sensibility, we will come to bestow as much
though upon what our dog thinks of us, as

what we think of him. When we reach
that point, then, and not before, are we
worthy to really own a dog.

EILEEN MORETTA

The Floor of the Poultry House
HHE floor of the poultry house sustains

-*- as important a relation to the health
of the fowls as any other part of the build-

ing. A cold, drafty floor is a constant men-
ace, inducing catarrhal affections, and a

damp floor with its constant evaporation
of unwholesome moisture is equally un-
favorable.

The floor of the building bears a close

relation to the foundation
; indeed, its char-

acter is actually determined by the kind of
foundation used. From this relation have

developed three distinct styles of flooring:

An earth floor lower than the outside surface
is cold and damp

The earth or cement floor with the brick
or stone foundations

;
the board floor with

a foundation, and the board floor without
a foundation, the structure being supported
on posts.

Any one of these can be made a success
if its peculiar requirements are complied
with.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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//you aregoing toLondon thisSummeryou willfind

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE GUIDE
To LONDON

one of the most useful little books you can possibly carry
with you, especially if this is your first visit. It contains just
the most helpful and useful information regarding Hotels,

Shops, Theatres, Restaurants, and principal places of interest.

It is small, handy, invaluable. In twelve "Walks," you are

taken about the city by one who knows London, knows
what Americans want most to know.

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE GUIDE
To PARIS

By John N. Raphael will be found equally valuable. Mr.

Raphael knows Paris thoroughly, and briefly outlines the
most interesting and desirable things to see, tells about the

Restaurants, Shops, Theatres, etc. Either guide will be sent

free on request.

Address Scribner's International Travel & Shopping Bureau,
153 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Your attention is also called to the special service rendered Ameri=
cans in London by this Scribner Bureau. If you will call up our
London office (Holborn 5849) on your arrival, most desirable

information and introductions to the best shops, hotels, and
travel offices in London and Paris will be cheerfully given.

SCRIBNER'S INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND SHOPPING BUREAU
CARE SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE

NEW YORK, 153-157 FIFTH AVENUE TEMPLE HOUSE, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON, E. C.

SARGEN1 HArtistic Hardware and
Locks for residence or public
building. Many patterns

Hardware sargen7& Co.

DAHLIAS 20 kinds (my selection) $1
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Write for fullfarticulars-Catali>g-ue-Avrarded Gold Medal at
Pan-American Exposition, Grand Prize at St.LouisWorld's Fair

H. F. BURT - - - TAUNTON, MASS.

For Damp and Stained Concrete Walls
Trus-Con Exterior Wall Finishes, applied with a brush, provide a

dampproof and protective surface to concrete walls enter into the
surface pores, hardening and fusing with the concrete conceal hair
cracks prevent staining and efflorescence do not peel or crack off

like paints.
Trus-Con Wall Finishes are furnished in a variety of colors for
use on concrete, brick and all masonry surfaces.

Tell us about your walls. We will send Color Card and detailed suggestions, free.

TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL COMPANY
463 Trussed Concrete BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

Trus-Con Floor Enamel, for dusty concrete floors; Trus-Con Paste for

waterproofing concrete ;
Trus-Con Sno-Wlte for enameling interiors.

100,000
Imported "Dutch

BULBS FREE
rThisFreeOffertoJuIyl,1911

an extra inducement to order

your Bulbs early and to avoid being
rushed later in the season, we will

give FREE to uie first 1000 people
sending orders for $5.00 or more,
100 Beautiful Assorted Narcissus Bulbs,
suitable for naturalizing or bedding.
These are all hardy, Imported Dutch

_^ Bulbs. This offer is good until July 1,

only. Order early or you may be disappointed.

We are Specialists
in Dutch Bulbs and import direct from immense
stock in Holland, control led exclusively by us.

We therefore sell you these Superior Imported
Bulbs as low as wholesale prices on ordinary
American stock. We import to order only
so do not wait until Fall to purchase stock.

Send today f^r our Import Price List and save 2(1% to 50% on
your order. Write at once as you man not see this offer again.

A. S. DREYER COMPANY
"Balh Importer*

480 Judd Street. WOODSTOCK, ILL.

GARDEN
DECORATION
VASES, FONTS, BENCHES

PEDESTALS, BALUSTRADES
Send 10 Centsfor Booklet

FRANCIS HOWARD
S WEST 28TH ST., N. Y. CITY

Send S1.OO for our 120-page book

"cm onfl Simon Residences"

Showing Photos and
Plans of Houses act-

ually built, ranging
from BUNGALOWS to

. HIGH-CLASS HOMES.

REEVES & BAILLIE. Architects. PEORIA.ILI.

!! WITTEN
Automatic Dump Cart

ist What You Have Been
Looking For

necessity for Farm-
:rs, Fruit Growers,

\j i v e r y
Stables,

Cemeteries, Golf
lubs, D airie s.

Stockmen, Co n-
tractorsandallman-
Eacturingf plants,

end today for free
let telling ali about this

labor-saving cart.

Baker Mfg. Co., 511 Hunter Bldg., Chicago, III.

Jllustra
1

A FENCE
LIKE THIS
and a hundred or more
other ornamental styles
and exclusive designs.
For private grounds, puhllc parks, city lots and
suburban property. Gates and posts to match.
Only highest quality reasonable cost. Send for

Pattern Book of Metal
Fence and Gates

with manufacturer's lowest prices.
Our methods of manufacturing
and sellIng enable us to undersell
competition. -*

WARD FENCE CO.
Box 909 Decatur, Ind.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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to the purchase, sale or rental of country and suburban real estate in all parts of the country.

Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

NotTheWorld Beautiful"
but the most beautiful spot in Greater New York City
is at Little Neck Hills, with its giant old trees, cruaint

old homesteads, and winding avenues. Its succession of

beautiful hills slope to the south from Broadway, rising
one above another till they overlook the far-famed
Douglas Manor, Little Neck Bay, Conn., across the

Sound, the sky line of Manhattan and on even to the
Palisades across the Hudson. To see Little Neck Hills
means that you will want your "House and Garden"
there forever. Our prices are moderate and terms at-

tractive and property perfect.

DWIGHT-MURRAY REALTY CO., 47 West 34th Street, New York

New York's Most Beautiful Suburb

ARDSLEY-ON-HUDSON
An opportunity to secure an ideal villa

plot, with grand old shade trees, high

elevation, splendid view, five minutes from

station, private wharf, club-house, tennis

courts and golf course. Ardsley is an except-

ionally high-class developed property re-

stricted to private residences, forty minutes

from Grand Central Station, with excellent

train service; bargain for quick cash sale.

BELSER, Room 1521, 115 Broadway, N. Y.

AT NEW LONDON, CONN.
For rental, two fine cottages on Ocean Avenue, near

the Sound, and with a magnificent view. One has 22

rooms, six acres of land, fruit, flowers, etc
;
the other

has 14 rooms, and two acres.

WM. S. CnAPPELX
Real Eftate

Ne-w London Connecticut

55 minutes from New York via Hudson Tunnels. Three acres,
fine dwelling, stable or garage, lawns, terraces, brook, waterfall,
rose garden, ornamental and flowering trees, shrubs, bulbs, con-
tinuous bloom March to November, the result of 10 years of

landscape gardening. Tennis. Kitchen garden. All small fruits.

Fowls. Pure water. Drainage perfect. Half mile to Schools and
Churches. Field Club. Boating. Fine Auto Roads. Dwelling
18 rooms, decorated, hardwood. Three bathrooms, solid porce-
lain tubs, Mott's plumbing. $32.000.00. Terms easy. Or will

sell house plot only, one acre.

T. H. & G. E. Baldwin Tel. 2450 Cortland 41 Park Row, New York City

Attractive East Orange House
To Let for the Summer

To letj furnished, for the summer, airy twelve-room
house with modern plumbing, situated in best section
of East Orange, New Jersey. Auto shed on premises.
Address owner, William Birdsall, 40 Prospect Street,
East Orange, N. J. 'Phone 3463 R. Orange.

FARM FOR SALE
Must sell to close estate, the best equipped and

finest located farm in State; 136 acres, all in cultiva-

tion; would make a beautiful home. Price, $20,000.
Terms reasonable. Photographs and full description
upon application. Dept. 6, FORD & REIS, Inc., Wil-

mington, Del.

BRAND NEW HOUSEFOR SALE
In restricted residence park at Hastings-on-Hudson
On wooded plot 50x100, overlooking Hudson and

Palisades. Laving room, den, dining room, pantry
and kitchen on first floor; 3 bedrooms on second.

Finest plumbing throughout. Exceptional closet

and window-seat room. Built by owner for his own
use. For further details address

E. F. AluLEN
Room 939 346 Broadway New York

$2,000.00 in Prizes Big Game Fish
FIELD AND STREAM

"America's Magazine for Sportsmen," U Offering 203 Prizes for

the Biggest Freth and Salt Water Game Fih Caught During 1911

This $2,000.00 will be divided into 203 monthly prizes for the biggest fish caught each

month and grand prizes for the entire season in each class. Prizes include $60 silver cups,

silver medals, high class rods and reels, guns and sportsman's equipment.

LisI of prizes and conjitioo. of contest published each month in FIELD AND STREAM. A you will want

to read th. accounts each month of How. When. Where and with what tackle these
big

fi.n were li'W. "'

torn) to make you a special introductory offer of a three months trial subscription to rlELU AMU 31 KCAM.
together with the 1911 Anjler's Guide, the best book on fishing published, telling how. when and where to bsh.

including ihe latest Game and Fi.h Laws lor 1911 and a five-foot split bamboo bait casting rod. I II t *
j

n/v

Send in your order today and learn all about this great contest. I"11 IO*

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 29 East 21st Street, New York City

The Premier Broker in Country Property in the United State*
National and International Real Estate Transactions

The EliU Patronage ofthe United States

Special A4.-A classical Southern Estate; mansion of 25 rooms.
modern luxury, costly buildings. 20 acres of land, fashionable locality
and elite section, magnificent park of landscape Hardening, forest,
terraces. 15 minutes from town. Price $60.000. Printed description.
Special A3. Gentleman's Country Estate, 40 minutes from "White

House." 80 acres, large handsome brick residence, 1 6 rooms, com-
manding elevation, stately forest grove, delightful Southern all yearhome on the edge of Washington. $25,000. Printed description.
Country Estates de Luxe, residential domains, faims, plantations, elite

villas, and marine estates in the aristocratic locations of the United StatM .

Europe Princely domains, estates, villas, apartments; town houses.

GRANT PARISH, 1429 New York Ave., Washington. D. C.

ADIRONDACK ESTATE
FOR SALE

Adirondack Estate, of about 1'15 acres. 1-3 mile water front
on Bchroon Lake. Cultivated land, pasture and woodland,
all recently fenced with woven wire fence. House of 12
rooms and bath, steam heat, gas plant, sanitary plumb-
ing. Sun parlor and adjoining cottage of six large rooms.
Barns, farmer's cottage, etc., all in good order. Photo-
graphs ui>on application.
Will be sold either furnished or unfurnished. Address'

DK, LINCOLN
113 Hancock St., Brooklyn, N, Y,

TIDEWATER VIRGINIA
Fine river-front plantations on the James and York

rivers; 1,212 acres, with old Colonial house, $80,000;
2,200 acres, $60,000; 545 acres, $20,000; 700 acres,
$12,000: 200 acres, $12,000; 200 acres, $5,000; 135
acres, $3,500; also small farms either with or with-
out water fronts. For particulars, address

DEVERELL & COMPANY
Claremont, Va.

Middlesex Colony
COLON! A, NEW JERSEY

"ON THE PENNSYLVANIA"
22 MILES 45 MINUTES

from Manhattan

Designed to encourage home building by
home lovers.

The property comprises approximately
150 acres of high rolling country of great
natural beauty. Winding through the heart
of it are two wooded ravines about sixteen

acres in extent which are reserved for the
common enjoyment of property owners a

unique feature affording every dweller in

the Colony the advantages of an extensive
estate without the attendant burden of
maintenance.

This is a community which especially ap-

peals to young married men who wish to

rear their families under the best possible
conditions.

One to five acres or more.

MIDDLESEX FINANCE COMPANY, Owner

Charles D. Freeman, Pres. Henry G, Bites, Vice Pres.

New York Office, Zl So. William Street

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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POULTRY DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those interested in

poultry. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions.
Address "Poultry Department" and enclose a self-addressed envelope.

How to Hatch and Rear
Them Successfully

A new book that is serving as a reliable and instructive guide
to success in the hatching, rearing, feeding, care and develop-
ment of young chicks, by both natural and artificial means. A
comprehensive work which presents in clear and concise form
the teachings and experience gained by years of close study
and extensive experiments; gives trustworthy information and
advice covering every step of the work from the breeding pen
to the bringing of the chicks from the shell through their sev-
eral stages of development to maturity. In fact, it is a com-
plete and authoritative text book that every poultry keeper
should own Consists of twelve chapters fully illustrated.
SPECIAL, OFFER : For a limited time we will send a copy
postpaid including a three years* subscription to "Poultry
Husbandry", America's foremost poultry journal. All for
*1.OO. Address
United Poultry Publishing Co., Box H, WaterviIle,N.Y.

WATER FOWL
Ornamental Birds of Every Descrip-

tion. Monkeys and Show Animals.

LOUIS RUHE
248 Grand Street NEW YORK

Oldest Import House in the U. S.

SHETLAND PONIES
An unceasing source of pleasure and
robust health to children. Safe and
leal plavmates. Inexpensive to keep.

Highest type. Complete out-
fits. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Illustrated catalogue.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Dept. N Markham, Va.

BUFF ORPINGTONS
Are the Greatest

Utility Breed

"CHAMPION NEW YORKER"
Il "Joe-Pj-e Boot," 20 p gn
llfustrted, sent on request

The 1st prize cock at
Madison Square Garden,
New York; also 1st and
shape and color special
at Boston, 1911; Is but
one of many One birds
of his same blood lines
In my yards.

StocK and EEKS for Sale

*L JOE-PYE
(5J South Norwalk, Conn.,^= B. F. D. 37

Baby Chicks of Quality
Sent by Express Direct to You

Send 6 cents in stamps for my
chick catalog the finest ever issued.

R. C. CALDWELL
Box 1030, Lyndon, Ross County, Ohio

RABBITS AND PET STOCK
Unrivalled Flemish Giant, Angora, Tan and Polish Rab-
bits Peruvian and Smooth Cavies for fancy or pets.

Some Good Youngsters now lor sale, SI.00 up
ELM COVE RABBITRY, Great Neck, L. I.

Maplecroft Rhode Island Reds
win at all the leading shows.

' '

It pays to buy
the best." Stock and Eggs for sale in large

quantities. SendforCircularandMatingList
of S. C. Reds. J. G. Dutcher, Prop. Address

Maplecroft Farms, Pawling, New York

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Rare Land and
Water Birds

Swans, Geese, Ducks, Peafowl, Cranes,
Pheasants, etc. I am the oldest established
and largest exclusive dealer in ornamental
birds in America.

G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT

DON'T RIIII I)
that new "en-honse or fix up the old one. but get our large 100 pp. catalogUUlIjW and circulars (over 120 illustrations,

' ' ~ r" A $40 HOUSE
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New Ideas in Feeding
'

I 'HERE are many new ideas in feeding
*-

poultry. For years we have been

taught that it was necessary to feed our
biddies at least three times a day. It got
to be a moss-grown habit with us all. But
the other day I visited a poultry plant
where the chickens, since they were eight
weeks old, had only been fed once a week.
Such pullets and cockerels I never saw:

large, mature, full-feathered; a healthy,

vigorous lot. It was a sort of revelation

to me.
When these chickens were eight weeks

old they were put into colony houses in

flocks of twenty-five. A sufficient supply
of dry mash and a supply of wheat and
cracked corn were provided in feeders to

last a week or more. A fresh supply of

water was provided daily. The youngsters
were allowed free range and to forage at

will. When hungry they would know
where to find their food.

The chickens have done so well under
this method that it is to be recommended
to poultry keepers who have free range
for their flocks. A. G. S.

Treating Roupy Fowls

NE of the most severe diseases which
visits the poultry yard is that vir-

ulent affection called roup.
The disease becomes visible in the

throat, nostrils and head of the fowl. If

the throat is affected the bird shows great
difficulty in breathing, and if the mouth be

opened, an accumulation of hardened mat-
ter may be seen at the base of the tongue.
This must be removed with a slender stick
or feather quill, or the bird will suffocate
in a few hours.

When it attacks the head or face, the

parts often swell, closing the eyes and nos-
trils and discharging offensive matter its

most contagious form. Large warty ex-
cresences may appear near the nostrils,
ears or above the eyes. The various forms
of this disease are usually present in a

roup-infected flock and seem to be deter-
mined by the individual susceptibility of
the birds.

Roup is induced by unclean quarters,
impure water and association with ailing
birds. The disease becomes apparent in
infected birds when they are exposed to

dampness or draft.

When a roupy fowl is discovered, re-

move it from the flock, also removing all

known causes. Use disinfectants freely
carbolic-acid in the drinking water; about
five drops to four quarts of water. Sat-
urate a cloth or sponge with water, sprin-
kle it liberally with the acid and hang it

in the hen-house. A teaspoonful of spirits
of camphor may be used in the drinking
water instead of carbolic-acid, and is

equally effective, if not better. If, as is

usually the case when roup breaks out, the

buildings cannot be fumigated by burning
sulphur, dust the scratching floor, roosts
and nests with flowers of sulphur.

Give plenty of sunlight and attend to
the diet. Corn seems to aggravate the

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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disease. If possible, it is better to aban-

don its use until the disease is subdued.

If it must be fed, put the usual allowance

in a brisk oven and roast it for half an
hour. Wheat and oats make the best feed

during a siege of roup, supplying the

nourishment so essential to the bird in re-

sisting the disease without aggravating its

fever.

Now as to individual treatment : From
mv observation, the disease has to run its

course from four to six weeks, its effect

upon the fowl being mitigated by treat-

ment. Where a bird is very sick and one
has not the time to treat it, it is better to

kill it and burn the carcass. If the bird

has sufficient strength, the disease is cur-

able, however. Place the fowl in a warm,
sunny place, protected from drafts and

dampness. Use disinfectants and give
local treatment.

If the disease attacks the head, apply an
ointment daily, using a feather. Be care-

ful not to touch unaffected parts after

treating those affected, as the inflamation

spreads very readily. The ointment is

made as follows : One tablespoonful of

vaseline melted and mixed with a quarter
of a teaspoonful of sulphur and two drops
of cabolic-acid. if the disease is in the

throat, use three drops of spirits of cam-

phor in the vaseline, omitting the sulphur
and carbolic-acid. Remove any hardened
mucous visible and insert a quantity of the

camphorated vaseline into the throat.

Feed milk thickened with bran, oatmeal
or whole wheat, and do not liberate the

bird until all inflammation and mattery
discharge have disappeared.

M. R. CONOVER

The Dog's Toilet

\X7ITH these first days of warm
' weather, dog owners begin to relax

that watchfulness which they have kept
over their pets. Perhaps a few words of
advice in regard to washing the dog would
not be amiss.

If you have a show dog or one of the

more delicate house dogs, or still one
whose coat is his pride, you should refrain

from washing as much as possible, as

water and strong soap injure the quality
of the coat. A regular brushing with one
of the various dog brushes on the market

really accomplishes the same purpose as

the bath. After you have vigorously
brushed the dog in the direction of his

coat, reaching the base of the hairs, follow
with the soft leather-backed brush. There
are various styles of brushes which your
dealer probably keeps different length
and stiffness of bristles for the different

breeds.

When it comes to that often disagree-
able task of bathing the dog. a little system
will take a good deal of the labor from the

operation. As a good lather is the first

essential, the best way to obtain it is to

scrape some good quality of soap into the
tub and mix it thoroughly with the water.
When you put the dog into this sud-mix-
ture it will be small difficulty to get his

$4 Spent for VOGUE
May Save You $400

WOULD you pay
$4 for insurance

against mistakes in the

choice of your hats and

gowns?
The really expensive gown

is the gown you buy and never

wear; the really expensive hat is

the hat you wear only because it

is bought and can't be returned.

You pay $20, $30, $40 for a

hat, three times as much for a

gown. And how often does

hasty selection, an incomplete
stock, or lack of dependable
information, cause you to wear
reluctantly, or even to give

away, hats and gowns that cost

hundreds !

VOGUE puts an end to all

this. Far from the confusion of

the milliner's and dressmaker's,
VOGUE spreads before you not

a few hats and gowns from your
local stores, but a splendid dis-

play of models from the best

designers in Paris and New
York.

With these ideas presented
freshly twice a month, and with
VOGUE'S staff of experts to

advise you on every point,

you will be even more smartly
dressed and will risk no costly
hat or gown failures.

Join to-day the most smartly
dressed women in America
the women who subscribe to

VOGUE. By paying $4 a year
as they do a tiny fraction of

your loss on only one ill-chosen

hat or gown you will have
VOGUE at your side the year
round ; you will be sure of dis-

tinction in your dress ; and you
will practically ensure yourself

against costly mistakes in the

choice of your wardrobe.

VOGUE, 443 Fourth Avenue,

For the $4 enclosed send

It is a condition of this orde

receive free of charge $1.00

Name
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those inter-

ested in dogs. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome

questions. Address "Kennel Department" and enclose a self-

addressed envelope.

Boston Terriers
We have a number of exceedingly

high-class puppies, sired by "Ch. Lord
Bell Rock," and other prize winning
lightweights, for disposal, satisfaction
guaranteed.
For a house dog or companion, the

Boston Terrier is in a class by himself.
Prices from $20. 00 up.

WINCHESTER KENNELS
119 Winchester St., Toronto, Ont.
Ch.LORD BELL ROCK, at Stud.fee $15

DOGS IN AMERICA 11

High Class Illustrated Fortnightly
Annual Subscription $2.OO

COUNTRY'S RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY
ON KENNEL AND SHOW TOPICS

When In Town Visit Our Library
809 Madison Square Building, E. 26th St., New York

LARGEST
COCKER
KENNELS
IN THE
WORLD

WE BREED
ONLV FROM
PEDIGREED
PRIZE-WIN-
NING STOCK

MAKE YOUR OWN CHOICE at $25.00 and $35.00 each.
ALL COLORS and ages at reasonable prices. CHAM-

PION BRYNWOOD RAINBOW, BRYNWOOD FOOTPAD
and many others at stud. A Brynwood cocker is a cocker
de Luxe. Brynwood Kennels, Clinton, Conn.

// You Have a Dog
You Should Read

AIMD F
the only weekly in America devoted exclu-
sively to the dog. Sample and Special
Trial subscription Offer on application.

FIELD AND FANCY, 14 Church St., New York City

Send your name and address to-day for aFREE SAMPLE COPTf OF I> O G D O M
the oldest, largest and only high-class
EXCLUSIVE DOG MAGAZINE

published. Fully illustrated. Printed on enamel paper
Beautiful original cover designs. O.-er fifty pages of dog ad-
vertisements each issue.
Price $1.00 a year which includes three premium pictures

12 s 16 inches, nice enough to frame and suitable for den
or study. Address

DOGOOM PUBLISHING CO.
ItiiltleCreok Michigan

PET STOCK MAGAZINE
devoted to

Poultry, Pieeons, Rabbits and til other kind of Pet Animals.

Illustrated
ylnterefting,lnstructive.

Liberal commission paid to euergetic agents. Write us.

Pel Slock Magazine, 18-20-22 Washington St., Spr!n?fleld, Ohio

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
The Breeders register jn the Gazette has proved

of great value, in view of the constant demand
at the American Kennel^Club for names and ad-
dresses of breeders. Write for rates.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
1 Liberty Street NEW YORK CITY

Wee Wah Kennels

Tuxedo Park, N. Y,

COCKER
SPANIELS

Prize Winning Stock,
Pups and Grown Dogs
for sale.

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES
of both sexes. All from the very best

stock.
For particulars address

CLOVERLY KENNELS
Wast Chester, Penna.

AIDI7r>AII?G A grand lot of puppies byIKtlJALtD the noted sire The Rook
of Ashbourne and others. Dam's, sired by Champions. Winners,
hunters or game companions. Price $25 and $30

H. E. GATTENBY, Macksburg, Iowa

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Prices rea-
sonable. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups.
Write your wants.

MRS. C. C. ROHDE,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

SELLING OUT
Maltese, Yorkshire and Boston Ter-

riers. Puppies and Grown Dogs.

MRS. H. KNIFFIN, Eastlam Kennels

761 56th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y.

Telephone Bay Ridge 522

A HAPPY FAMILY
These Airedale Terrier Puppies are healthy

as well as happy because they are fed on the
right kind of food.

They are fed on CHAMPION DOG BIS-
CUIT and this insures their health. Our
food is clean and easy to handle when feed-
ing. There is no moisture or dirt and it

needs no preparation before feeding; just give
the dog one or two biscuits and he will do the
rest.

It is the ideal food to take along when going
camping.

SEND FOR SAMPLE AND BOOKLET G

SfTPAUL BREAD COMPANY
558 View Street St. Paul, Minn.

coat thoroughly lathered. See that the

whole body is soaked evenly and rubbed

well. When you come to rinse this off,

use cool in the case of hardy dogs, cold-

water. As the season progresses, and if

your dog is one of the strong, vigorous

kind, you may rinse off the soap by play-

ing the hose over him, and it will cause no
harm.

Probably the most tedious and yet most

important part of the bath is the drying.
With all the tender, long-haired dogs great
care should be taken to squeeze the water

out of the coat by rubbing the hands along
the body and down the legs and squeezing
it out at the feet. A sponge with the water

squeezed out will be in condition to absorb

a great deal of the moisture. Finally re-

sort to the towel and a brisk rubbing will

dry him well enough to let him go out and
run in the sun, but the exercise must be

continuous until the animal is brought in

the house. When the weather is quite

warm, a strong dog will receive no ill

effects if allowed to run about on clean

grass after his bath, but one should be on
the lookout to see that weather conditions
are favorable, as the least chill is apt to

cause permanent injury. A. W. D.

An Easily Grown Companion
Flower

TV/TOST everyone has a place in his
-1-"-*-

heart, and in his garden, for the
sweet pea, and while it makes an at-

tractive bouquet by itself, there is one

charming, fairy-like flower that, when used
with it, enhances its beauty. While it is in

taste, and generally produces a much better

effect, to confine each bouquet to one kind
of flower, and especially to one tone of

color, this flower, the annual "Baby's
Breath," known botanically as the Gypso-
pJiila clegans alba, may be used with almost

any flower, for white, as we all know,
never clashes with any color.

The flowers are so small, so numerous
and so well held apart, showing their in-

dividuality, and on almost invisible stems,
that they produce a misty effect, and seem
to be floating over, and in among their

more heavily formed companions.
While not advisable to use it with the

larger flowers, such as the African mari-

golds, or the large asters, because the con-
trast in size is too great, it produces a most
charming effect with sweet peas, snap-
dragon or flowers of similar size. One of
the daintiest bouquets I ever saw, was
composed of a clear pink snap-dragon, and
this flower, the snap-dragon being seen

through the veil of the star-like Gypso-
phila.

This flower is an easily grown hardy an-
nual from the Caucasus, requiring an open,
sunny situation, and frequent sowing for a
succession of bloom. The flowering stems
are slender, upright and repeatedly forked,

producing numerous terminals, each bear-

ing a diminutive, pure white, five petaled
flower, there is a pink form in the trade
which I do not consider worth growing. I

sow a row ten feet long out doors as soon
as the ground is warm enough, generally

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Daffodils,
come before the Swallowdares

FROM NOW UNTIL

July 1st

Not Later
There is no more useful garden material than

what are known as Dutch bulbs, Hyacinths,
Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, etc. They give for a
small outlay of time and money an abundance
of flowers in the house from December until

April, and in the garden almost before the snow
is off the ground in the spring until the middle of

May. These Bulbs are grown almost exclusively
in Holland, and in enormous quantities, where
they are sold at very low prices. Usually they
pass through the hands of two dealers, and
more than double in price before reaching the
retail buyer in America.

By ordering from us now instead of waiting
until fall, you save from 20 to 40 per cent, in

cost, get a superior quality of Bulbs not to be
obtained at any price in this country, and

^ have a much larger list of varieties to select

y from. Our orders are selected and packed
in Holland, and are shipped to our customers

in the original packages immediately upon their
arrival from Holland, perfectly fresh and in the
best possible condition.

If you wish to take advantage of our very low prices,
we must have your order not later than July 1st, as we
import Bulbs to order only. They need not be paid for
until after delivery, or taken if not of a satisfactory quality.
(References required from new customers.) Our import
price list, the most comprehensive catalogue of Bulbs pub-
lished, is now ready and may be had for the asking.

A Few of the Prices

r me Mixed Hyacinths .

Fine Mixed Tulips . .

Extra Fine Mixed Tulips . .

Narcissus Poeticus . .

Double Daffodils . . .

Narcissus Bicolor Empress .

Narcissus Emperor . .

Narcissus Golden Spur .

Narcissus Bicolor Victoria
Largest and Finest of the Bicolors

Spanish Iris, splendid mixture .

PER 100 PER 500
3.25 $15.50
.75

.95

.70

1.75

2.50

2.75

2.25

2.50

.45

3.50
4.25
3.00

8.00
11.50
12.00
10.00

10.00

1.75

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
339 Fourth Avenue PITTSBURGH

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Building the Summer Home
HOW A GRADUAL CHANGE IN OUR MODE OF LIVING IS AFFECTING OUR ARCHI-
TECTURELESSONS FROM THE LARGER SUMMER HOMES APPLIED TO THE SMALLER

BY AYMAR EMBURY, II

Photographs by Julian Buckly, L. H. Dreyer and others

THE social life of England presents points of considerable

variance from that of America
;
the leisure class there is

large, especially as compared with that of the United States,

where for all practical

intents and purposes '

none exists, and in

England the members
of wealthy or even
well-to-do families
who claim the city as

their residence are

few and far between.

They go to the city

for their vacation,

much as we are in the

habit of going to the

seashore, and the so-

called "s e a s o n" in

London is limited to

the few short months
in the late spring and

early summer. Their
real homes are in the

country, often-times in

places inaccessible to

the city, and the com-
muters' life as known
to us here plays there

but a small part. Their

There is no reason why the smallest house should not be designed with all the care
of the larger country places. This is the gate lodge of William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.'s,

places where families place at Deepdale, L. I. John Russell Pope, architect

go to live for from
seven to ten months of the year, keeping when possible their

town house or apartments for the "season." This life in Eng-
land is by no means a tendency of modern development, but is

rather the outgrowth of the old feudal times when the barons and
their retainers came yearly to the court of London to pay homage,
to consult regarding the laws, and to indulge for a little while in

the brutal pleasures of the day, while the balance of their time
was spent on their estates.

In this country the problem has from the beginning been dif-

ferent, except for that portion of the population whose living was

made directly from the soil. The farmers and planters of the

Colonial period occupied in the social life of the nation a place
which since the Civil War has been denied to them. With the in-

dustrial development
has grown up the city

life ; people make their

money in the cities

and, knowing no bet-

ter, live in them
;
but

within the past decade

a great change has

taken place. First the

very wealthy, then the

intelligent members of

the artisan and me-

chanic class, and last

the well-to-do, as op-

posed to either of the

other classes, have

been moving to the

country, and moving
as far in the country
as they could go and

still get to and from

their several busi-

nesses. The enormous

growth of the sub-

urbs, not alone around

New York but around

all cities of the East,

many of the West and

even a few of the

South, is sufficient

proof that this has been a fact. Taking my own city for an ex-

ample : where the suburbs of New York fifty years ago were

almost exclusively the residences of very few of the wealthier

men engaged in business in New York, they are now increasing

faster in population than New York itself. The neighboring

counties, King's and Queen's and Suffolk in Long Island, Rich-

mond County in the City of New York, Westchester County
north of it and Bergen, Hudson, Passaic and Union counties in

New Jersey, are now practically one vast suburban city. The

majority of American houses not in the city are, then, suburban

(417)
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A superintendent's cottage at Stowe, Pa., Aymar Embury, II., architect another example
of what can be done with the very small house

The summer home of Mr. E. S. W. Griswold, Greenwich, Conn.,
Ewing & Chappell, architects. There is an abundance of examples
in this larger type of country home from which lessons for the
smaller place may be learned

A summer home on Nassau Boulevard, L. I., Kirby, Pettit & Green,
architects. A type of summer home that is based largely on the
inspiration of Mt. Vernon. There is a provision for an outdoor
sleeping porch on the roof of the high-column portico

houses intended for all the-year-round use, but there is a certain

minority most of them homes of the wealthy intended to be
for summer use only ;

but the effort is always being made, even
in these, to place them not so far from the cities but that the male

portion of the family can reach them easily for over Sunday and
where possible once or twice during the week. While the many
miles of beautiful water front around New York are either in-

accessible, or already tenanted by shops and factories, the con-

venient and quick transportation to more
distant points has made a hundred miles no

very great distance to go, and this range in-

cludes all of Long Island and a good part

of Connecticut and the hill country of lower

New York and New Jersey. Of course the

direct commuting district is within thirty or

forty miles of the city and unfortunately,
and perhaps necessarily, because of an in-

crease in cottage building operations greater
than that of architects fitted to handle them,
the bulk of this work has been done either

by carpenters without taste or training
for design, or copying directly by the

owners from the plans in some one of

the many commercial books sold for a

dollar or two a design fitted to catch

the eye of only the man untrained in art.

This condition is I think in process of

amelioration
;
the real estate promoting com-

panies have perceived the commercial value of good design
and have endeavored, according to their several degrees of

taste to employ architects and procure designs for build-

ings more attractive than heretofore has been the case. Yet
it still remains a fact that it is the few and not the many who are

building beautiful houses, whereas, before our countryside can

A summer home at Lawrence Park, Bronxville, N. Y., William A.
Bates, architect a splendid adaptation to modern needs of the
Connecticut farmhouse type

ever take on the exquisite charm of the English landscape, all or
a vast majority of the houses must be built with some taste.

I should like to present with this article a number of country
houses ranging in cost from four to seven thousand dollars, to

illustrate the fact that these can be quite as good in their way as
the more expensive houses, but unfortunately such a group would
be almost impossible to find, since the average man building a
house of this size prefers to go to a carpenter and let him prepare
the plans and build his house, than to go to an architect and have
him design one. Speaking plainly, the envious criticism directed

so constantly by the public and the popular magazines of this coun-

try at the lack of taste, lack of education and vulgar ostentation of
the wealthy, is misdirected if the comparative taste displayed by the

wealthy and the merely well-to-do in their homes can be taken as

a criterion. While it is true that many of our largest and most ex-

pensive houses cannot be described as our best and most beautiful
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The dogtooth violet (Erythronium Ameri-

canum) may be found in the woods from
the latter part of April to the middle of

May

A walking trip on the mountainside will proba-
bly make you acquainted with the purple
azalia, which is in reality pink and white

And who can come upon a colony of the

showy orchid (Orchis speclabilis) with their
slender pink-purple flowers without the
real thrill of a discoverer?

A Botanist's Vacation
SOMETHING OF THE FASCINATION AND CONTINUED VARIETY OF INTEREST THAT IS TO BE
FOUND IN RAMBLES THROUGH THE WOODS AND MEADOWS WITH A CAMERA AND A TROWEL

BY FLORA LEWIS MARBLE

Photographs by the Author

IT
lasted from the time when the first dogtooth violet bloomed in

the dell, until the last stalk of beech drops turned brown and

dry. All that time I was on familiar terms with the flowers. It

is impossible, when you
are down on your knees

on the soft, dry beech

leaves before a nodding

blossom, perfect in every

part, to call it to its face

"Erythronium Ameri-

ca num"; nor in God's

open air, does it sound

well to say to the modest

little parasitic beech drop

growing later under the

same trees, "You are

Epiphegus Virginiana, an

Orobanchacecc." So I

dropped all formality

with the flowers then, and

shall now in thinking of

that summer, and I be-

lieve I can prove to you
that a botanist can have

the most enjoyable of va-

cations.

There are several es-

sentials to a botanist's va-

Fortunate indeed is he who finds in his July rambles the rare, showy, pink

lady's-slipper rising gracefully above the green leaves in the most secluded

and deeply shaded corners of the pine woods

cation. You should be a good walker. The places where grow
the flowers you want most are often far from even a bridle-path,

so you must climb arduously, oftentimes over rough ground.
If you are a woman you

must have a companion.
A dog is the best possible

chum. He will put up with

any eccentricity of yours
and think it is part of the

game; what is best, he

won't go home and tell

of it.

You must have a note-

book with a pencil tied to

it, and it in turn tied to

your belt. If you paint,

water colors are conven-

ient, but in this day and

age of the world you must
have a camera, and know
how to use it.

A botanist's camera has

to go through many ex-

ploits that are unknown
to the experience of an or-

dinary machine, for the

botanical value of a pho-

tograph is doubled if the
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And there is always the added zest given a walk in the wild by the
and colonize some of the native flowers as this pitcher plant that

plant is photographed as it grows, before it is even touched by
your hand. This is so small a task as sometimes to assume tre-

mendous difficulties. The dogtooth violet is an example. Here a

layer of beech leaves made a fairly dry carpet over the moist earth.

Down on my knees I went, adjusted the camera on two flat stones,
leveled it with a piece of bark, focused on the plant I wanted,

literally standing on my head the while, let the dark, wavy bark
of an old beech tree form the natural background, and waited

on my knees until

the air was perfect-

ly still for the

least breath of wind
will sway the slen-

der flower stalk

then, when even

Nature was ready,
I pressed the bulb,

and the picture
was taken.

After the plate is

carefully packed
away the notebook

comes into use.

Each page is ruled

down its length
several times, mak-

ing columns in

which records of

the flowers photo-

graphed can be

kept. My columns
for data were as

follows for a left-

hand page: Date;
Photographing one of the lilies, for ex-

Locality ; Botanical
ample, at close range, will show the won- ,, J '

derful detail of the pollen on its perianth
iNJ ame

> Common

knowledge that one may bring home
now dwells in the home water-garden

Name. On the page oppo-

site, so that one could read

right across, I made col-

umns for the following:
Plate Used

;
Lens Stop ;

Length of Exposure ;
Bot-

anical Remarks (such as

"lily family," "perennial,"

etc.

When this was done

sketches of the parts of the

flower were made, and it

was carefully analyzed. If

there is no time- for that,

and a microscope of size is

needed, put a few of the

flowers in a tin botany case

to take home.

Now the pleasantest part
of the work begins. Sit

down quietly close to the

blossom and get acquainted.

Waiting alone in the quiet

woods, where even the ap-

proach of an insect to the

honey cup of a dogtooth
violet is a noisy happening ;

one awakes to "a world
full of wonder." This

"wonderful secret of peace
that abides in Nature's

breast" takes hold of you, and you learn a lesson then and there

that can never be gotten from books, or towns, or people; it is

better than botany. It is better than flowers even, for it is a

glimpse into God's world of reality.

May is always a busy month in the woods. I had all the com-
mon flowers to photograph. A walking trip up the Armenia
mountain gave a day spent under the flowering branches of the

purple azalea, which is not purple at all, but pink and white. It

grows along the

edge of the forest.

Following an old
wood road down
the side of the

mountain, we came

to a shady dell

hung thick with the

dainty baneberry
blossoms. Right in

the path grew a col-

ony of showy or-

chids in full bloom.

Every day when a

botanist finds an

orchid is a red let-

ter day, even if it is

an old friend and

not a new find. I

put a coat behind

two sprays of the

blossoms as they
grew, took their

photograph, ad-

mired their slender

pink-purple flow-

ers, and went on

my way with heart

Or you may secure with your camera an
enduring record and reminder of the deli-

cate beauty of the catalpa blossom
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beating a little faster.

The next pulse-moving

experience occurred in

June. On a bright day, the

seventh of the month,
I went hunting pitcher
plants in a peat bog on the

mountainside. The water is

clear and blue in the center

of the pond. They say
there is good fishing there,

but there are no boats.
Planks are laid across the

roots of trees so one can

get to the water's edge.

Once there, I saw to the

right of the plank on which

I was standing, a large

pitcher plant in full bloom,

and beyond pitcher plants

stretching away and away.
Now I wanted to take a

pitcher plant home because

I had a water garden in

which to let it grow while

I watched its maneuvers

with insects, so, armed with

a trowel, I walked out on

the oozy ground. It swayed
and I was up to my knees

in mire at every step. When
it came to digging I could not drown, for I was in the bog up to

my knees and elbows and balanced perfectly. Even Teddy, the

dog, laughed at me from the plank from which he was too wise to

venture, but I brought the pitcher plant home and it is growing
lustily now in the water garden. I have raised seed enough from
it to plant an acre.

Just here let me say that a botanist should have a garden of his

own to put things in from time to time for further acquaintance.

Many haughty re-

marks are made
about what are

called "Botanist's

Gardens'' because

they contain little

patches of this and

that with no gen-
eral effects that
can properly be

called gardening.
This need not be

so, for what is call-

ed "wild garden-

ing'' can be botani-

cally valuable and

artistically effec-

tive. My garden is

a notebook in

which I read every
s u m m e r the life

history of succeed-

ing generations
coming from wild

stock.

The latter part
In the last furrow of a newly plowed boggy o f thjg same mOnth

field was found and rescued a fine root
~4.t,_,

of the purple-fringed orchid gave me another

Three plants of the yellow lady's-slipper were brought in from the mountainside many years ago and they
have taken up their new abode in a corner of the house with every indication of contentment

addition to the water garden. Here let me say that I do not be-

lieve in digging wild plants, because soon the beauty of our woods

would be destroyed, but 1 always believe in saving wild plants.

In this way several treasures have come to me from the plough
of a farmer turning over a new field, or the axe of a woodman

clearing a woodlot. It was in the last furrow of a newly ploughed
field that I discovered a fine root of purple-fringed orchid. Why
they wanted to plough the field I never could guess. It was too

boggy to plant
successfully with
m u c h besides or-

chids and cat-tails.

This new specimen
found its way to

the water garden
with plenty of its

own earth to fill a

pot, and there it

grew, among the

water-lilies.

The other orchids

that gave lustre to

the season were
the yellow lady's-

slipper that grows
in the garden in a

thrifty patch, three

plants having been

transplanted many
years ago from the

mountainside and
colonized; the

showy pink-purple

lady's-slipper that

(Continued on

page 456)

And in the garden itself there are such

interesting things as the hollyhock's
pollen-covered pistil and crinkled petals



Modern Warfare on Garden Pests :

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENEMY IN DETAIL WHEN AND
WHERE TO EXPECT ATTACK TACTICS AND AMMUNITION FOR DEFENSE

BY F. F. ROCK \V E L L.

Photographs by Profs. Lowe and Britton and others
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A plum twig in-

fested with San
Jose scale

VHERE is one section of modern war-

fare in which no peace conferences

are to be held
;
in which there are no ad-

vocates of disarmament
;

in which the

fighting must be without quarters and to

the death the war on plant enemies.

And it must be a guerilla warfare each

planter fighting his own skirmishes by
himself. It may be that our national and

state governments will be able some day
to take suitable and adequate steps toward

the extermination of the several insects

and disease pests that annually cause the

loss of millions of dollars worth of crops.

But until that happy day, each gardener
must fight for himself, and in order to be

successful, he must take advantage of

every new engine of destruction or means

of protection, of every more effective am-

munition that invention and science places

at his disposal, and fight it out with vigor and persistency.

Xor is this all. In order to utilize these agencies in the most

effectual ways, he must make himself master of the strategies of

the situation; he must analyze the conditions and comprehend the

individual factors in the campaign he will have to carry out. Only

by so doing will he be able to apply the proper method of fighting

to the particular battle to be fought.

I use the term "method of fighting" rather than the more usual

one, "remedies," because both by experience and study I am con-

vinced that so long as the commercial fields of horticulture remain

in the present absolutely unorganized condition, and so long as the

gardener, big or little, who is neglectful, and thus

becomes rather a stockman than a gardener, breed-

ing all kinds of plant pests just so long as this is

permitted we can achieve no remedy worth the

name. When speaking of a remedy in this con-

nection, we very frequently are putting the cart

before the horse, and refer to some means of pre-

vention. Prevention is not only the best, but often

the only, cure.

The whole problem of plant enemies and meth-

ods of combatting them is at present in a some-

what complicated state. It has not received the at-

tention from scientific investigators which other

branches of horticulture have. Many experiments
and discoveries have been made, but we have

reached not nearly so definite a line of action as

we have, for instance, in enriching the soil.

Before taking up the individual insects and

diseases, it will repay the gardener to try to fix in

his mind the several classes of these, in order that

he may make himself familiar with a few general

principles, rather than get lost in a tangle of detail.

To make the matter plain, then, the following

analysis and list will enable the reader to get a gen-
eral comprehension of the whole matter.

Plant enemies we have to fight may be

put under four heads, as follows :

, (Eating and chewingInsects J

(Sucking

(Fungous or germ
Diseases^ ... .- ,

(Constitutional

From the above it is seen that plant ene-

mies are of two kinds insects and di-

seases. Of the former there are two sorts
;

( i
) those which chew or eat the leaves,

stems or fruit, and are usually hard-

shelled; and (2) those which suck the

plant juices and are usually soft-bodied.

It will at once be seen that the first class

can best be reached by internal poisons,
and the latter by external ones, as it has

never been found possible to get effective

poisons into the sap or juices of the plant.
Of the diseases also there are two sorts,

fungous or germ diseases, resulting directly or indirectly from the

attack of parasitical fungus or germ ;
and constitutional diseases,

which attack the organism of the plant as a whole. Of these lat-

ter very little is known. Sometimes they may be caused by im-

perfect nutrition, or again by an oversupply; often there is no ap-

parent cause. Failing to discover a fungous or bacterial origin,
and finding the disease attacking the whole plant, experts place
the ailment in this general class and seek different remedies.

It thus becomes evident that the remedy to be used must de-

pend upon the enemy to be fought. We can therefore reduce the
matter to a simple classification, as follows :

PLANT ENEMIES
CLASS

jEating A
"
^Sucking B

twig bearing the

egg mass of the

tent-caterpillar

Insects

Diseases jParasitical C
(Constitutional D

A powder gun that dis-

tributes a fine cloud of
the insecticide

REMEDIES

NUMBER
fCovered Boxes I

Mechanical
{
Collars 2

[Cards 3

'Hand-picking 4
Kerosene emulsion . . 5
Whale-oil soap 6
Miscible oils 7
Tobacco dust 8

Carbolic acid emulsion 9
Corrosive sublimate .. 10

Bordeaux mixture ... n

fParis green 12

Poisonous
{
Arsenate of lead 13

[Hellebore 14

Destructive
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Garden Pests and Remedies
The letters and numbers given in the table refer to detail descriptions in the article.

ENEMY,
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It. is possible now to obtain not only wall papers with suitable friezes in the blue bird motif, but also cretonnes for the summer hangings,
bedcovers, etc., of similar patterns

A Blue Bird Bedroom
U V L V I) I A L E B A RON W A L K K R

*-

THE latest impulse in the decorative treatment of rooms

comes from what we may call the idea of character. This

is something of an advance beyond former concepts. For ex-

ample, we have had period rooms, color rooms and rooms which

have been developed from the point of view of their particular

functions, such as dining-rooms and nurseries. But to consider a

room somewhat as a painter might regard his canvas, as some-

thing to afford a vehicle for the expression of definite and mature

ideas, in a word to

give a room a newer ^^_^^^_-^_____^^^^
and intenser touch of

naturalness, individu-

ality and even person-

ality this is the

promise of the recent

development of the

character room.

It is not easy to con-

vey the precise con-

ception of such a

room in a single sen-

tence or paragraph ;

but the outlines which

follow, together with

the illustrations, will

probably suffice to

make the meaning
clear.

The best way to ex-

plain the genesis of a

new room of the na-

ture indicated, will be

to take up a concrete

example from which
it will be seen how it

is possible for rooms
to reflect the contem-

The wall paper used here is a satin stripe in cerulean blue and it is treated with what
is known as the "crown" effect a silhouetted pattern from the paper on page 428

porary thought of the people. For some months the younger
and older generations alike have been fascinated by the pictur-

esque aspects of Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird," while they have been

touched by the deeper meaning of the sweet allegory. Now com-
merce is becoming intimate. It seeks to divine prevailing senti-

ment, and to appeal to it by reflecting it. And so we have various

blue bird creations such as blue bird cretonnes, blue bird draperies,
blue bird vases, blue bird bureau fittings and other accessories,

and complete blue bird

furnishings, including
wall papers. These

have followed natu-

rally upon blue bird

jewelry, millinery,

stationery and similar

fashionable innova-
tions. Let us hope that

this interesting flock

of blue birds may suc-

ceed in distributing a

very large measure of

happiness every-
where. If it should

chance that the reader

is not familiar with

the thought of the

drama we may ex-

plain that its symbol-
ism calls the bird the

"Blue Bird for Hap-
piness."

The specific p u r-

pose of these para-

graphs is to present
some essential char-

acteristics of a blue

bird room. At the

(426)
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outset two observations may be

made : first, this is the most recent

of all rooms to be developed, and

consequently it possesses the ele-

ment of novelty so dear to us

Americans
;
and second, it is one of

the most felicitous of all ideas for

summer decoration, and should en-

thusiastically be appropriated for

the treatment of rooms in summer

residences, though not necessarily
confined thereto. In this connection

we may also add that blue is the

coldest of all colors, an additional

argument for summer use. Psycho
logically indoors and outdoors

become merged and linked to-

gether, so to speak, by this

bird motif, birds on the sway-

ing branches and birds in the

quiet room, birds when you
go out and birds when you
come in. The transition is not

great, whether one sleeps on

the veranda or sleeps in the

room. There is a certain

unity about the environment
in either case.

Let us leave the out-of-door

birds behind as they are very
well able to take care of them-

selves, and enter the blue bird

room, which is more depend-
ent upon our helpful ministra-

tions. Some one

has said that

comparisons are

odious
;
whether

that is true or

not, it is certain

that they are

elusive. To what

shall we com-

pare the walls of

a blue bird
room? Here let

us remark that

there are differ-

ent blue bird
rooms, because

there are differ-

ent blue bird pa-

p e r s and fur-

nishings. This
allows for f u r-

ther individual-

ity and shades of

expression even
in a blue bird
room. The walls

of one room for

example will

suggest the ef-

fect of a blos-

soming garden
in the early
morning, or at

One of the severely conventionalized papers that would
be at its best only where it does not appear in large
masses

Nor is there any lack of opportunity to carry out in the bureau fittings

hatpin holder, pin-tray, etc. the blue bird motif in color and form

White enameled furniture, of wood, willow or wicker, is best for furnishing the blue bird room;
for the floor covering a blue-and-white rag rug with a blue bird end border is available

twilight, or on a dull and misty day
when the body of the paper suggests

an atmospheric haze against which

the slender branches stand in relief,

bearing their fluttering blue birds

which are the chief motif of the de-

sign. A very charming frieze in the

same general tones carries the slen-

der stems about the room. And on

these twigs are perched cosy groups
of blue birds as if nesting time were

approaching, and one might almost

fancy he could hear them billing

and cooing. Lest the above outlines

might convey an impression of som-

breness, with the birds against

the haze, it should be explained

that the yellow blossoms im-

part the necessary touch of

brightness and warmth.

It will be noted that the

paper above described is not

unduly conventional. It has

something of the irregularity

and freedom of the garden.

One might fancy he could

separate the branches and walk

through. Another paper, how-

ever, is more conventional. It

is what is known as a stencil

paper. It has stereotyped,

regularly recurring rows of

leaves, flowers and blue birds.

The birds are perched in pairs

one on each side

of a convention-

al leaf. The
horizontal lines

of birds are a

foot apart. The
birds and flow-

ers are in a de-

cided blue, while

the leaves are in

a dark neutral

green. The
strength and

comparative se-

verity of this

design might
render it oppres-
sive if presented
in too great a

mass, though it

is found effec-

tive when em-

ployed with ap-

propriate re-

strictions. When
used above a

wainscoting the

effect is rather

rich. The lower

wall should be

white. In a small

room in an

apartment, the
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paper gives an impression
of openness. It is not out

of place in dens or nur-

series.

Speaking of the upper
walls of rooms, there is

one interesting blue bird

paper which comes only
as a border. It is as if the

wall above the molding
were open and one looked

through it and saw the

birds against the sky. It

would seem as if one could

draw a deeper breath with

this effect of birds and at-

mosphere above one's

head. The border is ex-

tremely simple, we have

practically described it al-

ready j
ust blue birds

poised in different atti-

tudes upon a neutral band
which forms a sort of sky-

line, and behind them

nothing but immensity.
A moment ago we were

in a garden ;
let us now en-

ter an orchard. That is the

true home of birds. Fruit

and feathers seem to have
an affinity. Blossoms and

wings go together. The

songs seem to make the fruit taste

better. The paper we are now con-

templating has something of exqui-
site delicacy of cherry blossoms and

humming birds. One might hesi-

tate to open a door for fear the blos-

soms might detach themselves and
the birds fly away. In describing
such a paper one is disposed to

search his thesaurus for all the

synonyms of daintiness and deli-

cacy. It has the shimmer of a

Corot painting. As generalities,

however, can hardly be very en-

lightening to the reader, it will be

necessary to come down to earth

and endeavor in set terms to give
more definite specifications. The

background is a creamy white. In

deciding upon this ground of the

paper the artist probably had in

mind nothing more nor less than

daylight. The sun may be assumed
to be in front rather than behind the

decorative objects, as everything is

illuminated and, so to speak, bathed
in a wash of light. Substantial

branches in pallid shades of brown
are gnarled and twisted. They are

aglow with cherries and cherry
blossoms, while here and there are
to be seen the birds either perched
or hovering. A way of treating this

paper to add to the naturalness and

While a brass bedstead may be used in the blue bird room, a white enameled
one will be better

One of the simplest and most effective examples of the
blue bird friezes

Brown gnarled limbs, aglow with cherry blossoms, and
the blue birds, on a background of creamy white

beauty of the effect is to

silhouette, or cut out along
certain lines of the design.

This gives what is known
as the "crown effect" and

appears in the illustration.

This treatment is fol-

lowed when the paper is

used only as a frieze with-

out being broken by a

molding. If the latter is

used it must be placed

along the ceiling angle and

must be white or cream.

Below the serrated edges
of the crown extends an

exquisite satin-striped pa-

per in cerulean blue. This

blue gives an absolutely

open effect. It is like an

Italian sky. And what
adds the finishing touch of

artistic perfection is that

the birds, branches, fruit

and flowers are as it were,

swaying over one's head.

Blossoms and leaves trail

down the corners of the

room and about the doors,

giving the desired panel
effect. These notes relate

particularly to the paper as

photographed. This treat-

ment is regarded as nothing short of

ideal. This blue bird paper is pro-
duced with such variations of color

as afford some opportunity for selec-

tion. It may also cover the entire side

walls instead of being silhouetted

as described. The bower effect is

intensified and the cost materially
lessened by the latter plan.

If the attempt were made to de-

scribe all of the interesting bird

papers that are now available, it

would very much exceed the limits

of the present article. There are

bird papers in which are representa-
tions of peacocks and birds of para-
dise, so diminished however that

they cease to be salient features of

the design. In many of the papers
the birds are of sufficient size if

not indeed exaggerated. Whatever
the kind of bird the tone may be

blue. It may be well to note at this

point that a secondary bird motif
was imparted by chanticler so that

the bird type is not necessarily or

exclusively the blue bird. Indeed,
in the play of that name the real

blue bird was not employed, owing
to its diminutive size. A blue pigeon
was substituted because it could be

seen all over the house. In blue

bird jewelry a blue swallow has

(Continued on page 463)



The Seventeen-Year Locust Appears
AN INTERESTING NATURAL PHENOMENON THAT HAS
CICADA THAT SPENDS SEVENTEEN YEARS IN PREP

BY D. EVERETT LYON, PH.D.

AROUSED MANY GROUNDLESS FEARS THE
ARATION FOR 'SIX WEEKS ABOVE GROUND

Photographs by Robert A. Kemp

THE Periodical Cicada, popularly but erroneously
called the seventeen-year Locust is due to appear in

great numbers during this summer, and no insect presents
a more interesting phenomena for study than

this, nor is the subject of more groundless fears

on the part of our rural population.
This insect, peculiar to the American

continent, is remarkable in its ado-

lescent period, spending seventeen

years in obscurity in a subterranean

state, during all of which time its

presence is unsuspected by the ma-

jority of people. It makes its pres-
ence known only when in unlimited

numbers it marches forth, all members
of the species attaining their maturity
in almost the same moment.

Many people unacquainted with its habits

are needlessly alarmed at its appearance,
and have visions of vast devastation to be

.
,

. ... ... Even the foliage will be covered
wrought by its activities, when, in fact, the this month with the cast-off shells

damage done is infinitesimal.

The period of its aerial ex-

istence is very brief, yet dur-

ing this time it leaves unmis-

takable evidences of its ac-

tivity, as seen in the many
eggs deposited in slits made in

twigs and branches of sur-

rounding shrubbery, a work

accomplished accompanied by
an incessant humming on the

part of the males.

The damage done is, how-

ever, very slight, and a little

pruning of the branches con-

taining the eggs will forestall

any ill effects that might occur.

More or less of these insects

appear every year, due to the

fact that there are several

broods scattered over various

sections of the United States,

but careful observation shows
that the recurrence of the main

group is regular, every seven-

teen years in the northern

states and every thirteen years
in the southern states.

This variation in time has

opened the question as to

whether the thirteen-year lo-

cust of the southern states is a

separate variety, or whether
the difference in climate has-

tens its growth, but since the

two varieties overlap in the

same county along the boun-

dary of the northern and
southern states, it would seem

A flashlight photograph taken shortly after the emerging of the

Cicada. The newly-born creamy-white insects are seen beside their

discarded skins

to prove that the variation is not due so much to a differ-

ence in climate, as to a decided difference in species.

The reason for the seventeen-year larval

life of the Cicada cannot be satisfac-

torilly explained, though it seems like

a provision of Nature to protect it

from its many enemies in the form

of parasites and insectivorous birds.

The danger from birds, however, is very

slight as their appearance is of such rare

occurrence that birds do not come to know
them as a steady article of diet.

While many reports concerning the

Cicada are untrustworthy, yet we have

authentic records that as far back as 1634
the swarm at Plymouth, Mass., was ob-

served and noted by the Puritans, and a record

of the recent swarm there in 1906 shows them

as abundant at ever.

In 1666 The Royal Society of London pub-

lished the following concerning them :

"A great observer who hath

lived long in New England,

did, upon occasion, relate to a

friend of his in London where

he lately was, that some few

years since, there was such a

swarm of a certain kind of in-

sects in the English Colony
that for the space of 200 miles,

they poyson'd and destroyed
all the trees of the country,

there being found innumer-

able holes in the ground, out

of which those insects broke

forth in the form of maggots,
which turned into flyes, that

had a kind of tail or sting,

which they stuck into the tree,

and thereby envenomed, and

killed it."

We can see by the above

that these insects were at least

in the country when the early

settlers arrived, and for cen-

turies prior to this.

Another writer has said:

"Still more remotely one

can picture its song, causing
wonderment to the savage In-

dians who attributed to it bale-

ful influences, and yet, less

dainty than their white fol-

lowers, used the soft, newly-

emerged Cicadas as food
;
or

further back in time, when it

had only wild animals as audi-

tors. With these long-time

measures, our brief periods of

days, weeks, months and
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years, seem trivial

enough."
Dr. G. B. Smith,

referring to their

song, writes :

"The music or song

produced by the myr-
iads of these insects

is wonderful, to

some people it be-

comes monotonous,
to me it is otherwise,

and when I heard

the last note on June

25 the melancholy
reflection occurred

'Shall I live to hear

it again ?'
"

Many broods that

formerly occupied
vast areas have al-

Particularly in damp localities will the Cicadas erect these curious mounds in which they
await the hour of emergence

almost entirely.

The males disap-

pear several days
before the females,

and we frequently
see myriads of fe-

rn a 1 e s ovipositing
their eggs after the

song of the males

has been hushed
for several days.
A remarkable

thing about the Ci-

cadas is that though

they emerge in

countless numbers
and mature at al-

most the same mo-

ment, yet in their

underground life

they are not in con-

most entirely disappeared clue to the clearing up 01 forests that tact with each other, but each in its individual cave in the earth

constituted their breeding grounds ;
nevertheless they have sue- and apparently oblivious to the presence of others

;
and yet with

ceeded in so distributing themselves that they are as abundant as the precision of a clock they all emerge at the end of the appointed
ever and due to appear this summer in unlimited numbers. time as if by some communicable impulse.
No insect presents in its life history so much that is anomalous As the pupa burrows upward it leaves a small hole in the sur-

and interesting as the Cicada, and the nature student will find it a face of the earth about the size of a little finger, and thousands

wide field for interesting research. There is no doubt but that of these holes will show just where the brood had been.

the many broods scat-

tered all over the United

States were c o in p r e

hended in a single brood

in the past ages, and with

the geographic, climatic

and topographic changes
that have occurred, they
have become widely
scattered, forming dis-

tinct broods that have

been recorded from time

to time.

It would be uninter-

esting to the reader to

give a description of the

different broods scat-

tered over the country,
as the phenomena is

practically the same with

all broods, so that, leav-

ing their classification to

those inclined, we will

rather give a description
of the life and habits of

these insects that are

sure to command our at-

tention the present sum-
mer.

These insects, general-

ly speaking, emerge
from the ground during
the last week in May,
though there may be a

slight variation in this,

due to local conditions,
but this is approximate-
ly the time, and usually

by the first week in July

they have disappeared
A remarkable picture showing the Cicada leaving his skin. This happens soon

after the insects leave the ground, usually between nine and midnight.

If we had dug down
into the ground during
the early part of April
last \ve would have found

them very near the sur-

face of the earth, all

ready for their emerg-
ence later on.

( )ne remarkable phase
of the life of the Cicada

is seen in the fact that

under certain conditions

they will construct little

huts and cones of earth

that will project above

the surface of the

ground as high as five

inches. Millions of these

little cones will be spread
over the surrounding

territory. If these cones

are approached cautious-

ly, and broken off near

the top, the pupa will be

found waiting for the

time of emergence.
There have been many
reasons advanced for the

building of these little

huts, but the most plausi-
ble theory seems to be

that they are built as an

abode to avoid unusual

dampness, and when we
find that in the majority
of cases they are built

where the soil is un-

usually moist, this would
seem to confirm this

view. Whether from
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One of the new patterns of

willow chairs with arm-

pockets open at the inside

For the garden room there are many new patterns in white-painted cypress
furniture, a type that has long been popular in England

In addition to chairs and set-

tees there are willow stands
for magazines and books

Creating Outdoor Living-rooms
SOME OF THE NEW THINGS IN FURNITURE FOR THE PORCH AND GARDEN, TO MAKE
MORE INVITING AND ENJOYABLE THE OPEN-AIR ROOMS OF THE COUNTRY HOME

BY SARAH L K v r. f K x COE

TIME
was when the furniture for the front porch consisted

of two, possibly three, hickory splint chairs of uncomfort-

able shape, and a long bench, painted sometimes red, sometimes

green, according to the individual taste of the owner, while a few

rustic boxes for vines and a funereal-looking urn or two orna-

mented the lawn.

The demand for outdoor life has ^(^^^^^^^^^B
naturally increased the supply of

things that go to make for its en-

joyment, and with the furniture

especially designed for it an out-of-

doors room bounded by the four

sides of a piazza can be fitted up al-

most as completely as an apartment
inside the house would he. One
significant advantage of this fur-

nished porch arrangement is that it

can be made to do duty for any and
all of the rooms in the house, serv-

ing in turn as living-room, dining-

room, sewing-room, library, and
even bedroom if necessary.

Willow furniture for the piazza
is on the whole one of the most

satisfactory kind, not only on ac-

count of its light weight but because
it is impervious to dampness, being
in fact waterproof, so that if left

out in an unexpected shower it is

not permanently damaged. A num-
ber of new pieces that add to the at-

tractions of the outdoor room are

shown this season. There is a

metal-lined stand for growing
plants, made of willow with open-
work sides, that is decidedly orna-

Whether your home be large or small you will never
regret some provision for a garden shelter

mental and practical as well. A willow sewing-table, so light in

weight that it is easily moved about, has two under-shelves and a

deep pocket on either side, making it quite as useful for books
and papers as for sewing-things.
An unusually comfortable porch chair is of light wood with

high willow back and wooden arms,
and another chair of new design that

would also be an attractive piece of

furniture for the hall or living-room
has a wide cushioned seat, wing
back and broad arms, underneath

which are pockets that open inward
and are really an extension of the

chair seat. For books and papers
there is a tall stand, square in shape,
with four wooden shelves and a

broad willow top that is also as ser-

viceable for indoor as outdoor use.

Circular tables in willow may be

had as large as six feet in diameter,

furnishing accommodations for

breakfast or luncheon parties of good
size, and there is a large variety of

tea tables and muffin-stands for serv-

ing afternoon tea on the piazza or in

the garden. The tables are both oval

and circular in shape, the newer ones

having glass tops with willow frames
and handles that form separate trays
and are most attractive when the

glass has a lining of gay-colored cre-

tonne. Either as an accessory to

the tea table or for general use on the

piazza, is a folding willow screen

with three leaves, only about three

feet in height. It is one of the newest
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With a background of a hedge or vine-cov-
ered wall, the white painted garden
benches are seen at their best

Rustic furniture continues to hold its own in

popular favor, but the wood is now freed
from all excrescences

designs and
makes an effec-

tive piece of porch
furniture.

In the way of

floor covering for

piazzas there are any number of rugs of cocoa fibre and prairie

grass made for rough outdoor use. They come in sizes from three

by six to nine by twelve feet, and in colors especially suitable

browns, greens, tans and reds, either in solid tones with contrast-

ing borders or combinations of color in plain conventional pat-

terns. Rather more ornate are some of the new rugs that show

designs suggestive of Oriental carpets, the figures being on a

much enlarged scale, while a rug that is decidedly Eastern in effect

has a wide green border with tan center in which figures of ele-

phants are woven in the same green as that of the border. A
novelty this year is a hand-woven grass rug that is said to be won-

derfully durable. It is half an inch thick and so heavy that it will

1 i e perfectly
flat no matter

how hard the

wind may
blow, which is

a corisidera-

That one can now buy such attractive rose-
arbors as this is cause for rejoicing
among garden enthusiasts

tion for persons
whose summer
homes are at the

seashore. The
colors are solid

green or tan with

a narrow conventional design in black that forms a border, and
the rugs may be had either round or rectangular in shape. Small

hassocks that are always useful on a porch are made with cover-

ings to match the rugs.

Unless a house is wired for electricity the question of lighting
the piazza, is a more or less serious one, and lamps, or more

probably candles, must be depended on to furnish the necessary
illumination. There are of course lanterns in all sizes and shapes,
from the old ship's lantern of heavy glass in a brass frame, picked

up at the nearest curiosity shop, to elaborate affairs in wrought
iron or bronze, but pleasing and picturesque as they may be, lan-

terns as a usual thing throw only a feeble light on their

surroundings.
For real HBflBB^^^BHHR9RHHI^H^I^^^H

service there

is a candle-

lamp, pur-

porting to be

One type of porch chair is made in a com- The porch sewing-table is another of the A large umbrella of brown cotton with a

bination of unstained wood and willow season's offerings in outdoor furnishing stencil design shelters this garden table
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In harmony with the other willow porch furniture is

this zinc-lined plant box
White or red candle-lamps
come with glass shields

Another one of the newest things for the porch is.

this three-panel screen of willow

English in its origin, that seems to be particularly adapted to

outdoor use. The stand is of heavy tin, painted either white or

red
;
there is glass wind-shield with a perforated top of tin, and

the candle fits into the holder with a spring just like those used

in candlesticks for the dining-table. The candle burns steadily
without being affected by the wind, and gives just light enough
for comfort without making the piazza too bright. The lamps are

made in several different styles, with holder for a single candle.

for two candles, or for three as in the illustration. These are all

for use on the piazza table, but there is a much larger size on a tall

standard that rests directly on the floor, with holders for three

candles, the whole arrangement being about five feet high.
As a sort of companion piece for this tall lamp there is a clock

for use on the piazza or lawn. It is about the same height as the

lamp and like it is painted a bright red. On top of the tall stand-

ard is a hollow metal ball that contains the works of the clock, and
on one side of the bell which is slightly flattened, is the clock's face

in white, with heavy black figures that are visible at a considerable

distance, making it quite useful

even on extensive grounds.
The lure of garden and lawn

furniture is even stronger, when
one begins to investigate the possi-

bilities, than that of porch furni-

ture. The one in a way is merely
a reproduction of the familiar

household things that are necessi-

ties
;
the other opens up a fascinat-

ing array of objects that are real

luxuries. From the single box for

an ornamental tree, or a garden
seat or chair, up to the elaborate

rustic summer-house, substantially
built and complete with roof and

floor, each one makes an irresist-

able appeal to the person who has
a bit of ground large enough to

accommodate it.

Rustic furniture, stained green
or brown is always attractive in

out-of-door surroundings of any
sort, although the chairs and ta-

bles and seats of planed wood are

doubtless more suitable for the

formal garden, and can be used
for porch furnishings as well.

There is of necessity little variety

A particular graceful curved seat of cypress to place in front
of a shrubbery group

These cypress seats are made also for corners, in semi-cir-
cular form or to encircle a tree trunk

in the shape and design of the rustic pieces, and all are built on
substantial lines with frames of bark-covered wood and seats

made of smooth boards. The lawn tennis bench with sides but

no back is rather a novelty ;
so is the double rustic bench which has

seats placed back to back, and also the rustic seat that has a roof

covered with cedar bark. This design is reproduced in the more
formal furniture which is made of cypress, and there are, besides,

many different styles in cypress seats for garden and lawn, some

straight, some curved, and others built to fit corners, as well as

the circular seats made in sections to go around trees.

Many of the seats are copies of old English pieces; others are

modern and of quite recent design, but equally picturesque. Ta-
bles and chairs are made in models that harmonize well with the

different seats, and all of this furniture is painted white or green,
in either a light or dark shade. More elaborate are the rose-

arbors and arches built to span paths, some of them with a seat

at either side. These too can be had in practically the same de-

signs and in colors to match the other pieces of lawn furniture.

Few householders are so fortu-

nate as the owner of a lovely

place in Southern California who
utilized a palm tree as a summer-
house in which to serve afternoon

tea. A table was built around the

trunk of the tree and masses of

vines trained from the ground to

meet the lower branches, so that

in a short while he had a complete-

ly enclosed arbor, protected from
the sun by the thick growth of

palm branches overhead. A rath-

er good substitute may be had

however, in the big lawn umbrella
with a table underneath it. One
style shows a willow table shaped
like an hour-glass, with a hole

through the center for the handle

of the umbrella, which is made of

heavy brown cotton material and
decorated with a stenciled border
in light tan. Another is much
larger and better adapted to all

sorts of weather. The table has
an iron standard with a circular

top of heavy tin, painted white,
and the umbrella is a huge affair

(Continued on page 465)



The Sewage Disposal Problem on the Country Place

THE SEPTIC TANK AND HOW IT ACCOMPLISHES THE COMPLETE AUTOMATIC DESTRUC-
TION OF SEWAGE WITHOUT ANY ATTENTION WHATEVER AFTER THE INSTALLATION

BY RICHARD MAXWELL W i N A N s.

The whole septic tank as shown by the two sections is underground, with the

exception of the filter bed; to this the air has access at the top. The size of
the septic tank proper will be governed by the size of the household

ANY argument to prove the need of proper sewage disposal is

superfluous, or should be. Every suburban or country
home not having connection with a common sewer ought to be

provided with some arrangement to dispose of its sewage in a sani-

tary manner; and every intelligent person should recognize the

necessity, not only as a matter of simple sanitation, but in the

vastly more important matter of health, which last in this con-

nection depends largely upon the first.

In this day of advance-

ment and improvements
there is no excuse for

the old-fashioned privy

vault, or even the com-

mon type of earth closet,

for even this last, which

is admittedly an im-

provement on the ordi-

nary vault, is a germ-

breeding trap to a great

extent, and full of the

possibilities of disease at

the best.

While the delights and

many of the advantages of living in the suburbs and the open

country are beyond a mere matter of comparison with city dwell-

ing, yet statistics show that there is a greater percentage of sick-

ness and a much higher death rate in the country than in the most

congested cities. It has been shown, too, that the number of con-

tagious diseases is greatly increased in the suburban and rural dis-

tricts by a gross lack of sanitary arrangements about the homes,
and that much of the general sickness is caused directly or semi-

directly by such neglect.

It is declared that if unsanitary conditions were tolerated in the

city such as are too generally found about many of the suburban

and country homes, the general health of the city dweller would

be so far depleted and destroyed that a plague might quickly re-

sult, while the death rate would increase to a most alarming degree.

The methods of sanitation in the cities are scientific and prac-

tical and their efficiency is enforced by the board of health. In

many of the outlying suburbs and in the rural districts the meth-

ods, or, too frequently, the lack of methods, are altogether gov-
erned by the individual inclination, or his knowledge of methods,

to secure more or less perfect sanitation.

On an extensive and pretentious country estate in the East with

which the writer is acquainted, having a splendid large mansion,

fitted with an artificial cooling plant, mechanical refrigeration,

exhaust ventilation, the finest of plumbing and the most elaborate

of everything in ultra-modern equipment and conveniences, with a

five-hundred-barrel water supply tank kept constantly filled by an

automatic cut-off-and-on electric motor, horse and cattle barns

representing the last word in construction, with over-head carrier

arrangements to dump all stable wastes directly into wagons for

removal daily, and cement gutters automatically flushed to pre-

vent stable odors in the dairy and yet the sewage .from the

kitchen sinks and the sanitary closets in the house empty from a

line of tile at the foot of the hill on which the house stands, not

more than fifty yards distant from the kitchen door. The sewage
was supposed to be distributed in surface irrigation through an

orchard and garden, although the sewage flume was generally

clogged and overflowing at the house end.



A Vegetable Garden That Will Survive the Fall Frosts
WHY NOT SOW A PATCH THAT WILL MAKE THE GARDEN AS PROFIT-

ABLE AND ATTRACTIVE IN THE FALL AS IT IS IN THE SUMMER?

IF
the amateur gardener wants a

vegetable patch that will be

fresh and flourishing long after

his neighbor's garden is a desolate

heap, he must sow the frost-defy-

ing kinds. The right sorts, sowed

at the right time, will give him a

garden that will be a thing of

beauty after tender vegetables have

passed their usefulness and become

an eyesore. More than a dozen

hardy vegetables may be selected,

with the certainty of having a frost-

proof vegetable garden.

BEETS, sowed in June, will be in

good shape to pull, for winter

storing, soon after the first frost.

The conditions demanded by all root crops

will meet the requirements of beets ;
such

as fresh loose soil that is clean and light,

with well rotted manure that has passed
the fermenting stage, or a potash fertilizer

Here is a single plant of parsley, pulled a week after a

killing frost

August ist sowing, will give satis-

factory returns, although August
would be late to risk it if the season

proved to be unfavorable. For a sup-

ply of carrots throughout the season,

to be pulled while still small, for

their sweet and tender qualities, there

is no better variety than Early Scar-

let Horn. Warm, friable soil and the

same general conditions as are re-

quired by beets will give good results.

Dry weather is a drawback.

CABBAGE, BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND
KOHLRABI are all related and need
similar treatment. Sown purposely
for the frost-resisting patch, seed

may be put in about the middle of

BY I. M. Ax CELL

Photographs by the Author

June. As conditions are not so favorable at

this season as during the spring months, it

will pay to be a little more free with the

seed, to allow for the loss of some of the

seedlings. Soil that still retains richness

Long before frost this June planting will be yielding greens and from an earlier planting of vegetables will answer, or if there is

tender young roots. In order to preserve the appearance of the any doubt about sufficient richness, well decayed manure should

row right up to the end of the season, it is a good plan to thin be used. The soil must be kept loose, and wood ashes sprinkled as

gradually, beginning when the plants are three inches high, to an a precaution against the attacks of insects. At the end of July the

inch apart, and continuing to two, four, and eight inches, as they young plants ought to be ready to set in their permanent place,

become larger. These gradual thinnings will give many a good in moist earth, with the soil pressed around the stems. Short

"mess" of greens and sweet young beets that would otherwise be stocky plants will produce better results than spindling ones,

wasted, if removed in a wholesale thinning that is done once for all. Kohlrabi is sometimes sown in hills, a few inches apart, a small

CARROTS, both young and mature roots, should have a place in pinch of seed to each hill, and all but the best plant pulled out when
the frost-proof garden. For a crop that will reach full size and they reach a suitable size. Kohlrabi is often gathered too large
be suitable to store for winter, sowings should be made in June, and so fails to be appreciated at its real worth. Bulbs two or

but for young roots, for table use, July sowings, or even an three inches in diameter are very sweet and tender, a great im-

provement on larger roots that

have been allowed to become

tough and fibrous. This vegeta-
ble is one of the old reliables, as

it will stand both f$ost and dry
weather. There need be no hesi-

tation in adding Brussels sprouts
to the cold weather garden, as

frost improves the flavor. June-
sown seed 'will produce plants
that will be in bearing in No-
vember.

CHIVES, ONIONS AND LEEKS

are_ relatives and all useful for
the frost-defying gardens, as they
are among the hardiest. An
early September sowing of ball

onions may be made, for the pur-
pose of wintering over

; they will

start into growth again in the

spring. To ensure success the

patch must be well drained and
no weeds should be allowed to

get ahead of the onions. The
best seed, thickly sowed, and
thinned out, will pay in the end.

The soil should be old and mel-

low, well enriched with cow ma-
The garden that bore in abundance after frost had killed the tender vegetables. The picture was taken

four days after a severe frost
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A screened porch was built across one end of the old structure, reached through a doorway from the living-room. A covering of shingles,
dipped in a silvery gray stain, was put on over the original clapboards

Remodeling an Old Long Island Farmhouse
WHAT HAS BEEN DONE WITH AN OLD HOUSE AND THREE ACRES THAT WERE BOUGHT
FOR $1,200 THE EXPERIENCE OF A CITY WOMAN WHO MADE A COUNTRY HOME

II Y A L I C E B O U G II T O N

Photographs by the Author

HALF-WAY
down the south shore of Long Island was a

square, rather ugly, little box of a house, situated in a small

fishing village. Somehow or other the mushroom development

companies, and the tide of suburban homeseekers, overlooked this

place in their advance upon the Island and left the town unmarred,
still retaining all its original charm. About five years ago a young
woman, whose work was in the city, became seized with the desire

to own a real country home. In her

peregrinations after something that

at the same time fitted her pocketbook
as well as her ideal, she happened
upon this house. Crude and ugly as

it was, she saw it remodeled, in im-

agination, into the very likeness of

her dreams. It would be hers^-the

fruit of her labor and the outgrowth
of her plans ! And so it became.

The house and three acres were

bought for $1,200 and she at once

set about the work of remodeling it

according to her own ideas and taste.

In this she was assisted by a young
student of architecture who happened
to be a very good carpenter. He had

just completed his first, year's instruc-

tion and was very glad .to spend his

vacation in work along similar lines
The old house was very small, boxlike, and with little

provision for lighting the second-story rooms

to the study which he had been persuing at the university.

They consulted and planned together and after plenty of good
hard work succeeded. The young woman leaded the windows,
dipped and nailed the shingles, painted floors, lathed, and in an

emergency carried on her bicycle all sorts of building materials

from the town three miles away. The student drew plans for

stairs, windows, doors and other details and sent them to a mill in

a neighboring town where they were
made and delivered with the lum-

ber, at one-quarter of the expense
estimated by local builders.

The original house, though ugly,
was well built, with a good founda-

tion and the cellar had a bricked

and cemented floor and sides. The
beams were apparently taken from
some wreck that had found its rest-

ing place upon the coast and were
of hard weathered oak. In places
the timbers were caulked as they
were originally when aboard ship.

The exterior was finished with the

ubiquitous clapboards.
With this to work upon they set

about the labor of transformation.

Two large dormer windows and two
small ones and an annex were

(438)
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A new flight of stairs was put in at one end of
the living-room the latter combining the
old parlor, sitting-room and hall

added, changing
the stiff, chunky,

plain appearance of

the original house

to one of pleasing
lines and diversified

surface. The exten-

sion contained the

kitchen, laun dry
and servant's room
on the ground floor,

and a bathroom and

bedroom upstairs,

thus making the

advantageous
arrangement of a

small house with the

kitchen department
somewhat separate
from the living-
rooms. A tank was

put in above the

upstairs hall, where
it rested upon the

rafters, and was

supplied with

xvater pumped by a

hot-air engine installed in the cellar. Over the clapboards an ad-

ditional covering of shingles was put. They were dipped in a

silver gray stain made of kerosene with white lead, toned with

black and Indian red, mixed thin like a wash. This gave a beau-

tiful weather stain. To harmonize with this the old solid-wood

outside shutters were painted a blue green.

With the room scheme few alterations of a difficult character

were necessary. The parlor with its inviolate gloom, the "settin"

room, and the hall were shorn of their partitions, making a big,

airy, inviting place, really meant to live in. Two windows of ordi-

nary size in the western end of the room were joined together, giv-

ing a wider outlook and heightening the cheerful, outdoor "feel"

of the place. At
one end of this

living-room a new

flight of steps was
built to take the

place of those

taken out of what
was formerly the

hall. Filled with a

well proportioned
balustrade they
had a decidedly
decorative effect.

The dining-room
with its screened

veranda, which in

season is used for

meals, the small

den opening out

of it sometimes

used as an over-

f 1 o w bedroom
and laundry, ser-

vant's room and

kitchen, com-

pleted the ar- In the gardening end of the remodeling activi-

rang-ement of the t
l
es the aim 's to Preserve the informal and

simple flavor of the garden that surrounded
lower floor. the home long ago

The new kitchen is one of the most attractive

parts of the remodeled house, with its

rough gray plaster and stenciled frieze

The kitchen, as

it appears now, is

the really unique
corner of the house.

It is blue and

white
;

a grayish-
white rough plaster

with a frieze of

blue flamingoes and

trees, stenciled

upon it. The wood-
work is a china

blue, the closets

blue with tree de-

sign in white, and

the floor-covering
blue and white tile-

linoleum. The

pump at one end of

the sink, and the

draining-board for

dishes at the other

end next to the

closet, simplify the

work and save
steps. Lately a fire-

less cooker has

been added, likewise painted blue, and rolled under the draining-
board to be out of the way.
The decorations also showed the same selection, first of utility

and then beauty. The rough plastered walls of the living-room
were treated with a neutral greenish tone that would not tire one.

The chimney was left in the original rough brick and the floor

painted a harmonious dull-red tile color. The dining-room, being

small, was painted white, and had its Colonial character increased

by old articles taken from other parts of the house a corner-cup-
board made of sheathing, and shelves for dishes around the top
of the room, which were formerly the little old wooden mantel-

shelves. The colored plates and jugs now rest on these, forming
the most fitting

kind of decora-

tion. Over the

mantle is a mir-

ror, the panels
on the side

painted directly
on the glass.
The curtains in

this room, as

well as through-
out the house,
are made of un-

bleached cotton

and stenciled
with water-color

mixed with
white of egg and
then ironed. This

sets the color
and it never
comes out, even
in the wash.

Since the strict-

est economy had

The addition of dormer windows in the front to be maintained,
roof was and always will be a difficult prob- (Continued on
lem. It was, however, the only way of

lighting the bedrooms adequately page 47)



Achieving Distinction in Summer Hangings
THE NEED FOR SOFTENING THE LINES OF THE MODERN WINDOW OPENINGS, TOO OFTEN

MERE HOLES IN THE WALL-METHODS OF HANGING AND THE AVAILABLE MATERIALS

'HE modern win-

dow, with its

When sash curtains are used in this way the upper one should cover the rod of

the lower

BY LUCY ABBOT THROOP
Photographs by Jessie Tarbox Beals

and Others

T
huge panes of glass and

simple framework,

makes an insistent de-

m a n d for curtains.

Without curtains win-

dows of this kind give

a blank, staring appear-

ance to the room and

also a sense of insecur-

ity in having so many
holes in the walls. The

beautiful windows of

the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries in

Italy, England a n cl

France, give no such

feeling of incomplete-

ness, for their well-

carved frames and

over- windows, and

their small panes of

glass, were important

parts of the decorative

scheme. Windows and

doors were more than mere openings in

those clays, but things have changed, and the

hard lines of our perfectly useful windows

get on our nerves if we do not soften them

with drapery. In that hopeless time in the last century called

"Early Victorian," when black walnut reigned supreme, the cur-

tains were as terrifying as the curves of the furniture and the

colors of the carpets. Luckily most of us know only from pictures

what that time was, but we all have seen enough remnants of its

past glories to be thankful for modern ways and days. The over-

draped, stuffy, upholstered nightmares have entirely disappeared,

and in their place have come curtains of a high standard of beauty

and practicality simple, appropriate, and serving the ends they

were intended for.

The effect of curtains must be taken into account from both the

outside and the inside of the house. The outside view should

show a general similarity of appearance in the windows of each

story, in the manner of hanging the curtains and also of material.

The shades throughout the house should be of the same color, and

if a different color is needed inside for the sake of the color

scheme, either two shades should be used or they should be the

double-faced kind. Shades should also be kept drawn down to the

same line, or else be rolled up out of sight, for there is nothing that

gives a more ill-kept look to a house than having the shades and

curtains at any haphazard height or angle.
And now to "return to our muttons." The average window

needs two sets of curtains and a shade. Sometimes a thin net or

lace curtain, a "bonne femme," is hung close to the glass, but this

is usual only in cities where privacy has to be maintained by main

force, or where the curtains of a floor differ greatly. Thin cur-

tains in combination with side curtains of some thicker material

are most often used.

Curtains either make or mar a room, and they should be care-

fully planned to make it a perfect whole. They must be so con-

vincingly right that one only thinks at first how restful and pleas-

ant and charming the

whole room is
;
the de-

tails come later. When
curtains stand out and

astound one, they are

wrong. It is not up-

holstery one is trying to

display, but to make a

perfect background for

one's furniture, one's

pictures and one's
friends.

There are so many
materials to choose
from that all tastes and

purses can be suited.

Nets begin at about

twenty cents a yard and

go up to two or three

dollars ;
scrims and ba-

tistes also vary in price ;

then there are cotton

and silk crepes, muslin

or dotted Swiss, cheese-

cloth, soleil cloth, mad-

ras, and a host of other

fascinating fabrics that may be used in any
room of the house. The ready-made cur-

tains are also most charming. There are

muslin curtains with applique borders cut

from flowered cretonne
; sometimes the cretonne is applique on

net which is let into the curtain with a four-inch hem at the bot-

tom and sides. A simpler style has a band of flowered muslin

sewed on the white muslin, or used as a ruffle. It is also added

to the valance. There are many kinds of net and lace curtains

ready for use that will harmonize with any kind of room. Some
of the expensive ones are really beautiful examples of needle-

craft, with lace medallions and insertions and embroidery stitches.

When it comes to the question of side curtains the supply to

choose from is almost unlimited, and this great supply forms the

bog in which so many are lost. A thing may be beautiful in itself

and yet cause woe and havoc in an otherwise charming room.

There are linens of all prices, and cretonnes, both the inexpensive
kind and the wonderful shadow ones ;

there are silks and velvets

and velours, aurora cloth, cotton crepe and arras cloth, and a

thousand other beautiful stuffs that are cheap or medium-priced
or expensive, whose names only the shopman knows, but which

win our admiration from afar. The curtains for a summer house

are usually of less valuable materials than those for a winter

house, and this is as it should be, for winter life is usually more
formal than summer life. Nothing can be prettier, however, for

a country house than cretonne. It is fresh and dainty and gives
a cool and delightful air to a room. Among the many designs
there are some for every style of decoration.

The height and size of a room must be taken into account in

hanging curtains, for with their aid, and also that of wall paper,
we can often change a room of bad proportions to on'e of seem-

ingly good ones. If a room is very low, a stripe more or less

marked in the design, and the curtains straight to the floor, will

make it seem higher. A high room can have the curtains reach

only to the sills with a valance across the top. This style may be
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The strangely fascinating calceolaria is one of the many things that may be carried over the summer in the sand-box to bloom next
winter indoors

Summering the More TenderlHouse Plants
BY IDA D. BENNETT

Photograph by R. R. Raymoth

WHAT to do with the house plants during summer is often

a vexing question. Even where there is a greenhouse or

conservatory it is of little practical assistance during the hot sum-

mer months, when the glass creates a temperature inimical to the

interests of anything less addicted to heat than the phoenix or a

salamander.

Certain house plants, to be sure, may be turned out in the bor-

der, or plunged, pot and all, into the ground in some shady place,

but there are many other plants to which this half-heroic treat-

ment would mean death or at best a serious deterioration. Among
these may be included the cinnerarias which may be carried over,

the calceolarias, primroses, and all the tender young things which

have been started from seed in early spring for the purpose .of

stocking next winter's window-garden or conservatory.

For all such plants there is but one satisfactory place, and that

is a sand-box. To this the treasures of the window-garden may
"be intrusted with the certainty that the fall will find them in the

pink of condition for winter blooming.
The best location for the sand-box is on the east side of the

"house, where there is also some shade from the south, so that

while receiving the morning sun in sufficient quantity to keep the

plants thrifty, there will not be so much as to overheat the young
.and tender ones.

Where the east side of the house affords no convenient place
as when the house fronts the east, there may be found a con-

venient spot under the shade of a tree whose foliage is not so

dense as to shut out the sun and air too much. Such a position
will often give very good results, but no position should be chosen

which is entirely devoid of sunshine during at least a portion of

the forenoon.

Any shallow box may be converted into a sand-box, or one may
toe kept in it; for many plants four inches would be amply deep,
than six or eight inches deep, according to the plants that are to

"be kept in it
;
for many plants four inches would me amply deep.

It should be of a width convenient to reach across when sitting in

a chair beside it, for much time will be spent here attending to the

wants of the plants, as its convenience, accessibility, coolness and
fascination tempts one to linger in so agreeable a nook, and in-

sures to the plants a care they would not receive elsewhere.

When specially constructed for the purpose it may have a lining

of zinc to insure its being watertight and also to add to its longev-

ity. Boxes constructed wholly of wood and kept constantly wet

under a hot sun decay rapidly and are, therefore, short-lived
;
the

bottoms warp and curl up and become uneven, much to the incon-

venience of the worker. It should, when made of zinc, be fitted

with a drain at the bottom for the escape of surplus water in a

season of too great humidity, and if the box is entirely of wood
but of good and close construction it will be well to make a hole

at one corner of the bottom and fit it with a plug for the same pur-

pose.

The box must be elevated on supports of some nature either

permanent legs, a couple of saw-horses or blocks of wood
;

it

must be of a convenient height to sit at when at work, and the

space beneath may be utilized for the storing of pots and other

paraphernalia that will be needed in repotting and otherwise car-

ing for the contents of the box.

Packing boxes may be utilized for the purpose, and if puttied

over the seams and given a coat of paint or some preservative on
the inside, will last for several years and give good service.

The outside of the boxes may be made attractive with paint or

in some other way. It is sometimes possible to secure lichen-

covered wood as boards from an old fence
;
some of these are

really beautiful and have the advantage of growing more beauti-

ful with age, as the moisture about them tends to the health and

growth of the lichens with which they are covered and makes
them more attractive than artificial decoration.

The sand-box should be filled with clean white sand that from
the lakes is best

;
the yellow sand should not be used, as it con-

tains much clay, which hardens when the box happens to become

dry and is not desirable. Into this the pots are plunged to the

rim and the sand brought up snugly around them. The sand

must be kept constantly wet, which maintains a moist, cool tem-

perature around the ropts of the plants, and the evaporation of

the moisture from the sand's surface creates an atmosphere very
conducive to the health of the plant, at the same time tempering
the heat of the sun so that the very best conditions for growth
exist. I have never seen a. plant that .would not thrive in this sit-

(Continued on page 474)
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Where stone is cheap and not beautiful in itself, a stucco covering
for it will result in an effective and durable house. Duhring,
Okie & Ziegler, architects

One way of avoiding monotony of a stucco house is to use this
material in combination with stone or half-timber. Duhring, Okie
& Ziegler, architects

New-Old Possibilities in Stucco Houses
METHODS OF SECURING INTERESTING TEXTURES IN THE SURFACES OF STUCCO WALLS-
LESSONS FROM THE PAST IN ITALY AND ENGLAND PARGE WORK AND SGRAFFITO

BY HAROLD D o x A L D s o x E B E R L E i N

Illustrations by L. H 1

. Dreyer and others, and from "The Art of the Plasterer
"

[Two houses that are alike in every respect but the stucco ivalls, may be almost as dissimilar in appearance as if one were of stone and the other of

wood. The best use of wall materials is a subject of as great importance as the architectural style tliat is to be follmved, yet the layman, as a rule,

seems not to appreciate this fact; to him a stucco house is merely a stucco house until he realises that his finished home falls far short of his ideal.

This article is the fourth of a short series, in which the aim is to make clear the possibilities in securing distinctive character through an intelligent use

of the various building materials. The author wishes to give credit to Mr. H. L. Duhring, architect, for many helpful suggestions. EDITOR.]

WE live in a cement age so we are told repeatedly, and a

casual glance in almost any direction confirms it. Cement

work of some sort is everywhere in evidence. Xot so very long

ago ardent cement enthusiasts were confidently predicting that

concrete would soon utterly supplant
all other building materials, and that

brick, stone and wood would scarcely

be heard of for structural purposes.

Notwithstanding the steadily increas-

ing use of cement, the supplanting
has not yet come to pass, nor is it ever

likely to, for all the wonted building

stuffs have their appropriate uses and

their legitimate places from which

they will not be ousted. It were well,

however, to consider the special fit-

n,ess of cement and concrete for cer-

tain ends, and the prospective house-

builder, if he is wise, will thought-

fully ask himself, "Shall I use cement
in the construction of my house, in-

the form of either concrete or

stucco?" His answer will be reached

after duly weighing the pros and

cons, some of them, perhaps, affect-

ing only his own particular case, but

others of a more general nature.

Among the manifest advantages of

concrete construction are to be reck-

oned immunity from fire, durability,

exemption from frequent repair ex-

penses, such as painting for a frame

house or pointing for masonry, com-

parative evenness of indoor tempera-

An example of moulded and colored cement panels
set in a wall of pebble-dash that has been given a

wash of thin cement. Oswald C. Hering, architect

ture because of the non-conducting properties of concrete and

sundry other desiderata. Against these may be measured some

limitations, though several of them are entirely surmountable.

We must understand clearly what we mean by the terms con-

crete, stucco and plaster. Concrete

is a carefully proportioned mixture

of cement, sand and gravel, or, in

some cases, small stones, combined

with a necessary quantity of water.

This mixture after being well worked

is poured into moulds or forms to

harden and, when set, makes a wall

of one solid piece. When the mix-

ture is poured around metal rods or

meshing, to give additional tough-

ness, it is known as reinforced con-

crete. A concrete house is under-

stood to be one whose walls through-
out their thickness consist of concrete

either reinforced or plain. In such

houses it is usual to make the interior

construction either wholly or in large

measure of concrete, thereby render-

ing them fireproof. The terms stucco

and plaster are in a measure inter-

changeable, each being a coating ap-

plied to some other substance as a

backing, though it is usual to regard

plaster as composed of sand, lime and

hair, while stucco, since the advent of

Portland cement, has been generally

supposed to contain some measure of

that ingredient. The old stuccoes

were of various composition, but we
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Another treatment of a stone wall where the stonework cannot stand on its own merits
is to give it a very thin coat of stucco. Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, architects

! am* mmm

While we would not choose to employ parge work to such an elab-
orate extent as here, there are excellent opportunities for its

use in belt courses and inset panels

are not now particularly concerned with them. When we speak
of a stucco, or a stuccoed, house we mean that a coat of stucco
has been applied to the outside walls on a back of concrete, stone,
brick or wood. In the latter case metal lathing or wire mesh is usu-

ally fastened to the wood and the stucco applied to that. In some
instances, instead of metal lath, boards are used for a backing, so

grooved that the stucco may "key" into them and gain a hold.
As this series, however,

is meant to be mainly sug-

gestive, and has to do with

the external appearances
and the means by which
desired effects may be se-

cured, let us pass by mat-
ters pertaining to internal

structure without further

comment and go at once to

the question of wall tex-

tures and other visible par-
ticulars.

It cannot be denied that

many a concrete house and

many a stucco house has an

uncompromising, "plain
Jane" aspect. They are

severe and angular and

raw-looking, and besides

have a depressing hue. Naturally, one shies at

them. Structural devices have been so far per-

fected by reinforcement and otherwise as to

meet nearly every conceivable engineering re-

quirement likely to arise. By skillful manage-
ment, cost of construction has been placed upon
a reasonable basis. But the bugbear of forbid-

ding angularity, unrelieved by softening de-

tails, still confronts us. The failure of con-

crete construction in domestic architecture to

win more general favor has so far been largely

attributable to this shortcoming. "Plain Jane-
ness" has blocked the way. If mouldings, lin-

tels and belt courses are resorted to, the cost

for special moulds at once soars, sometimes to

an altogether prohibitive figure. In domestic

concrete work the American public demands

something that shall be practicable and reason-

able in cost and at the same time meet esthetic

requirements. This subject is much in the

minds of architects. They are eager for a sat-

isfactory solution and will hail with delight a workable combination

of utility and artistic worth. Then, truly, concrete construction

will increase by leaps and bounds. Some architects have reached

happy solutions of the problems presented them, but they are the

exceptions. We are indeed in the infancy of concrete architec-

ture, and in stucco work we have scarcely dipped into the rich

possibilities disclosed by the examples in the Old World. A great
field of opportunities lies open before our architects, and we may
trust their ingenuity to make the best and fullest use of them.

Several sorts of wall texture make possible a degree of variety
in the appearance of concrete walls. There is the simple rough

dressing after the forms have been removed, giving a surface that

someone has facetiously called "a mere inexpressive expansive

expanse of smooth smears." The "smooth smears," though, are

susceptible of more variation than one might at first suppose, and

by no means need be inexpressive. The patina of the wall, its

skin, if you like so to call it, may be "roughed" or "pricked up"
with a pointed tool made for that purpose. If the "smooth

smeared" finish of a concrete wall is "pricked up," while still suf-

ficiently "green," a regular pattern may be carried out. This plan
has been resorted

to in some old Eng-
lish plaster houses.

The effect is good.
Another method of

t r e a tment is to

mm Hi

A simpler form of parge work that is more applicable to
American needs. The rough panels below the upper
windows are pebble-dashed. Note the ornamental bands

An example of sgraffito work the top coat
of light plaster is scratched away in parts
to show the darker color below
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Owing to the peculiar features of the sloping site, Mr. Wadsworth's house is an interesting example of the irregular plan something
that is not often seen in houses of this moderate size

All the irregularity is taken
up in the hall and pantry

It will be noticed that there are two main entrances, each of
which leads into the hall

The angularity is confined
to hall and bathroom

Even with its radical departure from conventional right-
angledness, the hall, with its landing at the turn of the
stairs, is by no means displeasing

Beyond the dining-room at the right lies the screened piazza,
reached by a doorway that has replaced the window shown
in the plan

THE HOME OF MR. DEXTER E. WADSWORTH, QUINCY, MASS. /. Bumner Fowler, architect
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There is no question as to the desirability of stucco for the summer home among the trees. No other material for the walls seems so cool
and inviting

THE HOME OF

MR. EDWARD F. BEALE

STRAFFO RD

PENNSYLVANIA

Mellor & Metgs

architects

A plan nearly square and with but one

chimney the most economical type

Waste space in the upper hall has been

brought to the irreducible minimum

5ed fire-corner, made necessary by the one chimney, The door on the landing leads down into the kitchen-making one

rather adds to the living room's attractiveness staircase serve the house



Conducted by
F. F. ROCKWELL

The Editor will be glad to answer subscriber's queries pertaining to individual problems connected with the

garden and grounds. When a direct personal reply is desired please enclose a sclf-adddressed stamped envelope

June

IT'S
hard to stay and work in a hot and

dusty garden these June days, when
the white roads point away to wooded hills

or the cool recesses of a vine-shaded ver-

anda invite all one's spare hours. It seems

time to pause in garden work : and it is

but not to loaf. It is time to pause and
check up your work, and to take stock

for late summer's and for winter's supply
of vegetables.

In the Flower Garden

A TTENTION must be given to all the
**

little seedlings that will be coming

along from seed sown last month. Whether

they are in the seed-bed or in their perma-
nent places, they must not be allowed to get

too big before thinning, and without thin-

ning it will be impossible to get thick stocky

plants, that will give satisfactory results

when put in their permanent positions.
Sorts that tend to run up into one straight
stalk should be pinched back a third or a

half when they are budded, to induce a

branching growth.
Do not neglect to stake plants that are

apt to become bent or "lodged"' by wind
and rain, especially when they are planted
in exposed positions. Chestnut stakes,

one-quarter to one inch in diameter, may
be had cheaply of any local milling com-

pany, and cheaply cut in desired lengths,

pointed and painted at home. Painted

green or white, and used with raffia

either in its natural brown color or dyed
green they make neat, inconspicuous sup-

ports and by being stored under cover in

winter will last many years.
Do not overlook the fact that it is just

as necessary to maintain a soil mulch, by
frequent cultivation, in the flower beds,

and even around isolated plants, shrubs

and vines, as it is to properly cultivate

the vegetable garden. Light dressings of

nitrate of soda, or of liquid manure, will

often produce surprisingly good results.

Getting Plants from Left Overs

T-TAVE you any Begonias? If so, take
^ some of the leaves and after making
several inch cuts in them lay them on a

box of coarse sand, dampened, and in the

course of a few weeks you will have a

new plant from each place of incision.

This is mighty interesting and profitable

work. Or have yon any dracenas that

have been doing poorly ? Cut up the stem

into several pieces and bury them in

coarse sand that is kept damp, but never

too soggy. Each piece will give you a

new plant. Boston Fern also multiplies

very rapidly. An old plant that is going
back should not be doctored. One young
plant is better than a dozen old ones. Sep-
arate the old plant and pot the divisions.

Then during the summer plunge them out

in the ground and see that the little run-

ners that they throw off have a smooth

piece of ground to spread on. From these

runners dozens of new plants will spring

up. This is the way to get new thrifty

plants.
Are there any hydrangeas in the cel-

lar? Take some cuttings and start them

It is not too late to plant bulbs of the gladi-
olus which will well repay your trouble

(448)

in sand. They will take hold without any
trouble and later the small plants can be

set out for the season and by fall will be

worth looking at. This is a cheap way to

get a stock of hydrangeas. There is no

difficulty about it
;

it is just as simple as

the directions I give.
Do you admire the Boston Ivy? You

can have all you want by taking cuttings
and starting them in loam. They root

easily.

Saved any cannas? If so separate
them and either pot each piece or put them
all in a shallow box with loam. If you
haven't any and would like a beauty, buy
a couple of clumps of King Humbert and

separate them. One good sized clump will

give you many plants, for each tiny piece
will make a new plant. All that is neces-

sary is to have an eye in the piece.

One thing you can do in the seedling
line is to start some Grevillia robusta.

The seed is very cheap and the methods
of propagation are very simple. The

plant is most beautiful and not used as

generally as it should be. Start the seeds

in shallow boxes and pot the seedlings
when sufficiently large. The resulting

plants will more than please you, for they

grow very rapidly and the fern-like mark-

ings of the leaves make them seem almost

fragile, but, on the contrary, they are

really tough. They are to be recommend-
ed highly for a house plant and will

weather conditions that the ordinary palm
would go down under. I have had a

couple in the house this winter and their

keeping qualities certainly surprised me.

They are most attractive. Take three or

four small plants and put them in a large

pot with a larger plant for a centre and

you will have a stunning combination.

There is no mystery about starting them.

Just sow the seed as you do any other

seed and results will speedily come. L. D.

Cultivation of the Gladiolus

T N cultivating the gladiolus the first con-
-* sideration is to obtain fine varieties

from the florists, or of your neighbor who
makes a specialty of this popular flower.

A study of reliable floral catalogues will

help in the selection.

A friend of the writer is in love with this
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culture, and plants, each year, three hun-
dred of the choicest bulbs for her own
private use. She did not purchase this

amount to begin with, but she let them

multiply, saving the corms each year, until

now she has the above number of bulbs.

The gladiolus is not over particular
about soil

;
a light, loamy, rich soil, and

considerable moisture suits it well. Plant
rather deep, from four to five inches

; they
are less liable to need support ;

but if the

soil is heavy, not so deep. Set the bulbs
two inches apart in the row, and the rows
six inches apart.
The time of planting may vary with cir-

cumstances. If a succession of bloom is

desired, plant the first as soon as the

ground is in good condition, and not in

danger of a hard frost the plants with-
stand a light frost a light covering will

prove a safeguard, if caught by a severe
frost.

With the first planting do not use the

largest bulbs
; keep them for the second or

third planting, as the larger bulbs with-
stand the dry heat of summer better than
the smaller ones. This succession of plant-

ing, with a two weeks' interval between,

may be continued profitably as late as the

middle of June, or even later, acording to

some specialists, but the months of August
and September being notably hot and dry,
the later plantings are much more likely to

be less luxuriant, unless moisture is plenti-

fully supplied. With these later plantings
it is not difficult to find places, as some
early vegetable has been used, leaving va-

cancies which can be utilized in this way.
It is better to plant the gladiolus in beds,

or groups, rather than in rows, as the

plants help to sustain each other
;

but
where they must be supported, tie to a

stake carefully placed at the side of the

Leaves of Begonia Rex root easily if given
several inch cuts and spread carefully on
damp sandy earth

Why not use part of this spring in propagat-
ing from your old plants? Pandanus Veitchii

can be sprouted in damp sand

Leaf propagation is one of the most inter-

esting of garden practices. Begonia leaf

showing the roots starting from the in-
cisions

bulb, or place stakes at intervals around
the bed, and wind a strong cord around,
which will keep the heavy stalks from fall-

ing outside the bed. Some prefer to nail

strips of lath to the top of the stakes, and
wind twine over the top both ways, form-

ing a small square for the spikes to pass
up through, which steadies them against
the wind.

For bouquets cut the stalks when about
half grown ; they develop in water until

the last bud is open. With this kind of

cultivation the gladiolus will prove a

joy through the summer. To continue it

from year to year great care should be ex-

ercised in removing and storing the bulbs
and little corms or bulblets for the increase

of desirable varieties, remembering to give
new locations for each year's planting, to

avoid deterioration. At least one year
should intervene between bulbs occupying
the same ground.

Harvest the bulbs before severe frosts,

keeping your varieties separate as much as

possible ; put in a cool, dry place for dry-

ing out and fuly maturing. Cut off the

tops and store the bulbs in shallow boxes
and baskets in a cool, dark cellar, being
careful not to pile them much. Plant the

little sets thickly in the spring, very much
like sweet peas, and you will be rewarded
the following year with much added bloom.

M. A. NICHOLS

I

In the Vegetable Garden
T is time now either to plant or to start

the last crops, and the tender ones
which cannot safely be put in until settled

warm weather has come to stay. These
crops may be considered in three groups,
(i) Vegetables to be started, such as cab-

bages, cauliflower, endive, kohl-rabi, let-

tuce, broccoli, Brussell's sprouts, kale and
second transplanting of late celery. (2)
Vegetables to be sown or planted, that
should not with safety be put in during the
first half of May pole beans, lima beans,

pole limas, eggplant, okra, peppers, melons,
pumpkins and squash. (3) Succession or
last plantings of early vegetables for fall

and winter use such as beet, carrot, corn,
cucumber, tomato, kohl-rabi, lettuce, peas,
radish and turnip.

Vegetables to be Started

A T this season of the year, when the
**

ground is often dry as dust, and no
rain may fall for weeks, more care will be
needed to get seedlings of cabbage, lettuce,

etc., started along than was required in

early spring, when everything that can

grow pushes up to the light. If empty
coldframes are at hand, they will make a

good place for starting such seeds. Put in

several inches of clean fresh earth, run

through a quarter-inch screen. If it is

heavy, lighten by mixing with it a sufficient

amount of leaf-mould and sand. If no
coldframes are available, make a bed in a
convenient place where it can be watched
and watered if necessary. A bed four feet

wide and ten feet long will give sufficient

space for starting several hundred plants.
A day or two before you are ready to

(Continued on page 454)

A cutting from a rubber plant with the roots
which it has developed within two weeks
after planting
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The Editor will gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing.
please enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope.

When an immediate reply is desired,

Rugs for Bungalows
A X excellent rug for use in the country** house or bungalow is -the Caledon

Rug. This rug is made in Scotland, of

wool, the dyes of which are sunproof. They
cannot be absolutely "guaranteed against
continuous strong sunlight, but the effect, if

a little fading does take place, is", rather

more desirable than otherwise, as. it 'only
softens the whole effect, blending one tone
into another. However, they may be safe-

ly called "unfadeable," as the change, if

any, is very slight, merely harmonizing the

whole.

Another very desirable fea-

ture of the Caledon Rug is

that it can be made to your
own colors. It is sometimes
difficult in carrying out the

color scheme of a room to pro-
vide a floor covering that will

harmonize with the other fur-

.nishing, but in the case of
these rugs you can submit
water color slips of the three
main colors of your room, des-

ignating which is to be the

body color, the color of the

design, and the outline color.

These must be judiciously ar-

ranged so that the main color
will be soft and unobtrusive.
If a brilliant color is used,
have it for some small pattern
of the design. A soft buff or
tan is usually the best color
for the outline and with the
two intermediate tones made
by the interweaving of the
three principal colors, the ef-

fect will be of a five-color rug.
Caledon Rugs are made in

various patterns, some with
all-over designs and others
with a plain background with
a wide border for large rugs,
or a narrow border, scarcely
more than six inches, for
small rugs. No rug is woven
less than one yard wide, and
these, made in any length, are
for halls or bathrooms. The
designs are running flower

patterns or repeating patterns

of conventionalized flowers in charming
art nouveau designs.
These rugs are particularly appropriate

for a summer cottage or bungalow. The
"

weave is close and firm, so the rugs are a

good weight and are very easy to keep
clean, a sweeping with the carpet-sweeper

every day maintains them in excellent con-

.dition. The permanence of the colors is

a very desirable quality for the rug that is

exposed to much sunshine, as all furnish-

ings of a summer house are very likely
to be.

One would imagine that a made-to-order

rug would be very expensive, but these

wool rugs are cheap enough. The price is

reckoned at $4.00 a square yard for the

lighter weight, or $6.50 a square yard for

a very heavy weave. This makes the

lighter weight rug, which measures 9x9,
cost $36.00. or $48.00 for 39x12 rug and
so on. The lighter weight rug is usually pre-
ferred. The Caledon rug can be woven
almost any size. There are a few sizes for

which looms have not been provided, but

many more than the regular stock sizes are
to be had in these made-to-
order rugs.

Perhaps the very best fea-

ture of all is that the rug made
to your order and color

scheme is not to be seen in

every store or other homes.
You have something distinct-

ive, and the stranger on enter-

ing your home knows that you
have given time and thought
and personal attention to the

furnishing of your house.

There are more expensive
and more elegant rugs which

may be made to your own der

sign' as well as color scheme.
A very heavy hand-tufted rug
made in Ireland is called the

Donegal and costs from $15.00
to almost $100.00 a square
yard. A little less expensive
rug which may be made to

order in color and design is a

Scotch axminster, which costs

from about $12.00 to $50.00 a

square yard.

H<

A rug which can be woven to order for you in colors and designs
to match the rest of the furnishings. This border matches the
freize on the wall paper

A Spring Cleaning Sug-
gestion

[OW many times do we
hear, "Oh. I wonder

what I can do for this stub-

born drawer"? It may be
either in the bureau or the

buffet, or the desk or in the
kitchen cabinet, yet the person
who makes the impatient ex-

clamation is generally the one
who forgets in the next minute

(450)
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A plate of the unbreakable Swedish ware so
serviceable for the rougher usage of the
summer cottage

only to make the same comment on the very
next occasion the self-same drawer has to

be opened. A little of the common yellow

soap rubbed along the grooves on which

the drawer slides and on the edges of the

drawer itself would eliminate the trouble.

China for Summer Cottages

F all the china especially designed for

the tables of summer cottages and

bungalows none is prettier or more service-

able than the Swedish ware, which is said

to be as nearly unbreakable as it is possible
for china to be. It is noticeably light in

weight, but quite tough, owing to the large

amount of bone used in making it, and the

decorations are in pale yellows and pinks
and greens, just the colors for summer use.

As it is an open-stock china, sold by the

piece and not by the set, any quantity may
be had, and pieces that are broken can

readily be replaced.
Another style that is dainty and prom-

ises to be popular is patterned after the

familiar Dresden china, and, while inex-

pensive, does not look cheap, as so many
imitations do. It shows tiny flowers in

the most delicate of colorings placed singly
on a plain white ground, with sometimes a

thin line of gold around the edge of the

plate. Most of the new china shown this

season is in fact distinctly simple in dec-

oration and dainty in color, as opposed to

the large figures in rather gaudy reds and
blues that decorated the cottage -ware of

a few seasons ago.
The plain white china ornamented with

a gold rim, which is much used and always

suitable, may be had in various qualities

and at prices to correspond. There are

of course some people who prefer to keep
to a standard pattern in white and gold or

blue and white for summer use, but some-

how .a. design of flowers with just a bit

of color seems rather more attractive for

the season of recreation and outdoor

pleasures.

By way of novelty for the blue and

white enthusiasts the well-known pat-

The upper picture shows a beautiful Adam
design in green; below is a tasteful nas-
turtium motif in yellow, brown and green

terns that have been used for generations
are reproduced with additional decorations
of gold. One of the more expensive sets

shows the familiar willow pattern ; lovers,

doves, irate father, bridge and all, in a

rather deep blue intermingled with an
elaborate design clone in gold, producing
an effect that is decidedly rich. The idea

is not confined to the more expensive
china, however, for many" of the "cheaper
sets in blue and white are ornamented with

just a touch of gold to bring out the blue.

A moderate-priced ware that seems. par-
ticularly suited to summer use on account
of its durability as well as the fitness of

its decorations is the yellowish china with
a design in a flat stenciled effect. Hereto-
fore the pattern has been one of poppies
in plain green or a combination of green
and red, but a nasturtium design, new this

season, is even more satisfactory than the

poppies. The nasturtiums, yellow with
brown centers, are wonderfully natural-

looking, and with the green leaves on a

cream ground they make one of the most
desirable patterns, either for the small

bungalow or the country house.

One of the newest patterns has a par-

ticularly cool and summer-like appearance,

owing to the several shades of green that

are cleverly work into the decoration. The

irregularly-shaped edges are outlined in

A most attractive plate with a Dresden pat-
tern, inexpensive yet dainty and delicately
colored

dark green, while a design composed of
medallions and festoons of the tiniest

leaves in lighter greens ornaments the rims
of the plates and the sides of the other

pieces.

Practically all of this china for summer
use is to be had in any desired quantity as

well as by the set, and much of it is in-

expensive. A set of one hundred pieces
of an exceedingly 'attractive design may
be had for $25 or $24.75 to be exact, and
from that figure the prices go up to $100
and over.

The Finest Furniture Polish

A CCORDING to the best cabinet-
^* maker in our city, the best possible
furniture or piano polish is composed of

equal parts of sewing-machine oil and

vinegar. It will 'remove white marks
caused by heat and dampness, and, both
cleans and polishes the wood.
A friend of mine keeps her piano like

pew. by wiping it -with a chamois skin

wrung, out of cold .water, doing but little

at a time, and drying immediately with a

soft cloth. -This is good, but the oil and

vinegar does more than, cleanse.

Protection for Wall Paper
F HAD often wanted to rearrange the
^

pictures in the various rooms of my
house, but owing to the un faded and espe-

cially bright condition, of the paper under-
neath them I was obliged to let them re-

main in their usual positions.
This spring I have had my rooms done

with fresh paper, and while the paper-
hangers were at the house they told me that

if I would put a push-pin in the wall at

each corner of the lower edge where the

picture rested on the paper, I would over-

come this unsightly condition of the paper
underneath. The glass-headed push-pins
cause the picture to remain out a little way
from the wall, allowing the air to circulate

all around it, thus keeping the condition of

the paper even.



Ingenious Devices
LABOR-SAVING SCHEMES AND SHORT CUTS IN THE HOUSE AND IN THE GARDEN

When the Drain is Clogged

TO remove the obstruction from the

clogged-up drain pipe of a sink, first

dissolve in one-half gallon of boiling water

a sufficient quantity of any good soap

powder to make a strong suds. Pour the

solution into the drain pipe, and open the

faucet, then while the water is running

place the palm of the hand over the mouth

of the pipe and pump up and down in such

manner as to cause suction though the

pipe. The obstructions will usually soon

be removed. J. J. O'C.

W ]

How to Take Up Flooring in the

House

rHENEVER it is necessary to take

up a section of flooring for any

purpose, whether it be to lay steam or hot

water heating pipes, or gas or electric

light wires, the careful housewife is in de-

spair for the safety of her floors, especial-

ly, as is often the case, they are of fine

wood, carefully stained and polished. Few
workmen understand the art of doing

this. The following hints were gleaned

from the experience of having some work

of this kind done about the house.

One method is simply to destroy lengths

of flooring, using new materials to cover

the opening. This method will be found

very expensive in the end. It will require

an endless amount of an expert painter's

time to darken the new material to match

the old. It is, however, the common
method of doing the work.

A far better plan is the following, which

takes but little time. Briefly the idea is

to cut the tongues from two strips of floor-

ing laid side by side, which will allow

them to be removed without any injury.

If done in the following manner, when it

is relaid, no injury is noticeable. A very

fine chisel, about one-half inch wide, is

inserted between the strips of flooring at

their ends and driven down with a ham-

mer until the tongue is cut through. Then

a "key hole saw" is used, and the tongue
cut as far as the first beam. The saw is

held at quite an angle when cutting the

tongue. It is necessary of course to use

the chisel again on the side of each beam

opposite the saw. When the tongue has

been cut as far as necessary on one strip.

that on the strip next to it is also cut.

Then at the ends of both the strips the

chisel is driven through at an angle and

the saw inserted and both pieces cut.

It is obvious that when they are laid in

place again, and nailed, and a little var-

nish of the right color applied, that where

they have been taken up is scarcely notice-

able. I have discovered some very poor
work where other methods were em-

ployed. To start the hole for the saw to

be inserted a bit and brace was used to

bore a hole! In another house, after the

strips had been removed, another wide

strip was put down instead, of course

spoiling the appearance of the floor. With
the method above described I have known
fine flooring to be removed, and after it

was replaced it was difficult to locate the

spot, unless a person knew exactly where

to look. So many old houses are being
wired for electricity that this method is

very valuable. C. K. F.

A Picture Frame Suggestion

MANY old-fashioned picture-frames
are spoiled by over-decoration :

either too great width or a combination of

wood and gilt carving. Where the outer

rim of gilding may be removed, leaving a

simple frame of wood, the change makes

A clever method of tree doctoring accom-
plished by hammering lead sheathing over
the cut limb

all the difference between vulgarity and

good taste. Often a few strokes of a ham-
mer or the use of a screwdriver will ac-

complish such amputation with gratifying
results. M. E. S. H.

'

A Camp Cupboard
COME fellow-campers filled me with^

envy at sight of their two fine cup-
boards. These proved to be simply boxes
with one side made into a door and at-

tached with leather hinges. Inside, cleats

were nailed across to accommodate the

light, removable shelves.

For the trips to and from camp, these
were merely packing boxes, the shelves

being slipped all together into one side.

After the stores and bedding were re-

moved, they were "set up," and were the

greatest convenience the camp contained.

Leather handles made them easy to lift

when full. The boxes were painted neatly.

Camps and rented cottages seldom have

adequate cupboard room, while this also

disposes of the packing boxes which are

often a burden in limited space.
A. M. A.

Starting Rose Cuttings

A LADY unusually successful in start-

ing rose slips gives this as her

"secret" :

She takes each little cutting, after it has

stood a few hours in water to freshen its

stem, and makes a ball of clay around the

end or joint where the roots will start.

This ball she forms with her hands, press-

ing it as hard as possible, and making it

somewhat larger than a baseball. This

she plants in the earth just as though it

were a bunch of roots. In this way she

seldom loses a cutting, and finds she can

grow the most delicate varieties.

L. M. C.

Protection from Sun

A FTER having suffered a slight sun-
*"*

stroke, I find it impossible to go into

the garden for even a short time without

protection. For a very small sum we pur-
chased one of the large umbrellas used for

advertising purposes, and my husband
wired the handle securely to a stout stick

sharpened at the end. Now, when desir-

ing to pick a few berries or vegetables I

plant my umbrella, and work beneath its

shade without discomfort or fear of in-

jury. This would prove an excellent thing
for children who have no shade in which
to play. A. M. A.

Tree Doctoring.

PROBABLY there is no country where
* there is such a universal interest in

gardening as in England. Almost every-
one has his garden plot, from the few

square feet of the cottager to the wide
acres of the landed proprietor. Conse-

quently nearly everyone is proficient in the

art, and considerable ingenuity is shown,

especially in the trimming of vines and

hedges and pruning of trees. The accom-

panying illustration shows a tree wound
and a successful means of doctoring it,

practised by an English gardener. Because
of the exposed position where the branch

was sawed off, something more permanent
than a liquid coating was sought for, and
a sheet of lead sheathing used. By simply

bending this over the amputated branch
and hammering with a fairly broad-faced

hammer, a hermetical casing of great dura-

bility was formed. This was sufficient to

prevent decay and allow the natural

growth of the tree to proceed unhindered.
A. W. D.
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Preserves Roads
Prevents Dust-

Westminster Street, West Fitchburg, Mass., constructed with Tarvia

Fitchburg's Experience With Tarvia

FITCHBURG,
Mass., has solved the

problem of road maintenance and
dust prevention. For old roads re-

quiring only a superficial treatment, Fitch-

burg uses Tarvia B, while for more thorough
renewals, Tarvia A is used.

Fitchburg's experience with Tarvia dates

from 1908. Three sections of road, aggre-

gating a mile in length, were built with
Tarvia A as a binder.

Writing in the Municipal Journal of

July 6, 1910, Mr. David A. Hartwell, the

City Engineer of Fitchburg states: "The
work laid in 1908 has passed through two
winters and is in such excellent condition

that there is no question about continuing
this class of work in Fitchburg."
He also states: "In 1908 about 10,000

square yards of old macadam road in a

number of streets was treated with Tarvia
B at an expense of 7.2 cents a square yard.

This work was very successful and highly

satisfactory. While such treatment is only
designed as a superficial treatment, and
was applied as a dust preventive, yet after

about two full years of service much of it

is in excellent condition.

The abrasion of the stone from traffic is

much less and so the life of the road has
been lengthened as well as the nuisance of

dust largely abated."
Scores of towns have learned the same

lesson that Fitchburg has and are using
one of the three Tarvia treatments yearly
on enormous areas to preserve their roads

and prevent dust.

Illustrated booklets regarding same on

request.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis,

Kansas City, Pittsburg, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Seattle, London, Eng.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Asbestos "Century" Shingle Roof Residence of Dr. Thomas H. Bowman, Harrisburg, Pa.

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

ASK any of your neighbors who have used Asbestos

"Century" Shingles about this practical lightweight

roofing of reinforced concrete the one really per-

manent roofing material known to science.

Reinforced concrete has stood the test of every cli-

mate under the sun of the most disastrous fires in the

world's history and of centuries of time.

Asbestos "Century" Shingles need no

repairs no painting. They are inde-

structible weatherproof fireproof time-

proof. Cannot rot, rust, crack, split or

blister.

You can get Asbestos "Century" Shin-

gles in three colors Newport Gray (sil-

ver gray), Slate (blue-black), and Indian
Red in numerous shapes and sizes. Get
all the facts about these shingles from
your responsible roofer or ask us. Write
for our illustrated Booklet C, "Points on
Roofing." You'll find it full of valuable
information about roofing.

The Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Ambler, Pennsylvania

Any lady or
them by apply
regarding place,

Choice
Plants and

Shrubs
Before selecting

anything in the line
of trees, plants or
shrubbery for your
suburban or coun-
try home, you
should visit our
nurseries or send
for descriptive cata-
logue which we
send free.

Experienced
and Competent

Gardeners
requiring their services can have
No fees. Please give particulars

Julius Roehrs Co., Exotic Nurseries, Rutherford, N. J.

SunDialShop

Interior 2Dccoration

MRS. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS

22 East 34th Street NEW YORK CITY

THLEPHONB 2970 MADISON
.

-

Garden Suggestions and Querries

(Continued from page 449)
sow the seed, give the bed a thorough

soaking, if the soil is dry. Then, when it

has dried out to the proper condition (so
that it will not be at all sticky or lumpy
when you work it), make the drills six

inches apart and a quarter to a half inch

deep, according to the seeds to be sown.

Sow the seed thinly. If the ground has

been made properly moist, and the seed

is good, almost everyone will germinate;
and it is better not to have to thin out very

much, as the plants remaining are likely to

be injured. Five or six seeds to the inch

will be enough, if the seed is fresh and

strong.
If the weather is very hot and dry it may

be necessary to shade the seed-bed until

the seedlings break ground. With very
fine seed, and with lettuce and celery, the

shading is very important. In old cold-

frames it is easily given by supporting the

sash, a foot or more above the frames, and

spraying or sprinkling with a solution of

plaster, lime or clay, and water, to make
the glass opaque (or light frames, 3ft. x 6,

covered with protecting cloth, are still bet-

ter. These may be made at a total expense
of twenty-five to forty cents, and are useful

in many ways) .

As the plants grow tall, cut back one-half

of the leaves, thus inducing a thick, stocky

growth. Keep the bed clean and the sur-

face loose at all times and the day before

transplanting, if the soil is dry, give the

plants a copious soaking.

THE HEAT LOVERS

Nothing is gained by attempting to start

the pole-beans before warm weather comes,
but everything should be ready when it

does come to give them a quick start and

rapid growth. To this end special hills are

prepared,- by digging out the soil and in-

corporating old, fine manure. If the sod

is heavy, add leaf mould or sand. Sow ten

or fifteen beans in a circle, marking a place
for the pole if it is not already in place
and cover not more than two inches deep.
When well up, thin out to two or three

plants, and watch for the first "runners"
which may need to be started up the poles.
In sowing limas, try to select a time after

rain and when it does not seem likely that

one will occur for several days more.

Plant with the eye down, and if the soil is

at all wet or heavy, cover in the drill with

sand, or the light soil from some other

place. Okra seed rots very quickly in

damp soil. Sow several seeds in a place,

making the hills about two feet apart, and
thin out to the best plant when well up.

Special preparation of hills for melons
and squashes was described in the May
HOUSE & GARDEN. In growing the vine

vegetables the best way to fight the various

bugs which are the special enemies of these

plants, is to use bottomless boxes eighteen
to twenty-four inches square, and eight
inches deep, covered with mosquito wire

netting, or protecting cloth. For further

information about fighting these and other

plant pests read the article on page 424 of
this magazine.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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For peppers, and especially for egg-

plants, the ground cannot be made too rich.

They should be put firmly in specially pre-

pared hills, and, unless the ground is very

rich, enriched with liquid manure, hen-

manure, guano or cottonseed meal. It will

be well, if possible, to keep them within

reach of the hose, as the egg-plants espe-

cially will need plenty of moisture to ma-
ture large fruit. Most persons still have

the idea that peppers are just as hot as they

sound, but the new large mild varieties,

such as Ruby King and Chinese Giant, are,

when well grown, so thick and mild that

they can be sliced and eaten like cucumbers
or tomatoes. To those who are not yet
familiar with their merits, they will prove
a revelation.

In growing egg-plants the worst enemy
is the potato bug. Use arsenate of lead and

other remedies suggested on page 425.

SUCCESSION AND LATE CROPS

In sowing succession and winter crops,

by seed, be exceedingly careful in hot

weather to make the seeds firm in the soil.

After sowing, press down into the furrows

or drills with the edge of a board or the

sole of the foot, before covering. If using
a seed drill, sow from half again to twice

as deep as in spring.
Beets may be sown until August. Give

a good rich soil and sow two inches deep
in rows fifteen to eighteen inches apart.

Carrots, to be on the safe side, should be

in by June 15, and for the first few weeks

great care must be taken not to let the

weeds, which grow very quickly in the hot

June and July days, get a start and smother

them out. In the first stages of growth the

plants are very small and weak, but once

they get a good start, if ordinarily good
culture is given, there will be no danger
from weeds. The soil should be deep, and

finely worked, so that the roots will make a

smooth, even growth.
Sweet corn may be sown, if the early

varieties are used, as late as July 4 and

still mature good ears in weather at all

favorable. Kohlrabi and lettuce are often

sown where they are to be grown. Firm-

ing in the soil is of the utmost importance
in getting a good stand.

Late plantings of peas should be made
two to three inches deep, in the coolest soil,

with the most moisture, available. For
succession plantings the wrinkled sorts, al-

though they require bushing, will give by
far the most satisfaction, as they are a

hundred per cent, better in quality. Boston

Unrivaled (an improved strain of Tele-

phone) is one of the best.

Select a few of the most forward of

your tomato plants and try to get the to-

matoes ahead of anything your neighbors
will have. Give a top dressing of nitrate

of soda early in June, and one of muriate

of potash or of ashes toward the end of

the month. Keep all suckers pinched ofif,

and after half a dozen bunches have

formed, cut back the top. Train to stakes

or trellis, of course, and when the fruit is

half developed, pinch out large leaves that

shade it too much. Paper bags tied over

the bunches will insure fine surfaced

A June
Suggestion

Nabisco Sugar Wafers play an

important part during the month

of brides and roses.

NABISCO
Sugar Wafers

served with ices, frozen puddings and bever-

ages, add the final touch of elegance and hos-

pitality to every repast simple or elaborate.

In ten cent tins
Also in twenty- five cent tins

CHOCOLATE TOKENS Confections

of rare goodness with a coating of

creamy chocolate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT A
COMPANY

ANTIQUEFURNITURE
Rare China, Pewter,

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc.

NO REPRODUCTIONS

HENRY V. WEIL
698 Lexington Avenue

Cor. 57th Street New Yorl

FLINTSFINE FURNITURE
So Perfect and So PvtrleiS

PRICES
marked in plain figures will

always be found EXCEEDINGLY
LOW when compared with the best

values obtainable elsewhere.

GEO. C. FLINT Co.

43-47 W. 23rd ST. 24-28 W. 24th ST.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Do You
Smoke

Advertising?

or Cigarets?

Read This

The usual way of

putting a new cigaret
on the market is simply to

put the same old cigaret into

a new box, and whoop 'er up! A
big selling organization and big adver-

tising are brought to bear and big sales

are the result. When the novelty of

the new label wears off and the public

is ready for a change, the process is

repeated and the patient public goes on smoking
advertising not cigarets.

For fifteen years the public has been stampeded from one

cigaret to another in just this way, and about the only change it

ever gets is from a red box to a blue one and back again with an

occasional dash of brown. In short, the average cigaret is not a

smoking proposition, but a selling proposition.

The Makaroff business is different. I started the manufacture of

MAKAROFF RUSSIAN CIGARETS
because that was the only way I could be sure of getting the kind of cigarets
I wanted. It has grown because there are a lot of other folks who want that

kind of a cigaret. And the number grows just as fast as people find out what
kind of a cigaret Makaroff is.

Just let this fact sink into your consciousness and stay there this business
is and always will be operated to make a certain kind of cigarets not merely to
do a certain amount of business. I always have believed that if we produced
the quality, the public would produce the sales. And that faith has been
justified. Makaroffs are really different from other cigarets and the differ-

ence is all in your favor.
You will find that you can smoke as many Makaroffs as you want without any of the

nervousness, depression or "craving" that follows the use of ordinary cigarets.
Makaroffs are absolutely pure, clean, sweet, mild tobacco, untouched by anything whatever

to give them artificial flavor, sweetness, or to make them burn.
Pure tobacco won't hurt you. You may not be used to it. and you may not like the first

Makaroff, but you'll like the second one better, and you'll stick to Makaroffs forever if you
once give them a fair chance. We have built this business on quality in the goods and
intelligence in the smoker a combination that simply can't lose.

No. 15 it 15 Cents No. 25 is a Quarter
Plain or Cork Tip*

Ask
Your
Dealer Mail address. 95 Milk Street Boston, Mass.

Ask
Your
Dealer

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured. It takes over twenty years
to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waitingthus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that give
an immediate effect. Price List Now Ready.

B *ANDORRA NURSERIES B
H

WAI. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

fruit, and slightly hasten "its ripening.
Remember that the success of spraying

must depend entirely upon the thorough-
ness with which it is done; and that the

second and third applications are in many
cases just as important as the first. Look
up your spraying table, and attend to what
requires attention now, if you would have
abundance of firm beautiful fruit in the

fall and winter.

Keep a sharp eye in the currant bushes
;

if the currant worms are not checked at

the start, it will take them only a few

days to work havoc; and in the case of
the currant, the good foliage is doubly
necessary because it shades the soil about
the roots and helps maintain the moisture
and coolness so essential to a good crop
of this useful fruit.. In general, through-
out June daily watchfulness is very impor-
tant in every part of the garden.

A Botanist's Vacation

(Continued from page 423)
I have found only once in the woods in

July ;
the great green orchid, which was

best of all
;
and last, several varieties of

ladies' tresses, a field full as far as the

eye could see, with the busy September
bees doing their work of cross-fertilization

from flower to flower beneath your eyes.

They completed my orchid calendar.

So mudi for the vacation in the field

and woods. It was no less a busy one at

home. Out-of-doors on a shady porch all

the work of analyzing was to be finished

with the ifse of a large microscope, and
here the camera found another use. It

made records of the parts of flowers with

unswerving truthfulness, showing the pol-
len on a lily petal spilled by a large-winged
butterfly a minute before. All the little

obtruding parts of the petal that protect
the nectar troughs are shown in a photo-
graph better than they could be drawn, so,

if you want to teach botany, or know bot-

any, you should take photographs of the

flowers close by. The photographs will

show you many things you overlooked
when you studied the blossom at first hand.

The hollyhock shows the crinkled tex-

ture of the petals as they have just un-
folded from the bud. The pistil is cov-

ered with pollen that is spilling and falling.

The bunch of catalpa blossoms, laid on
a leaf and photographed, shows plainly its

relation to the trumpet vine. This gives
an idea of what can be done with larger
flowers in the studio.

It is all work, and it is all play, and that

is what makes it a vacation.

Modern Warfare on Garden Pests

(Continued from page 425)

parasitical disease. Lime, applied heavily
to both soil and seedbed, is the only thing
so far as found to prevent its appearance
in infested ground, unless a two or three

years' rest can be given. It is preferably

applied in the fall, but if special agricul-
tural lime is used, may be put on in the

spring. The only assistance for crops in-

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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fested is to help them through by giving a

dressing of nitrate of soda, guano or other

quick-acting fertilizer, and high piling
with moist earth, thus giving a new stimu-

lation and encouraging the formation of

new roots. While this does not in any
way cure the disease, it helps the crop to

withstand its attack. When planning
where to put cabbages or similar crops
next year, be sure to use a system of rota-

tion and to set plants grown in clean soil.

CUCUMBER-BEETLE. Often the little cu-

cumbers barely get above ground when
the small black-and-yellow-striped cucum-
ber-beetle attacks them. At other times he

does not appear until after they are well

advanced and apparently beyond injury.
That is the time to beware ! There will be

a swarm of beetles and seriously injured
vines before you realize what the matter

is. The easiest and surest way to fight this

fellow is to keep him away from your
plants altogether by means of a screened

box. If the beetles are in evidence when
the vines get so large as to make it neces-

sary to remove the boxes, keep them

sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. Plaster,

or fine ashes, kept sifted on the leaves, is

also used, but this protects only the tops
of the leaves.

CUCUMBER-WILT. This condition of the

vines often accompanies the presence of

the cucumber-beetles, and formerly was

supposed to be the direct effect of their

work. It is now supposed to be a disease,

spread by the striped-beetle. The only

remedy is to get rid of the beetles as quick-

ly and thoroughly as possible and to col-

lect and burn every wilted leaf or plant.

CUCUMBER-BLIGHT. This is a mildew
which attacks both cucumbers and melons,
the leaves turning yellow, dying in spots
and finally drying up altogether. Upon
the first appearance of the mildew, or

where there is reason to fear an attack,

spray with Bordeaux every ten days.
CUTWORM. No garden pest is more ex-

asperating than the fat, brown, clumsy-

looking cutworm. He works at night, at-

tacks the strongest, healthiest plants and
cuts them off near the ground, very rarely

eating or carrying away any of the severed

leaves or fruit although occasionally I

have found such bits, especially small

onion tops, dragged off and sometimes
buried in the soil. In small gardens the
most effective remedy is hand-picking. As
the worms work at night, they are readily
found by lantern light or very early in the

morning. In the daytime, by digging about
in the soil at the roots of an injured plant,
a careful search will almost invariably re-

veal the culprit. In connection with hand-

picking, where there is reason to fear the

cutworm's attacks, it is decidedly advisable

to use a poisoned bait. This is made by
mixing wheat bran with water into a mash,

adding to the water before mixing, Paris

green (powder) or arsenate of lead. This

supper is distributed toward nightfall in

small amounts about a teaspoon ful to a

place along the rows or near each plant,

just as they are coming up, or after setting
out. Another method, sometimes used

PIERCE MARK

Do you know how to heat success-

fully that cold house of yours, or

that house you are planning to build?

You can know if you will send for

Primerabout Heai
This primer tells in simple, understandable language just what

house heat is, how it is produced and distributed, the kinds of heat

available, the difference between steam and hot

water, the part the boiler plays, why some kinds

of heat should be avoided, where the steam-fitter

comes in and, in conclusion, gives a brief, non-

technical description of

Pierce
Boilers e3 Radiators

It does this, because the boiler and the radiators are the vital parts

of any heating equipment. Pierce Boilers have made good in over

200,000 homes during the past 35 years made good in fuel saving,

freedom from repairs, adaptability to conditions and in furnishing

adequate, healthful, clean heat. Your steam-fitter can tell you

exactly which Pierce Boiler is best suited to your home. All you
need to know is that you want a Pierce Boiler and why. Our heat

primer will tell you. Send for it today, it is free.

Pierce, Butler & Pierce Mfg. Co., 242 James St., Syracuse, N. Y. Showroomi in principal cities
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BUILD "FOR KEEPS"!WHEN YOU BUILD
It's the Repair Bills that eat the Holes in the Bank Account. "CYPRESS LASTS FOREVER."

Why not "stop depreciation before it begins'* USE

CYPRESS AT FIRST. This is Buying Time for those who

Working Plans Free

Write for Vol. 6

WRITF TODAY for Vo1 9 of the CY-
TIUIE 1UWAI PRESS Pocket Library
telling about Cypress SIDING anJ njuhy.

PYPRFSS "the only GREENHOUSE !

\, 1 1 1U*U Wood"~orfor Pergohs. 1 tel- I

lises, etc. Ask greenhouse men. Get Vol. 3.

VOI 91 is an eye-opener on Cypress for
IUL. JJ. INTERIORS. Superb grain.

Easy to work. No pitch. The book proves.

m7 (Cypress Pocket Library) is "the
' most valuable SHINGLE book

|
ever printed.

" Yours by mail on request.

FARM anc' Country Home improvements
1 rtluTl

| cvpress never "run down."
Vol. 22 covers Tanks and Silos also. Get it.

FVFRY FOOTLYEIU ruui
of every Porch, Sleeping
Balcol^ or Fen

>

ce sh^ul^
be CYPRESS. Vol. 16 covers it. Write today.

When planning a Mansion, a Bungalow, a Farm, a Sleeping-Porch or just a Fence, remembel "With CYPRESSjm BUILD BUT ONCE. '

1210 H1BERN1A BANK BUILDING. NEW ORLEANS, LA.
INSIST ON CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT. LET US MOV IMMEDIATELY

Trim Your

OwnHedge
No experience required. A
novice does better work than
a professional using old style

Hedge Shears and LOTS
EASIER. FASTER
AND STRAIGHTER
Sent prepaid <!?C f\f\-^^^-^^^_ on receiptof WJ.UU

Money refunded if dissatisfied after one week's trial

_.,
FOUNTAIN CUTLERY CO.

927 Filbert Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Re(" "> '"V Bank in Philadelphi. Booklet on request

Unique Hedge Trimmer
Work* like Horse Clipper

GIVE YOUR HEDGE A HAIRCUT

GUARANTEED ROSES
anteed to lire, *row and bloom. Backed by 60
of priceless experience aud success. Write for 1911

l Guide authority ou the right varieties for every place
and purpose. FREE to you. Get It now. Be ready for Spring
THE CONARD A JONES CO.. Box (26 F WEST GROVE. PA.

Country Life in America
is all you could desire if you use

"ECONOMY" GAS
For Lighting, Cooking, Water

Heating, Laundry, Etc.
"It makes the house a home"

Send stamp today for "Economy
Way"

Economy Gas Machine Co.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
'Economy" Gas is automatic. Sanitary and Non-Poisonous

where only a dozen or so plants are set, is

to protect each by a collar of tin or tar-

paper sunk an inch or two into the soil

and several inches high.
FLEA-BEETLE. This hard-shelled, far-

hopping mite attacks potato vines and

young cabbage, radish and turnip plants.
The damage done is generally much un-

der-estimated, as the insects are so incon-

spicuous. Thorough spraying with Bor-
deaux or kerosene emulsion will hold them
in check.

POTATO-BEETLE. This old reliable, sure-

enough plague is almost certain to be
encountered every season. He invariably
finds the potato patch, or a few egg-plants,
no matter how isolated they may be. The
standard remedy for years has been Paris

green, sprayed or put on dry with a mod-
ern gun. Arsenate of lead is now largely
used in place of Paris green. It has the
double advantage of staying on much
longer and of never burning the leaves.

On a few rows, hand-picking of the old

bugs and destruction of eggs, which are
laid on the under side of the leaves, is

quick and sure.

POTATO-BLIGHT. There are two forms
of the potato-blight, early and late. Both
are prevented by Bordeaux, 5-5-50,
sprayed every two weeks. Remember to

spray before the blight appears, as it is

almost impossible to combat it successfully
afterward. Begin the spraying early, when
plants are about six inches high.

POTATO-SCAB. This is a sort of skin

ring-disease affecting the maturing tubers,
sometimes so seriously as to render them
useless for market. If the trouble is in the

soil, it should be given several season' rest

from potatoes. If with the seed, soak in

solution prepared as directed under No. 10,
which see. Be careful not to use any
boxes, bags or baskets for the treated seed
that have been in contact with scabby
potatoes.
ROOT-MAGGOT. This insidious pest, a

small white grub, often works havoc

among cabbages, cauliflowers, radishes,

turnips and onions. His presence is indi-

cated by the wilting down of the tops dur-

ing the heat of noontide. Destroy every
infested plant at once, being sure to get the

grubs up with .the- -roots. . The remaining
plants should be treated with a half-pint
of strong caustic lime water, or a solution
of muriate of potash, poured about the root
of each plant, first removing an inch or so
of earth. Carbolic acid solution is used in

the same way; the most effective method
of all, however, is to make a small hole
with the dibber, and into it drop a small

teaspoonful of bisulphite of carbon, cover-

ing at once. As the root maggot is first

hatched above ground, pieces of tar-paper,
several inches in diameter and slit from
one side to the middle so as to fit tightly
about the plant's stem, are sometimes used.

Frequent liming of the soil, and constant
rotation, are the best means of prevention.
Extra stimulation of the plants, as directed
for club-root, will help carry the plants
through.

ROSE-BUG. These unsightly gray "chaf-
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ers" frequently come in swarms and strip

everything clean. They prefer roses or

grape vines, but destroy many other things
as well. For a few vines or plants, hand-

picking will serve. Arsenate of lead is the

most effective spray.

SQUASH-BUG. Anyone who has ever at-

tempted to grow squash or pumpkins is

familiar with the large, flat, black "stink-

bug," so destructive of all running vines.

Protection with frames and hand-picking
are the best garden remedies. Trap-vines
of early squash, as used for the borer, are

used, or the old bugs, before the hatching
season, may be trapped under old boards.

The small, newly hatched bugs, or sap-

sucking "nymphs," are the ones that do the

damage. Tobacco dust or kerosene emul-

sion, heavily applied, will kill them.

TOMATO-WORM. This is a large green-
horned caterpillar, very piggish and some-
what irritable. Hand-picking, or destroy-

ing the beautiful night-flying moth which

lays the eggs, is the only way to combat it.

WHITE-FLY. This troublesome indoor

pest fortunately does not molest us much
in the open, but occasionally injures flow-

ering plants and tomato and running vines.

The young flies, which do the damage, are

scale-like insects, found only on the under
side of the leaves. Spray thoroughly with

kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap.
WHITE GRUB. The white grub, or

muck-worm, is the larva of the common
June-bug. It chews the roots of grasses
and plants. When lawns are infested, the

sod must be taken up, the grubs destroyed
and new sod made. When the roots of

single plants are attacked, dig out, destroy
the grub and reset the plants if not too seri-

ously injured.
The various remedies mentioned above

may all be readily prepared at home, as

follows :

MECHANICAL REMEDIES

1. Covered protecting-boxes are made
of half-inch stuff, about eight inches high
and eighteen to twenty-four inches square.

They are covered with mosquito netting,
wire or "protecting-cloth" the latter hav-

ing the extra advantage of holding warmth
over night.

2. Collars are made of old cans with the

bottoms removed, cardboard or tarred

paper, large enough to go over the plant
and an inch or so into the ground.

3. Cards are cut and fitted close around
the stem and for an inch or so upon the

ground around it, to prevent . maggots
going down the stem to the root. Not
much used.

DESTRUCTIVE REMEDIES

4. Hand-picking is usually very effect-

ive, and if performed as follows, not very
disagreeable : Fasten a small tin can se-

curely to a wooden handle and fill one-
third full of water and kerosene

;
make a

small wooden paddle, with one straight

edge and a rather sharp point ; by using
this in the right hand and the pan in the

left, the bugs may be quickly knocked off.

Be sure to destroy all eggs when hand-

picking is employed.

THE MARK OF QUALITY

BirrRP

Though Woven by Machine
combine all the beauty of design and richness

of color of the finest examples of Oriental

Art, with the unvarying accuracy and
superior technical skill of Whittall textile

methods.

Whittall's Anglo-Persian
is the most closely woven and has the finest

texture of any rug produced in America, with
all the intrinsic charm and merit of a priceless
Oriental.

<I The delightful blending of its colors, the

fastness of its dyes, its lustrous, velvety pile
and soft, silky sheen, appeal to all those who
seek the most practical and artistic floor

coverings at moderate expense.

<|
In either the modest home or the preten-

tious mansion, Whittall Rugs harmonize with
and enrich their surroundings.

<I In choosing your floor coverings, look for

the name "Whittall's." It is woven in the

back of every rug and every yard of carpet
we produce.

<J Our booklet

"Oriental Art in American Rugs"
contains beautiful illustrations with practical

suggestions for selecting rugs and carpets.
It tells you why the name "Whittall's"
has become known by discriminating

housekeepers as the "Mark of Quality."

ORIENTAL RUG- WEAVING

M cJ WHITTALL
DEHT. S.

WORCESTER MASS.
.BLJSHED 1QSO

A USEFUL LITTLE BOOK IS YOURS
if you will send us the names and addresses of 25 peo-
ple who would be apt to be interested in HOUSE &
GARDEN and to whom we may send our circulation
literature.

"Low Cost Suburban Homes" abounds in helpful
hints and suggestions for anyone interested in build-

ing a country home anywhere. In its 62 pages it

shows attractive houses of man widel different

oate paper.

Send us 25 names and addresses and the book will

be sent postpaid. Address Circulation Department

HOUSE fr GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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\bur New
Home deserves
\ale Hardware

-*~

^HIS charming handle,

wrought with all the fidel-

ity
of the brass-monger

of Colonial times, is only one

of the many designs in handles

made in our works.

The small key plate shows

the pleasing way in which the

security of the Famous Yale

Cylinder Lock has been added

without disturbing the appear-
ance of simplicity so highly

prized by our forefathers.

Let us sendyou -free our very useful book

about " Yale Hardware for your Home."

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Go.

9 Murray Street, New York

The Makers of Vale Products
I-ocks, Padlocks. Iluililers' Hardware
Door Checks and Chain Hoisls

Chicago, Washington,
Boston, San Francisco.

London, Paris, Hamburg

A XX XX XX XX

Dedham Design
Colonial School

X X V XX VXX XXX X VXX VX VX IXXXX'XXX'X'X'X'^

PRfYTFfT Your floorsK.VJ1 C,V_1 and floor
coverings from injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using Glass
Onward Sliding Furniture and Pi-
ano Shoes in place of casters.
Made in no styles and sizes. If

your dealer will not supply you
Write us - Onward Mfg. Co.
Menasha, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont.
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a spray. In mixing, make a paste of equal

quantities of the powder and quick-lime,
and then mix thoroughly in the water. It

must be kept stirred up when using.

13. Arsenate of Lead. This has two ad-

vantages over Paris green : it will not

burn the foliage and it will stay on several

times as long. Use from 4 to 10 Ibs. in

100 gals, of water; mix well and strain

before putting in sprayer.

14. Hellebore. A dry white powder,
used in place of Nos. 12 or 13 on vege-
tables or fruit that is soon to be eaten.

For dusting, use i Ib. hellebore to 5 of

plaster or flour. For watering or spraying,
use at rate of i Ib. to 12 gals, water.

APPLYING POWDERS AND SPRAYS

There are a few of the modern engines
of destruction which every gardener should

have. If for the present but one can be

purchased, I would advise an automatic

air-tank sprayer, such as illustrated on

page 425. Almost all the powder poisons
can be applied when held in solution in

liquid, so the spray pump will do for both

liquid and powders, if necessary. It will

pay, however, especially in a garden of

some size, to have a powder duster as well.

The simplest forms of these are merely
cannisters with perforated bottoms, from
which the powder, usually mixed with

plaster or fine ashes, is sifted upon the

leaves of low-growing plants. A much
better form, however, is the powder gun,
which by a forced current of air blows the

powder on in a fine, almost invisible cloud.

By this method pure poisons can be used

and a very large area gone over in a short

time.

For the work in the orchard, the com-

pressed-air sprayers are furnished with

extension rods, to reach the upper portions
of trees. There are also different styles

of nozzles for various special purposes,
such as reaching the under side of leaves,

which may gradually be added to one's

collection. By giving careful treatment, all

these tools will last for years, so that in the

long run the expense is very little.

THE PRICE OF PEACE

These things we can do in actual hand-

to-hand, or rather hand-to-mouth, conflict

with the garden's enemies. But the sad

fact remains that for plants once badly in-

fested, particularly if covering any great

area, very few remedies are satisfactorily

successful. Nowhere are the old adages
of "eternal vigilance" and "a stitch in

time" more applicable than in fighting gar-
den pests. Instead of relying upon remedies

it will be far better, far easier and far more
effective to use the following precautions

against ravages by plant pests.

First : aim to have soil, food and plants

that will produce a rapid, robust growth
without check. Such plants are seldom at-

tacked by any plant disease, and the foliage

does not seem to be so tempting to eating-

insects ; besides which, of course, the plants

are much better able to withstand their

attack if they do come. Second: give

clean, frequent culture and keep the soil

busy. Do not have old weeds and refuse

THE modern built-in bath gives more floor

space utilizes an otherwise useless recess or

corner eliminates the hard -to -keep -clean

places under and back of the fixture removes

brass work from within the room. It is built

right into the wall tiling and floor, becoming
a part of the room itself.

While we make both Imperial Porcelain

and Enameled Iron built-in baths, we strongly

recommend the Porcelain

for its beauty, durability and

convenience. The Imperial

Porcelain Built-in Bath is

glazed inside and out- a

damp sponge keeps it spot-

less.

"MODERN
PLUMBING"

Every form of modern bath-

room equipment is illustrated

and described in "Modern
Plumbing" an 8o-page book-

let showing 24 model bathroom

interiors ranging in cost from

$73 to $3,000. Sent on re-

quest with 4 cents for postage.

n/^M \\7nave BRANCHES: Boston. Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit.RON WORKS Minneapolis, Washington. St. Louis, New Orleans,
Denver. San Francisco, San Antonio. Atlanta, Seattle,

1828 EIGHTY YEARS OF SUPREMACY 1911 Portland (Ore.), Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.

FIFTH AVE. and SEVENTEENTH ST., NEW YORK CANADA: 138 Bieury street, Montreal

rp T T
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IRON AND WIRE FENCES
Fences of all descriptions for City and Suburban
Homes. Write today for our Loose Leaf Catalog,
stating briefly your requirements. . ^

.v'ence Department

AMERICAN WIREFORM CO.
100 Church Street ' NEW YORK CITY

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Color Schemes Planned and Executed
Stencil Work and Applique Work : :

Sample and Estimates on Request

BOWDOIN & MANLEY
546 Fifth Avenue New York

IRON AND WIRE FENCES
For All Purposes Send for Catalog

Made of the highest grade ,,

materials in a factory dev- v
ted exclusively to high grauc j

fences. If you need a fence of

any kind you will save money
in the end by getting it in the
first place from the

.Enterprise Foundry
* and Fence

Go.

Shows 100 designs of
fence and entrance (rates, all

artistic, all especially de-
signed so as to be the best for

each purpose. Be sure to see
this catalog before you order.
Send postal today. Address

1219 E. 24th Street
Indianapolis*

Ind.
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LIGHTNING
STRUCK. TREES
SAVE1D

Don't cut them down. Send for one of our in-

spectors. He will advise you if they can be

saved.

Damage from lightning varies greatly. In

severe cases trees injured may be redeemed

by methods of pruning and fertilizing.
It takes over fifty years to grow

only a fair-sized tree
;
so it pays to

make every possible effort to pre-
serve those you have.

Caring for trees is our business.

One of the satisfactory phases of

our work is that for a year after it

is done we make repeated inspec-
tions entirely at our own expense.

This means an out-and-out guar-
antee to you. No other company
gives you this extra service, this

absolute tree insurance.

Send for one of our Inspectors
and make sure your trees are in

good health. Let us mail you a

most interesting booklet on "Trees
The Care They Should Have."

Munson - Whitaker Company
FORESTERS

Boston, 623 Tremont Bldg. New York, 823 4th Ave. Bldg.

Chicago, 303 Monadnock Bldg.

Excelsior Rust Proof Flower Guards
THESE GUARDS not' only protect the flowers, but add a neat, trim appearance

to the lawn. They are practically indestructible and do not require painting. Let us

send you an illustrated catalog showing the

Excelsior Rust Proof
Trellis, Plant Guards and Fencing

You can order through your local hardware dealer. Kindly let us have his name.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY Worcester, Mass.

lying around to shelter insects and eggs.

Burn all leaves, steins and other refuse

from plants that have been diseased. Do
not let the ground lie idle, but by continu-

ous cropping keep the bugs, caterpillars

and eggs constantly rooted out and ex-

posed to their natural enemies. Third :

practise crop rotation. This is of special

importance where any root disease is de-

veloped. Fourth : watch closely and con-

stantly for the first appearance of trouble.

Do not wait to see what will happen. And
last, and of extreme importance, be pre-

pared to act at once. Do not give the

enemy an hour's rest after his presence is

discovered. In almost every case it is only

by having time to multiply that the pest
will do great damage.

If you will keep on hand, ready for in-

stant use, a good hand-sprayer and a mod-
ern powder gun, and a few covered boxes,
tobacco dust, arsenate of lead and mate-
rials for kerosene emulsion and Bordeaux

mixture, you can cope with all pests.

On Transplanting
A PRACTICE that has brought me suc-
^*- cessful results when transplanting
is not to apply fertilizer to seedlings until

growth has started. My plan is to set the

young plant only in the clean natural soil

of the bed. Afterward, when the recovery
from the shock of transplanting is com-

plete and the new growth has begun, stir

in the fertilizer
;
of course the bed has been

well worked beforehand and the heavy
winter application of manure has been

thoroughly incorporated with the soil.

High grade commercial fertilizer, however,
must be given only to a growing plant.
When the young plant is taken from the

protection of the moist seed-bed and placed
in the open ground it faces an important
crisis. The tiny roots have been torn from
their native soil and have to adapt them-
selves to the new food supply. The leaves

are exposed to far greater evaporation
from the sun and the whole plant is forced

to meet an increased demand upon its re-

sources at the very time of its lessened

vitality. The growth must not be checked
too long or the plant may never recover.

All depends now upon the treatment. To
begin with the tender roots want nothing
but the natural soil made very fine and

pressed gently but firmly about them and
this soil well moistened. A light mulch of

leaf mold will keep the moisture in. Next
it will require protection from the direct

rays of the sun. A plant so treated will

almost certainly recover in a day or two
and begin a new growth. After the plant
is established and no longer needs protec-
tion, stir in a little high grade fertilizer.

This application made at first would have
added very greatly to the plant's problems
by giving too much heat and too great food

supply. Now the plants like a patient
well past a fever will take to nourish-
ment and be able to stand it. Later, as

growth becomes stronger and just before

fruiting time, heavier applications can be
made with visible results in the plant. This

suggestion applies to all transplanting, but

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Before

You

Do Your

Refinishing

You should

know the
advantages

of

Interior Finish

most successful of dull finishes. It

imparts the repose of water colors to

any room and gives the service of oil

paint sets off fine pictures is adapt-
able to any color scheme, room furnish-

ing or interior surface.

Mellotone appeals to careful house-

keepers because washable sanitary.

Non-fading crackproof. Will not peel
or chalk like kalsomine. Costs no
more than desirable wall paper.

Drop us postal for color cards and
"
Harmony in Color;" also "Common

Sense about Interiors.
'' Both free.

Or send 25c for "Good Homes by
Good Architects" showing pleasing
effects obtainable with Mellotone and
other "Little Blue Flag" products.

The Lowe Brothers Company
458-E Third Street, Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Chicago Kansas City

Deadly Pills Kill Dandelions
and all other weeds. Puts them permanently out
of business. No backache.

500 Pills and "Jabstick" prepaid $1.00

Money back if you are not satisfied

WILLIAM A. SPINKS & CO.
362 West Erie Street Chicago

H . T. DEM PSTER
CARRARA, ITALY

,.:;::,::", Statuary and Decorative Marbles

Si::?.":",' Italian Gardens
NEW YOU* OFFICE, 39 EAST FORTY-SECOND ST.

CARRARA MARBLE

will yield wonderful results in such things
as lettuce, that must be grown quickly and
without check both for size and crispness.

CHARLES E. RAYNAL

A Blue Bird Bedroom
(Continued from page 428)

been adopted. In wall papers, cretonne,

etc., blue wrens, blue swallows, blue jays,
blue sparrows, blue canaries and conven-

tional blue birds are introduced. The fact

is that the play has emphasized the bird

idea and a color idea, leaving the fancy to

play with them as it will in decorative art.

In the foregoing observations we have
dealt somewhat fully with the subject of

wall treatment, as this is the prime essen-

tial of interior decoration. Woodwork,
draperies and other furnishings are devel-

oped harmoniously. The woodwork should

be of white. The rug for the floor should

be blue or blue and white. White enamel

furniture is most appropriate, though a

brass bed is not incorrect. If, however,

the furniture one has on hand is of another

color it is a simple matter to paint or

enamel it one's self with any of the con-

venient preparations which come ready to

hand. An old and perhaps discarded set

of furniture may be made new and found

precisely suited to the room. If one is dis-

posed to venture on some artistic flights it

is a good idea to paint or stencil upon the

furniture an appropriate blue bird figure

to strike a note of harmony with the walls.

The next problem is draperies. It is

interesting to note that manufacturers of

fabrics are equally awake to the impulses
of popular taste. In fact draperies and

wall papers go hand in hand
; they are

sister crafts. There is no difficulty in ob-

taining draperies with corresponding mo-
tifs. Good decorators are careful to con-

sider wall papers and draperies together
as practically one subject. Let us apply
these principles to the room before us. If

it is treated with plain side walls having

figured frieze or crown, the latter suggests
the window style. That is to say, the chief

note of the window is the over-drapery
and lambrequin of blue bird cretonne.

Under this are simple white curtains. If,

however, the entire side walls have an all-

over design, the treatment of the windows
is different. In this case the over-drapery
is of plain material with applied designs

either of cretonne or stencil in blue bird

motifs. In this treatment the decorative

idea is diminished in the windows to avoid

tediousness, but it is not wholly abandoned.

In some instances it is found preferable to

dispense with the over-draperies and use

scrim curtains with blue bird stenciling.

This gives a light, simple, dainty and inex-

pensive result. One has to judge each case

on its own merits. Taking the paper as a

basis, one proceeds to work out the log-

ical, artistic ensemble. It is difficult to

lay down any hard-and-fast rule, but the

illustrations show something of what has

actually been accomplished.

Using the blue bird cretonne as a mate-

rial, a number of simple accessories can

easily be made: table-covers, scrap-bas-

The

A
Blessing

For Babies

Baby Cariole
(Patented)

is the finest contrivance ever invented for keeping babies
happy, without handling. It is a play box, a crib, a carriage
in one. It gives the baby freedom and safety.
It can be rolled about the house, onto the porch, onto the
lawn. Gives the baby plenty of outdoors without any danger.
Keeps babies wonderfully contented hours at a time.
The frame is white enameled with nickel trimmings. The
sides of silver finished wire screen afford fine ventilation,
keep insects and animals out. The sanitary mattress rests on
woven wire springs.

Easily collapsible and easily set up without tools. You'll find
it a year round convenience, without an equal, and wonder
how you ever did without it. Write Dept. S for our illus-
trated descriptive booklet.

THE EMBOSSING CO., Albany. N. Y.

Makers of
' '

Toys that Teach.
' '

Iron Railings, Wire Fences and Entrance

Gates of all designs and for all purposes.

Correspondence solicited: Catalogs furnished.

Tennis Court Enclosures, Unclimbable Wire Mesh
and Spiral Netting (Chain Link) Fences (or Estate

Boundaries and Industrial Properties Lawn Furni-

ture Stable Fittings.

F. E.' CARPENTER CO.,

No More Need to Fuss and Fume
because the pesky grass won't come up.
It will come up, quickly, surely and it will

come up anywhere if you sow

KAL/IK/I
The Wizard Lawn Producer
Sown like common eed; comes up anywhere

All it needs is occasional moisture and
soil. Kalaka is a mixture of selected grass
seed and animal manure, dried, purified
and in a highly concentrated form. All

dust, dirt, chaff and weed seeds are abso-

lutely eliminated. The mixing is done by
machinery, the proportions are exact and
based on the experience of skilled horti-

culturists, who have thus afforded a means

by which a person, skilled or unskilled,

can have healthy
Green Gram and a rugged Turf

on any kind of ground.
Sown like any seed but goes far-

ther seeds a large area. The easiest

way to make grass come up and the
surest. Try it.

Put up in 5-lb. *boxes, shipped ex-

press prepaid, east of Missouri River,
on receipt of price $r.oo, or west of
the River for $1.25. If your dealer
can't supply you, order at once di-

rect. Let us send you our instruc-
tive free booklet," How To Make A Lawn,"

Write tonight.

The Kalaka Company, union s
h
to"kVards. Chicago, III.
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"CRAFTSMAN

igned bjrCUSTAV STICKLER

SewUcentsforacopyof 34 CRAFTSMAN HOUSES"
showing exterior and floor plans Of 24 houses that cost from 1900 up to

bad. TointerestyouInoiirmagazJne, "THE CRAFTSMAN,"
and in Cratt articles, we will also send you a beautifully primed 32-page

booklet entitled* "The Craftsman House."
Hyouareinterestedatall, both of these

books will be very usefulto you."THE CRAFTSMAN
JI>EA** means realkomes, notmere

houses; it shows you how to save money
on useless partitions how to avoid over-

decoration, how to get wide sweeps o!

space (even in a small house), restful tones

that match and blend and enables anyone
toalways haveabeautiluland artistic home.
'THE CRAFTSMAN

MAGAZINE" treats on building,

furnishing and beautttying homes on art

embroidery cabinet work and kindred topics."CRAFTSMAN HOMES," by Gustav Stickley. 205 pages,
beautifully bound and printed, treats on home building, home making,
home furnishings in full.

THE CRAFTSMAN" - 83 ) All for'CRAFTSMAN HOMES" - - 83 \ ~
Tour own selection of 116 House Plana \ ^*> "

Bdcmr K. Phillips,Muager The Craftiman, 219 41 W. 84th St., N.T.

EVERGREENS
Nursery grown, suitable for all pur-

poses. 94.50 and up per thousand. We
have 60 millions. Our low prices will
astonish you. Also Hardy Forest trees,
Shade, Ornamental and Fruit trees,
Shrubs, Vines, etc. Our beautiful Cat-
alog is crowded with valuable Informa-
tion. This and 60 Great Bargain Sheet are Free.
Send for them today.
D. HILL NURSERY CO., Box 301. Dundee, III.

Evrgre*n Sp*clal!*t*

EUROPE
But Way to

Travel at

Moderate Cost

OOKWITKII TOCRS: IIDKPESDMT TRATEL
Send for Booklet

J. P. GRAHAM. IDEAL TOURS
Box 1055 II. - - Plttgburg

The

IDEAL

Way

ONE OF A DOZEN HOUSES PICKED
BY THE EDITORS OF THE LADIES'
HOME JOURNAL, TO SHOW THE
GOOD TASTE OF INDIANAPOLIS
FOLKS. WINDOWS ARE ALL
CASEMENTS.

SUMMER HEAT
SUMMER RAINS
SUMMER FLIES

BRING NO DISCOMFORT WITHIN.
FIFTY SASH ARE EASILY AND
SECURELY OPENED, CLOSED OR
LOCKED FROM INSIDE WITHOUT
OPENING 'SCREENS OR TOUCH-
ING SHADES OR CURTAINS.
ILLUSTRATED FULLY IN OUR
FREE HANDBOOK.

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
175 N. STATE STREET - - CHICAGO

kets, laundry-bags, pincushions, sofa-pil-

lows, etc. The little screen completely
fitted with sewing materials is a decided
addition to the appearance as well as the

usefulness of the room. Tufted cushions
of the cretonne may be added for white or
wicker furniture. Thus birds seem to .be

lighting everywhere. No treatment of the

subject would be complete without consid-

ering also other unique blue bird acces-

sories for the dresser and table. There
are pin-trays, trinket holders, hair-re-

ceivers, hatpin holders, vases and rose

bowls, all with blue bird motifs in Copen-
hagen effects. Some of these are pictured.

Pretty as they are they are not costly,

ranging in price from thirty-five cents up.
If anyone is interested in the prices of the

blue bird papers shown, they cost from

forty-five to sixty cents a roll
;
the cre-

tonnes cost from thirty-five to eighty-five
cents per yard. The aim has been to con-

fine ourselves to decorations which, though
artistic, are inexpensive.

So it will be seen that this is a blue bird

year. It may or may not be a fad. If it

is one, it chances to be what is not always
the case with fads, a lovely one.

The Seventeen Year Locust

Appears
(Continued from page 431)

knowledge of the distance it will fall before
it reaches the ground. On reaching the

ground it at once enters it through a crack
and begins its long period of development,
out of the sight of man, only to come forth

again at the end of seventeen years.

During this long period underground
the larva sheds or moults its skin a num-
ber of times, and, attaching itself to the
tender fibrils of plants, it derives its nour-
ishment from these, with occasional shift-

ing to other fibrils as the different ones
cease giving forth the juices so needful to

its development. As the Cicada under-

ground takes such a long period for its

development, there is little or no damage
done to the trees or shrubs on whose roots
it feeds.

There is a false notion abroad concern-

ing the so-called sting of the Cicada, and

every once in a while we hear that some
person has been stung to death by these
so-called locusts, but the fact is that there
is nothing to fear from them

; they can be
handled and even mutilated without show-

ing the slightest sign of resentment. Doubt-
less there have been rare cases where the
flesh of a human being has been pierced by
the needle filaments on the sucking-beak of
the male, or by the ovipositor of the fer

male, but as such cases are of doubtful rec-

ord, there is absolutely nothing to fear

from them in this respect.

Gen. Jacqueminot
PHE rose is universally conceded to beA the queen of flowers, and Gen.

Jacqueminot may be justly regarded as the

king of roses ! At least it has been proven
so in this rose garden by many rose-loving
friends, for after wandering around and

duly admiring all the varieties their steps

GOING TO BUILD?
READ THIS!

From No. 3 Book

You will find in our books just the design you
are looking for

ALL PRACTICAL and ESTIMATES ACCURATE
OUR BOOKS Price

No. 1. 25 designs of residences
costing $1,500 to $5,000 50c.

No. 2. 25 designs of residences
costing $5,000 to $20,000 50c.

No. 3. 25 designs of up-to-date
concrete residences, cost-
ing $2,000 to $22,000 . 50c.

All three books at $1.25

PLANS FURNISHED AT POPULAR PRICES
We submit Sketches on request for any
type of building Books sent prepaid on re-

ceipt of price.

ARTHUR G. LINDLEY CO., Architects

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

15 years practical experience References

Buy Direct From the Growers

Dutch Bulbs
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

FRANKEN BROS., Deerfield, Illinois
(Nurseries also at Sassenheim, Holland)

ARTISTIC HOMES
A 1000-Page Plan-Book of ,

Moderate-Cost Houses Price $1.

Other Hiullrr ook are
$ 500 to Slow Home* 25c-

SlOOOro 1)200 HOOKS -25c
IN.USI. J1200 to $1500 Houses -25c

11500 to (2500 HOOKS - Z5c
Californiafnagiknn - 2%

Artistic Churches -^Sc
Herbert C. Chlv.r. Co.
1622 Call Bid.. San Fraucilco

Prize Offers from Leading
Manufacturers

Book on Patents. "Hints to inven-

tors." "Inventions needed." "Why
some inventors fail." Send rough
sketch or model for search of Patent

Office records. Our Mr. Qreeley was

formerly Acting Commissioner of Pat-

ents, and as such had full charge of

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELBY & MCINTIRE
PATENT ATTORNEYS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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invariably return to the jacqueminot, espe-

cially if they expect cuttings.
A rich, velvety crimson, very handsome

in its brilliancy, fine buds, large, full roses,

delightfully fragrant and well adapted to

open ground culture.

It blooms in great profusion in June,
and there is also considerable bloom during
the later summer and fall. The writer has

observed that for some reason some roses

of this name are more free to bloom after

June than others.

Gen. Jacqueminot is a Hybrid Perpetual,
and among the hardiest of roses

;
so hardy

that it persists in living almost without

protection along the coast of Green Bay.
The picture accompanying this descrip-

tion was taken July 2d hardly a June
rose this year, owing to the unusual late-

ness of the season.

The bush stands five and one-half feet

high ; breadth of view, six and three-

fourth feet
;
circumference at fullest part,

twelve and one-half feet, giving us nearly
two hundred roses.

We find the best results in protecting
the rose by gradually and gently turning
the bush on one side late in the fall, and

holding it down with light boards and cov-

ering freely with straw, held from blow-

ing off by light weights.
Rich, loamy soil, judicious culture and

sufficient covering during the winter are

rewarded by an abundance of bloom.
M. A. NICHOLS

Creating Outdoor Living Rooms
(Continued from page 434)

in either red and white or blue and white

stripes, as picturesque as it is practical.
The umbrella can be closed and stood in

a corner when not in use, just as are the

smaller ones of rainy day usefulness, but
the iron table can spend the entire summer
in the same spot on the lawn, as it is made
entirely weatherproof by the paint.
A rustic summer-house of ample pro-

portions that may be fitted up as an out-
door room for serving tea, for a sitting-
room or for sleeping-quarters, can be

bought in sections all ready to put to-

gether. If it has a floor, so much the bet-

ter for its usefulness. The stationary seat

built around three sides, with a rustic table

in the center, constitutes its furnishings,
which can be augmented by other chairs,
or a cot and outside curtains if it is to be
used as a sleeping-room. At any rate its

possibilities for comfort are practically un-
limited and it has an advantage over the
furnished piazza, for it can stay in a
secluded spot or be set up right in the
midst of any outdoor festivities with equal
facility.

Notes for Southern Gardens

A/TONTBRETIAS, better known by
*-"* their pretty nickname of "Merry
Breezes, are indispensable even in a gar-
den full of rarer plants. The blossoms,
combined with plenty of the leaves, are

very satisfactory in decorating. Out of

blooming time, and when flowers general-
ly are scarce, there are constant calls for

In GeneriaBiaaiiQ

TO
THE unthinking, one greenhouse is quite like another. It

is simply a glass house where nature can be outwitted. In-

vestigation, however, will reveal that there is quite as much
difference in greenhouses as in automobiles ;

both as to endurance
and ease of handling, as well as accomplishments.

Take the U-Bar Greenhouse for example : there is no house con-

structed like it, because Uncle Sam's Patent says : no one else can

use U-Bars for greenhouse building. It is the only house having a

complete galvanized steel, aluminum coated frame. No other construction has

the roof glazing bars entirely unexposed to the moisture inside the house. And
it is the bars that first give out in a greenhouse.

It is likewise the only house having the U-Bar Curved Eaves, the eave that

will add so much to the attractiveness and real productiveness of your house.

In brief it is a distinctive constructio n and looks it. Obviously, a logical
investment for you.

This particular house, with its four compartments and work room, is freely
illustrated and untechnically described in the catalog. Some fifty or more
others are also there.

If the greenhouse "bee is buzzing in your bonnet," this catalog will satisfac-

torily answer many of your queries. We will gladly answer the rest, either by
correspondence, or in person. Send for the catalog or send for us or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS

U-BAR CO.

1MADISON AYE,NEW YORK.
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THE CONNOISSEUR

TO buy cut glass witn surety or

securing real artistic merit and

intrinsic worth. one must needs be

informed on the subject.

First comes tbe necessity or knowinrf

now to distinguish genuine full-cut

ware from tbe pressed-cut sorts.

After this is required ability to select

tne really fine pieces from tbe mediocre

or commonplace in genuine cut glass.

TVe, tbe producers of

Cut <6toss
nave prepared a little took which we
call tbe Connoisseur Book tbe illus-

tration above being taken from its cover.

In this book we present such facts

regarding tbe production of cut glass as

will qualify its readers to Judge cut glass

values with discrimination and safety

in a word, as connoisseurs. This book

is, in condensed form, a comprehensive

exposition of cut glass making.

If you will mail us your card -with

your address we shall be glad to send

you a copy -without charge.

TUTHILL CUT GLASS CO.,
Middletown, N. Y.

Landscape Gardening
A course for Homemakers and Gar-

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prof.

Batchelor. of Cornell University.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are In de-

mand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Garden-

ing is indispensable to those who
Prof. Craig. would have the pleasantest homes.

2SO page Catalogue free. Write to-day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
.S.ADept. 226, Sprirgfteld, Mass.

the graceful reeds. Flowers may come
and go but "breezes" are always avail-

able, summer or winter.

Decoration Day usually means one of

the really hot days. Only a very few
flowers like Calla lilies are suitable for

cemetery use, at that time, as most blooms
become limp and unsightly, exposed to the

hot sun, long before the services begin.
One woman, who grows Montbretias as an

outside border for a long stretch of side-

walk, contributed the seeds in quantity.
The dainty green decorations, with their

perfect sun-resisting freshness, proved a

most effective and refreshing substitute for

half wilted flowers. The result will be an
extensive planting of "breezes" in many
gardens just for that one purpose. Mont-
bretias may be cut to the ground occa-

sionally coming on again in a few weeks.

They are very easily grown, a few bulbs

soon showing strong clumps. And they do
well in a wet place or a dry one growing
taller when freely watered.

Many new varieties are offered sup-
posed to be improved as to blooms, but I've

seen nothing better than the original red
and gold. In any, the real value is more in

the plant than the blossom. E. S.

The Sewage Disposal Problem on
the Insolated Country Plan

(Continued from page 435)
tion. This apparently impossible and
almost inconceivable consummation of

transforming a foul mass of closet sewage
into water pure enough to drink, and bet-

ter than much that is supplied to cities, is

effected by a process of septic bacterial de-

struction performed in an air-tight and

light-proof compartment. It is self-operat-

ing and extremely simple ; so simple that
it requires neither chemical nor mechanical
assistance to produce the seeming miracle.
Its self-generated bacterial action is com-
parable in chemistry to perpetual motion in

physics. The process has been quite aptly
likened to the battle of the Kilkenny cats

that continued to fight among themselves
until the last cat was dead only the septic
tank goes so far as to bury the cats.

Being lighter than water, the sewage
from the closet rises to the surface on en-

tering the septic tank, from which the
fresh air and light, that would naturally
neutralize or destroy the bacterial action,
is completely excluded, and the develop-
ment of bacterial life extremely rapid and
multitudinous. These bacteria, preying
upon one another, accomplish their own
complete annihilation during a period of

twenty-four hours.
As the solid matter is thus converted by

condensation under the peculiar atmos-

pherical conditions into a liquid form, it

settles to the bottom of the tank and even-

tually passes into the weir box, and thence

through the filter into tile outlets. This

may lead into a stream, an open ditch or a
convenient gutter, since the liquid as it

issues from the weir box is ninety-eight
per cent, pure water. The remaining tw.o

per cent, of impurities is removed as the

(Continued on page 468)

Paint Your House !

IwOWto;-

B^JStj
. _*N

IF
your house needs

paint paint it. Don't

wait just because lin-

seed oil happens to be high.

The entire increase in cost

of paint will not amount

to more than 5 per cent.,

which will be a very few

dollars at most, if the

paint is made from pure

linseed oil and

"Dutch Boy Painter
|

Pure White Lead
Not enough to pay for having a shabby look-

ing house. Get from your painter the cost

of 100 Ibs. "Dutch Boy Painter" pure
white lead, 4 gallons pure linseed oil, 1 gal-
lon turpentine, 1 pint turpentine drier. This
will make 8 gallons of old-fashioned paint
the cheapest per gallon as well as per job.

Send for Our Free Painting Helps
Ask for Helps No. SBI. We will send
color schemes, painting directions,
and names of

"
Blue List

"
Painters

in your community who use
"Dutch Boy Painter" white lead.

National Lead Company
New York, Boston. Buffalo, Cincinnati, Chicago.

Cleveland, St. Louis, San Francisco
(John T. Lewis & Bros. Company, Philadelphia)

(National Lead & Oil Company, Pittsburgh)

OPEN FIREPLACE FIXTURES
Andirons, Fenders, Firetools,
Fire Screens and Smokeless Gas Logs

We display a large selection of Period

Andirons; also an assortment of reproduc-
tions in Old Colonial Andirons, Hob Grates
and English Settee Fenders in Brass,

Bronze and Wrought Iron.

FranK H. Graf Mfg. Co. an5*
323 Seventh Ave., Cor. 28th St., New YorK

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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For The Bride
To have the wedding gifts

distinctive, lasting, valued,
cherished, in future years,
that's the thing.

The artistic Handel lamps

(for electricity, gas or oil)

solve the question. Not ordi-

nary so-called artistic lamps,
but veritable gems of lamp
construction.

Lamps made by those to whom the

making of them is a joy and an art.

Striking beauty of design, originality,

unquestionable utility make Handel
lamps gifts that are rated among the
bride's choicest possessions.
The name "Handel" on the lamp is

a guarantee of artistic individuality, of

perfect color harmony and the bride
knows it.

No. 5345, illustrated above, sells for
Write for illustrated booklet t

"Suggestions for Good Lighting."
2
In nearly every city and tdwn lead- !t showa many 8tyles of Hand.l

ing jewelers and lighting fixture dealers
sell Handel lamps. If your dealer does
not sell them send us his name. We
will refer you to one who does sell

Handel lamps.
Whether or not a dealer in your town

sells Handel lamps, we will make it

easy for you to procure them. Prices
range from $15 to $150.

THE HANDEL COMPANY
390 Main Street

Meriden, Conn.

lamps for oil, ga* or electricity,

New York Showrooms 64 Murray St.

Low Cost Suburban Homes
IF

YOU think of building in the -suburbs, this little book is just

the thing to help you decide many questions. It is an invaluable

assistant in determining the style, arrangement and decoration of

your new home.
Within its pages are descriptions, plans, and illustrations of nearly

100 houses of various cost and design, from the $1000 bungalow
of cosy comfort, with its five rooms and bath, to the cement house

complete in every detail for $8000. Pertinent suggestions for the

house-builder are here to simplify his problems and meet all condi-

tions of construction and location. This is an opportunity to get
ideas that others have put to practical usage.

60 pages, attractively Illustrated. Printed on coated

paper with art cover. Price 25 cents, postpaid

McBride, Winston & Co., 449 Fourth Ave., New York

An unclean, dusty, disor-

derly condition under liv-

ing rooms is a menace to

health. Fine floating dust

from such a cellar causes

unnecessary housework.

Avoid the "hard part of

tending the furnace." Make
fine dust, odors and dis-

ease germs go up the

chimney, where they be-

long.

Rotary Ash

Receiving System
Do away with boxes and barrels. All waste material not easily
burned is held with the ashes in strong galvanized iron cans con-
tained in a fireproof vault. Can revolves easily as filled. Ashes fall

naturally away from grates. Saves grates, improves draft and holds
accumulations of several weeks. Use one can for garbage.

Approved by Health Officers, Physicians, Architects and Dealers.
Saves the labor and drudgery of disposing
of ashes and garbage. Can easily be lifted

SHARP

out, carried away and replaced by
once a week or once a month.
Your dealer can install easily before he

sets up the furnace and anyone can dig a
pit and make the installation where furnace
or heater is already in operation. Be sure
that your Architect specifies the SHARP
Rotary Ash Receiving System. Your dealer
may not know about this new device yet.
Send us his name.

Write today for free catalog. Cor-
respondence u-itli Architects and

Dealers solicited.

W. M. SHARP CO.
133 PARK AVE. , Dept. 6, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Will hold from six to ten weeks'

accumulation of ashes, the re-

nioral of which is no effort.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
World's Choicest Nursery & Greenhouse Products

MA Y AND JUNE PLANTING
The proper way to buy is to see the material growing. We shall gladly give our

time and attention to all intending purchasers visiting our Nursery, and invite every-
body interested in improving their grounds to visit us. Our Nursery consists of 250
acres of highly cultivated land, and is planted with a choice selection of Ornamental Nur-
sery Products, placing us in a position to complete plantings and fill orders of any size.
EVERGREENS AND CONIFERS. More BOXWOOD. We grow thousands of

than 75 acres of our Nursery are

planted with handsome specimens. Our
plants are worth traveling any distance
lo see.

.ltOSES,.-_LN. ,PG-T.S.. .It.,,is. .important to

place orders at once, while we have
11.any thousands in choice new and
popular kinds. We are frequently sold
out of many varieties, causing disap-
pointment.

RHODODENDRONS. Many thousands
of acclimated plants in Hardy English
and American varieties are growing in

our Nursery.
BAY TREES. Our display of these fas-

cinating trees is larger this season than
ever. We are growing many hundreds
of perfect specimens.

HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES. We grow immense quantities
for all kinds of planting.

HARDY OLD FASHIONED PLANTS.

plants in many shapes and sizes. Every-
body loves the aroma of old-fashioned
Boxwood.

DECORATIVE PLANTS. We have 250,-
ooo square feet of greenhouses in
which we grow Palms for Conserva-
tories, House and exterior decorations.

JAPANESE WISTARIA IN TUBS. We
have a splendid lot of Japanese Wis-
taria in tu-bs which can be planted now
or any time during the Summer.

ENGLISH IVY. We are growing many
thousands of specimens of English
Ivies from 6-8 feet tall in pots. These
can be used for all kinds of decorative

Hundreds of thousands of new, rare
and popular varieties of these old time
favorites.

purposes.

BULBS AND ROOTS. Spring, Sum-
mer and Autumn flowering.

LAWN GRASS SEED. Our Rutheford
Park Lawn Mixture has given satis-
faction everywhere.

TUBS. We manufacture all shapes and
sizes. Ask for special list.

OUR NEW GIANT FLOWERING MARSH MALLOW. A new and perfectly
hardy Ribiscus for naturalizing or background effects and especially adapted for old
fashioned and shrub borders or individual grouping. Flowers are immense in size.
sometimes measuring ten inches and more in diameter. The colors range from white
to the most delicate and brilliant shades of crimson and pink. They begin to flower
in July and bloom profusely until late Autumn.
OUK NEW ILLUSTRATED GENERAL CATALOGUE NO. 40 will tell you about

the above and all our other products for Lawns and Gardens.
ASK FOR AUTUMN BULB CATALOGUE.

WE PLAN AND PLANT GROUNDS AND GARDENS EVERYWHERE.
WE CAN MAKE OLD GARDENS NEW AND NEW GARDENS OLD WITH OUR

"WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS."
VISITORS, take Erie R. R. to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line; 3 minutes'

walk to nursery.

BOBBINK & ATKINS, Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, Rutherford, N. J.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Because a// the blades are
of crucible tool steel, hard-
ened and tempered in oil

"PENNSYLVANIA"
Quality

LAWN MOWERS
are always sharp. No other
mowers have this grade of
steel the same kind as used in

all high-grade cutting tools.

"Pennsylvanias" will do ab-

solutely first-class work, and
wear almost indefinitely. They
are self-sharpening and do not

require re-grinding. This feat-
ure alone will soon pay for a
mower.
Ask your seedsman or hard-

ware dealer.

FREE ON REQUEST" The Lawn 1 1 s Making and
Care,'' a text-book written by a
prominent authority, will prove
most helpful to those interested
in lawns and shrubbery.
SUPPLEE HARDWARE COMPANY

P. O. Box 1582, Philadelphia

F
!AY & fiOWEN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

gives perfect lighting at low cost. Write for bulletins.

FAY & BOWEN EJiGINE CO.
125 Lake Street, Geneva, N. Y., U. 8. A.

Can Be Used In

HOUSE
and

GARDEN
For flowers and
vegetables. Used
as a spray. Get it

from ypnr dealer
or write for par-

A phiHP Manufacturing Co., Madison, N.J.

(Continued from page 466)

water runs over the filter and comes in

contact with the air, when it is as pure as

crystal spring water.

Since simplicity of construction gives the

most satisfactory results it is advisable to

discard plans of the types of tank that de-

pend on complicated mechanism for their

operation and adopt one which is at once

easy of construction, substantial, durable,

self-acting and simple.
The type of septic tank here described is

simplicity itself. When properly built it

will take up its work with the first flush of

the sewer and keep it up for generations
without any care or attention. This tank

may be built of stone, brick, concrete or

wood covered with cement. One of the

main essentials in proportion is that the re-

ceiving tank, or septic tank proper, should

have a capacity sufficient to hold the accu-

mulated product of the closets and sinks

for a period of forty-eight hours, the tank

being first filled with water to level of inlet.

A tank, for instance, four feet deep, six

feet wide and eight feet long, or containing

approximately two hundred cubic feet,

should be large enough, under ordinary
conditions, to accommodate the wastes of

a family of eight or ten persons. If the

waste from the bath is included, additional

space must be allowed for the increased

flow, though diverting the bath and wash
water will save expense in construction.

The weir box, which is mainly to pre-
vent agitation of the water, and the filter

tank may be in about the proportions indi-

cated in the drawing. The filter tank is to be
filled one-third its depth with very fine

sand, above that an equal depth of sand,
coarse gravel and fine charcoal, and the top
third of depth with coarse charcoal mixed
with small pebbles.
The outlet from sewage tank to weir box

should be fitted with an elbow with tile

reaching to within six inches of floor of

sewage tank, and the same with the outlet

from weir box to filter bed. The tile from
closets to tank should be of vitrified tile

large enough (six or eight inches) to avoid

possibility of clogging. A trap joint is

placed at location shown under the vent, to

prevent sewer gas returning to house. The
joints of sewer pipe are sealed with
cement.

To guard against the possibility of some
extraordinary condition arising that would
make it necessary to enter the tank to
clean it out or make repairs, a manhole
should be let in at the top, as indicated,

although tanks of this pattern have been
in operation for years without requiring
the least attention. Only one case is re-

ported where such a tank needed cleaning,
and that was where the refuse of a paper-
mill, where much of the waste is rags,

emptied into a large tank that requires
cleaning once or twice a year.
The top of the tank may be covered with

matched plank laid on joists. Where it is

intended to cover the tank with earth,
which is desirable, as it leaves no intima-

(Continued on page 470
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Dust is

the Airship
of the Microbe

Every particle of dust carries a full pass-

enger list of disease germs.

A carpeted floor is a dusty floor.

A varnished floor is a dustless floor.

Any floor may be made clean, sanitary,

up-to-date and beautiful.

A booklet on the treatment and care of

Floors, advertising nothing, but explaining

how floors may be made and kept clean,

beautiful and wholesome, will be mailed

free to any address, on request to the.

National association of"

Varnish Mfgrs.
636 THE BOURSE
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

j-"^--^

A Beautiful New Rose
Write for free illustrated circular describing our new Climbing

American Beauty the rose that grows out-doors and cornea out
a mass of three to four-inch flowers in June.

Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas Co., West Chester, Pa.

Smoky Fireplaces
Made to Draw

Your particular chimney problem studied by
experts, and estimatesgivenwithout charge. The
work is undertaken with this understanding:
We will not accept payment unless successful.

Kitchen ventilating systems, preventing cooking odor*.

FREDERIC N.WHITLEY^'
215 Fulton Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Write for Our Free Book on

Home Refrigeration
It tells you how

to select the Home
Refrigerator how
to know the good
from the poor how
to keep a Refrigera-
tor sweet and sani-
tary how your
food can be proper-
ly protected and
preserved how to
keep down ice bills
lots of things you

should know before
selecting any Refri-
gerator.
It also tells all about

I Always sold DIRECT"
and at Factory Prices
Cash or Monthly Payments

gKMonroe"
The Lifetime Refrigerator

with food compartments made in one piece of solid, un-
breakable White Porcelain Ware, over an inch thick, with
every corner rounded no cracks or crevices anywhere,
and as easy to keep clean as a china bowl how it differs
from other so-called "porcelain" refrigerators. The lead-

ing hospitals use the "Monroe** exclusively and it is

found today in a large majority of the very best homes.
The "Monroe'* is never sold in stores, but direct

from the factory to you on our liberal trial offer. Freight
Prepaid.

We are making a radical departure
this year {rom our rulc of al , cash

with" order and sell the"Monroe" on our liberal credit
terms to all desiring to buy that way. Just say, "Send
Monroe Book," on a postal card and it will go to you
by next mail. . (9)

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 16, Cincinnati, O.
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Bungalows
By HENRY H. SAYLOR

Here, at last, is the book

of the bungalow a book
that will tell you precisely the

things that you want to know in

the planning and building of

that summer home of yours.
Not in all the history of this

country has a type of building
so firmly gripped the great body
of the pepple as has this pictur-

esque, informal, convenient and

comparatively inexpensive type
of one-story house. And yet,

of the very few books devoted to it, is there a

single one that has done the subject justice

in a thoroughly practical, comprehensive and

dignified way? If you are developing in your

mind's eye a picture of that summer home
you will one day build on mountain, along
the shore or in the woods, this is the one
book you cannot do without.

208 Pages; 203 Illustrations
The book is most profusely illustrated and in

the most helpful way. In addition to the
floor plans the bungalows chosen are illus-

trated from photographs there are no mere
visionary schemes in the book at all. Every bun-

galow shown has actually been built and all are

representative of the work of leading architects

and amateur builders in various parts of the coun-

try. The bungalows illustrated by exterior, in-

terior and detail photographs, and by the plans
have been selected from hundreds of examples
selected so as to prove of the greatest value to the

prospective builder.

208 pages; 203 illustrations from photographs and

Large octavo volume in brown buckram,

All the interesting details of planning, building
materials for the exterior and interior walls; foun-
dations, roofs, fireplaces, water supply, sewage dis-

posal, lighting; as well as the no less important
matters of furniture and furnishing and the plant-
ing around the bungalow, are here clearly and
entertainingly set forth. No matter what partic-
ular sort of summer or vacation home you want,
you will find here all the guide-posts on the road

leading to a successful building successful not

only in appearances, but in arrangement and con-
struction as well.

floor plans. Price, $1.50 net; postage, 20 cen...

with a cover design by George Hood

McBride, Winston Co.
449 Fourth Avenue

New York

You may send me, postpaid,
one copy of BUNGALOWS,
for which I enclose $1.70

Name . .

Address

A simple bungalow of stucco at Brightwaters, Bayshore. L. I., with distinctive latticework
columns for the porch roof supports.

McBRIDE, WINSTON & COMPANY, Publishers, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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nterior Decorations

OF ALL KINDS

FOR

Country Houses

FURNITURE
WALL COVERINGS

RUGS
CURTAINS and PORTIERES

LAMP SHADES
PORCH FURNISHINGS

Mail Orders Promptly

Attended to

Miss Throop Miss Veerhoff
37 East 60th Street New York

To Sell Trees
and PlantsSalesmen Wanted

Free outfit. Commission paid weekly. Write for terms.

PERRY NURSERIES, Rochester, New York

Garden & Porch

Furniture

Rose Temples &
Arbors

Sena for new catalog

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO.

Beverly, Mass.

UNDERFEED
HEATING
SYSTEMS

Save 2 to% of Coal Bills

ET acquainted with the Underfeed coal-

burning, smoke-consuming way, which in-
sures clean, even heat at a saving of from one-

Jialf tx> two-thirds ot coal bills. This common-sense
method has unqualified municipal endorsement.

UNDERFEEDS^
Warm Air Furnaces-HotWater or Steam Boilers
burn cheapest slack and pea or buckwheat sizes of
hard orrsoft coal that would smother ordinary heating
plant^. You save the difference in coal cost.

Matson Tinker of Portland, Maine, writes: "I would
put in a Peck-Williamson Underfeed even at DOUBLE
the cost of a topfeed and consider it a good investment.
I figure I shall save double the extra cost of the Under-
feed the first year on my coal bill."

Heating plans of our Engineering Corps are FREE. Fill in the
coupon below and return TODAY lor FREE booklets and
fac-siimle testimonials.

THE
PECK-WILLIAMSON CO.

442 W. Fifth St.
Cincinnati. O.

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of
my coal bills from 50% to 66%%. Send me FREE

UNDERFEED
Name

Mdnst

(Indlette by X Rook-
let you deair*)

-Name of roar delict.

(Continued from page 468)
tion or suggestion of what is beneath, the

joists should be heavy enough to sustain

the added weight.
Where the closets are on the second floor

the tank may be on a level with the house ;

when on the first floor the tank must be

lowered sufficiently to provide a good fall

from house to tank through sewer pipe.
The outlet may be into a cesspool filled

with stones.

Septic sewage disposal tanks of this type
are in popular favor in the West, where

they are used not only for individual

houses, but for large public institutions,

and, to the writer's knowledge, for the

sewage disposal of towns and small cities,

and in every instance they are reported as

giving entire and perfect satisfaction.

A Vegetable Garden that Will Sur-

vive the Fall Frosts

(Continued from page 437)

qualities would place it high on the list, as

an addition to any garden planted pur-
posely for making a good appearance in

the fall.

Certainly a vegetable garden that is

green and productive two months after

tender vegetables have begun to look the

worse for wear, is worth a little attention

and labor in the planning and sowing. It

is very desirable to group all the hardy
sorts in some conspicuous part of the gar-
den plot. Then when it becomes necessary
to clear away the tender vegetables that

have become unsightly, the frost-proof
garden will still be attractive in appear-
ance and as profitable as it is decorative.

Frost that would destroy tender annuals
under a carpet covering will leave many
of these frost-resisters unharmed.

Remodeling an Old Long Island

Farmhouse
(Continued from page 439)

much of the work had to be done by hand,
and all sorts of ingenuity employed to
make inexpensive things serviceable and
attractive. For instance, instead of using a
thin stain for finishing stairway, wainscot-

ing and some of the new furniture, a thick
coat of paint of the desired color was ap-
plied and immediately wiped off. This
filled the pores, protected the wood and
gave a pleasing waxy finish. Another sav-

ing was made in filling irregular cracks
and spaces in the flooring. These were
made smooth and level by a home-made
crack-filler, consisting of white lead, whit-

ing, and the desired color, worked in and
kneaded to a dough consistency. This too
was much cheaper than the ready-made
kind. In the big living-room the floor was
painted a red tile color, and the crack-filler

colored to match the red tile shade of the
floor. Nor did its many uses end here, for
this very same combination was used for

leading the windows, the mixture being
dull gray instead of red. The pane of
glass to be leaded was laid over a design
drawn on paper and the lines followed with

(Continued on page 472)

Night
Watchmen
on country estates should

carry a Smith & Wesson
revolver because it can be

depended upon.

We have a beautiful booklet that

is sure to interest you.

May we send it to you[?

SMITH & WESSON
Manufacturers of Superior Revolvers

420 STOCKBRIDGE STREET
SPRINGFIELD - - - MASS.

THORBURN'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS
Containing a mixture of the finest grasses: Quart 250.
2 quarts 4$c. 4 quarts 8oc. Sent prepaid by mail to
any address in the United States. Dept. 2.

J. M. XHORBURN & CO., 33 BaroUr Street
New York

Building?
Are

You
Then let us send you copy of our new booklet,
H G-6, which tells all about the proper method of

finishingfloors and interior woodwork.

Johnson'sWood Dye
makes inexpensive soft woods jusl as

artistic and beautiful as hard woods.
Tell us the kind of woods you wil
use and we will mail you panels oj
those woods artistically finished

ogether with our 2jf booklet
all free and postpaid.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine,WisT
Thm Wood Finishing Authorities

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Is it here

THAT
information you've been looking for in regard to

some particular phase of build'ng? Probably it has

appeared in HOUSE 6 GARDEN try this index.

!opiesof these back issues will be mailed at 25 cents each, or if

you need six, send us a dollar, and they will be sent at once.

Architect's Fee -Feb., 'i*
Architectural Drawings

Jan., 'n
Architecture, Chicago
Type Oct., '10

Architecture, Colonial
Dec., '09

Architecture, Dutch Co-
lonial Feb., *io

Architecture, English
Plaster Mar., *io

Architecture, Half-timber
Jan., '10

Architecture, Italia n
May, '10

Bathroom P r o b 1 e m
Jan., 'n

Bay Windows Feb., '10
Bedrooms Feb.,

'

i o
Bookcases Feb.,

'

i o

Building Materials Jan.,
'10

Built-in Conveniences
Nov., '09

Bungalow Colony Nov.,
'10

Bungalows J u n e, '10,

July, '09

German Country Houses
Jan., 'ii

Glass, Leaded Sept., *io

Oreennouses Nov., '09 ;

Aug., '10; Sept., '10;
Nov., '10

Hardware Jan., 'n
Heat, Regulating the

Jan., *io

Heating Nov., '09
Hedge Apr.,

'

i o

Kitchens Jan., 'i i

Latticework Aug., '10

Lawn Apr.,
'

10 ; Sept.,
'09

Lighting May, '10; Dec.,
'10

Lighting Fixtures Jan.,

Mantels Oct., '09
Mirrors Dec., 09 ; Mar.,

Ornaments Feb., '10

Outbuildings Jan., '10

Camps July, '09, Sept.,
Picture Hanging F e b.,

Cellar Jan., '10

Chimneys Nov., '09
China Cupboards, Built-

in Mar., '10
Colonial Detail -Jan., 'n
Contracts A p r., '10,

Oct., '10

Decoration, Indian Art
Oct., '10

Decoration, Plaster Casts
Dec., '10

English Country Houses
Jan., 'n

Entrances, D o o r w a y
Jan., '10

Entrances, Garden Mar.,
'10

Entrances, Service Aug.,
'10

Extras Mar., '10

Farmhouse, Reclaiming
the June,

'

i o ; July,
*io: Dec., '10

Fireplaces Jan., *io

Fireproof House, The
Jan., 'n

Footstools Dec.,
'
i o

Floor Coverings May,
*io

Floors Oct., '09
Furnishings, P e r i o d

Oct., '10; Nov., *:o;
Dec., *io

Furniture J u 1 y, '09;
Oct., '10; Nov., '09

Furniture, A n t i q u e

Aug., '09
Furniture, Garden Apr.,

*io

Furniture, S u m m e r

May, '10

Garage Mar., 'io
Garden Furniture July,

Gardening, Japanese
Sept., 09; Jan., '10

Gardens, City July, '09;
Nov., '10

Gardens, Formal or In-
formal Dec., '09

Gardens, Rock May, '10

Gardens, Water July, *io

Gateways, Colonial Feb.,
*io

Pillows Nov., '10

Plumbing Sept., '10
Portieres Oct., '09
Porch Apr., '10
Porch (and terrace)

Jan., "10

Porch, Enclosed N o v.,

'09; Dec., '10

Porch, Sleeping Jan., '10

Porch Pillows July, '10

Remodeling N o v., '09;
Feb., '10; Mar., "iof
Apr., '10; May, *io;
July, '10; Nov., '10;

Dec., '10

Remodeling Farmhouses
June, ^10

Road Making July, '10

Roof Jan., '10

Rugs July, Oct., '09
Rugs, Domestic Oct., '10

Rugs, Oriental Dec., '09

Shrub Planting Oct.,

'09; Apr., '10

Shutters, Outside J a n.,

'10
Site, Choosing a Jan.,'io
Stairways N o v., '09;

Dec., '10

Stonework Jan., 'n
Summer Home July,

Oct., '09; Nov.,'09;
'09; Dec.,
'10; June,

9;
'09;
'10;

Jan.,
Sept.,

Summer Home Furnish-
ing June, '10

Tree Planting Oct., '09;
Mar., '10; Aug., '10

Vines Apr., *io

Wainscoting Mar., *io
Wall Coverings S e p t.,

'09; Dec., '09
Wall Fountains J u 1 y,

*io
Walls Aug., *io
Water Supply Jan., *io;

May, '10
Window Shades N o v.,

'10
Windows Jan., '10

Windows, Dormer Oct.,

'09
Workshop Dec., '10

Address House ?Garden Librarian

449 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK, N. Y.

IN
the design and

manufacture of

'Standard" Guar-
anteed Plumbing
Fixtures, sanitary

perfection is the first

consideration.

Their installation is an

assurance of home
health and comfort, and
is a guarantee of a life-

time of satisfactory and
economical service.

" The Plumbing Fixtures

shown in this advertise-

ment cost, approxi-
mately, $97.00, except^
when sold inthe Far West."

Genuine Standard" fixtures for

the Home and for Schools, Office

Buildings, Public Institutions, etc.,

are identified by the Green and

Gold Label with one exception.

There are two classes ofour Guar-

anteed Baths; the Green and Gold
Label Bath and the Red and Black

Label Bath. The Green and Gold

Label Bath is triple enameled. It

is guaranteed for five years. The
Red and Black Label Bathis
double enameled. It is guaran-
teed for two years. If you would
avoid dissatisfaction and expense,
install guaranteed fixtures. All fix-

tures purporting to be Standard"
are spurious unless they bear our

guarantee label.

Send for a copy of our beautiful
book

"
Modern Bathrooms." It

will prove of invaluable assist-

ance in the planning of your
bathroom, kitchen or laundry.
Many model rooms are illustra-

ted, costing from $78 to $600,
This valuable book is sent for 6
cents postage.

Standard cSamt Dept.40 Pittsburgh, Pa.

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS New York: 35-37 West 31st St.; Chicago: 415 Ashland
I)lock: Philadelphia: 1128 Walnut St.; Toronto, Can.: 59 Richmond St.. E.; Pittsburgh:
949 Penn Ave.; St. Louis: 100-2 N. Fourth St.; Nashville: 315-317 Tenth Ave., So.;
New Orleans: Cor. Baronne and St. Joseph Sts.; Montreal. Can.; 215 Cotlstine

Buildlnu: Boston: John Hancock Buildlne: Louisville: 321-23 W. Main St.; Cleveland:
648-652 Huron Road, S. E.: London: 53 Hoiborn Viaduct. E. C.: Houston. Tex.:
Preston and Smith Streets ; San Francisco: 1303-04 Metropolis Bank Building.

You Save over Half on NagS+SOSf] S Honest all Through
"BIU SIX" dialog Hailed Free.

Sli monej-BavlDg depart jientft Mission and

Bungalow furniture (On places) newWIllo-
Weave Furniture, Mission lamps, Clunj
Uo Curtains, etc. Wr.le TodaT.

We sell direct only

factory to you
saving you all

dealers' and jobbers'

profits, expensive
packing and one-

half the freight.

You put the com-

pletely finished sec- 4.in. TOP

tlons together. The
,

result is handsome,
substantial furniture
of the highest grade
at less than half
the cost of com-
mon place.

Tli re* Leares, top and pedestal look Included

that's the

proof.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO., 670 Edwin Street, Ann Arbor. Mich.

Quarter Sawn White Oak rich in

beautiful flake and grain used through-
out. You see just what you get it's

Honest All

Through.
Our name
and guar-
antee back
every piece
your money
back any
time you
say.
Try our

way ONCE

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Yourown Cottage^ the

Seaside or Mountains

THE
matter of expense need not stand in the

way of your having a real vacation in the hills

or at the seashore. Hodgson Cottages solve

the problem. If you do not know all about how
we have combined home comfort and attractiveness

with true economy in

HO DCS ON
Portable Houses

it will be worth your while to look over our beautiful ion catalog.

We have widened out in our twelve years of portable cottage
building. You will be sure to find something in the long line of

Hodgson Portable Cottages, Lodges, Bungalows, Retreats and
Seaside and Mountain " Summer Homes," that will meet your
requirements. Well-designed Porches, Verandas, Sun Parlors etc.

Cottages, one room to as many as wanted. Inexpensive G .rages
for one or more cars all of substantial character. We build to

withstand the severest storms. We will be glad to mail you catalog
on request.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 104 Adams Square, Boston, Mass.

CATALOG G

I

"There's a

Difference" in

Garden Hose
We have been

manufacturing it for

65 years.
Our catalog tells the story about our different

grades and prices.

New YorK Belting and
Paching Co., Limited}

(Continued from page 470)
this lead-colored putty. This has remained
intact through winter storms.

Upstairs there are four bedrooms and a
bath. The guest room has a dormer win-
dow with window-seat which lifts up, mak-
ing a cupboard underneath. As there -was
no place in this room for a bureau or even
a dressing-table, one had to be devised. A
bureau would have blocked out a small side

window, so the wall was pushed out over
the stairs and a shrine-like recess serves
the purpose of a dressing-table. A mirror

hangs above, and little lockers take the

place of drawers. These, with the win-
dow-settle and shelves under the sloping
roof, give to a small room many places for

stowing away things. The hall leads back
into the addition to bath and bedroom,
and is lined with sheathing stained a gray-
green. On one side a jointed door, held in

place by a wooden button, makes it easy to

get to the tank.

The comfortable bedroom in the addition
has two little dormers, and one large end

window, from which the ocean can be seen.
There are two more bedrooms on this floor,
one of which has a good-sized dormer win-
dow, so although the'house is really a small

one, it can accommodate a goodly company
with utmost comfort eight people, not in-

cluding the servant !

Outdoors the three acres have for the
most part been laid out in an orchard
apples and pears, and a few peaches, the

vegetable garden, and a lawn on one side.

This ends in a hidden garden. At present
it is not on display, as it is only in the pro-
cess of making, but there are always pos-
sibilities and there is joy in attempting to
realize them. The ramshackle fence,
which was falling to pieces and would have
been expensive to patch and renew, is re-

placed by a privet hedge which thrives.
This borders the hidden garden, with its

two althea trees at the opening, which are

being trained into an arch. Near by are
two little weeping willows, and within the
enclosure are hollyhocks, larkspur and
phlox, reduplicating, perhaps, those that

grew there long ago.
Two old cherry trees, outside of the

hedge by the roadside, instead of being
chopped down, are used as supports to a

thriving wistaria, which has almost cov-
ered them. Beside the house a group of
three poplars have been planted and

throughout the grounds each bare spot is

growing some tree, shrub, flower or grass
to add beauty to the setting.

Behind the house is a small, well-built

barn, used as a storehouse, and beyond is

the chicken-house and yard. Between the
house and barn is the kitchen garden,
screened by a grape-vine from the road,
and surrounded on the other sides by hon-

eysuckle.

So, in six years, a little bare, unprepos-
sessing house, in a barren, weed-tangled,
treeless tract, has been converted into a

cheerful, tasteful country home, sur-
rounded by garden and orchard and
shaded by all sorts of growing things

(Continued on page 474)
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GARDEN ORNAMENTS
T7ROM beautiful flower vases in Cast Iron

and Bronze to Fountains of artistic de-

sign, everything in metal ornaments for the

garden and lawn is included in our produc-
tions. Whatever you require in this line you
will find illustrated and described in one of

our catalogues.
We issue separate catalogues of Display Fountains,

Drinking Fountains, Electroliers, Vases, Grills and

Gateways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums,
Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings for Stable and Cow
Barn.

Address : Ornamental Iron Dept.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
FIFTH AVENUE Ctt 17tK STREET, NEW YORK

fWAMPAGE SHORES
READY THIS SPRING

A magnificently located, perfectly developed property of the high-
est class for people who desire a home for the Summer or all the
year 'round, at not too great cost.
ONE MILE OF ACTUAL WATERFRONT on Manhasset Bay, Sands

Point, Long Island. Opposite Great Neck. Railroad Station Port Washing-
ton. No road or reservation in front. Surroundings and restrictions insure
absolute privacy and protection and make Wampage Shores the most ideal
site ever offered. It is the coolest spot around New York in Summer.

Plots % Acre up with every possible convenience running water supply,
electric power and telephone lines in conduits. Splendid Macadam roads.
Elegant Landscape gardening.

Send for photographs or better let us take you out for personal inspection.

S. OSGOOD PELL & COMPANY 542 Fifth Ave.
TELEPHONE BRYANT 5610

NEW YORK

II

f II

One Of Otir Farmstead Greenhouses
And why do we call it a "Farrngtead"? Simply because it is a farm greenhouse

[-^attached directly to the farmhouse. It only goes to show how indispensable greenhouses
are getting to be. Cold frames are all right in their way, but if you really want to raise
top notch plants, with the least trouble and a surety of success, then a greenhouse is
the thing.

Here and there we hear every once in a while of some one putting up an all-wooden
house on a private place. Of course you and I wonder at it in these days of the splendid
Iron Frame construction, with all their lightness, attractiveness and wonderful endurance

Any Iron Frame house is better than a wooden one, but there are certain hard and
fast reasons why Hitchings' is actually the best. Give us a chance to give vou the
reasons. As a starter, send for the new catalog. It is beautifully illustrated

HitcHings (SL Company, Main Office and Factory: Elizabeth, N. J.New York Office: 1170 Broadway

(Continued from page 472)
which bring the bounty of flowers, fruits

and fresh vegetables. All this has been

accomplished with the smallest possible

outlay of funds. The expenditure has

always meant improvement. The young
woman worker has had enjoyment and

gratification in a country house, out of all

proportion to the money, labor and time

invested, for it is an expression of her own
personality.

Summering the More Tender
House Plants

(Continued from page 442)
uation

;
and as for cuttings, anything that

will root in any situation and under any
conditions will root here

;
it is only neces-

sary to thrust the cutting up to the first

joint or leaf bud in the sand between the

pots and leave them, and in an astonish-,

ingly short time they will be found to have
taken root and commenced growth.

Roses, especially, root readily here
;
be-

gonias and gloxinias grow as if by magic,
and if one forms the habit of sticking all

the cuttings, stems of cut flowers of many
kinds, and the like, into the sand, when fall

comes there will be a fine lot of little plants

waiting to be potted.
In arranging the plants in the sand-box

care should be taken to place such sun-lov-

ing plants as the geraniums in the front or

on that side of the box which receives the

most sunshine. Shade-loving plants should
be shielded from too great amount of sun-

shine by being placed in the rear of the box
or behind taller plants. So, too, cuttings
of shade-loving plants may be thrust in be-

tween the pots where they will be shielded

from the sun
; gloxinia leaves may be laid

flat on the sand with the stem thrust under
a pot and in this position will quickly form
a callus and then a bulb, and by fall will be

ready for potting; if kept growing during
winter it will be large enough to bloom in

the following summer.
The sand-box may be beautified with

trailing vines, and vines may be planted in

the rear of the box and trained on the wall
to form a background. Choice greenhouse
vines which one hesitates to commit to the

ground may be grown here in perfect safe-

ty, providing there is sufficient sunshine.
The passiflora, Southern Beauty, is a fine

vine for this purpose as it is a very free

bloomer and the blossoms are of great
beauty.
The sand-box may be kept gay with the

blossoms of the tuberous begonias, glox-
inias, amaryllis and fancy-leaved caladiums
if one wishes to devote it to this purpose, or
it may be made to serve the double part of

utility and beauty.

New Old Possibilities in Stucco
Houses

(Continued from page 445)
terity of line, already referred to regarding
concrete houses, again crops out. In its

plasticity, however, lies a remedy for this

repellent hardness, and it needs only some-

(Continued on page 476)
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Cottage Furniture
LEAVENS MADE

FOR SHORE AND MOUNTAINS

4*
<J There is no instance where an ex-

ample of the individual taste is more

conspicuously displayed than in the

selection of appropriate furniture ;

Leavens Furniture gives an unlimited

field for its exercise.

^ Simple in construction and design, artistic

in effect. Especially adapted for Shore and

Country houses. Of solid oak construction

and finished to suit the individual taste, or to

match surrounding interiors. If so desired,

furnished unfinished.

<I The privilege of allowing the buyer to select

a finish to conform to his or her ideas, is an

original idea with us and does not mean any
additional expenditure.

fl Safety in ordering from us is assured, for

satisfaction is guaranteed.

^ Send for set No. 1 , consisting of 200
illustrations.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

32 Canal Street, Boston, Mass.

UNIQUE
Garden Furniture

DECORATIVE
1 AND ;=^^^=DURA B L E

TO BEAUTIFY YOUR
LAWN OR GARDEN

H. R A MM
1127 Washington Street,

HOBOKEN, N. J.

Goldwell Lawn Mowers
Hand, Horse and Motor

Coldwell's Motor Lawn Mowers
Will do the work of three horse

lawn mowers and do it better

will mow up 20 per cent grades. <J They leave

no hoof-prints as horses do. <I They will roll the lawn

smoothly. <J They do away with the expense of two

men and three horses. ^ They are of no expense
when not in use. <J They are simple to operate and

economical. <jj They are a necessity on every large lawn

Catalogue sent on request

Manufactured by

Goldwell Lawn Mower Go.
Newburgh, N. Y.

Let us HELP YOU with your
Color Scheme

Whether your house is half-timbered, shingled all over or rough clap-

boarded, it should harmonize with its surroundings as well as being artistic

in Itself. Our miniature stained shingles will enable you to decide, right on
the ground, which colors are best.

Dexter Brothers' English Shingle Stains
do more than beautify they protect, adding years to the life of the wood.
And the colors will not fade. The secret lies in the use of the best English

ground colors mixed in linseed and our own Dexter preservative oils.

Write for booklet and sample miniature shingles TODAY.

Dexter Brothers Co., 115 Broad St., Boston. Mau.
hr.neh.: 11:13 Brodw.r, K. . HIS R.e.St., FhltadeiphU, P

Makers Q/ Petrifax Cement Coatinn
AGENTS; H. M. Hooker Co., Chicago, F. H. McDonald. Grand

Rapids, Mich. F. T. Crowe Co., Seattle. Spokane, Tacoma. Wash.
and Portland Ore. Carolina Portland Cement Co., Biinnngham
and Montgomery, Ala., Jacksonville, Fla., Charleston, S. r.. New
Orleans, L.. F. S. Coombs, Halifex. N. S., E. B. Tolten, Security

Bide., St. Louis. Mo. M. D. Francis, Atlanta, Georgia. Sherman*

Kimbal, San Francisco. Cal., AND DEALERS.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Let us send you our

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

and tell you

why you ought

to have the

Majestic
Coal

Chute

Let us show you how this ingenious contrivance
prevents the battering of your foundation walls, mu-
tilation of your window sills, defacing of your paint.
Let us show you how it saves your lawn and walks
and halves the labor of putting in the coal. Let us
show you how it pays for itself the first year and
lasts longer than your house. If it is as good as
we say, you need it, don't you? Well then, make ul
prove it. Whether your house is old or new. send
for that ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR. Write to-

day to

The Majestic Furnace and Foundry Co.

Dept. CC :: :: Huntington, Ind.

REMOVABLE
STEEL
CLOTHES
POSTS

Cheaper than wood and
last a lifetime.

For full description write for

Folder D, or ask your dealer.

Milwaukee Steel Post Co.
Milwaukee Wisconsin

FIRE-PROOF HOMES
At Ridge Crest, Summit, N. J.

50 Minutes to Broadway
$10,000 to $16,000. Illustrated booklet free.

HOTCHKISS-JOBS REALTY CO.
SI 111 KHAN BROKERS

30 Church St., NewYork, and Summit, N.J.

With Self-Watering Metal Linings
will enhance the beauty of your plant* by their artistic <le-

atgn, construction and coloring. The Self-watering Linings will
proride your plant* with lubirrigation. helping them to grow
very luxuriantly with a minimum of attention. Send for cata-
log giring full description of our Art * Crafts basket.

Burlington Basket Shops, Burlington, la.

SARGENT
Cylinder |
Locks :;

It is easier to tear a door away
splinter by splinter than to open a

Sargent Cylinder Lock without the

rightful key. This lock provides the
maximum of lock security. It is

the finest development of the pin-
tumbler lock principle.

But this is not the only reason why
you should place Sargent Locks on
the doors of your home, office build-

ing or other structure. Long wear
and economy should be considered.

Sargent Locks are wrought in honest
metals by skilled workmen with
such mechanical accuracy that they
work smoothly and surely through
long years of service. Annoyance
and repair bills are eliminated.

Sargent Cylinder Locks include

single and duplex cylinders in types
suitable for every purpose; also cyl-
inder padlocks. Lock systems, mas-
ter-keyed to any extent, are made to

suit the different requirements of

apartment houses, office buildings
and other large structures.

Your hardware dealer can furnish Sargent Locks. Ask him. If you are

building, ask your architect to specify Sargent Hardware throughout.

The Sargent Book of Designs sent free illustrates rr.^ny patterns in

artistic hardware, harmonizing with the various styles of architecture,
and contains much information of value. Write for it. Our Colonial
Book is also sent on request.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 142 Leonard St., New York

Water SupplyWithout Cost
This is practically what the windmill means. It is the most perfect pumping

equipment known. It insures always an unfailing water supply. Requires no
care beyond occasional oiling, which any one can do. No repairs. Being auto-

matic, the cost of operation is nothing beyond a few dollars a year for oil.

But you must get the right kind of mill.

CORCORAN 'WINDMILLS
have been the standard for 40 years and are in use on the finest places in the

country. They are absolutely noiseless and free from vibration.

We build windmills to harmonize with any architectural scheme. The hous-

ing for the windmill frame can be built as an annex to the house to contain
servant's quarters, bachelor's rooms, children's play house, billiard room, etc.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 17 John Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention Hou AND GAKDIN.
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V/'OUR house is not a home
* unless your furniture

fits. Harmony gives beauty,
dignity, restfulness all that
a home should mean; what-
ever quarrels or crowds robs your room
of character and charm. The perfect bed
for one chamber may spoil another one
How solve this problem of beauty plus

service. For a good bed should last a
life-time. Steam heat should not make
it rickety. Against dampness, climate
and city grime, it should be proof. In
design, it should harmonize with your
other furnishings. In height and size,
it should fit your room.
Kimball & Chappell solid brass beds

satisfy all these conditions. No others
can. Ninety-six styles, in three widths,
several heights, and two finishes give you
choice of correct and charming designs
in Louis XVI, Colonial, Flanders and
other "periods", Bungalow beds like
that above for small homes and
apartments; statelier models for larger
chambers. But all supreme quality solid
brass with satin-gold surfaces sealed
under twelve coats of imported Rylamder
lacquer, hand applied and baked on.
Beds that fit and last.

Our Style Books for the asking. Samples
of tubing also showing the difference
between our solid brass and imitation
veneers. Ask us today.

Kimball & Cbappell Company
2839 Loomis Street Chicago, 111

I
Send $1.UU for our 120-page book

"cm oim Simon Residences"

Showing Photos and
Plans of Houses act-

ually built, ranging
from BUNGALOWS to

. HIGH-CLASS HOMES.
REEVES & BAILLIE. Architects. FEORIA. ILL

JAPAN BAMBOO STAKES
Support l.ili.-s. Roses, Chrysanth,

Pot and Herbaceous Plants
100 500 1.000

Green colored, 2 ft $0.75 $3.25 $6.00
3 ft 1.50 5-50 10.00

color, 6 ft i.oo 3.50 6.00
ahlias, Tomato Vines, Young Trees,

Shrubs, Ktra Strong
12 IOO

6 ft.i> }4-i inch diam $1.00 $7.00
* *' "

1.25 8.00

Address: H. H. BERGER & CO.. Dept. 28TO Warren St. New York

I

Natural

JL .

(Continued from page 476)
charming and appropriate in a modern
Mission room. Arras cloth with an ap-

plique design of linen couched on it makes
beautiful curtains and portieres to go with

the Mission or Craftsman furniture that

is popular for simple country houses. For
Colonial or Georgian rooms that one sees

so often, or with the simpler style of

French furniture, there are beautiful

chintzes and cretonnes and silks that har-

monize perfectly.
There is an old farmhouse on Long

Island that has been made over into a most

delightful country house, and the furnish-

ing throughout is consistent and charming.
The curtains are reproductions of old de-

signs in chintz and cretonne. The living-

room, with its white panelling to the ceil-

ing, its wide fireplace, old mahogany fur-

niture, and curtains gay with parrots and

flowers, hanging over cool white muslin,
is a room to conjure with.

If the walls of a room are plain in color

one may have either plain or figured hang-
ings, but if the wall covering is figured it

gives a feeling of unrest if the curtains are

figured, too. Sometimes one sees bed-
rooms and small boudoirs where the walls

and curtains show the same design, but it

must be done with skill, or disaster is sure
to follow.

If one has to live in the town house

through the summer do not make the fatal

mistake of taking down the curtains and

living in bare discomfort during the hot
season. If the curtains are too handsome
to be kept up, buy a second set of inex-

pensive ones that can be washed without

injury. It is better that they should stop
the dust, and then go into the tub, than
that one's lungs should collect it all. Cur-
tains are useful as well as ornamental, and
a house without them is as dreary as break-
fast without coffee.

Old Glassware American
FT is, of course, with our own product

that the American collector has most
to do, since old glass is rare in this country,
and there are comparatvely few imported
specimens to be had outside of the private
collections which have been treasured and
passed down the years as heirlooms. Of
the glass to be found here, there are sev-
eral very broad classifications : table ware,
comprising goblets, wine-glasses, and de-
canters

;
flat ware, such as butter-plates,

sauce dishes, and salt-holders
;
and lastly,

flasks and bottles. With this third class

collectors of purely American products
have most to do.

While it is true that the American bot-
tles are not so beautiful as the English,
still they are quaint and interesting, and
the average collector seems to treasure the
home specimens as enthusiastically as the

foreign ones. Many were manufactured
to commemorate some event of national

importance. Judging from the number of
the commemorative pieces, we may infer
that the glass-makers at that time were
particularly enterprising. Certain it is that

(Continued on page 480)
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Wilson's Outside Venetians
Blind and Awning Combined

For town and country houses. Very durable and artistic.
Easily operated from inside Admit air: exclude sun rays.

Special Outside Venetians

Wilson's Porch and Piazza Blinds

for porches and piazzas,
exclude the sun

; admit
the breeze. Virtually make
an outdoor room.
Orders should be placed

now for early summer.
Write for Catalogue
Venetian No. 3."

Also Inside Venetians,
Rolling Partitions, Rolling
Steel Shutters, Burglar
and Fireproof Steel Cur-
tains, Wood Block Floors.

JAS. G. WILSON
MFG. CO.

1,3 & 5 West 29th St.
New York

Better Lawns, Flowers and Vegetables with

WlZai*d Brand Manure
Wonderful results quickly. No weeds orforeign grasses.

Economical and convenient to use. Unequalled for lawn,
flowers, trees, shrubs, fruit, meadows ana grain fields.

prepaid

jtt.

FREE

GUIDE

BOOKS
Wiite today. They

tell you where to go to find

just the kind of a good
time you want. They describe the

pleasures and pastimes of

New England Vacations
They give the location and altitude of
every mountain, lake, and seashore re-
sort with detailed lists of 2,000 hotels
and boarding houses, including rates
and accommodations.
Thl Helpful Information FKEE If you rite at once
for one ofthese hooks.
Manual of Summer Rwortt, N. Y.. N. H i H. K. R.
Territory
Hw England Vacation Resorts, Boston & Maine R.R.
Territory
Vacation Board and Summer Ton in Maine Maine
Central R. K. Territory. .-IJJrtss

ADVERTISING BT7HEATT
Room 977 bo. Station, Boston, Mass.

The New England Lines.
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Opens with the Foot

THREE THINGS YOU NEED
FIKST: The only Sanitary method
of caring for garbage, deep In the
ground m heavy galvanized bucket
with bail. No odora, etc. Away
from dogs and cats. The typhoid
fly cannot tret at it and distribute
poisonous germs. Health demands it.

UNDERGROUND GARBAGE RECEIVER

UNDERFLOOR REFUSE RECEIVER

[UNDERGROUND EARTH CLOSET
SECOND: This clean, convenient
way of disposing of kitchen ashes,
cellar and yard refuse, doing
away with the ash or dirt barrel
nuisance; also stores your oily
waste and sweepings. Fireproof,

flush
j with; garage

floor.

THIRD: Is intended
'Ey t ^ t

t" supply a safe and *"*' '

*

I sanitary method for not pointing the water
supply, and prevents the danger from the
house or typhoid fly around the camp or
farm, disseminating poison to its owners.

Sold Direct. Send for Circulars on each.
Nine Tears in practical use. It pays to look us up

G. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr,
20 Farrar Street, Lynn, Mass.

A Camp Necessitymmmmf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m

HREAD
AND

THRUM
RUGS

THREAD
and

THRUM
RUGS

are now made
seamless in any

width up to

16 FEET
and any length ; in any color or
color combination. 65 regular
shades any other shading made
to match. Send for color card.

YOU ohoo.. th *l(l. Constable S Co., Selling Agents. New VorK

oior,we'll muko Thread & Thrum Work Shop. Auburn. N. Y
tho rug.' ^^^^^^^^^^^^MV^HH^^^^^^H^V^

[
This offer will not be maa e again]

SO THAT EVERYONE MAY BUY
The Standard of Proper Style

NEW
RKMA._ ^

WUGHVILLOUE
FURNITURE:

SINCE
***JV)3L*

High Quality ^^^^and Good Value"

U) THE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET,
Group Pictures with Prices, Leaves of Special "offers
and Freight Concessions all are mailed Free on recuect

(6) THE PORTFOLIO OF SKETCHES
with Complete Pricelist is mailed for 25 cents,

allowed on first order ent for McHughwillow Furniture

(c) THE McHUGH BAR HARBOR CHAIR,
of full size, with soft Seat Cushion in any color preferred
is shipped orweceipt of $5, Money Order or N. Y. Draft

JOSEPH P. McHUGH & CO. NEW YORK
St. WEST, at FIFTH AVE.

Opposite New Public Library
(Only Address Since 1884)

NO AGENTS NO BRANCHES

EdcbordMiller
<^ LIGHTING

V FIXTURES

This mark 's y ur guarantee

The Name
"MILLER"

un Gas, Electric or Combination Light-
ing Fixtures insures the highest quality.
This means not only beautiful and artis-

tic designs, but substantial construction,

tight joints, select material and superior
finishes.

MILLER Lighting Fixtures are made
for both moderate-priced and expensive
residences. Many of the finest homes
in America are fitted with MILLER
Fixtures. When desired, special designs
will be executed to conform to any
style of decoration for private or public
buildings.

Order MILLER Fixtures from your
dealer. Write to us for illustrated

booklets, stating the kind of lighting in

which you are interested.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.

Factory: 15 Miller St., Meriden, Conn.

(jt. 1844.)

51549

6089
8127 5070

;

4591

tig 5496

Garden Furniture

CATALOGUES ON

REQUEST

TOGNARELLI & VOIGT
COMPANY

2302 Chesnut Street Philadelphia, Pa,

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Dutch Bulbs and Plants
direct from Holland
Have you ever seen a real Dutch Bulb catalog-

a catalog of Dutch Bulbs issued by the house
that grew them?
Do you understand the difference in sizes

and qualities that exist in Dutch Bulbs-
do you realize that your lack of success with
these Harbingers of Spring may be due to
the fact that each Fall you
are planting culls instead of
real FIRSTS?
Impelled by the increas-

ing American demand for
the choicest bulbs, by the
tendency of the middleman
to sell the cheaper sortings
at the price of the best

the largest^growers of
Bulbs 'and Plants

in Holland

will hereafter sell direct to
the consumer from their
American Branch House.
This is the first direct

branch of any Dutch grower
in America through the --

same firm has branches in Thl I* Pride of Haarlem Tulip,
other leading countries. carmlny rose,one-ninth actual surface
Our catalog will appeal to

all flower lovers to the man who buys ten tulips, hyacinths or

daffodih, and the man who buys ten thousand to those who
want Spring flowering bulbs outdoors, as well as those who
want the best for forcing indoors.
Our shipment of Dutch Bulbs for Fall Planting is now be-

ing made up. We suggest that you order early as it will be

impossible to fill orders after this American allotment is sold.

A few prices which show what real first quality bulbs cost

j?hen bought direct.

Ifyacin(bs-$2.oo per 100, up
Tulips^ $1.00 per 100, up

Narcissus (Daffodils 7sc per ioo tup
Crocus 4oc per 100, up

Shall we send that Dutch Bulb Catalog?

Gt, Van Waveren and Kruijff
LOUTS BERGER, Manager

American Branch House, 529 Bourse Blflg., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Home offices and nurseries. Sassenheim, Holland.
Other branches, Moscow, Russia. Leipsic, Germany.

Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic.

Have Yon Seen The Latest Garden
Novelties ?

rpHEY include musical
1 Garden ornaments,
concealed lawn chimes,
combined rose bush foun-
tains with chimes with or
without electric illumina-
tion). Smaller models for
table decoration. These
novelties are placed on the
market this season for the
first time. These chimes
can be concealed by flow-
ers or vines, and the least
breath of air will produce

the sweetest tones, coming apparently from a dis-

tance. We also have a full line of all kinds of gar- ta]n ^th or with-
den furniture, vases, settees, fountains and all rt,,t illumination
other garden beautifies. Write for Catalogue.

C

AMERICAN GARDEN BEAUTIFYING COMPANY
430 4th Avenue, NEW YORK

A. S. JAKOBSON, Inventor.

rosebush foun-

HALL CLOCKS
For the present we offer

you the opportunity of pos-
sessing a full-sized, g-tube,
double chiming Hall Clock,
guaranteed of the highest
grade in every respect, at

the same price at which we
have been selling dealers for

the past seventeen years.

Write for prices, illustra-

tions and the broadest prop-
osition ever placed before a

consumer by a manufacturer
of guaranteed highest grade
goods. Twenty-three exclu-
sive designs from which to

select.

GRAND RAPIDS
CLOCK &> M. CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Ettabliihmd in 1890

(Continued from page 478)
when Jenny Lind came to us in 1850 and

1851, and souvenirs which bore her name
were eagerly sought, the "Jenny Lind"

flask appeared. Its home was Glassboro,

New Jersey.
In shape it was globular with long, slen-

der neck, and the original design on one

side of the bottle was a portrait of the

famous singer, while the other side bore

a view of the glassworks. Subsequently
other firms adopted the shape and orna-

mented it with their own devices. It is an

interesting bit of information that the orig-

inal metallic mould of this flask was un-

earthed a few years ago at the works of

the company who had made it.

Other designs produced at this period
and later, were the Lafayette bottles, in

commemoration of the visit to this country
of that famous Frenchman, and the old

A rare old piece of American glassware with
the cherry tree design

log cabin whiskey bottles, moulded in the

shape of a house. Relics of the Harrison

campaign in 1840 still exist in old flasks

and inkstands shaped as bee-hives, log-
cabins and cider barrels.

Between 1840 and 1850, Philadelphia
was an important glass manufacturing cen-

tre, with the result that today in this coun-

try can be found good specimens, and many
of the designs can be traced to their orig-
inal source. Carefully stored on the cup-
board shelves of the outlying farmhouses
are many of these old flasks with designs
peculiar, patriotic, political, and Masonic,
now filled with elderberry wine, brandied

cherries, molasses, or even boneset tea.

About eighty of these queer old flasks

and bottles have thus far been discovered,
of which about fifty have been identified.

Of these, twenty-nine have representations
of the American eagle ;

nineteen bear the

head of Washington, and thirteen of Tay-
(Continued on page 482)

Simple Wire Fences
For Country Homes

Every argument favors an Anchor Post Fence for

permanency. They do not hide the ground, yet afford
full protection from people and animals strong, durable,
artistic, cleanly make no shade, thereby allowing full

sunlight to plants or shrubs do not harbor leaves or
snowbanks grass can be cut close to and under them
will hold true to alignment easily cared for, and most
important of all, the posts are galvanized. All these argu-
ments recommend the Anchor Post Iron Fence.

We design, build and erect, when desired, fences,
entrance gates, iron railings, ete. for estates, lawns,
gardens and farms, each fencing

'

especially adapted to
its purpose. Illustrated catalogue upon request.

Anchor Post Iron WorKsj
11 Courtland St (llth floor) NEW YORK

BURN GREEN WOOD
in your fireplace. You can do it if your fireplace
is properly designed and equipped with our Iron
Throat and Reinforced Cement Smoke Chamber.

Enclose stamp and send for our booklet,
"Hints on Fireplace Construction."

THE H. W. COVERT COMPANY
169 DUANE STREET NEW YORK

-
Chemical
FIREENGINEM

For the Protection of

Country Homes,
Villages and Factories
Especially when located some distance
from a Fire Station.

Throws a stream 75 to 85 feet.

Better than r thousand gallons of wat
. Extinguishes fire in Oil or Gasolene.

May be operated by one man.
Costs almost nothing to maintain.

Absolutely Safe
Lasts a Lifetime
Better than Insurance
which does not save
treasures which cannot
be replaced.

Badger
Fire Extinguisher Co.
34 H.Portland St.

Boston, Mass,
Full information
sent on request.

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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CA
EK

Terra Cotta is the

ideal material for

out-door use, com-

bining strength and

durability with high

artistic qualities.

Our productions

are suitable for

both in-dour

and out-door

decorations.

CbTTA

The Galloway
Collection

Contains replicis

of antique art and

original designs
adapted to present

needs and in keep-

ing with pre-

vailing archi-

tecture.

Send for Catalogue showing Extensive Collection

of Flower Pots, Vases, Sundials, Fountains, Benches
and other Garden Furniture.

Cp.
3218 "WX.T.HUT ST.PHI L,AKEtPH LrV.

The Finest Evergreen
GROUND COVERS
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, LEUCOTHOE
CATESBAEI, GALAX APHYLLA, MITCHELLA
REPENS AND OTHERS BEST PLANTS FOR

RHODODENDRON BEDS

CATALOGS

Highlands Nursery HARLAN P. KELSEY, OwOCT
(3,800 ft. elevation in
Oarol inA Mountains. )

and Salem Nurseries

Hardy American Plants

SALEM, MASS.

eular

HE HEART OF HOUSE
HEATING

Don't blame the
coal-man, and don't
blame the weather,
if you are a victim
of house-heating
troubles.

If you are build-

ing a new house, or
if you plan to re-

place your present
heater, we shall be
pleased to explain
to you fully why
DUNNING HEAT-
ING BOILER
users burn less coal
and have warm
homes, warm in

every corner and at
all times. i

The right heater
now. means com-
fort for many yeara
to come. D U N-
NING BOILERS
are built to last, on
scientific principles,
that develop all the
heat units of the
fuel used. They are

absolutely safe and simple to install and operate.
Send for our complete catalog.

New York Central Iron Works Co.. S Msln St., Geneva, N. Y,

Civilization from

Signal Fire to Telephone
THE telephone gives the widest

range to personal communi-

cation. Civilization has been ex-

tended by means of communica-

tion.

The measure of the progress of

mankind is the difference between

the signal fire of the Indian and

the telephone service of to-day.

Each telephone user has a per-

sonal interest in the growth of the

whole telephone system.

He is directly benefited by every
extension of his own possibilities.

He is indirectly benefited by the

extension of the same possibilities
to others, just as he is benefited

by the extension of the use of his

own language.

Any increase in the number of

telephones increases the usefulness

of each telephone connected with
this system.

The Bell System is designed to

provide Universal service.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One ^System Universal ^Service

The Vase for Your Garden
A large variety of Ornamental Garden Vases in Marble, Stone and

Pompeian Stone are on exhibition at our Studios. These vases add a

touch of the ornate to the garden, and are very practicable for small

flowering plants, palms, vines, etc.

All our models are executed by skilled workmen, and our prices are

reasonable.

We are the oldest and largest manufacturers in America of Garden and Hall

Ornaments in Imitation Stone. Individual designs carefully followed

Send for Catalogue J of Vaset and Other Qarden Furniture

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Factories : Astoria, L. I.

Cararra, Italy 226 Lexington Ave., NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertiser! please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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Hardware for Homes of Refinement
The illustration shows a Dutch door with an old style knocker,

and a Unit lock of Flemish design. This is but one of hundreds of

artistic combinations of Corbin hardware that can be made. It is the

kind that will add to the value and the beauty of your new home.

Send for publication OKI 7, Corbin Colonial Hardware.

P. & F. CORBIN, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
P. & F. CORBIN P. & F. CORBIN P. & F. CORBIN

of New York of Chicago Philadelphia

WHEN IN BOSTON STAY AT THE

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STS.

A high-class, modem house, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. Lone
distance telephone in every room.

Ladles traveling alone are assured of courteous attention.

AMOS H. WHIPPLE. PROPRIETOR.

The Plan Shop BUNGALOW BOOK
with a supplement of Summer Cottages ($200 and up) embodies the
latest ideas in the Bungalow art and offers something different in design
and construction for cosy camps and low cost homes.

It costs less in time, patience and money to build from practical plans
the Plan Shop kind at $5 and upwards

The designer is a Californian and knows the bungalow by heart.
The book is bristling with interest and suggestions for all home makers.

Price Fifty Cents.
ROIL1N P. TUTTLE. Architect. 630-6JI Andmg Building. Minneapolis, Minn.

(Continued from page 480)
lor. There are also many oddly shaped de-

signs in the shape of fish, animals, men,

violins, etc., but these are of uncertain date

and origin, and therefore do not appeal to

an enthusiast who desires chronological in-

formation in regard to his collection.

The oldest designs we have here in

America could not have been made before

1825 and since most of them were pro-
duced between 1848 and 1852, we can be

justifiably amused at the accounts fre-

quently published, of remarkable discov-

eries of Taylor or Washington flasks im-

bedded in the foundations or stone walls of

buildings erected more than a hundred

years ago.

Perhaps most particularly to the collect-

or of old glass considerable scope in price

A characteristic design on early American
glassware; the "Father of His Country"
bottle

is given. Much or little may be paid for

the old bottles and decanters, although in

the past twenty years, the price of old

glassware has steadily risen. If Charles
Lamb is right when he says that everyone
should have a hobby, even if it is no more
than collecting strings, what more worthy
cause could enlist the collector than the as-

sembling of this beautiful old glass whose

history seems so interwoven with our

country's? The quest for old glass seems
to be one where quality, not quantity,
counts. MARY A. NORTHEND

Building the Summer Home
(Continued from page 420)

the stone secure, yet a stone wall that is a

stone wall should stand up even if there

were no mortar in it, and should not only
be able to stand up, but should present this

appearance of stability to the eye ;
it is this

feature of the house at Cynwyd which is

of particular strength.

(Continued on page 484)
In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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THE HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL

A "House Beautiful" illustration greatly reduced

"THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL" is an illustrated

monthly magazine, which gives you the ideas

of experts on every feature of making the

home, its appointments and surroundings
beautiful.

It is invaluable for either mansion or cot-

tage. It shows how taste will go farther

than money. Its teachings have saved costly

furnishings from being vulgar on the other

hand, thousands of inexpensive houses are

exquisite examples of refined taste, as a result

of its advice. It presents this information

interestingly and in a plain, practical way.
Everything is illustrated frequently in sepia
and colors.

"The House Beautiful" is a magazine which no woman
interested in the beauty of her home ran afTord to he with-

out. It is full of suggestions for house building, house
decorating and furnishing, and is equally valuable for

people of large or small income.
EI-LEN M. HENROTIN,

Ex. Pres. Nat. Federation of Women's Clubs.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
WITH

PORTFOLIO OF COLOR PLATES
Our readers all say the magazine is worth

more than the subscription price, $3.00.

But to have you test its value, we will mail

you FREE, "The House Beautiful" Portfolio

of Interior Decoration and Furnishing with

a five months' trial subscription. The Port-

folio is a collection of color plates and others,

picturing and describing rooms in which good
taste rather than lavish outlay has produced
charming effects.

Fillln t he attached coupon wrap a one dollar bill around
It mail to-day and the Portfolio will reach you by return

post. "The House Beautiful" will then continue regularly
for FIVE months.

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, Room 1713, 315 4th Ave. N, Y.

You may send me your Portfolio of Notable Examples of Inexpensive
Home Decora-ion and Furnishing FREE. I enclose herewith $1.00 for a

special rate five-month trial subscription to THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL.

ADDRESS

TOWN OR CITV STATE .

WIPEYOUR FEET
lud, snow, dust and dirt will not be
racked over your floors if you use

Grab's Foot Scraper
outside your door. The only de-
vice made which cleans bot-
toms and sides of shoe In
one operation. Has ten

parallel plates for scrap-
Ing soles and two stiff

I bristle brushes which
|
clean sides of ehoe. Ad-
justable to any size.

, Handsomely enameled.
Looks neat. Can be ro-
tated and swept under.
Fastens to doorstep or
any handy place. Get
one and save useless

_ work. Price tl.OO. If your
dealer wilt not supply you, don't take substitute, but send
your order direct to us. Illustrated folder FREE.

1. GRAB & CO., S37 Ashland Block, CHICAGO, ILL

A. Regatta Off Halifax. Harbor, Nova Scotia..

12-DAY VACATION CRUISE, Only

Berth and meals included in first cabin to

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia and ST. JOHN'S, Newfoundland

Offered by the

RED CROSS LINE
Old V/orld Scenes and experiences in North America

This great tourist line to northern lands and seas, will this year operate the large,

powerful steamships "Stephano" (new) and "
Florizel

"
(the popular ship),

giving the tourist seven days at sea and five days in port 2*4 days in Halifax
and 2% days in St. John's. Sailings every Saturday during season.

Novelty, grandeur, delightful climate, and a charming sea voyage are combined "with absolute comfort
and remarkable economy in this cruise. No hotel bills, changes or transfers, you live on the ship it is

your home for the entire cruise. A foreign tour costing four times as much could not be more
delightful. The ships are built especially for this cruise, are powerful, remarkably steady at sea
and equipped with every modern device for safety and comfort.

We also offer tour via Black Diamond S. S. Line from Montreal, stopping at Quebec, through
River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, stopping one day at Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Sydney, C. B., to

St. John's. Return to New York via Red Cross Line (13 days), $65.50 up, including R. R. fare from
New York to Montreal. Send for Illustrated Booklet No. 30

BOWRING & CO. - - - 17 State Street, New York
1111

H^BKSii- ______HSii^HKi^S2S^^^MMBBMM
do-ful land locked iia>-boi- of"QvudiVidiVNewfoundland.

All Cement Floors Need
Dexter Brothers'

Petrlfax Cement Coating
There is bound to be more or less powdering. The dust
is not only annoying, but is injurious to the throat and
lungs.
Two coats of I'etrifax make a sure and lasting remedy.
(Jives a hard surface that will not crack or peel. Wash-

booklet.

Dexlcr Brothers Co.,

Studebaker Wareroomt, New York, N. Y.

.,

I i::;t Broadway, N. T. 219 RBM St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Maters of Dexttr Brothers' English Shingle Stains

AGENTS: H. M. Hooker Co., Chicago; E. B. Totten.

Se-urity Bldg.. St. Louis; Carolii a Portland Cement Co.,
Bir koville la. h

ton,
ball

ie unty Bid?., St. Louis; Caroiii a Portland Cement Co.,

Birmingham & Montgomery. Ala., Jacksonville, l
;
la.. Charles

on, S. C., New Orleans, La., and Atlanta,Ga., Sherman Kim
>all, San Francisco, Cat, Hoffschlaser, Honolulu, and dealers

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN.
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